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Part I - Organization of the CMI

Comité Maritime International
CONSTITUTION
(1992)

PART I - GENERAL
Article I
Object
The Comité Maritime International is a non-governmental international
organization, the object of which is to contribute by all appropriate means and
activities to the unification of maritime law in all its aspects.
To this end it shall promote the establishment of national associations of
maritime law and shall cooperate with other international organizations.

Article 2
Domicile
The domicile of the Comité Maritime International is established in Belgium.

Article 3
Membership

a) The Comité Maritime International shall consist of national (or
multinational) Associations of Maritime Law, the objects of which conform
to that of the Comité Maritime International and the membership of which
is open to persons (individuals or bodies corporate) who either are involved

in maritime activities or are specialists in maritime law. Member
Associations should endeavour to present a balanced view of the interests
represented in their Association.
Where in a State there is no national Association of Maritime Law in existence,

and an organization in that State applies for membership of the Comité
Maritime International, the Assembly may accept such organization as a
Member of the Comité Maritime International if it is satisfied that the object
of such organization, or one of its objects, is the unification of maritime law
in all its aspects. Whenever reference is made in this Constitution to Member

Associations, it will be deemed to include any organization admitted as a
Member pursuant to this Article.
Only one organization in each State shall be eligible for membership, unless
the Assembly otherwise decides. A multinational Association is eligible for
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Comité Maritime International
STATUTS
1992

Ière PARTIE - DISPOSITIONS GENERALES
Article ler
Objet
Le Comité Maritime International est une organisation nongouvernementale internationale qui a pour objet de contribuer, par tous travaux
et moyens appropriés, à l'unification du droit maritime sous tous ses aspects.

Il favorisera à cet effet la creation d'Associations nationales de droit
maritime. Il collaborera avec d'autres organisations internationales.

Article 2
Siège
Le siege du Comité Maritime International est fixé en Belgique.

Article 3
Membres
a) Le Comité Maritime International se compose d'Associations nationales
(ou multinationales) de droit maritime, dont les objectifs sont conformes à
ceux du Comité Maritime International et dont la qualité de membre est
accord& à toutes personnes (personnes physiques ou personnes morales)
qui, ou bien participent aux activités maritimes, ou bien sont des spécialistes
du droit maritime. Chaque Association membre s'efforcera de maintenir
l'équilibre entre les divers intéréts représentés dans son sein.

Si dans un pays il n'existe pas d'Association nationale et qu'une
organisation de ce pays pose sa candidature pour devenir membre du
Comité Maritime International, l'Assemblée peut accepter une pareille
organisation comme membre du Comité Maritime International après
s 'étre assurée que l'objectif, ou un des objectifs, poursuivis par cette
organisation est l'unification du droit maritime sous tous ses aspects.
Toute reference dans les presents statuts à des Associations membres
comprendra toute organisation qui aura été admise comme membre
conformément au present article.
Une seule organisation par pays est eligible en qualité de membre du Comité
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membership only if there is no Member Association in any of its constituent
States.

Individual members of Member Associations may be appointed by the
Assembly as Titulary Members of the Comité Maritime International
upon (i) the proposal of the Association concerned, endorsed by the
Executive Council, or (ii) the proposal of the Executive Council. The
appointment shall be of an honorary nature and shall be decided having
regard to the contributions of the candidates to the work of the Comité
Maritime International, and/or to their services rendered in legal or
maritime affairs in furtherance of international uniformity of maritime
law or related commercial practice. Titulary Members shall not be
entitled to vote.
Titulary Members presently or formerly belonging to an association
which is no longer a member of the Comité Maritime International may

continue to be individual Titulary Members at large, pending the
formation of a new Member Association in their State.*
Nationals of States where there is no Member Association in existence

and who have demonstrated an interest in the object of the Comité
Maritime International, may upon the proposal of the Executive
Council be admitted as Provisional Members, but shall not be entitled
to vote. A primary objective of Provisional Membership is to facilitate
the organization and establishment of new Member national or regional

Associations of Maritime Law. Provisional Membership is not
normally intended to be permanent, and the status of each Provisional
Member will be reviewed at three-year intervals. However, individuals
who have been Provisional Members for not less than five years may

upon the proposal of the Executive Council be appointed by the
Assembly as Titulary Members, to the maximum number of three such
Titulary Members from any one State.*
The Assembly may appoint to Membership Honoris Causa any individual
who has rendered exceptional service to the Comité Maritime International,

with all of the rights and privileges of a Titulary Member but without
payment of contributions.
Members Honoris Causa shall not be attributed to any Member Association

or State, but shall be individual Members of the Comité Maritime
International as a whole.

International organizations which are interested in the object of the Comité
Maritime International may be admitted as Consultative Members but shall
not be entitled to vote.

* Paragraphs (b) and (e) have been amended by the CMI Assembly held on 8 May 1999.
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Maritime International, à moins que l'Assemblée n'en décide autrement.
Une association multinationale n'est éligible en qualité de membre que si
aucun des Etats qui la composent ne possède d'Association membre.
Des membres individuels d'Associations Membres peuvent &re nommés
Membres Titulaires du Comité Maritime International par l'Assemblée (i)

sur proposition émanant de l'Association intéressée et ayant recueilli
l'approbation du Conseil Exécutif, ou (ii) sur proposition du Conseil
Exécutif. Cette nomination aura un caractère honorifique et sera décidée en

tenant compte des contributions apportés par les candidats à l'ceuvre du
Comité Maritime International, et/ou des services qu'ils auront rendus dans

le domaine du droit ou des affaires maritimes dans la poursuite de
l'uniformisation internationale du droit maritime ou des pratiques
commerciales qui y sont liées. Les Membres Titulakes n'auront pas le droit
de vote.
Les Membres Titulaires appartenant ou ayant appartenu à une Association

qui n'est plus membre du Comité Maritime International peuvent rester
membres titulaires individuels hors cadre, en attendant la constitution d'une
nouvelle Association membre dans leur Etat.*

Les nationaux des pays on il n'existe pas d'Association membre mais qui
ont fait preuve d'intérét pour les objectifs du Comité Maritime International
peuvent, sur proposition du Conseil Exécutif, &re admis comme Membres

Provisoires, mais ils n'auront pas le droit de vote. L'un des objectifs
essentiels du statut de Membre Provisoire est de favoriser la mise en place
et l'organisation, au plan national ou régional, de nouvelles Associations de
Droit Maritime affiliées au Comité Maritime International. Le statut de
Membre Provisoire n'est pas normalement destiné à 'étre permanent, et la
situation de chaque Membre Provisoire sera examinée tous les trois ans.
Cependant, les personnes physiques qui sont Membres Provisoires depuis

cinq ans au moins peuvent, sur proposition du Conseil Exécutif, étre
nommées Membres Titulaires par l'Assemblée, à concurrence d'un
maximum de trois par pays. *

L'Assemblée peut nommer membre d'honneur, jouissant des droits et
privilèges d'un membre titulaire mais dispensé du paiement des cotisations,
toute personne physique ayant rendu des services exceptionnels au Comité
Maritime International.

Les membres d'honneur ne relèvent d'aucune Association membre ni
d'aucun Etat, mais sont à titre personnel membres du Comité Maritime
International pour l' ensemble de ses activités.

Les organisations internationales qui s'intéressent aux objectifs du Comité

Maritime International peuvent are admises en qualité de membres
consultatifs, mais n'auront pas le droit de vote.

* Les paragraphes (b) and (c) ont été modifiés par l'Assemblée du CMI qui a eu lieu le 8 mai
1999.
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PART II- ASSEMBLY
Article 4
Composition

The Assembly shall consist of all Members of the Comité Maritime
International and the members of the Executive Council.
Each Member Association and Consultative Member may be represented in
the Assembly by not more than three delegates.
As approved by the Executive Council, the President may invite Observers
to attend all or parts of the meetings of the Assembly.

Article 5
Meetings
The Assembly shall meet annually on a date and at a place decided by the
Executive Council. The Assembly shall also meet at any other time, for a

specified purpose, if requested by the President, by ten of its Member
Associations or by the Vice-Presidents. At least six weeks notice shall be given
of such meetings.

Article 6
Agenda and Voting

Matters to be dealt with by the Assembly, including election to vacant

offices, shall be set out in the agenda accompanying the notice of the
meeting. Decisions may be taken on matters not set out in the agenda, other
than amendments to this Constitution, provided no Member Association
represented in the Assembly objects to such procedure.
Each Member Association present in the Assembly and entitled to vote
shall have one vote. The right to vote cannot be delegated or exercised by
proxy.
All decisions of the Assembly shall be taken by a simple majority of Member
Associations present, entitled to vote, and voting. However, amendments to this

Constitution shall require the affirmative vote of a two-thirds majority of all
Member Associations present, entitled to vote, and voting.
Article 7
Functions
The functions of the Assembly are:
To elect the Officers of the Comité Maritime International;
To admit new members and to appoint, suspend or expel members;
To fix the rates of member contributions to the Comité Maritime International;
To consider and, if thought fit, approve the accounts and the budget;
To consider reports of the Executive Council and to take decisions on the
future activity of the Comité Maritime International;

To approve the convening and decide the agenda of, and ultimately
approve resolutions adopted by, International Conferences;
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2ème PARTIE - ASSEMBLEE
Article 4
Composition
L'Assemblée est composée de tous les membres du Comité Maritime
International et des membres du Conseil Exécutif.

Toute Association membre et tout membre consultatif peuvent &re
représentés à l'Assemblée par trois délégués au maximum.

Le President peut, avec l'approbation du Conseil Exécutif, inviter des

observateurs à assister, totalement ou partiellement, aux reunions de
l'Assemblée.
Article 5
Réunions
EAssemblée se réunit chaque arm& à la date et au lieu fixes par le Conseil
Exécutif. EAssemblée se réunit en outre à tout autre moment, avec un ordre du
jour determine, à la demande du President, de dix de ses Associations membres,
ou des Vice-Presidents. Le délai de convocation est de six semaines au moins.
Article 6
Ordre du jour et votes
Les questions dont l'Assemblée devra traiter, y compris les elections
des charges vacantes, seront exposées dans l'ordre du j our accompagnant la

convocation aux reunions. Des decisions peuvent étre prises sur des
questions non inscrites à l'ordre du jour, exception faite de modifications
aux presents statuts, pourvu qu'aucune Association membre represent& à
l'Assemblée ne s'oppose à cette façon de faire.
Chaque Association membre présente à l'Assemblée et jouissant du droit
de vote dispose d'une voix. Le droit de vote ne peut pas are délégué ni
exercé par procuration.
Toutes les decisions de l'Assemblée sont prises à la majorité simple des
Associations membres présentes, jouissant du droit de vote, et prenant part
au vote. Toutefois, le vote positif d'une majorité des deux tiers de toutes les
Associations membres présentes, jouissant du droit de vote et prenant part
au vote sera necessaire pour modifier les presents statuts.
Article 7
Fonctions
Les fonctions de l'Assemblée consistent
Elire les membres du Bureau du Comité Maritime International;
Admettre de nouveaux membres et nomrner, suspendre ou exclure des membres;

Fixer les montants des cotisations des membres du Comité Maritime
International;
Examiner et, le cas échéant, approuver les comptes et le budget;

Etudier les rapports du Conseil Executif et prendre des decisions
concernant les activités futures du Comité Maritime International;

0 Approuver la convocation et fixer l'ordre du jour de Conferences
Internationales du Comité Maritime International, et approuver en dernière
lecture les resolutions adoptées par elles;
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To amend this Constitution;
To adopt rules of procedure not inconsistent with the provisions of this
Constitution.

PART III - OFFICERS
Article 8
Designation
The Officers of the Comité Maritime International shall be:
The President,
The Vice-Presidents,
The Secretary-General,
The Treasurer,
The Administrator (if an individual), and
0 The Executive Councillors.
Article 9
President
The President of the Comité Maritime International shall preside over the
Assembly, the Executive Council, and the International Conferences convened
by the Comité Maritime International. He shall be an ex-officio member of any
Committee, International Sub-Committee or Working Group appointed by the
Executive Council.
With the assistance of the Secretary-General and the Administrator he shall

carry out the decisions of the Assembly and of the Executive Council,
supervise the work of the International SubCommittees and Working Groups,
and represent the Comité Maritime International externally.
In general, the duty of the President shall be to ensure the continuity and the
development of the work of the Comité Maritime International.

The President shall be elected for a full term of four years and shall be
eligible for re-election for one additional term.

Article 10
Vice-Presidents
There shall be two Vice-Presidents of the Comité Maritime International,
whose principal duty shall be to advise the President and the Executive Council,
and whose other duties shall be assigned by the Executive Council.
The Vice-Presidents, in order of their seniority as officers of the Comité
Maritime International, shall substitute for the President when the President is
absent or is unable to act.
Each Vice-President shall be elected for a full term of four years, and shall
be eligible for reelection for one additional term.
Article 11

Secretary-General
The Secretary-General shall have particular responsibility for organization
of the non-administrative preparations for International Conferences, Seminars

CM! YEARBOOK 2000
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Modifier les presents statuts;
Adopter des règles de procedure sous reserve qu' elles soient conformes am
presents statuts.

3ème PARTIE - MEMBRES DU BUREAU
Article 8
Designation
Les membres du Bureau du Comité Maritime International sont:
le President,
les Vice-Presidents,
le Secrétaire General,
le Trésorier,
l'Administrateur (s' il est une personne physique) et
les Conseillers Exécutifs.
Article 9
Le President
Le President du Comité Maritime International preside l'Assemblée, le
Conseil Executif et les Conferences Internationales convoquées par le Comité

Maritime International. Il est membre de droit de tout comité, de toute
commission internationale ou de tout groupe de travail désignés par le Conseil
Exécutif.

Avec le concours du Secrétaire General et de l'Administrateur il met
execution les decisions de l'Assemblée et du Conseil Executif, surveille les
travaux des commissions internationales et des groupes de travail, et représente,
l'extérieur, le Comité NIaritime International.

D'une manière générale, la mission du President consiste à assurer la
continuité et le développement du travail du Comité Maritime International.
Le President est élu pour un mandat entier de quatre ans et est rééligible une
fois.

Article 10
Les Vice-Presidents
Le Comité Maritime International comprend deux Vice-Presidents, dont la
mission principale est de conseiller le President et le Conseil Exécutif, et dont
d'autres missions leur sont confiées par le Conseil Exécutif.
Le Vice-President le plus ancien cornrne membre du Bureau du Comité
Maritime International supplée le President quand celui-ci est absent ou dans
l'impossibilité d'exercer sa fonction.
Chacun des Vice-Presidents est élu pour un mandat entier de quatre ans,
renouvelable une fois.
Article 11
Le Secrétaire General
Le Secrétaire General a tout spécialement la responsabilité d'organiser les

préparatifs, autres qu' administratifs, des Conferences Internationales,
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and Colloquia convened by the Comité Maritime International, and to maintain
liaison with other international organizations. He shall have such other duties as
may be assigned by the Executive Council and the President.
The Secretary-General shall be elected for a term of four years, and shall be
eligible for reelection without limitation.

Article 12

Treasurer
The Treasurer shall be responsible for the funds of the Comité Maritime International, and shall collect and disburse, or authorize disbursement of, funds
as directed by the Executive Council.

The Treasurer shall keep the financial accounts, and prepare the balance
sheet for the preceding calendar year and the budgets for the current and next
succeeding year, and shall present these not later than the 31st of January each
year for review by the Executive Council and approval by the Assembly.
The Treasurer shall be elected for a term of four years, and shall be eligible
for re-election without limitation.
Article 13

Administrator
The functions of the Administrator are:
To give official notice of all meetings of the Assembly and the Executive
Council, of International Conferences, Seminars and Colloquia, and of all
meetings of Committees, International Sub Committees and Working Groups;
To circulate the agendas, minutes and reports of such meetings;
To make all necessary administrative arrangements for such meetings;
To carry into effect the administrative decisions of the Assembly and of the
Executive Council, and administrative determinations made by the President;

To circulate such reports and/or documents as may be requested by the
President, the Secretary General, the Treasurer or the Executive Council;

In general to carry out the day by day business of the secretariat of the
Comité Maritime International.

The Administrator may be an individual or a body corporate. If an
individual, the Administrator may also serve, if elected to that office, as
Treasurer of the Comité Maritime International.
The Administrator, if an individual, shall be elected for a term of four years,
and shall be eligible for re-election without limitation. If a body corporate, the
Administrator shall be appointed by the Assembly upon the recommendation
of the Executive Council, and shall serve until a successor is appointed.

Article 14
Executive Councillors

There shall be eight Executive Councillors of the Comité Maritime
International, who shall have the functions described in Article 18.

The Executive Councillors shall be elected upon individual merit, also

giving due regard to balanced representation of the legal systems and
geographical areas of the world characterized by the Member Associations.
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séminaires et colloques convoqués par le Comité Maritime International, et de

poursuivre la liaison avec d'autres organisations internationales. D'autres
missions peuvent lui etre confiées par le Conseil Exécutif et le President.
Le Secrétaire General est élu pour un mandat de quatre ans, renouvelable
sans limitation de durée.
Article 12
Le Trésorier
Le Trésorier repond des fonds du Comité Maritime International, il encaisse

les fonds et en effectue ou en autorise le déboursement conformément aux
instructions du Conseil Exécutif.
Le Trésorier établit les comptes financiers, prepare le bilan de l'année civile
&coulee ainsi que les budgets de Pannée en cours et de l'année suivante, et
soumet ceux-ci, au plus tard le 31 janvier de chaque année, à l'examen du
Conseil Exécutif et a l' approbation de l'Assemblée.
Le Trésorier est élu pour un mandat de quatre ans, renouvelable sans
limitation de durée.

Article 13

L'Administrateur
Les fonctions de l'Administrateur consistent a.:

envoyer les convocations pour toutes les reunions de l'Assemblée et du
Conseil Executif, des conferences internationales, séminaires et colloques,
ainsi que pour toutes reunions de comités, de commissions internationales
et de groupes de travail,
distribuer les ordres du jour, procès-verbaux et rapports de ces reunions,
prendre toutes les dispositions administratives utiles en vue de ces reunions,

mettre à execution les decisions de nature administrative prises par
l'Assemblée et le Conseil Exécutif, et les instructions d'ordre administratif
données par le President,

assurer les distributions de rapports et documents demandées par le
President, le Secrétaire General, le Trésorier ou le Conseil Exécutif,
d'une maniere genérate accomplir la charge quotidienne du secretariat du
Comité Maritime International.
LAdministrateur peut étre une personne physique ou une personne morale.
I2Administrateur personne physique peut également exercer la fonction de
Trésorier du Comité Maritime International, s'il est élu à cette fonction.
12Administrateur personne physique est élu pour un mandat de quatre ans,

et est rééligible sans limite. L'Administrateur personne morale est élu par
l'Assemblée sur proposition du Conseil Exécutif et reste en fonction jusqu'à
l'élection d'un successeur.
Article 14
Les Conseillers Exécutifs
Le Comité Maritime International compte huit Conseillers Exécutifs, dont
les fonctions sont décrites à l'article 18.
Les Conseillers Exécutifs sont élus en fonction de leur mérite personnel, en
ayant également égard à une representation equilibree des systèmes juridiques
et des regions du monde auxquels les Association membres appartiennent.
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Each Executive Councillor shall be elected for a full term of four years, and
shall be eligible for re-election for one additional term.

Article 15
Nominations
A Nominating Committee shall be established for the purpose of nominating
individuals for election to any office of the Comité Maritime International.
The Nominating Committee shall consist of:
A chairman, who shall have a casting vote where the votes are otherwise
equally divided, and who shall be elected by the Executive Council
The President and past Presidents,
One member elected by the Vice-Presidents, and
One member elected by the Executive Councillors.
Notwithstanding the foregoing paragraph, no person who is a candidate for

office may serve as a member of the Nominating Committee during
consideration of nominations to the office for which he is a candidate.
On behalf of the Nominating Committee, the chairman shall first determine

whether any officers eligible for re-election are available to serve for an
additional term. He shall then solicit the views of the Member Associations
concerning candidates for nomination. The Nominating Committee shall then
make nominations, taking such views into account.
Following the decisions of the Nominating Committee, the chairman shall
forward its nominations to the Administrator in ample time for distribution not
less than one-hundred twenty days before the annual meeting of the Assembly
at which nominees are to be elected.

Member Associations may make nominations independently of the
Nominating Committee, provided such nominations are forwarded to the
Administrator before the annual meeting of the Assembly at which nominees are
to be elected.

Article 16
Immediate Past President
The Immediate Past President of the Comité Maritime International shall have
the option to attend all meetings of the Executive Council with voice but without
vote, and at his discretion shall advise the President and the Executive Council.

PART IV - EXECUTIVE COUNCIL
Article 17
Composition
The Executive Council shall consist of:
The President,
The Vice-Presidents,
The Secretary-General,
The Treasurer,
The Administrator (if an individual),
The Executive Councillors, and
The Immediate Past President.
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Chaque Conseiller Exécutif est élu pour un mandat entier de quatre ans, renouvelable une fois.

Article 15
Présentations de candidatures
Un Comité de Presentation de candidatures est mis en place avec mission
de presenter des personnes physiques en vue de leur election à toute fonction
au sein du Comité Maritime International.
Le Comité de Presentation de candidatures se compose de:
a) un president, qui a voix prépondérante en cas de partage des voix, et qui
est élu par le Conseil Exécutif;
le President et les anciens Presidents du C.M.I.;
un membre élu par les Vice-Presidents;
un membre élu par les Conseillers Exécutifs.
Nonobstant les dispositions de l'alinéa qui precede, aucun candidat ne peut

siéger au sein du Comité de Presentation pendant la discussion des
presentations intéressant la fonction à laquelle il est candidat.
Agissant au nom du Comité de Presentation, son President determine tout
d'abord s'il y a des membres du bureau qui, étant rééligibles, sont disponibles
pour accomplir un nouveau mandat. Il demande ensuite l'avis des Associations

membres au sujet des candidats à presenter. Tenant compte de ces avis, le
Comité de Presentation fait alors des propositions.
Le president du Comité de Presentation transmet les propositions décidées par
celui-ci à l'Administrateur suffisamment à temps pow- etre diffusées cent-vingt
jours au moins avant l'Assemblée annuelle appelée à &lire des candidats proposes.

Des Associations membres peuvent, indépendamment du Comité de
Presentation, faire des propositions, pourvu que celles-ci soient transmises
l'Administrateur avant l'Assemblée annuelle appelée à &lire des candidats
présentés.
Article 16
Le Président sortant

Le President sortant du Comité Maritime International a la faculté
d'assister à toutes les reunions du Conseil Exécutif avec voix consultative
mais non deliberative, et peut, s'il le desire, conseiller le President et le
Conseil Exécutif.

4ème PARTIE - CONSEIL EXECUTIF
Article 17
Composition
Le Conseil Exécutif est compose:
du President,
des Vice-Presidents,
du Secrétaire General,
du Trésorier,
de l'Administrateur, s'il est une personne physique,
0 des Conseillers Exécutifs,
g) du President sortant.
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Article 18
Functions
The functions of the Executive Council are:
a) To receive and review reports concerning contact with;
The Member Associations,
The CMI Charitable Trust, and
International organizations;
b) To review documents and/or studies intended for:
The Assembly,
The Member Associations, relating to the work of the Comité Maritime
International or otherwise advising them of developments, and
International organizations, informing them of the views of the Comité
Maritime International on relevant subjects;
c) To initiate new work within the object of the Comité Maritime International,

to establish Standing Committees, International Sub-Committees and
Working Groups to undertake such work, and to supervise them;
d) To encourage and facilitate the recruitment of new members of the Comité
Maritime International;
e) To oversee the finances of the Comité Maritime International;
f) To make interim appointments, if necessary, to the offices of Treasurer and
Administrator;
g.)To review and approve proposals for publications of the Comité Maritime
International;
To set the dates and places of its own meetings and, subject to Article 5, of
the meetings of the Assembly, and of Seminars and Colloquia convened by
the Comité Maritime International;
To propose the agenda of meetings of the Assembly and of International

Conferences, and to decide its own agenda and those of Seminars and
Colloquia convened by the Comité Maritime International;
To carry into effect the decisions of the Assembly;
To report to the Assembly on the work done and on the initiatives adopted.
The Executive Council may establish and delegate to its own Committees
and Working Groups such portions of its work as it deems suitable. Reports of
such Committees and Working Groups shall be submitted to the Executive
Council and to no other body.

Article 19
Meetings and Quorum
At any meeting of the Executive Council seven members, including the
President or a VicePresident and at least three Executive Councillors, shall
constitute a quorum. All decisions shall be taken by a simple majority vote. The
President or, in his absence, the senior Vice-President in attendance shall have
a casting vote where the votes are otherwise equally divided.
The Executive Council may, however, take decisions when circumstances so
require without a meeting having been convened, provided that all its members
are consulted and a majority respond affirmatively in writing.
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Article 18
Fonctions
Les fonctions du Conseil Exécutif sont:
a) de recevoir et d'examiner des rapports concernant les relations avec:
les Associations membres,
le "CMI Charitable Trust", et
les organisations internationales;
b) d'examiner les documents et etudes destines:
l'Assemblée,
aux Associations membres, concernant le travail du Comité Maritime
International, et en les avisant de tout développement utile,

aux organisations internationales, pour les informcr des vues du
Comité Maritime International sur des sujets adéquats;
c) d'aborder l'étude de nouveaux travaux entrant dans le domaine du Comité
Maritime International, de el-6er à cette fin des comités permanents, des
commissions internationales et des groupes de travail et de contr6ler letuactivité;

d) d'encourager et de favoriser le recrutement de nouveaux membres du
Comité Maritime International;
e) de contr6ler les finances du Comité Maritime International;
f) en cas de besoin, de pourvoir à titre provisoire à une vacance de la fonction
de Trésorier ou d'Administrateur;

g) d'examiner et d'approuver les propositions de publications du Comité
Maritime International;
h) de fixer les dates et lieux de ses propres reunions et, sous reserve de Particle

5, des reunions de l'Assemblée, ainsi que des séminaires et colloques
convoques par le Comité Maritime International;
i) de proposer l'ordre du jour des reunions de l'Assemblée et des Conferences
Internationales, et de fixer ses propres ordres du jour ainsi que ceux des
Séminaires et Colloques convoqués par le Comité Maritime International;
j) d'exécuter les decisions de l'Assemblée;
k) de faire rapport a. l'Assemblée sur le travail accompli et sur les initiatives adoptées.

Le Conseil Exécutif peut créer ses propres comités et groupes de travail et
leur déléguer telles parties de sa tâche qu'il juge convenables. Ces comités et
groupes de travail feront rapport au seul Conseil Executif.
Article 19
Reunions et quorum
Lors de toute reunion du Conseil Exécutif, celui-ci ne délibère valablement
que si sept de ses membres, comprenant le President ou un Vice-President et trois

Conseillers Executifs au moins, sont presents. Toute decision est prise à la
majorité simple des votes érnis. En cas de partage des voix, celle du President ou,
en son absence, celle du plus ancien VicePrésident present, est prépondérante.

Le Conseil Exécutif peut toutefois, lorsque les circonstances I 'exigent,
prendre des decisions sans qu'une reunion ait été convoquée, pourvu que tous

ses membres aient été consultés et qu'une majorité ait répondu
affirmativement par écrit.
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PART V - INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCES
Article 20
Composition and Voting
The Comité Maritime International shall meet in International Conference
upon dates and at places approved by the Assembly, for the purpose of discussing
and taking decisions upon subjects on an agenda likewise approved by the Assembly.

The International Conference shall be composed of all Members of the
Comité Maritime International and such Observers as are approved by the
Executive Council.
Each Member Association which has the right to vote may be represented by
ten delegates and the Titulary Members who are members of that Association.

Each Consultative Member may be represented by three delegates. Each
Observer may be represented by one delegate only.

Each Member Association present and entitled to vote shall have one vote
in the International Conference; no other members or Officers of the Comité
Maritime International shall have the right to vote.
The right to vote cannot be delegated or exercised by proxy.
The resolutions of International Conferences shall be adopted by a simple
majority of the Member Associations present, entitled to vote, and voting.

PART VI- FINANCE
Article 21

Arrears of Contributions
Member Associations remaining in arrears of payment of contributions for
more than one year from the date of the Treasurer's invoice shall be in default
and shall not be entitled to vote until such default is cured.
Members liable to pay contributions who remain in arrears of payment for
more than three years from the date of the Treasurer's invoice shall, unless the
Executive Council decides otherwise, receive no publications or other rights
and benefits of membership until such default is cured.
Contributions received from a Member in default shall be applied to reduce
arrears in chronological order, beginning with the earliest year of default.

Article 22
Financial Matters
The Administrator shall receive compensation as determined by the
Executive Council.
Members of the Executive Council and Chairmen of Standing Committees,
International SubCommittees and Working Groups, when travelling on behalf

of the Comité Maritime International, shall be entitled to reimbursement of
travelling expenses, as directed by the Executive Council.
The Executive Council may also authorize the reimbursement of other
expenses incurred on behalf of the Comité Maritime International.
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5ème PARTIE - CONFERENCES INTERNATIONALES
Article 20
Composition et Votes
Le Comité Maritime International se réunit en Conference Internationale

des dates et lieux approuvés par l'Assemblée aux fins de délibérer et de se
prononcer sur des sujets figurant a un ordre du jour également approuvé par
1 ' Assemblée.

La Conference Internationale est composée de tous les membres du Comité
M'aritime International et d'observateurs dont la presence a été approuvée par
le Conseil Executif.
Chaque Association membre, ayant le droit de vote, peut se faire représenter
par dix délégués et par les membres titulaires, membres de leur Association.

Chaque membre consultatif peut se faire représenter par trois délégués.
Chaque observateur peut se faire représenter par un délégué seulement.
Chaque Association membre présente et jouissant du droit de vote dispose
d'une voix à la Conference Internationale, a l' exclusion des autres membres et
des membres du Bureau du Comité Maritime International.
Le droit de vote ne peut pas etre délégué ni exercé par procuration.
Les resolutions des Conferences Internationales sont prises A. la majorité

simple des Associations membres présentes, jouissant du droit de vote et
prenant part au vote.

6ème PARTIE - FINANCES
Article 21

Retards dans le paiement de Cotisations
Les Associations membres qui demeurent en retard de paiement de leurs
cotisations pendant plus d'un an depuis la date de la facture du Tresorier sont
considérés en défaut et ne jouissent pas du droit de vote jusqu'à ce qu'il ait été
remédié au défaut de paiement.
Les membres redevables de cotisations qui demeurent en retard de paiement
pendant plus de trois ans depuis la date de la facture du Trésorier ne bénéficient
plus, sauf decision contraire du Conseil Exécutif, de l' envoi des publications
ni des autres droits et avantages appartenant aux membres, jusqu'à ce qu'il ait
été remédié au défaut de paiement.
Les cotisations recues d'un membre en défaut sont imputées par ordre chronologique, en commençant par Patin& la plus ancienne du &taut de paiement.

Article 22
Questions financières
Administrateur recoit une indemnisation fixée par le Conseil Executif.
Les membres du Conseil Exécutif et les presidents des comités permanents,

des commissions internationales et des groupes de travail ont droit au
remboursement des frais des voyages accomplis pour le compte du Comité
Maritime International, conformément aux instructions du Conseil Exécutif.
Le Conseil Exécutif peut également autoriser le remboursement d'autres
frais exposés pour le compte du Comité Maritime International.
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RULES OF PROCEDURE*
Rule 1
Right of Presence
In the Assembly, only Members of the CMI as defined in Article 3 of
the Constitution, members of the Executive Council as provided in Article
4 and Observers invited pursuant to Article 4 may be present as of right.
At International Conferences, only Members of the CMI as defined in
Article 3 of the Constitution (including non-delegate members of national
Member Associations), Officers of the CMI as defined in Article 8 and
Observers invited pursuant to Article 20 may be present as of right.
Observers may, however, be excluded during consideration of certain
items of the agenda if the President so determines.
All other persons must seek the leave of the President in order to attend
any part of the proceedings.
Rule 2
Right of Voice

Only Members of the CMI as defined in Article 3 of the Constitution
and members of the Executive Council speak as of right; all others must
seek the leave of the President before speaking. In the case of a Member
Association, only a listed delegate may speak for that Member; with the
leave of the President such delegate may yield the floor to another member
of that Member Association for the purpose of addressing a particular and
specified matter.
Rule 3
Points (Y. Order

During the debate of any proposal or motion any Member or Officer
of the CMI having the right of voice under Rule 2 may rise to a point of

order and the point of order shall immediately be ruled upon by the
President. No one rising to a point of order shall speak on the substance
of the matter under discussion.

All rulings of the President on matters of procedure shall be final
unless immediately appealed and overruled by motion duly made,
seconded and carried.
* Approved by the CMI Assembly held on 13th April 1996.
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Rule 4
Voting

For the purpose of application of Article 6 of the Constitution, the
phrase "Member Associations present, entitled to vote, and voting" shall
mean Member Associations whose right to vote has not been suspended
pursuant to Articles 7 or 21, whose voting delegate is present at the time
the vote is taken, and whose delegate casts an affirmative or negative vote.
Member Associations abstaining from voting or casting an invalid vote
shall be considered as not voting.
Voting shall normally be by show of hands. However, the President
may order or any Member Association present and entitled to vote may
request a roll-call vote, which shall be taken in the alphabetical order of

the names of the Member Associations as listed in the current CMI
Yearbook.

If a vote is equally divided, the proposal or motion shall be deemed
rejected.

Notwithstanding the foregoing, all contested elections of Officers
shall be decided by a secret written ballot in each category. Four ballots
shall be taken if necessary. If the vote is equally divided on the fourth
ballot the election shall be decided by drawing lots.
If no nominations for an office are made in addition to the proposal of
the Nominating Committee pursuant to Article 15, then the candidate(s)
so proposed may be declared by the President to be elected to that office
by acclamation.
Rule 5
Amendments to Proposals

An amendment shall be voted upon before the proposal to which it
relates is put to the vote, and if the amendment is carried the proposal shall
then be voted upon in its amended form.
If two or more amendments are moved to a proposal, the first vote shall
be taken on the amendment furthest removed in substance from the original
proposal and then on the amendment next furthest removed therefrom and
so on until all amendments have been put to the vote.
Rule 6
Secretan' and Minutes

The Secretary-General or, in his absence, an Officer of the CMI
appointed by the President, shall act as secretary and shall take note of the

proceedings and prepare the minutes of the meeting. Minutes of the
Assembly shall be published in the two official languages of the CMI,

English and French, either in the CMI News Letter or otherwise
distributed in writing to the Member Associations.
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Rule 7
Amendment of these Rules

Amendment to these Rules of Procedure may be adopted by the
Assembly. Proposed amendments must be in writing and circulated to all
Member Associations not less than 60 days before the annual meeting of
the Assembly at which the proposed amendments will be considered.
Rule 8
Application and Prevailing Authority

These Rules shall apply not only to meetings of the Assembly and
International Conferences, but shall also constitute, mutatis mutandis, the
Rules of Procedure for meetings of the Executive Council, International
Sub-Committees, or any other group convened by the CMI.
In the event of an apparent conflict between any of these Rules and any
provision of the Constitution, the Constitutional provision shall prevail in
accordance with Article 7(h). Any amendment to the Constitution having

an effect upon the matters covered by these Rules shall be deemed as
necessary to have amended these Rules mutatis mutandis, pending formal
amendment of the Rules of Procedure in accordance with Rule 7.
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GUIDELINES
FOR PROPOSING THE APPOINTMENT
OF TITULARY AND PROVISIONAL MEMBERS*

Titulary Members
No person shall be proposed for appointment as a Titulary Member of

the Comité Maritime International without supporting documentation
establishing in detail the qualifications of the candidate in accordance
with Article 3(b) of the Constitution. The Administrator shall receive such

documentation not less than sixty (60) days prior to the meeting of the
Assembly at which the proposal is to be considered.

Contributions to the work of the Comité may include active
participation as a voting Delegate to two or more International
Conferences or Assemblies of the CMI, service on a CMI Working Group

or International Sub-Committee, delivery of a paper at a seminar or
colloquium conducted by the CMI, or other comparable activity which has

made a direct contribution to the CMI's work. Services rendered in
furtherance of international uniformity may include those rendered
primarily in or to another international organization, or published writing
that tends to promote uniformity of maritime law or related commercial

practice. Services otherwise rendered to or work within a Member
Association must be clearly shown to have made a significant contribution

to work undertaken by the Comité or to furtherance of international
uniformity of maritime law or related commercial practice.
Provisional Members
Candidates for Provisional Membership must not merely express an
interest in the object of the CMI, but must have demonstrated such interest

by relevant published writings, by activity promoting uniformity of
maritime law and/or related commercial practice, or by presenting a plan
for the organization and establishment of a new Member Association.
Every three years, not less than sixty (60) days prior to the meeting of
the Assembly, each Provisional Member shall submit a concise report to
the Secretary-General concerning the activities organized or undertaken
by that Provisional Member in pursuance of the object of the CMI.

* Approved by the CM1 Assembly held on 8 May 1999.
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HEADQUARTERS OF THE CMI
c/0 BARON LEO DELWAIDE

Markgravestraat 9
2000 Antwerp
BELGIUM
TEL: (3) 227.3526 - FAX: (3) 227.3528
TLx: 31653 VOET B
E-MAIL: admini@cmi.imc.org

MEMBERS OF THE EXECUTIVE COUNCIL
MEMBRES DU CONSEIL EXÉCUTIF
President - Président:

Patrick J.S. GRIGGS (1997)
Knollys House, 11, Byward Street, London
EC3R 5EN, England.
Tel.: (20) 7623.2011 - Tlx: 8955043 lnce G - Fax: (20) 7623.3225
E-mail: Patrick.Griggs(c-Eince.co.uk

Past President:
President honoraire:

Allan PHILIP (1997)

Vice-Presidents:
Vice-Présidents:

Hisashi TANIKAWA (1994)
Tanakayama Bldg., 7F, 4-1-20 Toranomon Minato-ku
Tokyo 195-0001, Japan.
Tel.: (3) 3434.7701 - Fax: (3) 3434.7703
E-mail: y-okuma(iDjeli.grjp

Vognmagergade 7, DK-1120 Copenhagen, Denmark.
Tel.: (33) 13.11.12 - Fax: (33) 32.80.45
E-mail: lawoffice@philip.dk.

Frank L. WISWALL, Jr. (1997)
Meadow Farm, 851 Castine Road
Castine, Maine 04421-0201, U.S.A.
Tel.: (207) 326.9460 - Fax: (207) 326.9178
E-mail: fwiswall@,acadia.net

Secretwy General:
Secrétaire Général:

Alexander von ZIEGLER (1996)

Administrator:
Administrateur:

Leo DELWAIDE (1994)
Markgravestraat 9, B-2000 Antwerpen 1, Belgique.
Tel.: (3) 231.5676 - Fax: (3) 225.0130
E-mail: admini@cmi.imc.org

Postfach 6333, Löwenstrasse 19, CH-8023
Zürich, Suisse.
Tel.: (+41-1) 215.5252 - Fax: (+41-1) 215.5200
E-mail: alexandervonziegler@swlegal.ch
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Treasurer:
Trésorier:

Paul GOEMANS (1997)
Eiermarket Building, Sint Katelijnevest, 54, boite 15, B-2000
Anvers, Belgique.
Tel.: (3) 232.1851 - Fax: (3) 233.5963
E-mail: goemans.mirdikian@slcynet.be

Members:
Membres:

David ANGUS (1994)
1155 René-Lévesque Blvd. West, Suite 4000,
Montreal, Quebec H3B 3V2, Canada.
Tel.: (514) 397.3127 - Fax: (514) 397.3208
E-mail: dangus@mtl.stikeman.com
Luis COVA ARRIA (1994)
Multicentro Empresarial del Este, Torre Libertador,
Nucleo B, Piso 15, Ofic. 151-B, Avenida Libertador,
Chacao, Caracas 1060, Venezuela.
Tel.: (2) 265.9555-267.4587-267.0430 - Fax: (2) 264.0305
Mobile/Cellular phone (5816) 621.0247
E-mail: LuisCovaA@etheron.net.

Karl-Johan GOMBRII (1994)
Nordisk Skibsrederforening, Kristinelundveien 22
P.O.Box 3033, Elisenberg N-0207 Oslo, Norway.
Tel.: (22) 135.600 - Fax: (22) 430.035
E-mail: kjgombrii@nordisk-skibsrederforening.no

J. E. HARE (1998)
Shipping Law Unit, Faculty of Law,
University of Cape Town,
Private Bag Rondebosch 7700.
Tel.: (21) 650.2676 - Fax: (21) 761.4953
E-mail: jehare@law.uct.ac.za.

Stuart HETHERINGTON (2000)
Level 8, 167 Macquarie Street,
Sydney NSW 2000, Australia,
Tel.: (2) 9223.9300 - Fax: (2) 9223.9150
E-mail: swh@withnellhetherington.com.au.

Thomas M. REME (1997)
P.O.B. 10 5447, D-20095 Hamburg, Deutschland.
Tel.: (40) 322.565 - Fax: (40) 327.569
E-mail: treme@roehreke.de

Jean-Serge ROHART (1994)
15, Place du General Catroux, F-75017 Paris, France.
Tel.: (1) 46.22.51.73 - Fax: (1) 47.66.06.37
E-mail: vilno.paris@barreau.fr
Gregory TIMAGENIS (2000)
72-74 Kolokotroni,
18535 Piraeus, Greece
Tel.: (1) 422.0001 - Fax: (1) 422.1388
E-mail: timagenis-law-office@athforthnet.gr
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PRESIDENT AD HONOREM

Francesco BERLINGIERI
10 Via Roma, 16121 Genova, Italia.
Tel.: (010) 586.441 - Fax: (010) 594.805 / 589.674
E-mail: dirmar@village.it

HONORARY VICE-PRESIDENTS

Eugenio CORNEJO FULLER
Prat 827, Piso 12, Casilla 75, Valparaiso, Chile
Fax: (32) 252.622.

Nicholas J. HEALY
29 Broadway, New York, N.Y. 10006 U.S.A.
Tel.: (212) 943.3980 - Fax: (212) 425.0131
E-mail: njhealy@healy.com

Anatolj KOLODKIN
3a, B Kopevsky pr. 125319 Moscow
Tel.: (95) 151.7588 - Fax: (95) 152.0916

J. Niall MCGOVERN
P.O.Box 4460, Law Library Building, 158/9 Church Street
Dublin 7, Ireland.
Tel.: (1) 804.5070 - Fax: (1) 804.5164

Walter MULLER
Aeusserre Stammerau 10, CH-8500 Frauenfeld, Suisse.
Tel.: (52) 720.3394

Tsu neo 011TORI
6-2-9-503 Hongo, Bunlcyo-ku, Tokyo 113, Japan.

Jan RAMBERG
Vretvdgen 13, S-183 63 Täby, Sweden
Tel.: (8) 756.6225/756.5458 - Fax: (8) 756.2460

José D. RAY
25 de Mayo 489, 5th fi., 1339 Buenos Aires, Argentina.
Tel.: (11) 4311.3011 - Fax: (11) 4313.7765
E-mail:edye@evici.com.ar

William TETLEY
McGill University, 3644 Peel Street, Montreal, Quebec H3A 1W9, Canada
Tel.: (514) 398.6619 (Office)/(514) 733.8049 (home) - Fax: (514) 398.4659
E-mail: Tetley@falaw.lan.McGill.Ca.
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MEMBER ASSOCIATIONS
ASSOCIATIONS MEMBRES

ARGENTINA
ASOCIACION ARGENTINA DE DERECHO MARITIMO
(Argentine Maritime Law Association)
c/o Dr.José Domingo Ray, 25 de Mayo 489, 5th Floor,
1339 Buenos Aires.- Tel.: (11) 4311.3011 - Fax: (11) 4313.7765
E-mail: jdray@movi.com.ar

Established: 1905
Officers:
President: Dr. José Domingo RAY, 25 de Mayo 489, 5th Floor, 1339 Buenos Aires. Tel.:
(11) 4311.3011 - Fax: (11) 4313.7765 - E-mail: edye@cvtci.com.ar
Vice-Presidents:
Dr. Alberto C. CAPPAGLI, Leandro N. Alem 928, 1001 Buenos Aires. Tel.:(11) 4310.0100
- Fax (11) 4310-0200 - E-mail: marval@marval.com.ar
Dr. M.Domingo LOPEZ SAAVEDRA, Corrientes 1145, 5th Floor, 1043 Buenos Aires.
Tel.:(11) 4325.5868/8407 - Fax: (11) 4325.9702 - E-mail: lopez-saavedra@AIUARG01.
Secretary: Dr. Carlos R. LESMI, Lavalle 421 - 1st Floor, 1047 Buenos Aires. Tel.: (11)
4394.9484 - Fax: (1 I ) 4394.8773.
Pro-Secretag: Dr. Jorge RADOVICH, Corrientes 545, 6th Floor, 1043 Buenos Aires. Tel.:
(11) 4328.2299 - Fax: (11) 4394.8773 - E-mail: sealaw@infovia.co.ar
Treasurer: Sr. Francisco WEIL, c/o Ascoli & Weil, J.D. PerOn 328, 4th Floor. 1038 Buenos
Aires. Tel.: (11) 4342.0081/3 - Fax: (11) 4332.7150.
Pro-Theasurer: Dr. Abraham AUSTERLIC, Lavalle 1362, 4th Floor, 1048 Buenos Aires.
Tel. ( I I ) 4372.1469
Members: Sr. Jorge CONSTENLA, Dr. Fernando ROMERO CARANZA, Dr. Carlos LEVI,
Dr. Marcial J. MENDIZABAL, Dr. Alfredo MOHORADE, Dr. Diego E. CHAMI.

Titulary Members:
Dr, Jorge BENGOLEA ZAPATA, Dr. Alberto C. CAPPAGLI, Dr. Fernando ROMERO
CARRANZA, Dr. Domingo Martin LOPEZ SAAVEDRA, Dr. Marcial J. MENDIZABAL,
Dr. Alfredo MOHORADE, Dr. José D. RAY, Dra. H.S. TALAVERA, Sr. Francisco WEIL.
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AUSTRALIA AND NEW ZEALAND
THE MARITIME LAW ASSOCIATION OF
AUSTRALIA AND NEW ZEALAND
PO Box 3388 - Belconnen ACT 2616, Australia
E-mail: mlaanz@angelfire.com

Established: 1974
Officers:
President: Ms Anthe PHILIPPIDES SC, Barrister at Law, Level 15, MLC Centre, 239
George Street, Brisbane, QLD 4000, Australia. Tel.: 61-7-3229.9188 - Fax: 61-73210.0254 - E-mail: aphilippides@q1dbar.asn.au
Australian Vice-President: John FARQUHARSON, Messrs. Phillips Fox, The Quadrant, 1
William Street, Perth WA 6000, Australia. Tel.: 64-8-9288.6758 - Fax: 64-8-9288.6001 E-mail: jgf@perth.PhillipsFox.com.au
NZ Vice President: John GRESSON, Messrs. Norton White, Level 3, 220 Queen Street,

Auckland, New Zealand. Tel.: 64-9-3028390 - Fax: 64-9-302.8393 - E-mail:
johngresson@nortonwhite.com
Executive Secretar y: Chris BLOWER, AMSA, PO Box 3388, Belconnen ACT 2616. Tel.:
61-2-6279.5951 - Fax: 61-2-6279.5017 - E-mail: c.blower@amsa.gov.au

Assistant Secretan,: Stephen THOMPSON, Middletons Moore & Bevins, Level 6, 7
Macquarie Place, Sydney 2000, Australia. Tel.: 61-2-9930.8278 - Fax: 61-2-9247.2866 E-mail: stephenthompson@mmb.com.au
Treasurer: Andrew BROWN, Norton White, Level 5, 395 Collins Street, Melbourne VIC
3000, Australia. Tel.: 61-3-9613.7505 - Fax: 61-3-9613.7599. E-mail:
andrew.brown@nortonwhite.com
Past-President: Tom BROADMORE, Barrister, PO Box 168, Wellington, New Zealand.
Tel.: 64 4 499.6639 - Fax: 64-4-499.2323 - E-mail: tom.broadmore@waterfront.org.nz.
Administrator: Franc DE ASIS, Level 17, Inns of Court, 107 North Quay, Brisbane QLD 4000,
Australia. Tel.: 61-7-3236.5001 - Fax: 61-7-3236.3535 - E-mail: fdasis@q1dbar.asn.au

Titulary Members:
The Honourable K.J. CARRUTHERS, I. MACKAY, Ronald J. SALTER, P.G. WILLIS.

Membership:
635.

BELGIUM
ASSOCIATION BELGE DE DROIT MARITIME
BELGISCHE VERENIGING VOOR ZEERECHT
(Belgian Maritime Law Association)
cio Henry Voet-Genicot, Mr. Henri Voet Jr.,
Mechelsesteenweg 203 bus 6, 2018 Antwerpen
Tel.: (3) 218.7464 - Fax: (3) 218.6721

Established: 1896
Officers:
President: Wim FRANSEN, Everdijstraat 43, 2000 Antwerpen, Belgium. Tel.: (3) 203.4500
- Fax: (3) 203.4501.
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Vice-Presidents:
Herman LANGE, Schermeraatraat 30, 2000 Antwerpen, Belgium. Tel.: (3) 203.4310 - Fax:
(3) 203.4318.

Christian DIERYCK, Korte Lozanastraat 20/26, 2018 Antwerpen, Belgium. Tel.: (3)
238.7850 - Fax: (3) 237.9899.
Jan THEUNIS, Graanmarkt 2, 2000 Antwerpen, Belgium. Tel. (3) 203.6262 - Fax: (3)
203.6234.
Reasurer: Leo DELWAIDE, Markgravestraat 9, B-2000 Antwerpen. Tel.: (3) 3231.5676 Fax: (3) 225.0130.
Secretary: Henri VOET Jr., Mechelsesteenweg 203 bus 2-6, 2018 Antwerpen, Belgium. Tel.
(3) 218.7464 - Fax: (3) 218.6721.
Members of the General Council:
Henri BOSMANS, Emmanuel COENS, Jean-Pierre DE COOMAN, Luc KEYZER, Frans

PONET, Stéphane ROLAND, Ingrid VAN CLEMEN, Guy van DOOSSELAERE,
Philippe VAN HAVRE, Jean-Pierre VANHOOFF, Luc WIJFFELS.

Titulary Members:
Claude BUISSERET, Leo DELWAIDE, Geoffrey FLETCHER, Wim FRANSEN, Paul
GOEMANS, Etienne GUTT, Marc A. HUYBRECHTS, Tony KEGELS, Herman LANGE,
Jacques LIBOUTON, Roger ROLAND, Lionel TRICOT, Jozef VAN DEN FIEUVEL,
Philippe VAN HAVRE, Henri EVOET, Henri VOET Jr.

BRAZIL
ASSOCIAÇA0 BRASILEIRA DE DIREITO MARITIMO
(Brazilian Maritime Law Association)
Rua Mexico, 1 1 1 Sala 501
Rio de Janeiro - 20031-45 RJ - Brasil - Tel.: (21) 220.5488

Established: 1924
Officers:
President: Dr. Artur Raimundo CARBONE, Escritório Jurídico Carbone - Av. Rio Branco,
99 - 4° andar , Rio de Janeiro. CEP 20040-004 RJ-Brasil. Tel.: (21) 253.3464 - Fax: (21)
253.0622 - E.mail: ejc@carbone.com.br
Vice-Presidents:
Dr. Theòphilo DE AZEREDO SANTOS, Av. Atlantica, 2016/5° andar, Rio de Janiero, RJ,
CEP 22.021-001. Tel.: (21) 203.2188/255.2134.
Dr. Celso D. ALBUQUERQUE MELLO, Rua Rodolfo Dantas, 40/1002, Rio de Janeiro, RJ,
CEP 22.020.040. Tel.: (21) 542.2854.
Dr. Luiz Carlos DE ARAUJO SALVIANO, Judge of Brazilian Maritime Court, Rua Conde
de Bonfim, 496/502, Rio de Janeiro, RJ, CEP 20.520-054. Tel.: (21) 253.6324/208.6226.
Dr. Délio MAURY
Secretary General: Mr. José SPANGENBERG CHAVES

Titulary Members:
Pedro CALMON FILHO, Maria Cristina DE OLIVEIRA PADILHA, Walter de SA
LEITÄO, Rucemah Leonardo GOMES PEREIRA, Artur R. CARBONE.

Membership:
Physical Members: 180; Official Entities as Life Members: 22; Juridical Entity Members:
16; Correspondent Members: 15.
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CANADA
CANADIAN MARITIME LAW ASSOCIATION
LASSOCIATION CANADIENNE DE DROIT MARITIME
c/o John A.Cantello, Osborn & Lange Inc.
240 Rue St. Jacques Ouest, Suite 300, Montréal, QB H2Y 1L9
Tel.: (514) 849.4161 - Fax: (514) 849.4167

Established: 1951
Officers:
President: James E. GOULD, Q.C., Metcalf & Company, Benjamin Wier House, 1459
Hollis Street, Halifax, NS B3J 1V1. Tel.: (902) 420.1990 - Fax: (902) 429.1171 - E-mail:
jamesgould@metcalf.ns.ca.

Immediate Past-President: A. Barry OLAND, Oland & Company, Vancouver Centre,
P.O.Box 11547, 2020-650 West Georgia Street, Vancouver, BC V6B 4N7. Tel. (604)
683.9621 - Fax: (604) 669.4556 - E-mail: shiplaw@aboland.com.
Vice-President: Sean HARRINGTON, Borden, Ladner Gervais, 1000 de la Gauchetière,
Suite 900, Montreal, PQ H3B 5H4, Tel.: (514) 954.3116 - Fax: (514) 954.1905 - E-mail:
sharrington@blgcanada.com.
Secretary and Treasurer: John A. CANTELLO, Osborn & Lange Inc., 240 Rue St. Jacques
Ouest, Suite 300, Montréal, PQ H27 1L9. Tel.: (514) 849.4161 - Fax. (514) 849.4167.
Vice-President West: Michael J. BIRD, Owen Bird, P.O.Box 49130, 2900-595 Burrard
Street, Vancouver, BC V7X 1J5. Tel.: (604) 691.7502 - Fax. (604) 688.2827 - E-mail:
mbird@owenbird.com.
Vice-President Central: James P. THOMSON, Paterson, MacDougall, One Queen Street
East, Suite 2100, Box 100, Toronto, ON M5C 2W5. Tel.: (416) 366.9607 - Fax: (416)
366.3743 - E-mail: jpthomson@pmlaw.com.

Vice-President Quebec: Jeremy P. BOLGER, Borden Ladner Gervais, 1000 de la
Gauchetière, Suite 900, Montréal, PQ H3B 5H4. Tel.: (514) 954.3119 - Fax: (514)
954.1905 - E-mail:jbolger@blgcanada.com.

Vice-President East: William A. MOREIRA, Q.C., Daley, Black & Moreira, 1791
Barrington Street, RO.Box 355, Halifax, NS B3J 2N7. Tel.: (902) 474.6587 - Fax: (902)
420.1744 - E-mail: wmoreira@dbm.ns.ca.
Executive Committee Members:
Douglas G. SCHMITT, McEwan, Schmitt & Co., 1615-1055 West Georgia Street, P.O.Box

11174, Royal Centre, Vancouver, BC V6E 3R5. Tel.: (604) 683.1223 - Fax: (604)
683.2359 - E-mail: dgs@marinclawcanada.com.
Chistopher J. GIASCHI, Giaschi & Margolis, 404-815 Hornby Street, Vancouver, BC V6Z
2E6. Tel.: (604) 681.2866 - Fax: (604) 684.2501 - E-mail: giaschi@AdmiraltyLaw.com.

Peter J. CULLEN, Stikeman, Elliott, 1155 René-Lévesque Blvd. West, Suite 4000,
Montreal, PQ H3B 3V2. Tel.: (514) 397.3135 - Fax. (514) 397.3222 - E-mail:
pcullenO)mtl.stikeman.com.
Richard L. DESGAGNES, Ogilvy Renault, 1981 Ave., McGill College, Montréal, PQ H3A
3C1. Tel.: (514) 847.4431 - Fax: (514) 286.5474 - E-mail: rdesgagnes@ogilvyrenault.com.
Danièle DION, Brisset Bishop, 2020 University Street, Suite 444, Montreal, PQ H3A 2A5.
Tel.: (514) 393.3700 - Fax: (514) 393.1211 - E-mail: bishop@colba.net.
Rui M. FERNANDES, Fernandes Hearn Theall, 335 Bay Street, Suite 601, Toronto, ON M5H
2R3. Tel.: (416) 203.9505 - Fax. (416) 293.9444 - E-mail: rui@fernandeshearn.com.
Norman G. LETALIK, Borden Ladner Gervais, Scotia Plaza, 40 King Street West, Toronto, ON M5H 3Y4. Tel.: (416) 367.6344 - Fax: (416) 361.2735 - E-mail:
nletalik@blgcanada.com.
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John G. O'CONNOR, Langlois Gaudreau O'Connor, 801 Chemin St-Louis, Suite 160,

Quebec, PQ GIS ICI. Tel.: (418) 682.1212 - Fax: (418) 682.2272 - E-mail:
oconnor@qc.langloisgaudreau.com.
John D. MURPHY, Q.C., Stewart McKelvey Stirling Scales, 900-1959 Upper Water Street,
P.O. Box 997, Halifax, NS B3J 2X2. Tel.: (902) 420.3321 - Fax. (902) 420.1417; direct:
(902) 496.6175 - E-mail: jmurphy@smss.com.
The Honourable Madam Justice Elizabeth HENEGHAN, Judge's Chambers, Federal Court
of Canada - Trial Division, Royal Bank Building, 90 Sparks Street, Ottawa, ON K1A
0H9. Tel.: (613) 947.4654 - Fax: (613) 995.9251.
Constituent Members:
The Canadian Board of Marine Underwriters, c/o Mr. Doug MCRAE, AXA Global Risks,
1900-1100 Blvd. René-Lévesque Ouest, Montreal, PQ H3B 4P4. Tel.: (514) 392.7542 Fax: (514) 392.7494 - E-mail: douglas.mcrae@axa-assurances.ca.
The Canadian Shipowners Association, c/o Mr. Donald N. MORRISON, 7C5-350 Sparks
Street, Ottawa, ON K1 R 7S8. Tel.: (613) 232.3539 - Fax: (613) 232.6211 - E-mail:
csa@shipowners.ca.

The Shipping Federation of Canada, c/o Ms. Anne LEGARS, 326-300 rue du Saint
Sacrement, Montreal, PQ H2Y 1X4. Tel.: (514) 849.2325 - Fax: (514) 849.6992 - E-mail:
alegars@shipfed.ca.

Chamber of Shipping of BC, c/o Captain Ron CARTWRIGHT, 100-111 West Hastings
Street, Vancouver, BC V6E 2J3. Tel.: (604) 681.2351 - Fax: (604) 681.4364 - E-mail:
ron_cart@chamber-of-shipping.com.
Canadian International Freight Forwarders Association, c/o Mr. Tony YOUNG, Seafreieht
Chair c/o LCL Navigation Ltd., 4711 Yonge Street, Suite 1102, Toronto, ON M2N 6K8.
Tel.: (416) 733.3733 - Fax: (416) 733.1475 - E-mail: tyoung@lelcan.com.
The Association of Maritime Arbitrators of Canada, c/o Professor W. TETLEY, Q.C.,
Faculty of Law, McGill University, 3644 Rue Peel, Montreal, PQ H3A 1W9. Tel.: (514)
398.6619 - Fax: (514) 398.4659 - E-mail: Tetley@FaLaw.Lan.McGill.ca.
The Company of Master Mariners of Canada, c/o Captain P. M. IRELAND, National
Secretary, 3335 Norwood Avenue, North Vancouver, BC V7N 3P2. Tel.: (604) 288.6155
- Fax: (604) 288.4532
Honorary Life Members:
Senator W. David ANGUS, Q.C., William BAATZ, David BRANDER-SMITH, Q.C., John
R. CUNNINGHAM, Q.C., Nigel H. FRAWLEY, Ms. Johanne GAUTHIER, Dr. Edgar
GOLD, Q.C., A. Stuart HYNDMAN, Q.C., The Hon. K. C. MACKAY, A. Barry OLAND,

The Hon. G.R.W. OWEN, The Hon. Mr. Justice Arthur J. STONE, Professor William
TETLEY, Q.C.

Titulary Members
Senator W David ANGUS, Q.C., David BRANDER-SMITH, Q.C., John A. CANTELLO,
John R. CUNNINGHAM, Q.C., Nigel H. FRAWLEY, Ms. Johanne GAUTHIER, Dr. Edgar
GOLD, Q.C., James E. GOULD, Q.C., Sean J. HARRINGTON, A. Stuart HYNDMAN,
Q.C., John L. JOY, A. Barry OLAND, Alfred H. E. POPP, Q.C., Vincent M. PRAGER,

William M. SHARPE, Robert SIMPSON, The Hon. Mr. Justice Arthur J. STONE,
Professor William TETLEY, Q.C.
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CHILE
ASOCIACION CHILENA DE DERECHO MARITIMO
(Chilean Association of Maritime Law)
Prat 827, Piso 12, Casilla 75, Valparaíso
Tel.: (32) 252535/213494/254862 - Fax: (32) 252622- E-mail:
acgvalparaiso@entelchile.net

Established.. 1965

Officers:
President: don Eugenio CORNEJO FULLER, Prat 827, Piso 12, Casilla 75, Valparaíso Tel.:
(32)
252535/213494/254862 - Fax: (32) 252.622 - E-mail:
acgvalparaiso@entelchile.net

Vice-President: José Tomas GUZMAN SALCEDO, Huérfanos 835, Oficina 1601,
Santiago. Tel.: (2) 6332589/6338590/6326223 - Fax: (2) 6382614 - E-mail:
acgabogados@entelchile.net
Secretaiy: Gustavo JEANNERET MARTINEZ, Blanco 895, Valparaíso. Tel.: (32) 201151
- Fax: (32) 250089 - E-mail: gjeanneret@saam.c1
Treasurer: Ricardo SAN MARTIN PADOVANI, Prat 827, Piso 12, Valparaíso. Tel.: (32)
252535/213494/254862 - Fax: (32) 252622 - E-mail: rsmO)entelchile.net

Titulary Members:
don Alfonso ANSIETA NUNEZ, don Eugenio CORNEJO FULLER, don José Tomas
GUZMAN SALCEDO, don Eugenio CORNEJO LACROIX, don Ricardo SAN MARTIN
PADOVANI y don Maximiliano GENSKOWSKY MOGGIA.

CHINA
CHINA MARITIME LAW ASSOCIATION
6/F Golden Land Building,
No. 32, Liang Ma Qiao Road,
Chaoyang District, BEIJING 100016, CHINA
Tel.: (10) 6462.4004, 6460.4040 - Fax: (10) 6464.3500
E-mail: cietac@public.bta.net.cn

Established.. 1988
Officers:
President: Xiyue SUN, President of the People's Insurance Company of China, 69,
Dongheyan, Xuanwu District, Beijing, 100052, China. Tel.: (10) 6303.5017 - fax (10)
6303.5017.
Vice-Presidents:
Xizhong SHEN, Vice-President, The People's Insurance Company of China, 69, Dongheyan,

Xuanwu District, Beijing, 100052, China. Tel.: (10) 6303.5017 - fax (10) 6303.5017.
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Wenjie LIU, Vice-Chairman of the China Council for the Promotion of International Trade,
CCPIT Bldg., 1 Fuxingmenwai Street, Beijing, 100860, China. Tel. (10) 6801.3344 - Fax:
(10) 6801.1370.
Bin YANG, Vice-President of the China Ocean Shipping (Group) Company, Lucky Tower, 3
Dong San Huan Bei Road, Beijing, 100034, China. Tel.: (10) 6466.1188/5819 - Fax: (10)
6467.0676.

Jianwei ZHANG, Vice-President of the China National Foreign Trade Transportation
Corporation, Jinyun Tower, 43 Jia, Xizhimenwai Street, Beijing, 100044, China. Tel.: (10)
6229.5999 - Fax: (10) 6229.5998.

Guomin FU, Deputy Director of Department of Restructuring Economic System &
Legislation, Ministry of Communications of the P.R.C., 11 Jianguomennei Dajie, Beijing,
100736, China. Tel.: (10) 6529.2661 - Fax: (10) 6529.2201.
Zengjie ZHU, Senior _Advisor of the China Ocean Shipping (Group) Company, Floor 12,
Ocean Plaza, 158 Fuxingmennei Street Xicheng District, Beijing 100031, China. Tel.: (10)
6649.2972/6641.3329/6764.1018 - Fax: (10) 6649.2288 - E-mail: zhuzengjAcosco.com.
Sunlai GAO, Councilor of the China Council for the Promotion of Intemational Trade, China
Global Law Office, 3 West Road, Maizidian, Chaoyang District, 100016, China. Tel.: (10)
6467.1703 - Fax: (10) 6467.2012.
Yuzhuo SI, President of the Dalian Maritime University, Building 113, Dalian Maritime
University, Dalian 116024, China. Tel.: (411) 472.9262- Fax: (411) 467.1395.

Dongnian YIN, Professor of International Shipping Department, Shanghai Maritime
University, 1550, Pudong Dadao, Shanghai, 200135, China. Tel.: (21) 5860.7587- Fax: (21)
5860.2264.
Secretary General: Ming KANG, Deputy Director of Legal Department of the China Council
for the Promotion of International Trade, 6/E Golden Land Building, 32. Liang Ma Qiao
Road, Beijing, 100016, China. Tel. (10) 6464.6688 - Fax (10) 6464.3500.
Deputy Secretaries General:

Yuquan LI, Deputy General Manager, Development Deparnnent, the People's Insurance
Company of China, No. 69, Dongheyan, Xuanwumen, Beijing, 100052, China. Tel.: (10)
6315.2025 - Fax: (10) 6315.2058.
Tianwen YU, Deputy Division Chief of Law Affairs Center of the China Ocean Shippina
(Group) Company, Lucky Tower, 3, Dong San Huan Bei Road Beijing, 100034, China.
Tel.: (10) 6466.1188/5688 - Fax: (10) 6467.0676.
Yuntao YANG, Division Chief of Legal Department of the China National Foreign Trade
Transportation Corporation, Jinyun Tower, 43 Jia, Xizhimenwai Street, Beijing, 100044,
China. Tel.: (10) 6229.5999 - Fax: (10) 6229.5998.
Liming LI, Division Chief of Legal Department of the China Council for the Promotion of
International Trade, 6/F, Golden Land Building, No. 32, Liang Ma Qiao Road, Beijing,
100016, China. Tel.: (10) 6464.4004 - Fax: (10) 6464.3500.
Lu LIU, Legal Department of the China Council for the Promotion of International Trade, 6/F,
Golden Land Building, No. 32, Liang Ma Qiao Road, Beijing, 100016, China. Tel.: (10)
6464.4004 - Fax: (10) 6464.3500.

Guomei TANG, Division Chief of Department of Foreign Affairs, Ministry of
Communications of the P.R.C., 11, Jianguomennei Dajie, Beijing, 100736 China. Tel.: (10)
6529.2213 - Fax: (10) 6529.2261.
Shumei WANG, Communications & Transportation Court, Supreme People's Court of the
P.R.C., 27, Dong Jiao Min Xiang, Beijing, 100745, China. Tel.: (10) 6512.0831 - Fax: (10)
6529.9303.
Treasurer: Yuntao YANG, Division Chief of the Legal Department of the China National
Foreign Trade Transportation Corporation, Jinyun Tower, 43 Jia, Xizhimenwai Street,
Beijing, 100044, China. Tel.: (10) 6229.5999 - Fax: (10) 6229.5998.

Membership:
Group members: 171 - Individual members: 2500
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COLOMBIA
ASOCIACION COLOMBIANA DE DERECHO Y
ESTUDIOS MARITIMOS
"ACOLDEMAR"
Calle 85 Nr. 11-53
P.O. Box 253499
Bogotà, Colombia, South America
Tel.: (1) 226.94891(1) 617.1090 - Fax: (1) 226.9379

Established: 1980
Officers:
President: Dr. Ana Lucia ESTRADA MESA
Vice-President: Admiral Guillermo RUAN TRUJILLO
Secretan,: Dr. Ricardo SARMIENTO PINEROS
Treasurer: Dr. Pablo Andrés ORDUZ TRUJILLO
Auditor: Dr. Silvia PUCCETTI
Members:
Dr. Jaime Canal RIVAS
Dr. GermAn GONSALEZ CAMA()
Dr. Luis GONZALO MORALES

Titulary Members:
Dr. Guillermo SARMIENTO RODRIGUEZ, Capt. Sigifredo RAMIREZ.

COSTA RICA
ASOCIACION INSTITUTO DE DERECHO MARITIMO DE
COSTA RICA
(Maritime Law Association of Costa Rica)
P.O. Box 784, 1000 San José, Costa Rica
Tel.: (506) 253.4416 - Fax: (506) 225.9320 - E-mail: nassarpe@sol.racsa.co.cr

Established: 1981
Officers:
President: Lic.Tomas Federico NASSAR PEREZ, Abogado y Notario Publico, Apartado
Postal 784, 1000 San José.
Vice-President: Licda. Roxana SALAS CAMBRONERO, Abogado y Notario Publico,
Apartado Postal 1019, 1000 San José.
Secretary: Lic. Luis Fernando CORONADO SALAZAR
Treasurer: Lic. Mario HOUED VEGA
Vocal: Lic. Jose Antonio MUNOZ FONSECA
Fiscal: Lic. Carlos GOMEZ RODAS
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CROATIA
HRVATSKO DRUSTVO ZA POMORSKO PRAVO
(Croatian Maritime Law Association)
c/o ProfDr.Velimir Filipovie, President, Pomorski fakultet,
Studentska 2,51000 RIJEKA
Tel.: (51) 338.411 - Fax: (51) 336.755 - E-mail: vio@pfrIhr

Established.. 1991
Officers:
President: Prof. Dr. Velimir FILIPOVId, Professor of Maritime and Transport Law at the
University of Zagreb. Trg. MarSala Tita 14, 10000 Zagreb. Tel.: (1) 485.5848 - Fax: (1)
456.4030.
Vice-Presidents:
Prof. Dr. Vojslav BORdld, Professor of Maritime Law at the University of Rijeka, Legal
Counsel of Jadroagent, Koblerov trg. 2, 51000 Rijeka.
Dr. Sc. Petar KRAGId, Legal Counsel of Tankerska Plovidba d.d., B. Petranoviea 4, 23000
Zadar.
Dr. sc. Vesna TOMLJENOVId, Associate Professor of Private International Law at the
Ujniversity of Rijeka, Faulty of Law, Hahlie 6, 51000 Rijeka.
Secretaty General: Mr. Igor VIO, LL.M., Lecturer at the University of Rijeka Deparetment
of Maritime Studies, Studentska 2, 51000 Rijeka.
Administrative Secretaries:
Mrs. Dora dORld, LL.M., Research Associate at the Adriatic Institute of the Croatian
Academy of Arts and Sciencies, Franc Petriea 4, 10000 Zagreb.
Mrs. Sandra DEBELJAK-RUKAVINA, Reasearch Assistant at the University of Rijeka.
Faculty of Law, Hahlie 6, 51000 Rijeka.
Treasurer: Mrs. Marija POSPIS'IL-MILER, LL.M., Legal Counsel of LoSinjska Plovidba,
Splitska 2,51000 Rijeka.

Titulary Members:
Vojslav BORdld, Velimir FILIPOVId, Ivo GRABOVAC, Vinko HLAdA, Hrvoje KAdld,
Mrs. Ljerka MINTAS-HODAK, Drago PAVId, Pedrag STANKOVId.

Membership:
Institutions: 62
Individual Members: 221
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DENMARK
DANSK SORETSFORENING
(Danish Branch of Comité Maritime International)
c/o Gorrissen Federspiel Kierkegaard
12 H.C. Andersens Boulevard DK-1553 Copenhagen V, Denmark
Tel.: (33) 41.41.41 - Fax: (33) 41.41.33 - E-mail: je@gfklaw.dk

Established: 1899
Officers:
President: Jan ERLUND, c/o Gorrissen Federspiel Kierkegaard, H.C. Andersens Boulevard
12, 1553 Kobenhavn V. Tel.: (33) 41.41.41 - Fax.: (33) 41.41.33 - E-mail: je@gfklaw.dk.

Titulary Members:
Jorgen BREDHOLT, Jan ERLUND, Flemming IPSEN, Alex LAUDRUP, Hans LEVY, Jes
Anker MIKKELSEN, Bent NIELSEN, Allan PHILIP, Knud PONTOPPIDAN, Uffe Lind
RASMUSSEN, Henrik THAL JANTZEN, Anders ULRIK, Michael VILLADSEN.

Membership:
Approximately: 125

DOMINICAN REPUBLIC
ASOCIACION DOMINICANA DE DERECHO MARITMO
(AADM)
557 Arzobispo Portes Street, Torre Montty, 3rd Floor,
Ciudad Nueva, Santo Domingo, Dominican Republic
Tel.: (851) 685.8988/682.2967 - Fax: (851) 688.1687

Established: 1997
Officers:
Pres:ident: Lic. George Montt BUTLER VIDAL
Secretary: Lic. Marie 'Annette GARCIA CAMPOS
Vice-Pres:ident: Dr. Angel RAMOS BRUSILOFF
Treasurer: Dra. Marta C. CABRERA WAGNER
Vocals:

Dra. Carmen V1LLONA DIAZ
Dr. Lincoln Antonio HERNANDEZ PEGUERO
Lic. Lludelis ESPINAL DE OECKEL
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ECUADOR
ASOCIACION ECUATORIANA DE ESTUDIOS Y DERECHO
MARITIMO - "ASEDMAR"
(Ecuadorian Association of Maritime Studies and Latv)
Junin 105 and Malecón 2nd Floor, Intercambio Bldg.,
P.O.Box 3548, Guayaquil, Ecuador
Tel.: (4) 570.700 - Fax: (4) 570.200

Established: 1993
Officers:
President: Ab. José M. APOLO, Junin 105 y Malecón 2do Piso, P.O.Box 3548, Guayaquil,
Ecuador. Tel.: (4) 570.700 - Fax: (4) 570.200.
Vice President: Dr. Fernando ALARCON, El Oro 101 y La Ria (Rio Guayas), Guayaquil,
Ecuador. Tel.: (4) 442.013/444.019.
Vocales Principales:

Ab. Jaime MOLINARI, Av. 25 de Julio, Junto a las Bodegas de Almagro. Tel.:
435.402/435.134.
Dr. Publio FARFAN, Elizalde 101 y Malecon (Asesoria Juridica Digmer). Tel.: 324.254.
Capt. Pablo BURGOS C., (Primera Zona Naval). Tel.: 341.238/345.317.
Vocales Suplentes:
Ab. Victor H. VELEZ C., Capitania del puerto de Guayaquil. Tel.: 445.552/445.699.
Dr. Manuel RODRIGUEZ, Amazonas 1188 y Cordero, Piso 7°, Edificio Flopec (Dir. Gen.
Int. Maritimos) As. Juridico. Tel.: (2) 508.909/563.076.

Titulary Member
José MODESTO APOLO

FINLAND
SUOMEN MERIOIKEUSYHDISTYS
FINLANDS SJÖRÄTTSFÖRENING
(Finnish Maritime Law Association)
Abo Akademi University, Department of Law.
Gezeliusgatan 2, FIN-20500 Abo, Finland
Tel.: (2) 215.4692 - Fax: (2) 215.4699

Established.. 1939
Officers:
President: Peter WETTERSTEIN, Abo Akademi, Department of Law, Gezeliusgatan 2,
FIN-20500 Abo. Tel.: (2) 215.4321 - Fax: (2) 215.4699 - E-mail:
peterwetterstein@abo.fi.

Vice-President: Nils-Gustaf PALMGREN, Silja Ovj Abp, POB 659, FIN-00101
Helsingfors. Tel.: (9) 6962.6316 - Fax: (9) 628.797.
Secretaty: Peter SANDHOLM, Abo Hovrätt, Tavastgatan 11, FIN-20500 Abo. Tel: (2)
272.500 - Fax: (2) 251.0575 - E-mail: peter.sandholm@om.fi.
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Members of the Board:
Jan AMINOFF, Advokatbyra Jan Aminoff, Alexandersgatan 44, FIN-00100 Helsingfors.
Tel.: (9) 6840.477 - Fax: (9) 6840.4740.
Lolan ERIKS SON, Kommunikationsministeriet, POB 235, FIN-00131 Helsingfors.

Henrik GAHMBERG, Advokatbyra Gahmberg, flästö & Co, PB 79, FIN-00131
Helsingfors. Tel.: (9) 6869.8830 - Fax: (9) 6869.8850.
Jan HANSES, Viking Line Ab, Norragatan 4, FIN-22100 Mariehamn. Tel.: (18) 27000 Fax: (18) 12099.
Hannu HONKA, A.bo Akademi, Department of Law, Gezeliusgatan 2, FIN-20500 Abo.
Tel.: (2) 215.4129 - Fax: (2) 215.4699 - E-mail: hannu.honka@abo.fi.
Ilkka KUUSNIEMI, Neptun Juridica Oy Ab, Bulevardi 1 A, FIN-00100 Helsinki. Tel.: (9)
6126.688 - Fax: (9) 628.797.
0111 KYTO, Alandia Bolagen, PB 121, FIN-22 101 Mariehamn. Tel.: (18)29000 - Fax: (18)
12290.

Niklas LANGENSKIOLD, Advokatbyra Serlachius & Ryti, Mannerheimvägen 16 A 5,
F1N-00100 Helsingfors. Tel.: (9) 649.460 - Fax: (9) 649.445.
Heikki MUTTILAINEN, Merenkulkuhallitus, Vuorimiehenkatu 1, FIN-00140 Helsinki.
Tel.: (9) 0204.48.4203.

Tapio NYSTROM, Vakuutus Oy Pohjola, Lapinmäentie 1, FIN-00013 Pohjola. Tel.:
01055911 - Fax: 0105595904.
Antero PALAJA, Korkein Oikeus, PL 301, FIN-00171 Helsinki. Tel.: (9) 12381 - Fax: (9)
123.8354.
Matti TEMMES, Baltic Protection Ab, Repslagaregatan 4 b A, FIN-00180 Helsingfors.
Tel.: (9) 612.2800 - Fax: (9) 612.1000.

Titulary Member:
Nils-Gustaf PALMGREN

Membership:
Private persons: 98 - Firms: 32.

FRANCE
ASSOCIATION FRANCAISE DU DROIT MARITIME
(French Maritime Law Association)
c/o Philippe BOISSON, Conseiller Juridique, Bureau Ventas,
17 bis Place des Reflets - Cedex 44 - 92077 Paris La Défense
Tel.: (1) 42.91.52.71 - Fax: (1) 42.91.52.98
E-mail: philippe.boisson@bureauveritas.com
Correspondence to be addressed to
AFDM, 76, avenue Marceau - 75008 Paris
Tel.: (1) 53.67.77.10 - Fax (1) 47.23.50.95 - E-mail: facaff@club-internet.fr

Established: 1897
Officers:
Président: Me Jean-Serge ROHART, Avocat à la Cour de Paris, SCP Villeneau Rohart
Simon & Associés, 15 Place du Général Catroux, 75017 Paris. Tel.: (1) 46.22.51.73 - Fax:
(1) 47.66.06.37 - E-mail: villeneau(itiavocaweb.tm.fr.
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Présidents Honoraires:
Prof. Pierre BONASSIES, Professeur (H) à la Faculte de Droit et de Science Politique
d'Aix Marseille, 7, Terasse St Jerome, 8 avenue de la Cible, 13100 Aix-en-Provence. Tel.:
(4) 42.26.48.91 - Fax: (4) 42.38.93.18..
M. Claude BOQUIN, Administrateur, S.A. Louis Dreyfus & Cje., 87 Avenue de la Grande
Armée, 75782 Paris Cedex 16. Tel.: (1) 40.66.11.11 - Fax: (1) 45.01.70.28.
M. Pierre LATRON, AFSAT, 20 Rue Vivienne, 75082 Paris Cedex 02. Tel.: (1) 42.96.12.13
- Fax: (1) 42.96.34.59 - E-mail: info.afsat@cesam.fr.
Vice-Présidents:

M. Claude FOUCHARD, Direction des Affaires Juridiques et Assurances USINOR,
Immeuble Le Pacific TSA 10001, La Defense 7, 92070 La Defense Cedex. Tel.: (1)
41.25.68.05 - Fax: (1) 41.25.56.86 - E-mail: claude.fouchard@usinoncom.
M. Antoine VIALARD, Professeur à la Faculté de Droit, Université Montesquieu-Bordeaux
IV, Avenue Leon Duguit, 33600 Pessac. Tel.: (5) 56.84.85.58 - Fax: (5) 56.84.29.55 - Email: antoine.vialard@montesqieu.u.bordeaux.fr.

Sécretaire General: M. Philippe BOISSON, Conseiller Juridique Bureau Ventas, 17bis
Place des Reflets - Cedex 44, 92077 Paris La Defense. Tel.: (1) 42.91.52.71 - Fax: (1)
42.91.52.98 - E-mail: philippe.boisson@bureauveritas.com.
Secrétaires Généraux Adjoints:
Me Patrice REMBAUVILLE-NICOLLE, Avocat à la Cour, RBM2L, 4, rue de Castellane,
75008 Paris. Tel.: (I) 42.66.34.00 - Fax: (1) 42.66.35.00 - E-mail: rbm21@wanadoo.fr.
M. Yves TASSEL, Professeur à l'Université de Nantes, 16bis Rue Alexandre Dumas, 44000
Nantes. Tel./Fax: (2) 40.20.15.97.
Conseiller: Mme Françoise MOUSSU-ODIER, Chef du Service Juridique, Comité Central
des Armateurs de France, 47 rue de Monceau, 75008 Paris. Tel. (1) 53.89.52.52 - Fax: (I)
53.89.52.53 - E-mail: ccaf@ccafasso.fr.

Trésorier: Me. Philippe GODIN, Avocat à la Cour Bouloy Grellet & Godin, 69 rue de

Richelieu, 75002 Paris. Tel.: (1) 44.55.38.83 - Fax: (1) 42.60.30.10 - E-mail:
bg.g@infonie.fr.

Members of the Comité de Direction
Me Jacques BONNAUD, Avocat au Barreau, 28 Boulevard Paul Peytral, 13006 Marseille.
Tel.: (4) 91.13.74.74 - Fax: (4) 91.55.61.41.
M. Jean-Francois CHEVREAU, Chevreau & Lavie, Bourse Maritime, 33075 Bordeaux
Cedex. Tel.: (5) 56.52.16.87 - Fax: (5) 56.44.67.85 - E-mail: chevreau.lavie@wanadoo.fr
M. Jean-Paul CHRISTOPHE, Expert Maritime, 11 Villa Aublet, 75017 Paris. Tel.: (1)
47.66.36.11 - Fax: (1) 47.66.36.03.
Me Vincent DELAPORTE, Avocat au Conseils, S.C.P. Delaporte-Briard, 6 Rue Anatole de
La Forge, 75017 Paris. Tel.: (1) 44.09.04.58 - Fax: (1) 44.09.03.19.

M. Thierry DUPUY D'ANGEAC, Directeur Juridique, CMA/CGM, 22 Quai Gallieni,
92150 Suresnes. Tel. (1) 46.25.73.04 - Fax: (1) 46.25.78.16.

M. Jérôme DUSSUEIL, Directeur Division Maritime et Transports MARSH S.A. de
Courtage d'Assurances, 54 quai Michelet, 92681 Levallois-Perret Cedex. Tel.: (1)
41.34.53.47 - Fax: (1) 41.34.51.08 - E-mail: jerome.dussueil@marshmc.com

Melle Daphne EHRMANN, Juriste, T.L.F., 13/15rue de Calais, 75009 Paris. Tel.: (1)
53.32.13.13 - Fax: (1) 53.32.77.4040.06.94.40 - E-mail: dehrmann@tIffr
M. Guy FAGES, Chef du Service Risques Assurances R.C. & Transports, ELF Aquitaine,
Tour Elf Cedex 45, 92078 Paris La Defense. Tel.: (1) 47.44.56.58 - Fax: (1) 47.44.66.99.
M. Luc GRELLET, Avocat à la Cour, Bouloy Grellet & Godin, 69, rue de Richelieu, 75002
Paris. Tel.: (1) 44.55.38.33 - Fax: (1) 42.60.30.10 - E-mail: bg.g@infonie.fr

M. Gilles HELIGON, Responsable Département Sinistres Directions Maritime et
Transport, AXA Global Risks, 4, rue Jules Lefebvre, 75426 Paris Cedex 09. Tel.: (1)
56.92.90.99 - Fax: ( 1) 56.92.86.80 - E-mail: gilles.heligon@axa-globalrisks.com
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M. Jean-François LEVY, Ingénieur General des Ponts et Chaussées, Conseil General des
Ponts et Chaussées, Seine Section, Tour Pascal B - Bureau 1155 (abs DPS/IS), 92055 La
Defense Cedex. Tel.: (1) 40.81.74.09 - Fax: (1) 40.81.74.12 - E-mail:
levyf@dps.equipement.gouv.fr
M. Maurice MARTY, President H. Cour d'Appel de Rouen, President C.A.M.P., 57Bis,
Boulevard Del-anger, 37000 Tours. Tel.: (2) 47.21.93.84 - Fax: (2) 47.39.91.45.
M. Jean-Pierre REMERY, President de Chambre à la Court d'Appel d'Orléans, 15Bis, rue
des Grands Champs, 45000 Orleans. Tel.: (2) 38.88.44.86.
Mme Martine REMOND-GOUILLOUD, Professeur Universités, 19 rue Charles V, 75004
Paris. Tel.: (1) 42.77.55.54 - Fax: (1) 42.77.55.44.
M. Bertrand THOUILIN, TOTAL S.A. /DTS/AJC/G2074, 51 Esplanade du General de
Gaulle. Cedex 47, 92907 Paris la Defense 10. Tel.: (1) 41.35.39.78 - Fax: (1) 41.35.59.95
- E-mail: bertrand-thouilin@total.com

Titulary Members:
Mme Pascale ALLAIRE-BOURGIN, M. Philippe BOISSON, Professeur Pierre
BONASSIES, Me Michel DUBOSC, Me Emmanuel FONTAINE, Me Philippe GODIN,

Me Luc GRELLET, Cdt. Pierre HOUSSIN, M. Pierre LATRON, Mme Françoise
MOUSSU-ODIER, M. Roger PARENTHOU, M. Andre PIERRON, Me Patrice
REMBAUVILLE-NICOLLE, Mme Martine REMOND-GOU1LLOUD, Me Henri de
RICHEMONT, Me Jean-Serge ROHART, Me Patrick SIMON, Me Gerard TANTIN,
Professeur Yves TASSEL, Me Alain TYNAIRE, Professeur Antoine VIALARD.

Membership:
Members: 265 - Corporate members: 27 - Corresponding members: 23

GERMANY
DEUTSCHER VEREIN FOR INTERNATIONALES SEERECHT
(German Maritime Law Association)
Esplanade 6, 20354 Hamburg
Tel.: (40) 350.97240 - Fax: (40) 350.97211
E-mail: Seerecht@reederverband.de

Established.. 1898
Officers:
President: Dr. Thomas M. REME', Röhreke, Boye, Remé & v. Werder, P.O.B. 10 54 47,
D-20095 Hamburg. Tel.: (40) 322.565 - Fax: (40) 327.569 - E-mail: tseme@roehreke.de
Vice-President: Dr. Inga SCHMIDT-SYASSEN, Vors. Richterin am HOLG Hamburg,
Pilartenkamp 44, 22587 Hamburg. Tel.: (40) 863.113 - Fax: (40) 42842.4097.
Secretary: Dr. Hans-Heinrich NOLL, Verband Deutscher Reeder, Esplanade 6, 20354
Hamburg.
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Titulary Members:
Hans-Christian ALBRECHT, Hartmut v. BREVERN, Walter HASCHE, Rolf HERBER,
Bernd KROGER, Dieter RABE, Thomas M. REME', Kurt von LAUN.

Members:
Dr. Gerfried BRUNN, Geschaftsfährer Verband der Schadenversicherer e.V. - VdS Abteilung Transport, GlockengieBerwall 1, Postfach 106303, 20043 Hamburg. Tel.: (40)
321.07576 - Fax: (40) 321.07570.
Dr. Dietrich GUNDERMANN, Wiirtembergische und Badische Versicherungs-

Aktiengesellschaft, KarlstraBe 68-72, Postf. 38 10, 74028 Heilbronn. Tel.: (7131)
186.230 - Fax: (7131) 186.214.

Prof. Dr. Rolf HERBER, Director for Institut fiir Seerecht und Seehandelsrecht der
Universität Hamburg, Ahlers & Vogel, Schaartor 1, D-20459 Hamburg. Tel.: (40)
3785.880 - Fax: (40) 3785.8888.

Herbert JUNIEL, Attorney-at-Law, Deutsche Seereederei GmbH, Seehafen 1, 18125
Rostock. Tel.: (381) 4580 - Fax: (381) 458.4001.

Dr. Bernd KRÖGER, Managing Director of Verband Deutscher Reeder, Esplanade 6,
20354 Hamburg.

Prof. Dr. Rainer LAGONI, Institut ftir Seerecht und Seehandelsrecht der Universität
Hamburg, Heimhuder Strasse 71, 20148 Hamburg. Tel.: (40) 4123.2240 - Fax: (40)
4123.6271.

Membership:
320.

GREECE
GREEK MARITIME LAW ASSOCIATION
(Association Hellenique de Droit Maritime)
Dr. A. Antapassis, 10 Akti Poseidonos, 185 31 Piraeus
Tel.: (1) 422.5181 - Fax: (1) 422.3449 - E-mail: antalblaw@ath.forthnet.gr

Established: 1911
Officers:
President: Dr. Antoine ANTAPASSIS, Associate Professor at the University of Athens,
Advocate, 10 Akti Poseidonos, 185 31 Piraeus. Tel.: (1) 422.5181 (4 lines) - Fax: (I)
422.3449 - E-mail: antalblaw@athfortlinet.gr
Vice-Presidents:

Aliki KIANTOU-PAMBOUKI, Professor at the University of Thessaloniki, 3 Agias
Theodoras, 546 23 Thessaloniki. Tel.: (1) 221.503 - Fax (1) 237.449.

Nikolaos SKORINIS, Advocate, 67 Hiroon Polytechniou, 185 36 Piraeus. Tel. (1)
452.5848-9/452.5855 - Fax: (1) 418.1822.
Secretaty-General: Constantinos ANDREOPOULOS, Advocate, 3 Akti Miaouli, 185 35
Piraeus. Tel.: (1) 417.4183/417.6338 - Fax: (1) 413.1773.
Deputy Secretaly-General: Thanos THEOLOGIDIS, Advocate, 25 Bouboulinas, 185 35
Piraeus. Tel.: (1) 429.4010 - Fax: (1) 429.4025.
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Assistant Secretaty-General: Defkalion REDIADES, Advocate, 41 Akti Miaouli, 185 36
Piraeus. Tel.: (I) 429.4900/429.3880/429.2770 - Fax: (1) 429.4941.
Ioannis MARKIANOS-DANIOLOS, Advocate, 29 I. Drosopoulou, 112 57 Athens. Fax:
(1) 821.7869.

Treasurer: Petros CAMBANIS, Advocate, 50 Omirou, 106 72 Athens. Tel.: (1)
363.7305/363.5618 - Fax: (1) 360.3113.

Members:
Panayotis SOTIROPOULOS, Advocate, 4 Lykavittou, 106 71 Athens. Tel.: (1)
363.0017/360.4676 - Fax: (1) 364.6674 - E-mail: law-sotiropoulos@ath.forthnet.Gr
Lia ATHANASSIOY, Advocate, 12A Sinopis, 184 54 Nikaia. Tel.: (1) 650.8027 - Fax: (1)
494.3652.
Grogorios TIMAGENIS, Advocate, 72-74 Kolokotroni, 185 36 Piraeus. Tel.: (1) 422.0001
- Fax (1) 422.1388.
Ioannis HAMILOTHORIS, Advocate,17 Notou, 153 42 Ag. Paraskevi. Fax: (1) 639.3741.
Panayotis MAVROYIANNIS, Advocate, 96 Hiroon Polytechniou, 185 36 Piraeus. Tel.: (1)
451.0249/451.0562/413.3862 - Fax: (1) 453.5921.
Ioannis KOROTZIS, Judge of the Court of Appeal of Piraeus, 24-26 Ioanni Soutsou, 114
74 Athens. Tel.: (1) 644.9227.
Stelios STYLIANOY, Advocate, Platonos 12, 185 35 Piraeus. Tel.: (1) 411.7421/413.0547
- Fax: (1) 417.1922.

Titulary Members:
Christos ACHIS, Antonis ANTAPASSIS, Constantinos ANDREAOPOULOS, Paul
AVRAMEAS, Panayiotis MAVROYIANNIS, Aliki KIANTOU-PAMBOUKI, Ioannis
ROKAS, Nicolaos SKORINIS, Panayotis SOTIROPOULOS.

GULF
GULF MARITIME LAW ASSOCIATION
c/o Kurtha & Co.
Attn. Dr. Aziz Kurtha
Seventeenth Floor (1707) - City Tower 2 - P.O.Box 37299
Shaikh Zayed Road, Dubai, United Arab Emirates
Tel.: (971) 4-3326277 - Fax: (971) 4-3326076

Established: 1998
Officers:
President.. Mr. Salman LUTFI, UAE National
Vice-President: Dr. Aziz KURTHA, British National, Dubai
Secretary & Treasurer: Mr. Joseph COLLINS, Indian National, Dubai
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HONG KONG, CHINA
THE MARITIME LAW ASSOCIATION OF HONG KONG
c/o Ince & Co. Solicitors and Notary Public
38th Floor, Asia Pacific Finance Tower,
Citibank Plaza, 3 Garden Road, Hong Kong
Tel.: (852) 2877.3221 - Fax: (852) 2877.2633

Established.. 1988
Officers:
Chairman: The Honourable Justice William Waung-HK Judiciary
Secretary: Christopher J. Kidd - Ince & Co.
Executive Committee Members:
Chris Potts-Crump & Co.; Martin Heath-Clyde & Co.; Gao Ran-Cosco (HK) Shipping Co.;
Zhang Yong Jian-Cosco HK; Chris Howse-Richards Butler; Henry Dunlop-Holman Fenwick
& Willian; Raymond Wong-Richards Hogg Lindley; Philip Yang-Philip Yang & Co.; Paul
Fortune-Sinclair Roche & Temperley; Mary Thomson-Ng & Partners; Jon Zinke-Keesal,
Young & Logan; Clifford Smith-Counsel and Arthur Bowring-Secretary, HKSOA

Members:
Total Membership: 127; Corporate: 74; Individual: 53; Solicitors: 75; Insurance: 23;
Shipbroking: 17; Misc.: 12.

INDONESIA
LEMBAGE BINA HUKUM LAUT INDONESIA
(Indonesian Institute of Maritime Law and Law of the Sea)
Jl. Yusuf Adiwinata 33 A,
Jakarta 10310, Indonesia
Tel.: (21) 390.9737 - Fax: (21) 390.5772

Established: 1981
Board of Management:
President: Mrs. Chandra Motik Yusuf DJEMAT, S.H., Attorney at law, Chandra Motik Yusuf
Djemat & Ass., c/o J1. YusufAdiwinata 33, Jakarta 10350, Indonesia. Tel.: (21) 390.9737 Fax: (21) 390.5772. - Home: J1. Lumajang no. 2, Jakarta 10350. Tel. (21) 331.735.

General Secretaiy: Mrs. Rinie AMALUDDIN, S.H., Attorney at law, c/o Chandra Monk
Yusuf Djemat & Ass., JI. Yusuf Adiwinata 33, Jakarta 10350, Indonesia. Tel.: (21)
390.9737 - Fax: (21) 390.5772.
General Treasurer: Mrs. Masnah SARI, S.H., Notary, c/o Notaris Masnah Sari, JI. Jend.
Sudirman 27.B, Bogor Jawa Barat, Indonesia. Tel.: (251) 311.204.
Chief Dept. for Maritime Law: Mrs. Mariam WIDODO, S.H., Notary, c/o Notaris Mariam
Widodo iL., Terminal no. 22, Cikampek, Jawa Barat, Indonesia. Tel. (264) 513.004 ext.
246. - Home: JI, Potlot II no. 6 Duren Tiga, Kalibata Jakarta Selatan. Tel.: (21) 799.0291.
Vice: Mrs. Titiek PUJOKO, S.H., Vice Director at PT. Gatari Air Service, c/o PT. Gatari Air
Service, Bandar udara Halim Perdana Kusuma, Jakarta 13610, Indonesia. Tel.: (21)
809.2472.
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Chief Dept. fbr Law of the Sea: Mrs. Erika SIANIPAR, S.H., Secretariat of PT. Pelni, c/o
PT. Pelni,' JI. Gajah Mada no.14, 2nd Floor, Jakarta, Indonesia. Tel.: (21) 385.0723.
Vice: Mrs. Soesi SUKMANA, S.H., PT. Pelni, c/o PT. Pelni, J1. Gajah Mada no. 14, 2nd
floor, Jakarta, Indonesia. Tel.: (21) 385.4173.

Chief of Dept. Research & Developnient: Faizal Iskandar MOTIK, S.H., Director at
ISAFIS, c/o J1. Banyumas no. 2 Jakarta 10310, Indonesia. Tel.: (21) 390.9201/390.2963.
Chief of Dept. Information Law Service: Mrs. Aziar AZIS, S.H., Legal Bureau Bulog, c/o

Bulog, JI. Gatot Subroto, Jakarta, Indonesia. Tel.: (21) 525..2209. - Home: Kpm.
Cipinang Indah Blok L no. 34, Jakarta Timur. Tel.: (21) 819.0538.
Vice: Amir HILABI, S.H., Attorney at law, c/o Amir Hilabi & Ass., JI. Biru Laut Raya no.
30, Cawang Kapling, Jakarta, Indonesia. Tel.: (21) 819.0538.
Chief of Dept. Legal Aid: Mrs. Titiek ZAMZAM, S.H., Attorney at law, c/o Titiek Zamzam
& Ass., J1. Ex. Kompek AURI no. 12, Jakarta 12950, Indonesia. Tel.: (21) 525.6302.
Public Relation Service: Mrs. Neneng SALMIAH, S.H., Notary, c/o Notaris Neneng Salmiah
JI. Suryo no. 6 Kebayoran Baru, Jakarta, Indonesia. Tel.: (21) 739.6811/722.1042. - Home:
JI. MPR III Dalam no. 5 Cilandak, Jakarta 12430, Indonesia.
General Assistance: Z. FARNAIN, S.H., Attorney at law, c/o Chandra Motik Yusuf Djemat
& Ass., J1. Yusuf Adiwinata no. 33, Jakarta 10350, Indonesia. Tel.: (21) 390.9737 - Fax:
(21) 390.5772.

IRELAND
IRISH MARITIME LAW ASSOCIATION
Mr. Bill Holohan, Secretary
Bill Holohan & Associates
88 Ranelagh Road, Dublin 6, Ireland
Tel.: (1) 497.8988 - Fax: (1) 496.0949 - E-mail: bha@indigo.ie

Established.. 1963
Officers:
President: Dermot McNULTY, Maritime Consultancy Services Ltd., 44 Tonlegee Road,
Dublin 5. Tel.: (1) 848.6059 - Fax: (1) 848.0562.
Vice-President: Eamonn MAGEE, Insurance Corporation of Ireland PLC., Burlington
Road, Dublin 4. Tel.: (1) 702.3223 - Fax: (1) 660.5246.
H017. Secretary: Bill HOLOHAN, Holohan & Associates, 88 Ranclagh Road, Dublin 6,Tel.:
(1) 497.8988 - Fax: (1) 491.1916 - E-mail: holohanb@indigoie
Treasurer: Paul GILL, Dillon Eustace, Solicitors, 1 Upper Grand Canal Street, Dublin 4.
Tel.: (1) 667.0022 - Fax: (1) 667.0042 - E-mail: dilloneu(ibiol.ie

Committee Members:
Katherine DELAHUNTY, Vincent & Beatty, Solicitors, 67/68 Fitzwilliam Square, Dublin
2. Tel.: (1) 6763.721 - Fax: (1) 6785.317 - E-mail: vinbea@securemailie
Twinkle EGAN, 43 Castle Court, Booterstown Avenue, Blackrock, Co. Dublin. Tel.: (1)
817.4980 - E-mail: twinklercbcyberia.ie
Brian McGOVERN, SC, "Dunangus", Mart Lane, Foxrock, Dublin 18. Tel.: (1) 804.5070 Fax: (1) 8045.164.
Petria McDONNELL, McCann Fitzgerald, Solicitors, 2 Harbourmaster Place, Custom
House Dock, Dublin 1. Tel.: ( I ) 6071.306 - Fax: (1) 8290.010 - E.mail:
petria.mcdonnell@mccann-fitzgerald.ie
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CoIm O'hOISIN, BL, P.O.Box 4460, Law Library Buildings, 158/9 Church Street, Dublin
7. Tel.: (1) 8045.088 - Fax: (1) 8045.138 - E-mail: cohoisin@indigo.ie
Vincent POWER, A & L Goodbody Ltd., Solicitors, Earlsfort Centre, Lower Hatch Street,
Dublin 2. Tel.: (1) 6613.311 - Fax: (1) 6613.278 - E-mail: vpower@algoodbody.securemaiLie

Sheila TYRRELL, Arklow Shipping Ltd., North Quay, Arklow, Co. Wicklow. Tel.: (402)
39901 - Fax: (402) 39912.
Greg O'NEILL, J & H Marsh & McLennan, 10-11 South Leinster Street, Dublin 2. Tel.: (1)
6613.277 - Fax: (1) 6619.976.
Denis McDONALD, BL, RO.Box 4460, Law Library Buildings, 158/9 Church Street,
Dublin 7. (1) 8045.069 - Fax: (1) 8045.163
Mary SPOLLEN, Irish Nationwide Petroleum Corporation, Warrington House, Mount
Street Crescent, Dublin 2. Tel.: (1) 6607.966
Sean KELLEHER, Irish Dairy Board, Granan House, Lower Mount Street, Dublin 2. Tel.:
(1) 6619.599.

Titulary Members:
Messrs. Paul GILL, Bill HOLOHAN, Sean KELLEHER, E J. LYNN, Eamonn A. MAGEE,

LL.B., B.L., Miss Petria McDONNELL, Brian McGOVERN, J. Niall McGOVERN,
Dermot J. McNULTY, Colm O'hOISIN, Miss Mary SPOLLEN.

Membership
Individual members: 37
Representative members: 57

ISRAEL
HA-AGUDA HA ISRAELIT LE MISPHAT YAMI
(Israel Maritime Law Association)
c/o P G. Naschitz,
Naschitz, Brandes & Co.,
5 Tuval Steet, Tel-Aviv 67897
Tel.: (3) 623.5000 - Fax: (3) 623.5005 - E-mail: pnaschitz@nblaw.com

Established: 1968
Officers:
President: P. G. NASCHITZ, Naschitz, Brandes & Co., 5 Tuval Street, Tel-Aviv 67897. Tel.:
623.5000 - Fax: (3) 623.5005 - E-mail: pnaschitz@nblaw.com.
Vice-President: Gideon GORDON, S. Friedman & Co., 31 Ha'atzmaut Road, Haifa. Tel.:

670.701 - Fax: (4)670.754.
Honorary President: Justice Tova STRASSBERG-COHEN, Justice of the Supreme Court
of Israel.

Titulary Members:
Gideon GORDON, Peter G. NASCHITZ, Justice Tova STRASSBERG-COHEN

Membership:
57.
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ITALY
ASSOCIAZIONE ITALIANA DI DIRITTO MARITTIMO
(Italian Association of Maritime Law)
Via Roma 10- 16121 Genova
Tel.: (010) 586.441 - Fax: (010) 594.805 / 589.674 - E-mail: dirmar@village.it

Established: 1899
Officers:
President: Francesco BERLINGIERI, 0.B.E., President ad honorem of CMI, Former
Professor at the University of Genoa, Via Roma 10, 16121 Genova.
Vice-Presidents:
Sergio M. CARBONE, Via Assarotti 20, 16122 Genova.
Giuseppe PERASSO, c/o Confederazione Italiana Armatori, Piazza SS. Apostoli 66, 00187
Roma.

Secretaty General: Giorgia M. BOJ, Professor at the University of Genoa, Via Roma 10,
16121 Genova.
Councillors:
Bruno CASTALDO, Via A. Depretis 114, 80133 Napoli.
Wanda D'ALESSIO, Via Mezzocannone 95, 80134 Napoli.
Sergio LA CHINA, Via Roma 5, 16121 Genova.
Marcello MARESCA, Via Bacigalupo 4/13, 16122 Genova.
Camilla PASANISI DAGNA, Via del Casaletto 483, 00151 Roma.
Emilio PASANISI, Via del Casaletto 483, 00151 Roma.
Sergio TURCI, Via Ceccardi 4/30, 16121 Genova.
Elda TURCO BULGHERINI, Viale G. Rossini 9, 00198 Roma.
Enzio VOW, Via San Nicole> 30, 34100 Trieste.
Stefano ZUNARELLI, Via Clavature 22, 40124 Bologna.

Titulary Members:
Nicola BALESTRA, Francesco BERLINGIERI, Giorgio BERLINGIERL Giorgia M. BOJ,

Franco BONELLI, Sergio M. CARBONE, Sergio LA CHINA, Antonio LEFEBVRE
D'OVIDIO, Emilio PASANISI, Camilla PASANISI DAGNA, Francesco SICCARDI,
Sergio TURCI, Enzio VOLLI.

JAPAN
THE JAPANESE MARITIME LAW ASSOCIATION
9th Fl. Kaiun Bldg., 2-6-4, Hirakawa-cho, Chiyoda-ku, Tolcyo
Tel.: (3) 3265.0770 - Fax: (3) 3265.0873 - E-mail: jmla@d6.dion.ne.jp

Established.. 1901

Officers:
President: Tsuneo OHTORI, Professor Emeritus at the University of Tokyo, 6-2-9-503,
Hongo, Bunkyo-ku, Tokyo 113-0033, Japan.
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Vice-Presidents:
Sumio SHIOTA, Chairman of a Port Environment Improvement Foundation, ToranomonNS-Building, 1-22-15 Toranomon, Minato-ku, Tolcyo 105-0001.
Takao KUSAKARI, President of Nippon Yusen Kaisha, c/o N.Y.K., 2-3-2 Marunouchi,
Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo 100-0005.

Hachiro TOMOKUNI, Counselor of Mitsui O.S.K. Lines Ltd., c/o M.O.L., 2-1-1
Toranomon, Minato-ku, Tolcyo 105-001.
Hisashi TANIKAWA, Professor Emeritus at Seikei University, 15-33-308, Shimorenjaku 4chome, Mitaka City, Tolcyo 181-0023.
Seiichi OCHIAL Professor of Law at the University of Tolcyo, 6-5-2-302 Nishi-shinjyuku,
Shinijyuku-ku, Tolcyo 160-0023.
Kenjiro EGASHIRA, Professor of Law at the University of Tokyo, 25-17, Sengencho 3chome, Higashi-Kurume, Tolcyo 203-0012.
Secretary General: Noboru KOBAYASHI, Professor of Law at Seikei University, 314 EsteCity, 1950-21 Mutsuura-cho, Kanazawa-ku, Yokohama City 236-0032.

Titulary Members:
Mitsuo ABE, Kenjiro EGASHIRA, Taichi HARAMO, Hiroshi HATAGUCHI, Takeo
HORI, Yoshiya KAWAMATA, Takashi KOJIMA, Hidetaka MORIYA, Norihiko NAGAI,

Masakazu NAKANISHI, Seiichi OCHIAI, Tsuneo OHTORI, Yuichi SAKATA, Akira
TAKAKUWA, Hisashi TANIKAWA, Shuzo TODA, Akihiko YAMAMICHI, Tomonobu
YAMASHITA.

KOREA
KOREA MARITIME LAW ASSOCIATION
Room no. 1002, Boseung Bldg. 163-3, Ulchiro 2-ga, Chung-gu,
SEOUL 100-192, KOREA
Tel.: (2) 754.9655 - Fax: (2) 752.9582
E-mail: komares@chollian.net

Established: 1978
Officers:
President: Dr. KILJUN Park, Professor at Yonsei University, Seoul.
Vice-Presidents:
Prof. DONG-CHEOL Tm.
Mr. HYON-KYU Park, President of the Korea Maritime Research.
Prof. SANG-HYON Song, Professor at Seoul National University, Seoul.
Prof. 500-KIL Chang, Attorney at Law, Law Firm of Kin & Chang, Seoul.
Managing Director: Dr. LEE-SIK Chai.
Auditors:
Mr. CHONG-SUP Yoon
Prof. WAN-YONG Chung

Membership:
The members shall be faculty members of university above the rank of part-time lecturer,
lawyers in the bench, and university graduates who have been engaged in the maritime
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business and or relevant administrative field for more than three years with the admission
approved by the board of directors.
Individual members: 135.

D.P.R. OF KOREA
CHOSON MARITIME LAW ASSOCIATION
Maritime Building 1st Floor, Central District, Pyongyang, D.P.R. of Korea
Tel.: (2) 18111 (381-8059) - Fax: (2) 3814567 - Tlx: 37024 KP

Established: 1989
Officers:
President: Mr. CHA MUN BIN, Jurist, General Court DPR of Korea Vice-President.
Vice-President: Mr. RA DONG HI, Engineer, Vice Minister of the Ministry of Marine
Transportation.
Secretwy-General: Mr. PAK JONG IL, Captain, Director of Legal, Investigation Dep. of
the Ministry of Marine Transportation.
Members of the Executive Committee:
Mr. KANG WAN GU, Associated Doctor, Dean of the Maritime University.
Mr. ZO KYONG GU, Captain, Jurist, Senior Lawyer, Maritime Law, Investigation Dep. of
the Ministry of Marine Transportation,
Mr. JON MYONG SON, Doctor, Professor of Kim II Sung University.
Mr. LIM YONG CHAN, Associated Doctor, Institute of Law, Director of International Law
Department.
Individual members: 135.

MALAYSIA
MALAYSIAN MARITIME LAW ASSOCIATION
20th Floor, Arab-Malaysian Building,
55 Jalan Raja Chulan
50200 Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia
Tel.: (3) 201.1788 [25 lines] - Fax: (3) 201.1778/9
E-mail: shooklin@tm.net.my

Established.. 1993

Officers:
President: Nagarajah MUTTIAH, Shook Lin & Bok, 20th Floor, Arab-Malaysian Building,
55 Jalan Raja Chulan, P.O.Box 10766, 50724 Kuala Lumpur.
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Vice-President: Encik Abdul Rahman Bin Mohammed Rahman HASHIM, V.T. Ravindran
& Partners, 18th Floor, Plaza MBF, Jalan Ampang, 50450 Kuala Lumpur.

Secretary: Steven THIRUNEELAKANDAN, Shook Lin & Bok, 20th Floor, ArabMalaysian Building, 55 Jalan Raja ChuIan, P.O.Box 10766, 50724 Kuala Lumpur.
Treasurer: Michael CHAI, Shook Lin & Bok, 20th Floor, Arab-Malaysian Building, 55
Jalan Raja ChuIan, P.O.Box 10766, 50724 Kuala Lumpur.
Executive Committee Members:
Mr. Joseph CLEMONS, Dr. Abdul Mun'im Taufik b. GHAZALI, Puan Maimoon SIRAT,

Mr. K. ANANTHAM, Mr. Nitin NADKARNI, Mr. Arun KRISHNALINGAM, Mr.
Stanley THAM, Ms. Ahalya MAHENDRA.

MALTA
MALTA MARITIME LAW ASSOCIATION
c/o Fenech & Fenech Advocates
198, Old Bakery Street, Valletta VLT 09, Malta
Tel.: (356) 241.232 - Fax: (356) 221.893

Established.. 1994
Officers:
President: Dr. Tonio FENECH, Fenech & Fenech, 198 Old Bakery Street, Valletta, Malta.
Tel.: (356) 241.232 - Fax: (356) 221.893.
Vice-President: Dr. Francesco DEPASQUALE, Thake Desira Advocates, 11/5, Vincenti
Buildings, Strait Street, Valletta, Malta. Tel.: (356) 238.900 - Fax (356) 246.300.
Secretary: Dr. David TONNA, Tonna, Camilleri & Vassallo, 52, Old Theatre Street, Valletta,
Malta. Tel.: (356) 232.271 - Fax (356) 244.291.
Treasurer: Dr. Kevin DINGLI, Dingli & Dingli, 18/2, South Street, Valletta, Malta. Tel.:
(356) 236.206 - Fax: (356) 240.321.
Members:
Ms. Miriam CAMILLERI, Grech, Hyzler, Torte11, 25, Strait Street, Valletta, Malta. Tel.:
(356) 233.049 - Fax: (356) 237.369.
Dr. Simon GALEA TESTAFERRATA, Ganado Sammut Advocates, 35-36 Archbishop
Street, Valletta, Malta. Tel.: (356) 247.109/243149 - Fax: (356) 247.170.
Dr. Max GANADO, Prof. J. M. Ganado, 171, St. Christopher Street, Valletta, Malta. Tel.:
(356) 235.406 - Fax: (356) 240.550.
Dr. Ann FENECH, Fenech & Fenech, 198 Old Bakery Street, Valletta, Malta. Tel.: (356)
241.232 - Fax: (356) 221.893.

Ms Bella HILI, Muscat, Azzopardi, Spiteri, 2, Villa Zimmerman, Ta' Xbiex Terrace,
Ta'Xbiex, Malta. Tel.: (356) 344.655 - Fax: (356) 338.276.
Dr. Simon MICALLEF STAFRACE - Micallef-Stafrace Advocates, 11A Strait Street,
Valletta, Malta. Tel.: (356) 223.142/248.034 - Fax: (356) 240502.
Dr. Malcolm MIFSUD. GMW Melita Street, Valletta, Malta. Tel.: (356) 237.172 - Fax:
(356) 237.314.
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MAURITANIE
ASSOCIATION MAURITANIENNE DU DROIT MARITIME
Avenue C.A. Nasser, P.O.B. 40034
Nouakchott, Mauritanie
Tel.: (2) 52891 - Fax: (2) 54859

Established: 1997
Officers:
Président: Cheikhany JULES
Vice-Présidents:
Didi OULD BIHE, Brahim OULD SIDI
Secrétaire Général: Abdel Kader KAMIL
Secrétaire au Trésor: Maitre Moulaye El Ghaly OULD MOULAYE ELY
Secrétaire chargé des Etudes: Professeur Ahmed OULD BAH
Secrétaire chargé du Contrôle: Cheikhna OULD DERWICH
Secrétaire chargé de la Coordination: Cheikh OULD KHALED
Président de la Commission Administrative: Cheikh OULD EYIL
Président de la Commission Financiére: Abdel Kader OULD MOHAMED

Members:
Professeur Aly FALL, Maitre Mouhamdy OULD BABAH-BAL, Professeur Mohamed
BAL, Abdel Majid KAMIL-HABOTT, Koita MOUSSA, NEGRECH, HADJ SIDI,
Mohamed Adberrahmane OULD LEKWAR, Mohamed Mahmoud OULD MATY.

MEXICO
ASOCIACION MEXICANA DE DERECHO MARITIMO, A.C.
(Mexican Maritime Law Association)
Rio Mame no. 23, Coi. Cuauhtemoc, C.P. Mexico 06500, Mexico D.F.
Tel.: (5) 705.4561/705.4311 - Fax: (5) 520.7165 - E-mail: i.melo@spin.com.mx

Established: 1961
Officers:
President: Dr. Ignacio L. MELO Jr., General-Director of Asociacion Nacional de Agentes
Navieros, A.C.
Vice-President: Lic.Eduardo SOLARES Jr.
Secretary: Miss Alexandra PRESSLER.
Treasurer: Lic.Ernesto PEREZ REA.

Titulary Members:
Dr. Ignacio L. MELO Jr.
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MOROCCO
ASSOCIATION MAROCAINE DE DROIT MARITIME
(Moroccan Association of Maritime Law)
53, Rue A/Ial Ben Abdellah, ler Etage, Casablanca 20000, Morocco
All correspondence to be addressed to the Secretariat:
BP 8037 Oasis, Casablanca 20103, Morocco
Tel.: (2) 258.892 - Fax: (2) 990.701

Established: 1955
Officers:
President: Farid HATIMY, BP 8037 Oasis, Casablanca 20103, Morocco. Tel.: (2) 258.892
- Fax: (2) 990.701.
Vice-Presidents:
Mrs. Malika EL-OTMANI - Tel.: (2) 254.371/232.324
Fouad AZZABI - Tel.: (2) 303.012
Abed TAHIRI - Tel.: (2) 392.647/392.648
HidaYAMMAD - Tel.: 12) 307.897/307.746
General Secretary: MilOud LOUKILI - Tel.: (2) 230.740/230.040.
Deputy General Secretaries:
Saad BENHAYOUN - Tel.: (2).232.324
Mrs. Leila BERRADA-REKHAMI - Tel.: (2) 318.951/316.113/316.032/317.111/319.045.
Treasurer: Mohamed HACHAMI - Tel.: (2) 318.951/316.113/316.032/317.111/319.045.
Deputy Treasurer: Mrs. Hassania CHERKAOUI - Tel.: (2) 232.354/255.782.
Assessors:
Saad AHARDANE - Tel.: (2) 271.941/279.305/200.443.
Abderrafih BENTAHILA- Tel.: (2) 316.412/316.597.
Tijani KHARBACHI - Tel.: (2) 317.851/257.249.
Jean-Paul LECHARTIER - Tel.: (2) 309.906/307.285.
Abdelaziz MANTRACH - Tel.: (2) 309.455.

Titulary Members:
Mohammed MARGAOUI.

NETHERLANDS
NEDERLANDSE VERENIGING VOOR ZEE- EN
VERVOERSRECHT
(Netherlands Maritime and Transport Law Association)
Prinsengracht 668, 1017 KW Amsterdam
Tel.: (20) 626.0761 - Fax: (20) 620.5143

Established: 1905
Officers:
President: Prof. G. J. VAN DER ZIEL, Professor of Transportation Law at Erasmus
University Rotterdam, Dornstraat 23, 3151 VA Hoek van Holland. Tel.: (174) 384.997 Fax: (174) 387.146 - E-mail: vanderziel@frg.eurnl.
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Vice-President: Mr. J.J.H. GERRITZEN, Ondorpweg 17, 3062 RB Rotterdam. Tel./Fax:
(10) 452.5932
Treasurer: De heer J. POST, Post & Co. P&I B.V., Postbus 443, 3000 AK Rotterdam. Tel.:
(10) 453.5888 - Fax: (10) 452.9575.
Secretan': Mr. J.M.C. WILDSCHUT, Prinsengracht 668, 1017 KW Amsterdam. Tel.: (20)
626.0761 - Fax: (20) 620.5143 - E-mail: JMC.wildschut(cuplanet.nl.

Members:
Jhr. Mr. VM. de BRAUW, c/o Nauta Dutilh, Postbus 1110, 3000 BC Rotterdam. Tel.: (10)
224.0349 - Fax: (10) 224.0014
Mr. D.M. ANDELA, c/o EVO, Postbus 350, 2700 AJ Zoeterrneer. Tel.: (79)346.7346 - Fax:
(79) 346.7800.
Mr. W.H. VAN BAREN, c/o Allen & Overy, Apollolaan 15, 1077 AB Amsterdam. Tel.: (20)
674.1287 - Fax: (20) 674.1443.
Mr. C.W.D. BOM, c/o Smit Internationale B.V., Postbus 1042, 3000 BA Rotterdam. Tel.:
(10) 454.9911 - Fax: (10) 454.9268.
Mr. J.H. KOOTSTRA, c/o Stichting Vervoeradres, Postbus 82118, 2508 EC's Gravenhage.
Tel.:(70) 306.6700 - Fax: (70) 351.2025.
Mr. P.L.M. MAAS, c/o ING Bank N.V., Locatiecode HG01.02. Postbus 1800, 1000 BV
Amsterdam. Tel.: (20) 652.3245 - Fax: (20) 563.6490.
Mr. J.G. TER MEER, c/o Boekei de Neree, Postbus 2508, 1000 CM Amsterdam. Tel.: (20)
431.3236 - Fax: (20) 431.3122.
Mr. W.J.G. OOSTERVEEN, c/o Ministerie van Justitie, Stafafd. Wetgeving Privaatrecht,
Postbus 20301, 2500 EH's-Gravenhage. Tel.: (70) 370.7050 - Fax: (70) 370.7932.
Mevr. H.A. REUMKENS, c/o Ministerie van Verkeer & Waterstaat, DGG, P.O.Box 20904,
2500 EX Rijswijk. Tel.: (70) 351.1800 - Fax: (70) 351.7895.
Mr. T. ROOS, c/o Van Dam en Kruidenier, Postbus 4043, 3006 AA Rotterdam. Tel.: (10)
288.8800 - Fax: (10) 288.8828.
Mr. A.J. VAN DER SLIKKE, c/o Royal Nederland Schadeverzekeringen, Strawinskylaan
10, 1077 XZ Amsterdam. Tel.: (20) 546.2394 - Fax: (20) 644.5843.

Mr. PL. SOETEMAN, c/o Marsch B.V, Postbus 8900, 3009 CK Rotterdam. Tel.: (10)
406.0409 - Fax: (10) 406.0481.
Mr. T. TAMMES, c/o K.V.N.R.. Postbus 2442, 3000 CK Rotterdam. Tel.: (10) 414.6001 Fax: (10) 233.0081.

Mr. A.N. VAN ZELM VAN ELDIK, Statenlaan 29, 3051 HK Rotterdam. Tel.: (10)
422.5755.

NETHERLANDS ANTILLES
COMITE FOR MARITIME LAW, NETHERLANDS ANTILLES
Kaya W.F.G. Mensing 27, Curacao, Netherlands Antilles
Tel: (599-9) 465.7777 - Fax: (599-9) 465.7666 - E-mail: z&g@na-law.com.

Officers:
President: Erich W.H. ZIELINSKI, Zielinski, Gomez & Bikker, Law Offices, Kaya W.F.G.
Mensing 27, P.O. Box 4920, Curacao, Netherlands Antilles. Tel: (599-9) 465.7777 - Fax:
(599-9) 465.7666 - E-mail: z&g@na-law.com.
Vice-President: Captain Richard E. BRITT, Marine Surveyors & Consultants, Kaya Wana
8C, Curacao, Netherlands Antilles. Tel: (599-9) 667.3111 - Fax: (599-9) 868.2620 - Email; marhart@interneeds.nct
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Secretary: Lex C.A. GONZALEZ, Halley, Blaauw & Navarro Law Offices, L.G.
Smithplein 3, P.O. Box 6, Curacao, Netherlands Antilles. Tel: (599-9) 434.3300 - Fax:
(599-9) 434.4355 - E-mail; e-mail@hbnlaw.com
Treasurer: Gerrit L. VAN GIFFEN, van Giffen Law Offices, Frontstreet 6, Suite 3B-C
Philipsburg, St. Maarten. Tel: (054) 25088 - Fax: (054) 25087.
Members:
Jos Dijk IMB-RIZLAB, International Dokweg 19 Curacao, Netherlands Antilles. Tel:
737.3586 - Fax: 737.0743.
Mr. Freeke E KUNST, Promes Trenite & Van Doorne Law Offices, Julianaplein 22. P.O.
Box 504, Curacao, Netherlands Antilles. Tel: (599-9) 461.3400 - Fax: (599-9) 461.2023.
Ir. L. ABARCA, Tebodin Antilles N.V., Mgr. Kieckensweg 9, P.O. Box 2085, Curacao,
Netherlands Antilles. Tel: (599-9) 461.1766 - Fax: (599-9) 461.3506.
Karel ASTER, Curacao Port Services N.V., Rijkseenhcidboulevard z/n, P.O. Box 170,
Curacao, Netherlands Antilles. Tel: (599-9) 461.5079, Fax: (599-9) 461.3732.
Teun NEDERLOF, Seatrade Reefer Chartering (Curacao) N.V., Kaya Flamboyan 11, P.O.
Box 4918, Curacao, Netherlands Antilles. Tel: (599-9) 737.0386 - Fax: (599-9) 737.1842.
Hensey BEAUJON, Kroonvlag (Curacao) N.V., Maduro Plaza z/n, P.O. Box 3224, Curacao,
Netherlands Antilles. Tel: (599-9) 733.1500 - Fax: (599-9) 733.1538.

NIGERIA
NIGERIAN MARITIME LAW ASSOCIATION
National Branch of the Comité Maritime International
Chief Judge's Chambers
Federal High Court,
24, Oyinkan Abayomi Drive, Private Mail Bag 12670, Ikoyi, Lagos, Nigeria

Established: 1980
Officers:
President: M.B. BELGORE, Chief Judge, Federal High Court, 24, Oyinkan Abayomi
Drive, Lagos.

Honoran' Patrons:
Chief C.O. OGUNBANJO, Hon. Justice Mohammed BELLO C.J. (Rtd), Hon. Justice
KARIBI-WHYTE, Jsc (Rtd), Hon. Justice NNAEMEKA-AGU, Jsc (Rtd), Hon. Justice
M.M.A. AKANBI, President of Court of Appeal
Honormy Members:
Hon. Justice UWAIS C.J.N., Hon. Justice MOHAMMED, Hon. Justice Niki TOBI, Hon.
Justice T.A. ODUNOWO, Hon. Justice R.N. UKEJE, Hon. Justice E.O. SANYAOLU.
Titulary Members:
The Right Honourable Sir Adetokunboh ADEMOLA, The Right Honourable Michael A.
ODESANYA, Chief Chris O. OGUNBANJO, The Right Honourable Justice Charles D.
ONYEAMA.
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NORWAY
DEN NORSKE SJORETTSFORENING
Avdeling av Comité Maritime International
(Norwegian Maritime Law Association)
c/o Thommessen Krefting Greve Lund, Attn.: Stephen Knudtzon
Postboks 1484, Vika N-0116 Oslo

Established: 1899
Officers:
President: Stephen KNUDTZON, Thommessen '<idling Greve Lund, Haakon VIIs gate
10, P.O.Box 1484, Vika 0116 Oslo. Tel.: (23) 111.111 - Fax: (23) 111.010 - E-mail:
stephen.knudtzon@tkgl.no
Members of the Board:
Karl-Johan GOMBRII, Nordisk Skibsrederforening, P.O.Box 3033, El., 0207 Oslo. Tel.:
(22) 554.720 - Fax: (22) 430.035 - E-mail kjgombrii@nordisk-skibsrederforening.no
Viggo BONDI, Norges Rederiforbund, P.O.Box 1452 Vika, 0116 Oslo. Tel.: (22) 401.500 Fax: (22) 401.515.
Hans Jacob BULL, Nordisk Inst. for Sjorett Universitetet, Karl Johans gt. 47, 0162 Oslo.
Tel.: (22) 859.751 - Fax: (22) 859.750.
Jan-Fredrik RAFEN, Bugge, Arentz-Hansen & Rasmussen, P.O.Box 1524 Vika, 0117 Oslo.
Tel.: (22) 830.270 - Fax: (22) 830.795.
Morten LUND, Vogt & Co., P.O.Box 1503, Vika, N-0117 Oslo. Tel.: (22) 410.190 - Fax (22)
425.485.
Haakon STANG LUND, Wikborg, Rein & Co. P.O.Box 1513 Vika, 0117 Oslo. Tel.: (22)
827.500 - Fax: (22) 827.501.
Trine-Lise WILHELMSEN, Nordisk Inst. for Sjorett Universitetet, Karl Johans gt. 47,
0162-Oslo. Tel.: (22) 859.751 - Fax: (22) 859.750.
Emil GAMBORG, Wilh. Wilhelmsen Ltd. ASA, P.O.Box 33, 1324 Lysaker. Tel.: (67)
584.000 - Fax: (67) 584.230.
Kjetil EIVINDSTAD, Assuranceforeningen Gard, Servicebox 600 4809 Arendal. Tel.: (3)
701.9100 - Fax: (3) 7024810.
Deputies:
Aud SLETTEMOEN, Lovavdelingen, Justis-og politidepartementet, Akersgaten 42, 0158
Oslo. Tel.: (22) 249.090 - Fax: (22) 242.725.

Titulary Members:
Sjur BRAEKHUS, Knut RASMUSSEN, Frode RINGDAL.
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PAKISTAN
PAKISTAN MARITIME LAW ASSOCIATION
c/o Khursheed Khan & Associates
305 Amber Estate, Shahrah-e-Faisal
Karachi 75350 - Pakistan
Tel.: (21) 453.3665/453.3669 - Fax: (21) 454-9272/453.6109
E-mail: attorney@supernet.pk - Cable: MARITIME

Established: 1998
Officers:
President.. Zulfiqar Ahmad KHAN, c/o Khursheed Khan & Associates, 305 Amber Estate,
Shahrah-e-Faisal, Karachi 75350, Pakistan. Tel.: (21) 453.3665/453.3669 - Fax: (21)
454-9272/453.6109 - E-mail: attorney@super.net.pk.
Secretary: Iftikhar AHMED
Treasurer: Zainab HUSAIN

PANAMA
ASOCIACION PANAMENA DE DERECHO MARITIMO
(Panamanian Maritime Law Association)
Dr. Teodoro Franco
P.O. Box 55-1423
Paitilla, Republic of Panama
Tel.: (507) 263.8555 Fax: (507) 263.8051

Established: 1978
Officers:
President: Teodoro FRANCO
Vice-President: Ricardo ESKILDSEN
Secretwy: Ms. Tatiana CALZADA
Assistant Secretary: Cesar ESCOBAR
Treasurer: Raul JEAN
Assistant Treasurer: Francisco MATA
Director: Damaso DIAZ DUCASA

Titulary Members:
Dr. José Angel NORIEGA-PEREZ.
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PERU
ASSOCIACION PERUANA DE DERECHO MARITIMO
(Peruvian Maritime Law Association)
Calle Chacarilla No. 485, San Isidro, Lima 27 :Peru
Tel.: (1) 224.101/422.7593 - Fax: (1) 440.1246/422.7593
E-mail: murday@telematic.edu.pe

Established: 1977
Officers:
Executive Conunittee:

President: Dr. Guillermo VELAOCHAGA, Professor of Law at the Law School of the
Catholic University of Lima, Av. Arequipa no. 4015, Miraflores.
Past Presidents:
Dr. José Maria PAGADOR, José Gonzales no. 568 Of. 302, Miraflores, Lima.
Dr. Enrique MONCLOA DIEZ CANSECO, Alvarez Calderon no. 279, San Isidro, Lima.
Honorcuy Members:
Dr. Roberto MAC LEAN, former Supreme Court Judge
Dr. Ricardo VIGIL,
Vice Admiral Mario CASTRO DE MENDOZA, Grimaldo del Solar no. 410, Lima 18.
Vice Presidents:
Dr. Manuel QUIROGA, Los Geranios no. 209, Lince, Lima.
Dr. Percy URDAY, Calle Chacarilla no. 485, San Isidro, Lima.
Secretmy General: Dra. Rosa María ORTIZ, Las Camelias no. 735 of. 501, San Isidro,
Lima.
Treasurer: Sr. Ronald GRANT, Las Orquideas no. 505, San Isidro, Lima.
Directors:
Dr. Carla PAOLI, Luis Pasteur no. 1445, Lince, Lima.
Dr. Jorge ZAPATA, Paseo de la RepUblica no. 3125 - 16° piso, San Isidro, Lima.
Dr. Frederick KORSWAGEN, Federico Recavarren no. 103 of 801, Miraflores, Lima.
Dr. Luis RODRIGUEZ MARIATEGUI, Miguel Aljovin no. 530, Miraflores, Lima.
Dr. Daniel ESCALANTE, Av. Central no. 643, San Isidro, Lima.

Titulary Members:
Francisco ARCA PATINO, Roberto MAC LEAN UGARTECHE, Manuel QUIROGA
CARMONA, Percy URDAY BERENGUEL, Ricardo VIGIL TOLEDO.

Membership:
Company Members: 4 - Individual Members: 58.
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PHILIPPINES
MARITIME LAW ASSOCIATION OF THE PHILIPPFNES
(MARLAW)
Del Rosario & Del Rosario Law Offices
Mr. Ruben T. Del Rosario
5th Floor, Exchange Corner Building
107 Herrera cor. Esteban Street

Legaspi Village, Makati 1229, Metro Manila, Philippines
Tel.: (2) 810.1797 - Fax: (2) 817.1740Ì810.3632
E-mail: ruben.delrosario@delrosariolaw.com

Established.. 1981

Officers:
President: Ruben T. DEL ROSARIO
Executive Vice-President: Diosdado Z. RELOJ, Jr. Reloj Law Office, 9th Fl., Ermita Center
Bldg., Roxas Boulevard, Manila, Philippines. Tel.: (2) 505.196521.6922 - Fax: (2)521.0606.
Vice-President: Pedro L. L1NSANGAN, Linsanaan Law Office, 6th FL, Antonin° Bldg.,
T.M. Kalaw Street, Ermita Manila, Philippines. Tel.: (2) 594.062 - Fax: (2) 521.8660.
Vice-President for Visayas: Arturo Carlos O. ASTORGA, Astorga Nlacamay Law Office,
Room 310, Margarita Bldg., J.P. Rizal con Cardona Street, Makati, Metro Manila,
Philippines. Tel.: (2) 874.146 - Fax: (2) 818.8998.
Treasurer: Aida E. LAYUG, Founvinds Adjusters Inc.. Room 402. FHL Building, 102
Aguirre Street, Legaspi Village, Nlakati, Metro Manila. Philippines. Tel.: (2) 815.6380.
Secretaty: Jose T. BANDAY (same address as the Association).

Trustees: Antonio R. VELICARIA, Chairman, Raoul R. ANGANGCO. Benjamin T.
BACORRO, Domingo G. CASTILLO, Felipe T. CUISON.

POLAND
POLSKIE STOWARZYSZENIE PRAWA MORSKIEGO
z siedziba w Gdyni (Polish Maritime Law Association. Gdynia)
Clo Gdynia Marine Chambcr, Pl. Konstytucji 5, 81-369 Gdynia, Poland
tel. (+48 58) 620.7315, fax (+48 58) 621.8777

Established: 1934
Officers:
President: Prof. dr. hab. juris Jerzy N1LYNARCZYK, Gdarisk University, Head of Maritime

Law Department, Co Andersa 27, 81-824 Sopot, Poland. tel (+48 58) 551.2034,
550.7624, fax (+48 58) 550.7624. 551.3002 - e-mail: jnipprawo(4:ad.onet.pl
Vice-Presidents:
Witold JANUSZ, ML, Hestia Insurance S.A.
Witold KUCZORSKI, President of Marine Chamber, Gdynia
Secretar.': Krzysztof KOCHANOWSKI, legal adviser
Treasurer: Barbara JUSKIEWICZDOBROSIELSKA, legal adviser.
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Members of the Board:
Prof. dr hab. Wojciech ADAMCZYK, Prof dr hab. Maria DRAGUNGERTNER, mee.
Zbigniew JAS, mec. Marek CZERNIS.

PORTUGAL
MINISTERIO DA DEFESA NACIONAL MARINHA
COMISSÀO DE DIREITO MARITIMO
INTERNACIONAL
(Committee of International Maritime Law)
Praça do Comercio, 1188 Lisboa Codex
Fax: (1) 342.4137

Established: 1924
Officers:
President: Dr.José Joaquim DE ALMEIDA BORGES
Vice-President: Contra-Almirante José Luis LEIRIA PINTO
Secretary: Dra. Ana Maria VIEIRA MALLEN.

Membership:
Prof. Dr. Armando Manuel MARQUES GUEDES; Dr. Armando ANJOS HENRIQUES;

Dr. Avelino Rui Mendes FERREIRA DE MELO; Dr. Armindo Antonio RIBEIRO
MENDES; Cap.m.g. José Luis RODRIGUES PORTERO; Dr. Mario RAPOSO; Pof. Dr.
Mario Julio ALMEIDA COSTA; Cons. Dr. José AntOnio DIAS BRAVO; Dr. Luis Manuel
da COSTA DIOGO; Dr. Eurico José GONÇALVES MONTEIRO; Dr. Antkio OLIVEIRA
SIMOES; Dr. Orlando SANTOS NASCIMENTO; Cap. Ten. Paulo Domingod das NE VES
COELHO.

Titulary Members:
Dr. Armando ANJOS HENRIQUES, Capitaine de frégate José Manuel BATISTA DA
SILVA, Dr.Mario RAPOSO, Capitaine de frégate Guilherme George CONCEIÇA0 SILVA.
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RUSSIAN FEDERATION
ASSOCIATION OF INTERNATIONAL MARITIME LAW
OF THE COMMONWEALTH
OF INDEPENDENT STATES (C.I.S.)
6 B. Koptievslcy pr., 125319 Moscow
Tel.: (95) 151.7588 - Fax: (95) 152.0916

Established: 1968
Officers:
President: Prof. Anatoly L. KOLODKIN, Deputy Director, State Scientific-Research and
Project Development Institute of Merchant Marine - "Soyuzmorniiproekt", President
Russian Association of International Maritime Law, Moscow.
Vice-Presidents:
Dr. Ida I. BARINOVA, Deputy Head of the Legal Department, Department of Marine
Transport, Ministry of Transport of the Russian Federation, Moscow.

Dr. Peter D. BARABOLYA, Chairman of the International Committee "Peace to the
Oceans", Moscow.
Ambassador Igor K. KOLOSSOVSKY, Counsellor, Ministry of Foreign Affairs to the
Russian Federation.
S.N. LEBEDEV, Chairman of the Maritime Arbitration Commission, Russian Federation,
Moscow.
Mr. Stanislav G. POKROVSKY, Director-General, Private Law Firm "Yurinflot", Moscow.
Secretary General: Mrs. Olga V KULISTIKOVA, Head International Private, Russian &
Foreign Maritime Law Department, "Soyuzmorniiproekt", Moscow.
Scientific Secretary: Dr. Nelya D. KOROLEVA, Senior Scientific Fellow, International
Legal Issues of Shipping Department, "Soyuzmorniiproekt", Moscow.
Tivasurer: Mrs. Valentina B. STEPANOVA, Secretariat of MLA, Moscow.

SENEGAL
ASSOCIATION SENEGALAISE DE DROIT MARITIME
(Senegalese Maritime Law Association)
Head Office: 31, Rue Amadou Assane Ndoye, Dakar 73
Secretariate: Port Autonome de Dakar,
B.P. 3195 Dakar, Senegal
Tel.: (221) 823.6548 - Fax: (221) 822.1033 - E-mail: asdam@ynternet.sn

Established: 1983
Bureau Provisoire:
President: Dr Aboubacar FALL
Président honoraire: Pr Ibrahima Khalil DIALLO
ler Vice-President: Ismaila Diakbate
2eme Vice-Président: Serigne Thiam DIOP
3eme Vice-President: Yerim THIOUB
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Secrétaire Général: Ousmane TOURE'
Secrétaire Général Adjoint: Mame Diarra SOURANG
Trésoriére: N'Déye SANOU N'DDIAYE
Trésoriére Adjoint: Me Ameth BA

Membres Titulaires:
Pr Ibrahima Khalil DIALLO, Dr Aboubacar FALL

SINGAPORE
THE MARITIME LAW ASSOCIATION OF SINGAPORE
20 Maxwell Road, 04-01G Maxwell House, SINGAPORE 069113
Tel.: (65) 223.4747 - Fax: (65) 223.505

Established: 1992
Officers:
President: Mr. Chandran ARUL
Vice-President: Mr. Vino RAMAYAH
Secretary: Mr. Loke VI MING
Treasurer: Mr. Kenny CH001

Committee Members: Mr. Govindarajalu ASOKAN, Mr. Haridass AJAIB, Mr. Scott
THILLIGARATNAM, Mr. P. SELVADURAI, Mr. Richard KUEK
Auditors: Mr. Kenny CH001, Ms. Yoga VYJAYANTHIMALA

SLOVENIJA
DRUSTVO ZA POMORSKO PRAVO SLOVENIJE
(Maritime Law Association of Slovenia)
Oo University of Ljublijana, Faculty of Maritime Studies and Transport
Pot pomorkakov 4, SI 6320 Portoroz, Slovenija
Tel.: (386-5) 676.7100/676.7232 - Fax: (386-5) 676.7130 - E-mail: dpprs@fpp.uni-lj.si

Established: 1993
Officers:
Chairman: Prof. Dr. Marko PRAVLIHA, Sv. Peter 65 a, 6333 Se6ovlje, Slovenija. Tel. (3865) 672.6003 - E-mail: marko.pavliha@guest.arnes.si.
Deputy Chairman: Mr. Andrej PIRS, Liminjanska 2, 6320 Lucija, Slovenija.
Secretary: Mr. Mitja GRBEC, Pot Pomorkakov 4, 6320 PortoroZ, Slovenija. Tel.: (386-5)
676.7100 - Fax: (386-5) 676.7130.
Treasurer: Mrs. Alenka ANDRIJASIC, Puntarjeva 17, 6000 Koper, Slovenija. Tel.: (386-5)
676.7100 - Fax: (386-5) 676.7130 - E-mail: aalenka@yahoo.com.
Other Members of the Executive Board:
Mr. Patrick VLACIC, XXX, Divizije 16, 6320 Lucija, Slovenija
Mr. Toma 2 Martin JAMNIK, Ulica OF 16, 6310 Izola, Slovenija.
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SOUTH AFRICA
THE MARITIME LAW ASSOCIATION
OF THE REPUBLIC OF SOUTH AFRICA
All correspondence to be addressed to the Secretariat:
Mr. Tony Norton, Garlicke & Bousfield Inc., 22nd Floor, Durban Bay House, 333 Smith
Street, Durban, 4001, PO Box 223, Durban, 4000 DX 2, Durban
Tel.: (31) 305.7595 - Fax: (31) 307.1108 - Mobile: 27-83-440.6580 E-mail: tony.norton@gb.co.za

Established.. 1974
Officers:
President: Mike POSEMANN, Adams & Adams, 16 Cranbrook Crescent, La Lucia Ridge
Office Park, Umhlanga Rocks 4320, Private Bag 16, Umhlanga Rocks, 4320, DX 21,
Umhlanga Rocks. Tel.: (31) 566.1259 - Fax: (31) 566.1267 - Mobile: 27-82-554.5012 E-mail: mike@adamsadams.co.za
Vice-President: John DYASON, Findlay & Tait, SA Reserve Bank Building, 60 St George's
Mall, Cape Town, 8001, PO Box 248 Cape Town, 8000 DX 29, Cape Town. Tel.: (21)
424.7015 - Fax: (21) 424.1688 - Mobile: 27-82-806.6013 - E-mail:jdyason@fandt.co.za
Secretary Tony NORTON, Garlicke & Bousfield Inc., 22nd Floor, Durban Bay House, 333

Smith Street, Durban, 4001, PO Box 223, Durban, 4000 DX 2, Durban. Tel.: (31)
305.7595 - Fax: (31) 307.1108 - Mobile: 27-83-440.6580 - E-mail:
tony.norton@gb.co.za
Treasurer: Tim MCCLURE, Island View Shipping, 73 Ramsay Ave, Berea, Durban, 4001,
PO Box 30838, May-ville, 4058. Tel.: (31) 207.4491 - Fax: (31) 207.4580 - Mobile: 2783-251.4971 - E-mail: timmcclure@iafrica.com.

Executive Committee:
Matt ASH, Deneys Reitz, 6th Floor, Southern Life Centre, 8 Riebeek Street, Cape Town,
8001, Private Bag X10, Roggebaai, 8012. Tel.: (21) 418.6800 - Fax: (21) 418.6900 Mobile: 27-83-272.0991 - E-mail: msa@deneysreitz.co.za.
David DICKINSON, D.J. Dickinson & Associates, 10th Floor, Durban Bay House, 333
Smith Street, Durban, 4001, P 0 Box 3483, Durban, 4000. Tel.: (31) 302.7160 - Fax: (31)
304.8692 - Mobile: 27-82-891.4182 - E-mail: dickyd@yebo.co.za.
Michael PAMPALLIS. Pampallis, 3rd Floor Doone House, 379 Smith Street, Durban,
4001, P 0 Box 1986, Durban, 4000. Tel.: (31) 301.5331 - Fax: (31) 304.6598 - Mobile:
27-82-551.1427 - E-mail: michael@pampallis.co.za
Andrew PIKE, Shepstone & Wylie, 35 Aliwal Street, Durban, 4001, PO Box 205, Durban,
4000. Tel.: (31) 302.0111 - Fax: (31) 304.2862/306.6369 - Mobile: 27-82-443.7655 - Email: sw.pike@wylie.co.za
Andrew ROBINSON, Deneys Reitz, 4th Floor, The Marine, 22 Gardiner Street, Durban,
4001, PO Box 2010, Durban, 4000, DX 90, Durban. Tel.: (31) 367.8800 - Fax: (31)
305.1732 - Mobile: 27-31-83-452.7723 - E-mail: apmr@deneysreitz.co.za.
Adv. Angus STEWART, Advocates Bay Group, 12th Floor, 6 Durban Club Place, Durban
4001. Tel.: (31) 301.8637 - Fax: (31) 305.6346.
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SPAIN
ASOCIACION ESPANOLA DE DERECHO MARITIMO
(Spanish Maritime Law Association)
c/Jorge Juan, n° 19 - 1 Dcha, 28001 Madrid, Spain
Tel.: (91) 575.2169 - Fax: (91) 575.7341 - E-mail:jmalcantara@jet.es

Established.. January, 1949
Officers:
President: Mr. José Maria ALCANTARA GONZALEZ
Past President: Mr. Rafael ILLESCAS ORTIZ
Vice-presidents: Mr. Raul GONZALEZ HEVIA, Mr. Manuel CARLIER DE LAVALLE
Secreta?)' General: Ms. Soledad GARCIA MAURINO
Treasurer: Mr. Pedro SUAREZ SANCHEZ
Members: Mr. Eduardo ALBORS MENDEZ, Mr. Fernando RUIZ GALVEZ
VILLAVERDE, Mr. Miguel PARDO BUSTILLO, Mr. Augustin GARCIA-MORATILLA

Titulary Members:
José Maria ALCANTARA GONZALEZ, Eduardo ALBORS MENDEZ, Ignacio ARROYO
MARTINEZ, Eduardo BAGES AGUSTI, Luis DE SAN SIMON CORTABITARTE, Luis

FIGAREDO PEREZ, Javier GALIANO SALGADO, Guillermo GIMENEZ DE LA
CUADRA, Manuel GONZALEZ RODRIGUEZ, José Luis GONI ETCHEVERS, Francisco
GONI JIMENEZ, Raul GONZALEZ HEVIA, Rodolfo GONZALEZ LEBRERO, Juan Luis
IGLESIAS PRADA, Fernando MEANA GREEN, Aurelio MENENDEZ MENENDEZ,
Manuel OLIVENCIA RUIZ, Jose Luis RODRIGUEZ CARRION, Fernando RUIZ GALVEZ
VILLAVERDE, Fernando SANCHEZ CALERO, Rodrigo URJA GONZALEZ.

Membership:
Individual members: 154, Collective members: 41.

SWEDEN
SVENSKA SJORATTSFÖRENINGEN
The Swedish Maritime Law Association)
P.O. Box 3299, S-103 66 Stocicholm
Sveavägen 31, S-11134 Stockholm
Tel.: (8) 237.950 - Fax: (8) 218.021

Established: 1900
Officers:
President: Lars GORTON, Stockholm School of Economics, Tel.: (8) 736.9197, University
of Lund, Tel. (46) 222.1127.
Vice-Presidents:

Lars BOMAN, Advocate, Advokatfirman Morssing & Nycander, Box 3299, S-10366
Stockholm. Tel.: (8) 237.950 - Fax: (8) 218.021.
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Jan SANDSTROM, Professor of Law at the University of Göteborg and Average Adjuster,
Göteborgs Universitet, Viktoriagatan 13, S-41125 Göteborg. Tel.: (31) 711.4432 - Fax.
(31) 711.5148.
Bengt HOLTZBERG, Director, Walleniusrederierna, P.O.Box 17086, S-10462 Stockholm.
Tel.: (8) 772.0659 - Fax. (8) 640.6854.

Treasurer: Mrs. Kristina NEDHOLM-EWERSTRAND, Stena Rederi AB, Insurance
Department, S-40519 Göteborg. Tel.: (31) 855.000 - Fax: (31) 123.976.

Members of the Board:
Lars LINDFELT, Managing Director Swedish Club, Assuransföreningen, Box 171 - S40122 Göteborg. Tel.: (31) 638.400 - Fax: (31) 156.711; Mats LITTORIN, Director,
Svenska Handelsbanken, P.O.Box 1530, S-401 50 Göteborg. Tel.: (31) 774.8000 - Fax: (31)
774.8108/774.8109.

Titulary Members:
Lars BOMAN, Nils GRENANDER, Kurt GRÖNFORS, Lennart HAGBERG, Per-Erik
HEDBORG, Mats HILDING, Rainer HORNBORG, Hans G. MELLANDER, Claes
PALME, Jan RAMBERG, Robert ROMLOV, Christer RUNE, Jan SANDSTROM.

SWITZERLAND
ASSOCIATION SUISSE DE DROIT MARITIME
SCHWEIZERISCHE VEREINIGUNG FUR SEERECHT
(Swiss Association of Maritime Law)
c/o Stephan CUENI, Wenger Plattner
55, Aeschenvorstadt, CH-4010 Basel
Tel.: (61) 279.7000 - Fax: (61) 279.7001 - E-mail: alexander.vonziegler@swlegal.ch

Established: 1952
Officers:
President: Dr. Alexander von ZIEGLER, Postfach 6333, Löwenstrasse 19, CH-8023 Zürich.
Tel.: (1) 215.5275 - Fax: (I) 221.5200 - E-mail: alexander.vonziegler@swlegal.ch.

Secretary: Stephan CUENI, lic. jur., 55, Aeschenvorstadt, CH-4010 Basel. Tel.: (61)
279.7000 - Fax: (61) 279.7001.

Titulary Members:
Dr. Thomas BURCKHARDT, Lic. Stephan CUENI, Jean I-IULLIGER, Dr. Walter
MOLLER, Annibale ROSSI, Dr. Alexander von ZIEGLER.

Membership:
70
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TURKEY
DENIZ HUKUKU DERNEGI, TURKIYE
(Maritime Law Association of Turkey)
Istiklâl Caddesi Korsan Cikmazi Saadet Apt.
Kat. 2 D. 3-4, Beyoglu, Istanbul
Tel.: (212) 249.8162 - Fax: (212) 293.3514

Established: 1988
Officers:
President: Prof. Dr. Rayegan KENDER, I.U. Law Faculty, Main Section of Maritime Law,
Beyazit/Istanbul. Tel./Fax: (216) 337.05666.
Vice-Presidents:

Av. Hucum TULGAR, General Manager of Turkish Coastal Safety and Salvage
Organization. Tel.: (212) 292.5260/61 - Fax. (212) 292.5277.
Av. Giindiiz AYBAY, Siraselviler Cad. No. 87/8, Cihangir/Taksim/Istanbul. Tel.: (212)
293.6744 - Fax: (212) 244.2973.

Secretary General: Dog. Dr. Sezer ILGIN, I.T.U. Maritime Faculty, Main Section of
Maritime Law, Tuzla/Istanbul. Tel.: (216) 395.1064 - Fax: (216) 395.4500.
Treasurer: Doc. Dr. Fehmi CILGENER, I.U. Law Faculty, Main Section of Maritime Law,
Beyazit/Istanbul. Tel.: (212) 514.0301 - Fax: (212) 512.4135.

The Other Members of the Board:
Av. Oguz TEOMAN, Attorney at Law, Legal Advisor, Istiklal Cad. Korsan Cikmazi,
Akdeniz (Saadet) Apt. K:2 D:3-4, 80050 Beyoglu/Istanbul. Tel.: (212) 249.8162 - Fax:
(212) 293.3514 - Telex: 38173 Oteo TR.
Av. Sadik ERIS, Chief Legal Advisor of General Manager of Turkish Coastal Safety and
Salvage Organization. Tel.:(212) 292.5272 - Fax: (212) 292.5277.
Doc. Dr. Samim UNAN, I.U. Law Faculty, Main Section of Maritime Law, Beyazit/Istanbul.
Tel.: (212) 514.0301 - Fax: (212) 512.4135.
Av. Kerim ATAMER, Siraselviler Cad. No: 87/8, Cihangir/Taksim/Istanbul. Tel.: (212)
252.4801 - Fax: (212) 293.8859.

Board of Auditors
Prof. Dr. Ergon CETINGIL, Urguplu Cad. No:30 D:9, 34800 Yesilyurt/Istanbul. Tel.: (212)
574.4794 - Fax: (212) 663.7130.

Av. Semuh GONUR, Istiklal Cad. Korsan Cikmazi, Akdeniz (Saadet) Apt. K:2 D:3/4,
80050 Beyoglu/Istanbul. Tel.: (212) 249.8162 - Fax: (212) 293.3514.
Dr. Özhan GORKAN, Yesilkir Sok. Yogurtgubasi Apt.
Selamicesme/Kadik6y/Istanbul. Tel.: (216) 350.1957.

Av.

No.

15/14,
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UNITED KINGDOM
OF GREAT BRITAIN AND NORTHERN IRELAND
BRITISH MARITIME LAW ASSOCIATION
c/o Ince & Co.
Mr. Patrick Griggs
Knollys House, 11 Byward Street
London, EC3R 5EN
Tel.: (020) 7551.5233 or (020) 7623.2011 - Fax: (020) 7623.3225
E-mail: patrick.griggs@ince.co.uk

Established: 1908
Officers:
President: The Rt. Hon. The Lord MUSTILL
Vice-Presidents:
Hon. Sir Michael KERR
The Rt. Hon. The Lord LLOYD of Berwick
The Rt. Hon. Lord Justice STAUGHTON
The Rt. Hon. Lord Justice EVANS
The Rt. Hon. The Lord PHILLIPS of Worth Matravers
The Rt. Hon. The Lord GOFF OF CHIEVELEY
The Rt. Hon. The Lord SAVILLE of Newdigate
The Rt. Hon. Lord Justice CLARKE
The Hon. Sir John THOMAS
The Hon. Sir David STEEL
William BIRCH REYNARDSON, C.B.E.
The Rt. Hon The Lord DONALDSON of Lymington
N.G. HUDSON
Treasurer and Secretaty Patrick J.S. GRIGGS, c/o Ince & Co., Knollys House, 11 Byward
Street, London EC3R 5EN. Tel.: (020) 7551.8223/7623.2011 - Fax: (020) 7623.3225 - Email: patrick.griggs@ince.co.uk

Titulary Members:
Stuart N. BEARE, William R.A. BIRCH REYNARDSON, Colin DE LA RUE, Anthony
DIAMOND Q.C., The Rt. Hon. The Lord DONALDSON of Lymington, The Rt. Hon. Lord
Justice EVANS, C.W.H. GOLDIE, Patrick J.S. GRIGGS, John P. HONOUR, N. Geoffrey
HUDSON, The Rt. Hon. The Lord MUSTILL, Richard RUTHERFORD, Richard A.A.
SHAW, David W TAYLOR, D.J. Lloyd WATKINS.

Membership:
Bodies represented: Association of Average Adjusters, British Insurance Brokers'
Association, British Ports Association, The Chamber of Shipping, Institute of London
Underwriters, Lloyd's Underwriters' Association, Protection and Indemnity Associations,
University Law Departments, Solicitors, Barristers and Loss Adjusters.
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
THE MARITIME LAW ASSOCIATION OF THE UNITED STATES
c/o William R. Dorsey, III
Semmes, Bowen & Semmes
250 West Pratt Street, 16th Floor, Baltimore, Maryland 21201
Tel.: (410) 539.5040 - Fax (410) 539.5223 - E-mail: wdorsey@mail.semmes.com

Established: 1899
Officers:
President: William R. DORSEY, JI!, 250 West Pratt Street, 16th Floor, Baltimore, Maryland
21201. Tel.: (410) 539.5040 - Fax: (410) 539.5223 - E-mail: wdorsey0)mail.semmes.com
First Vice-President: Raymond P. HAYDEN, Hill Rivkins & Hayden LLP, 90 West Street,
Suite 1000, New York, NY 10006-1039. Tel.: (212) 669.0600 - Fax: (212) 669.0699 - Email: hr_nyc_rph@compuserve.com.
Seco/Id Vice-President: Thomas S. RUE, Johnstone Adams Bailey Gordon & Harris LLC,
Royal St. Francis Bldg, 104 Saint Francis St. 8th Floor, Mobile, AL 36633. Tel.: (334)
4327682 - Fax: (334) 432.2800 - E-mail: tsr@johnstoneadams.com
Immediate Past-President: Howard M. McCORMACK, Healy & Baillie LLP, 29 Broadway,
New York, NY 10006-3293. Tel. (212) 943.3980 - Tlx: 422089 - Fax: (212) 425.0131 - Email: hmccormack@healy.com.
Treasurer: Patrick J. BONNER, Freehill, Hogan & Mahar, 80 Pine Street, New York, NY
10005-1759. Tel.: (212) 425.1900 - Fax: (212) 425.1901 - E-mail: bonnerafreehill.com.
Secreta/y: Lizabeth L. BURRELL, Burlingham Underwood LLP, One Battery Park Plaza, 24
State Street, New York, NY 10004-1484. Tel.: (212) 422.7585 - Fax: (212) 425.4107 - Email: burlundr@cris.com.
Membership Secretary.: Winston E. RICE, Rice Flower Rodriguez Kingsmill & Flint LLP,
Place St. Charles, 201 St. Charles Avenue, 36th Floor, New Orleans, LA 70170-1000. Tel.:
(504) 523.2600 - Fax: (504) 523.2705 - E-mail: wrice@ricefowlencom.

Board of Directors:
Term Expiring 2001
James W. BARTLETT III, Esq.; Bruce A. KING, Esq.; Jean E. KNUDSEN, Esq.; George
J. KOELZER, Esq.
Term Expiring 2002
Geoffrey F. BIRKHEAD, Esq,; Vincent M. DeORCHIS, Esq.; John B. GOOCH, Jr., Esq.;
Robert B. PARRISH, Esq.
Time Expiring 2003
James K. CARROLL, Esq.; Ms Mary Elisa REEVES; A/an VAN PRAAG, Esq.; James F.
WHITEHEAD, III. Esq.

Titulary Members:
Charles B. ANDERSON, Lizabeth L. BURRELL, George F. CHANDLER, III, Michael

Marks COHEN, Christopher O. DAVIS, William R. DORSEY, III, Warren FARIS,
Raymond P. HAYDEN, George W. HEALY, III, Nicholas J. HEALY, Chester D. HOOPER,

Marshall P. KEATING, Manfred W. LECKSZAS, Herbert M. LORD, David W.
MARTOWSKI, Howard M. McCORMACK, James F. MOSELEY, David R. OWEN,
Richard W PALMER, Gordon W. PAULSEN, Winston E. RICE, John W SIMS, Graydon
S. STARING, Kenneth H. VOLK, Frank L. WISWALL, Jr.

Membership:
3447.
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URUGUAY
ASOCIACION URUGUAYA DE DERECHO MARITIMO
(Maritime Law Association of Uruguay)
Rambla 25 de Agosto 580 - 11000 Montevideo, Uruguay
Tel.: (2) 915.6765 - Fax: (2) 916.4984
E-mail: cennave@correo.cennave.com.uy

Established: 1985
Officers:
President: Dr.José Maria GAMIO
First Vice-President: Dra. Martha PETROCELLI
Second Vice-President: Dr. Julio VIDAL AMODEO
Secretary: Dr.Alejandro SCIARRA
Vice-Secretwy: Captn. Eduardo OLIVERA
Treasurer: Dra. Liliana PEIRANO
Vice-Treasurer: Gonzalo DUPONT

Members:
Dra. Gabriela VIDAL
Captn. Eduardo NOSEI
Prof. Dr. Siegbert RIPPE
Dr. Enrique ESTE VEZ

VENEZUELA
ASOCIACION VENEZOLANA DE DERECHO MARITIMO
(Comité Marítimo Venezolano)
Escuela de Estudios Superiores de la Marina Mercante Nacional
3' Av. con 10P Transversal. Los Palos Grandes
Caracas, 1060, Venezuela,
Tel.: (582) 285.67.51-285.05.52 - Fax: (582) 285.03.17

Established: 1977
Officers:
President: Omar FRANCO OTTAV1, Avenida Francisco Solano, cruce con Pascual
Navarro, Edf. San Germán, Piso 3, Oficina 3-B, Sabana Grande, Caracas. Tel: (582)
762.6658-762.9753 - Fax: (582) 763.0454.
Council offOrtner Presidents:
Luis COVA ARRIA Tel: (582) 265.9555-267.4587 - Fax: (582) 264.0305 - Mobile/Cellular
Phone: (5816)6210247 E-mail: luiscovaa@etheron.net and luiscovaa@cantv.net
Armando TORRES PARTIDAS Tel: (582) 577.4261-577.1172 - Fax: (582) 577.1753.
Wagner ULLOA FERRER Tel: (582) 864.7686-864.9302 - Fax: (582) 864.8119.
Tulio ALVAREZ LEDO Tel: (582) 662.6125-662.1680 - Fax: (582) 693.1396.
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Vice Presidents:
Executive: Luis CORREA PEREZ
Maritime Legislation: Carlos MATHEUS
Institutional Relations: Alberto LOVERA
Merchant Marine Affairs: Cap. Nelson MALDONADO
Insurance Affairs: Freddy BELISARIO CAPELLA.
Publications and Events: Julio SANCHEZ VEGAS
Oil Affairs: Ricardo PAYTUVI
Directors: Cap. Angel TILLEROS, Peter SHROEDER, Ivan SABATINO, Yelitza SUAREZ
GUEVARA, Pedro Pablo PEREZ-SEGNINI.

Alternative Directors: Cap. Antonio ROMERO SIERRALTA, Admiral Carlos
HERNÁNDEZ-FAJARDO, Gilberto VILLALBA, Cap. Pastor NARANJO, Omar
LEON.

Secretaty General: Marina REYES DE MONTENEGRO
Alternative Secretary General: Antonio COLOMES PEDROS
Treasurer.. Sonia ACUÑA DE ARIAS.
Alternative Measurer: Fabiola BALZA RODRIGUEZ
Magistrates: Konrar FIRGAU YANEZ, Antonio RAMÍREZ JIMENEZ, Moisés HIRSCH
Alternative Magistrates: Alberto BAUMEISTER, Gustavo BRANDT WALLIS, Miguel
TRUJILLO LIMA

Titulary Members:
Tulio ALVAREZ LEDO, Juan A. ANDUIZA, Pedro AREVALO SUAREZ, Freddy J.
BELISARIO CAPELLA, Luis COVA ARRIA, Omar FRANCO OTTAVI, Alberto
LOVERA VIANA, Carlos MATHEUS GONZALEZ, Rafael REYERO, Julio SANCHEZVEGAS, A. Gregorio SCHARIFKER, Peter F. SCHRODER De S. KOLLONTANYI,
Armando TORRES PARTIDAS, Wagner ULLOA FERRER.
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TEMPORARY MEMBERS
MEMBRES PROVISOIRES

ZAIRE
Mr. Isaki MBAMVU
c/o OZAC/Commissariat d'Avaries
B.R 8806 KINSHASA

LATVIA

c/o Mr. Maris Lejnieks
Lecturer of the Department of International and Maritime Law Sciences
University of Latvia, Faculty of Law
Raina bulv. 19, RIGA, LV 1586, Latvia
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TITULARY MEMBERS AD HONOREM
MEMBRES TITULAIRES AD HONOREM
William BIRCH REYNARDSON
Barrister at Law, Hon. Secretary of the British Maritime Law Association, Adwell House,
Tetsworth, Oxfordshire 0X9 7DQ, United Kingdom. Tel.: (1844) 281.204 - Fax: (1844)
281.300.

Henri VOET
Docteur en droit, Dispacheur, Acacialaan 20, B-2020 Antwerpen, Belgique.

TITULARY MEMBERS
MEMBRES TITULAIRES
Mitsuo ABE
Attorney at Law, Member of the Japanese Maritime Arbitration, 4117 Kami Hongo,
Matsudo City, Chiba Prefecture, 271-0064, Japan.

Christos ACHIS
General Manager, Horizon Insurance Co., Ltd., 26a Amalias Ave., Athens 118, Greece.

The Right Honourable Sir Adetokunboh ADEM OLA
G.C.O.N., K.B.E.Kt., C.F.R., P.C., First Nigerian Chief Justice, Nigerian Maritime Law
Association, 22a Jehba Street West, Ebute Metta, Box 245, Lagos, Nigeria.

Eduardo ALBORS MÉNDEZ
Lawyer, c/o Albors, Galiano & Co., c / Velásquez, 53 - 30 Dcha, 28001 Madrid, Spain. Tel.:
(91) 435.6617 - Fax: (91) 576.7423 - Tlx: 41521 ALBEN.

Hans-Christian ALBRECHT
Advocate, Weiss & Hasche, President of the Deutscher Verein für Internationales Seerecht,
Valentinskamp 88, 20354 Hamburg, Deutschland.

José M. ALCANTARA GONZALEZ
Maritime lawyer in Madrid, Average Adjuster, Arbitrator, President of the Asociacion
Espanola de Derecho Maritimo, Secretary-General of the Maritime Institute of Arbitration
and Contract (IMARCO), President of the Instituto Hispano Luso Americano de Derecho
Maritimo, C/Princcsa n° 61-5° lzda, 28008 Madrid, Spain. Tel.: (91) 548.8328 - Fax: (91)
559.4585 - E-mail: amyaktjet.es.
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Mme Pascale ALLAIRE BOURGIN
CAMAT, 9 rue des Filles-Si. Thomas, 75083 Paris-Cedex 02, France.

Tulio ALVAREZ LEDO
Doctor of Law, Lawyer and Professor, partner of Law Firm Alvarez & Lovera, Past
President of the Asociacion Venezolana de Derecho Maritimo, Centro Comercial Los
Chaguaramos, Ofic. 9-11, Caracas 1041, Venezuela. Tel.: (2) 662.6125 - Fax. (2) 693.1396,

Charles B. ANDERSON
President, Anchor Marine Claims Services Inc. (U.S. general correspondents for
Assuranceforeningen Skit1d), 900 Third Avenue, New York, NY 10022-4728, U.S.A.. Tel.:
(212) 758.9200 - Fax: (212) 758.9935 - E-mail: nye@anchorclaims.com.

Constantinos ANDREOPOULOS
Lawyer, General Secretary of the Hellenic Maritime Law Association, Akti Miaouli 3. 18536
Piraeus, Greece. Tel.: (1) 417.6338/417.4183 - Tlx: 211436 Aran GR - Fax: (1) 413.1773.

Juan A. ANDUIZA
Haight Gardner Holland & Knight, 195 Broadway, 24th Floor, New York New York, USA
10007 - Tel.: (212) 513.3200 - Fax: (212) 385.9010 - E.mail: janduighklaw.com.

Manuel ANGEL
Marques del Puerto. 16-2°, 48008 Bilbao, Spain.

W. David ANGUS, Q.C.
Past-President of the Canadian Maritime Law Association, Member of the Executive
Council of CM1, Partner, Stikeman Elliott, 1155 René-Lévesque Blvd. West. Suite 4000,
Montreal, Quebec 113B 3V2, Canada. Tel.: (514) 397.3127 - Fax: (514) 397.3208- E-mail:
dangus@mtl.stikeman.com..

Armando ANJOS HENRIQUES
Avocat, Membre de la Commission Portugaise de Droit Maritime (Ministere de la Marine).
Professeur de Droit Maritime a l'Ecole Nautique de Lisbonne, Av.a Elias Garcia. 176-2.o
esq., 1000 Lisboa, Portugal. Tel.: (1) 796.0371.

Alfonso ANSIETA NUNEZ
Advocate, Professor of Commercial Law, Catholic University of Valparaiso. Vice-Prestdent
Chilian Maritime Law Association, Prat 827, Piso 12, Casilla 75. Valparaiso, Chili. Fax:
(32) 252.622.

Anthony M. ANTAPASSIS
Advocate, Associate Professor of Commercial and Maritime Law, Faculty of Law. University
of Athens, President of the Hellenic Maritime Law Association, 10 Akti Poseidonos, 185 31
Piraeus, Greece. Tel.: (1) 422.5181 - Tlx: 211171 Alan GR - Fax: (1) 422.3449.

José M. APOLO
Maritime Attorney, Bachellor in International Sciences in Ecuador, Executive President of
the firm Estudio Juridic° Apolo & Asociados S.A., Maritime & Port Group, President of
the Ecuadorean Association of Maritime Studies and Law "ASEDMAR", Vice-President
for Ecuador of the Iberoamerican Institute of Maritime Law, Vélez 513, 6th and 7th Floor,
"Acropolis" Building, Guayaquil, Ecuador. P.O. Box. 3548. Tel.: (4) 320.71314 - Fax: (4)
322.751/329.611, - Tlx: 3733.
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Francisco ARCA PATINOS
Lawyer, Member of the Executive Committee of the Peruvian Maritime Law Association,
Trinidad Moran, 1235, Lima 14, Peru.

Ignacio ARROYO
Advocate, Ramos & Arroyo, Professor at the University of Barcelona, General Editor of
"Anuario de Derecho Maritimo", Paseo de Gracia 92, 08008 Barcelona 8, Spain. Tel.: (93)
487.1112 - Fax (93) 487.3562 - E-mail: ramosyarroyo@bcn.servicom.es.

David ATTARD
Professor, Director of International Maritime Law Institute, P 0 Box 31, Msida, MSD 01,
Malta. Tel.: (356) 310814- Fax: (356) 343092 - E-mail: IML1@maltanetnet

Paul C. AVRAMEAS
Advocate, 133 Filonos Street, Piraeus 185 36, Greece. Tel.: (1) 429.4580 - Tlx: 212966
JURA GR - Fax: (1) 429.4511.

Eduardo BAGES AGUSTI
Nav. Maersk España, Plaza Pablo Ruiz Picasso s/n, Torre Picasso, 28020 Madrid, Spain.
Tel.: (91) 572.4100 - Fax: ((91) 572.4177.

Nicola BALESTRA
Advocate, Piazza Corvetto 2-5, 16122 Genova, Italy. Tel.: (010) 889.252 - Tlx: 283859 Fax: (010) 885.259.

José Manuel BATISTA DA SILVA
Lawyer, Member of "Ordem dos Advogados", Assistant of Commercial law at Law School
of the University of Lisbon (1979/1983), Assistant of Maritime Law at Seminars organized

by the Portuguese Association of Shipowners, Legal adviser at "Direccao General de
Marinha", Legal adviser to the Portuguese delegation at the Legal Committee of I.M.O.,
member of "Comissao do Direito Marítimo Internacional", R. Vitor Cordon, 1-4° Esq.,
1200 Lisboa, Portugal.

Mario Ferreira BASTOS RAPOSO
Lawyer, Dean of "Ordem dos Advogados" (1975/1977), Vice-Chairman of "Uniao
Internacional dos Advogado" (1976/1978), Member of "Conselho Superior do Ministério
PUblico" (1977/1978), Minister ofJustice in former Governments, Member of the Parliament
(1979/1981/1983), Member of "Seccao de Direito Maritimo e Aéreo da Associacao Juridica"
(1964), Member of "Associaçao Portuguesa de Direito Maritimo" (1983), Chairman of
"Comissao Internacional de Juristas Seccao Portuguesa", R. Rodrigo da Fonseca, 149-3° Dto,
1070 Lisboa, Portugal. Tel.: (1) 388.7250/3857.633-4/386.0576 - Fax: (1) 387.4776.

Stuart N. BEARE
Solicitor, Consultant, Richards Butler, Beaufort House, 15, St. Botolph Street, London
EC3A 7EE, England. Tel.: (20) 7247.6555 - Fax: (20) 7247.5091 - E-mail:
snb@richardsbutlencom.

Freddy J. BELISARIO-CAPELLA
Venezuelan lawyer, Master in Admiralty Law Tulane University, U.S.A., Professor in
Maritime Law in the Central University of Venezuela, VMLA's Director, Quinta Coquito,
Calle San Juan, Sorocaima, La Trinidad, Caracas, Venezuela.

Jorge BENGOLEA ZAPATA
Abogado, Professor Titular de Derecho de la Navegacion en la Facultad de Derecho y
Ciencias Sociales de la Universidad de Buenos Aires, Professor de Derecho Maritimo y
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Legislacion Aduanera en la Facultad de Ciencias Juridicas de la Plata, Corrientes 1309, 70
p. of.19, Buenos Aires, Argentina.

Francesco BERLINGIERI
0.13.E., Advocate, President ad Honorem of CMI, former Professor at the University of
Genoa, doctor of law honoris causa at the University of Antwerp, President of the Italian
Maritime Law Association, 10 Via Roma, 16121 Genova, Italia. Tel.: (010) 586.441 - Fax:
(010) 594.805/589.674, E-mail: dirmar@tn.village.it.

Giorgio BERLINGIERI
Advocate, 10 Via Roma, 16121 Genova, Italia. Tel.: (010) 586.441 - Fax: (010)
594.805/589.674 - E-mail: dirmar@village.it.

Miss Giorgia M. BOJ
Advocate, Secretary General of the Italian Maritime Law Association, Professor at the
University of Genoa, 10 Via Roma, 16121 Genova, Italia. Tel.:(010) 586.441 - Fax: (010)
594.805/589.674 - E-mail: dirmar@tn.village.it.

Philippe BOISSON
Docteur en droit, Secrétaire General de l'Association Française du Droit Maritime,
Conseiller Juridique Bureau Ventas, 17 bis Place des Reflets, Cedex 44, F-92077 Paris-LaDefense, France. Tel.: (1) 429.152.71 - Tlx: 615370 - Fax: (1) 429.152.94.

Lars BOMAN
Lawyer, Vice-President of the Swedish Maritime Law Association, Partner in Law Firm
Morssing & Nycander, P.O.Box 3299, S-I0366 Stockholm, Sweden. Tel.: (46) 823.7950 Tlx: 17348 Anwalt S - Fax: (46) 821.8021.

Pierre BONASSIES
Professeur à la Faculté de Droit et de Science Politique d'Aix-Marseille 7, Terasse St
Jerome, 8 avenue de la Cible, 13100 Aix-en-Provence. Tel.: (4) 42.26.48.91 - Fax: (4)
42.38.93.18.

Franco BONELLI
Advocate, Professor at the University of Genoa, Viale Padre Santo 5/8, 16122 Genova, Italy.
Tel.: (010) 831.8341 - Tlx: 271583 Frabo - Fax: (010) 813.849.

Vojislav BORCIC
Docteur en droit, Conseiller juridique de la "Jadroagent" Agence Maritime et des
Transports, Rijeka, Professeur à la Faculte Maritime des Transports, Rijeka, Secrétaire de
l'Association Croate de Droit Maritime, c/o Jadroagent Ltd., Koblerov trg 2, 51000 Rijeka,
Croatia.

Pierre BOULOY
Avocat à la Cour, Bouloy Grellet & Associés, 44 Avenue d'Ièna, 75116 Paris, France. Tel.:
(1) 472.017.93 - Fax: (1) 47.20.49.70.

Sjur BRAEKHUS
Professor of Maritime Law at the University of Oslo, Former President of the Norwegian

Maritime Law Association, Nordisk Institutt for Sjorett, University of Oslo, Karl
Johansgate 47, N-0162 Oslo, Norway. Tel.: (2) 429.010 - Fax: (2) 336.308.

David BRANDER-SMITH Q.C.
Bull, Housser & Tupper, 3000 Royal Centre, P.O.Box 11130, 1055 West Georgia Street,
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Vancouver B.C., Canada V6E 3R3. Tel.: (604) 687.6575, direct line (604) 641.4889 - Tlx:
04-53395 - Fax: (604) 641.4949.

Jorgen BREDHOLT
Svendsvej 3, DK-2990 Nivaa, Denmark. Tel.: (49) 146.171

Hartmut von BREVERN
Rechtsanwalt, Partner in Röhreke, Boye, Remé, von Werder, President of the German
Maritime Arbitrators Association, Ballindamm, 26, 20095 Hamburg, Deutschland.

Claude BUISSERET
Avocat, Ancien President de l'Association Beige de Droit Maritime, Professeur
l'Université Libre de Bruxelles, Louizastraat 32 bus 1, B-2000 Antwerpen 1, Belgique. Tel.:
(3) 231.1714 - Fax: (3) 233.0836.

Thomas BURCKHARDT
Docteur en droit et avocat, LL.M., (Harvard), juge suppléant à la Cour d'appel de Bale. St.
Alben Graben 8, CH-4010 Basel, Suisse, Tel.: (61) 271.1477 - Fax: (61) 271.1466.

Lizabeth L. BURRELL
Burlingham Underwood LLP, One Battery Park Plaza, 24 State Street, New York, NY
10004-1484. Tel.: (212) 422.7585 - Fax: (212) 425.4107 - E-mail: burlundr(&cris.com.

Pedro CALMON FILHO
Lawyer, Professor of Commercial and Admiralty Law at the Law School of the Federal
University of Rio de Janeiro, President of the Brazilian Maritime Law Association, Pedro
Calmon Filho & Associados, Av. Franklin Roosevelt 194/8, 20.021 Rio de Janeiro, Brasil.
Tel.: (21) 220.2323 - Fax: (21) 220.7621 - Tlx: 2121606 PCFA BR.

John A. CANTELLO
Secretary and Treasurer of the Canadian Maritime Law Association, Lawyer and average
adjuster. Osborne & Lange Inc., 240 St. Jacques Street West, Suite 300, Montreal, Quebec

H2Y 1L9. Tel.: (514) 849.4161 - Fax: (514) 849.4167 - E-mail: jcantello@osbornlange.com.

Alberto C. CAPPAGLI
Lawyer, Vice-President of the Argentine Maritime Law Association, Partner of Marva!,
O'Farrel & Mairal, Leandro N. Alem 928, (1001) Buenos Aires, Argentina. Tel.: (11)
43100100- Fax: (11) 43100200.

Sergio M. CARBONE
Avocat, Professeur à 1 'Université de Génes, Via Assarotti 20, 16122 Genova, Italia. Tel.:
(010) 810.818 - Tlx: 282625 Cardan I -Fax: (010) 870.290.

Kenneth J. CARRUTHERS
The Hon. Mr Justice Kenneth Carruthers, Judge in Admirality, Supreme Court of New
South Wales, Former President of the Maritime Law Association of Australia and New
Zealand, Judges Chambers, Supreme Court, Queen's Square, Sydney 2000, Australia. Tel.:
(2) 230.8782 - Fax: (2) 230.8628.

Giorgio CAVALLO
Average Adjuster, Via Ceccardi 4/26, 16121 Genoa, Italy. Tel.: (010) 562623 - Fax: (010)
587259 - E-mail: studiocavallo@splitit.
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George F. CHANDLER, III
Advocate, Partner in Hill Rivkins & Hayden, 712 Main Street, Suite 1515, Houston, Texas
77002-3209, U.S.A.. Tel.: (713) 222.1515 - Fax: (713) 222.1359 - E-Mail:
hrtex.gfc@compuserve.com.

Michael Marks COHEN
Senior Partner of Burlingham Underwood LLP, One Battery Park Plaza, New York, New

York 10004-1484, U.S.A. Tel.: (212) 422.7585 - Fax: (212) 425.4107 - E-Mail:
burlundr@cris.com..

Guilherme George CONCEICAO SILVA
Docteur en droit, Capitaine de Frégate, Avocat, Représentant de l'Etat. Major de la Marine.
Ancien Professeur de Droit Maritime International, Rua Victor Cordon. 1, 4°-Esq. A. 1200
Lisboa, Portugal.

Hon. Justice R. E. COOPER
Bachelor of Laws University of Queensland (1969), Master of La\vs University of
Queensland (1979), Appointed Queens Counsel 1982, Judge of the Supreme Court of
Queensland 1989-1992, Judge of the Federal Court of Australia 1992. Governor United

Nations IMO, World Maritime University, Malmo, Sweden 1997, Federal Court of
Australia, Level 6, Commonwealth Law Courts, 119 North Quay, Brisbane, QED 4000.
Australia. Tel.: (7) 3248.1150 - Fax: (7) 3248.1264 - E-mail: recooper(dfedcourt.gov.au.

Eugenio CORNEJO FULLER
President, Asociacion Chilena de Derecho Maritimo, Honorary Vice-President of the
C.M.I., Prat 827, Piso 12, Casilla 75, Valparaiso, Chile. Fax: (32) 25.26.22.

Eugenio CORNEJO LACROIX
Lawyer, Average Adjuster and Professor of Maritime Law and Insurance, co Ansieta.
Cornejo & Guzmán, Huérfanos 835, Of. 1601, Santiago, Chile. Tel.: (2) 633.2589 - Fax (2
638.2614.

Luis COVA ARRIA
Lawyer, Luis Cova Arria & Associados, Former President of the Comité Maritimo
Venezolano, Member of the Executive Council of CMI, I'vlulticentro Empresarial del Este.
Torre Libertador, Nucleo B, Piso 15, Ofic. 151-B, Avenida Libertador, Chacao, Caracas

1060, Venezuela. Tel: (2) 265.9555-267.4587-267.0430

-

Fax: (2) 264.0305 -

Mobile/Cellular Phone: (5816) 621.0247 E-mail: LuisCovaAgetheronmet.

Stephan CUENI
Licencié en droit, avocat et notaire public, Wenger Mathys Plattner, Aeschenvorstadt 55,
CH-4010 Basel, Suisse. Tel.: (61) 279.7000 - Fax: (61) 279.7001.

John R. CUNNINGHAM Q.C.
Barrister & Solicitor, Campney & Murphy, P.O. Box 48800, 2100-1111 West Georgia
Street, Vancouver, B.C. V7X 1K9, Canada. Tel.: (604) 688.8022 - Fax: (604) 688.0829 Tlx: 04-53320.

Christopher O. DAVIS
Phelps Dunbar, Canal Place, 365 Canal St., Ste 2000, New Orleans, LA 70130-6534.
U.S.A. Tel.: (504) 566.1311 - Fax: (504) 568.9130 - E-mail: daviscaphelps.com.

Vincent de BRAUW
Lawyer, Partner of Nauta Dutilh, Weena 750, P.O.Box 1110, 3000 BC Rotterdam,
Nederland. Tel.: (10) 224.0000 - Fax: (10) 414.8444.
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Colin de la RUE
Solicitor, Partner of Ince & Co., Knollys House, 11 Byward Street, London EC3R 5EN,
England. Tel.: (20) 7623.2011 - Tlx: 8955043 INCE G - Fax: (20) 7623.3225.

Henri de RICHEMONT
Avocat à la Cour, Richemont et Associés, 12 bis Avenue Bosquet, 75007 Paris. Tel.: (1)
45.55.64.15 - Fax: (1) 45.51.81.18.

Leo DELWAIDE
Professeur de Droit Maritime et du Droit des Transports aux Universités d'Anvers et de
Bruxelles, Administrateur du CMI, adjoint du Maire de la Ville d'Anvers et President de
l'Autorité portuaire d'Anvers, Markgravestraat 9-17, 2000 Antwerpen, Belgium. Tel.: (3)
227.3526 - Fax: (3) 227.3528 - E-mail: cmi.admini@cmi.imc.org.

Walter DE SA LEITAO
Lawyer "Petrobras", Av. Epitacio Pessoa n° 100 apto. 102, Rio de Janeiro CEP 22 471,
Brasil.

Luis DE SAN SIMON CORTABITARTE
Abogado, founder and Senior Partner of Abogados Maritimos y Asociados (AMYA),
c/Miguel Angel, 16-5°, 28010 Madrid, Spain. Tel.: (91) 308.3095 - Fax: (91) 310.3516.

Ibr. Khalil DIALLO
Docteur en Droit, Port Autonome de Dakar, B.P. 3195 Dakar, Senegal.

Anthony DIAMOND Q.C.
1 Cannon Place, London NW3 1 EH, United Kingdom.

John Francis DONALDSON OF LYMINGTON
The Rt. Hon. Lord Donaldson of Lymington, 5 Kingsfield, Lymington, Hants SO41 3QY.
Tel./Fax: (1590) 675716.

William R. DORSEY, III
Advocate, Second Vice President of the Maritime Law Association of the United States,
of Counsel, Semmes, Bowen & Semmes, 250 West Pratt Street, Baltimore, Maryland
21201, U.S.A. Tel.: (410) 539.5040 - Fax: (410) 539.5223 - E-mail:
bdorsey.semmes@mcimail.com.

Michel DUBOSC
Avocat au Barreau, 157, Boulevard de Strasbourg, B.P. 1396, 76066 Le Havre Cedex,
France. Tel.: (35) 42.24.41.

Kenjiro EGASHIRA
Professor of Law at the University of Tokyo, 25-17, Sengencho 3-chome, Higashi-Kurume,
Tokyo, Japan.

Jan ERLUND
President of the Danish Branch of CMI, Lawyer clo Gorrissen Federspiel Kierkegaard, 12
H.C. Andersens Boulevard, DK-1553 Copenhagen V, Denmark. Tel.: (33) 41.41.41 - Fax:
(33) 41.41.33 - E-mail: je@gfklaw.dk.

The Rt. Hon. Lord Justice EVANS
Essex Court Chambers, 24 Lincoln's Inn Fields, London WC2A 3ED, United Kingdom.
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Aboubacar FALL
Docteur en droit, LL.M. (Seattle), Avocat, President de l'Association Senegalaise de Droit
Maritime, BP 345, Dakar, Senegal. Tel.: (221) 823.6548 office -Tel.: (221) 8355.130 - Fax:
(221) 822.1033 - E-mail: C.R.J.@Telecomplus.Sn.

Warren M. FARIS
Cutrone Verlander & Meyer, 1207 Whitney Bank Building, 228 St. Charles Ave., New
Orleans, LA 70130-2657, U.S.A. Tel.: (504) 581.6373 - Fax: (504) 523.7941

Luis FIGAREDO PÉREZ
Maritime Lawyer, Average Adjuster, Arbitrator, Founder of the Maritime Institute of
Arbitration and Conciliation (IMARCO), c/o Figaredo & Asociados, Santa Maria
Magdalena. 10/12. 28016 Madrid, Spain. Tel.: (91) 350.5707 - Fax: (91) 345.6252.

Velimir FILIPOVIC
Professeur à la Faculté de Droit de l'Université de Zagreb, President de l'Association
Croate de Droit Maritime, Trg Marsala Tita 14, 10000 Zagreb, Croatia.

Geoffrey FLETCHER
MA (Cantab), dispacheur. Associe Langlois & Cie., 152 Avenue Gustave Demey, 1160
Auderghem, Belgique.

Emrnanuel FONTAINE
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The Work of the CMI
Singapore I
Documents for the Conference
- REPORT OF THE CMI PLANNING
COMMITTEE
- ISSUES OF TFtANSPORT LAW
- GENERAL AVERAGE

- MARINE INSURANCE
- SALVAGE

- PIRACY
- IMPLEMENTATION AND INTERPRETATION

OF THE 1976 LLMC CONVENTION
- CARRIAGE OF PASSENGERS

REPORT OF THE CMI PLANNING COMMITTEE

Metnbers of the Committee
R J.S. Griggs (UK)
José M. Alcantara (Spain)
D.W. Taylor (UK)
C. Davis (USA)
Dr. A. Capagli (Argentina)
S. Harrington (Canada)
Hetherington (Australia)
Guzman (Chile)

Introduction

At the CMI Centenary Conference in Antwerp it was agreed that in the
year before a major CMI Conference a Planning Committee would be formed
to consider the current and future work programme of the CMI.
The Work Programme splits into lbw- categories as follows:

Ongoing:
Issues of Transport Law including multimodal and EDI.
Issues of Marine Insurance
Implementation and Interpretation of Conventions
General Average the IUMI proposals
Passengers by Sea
UNESCO draft Convention on Underwater Cultural Heritage

(B) Coming to an encl..(i) Piracy and Acts of Maritime Violence / Model Law
Finished:
Athens Convention Questionnaire
IMAO (ICC/CMI) Rules
Time Charter Interpretation Code (FONASBA)
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Possible new topics:
Admiralty Rules of practice to complement Arrest Conventions
(i)
(ii) Pilotage Immunity from suit.
(iii) Results of application of CLC and Fund Conventions is it working?

(iv) CMI

Young lawyers Group. Encourage. Mention of those who

participate in preparation of responses to CMI Questionnaires.
Annual Prize (CMI Charitable Trust)
Training programmes (international exchange of young lawyers)

National Seminars regarding activities of CMI and International
Organisations.
(v)

Charterparties; use of terminology and construction of chartering

(vi)

clauses.
Uniformity of Chartering terms.

(vii) Maritime Arbitration; Co-operation with ICMA.

(viii) Stowaways; harmonisation of the domestic law applied by Port
Authorities.
(ix)

Body to Co-ordinate actions of National Associations in drawing
attention of National Governments to practical / legal problems requiring
international action.

(x)

Containers; promotion of Protocol to extend benefits of UNIDROIT
Convention (draft) on Security for Mobile Equipment.

Co/mental y 011 the -work programme
(A)

Ongoing:

The Planning Committee advises that in relation to the ongoing items in the
work programme the position is as follows:
(i)
Issues of Transport Law including Multimodal and ED1
The work of the CMI will continue after the Singapore Conference in cooperation with UNCITRAL and is likely to stay in the work programme
for some years to come.
(it) Issues of Marine Insurance
Much preliminary work has been done on this subject but it will continue
in the CMI work programme for some years to come.
(iii) Implementation and Interpretation of Conventions
The CMI is working on this project in conjunction with the IMO Legal
Committee. Currently the Convention under review is the 1976 LLMC.
The CMI is not yet in a position to report to the Legal Committee but
hopes to be able to do so within the coming year.
It is for consideration whether the CMI should, as was suggested at the
Toledo Colloquium, seek to set up an international data base which
would contain an up to date record of decisions of all national courts on
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the application and interpretation of International Conventions in
national law. Should it be decided to develop such a data base the work

on this subject would be on going indefinitely though the extent of
involvement of the CNII would need to be examined. It is for
consideration whether other ways might be found of ensuring unifoimity
of application of Conventions.
General Average The IUMI Proposals
A decision will be made at the Singapore Conference about future work
on this subject. If it is decided that further work on revision of the York

Antwerp Rules is warranted this subject will be on going and time
consuming.
The Carriage of Passengers by Sea
The CMI has been acting in an observer capacity in relation to the work
of the IMO Legal Committee to amend the Athens Convention. This role
will continue but it is not anticipated that the CMI will, itself, become
deeply involved.
UNESCO Draft Convention On Underwater Cultural Heritage

The Executive Council decided at its meeting in Toledo that it would
become more actively involved in this subject and will seek to promote
a solution to problems relating to Underwater Cultural Heritage by way
of a protocol to the Salvage Convention 1989 rather than through the
creation of a special convention on Underwater Cultural Heritage which,
as currently drafted, conflicts with international salvage law. This
subject will therefore be on going and active.

Coining to an end:
As regards the one subject coming to an end Piracy and Acts of Maritime
Violence I Model Law it is anticipated that the Model Law will have been
finalised at the Singapore Conference. The CMI may continue to be involved
in promoting the Model Law and advising on implementation. This will not
be a major exercise though it will be ongoing for a period of time.
Finished projects..
As regards finished projects no comment is required.
Possible new topics: I
In relation to possible new topics some further detail may be necessary.
(1) Admiralty Rules. Practice to complement Arrest Conventions.

It has been suggested that this might be a useful project for the CMI
though it is to be observed that instruments for the harmonisation of
(I) One member of the Planning Committee wishes it to be placed on record that in relation to
all comparative law studies and drafting projects the need to give equal weight to the Civil Law and
Common Law tradition will be respected.
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international maritime law normally deal with substantive law leaving
procedural matters to national legislation. It is for consideration whether
this topic should be placed in the work programme.
Pilotage Imniunity from suit.
There is a view that national legislation which gives immunity to pilots
for their actions is unreasonable in today's environment. A study might
be made to ascertain the position internationally and to find out what
national Associations understand their members concerns are in this area.
It is suggested that a comparative study might be useful but it is not seen
as a suitable topic for international harmonisation.
CLC and Fund Conventions.
The IMO Legal Committee at its 82''d Session resolved to increase the
CLC and Funds limits. These increases will take effect from late 2003.

The IOPCF is considering a major review of the CLC and Fund
Conventions and it is suggested that a member of the Executive Council
should ascertain whether CMI can contribute to this review.

The IMO Legal Committee, in its long-term work plan has included
"Consideration of the legal status of novel types of craft, such as air
cushion vehicles, operating in the marine environment". It is for
consideration whether the CMI should offer to undertake a study of the
ways in which such vehicles are dealt with under existing national laws in
member states.
(y) The IMO Legal Committee also has in its long-term work plan "a possible

Convention on the regime of vessels in foreign ports". It is for
consideration whether CMI might have anything to contribute on this
subj ect.

(vi) CMI Young Lavvyers Group
It is widely recognised that National Maritime Law Associations Zi iTi IJ t CCI

to the CMI experience considerable difficulty in interesting younger

members in the activities of their Association and the CMI. The
recommendation is that a small sub-committee under the chairmanship of
a member of the CMI Executive Council should be set up to consider ways
in which the interest of younger members might be stimulated. Possible
means of promotion might include (a) an annual prize to be funded by the
CMI Charitable Trust, (b) training programmes including an international

exchange of young lawyers and (e) national seminars to explain and
promote the activities of CMI and other International organisations.
(vii &
Charterparties; Use of Terminology and Construction of
Chartering Clauses; Uniformity of Chartering Terms.

In the past the CMI has kept away from the drafting of Charterparty
clauses and the promotion of codes of interpretation. It maybe that this
type of work is more appropriately undertaken by FONASBA, BIMCO
and other similar international organisations. It is for consideration
whether the CMI should get involved in this field.
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Maritime Arbitrations; Co-operation with ICMA
It has been suggested by a member of the Planning Committee that CMI

should establish contacts with ICMA to see whether in the field of
arbitration there are any areas in which the skill and experience of the
CMI might be applied. It is proposed that such contact should be made
on the understanding that no work will be undertaken without reference
back to a CMI Assembly.

Stowaways; harnzonisation of the Domestic Law applied by Port
Authorities.

This subject is currently under close study by the IMO Facilitation
Committee. The CMI has observer status at such committee meetings and
will continue to follow this topic conscious of the fact that the CMI was
responsible for drafting the Convention on Stowaways of 1957 which has
never come in to force. It is proposed that this should remain as a possible
subject for detailed work by CMI in the future.

Body to Co-ordinate actions of National Associations in drawing
attention of National Governments to Practical / Legal Problems
Requiring International Action.

There is a general feeling that National Associations take insufficient
interest in the current work programme of intergovernmental and nongovernmental bodies in the development of International Maritime Law.
The Planning Committee does not feel that this should be a topic of study
in its own right but it recognises that the CMI, through its publications,
could and should regularly carry reports on the work being carried out by
intergovernmental and non-governmental organisations.

Containers; Promotion of a Protocol to extend the benefits of the
UNIDROIT Convention (draft) on Security for Mobile Equipment

There has already been some correspondence between the CMI
Secretariat and the international organisation representing container
owners and operators. These contacts should continue and might result in
a request from those in the container trade to CMI to assist in drafting a
protocol specific to their interests.
Conclusions

Delegates to the Singapore Conference are invited to note the proposals
contained in this report and to authorise the CMI Executive Council to proceed
in accordance with the recommendations contained in this report.
PATRICK J. S. GRIGGS

President

ISSUES OF TRANSPORT LAW

INTRODUCTION
The International Sub-Committee on Issues of Transport Law ("ISC")
has met four times in January, April, July and October 2000. Reports of these
meetings (the report of the fourth meeting in October has not been approved
by the ISC and is therefore at present in draft) are included at pages 176 to 289
below.

The background to the formation of the ISC is set out in the Introductory
Paper which was prepared for the first meeting and which was published in
Yearbook 1999 at pages 117 to 120. The ISC's terms of reference were:
To consider in what areas of transport law, not at present governed by
international liability regimes, greater international unifirmity may be
achieved; to prepare the outline of an instrument designed to bring about

uniformity of transport law; and thereafter to draft provisions to be
incorporated in the proposed instrument including those relating to
liability
In accordance with these terms of reference a draft Outline Instrument
has been prepared and is included at pages 122 to 171 below. The papers for
consideration at meetings of the ISC have been prepared by the International
Working Group ("IWG"). A preceding draft of the Outline Instrument was
prepared by the IWG for the fourth meeting of the ISC in October. That draft
was considered by the ISC and the draft published below contains revisions
made by the IWG in the light of the discussions at that meeting. It should be
noted that the section relating to the basis of liability only sets out options for
consideration; at this stage it does not propose draft provisions.
At its meeting on 17th September 2000 the Executive Council confirmed

that the ISC's terms of reference should extend to considering how the
Instrument might accommodate other forms of carriage associated with the
carriage by sea. The IWG has accordingly prepared a paper for discussion at
Singapore entitled "Door to Door Transport" which is included at pages 118 to
121

below.

The electronic commerce implications of the draft Outline Instrument
have been considered by the E-Commerce Working Group. Its report entitled

"Electronic Commerce Implications of the Draft Outline Instrument" is
included below at pages

172

to

175.
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It is proposed that the sessions of the Committee on this topic at the
Singapore Conference should concentrate on the main issues of principle and

should not attempt to revise the draft Outline Instrument. Such issues are
summarised in an Agenda Paper for the Conference which is at pages 114 to
117. It is proposed that this Agenda Paper should form a basis for the
discussions.

It is also proposed that a report of the discussions be prepared and
approved at the Conference. The draft Outline Instrument will then be revised
in accordance with this report and considered at the next meeting of the ISC.

STUART N. BEARE
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AGENDA PAPER
Introduction
The purpose of this Agenda Paper is to provide a framework for the
discussion of "Issues of Transport Law". For the background of that agenda
1

item, see CMI Yearbook 1999, pages 117-120.
The Agenda Paper is based on and should be read together with (i) the
paper entitled "Door to Door Transport", (ii) the draft Outline Instrument, and
(iii) the paper entitled "Electronic Commerce Implications of the Draft Outline
Instrument". It is intended to identify a number of questions which are

regarded as being of particular importance and as such deserving particular
consideration at the Conference by the membership of the CMI.

The paper is divided into three sections, i.e. Scope of Application,
Liability and Transport Documents, all with subsections. To a considerable
degree the sections are interrelated and some of the subsections are equally
important in several contexts. It is also appreciated that there may be diverging
views as to which issues are most important and that the selection of issues
made herein can be discussed. In view of the limited time available during the
Conference for consideration of "Issues of Transport Law", a selection must be
made and the Agenda Paper has selected issues that are important, although
there may be others that are equally important. On that basis, it is hoped that
the structure which has been chosen will be conducive to fruitful deliberations.
Scope ofApplication
Type of instrutnent
The first, and no doubt also the last question to be addressed is what kind
of instrument should be the result.
Should it be a
2

2.1

convention (which is binding on Contracting States unless the
convention allows them to derogate in their national law from
certain of its provisions)
model law (an example for the national legislator)?
To what extent the subjects of the convention/model law should be
mandatory for the private parties involved in the performance of a
contract of carriage, or are unsuitable for a mandatory regime, thus
permitting the private parties to exclude its provisions by contract.
2.2 Period of responsibility

The main questions to be addressed are whether the period of
responsibility should be
limited to the "tackle to tackle" period as in the Hague-Visby Rules;
or

limited to the period during which the carrier is in charge of the
goods at the port of loading, during the carriage and at the port of
discharge, as in the Hamburg Rules; if so
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- how should the "port" be defined for the purposes of pick up and
delivery services, cfr Warsaw Convention 1955 Article 15.3

extended to cover inland carriage preceding or subsequent to
maritime carriage from the place and point of time where and when

the goods are handed over by the shipper to the maritime carrier
until the place and point of time where and when the goods are
delivered to the consignee; if so,
the nature and the limits of liability that should be applied to the
inland part of the carriage, and
how to define the borderlines between the different modes, which
question is related to the gap filling issue.
2.3

Through transport
In relation to through transport a question is whether
through transport should be permitted; if so whether
- the Instrument should have a set of relatively detailed provisions
on the duties of the carrier as agent (or freight forwarder) as in 3.3
of the Outline Instrument; or
- there should be a more generally worded due diligence obligation.

3

Liability

3.1 Introduction
It is suggested that consideration of liability should be given against the

backdrop of the work of the CMI International Sub-Committee on the
Uniformity of the Law of the Carriage of Goods by Sea, see CMI Yearbook
1999, pages 105 - 116. It is noted, for the sake of order, that many of the issues
raised in the paper entitled "Door to Door Transport" are of course directly
relevant for the consideration of liability.

3.2 Basis of liability
It is suggested that consideration should first be given to the question as
to whether liability should
be based on fault such as in the Hague-Visby Rules and the Hamburg
Rules; or
be more stringent such as in the Convention on the Contract for the
International Carriage of Goods by Road 1956 (CMR) or in the United
Nations' Convention on Contracts for the International Sale of Goods
1980 (CISG), see 5.1 of the Outline Instrument.
3.3 General or detailed provisions

Once a decision on the basis of liability has been taken, consideration
might be given to the question as to whether

the relevant provisions should be of a general nature, such as in the
Hamburg Rules and the CISG; or
they should be more detailed as in the Hague-Visby Rules or the CMR.

3.4 Exemptions
Subsequent to that, consideration could be given as to whether
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there should be any exemptions from the general rules on liability,
such as for error in the navigation or management of the vessel, cfr.
Article IV.2 a of the Hague-Visby Rules.

3.5 Burden of proof
The issue of the burden of proof may have to be considered.

3.6 Perfornting carrier's liability
It is envisaged that a performing sub-carrier will be directly liable to cargo
interests for loss of or damage to the goods, possibly also including delay (cfr.
3.7 below), occurring during the period when the goods in question are in the
performing carrier's custody. On that basis, consideration might be given to

whether the definition of performing carrier (cfr 1.4 of the Outline
Instrument) should be narrowed to include only a person who is
engaged to carry (cfr CMNI I Article 1.3), possibly supplemented by a
Himalaya provision to protect other subcontractors than performing

carriers

to what extent the liability of the performing carrier should be
affected by

the fact that a declared value has been inserted in the transport
document, cfr. 5.7.1 of the Outline Instrument
- the fact that a specific time of delivery has been agreed with the

contracting carrier, cfr. 5.4.1 of the Outline Instrument, or
the contents of the transport document, cfr. 7.2.3 (b) and 7.3.3 of the
Outline Instrument
Another issue in relation to the performing carrier is whether

there should be a presumption, such as in 7.4.2 of the Outline
Instrument, that the registered owner of a performing vessel is the
performing carrier; and
whether there should also be a presumption that the registered owner

of the vessel named in the transport document shall be the
contracting carrier if the transport document is ambiguous in that
respect, cfr. 7.4.2 of the Outline Instrument.

Finally, it is noted that the liability issues raised in the paper entitled

"Door to Door Transport" are of course also directly relevant for the
performing carrier's liability when it is not a sea carrier.

3.7 Delay
It should be considered whether
there is a need for special provisions for liability for delay and, if so,

if there is a need for special provisions regarding the limitation of
such liability, cfr. 5.4 of the Outline Instrument.

3.8 Loss of right to limit liability
It is assumed that a new Instrument will provide for a right for the carrier
to limit its liability. It is further assumed that it would be premature to discuss
actual limits of liability at this stage. However, consideration might be given
to the question as to whether
Budapest Convention on the Contract for Carriage of Goods in Inland Navigation 2000.
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"breakable behaviour" by a servant or agent, including a performing
sub-carrier, of the carrier, i.e. acts or omissions which are such that the
acting or omitting person loses its right to limit its liability, should result

also in the loss of the contracting carrier's right to limit its liability.
3.9 Shipper's responsibilities and its liability therefor
With reference to section 6 of the Outline Instrument and particularly 6.5

and 6.6 consideration might be given as to whether the basis of shippers'
liability should be fault liability or a more stringent liability.
Consideration might also be given as to whether a distinction should be
made between liability for damage caused by dangerous cargo on the one
hand and liability caused by other cargo on the other hand.
Further, questions of limitation of shippers' liability and time bar mayalso merit consideration.
4
4.1

Transport documents
Transfer of rights and obligations
The Outline Instrument covers more substance and is more detailed with

respect to transport documents, their contents and related rig,hts and
obligations than the existing international carriage of goods conventions. It is
suggested the following topics should be discussed
transfer of rights, see 11 of the Outline Instrument, including transfer of
control, as dealt with in 10.1 (b) of the Outline Instrument
right of control, cfr. 10 of the Outline Instrument

the function of the bill of lading as a document of title, cfr. 10.2 (b),
11.1 to 11.5 of the Outline Instrument

rights and obligations of the carrier and consignee as regards
delivery cfr. 9.4 of the Outline Instrument.

4.2 Cargo infirmation in transport documents
It should be considcrcd whether the Outline Instrument is satisfactory
with respect to
the detail of the information required, see 7.2.1 and 7.2.3 of the Outline
Instrument

carriers' duty to check and right to qualify information in the
transport document, see 7.2.2 and 7.3.5(b) of the Outline Instrument
liability for incorrect information, see 6.5, 7.2.3. 7.3.3, 7.3.6 and 7.4 of
the Outline Instrument.
5

Electronic Commerce
It is clearly an objective that the Instrument should be operable also in

relation to a documentation system w-hich is entirely or partly paperless. In this
context consideration should be given as to

what principles should be followed in order to make the Instrument
capable of being applied to electronically concluded contracts of
carriage or transport documents and to otherwise permit the use of
electronic means of communication.
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DOOR TO DOOR TRANSPORT
Introduction
The draft Outline Instrument contemplates door to door transport (see
Chapter 3.1 and definition 1.1), but it does not define the carrier's liability,
which Chapter 5 leaves open for further consideration. The purpose of this
paper is to consider how the Instrument might accommodate other modes of
transport normally associated with the carriage by sea.
General
It is submitted that the provisions of the Outline Instrument require
remarkably few major alterations to adapt it for multimodal transport. Only
relatively few provisions are peculiar to sea transport and these could be put
into a section or sections dealing with carriage by sea only, or with movements

involving a sea leg as the principal mode of transport, i.e. where any land
transport is performed for the purpose of accepting or delivering the goods
either side of a sea leg.'
3

Scope of Application

3.1 In order to accommodate present practice, particularly in containerised

trades, the current draft Outline Instrument applies from the time of receipt to

the time of delivery irrespective of where the place of receipt and place of
delivery might be geographically. However it is clear that where the place of
receipt and/or the place of delivery are inland, outside the port area, and
involve a movement by truck, rail or barge preceding or subsequent to the
maritime carriage, such movement is presently considered only to the extent
that it is subsidiary to the carriage by sea.
3.2 Since many sea transports in the containerised field involve movement by

more than one mode of transport, it is often difficult, if not impossible, to see

whether the movement on land is subsidiary to that by sea. It is therefore
considered by many that any future Instrument should contain provisions
applying to the full scope of the carriage irrespective of whether or not the
movement on land may be deemed subsidiary to that by sea, providing carriage
by sea is contemplated at some stage.

Cf Article 18.3 of the Convention for the Unification of Certain Rules relating to International
Carriage by Air 1929 as amended by the 1955 Protocol ("the Warsaw Convention") which provides:
I

"The period of the carriage by air does not extend to any carriage by land, by sea or by river pmformed
outside an aerodrome. If, however, such a carriage takes place in the performance of a contract for
carriage kv air, for the purpose of loading, delivery or trans-shipment, any damage is presumed, subject
to proof to the control:1,, to have been the result of an event which took place during the carriage by air".
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Applicability and definitions
4.1 Multimodal transport must be distinguished from through transport to
ensure there is no confusion between the two. The latter situation is where
more than one means of transport is contemplated by the contract of carriage
4

and the carrier acts as an agent on behalf of the owner of the goods in arranging

for any part of the transportation not actually performed by himself. The
former is where more than one mode of transport is contemplated by the
contract of carriage and the carrier assumes responsibility throughout. If the
cargo is transhipped from one means of transport into another within the same

mode, this will not be regarded as multimodal transport; there must be
transhipment between different modes.
4.2 The present Outline Instrument does not outlaw a carrier acting as both a
principal and an agent. Chapter 3.2 sets out some of the essential obligations that
must be fulfilled by a carrier acting in an agency capacity. It is suggested that this
possibility should remain if the Instrument is extended to multimodal transport.
4.3 It should not matter whether the carrier under this scenario is a carrier by
sea, a non vessel-owning carrier ("NVOC") or a freight forwarder. It would be
odd if the regime applying to such a contract differed according to the status of
the carrier, which is not immediately apparent in any event.
5

Liability

5.1 Multimodal transport comprises different legs each representing
unimodal carriage to which international conventions, national legislation or
standard conditions of contract may apply. Under the network system such
regimes apply by contract as between the contractual carrier or multimodal
transport operator ("MTO") and the shipper or cargo claimant. The uniform
system attempts to super-impose a single basis of liability on the MTO which
applies throughout the period of carriage whatever leg or mode of transport is
involved. A "pure" network or uniform system is more a theoretical than a
practical concept. From the MTO's point of view a network system has the
advantage that his liability to the cargo claimant should generally correspond

with the performing carrier's, or unimodal operator's, liability to him. He
should therefore be able to have recourse against his sub-contractor for any
sum he may be liable to pay to the cargo claimant.
5.2 From the shipper's or cargo claimant's point of view the network system
has many disadvantages. They are well documented and will not be rehearsed
at length in this paper. In short:
in many cases, particularly involving a sealed container, the location of
the loss or damage, and hence the identification of the unimodal leg on
which it occurred, will be difficult if not impossible to ascertain.
in other cases the loss or damage will occur gradually over more than one
leg.

there may be a "liability gap" between the application of the various
unimodal regimes.

the liability regime could depend on the care taken by the MTO in
negotiating satisfactory terms in his subcontracts.
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The above disadvantages result in unpredictability. The shipper, whether
the seller or the buyer of the goods, will not know which liability regime, or
what limits of liability, or possibly what system of law, will apply in the event
of loss or damage.
5.3 In practice the network system is modified by contract. For example:
The UNCTAD/ICC Rules2 set out a basis of liability, including liability
for delay, but preserve the nautical fault, error in management and fire
defences in respect to goods carried by sea or internal waterways, and
provide that the limits of liability in the compulsory unimodal regimes
will apply if the location of the loss or damage can be proved, otherwise
the Hague-Visby limits will apply, or the CMR limits if no sea leg is
involved.
MULTIDOC 953 provides that the carrier will be liable on the same basis
as set out in the UNCTAD/ICC Rules.

The COMBICONBILL4, which is based on the 1973 ICC Rules for a
combined transport document, sets out the carrier's basic liability, but
provides that if it can be proved where the loss or damage occurred the
parties may be entitled to require liability to be settled according to the
relevant compulsory applicable unimodal regime. If no mandatory law
applies to any carriage by sea or by inland waterway, the Hague-Visby
Rules will apply.

5.4 These modified network systems, by introducing "fall back" provisions,
overcome the problems of the liability gap and the location of the loss or
damage. They do not overcome the problems of gradual occurrence of the loss
or damage, or of unpredictability.
5.5 A uniform system of liability shifts the risk of unpredictability onto the
MTO. His rights of recourse against his sub-contractors will be governed by
the unimodal regimes which apply to the various legs of the transport. The

problems of location of damage, liability gap and gradual occurrence of
damage will apply to such recourse claims and the limit of the sub-contractor's
liability may be less than the limit of the MTO's liability to the cargo claimant.

It follows that adopting a uniform system has commercial and insurance
implications for the MTO. The commercial considerations may differ as
between a MTO, very probably a NVOC, who operates a largely land based
transportation service, for whom the sea leg is insignificant and in any event

2

The UNCITAD/ICC Rules for Multimodal Transport Documents 1992 published by the

International Chamber of Commerce. Rule 5.1 provides: Subject to the defences set forth in Rule 5.4
and Rule 6, the MTO shall be liable for loss of or damage to the goods, as well as for delay in delivery,
if the occurrence which caused the loss, danzage or delay in delivery took place while the goods were in
lzis charge as defined in Rule 4.1., unless the MTO proves that no fault or neglect ofhis own, his servants
or agents or any other person referred to in Rule 4 has caused or contributed to the loss, damage or delay
in delivery. However, the MTO shall not be liable for loss following from delay in delivery unless the
consignor has made a declaration of interest in timely delivery which has been accepted by the MTO.
3
The Multimodal Transport Bill of Lading issued by the Baltic and International Maritime Council
(BIMC0).
The Combined Transport Bill of Lading (revised 1995) issued by BIMCO.
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likely to be on waybill terms, and a MTO who is an ocean carrier operating an
intercontinental container service.
5.6 It is arguable that a MTO who carries on the terms of the UNCTADICC

Rules accepts a measure of this risk. BIMCO therefore recommends its
members only to use MULTIDOC 95 if requested by their customers to issue
a transport document subject to the Rules and strongly advises them to consult

their P & I Club before doing so. Most MTO's who are intercontinental
container operators issue "house" bills of lading on terms based on the
CO/vIBICONBILL
5.7 The United Nations Convention on Multimodal Transport of Goods 1980
("the 1980 Convention") attempts to give effect to a uniform system of liability
for loss of damage and delay modelled on (but not identical to) the Hamburg,
Rules. It does however incorporate a network system as regards the limits of
liability, albeit with uniform minimum limits. Thus the limit of the carrier's
liability to the cargo claimant remains unpredictable. The 1980 Convention has
not attracted international support and has not come into force.

5.8 A further problem, which is arguably inherent in any tiniform liability
system, is that such a system may conflict with provisions of existing unimodal
conventions relating to the basis of liability, limitation of liability, time bar and
other matters. Doubts may be expressed whether a solid legal solution to this
problem is available.
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DEFINITIONS

1.1 Contract of carriage means a contract under which the contracting
carrier, against payment of freight, undertakes to carry the goods wholly
or partly by sea from one place to another.
This definition is subject to change, depending on the outcome of the

discussion on multimodality.
1.2

Carrier means a contracting carrier or a performing carrier.
This definition is generally based on the discussion at the ISC's third

meeting in July and on the proposed amendments to the U.S. COGSA. The
broad term "carrier" includes each of the possible types of carriers that are
defined in the draft. The different types of carriers are not mutually exclusive.
1.3 Contracting carrier means the person who enters into a contract of
carriage with the contracting shipper.
This definition is generally based on the discussion at the ISC's third

meeting in July and on the proposed amendments to the U.S. COGSA.

The "contracting carrier" in this draft is substantially the same as the
"carrier" under article 1.1 of the Hamburg Rules. The Hamburg Rules'
terminology is rejected as ambiguous. Both the current draft and the Hamburg

Rules recognise that different types of carriers exist, yet article 1.1 of the
Hamburg Rules uses the unmodified term "carrier" to mean only one of these
different types. (Under the Hamburg Rules, an "actual carrier" may not be a
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"carrier.") When referring to one particular type of carrier, it is preferable to
modify the term "carrier" to identify which of the different types of carriers is

intended. Thus the carrier who enters into the contract of carriage is the
"contracting carrier."
The current draft also differs from the Hamburg Rules in its omission of

a "person ... in whose name" a contract has been completed. This clause is
either unnecessary or wrong. If a person acting on its own behalf enters into a
contract of carriage as carrier in its own name, then that person qualifies as the
"contracting carrier" under the proposed definition and the omitted clause is

unriecessary. Furthermore, if an agent acting on its principal's behalf enters
into a contract of carriage as carrier in the principal's name, then the principal
also qualifies as the "contracting carrier" under the proposed definition and
the clause is once again unnecessary. The principal has "enter[ed] into a
contract of carriage" through its agent. But if an impostor enters into a contract
of carriage as carrier in someone else's name, then that other person should not
be treated as the "contracting carrier," and the Hamburg Rules clause to the
extent that it suggests the contrary resultis wrong.

1.4 Performing carrier means a person who performs, undertakes to
perform, or procures to be performed any of a contracting carrier's
responsibilities under a contract of carriage, to the extent that the person

acts, either directly or indirectly, at the request of, or under the
supervision or control of, the contracting carrier, regardless of whether
that person is a party to, identified in, or has legal responsibility under the
contract of carriage. The term "performing carrier" does not include any
person (other than the contracting carrier) who is retained by a shipper

or consignee, or is an employee, servant, agent, contractor, or
subcontractor of a person (other than the contracting carrier) who is
retained by a shipper or consignee.
This section is generally based on the discussion at the ISC's third
meeting in July and on the proposed amendments to the U.S. COGSA.
The definition here is also broader and more specific than article 1.2 of
the Hamburg Rules. It provides a functional definition. clarifying that anyone
performing any of the contracting carrier's duties under the contract of carriage
is a "performing carrier," without reg.ard for the contractual forrnalities that
appear to be part of the Hamburg Rules' definition. Furthermore, the proposed
definition specifies more clearly than do the Hamburg Rules that the class of

"performing carriers" includes not only the contracting carrier's subcontractors but also the entire line of subsidiary, persons who perform the
contract (i.e., the sub-contractor's sub-contractors, that party's sub-contractors,
and so on indefinitely).
The "performing carrier" in this draft is similar to the actual carrier"
under article 1.2 of the Hamburg Rules. The Hamburg Rules" terminology is
rejected as ambiguous and confusing. By using the phrase "actual carrier," the
Hamburg Rules imply that other carriers (including the -carrier" under article
1.1) are not "actually" carriers. This is contrary to commercial practice (not to

mention article 1.1 of the Hamburg Rules). which undoubtedly regards the
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carrier who enters into the contract of carriage as a person who is actually a
"carrier" (or even the carrier). It is preferable to modify the term "carrier" to
identify functionally which of the different types of carriers is intended. Thus
the carrier who performs the contract of carriage (or part of the contract) is the
"performing carrier."
The definition also clarifies that "performing carriers" are only those who
work, directly or indirectly, for the contracting carrier. If the consignor or
consignee has a servant or agent performing a task that would otherwise be the
contracting carrier's responsibility under the contract of carriage, that servant
or agent does not thereby become a "performing carrier."

1.5 Shipper means a contracting shipper or a consignor.
This definition is generally based on the discussion at the ISC's third
meeting in July. As in 1.2 (with reference to carriers), the broad term "shipper"
includes each of the possible types of shippers that are defined in the draft. The
different types of shippers are not mutually exclusive. Indeed, the consignor is
often the contracting shipper.

Article 1.3 of the Hamburg Rules defines "shipper" to include the
possibilities that are covered by this definition, but nothing in the Hamburg
Rules distinguishes between the two possibilities.
There was some discussion at the 1SC's third meeting in July suggesting

that the term "shipper" should also include a third possibilitythe party
identified as the "shipper" in the transport document. Such a party might be
called the "documentary shipper." The present draft defines such a party as the
"first holder," but does not include that person within the "shipper" definition.

1.6 Contracting shipper means the person who enters into the contract
of carriage with the contracting carrier.
This definition is generally based on the discussion at the ISC's third
meeting in July and on the first part of article 1.3 of the Hamburg Rules. As
was the case with 1.2 (with reference to carriers), when referring to only one
type of shipper it is preferable to modify the term "shipper" to identify which
of the different types of shippers is intended. Thus the shipper who enters into
the contract of carriage is the "contracting shipper." The reference in article 1.3
of the Hamburg Rules to a "person ... in whose name or on whose behalf" a
contract has been completed is omitted here for essentially the same reasons

that comparable language was omitted from 1.3 (with reference to the
contracting carrier).

1.7 Consignor means the person from whom a carrier receives the goods.
This definition is generally based on the discussion at the ISC's third
meeting in July and on the concept of the second part of article 1.3 of the
Hamburg Rules. It might have been preferable here to modify the term
"shipper" to identify which of the different types of shippers is intended. Thus

the shipper who delivers the goods to a carrier might be the "delivering
shipper" or the "consigning shipper." Such usage seems unnatural, however,
and the term "consignor" is well-established in commercial practice.
The Working Group recognises that a carrier will generally receive the
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goods from a person acting on behalf of another. For example, a carrier may
receive the goods from a freight forwarder or a trucking company acting on
behalf of a seller who arranged to have the goods transported to an overseas
buyer. In such a case, the seller qualifies as a "consignor" because a carrier
received the goods from the seller (who was acting through an agent). The
freight forwarder or trucking company would also qualify as a "consignor"
because it was "the person from whom a carrier receives the goods."

1.8 Holder means the person who is for the time being in possession of

the negotiable transport document and entitled to transfer the rights
embodied in such document.

First Holder means the person who is named as the shipper in, or is
identifiable as such from, a negotiable transport document.
1.9

1.10 Intermediate Holder means the holder, not being the first holder,
until the moment that he claims delivery of the goods.

1.11 Consignee means the person entitled to take delivery of the goods
under the contract of carriage or a transport document issued under the
contract of carriage.
This definition is generally based on the discussion at the ISC's third
meeting in July and more directly on article 1.4 of the Hamburg Rules. The
phrase "under the contract of carriage" does not appear in article 1.4 of the
Hamburg Rules, but has been added for clarification. Under commercial
practice, a person entitled to take delivery of the goods on some basis other
than the contract of carriage (e.g., the true owner of stolen goods) would not be
described as the "consignee."

1.12 Transport document means a document issued by a carrier that
evidences a contract of carriage,
lis a document of title to goods under a contract of carriage], or
(e) evidences a carrier's receipt of goods under a contract of carriage.
This definition is generally based on the discussion at the ISC's third
meeting in July. Transport documents include not only such traditional
documents as bills of lading and waybills, but also current and future
substitutes for these traditional documents (including electronic documents
when appropriate).

The definition is phrased in the alternative, meaning that a document
qualifies as a transport document if it satisfies any one of the three alternatives

listed in 1.12(a), 1.12(b), or 1.12(c). This means, for example, that being a
"document of title to goods under a contract of carriage" (1.12(b)) is sufficient

to qualify a document as a "transport document,- but being a transport
document is not sufficient to qualify a document as a document of title.
During the discussion at the ISC's fourth meeting in October, the question
was raised whether 1.12(b) adds anything of substance to the definition, or if

every relevant document of title is also a receipt, and thus already covered
under the definition by 1.12(c). Accordingly, 1.12(b) is bracketed in this draft.
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1.13 Negotiable transport document means a transport document, such as
a bill of lading, that states that the goods are to be delivered to order, to

bearer, or to order of any person named in the document, and is not
prominently marked "non-negotiable" or "not negotiable."

1.14 Non-negotiable transport document means a transport document
that [is prominently marked "nonnegotiable" or "not negotiable," states
that the goods are to be delivered to a person named in the document, or
otherwise] fails to qualify as a negotiable transport document.
This definition is intended to cover every "transport document" that is not
a "negotiable transport document" under 1.13. The three parts of the definition
are expressed in the alternative, meaning that a transport document is "non-

negotiable" if it satisfies any one of the three alternatives. A transport
document that is prominently marked "non-negotiable" or "not negotiable" is
"non-negotiable" because 1.13 specifies that a negotiable transport document
"is not prominently marked 'non-negotiable' or 'not negotiable." A transport
document that states that the goods are to be delivered to a person named in the

document is "non-negotiable" because 1.13 specifies that a negotiable
transport document "states that the goods are to be delivered to order, to bearer,

or to order of any person named in the document" (which is different from
stating that the goods are to be delivered to a person named in the document).
Finally, a transport document that "otherwise fails to qualify as a negotiable
transport document" is "non-negotiable" because a negotiable transport
document necessarily qualifies as a negotiable transport document.
During the discussion at the ISC's fourth meeting in October, the question

was raised whether the first two parts add anything of substance to the
definition. It is possible to define "non-negotiable transport document" with
only the third part, i.e., as "a transport document that fails to qualify as a
negotiable transport document." The first two parts, which illustrate the two

most common ways that a transport document would fail to qualify as a
negotiable transport document, do not cover any additional transport
documents that are not also covered by this shorter definition. As a result of

this discussion, the first two parts are bracketed here to flag the possible
alternative approach.

1.15 Freight means the remuneration payable to the carrier for the
carriage of goods under any contract of carriage.
Freight is defined as the contractual consideration. It should be read in
relation to 1.1. According to 8.1, 'freight' in Chapter 8 includes deadfreight as
well.

1.16 Goods means the whole or any part of the wares, merchandise and
articles of every kind whatsoever, except for live animals, which a carrier

received for carriage and includes the packing and any equipment and
container not supplied by or on behalf of a carrier.
The exclusion of live animals follows the consensus in the Uniformity
Sub-Committee.

1.17 Container includes any type of container, transportable tank or flat,
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swapbody, lashbarge, or any similar unit load used to consolidate goods,
and any equipment ancillary to such unit load.

1.18 In writing includes, unless otherwise agreed between the parties
concerned, information generated, sent, received or stored by electronic,
optical or similar means of communication, including, but not limited to,
telegram, facsimile, telex, electronic mail or electronic data interchange
(EDI), provided the information contained therein is accessible so as to be
usable for subsequent reference.
The wording of this definition is taken from UNCITRAL Model Law on
Electronic Commerce.
2

SCOPE OF APPLICATION

2.1 The provisions of this Instrument apply to all contracts of carriage in
which the place of receipt or port of loading and the place of delivery or
port of discharge are in different States if:
the place of receipt or port of loading specified in either the contract
of carriage or a transport document under the contract of carriage is
located in a [Contracting State], or

the place of delivery or port of discharge specified in either the
contract of carriage or a transport document under the contract of
carriage is located in a [Contracting State], or
the actual place of delivery or port of discharge is one of the optional
places of delivery/ports of discharge specified in either the contract
of carriage or a transport document under the contract of carriage
and it is located in a [Contracting State], or
the contract of carriage is entered into in a [Contracting State] or a

transport document under the contract of carriage is issued in a
[Contracting State], or
the contract of carriage or a transport document under the contract

of carriage provides that the provisions of this Instrument or the
legislation of any State giving effect to them are to govern the
contract.
This chapter is generally based on article 2 of the Hamburg Rules. The
term "Contracting State" is bracketed to indicate that it has not yet been
decided what form the Instrument will ultimately take. "Convention" and
"Contracting State" are appropriate for a diplomatic convention. Until the
"door-to-door" issues are resolved, this provision is broadly drafted to cover
not only the port of loading but also the place of receipt; similarly, it covers not
only the port of discharge but also the place of delivery. It may be necessary to
revise this language when the "door-to-door" issues are resolved.

2.2 The provisions of this Instrument apply without regard to the
nationality of the ship, the contracting carrier, the performing carriers,
the shippers, the consignees, or any other interested parties.
This provision follows article 2.2 of the Hamburg Rules.
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2.3

2.3.1 The provisions of this Instrument do not apply to charter parties.
This provision follows the first sentence of article 2.3 of the Hamburg
Rules. During the discussion at the ISC's fourth meeting in October, the
question was raised how broadly this exclusion should apply. The charter party
exclusion in international conventions goes back to the Hague Rules, and has

been retained in essentially the same form ever since. Modern practice,
however, goes well beyond traditional charter parties. It will thus be necessary

to decide if this traditional exclusion should continue to be limited to
traditional charter parties, or if it should be expanded to other contracts of

carriage such as contracts of affreightment, volume contracts, service
contracts, and similar agreements.

2.3.2 Notwithstanding 2.3.1, if a transport document evidencing a
contract of carriage is issued under or pursuant to a charter party,
[contract of affreightment, volume contract, service contract, or similar
agreement,' then the provisions of this Instrument apply to the contract
evidenced by that transport document to the extent that the transport
document governs the relation between the carrier and the party other
than the person with whom the carrier concluded such contract.
This provision follows the second sentence of article 2.3 of the Hamburg
Rules. The bracketed language reflects the issue discussed in the commentary
to 2.3.1.
2.4 [If a contract provides for the future carriage of goods in a series of

shipments, the provisions of this Instrument apply to each shipment to the
extent that 2.1, 2.2, and 2.3 so specify.]
This provision follows article 2.4 of the Hamburg Rules. It may need to
be revised in light of the resolution of the issue discussed in the commentary
to 2.3.1. If the exclusion in 2.3.1 is expanded to cover a contract providing for
the future carriage of goods in a series of shipments, such as a service contract
in the United States, then this provision should not undermine the exclusion

by making the individual shipments subject to the provisions of this
Instrument.

3

PERIOD OF RESPONSIBILITY

3.1

Subject to the provisions of paragraphs 3.2 and 3.3 below, the

responsibility of the carrier for the goods under this Instrument covers the

period from the time that the carrier has received the goods from the
consignor in the place of receipt until the time that the goods are delivered
by the carrier to the consignee in the place of delivery.

3.2 However, parties may agree in the contract of carriage that(a) certain activities, which according to the contract of carriage are to
be performed during the period referred to in 3.1, shall be carried out

by or on behalf of the shipper or the consignee, such as loading,
stowage, discharging, or temporary storage of the goods;
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(b) the carrier acting as an agent of the shipper may contract out certain

specified parts of the carriage to a third party, thereby limiting the
scope of the contract.
In the event a negotiable transport document will be issued, such
document shall reflect any agreement referred to in this paragraph.
3.3 In the event the carrier acting as an agent of the shipper contracts out

certain specified parts of the carriage to a third party, it shall:
[(a) conclude a contract with such third party on the terms which are

customary for the particular mode of transport or which are
compulsory applicable to the part of the carriage that is contracted
out;

take care that parties to such contract shall be the contracting
shipper and such third party, while the consignee under such
contract should be a subsequent carrier or the consignee under the
contract of carriage, as the case may be;
effect payment of the remuneration due under such contract, unless
othervvise agreed,

exercise reasonable care, having regard to the specific factors that
locally apply, in the selection of the third party;
provide such third party with all information and instructions which
are necessary, for a proper carrying out of his tasks, including, as the
case may be, any information on loss or damage incurred in respect of
the goods and any instructions on the handing over of the goods to a
subsequent carrier or to the consignee under the contract of carriage;

take care that any information, which the shipper, the person in
possession of the right of control, or the consignee, may reasonably
request in respect of the part of the carriage contracted out to the
third party, will be provided to any of these persons with reasonable
despatch.]
¡exercise due diligence in selecting the third party, conclude the contract
with the third party on customary terms and shall do everything that is
reasonably necessary or desirable for enabling the third party to perform
duly under such contract.]
During the period that the goods are in his custody, a carrier is responsible
for the goods. This means that, where in the event of port-to-port carriage a
terminal operator acts as the subcontractor of the carrier, the goods are already
under the responsibility of the carrier when they are still on the terminal,
waiting to be loaded. The same situation applies, inutatis nuttandi, in the
discharge port. Whether during such period a carrier will be liable for loss or

damage to the goods is another matter. This will depend on whether a
tackle-to-tackle clause will be held valid under this Instrument.
The second paragraph leaves intact two existing practices. The first is the

practice that certain activities, which expectedly would be the task of the
carrier, are carried out by or on behalf of another party to the contract of
carriage. Most typical example is the fios clause in the charterparty carriage.
It is a matter of course that a who does what' has to be clearly agreed between
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the parties and evidenced in the transport document. In view of the protection
that the third party holder of a negotiable transport document deserves, this
exception of the rule should be reflected in such document.

The second practice is that of 'through carriage' . This has to be
distinguished from 'combined transport' or `multimodal transport'. The last
two expressions cover contracts of carriage under which the goods may be

transshipped from one mode of transport into another, but under the
responsibility of one single carrier.
'Through carriage' or 'through transport' means that (usually) part of the
voyage is carried out by the carrier and another part by another carrier, who is

contracted by the first carrier not as his subcontractor, but on behalf of the
shipper. A typical example leading to 'through transport' is a provision in a
contract of carriage that the carrier only assumes responsibility for that part of

the carriage that he carries out with means of transport under his own
management. In fact, a 'through transport' contract is a mixed contract: it is
partly a contract of carriage and partly a forwarding contract. Because this
practice of 'through carriage' may create ambiguity, it is felt that the duties of
such carrier, who also acts as an agent, should be spelled out in this chapter.
This has been done in the third paragraph.
It follows that, during the parts of the carriage which are contracted out,
the carrier will not be responsible in a capacity as a carrier, but in his capacity

as an agent only. If the first part of the carriage is contracted out, the
responsibility of the carrier starts when he takes over the goods from the third
party. If the last part of the carriage is contracted out, the responsibility of the
carrier ends when he hands over the goods to the on-carrier. Such handing over
of the goods must be deemed to be the delivery of the goods under the carriage

part of the mixed contract. Any negotiable transport document has to be
produced to the carrier at that point in time. It is, subsequently, the duty of the
on-carrier to deliver the goods at their final destination to the consignee as he
appears under the contract of carriage.
4

OBLIGATIONS OF THE CARRIER

4.1 The carrier shall, in accordance with the terms and conditions of the
contract of carriage, carry the goods to the place of destination and deliver
them to the consignee in the condition in which they were received by him
from the consignor.
This is the basic obligation of the carrier, which is further qualified by the
other provisions of this Instrument as well as by the terms and conditions of the
contract of carriage, such as an agreed time limit for delivery.

4.2 During the period of its responsibility the carrier shall properly care
for the goods.
This provision is a contraction of article III, rule 2, of the Hague-Visby
Rules. It provides for the standard of care that the carrier has to exercise in
respect of the goods. Pending the further discussions on the liability regime, a
provision along the lines of article III, rule 1, i.e. the due diligence of the
carrier, has not been inserted yet.
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5

LIABILITY OF THE CARRIER

5.1 Basis of Liability

5.1.1 Introduction
From the final report of the Uniformity Sub-Committeel it appears that
there was a consensus within the Uniformity Sub-Committee that the system
of liability adopted in the Hague-Visby Rules should be retained except for the
defence relating to faults in the navigation and management of the ship, in
respect of which views were divided. There was also a consensus on the need

for a provision such as that contained in Article 3(1) and (2) of the
Hague-Visby Rules. The Uniformity Sub-Committee did not deem it
appropriate to draft any text in view of the work that had commenced on other
issues of transport law.
The ISC considers that, in view of the broader spectrum covered by the
draft Outline Instrument and, also, of the future possible extension of the scope
of such Instrument to door-to-door transport, in addition to a liability regime
based on the Hague-Visby Rules, with or without the defence relating to faults
in the navigation and management of the ship, some alternative options should
be envisaged.

5.1.2 The first of such additional options could consist in a general rule
pursuant to which the carrier is liable for loss of or damage to the goods unless

he proves the absence of his fault. It was suggested that a provision to give
effect to this option could be modelled on Article IV Rule 2 (q) of the HagueVisby Rules. Such a provision could read:
The carrier shall be liable for the total or partial loss of the goods and
for damage thereto occurring between the time when it receives the
goods and the time of delivery, as well as for any delay in delivery,

unless the carrier can prove that the loss, damage or delay did not

result from any fault or neglect on the part of the carrier or its
servants or agents.
It is submitted that the effect of this provision would be similar to the
effect of Article 5.1 of the Hamburg Rules (read in accordance with the
Common Understanding set out in Annex II thereto) whereby the carrier is
liable "unless the carrier proves that he, his servants or agents took all
measures that could reasonably be required to avoid the occurrence [which
caused the loss, damage or delay] and its consequences". The catalogue of
exceptions would consequently disappear, except for the exception relating to
saving of life or property at sea. Also if this option were adopted, a provision
setting out the duties of the carrier, along the lines of Article 3(1) of the HagueVisby Rules might still be considered useful.

5.1.3 The second of such additional options might impose a more stringent
basis of liability. It was suggested that a provision to give effect to this option
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could be modelled on Article 172 of Convention on the Contract for the
International Carriage of Goods by Road (CMR) on the grounds that it was
familiar to the industry and liad been interpreted by the courts. Such a
provision could read:

The carrier shall be liable for the total or partial loss of the goods and
for damage thereto occurring between the time when it receives the
goods and the time of delivery, as well as for any delay in delivery.
(ii) The carrier shall however be relieved of liability if the loss, damage or
delay was caused by:
The wrongful act or neglect of the claimant3;
(i)

The instructions of the claimant given otherwise than as the
result of a wrongful act or neglect on the part of the carrier;
Inherent vice of the goods;

Perils, dangers, and accidents of the sea or other navigable
waters;
Saving or attempting to save life or property at sea;

Circumstances which the carrier could not avoid and the
consequences of which it was unable to prevent.
(iii) The burden of proving that the loss, damage or delay was due to one
of the causes specified in 2(a)-(f) shall rest upon the carrier.
It is arguable that exceptions (c) and (d) are embraced in (f) and that they
are unnecessary.
Article 17 provides

I. The carrier should be liable for the total or partial loss of the goods and for damage thereto
occurring between the time when he takes over the goods and the time of delivery, as well as
for any delay in delivery.
The carrier shall however be relieved of liability if the loss, damage or delay was caused by
wrongful act or neglect of the claimant given otherwise than as the result of a wrongful act or
neglect on the part of the carrier, by inherent vice of the goods or through circumstances which
the carrier could not avoid and the consequences of which he was unable to prevent.
The carrier shall not be relieved of liability by reason of the defective condition of the vehicle
used by him in order to perform the carriage. or by reason of the wrongful act or neglect of the
person from whom he may have hired the vehicle or of the agents or servants of the latter.
Subject to Article 18, paragraphs 2-5 [which contain certain burden of proof provisions], the

carrier shall be relieved of liabilitv when the loss or damage arises from the special risks
inherent in one or more of the folloving circumstances:
Use of open unsheeted vehicles when their use has been expressly agreed and specified in
a consignment note;
The lack of, or defective condition of packing in the case of goods which, by their nature
are liable to wastage or to be damaged when not packed or when not properly packed,

Handling, loading, stowage or unloading of the goods by the sender, the consignee or
persons acting on behalf of the sender or (he consignees;

The nature of certain kinds of goods which particularly exposes them to a total or
partial loss or to damage, especially through breakage, rust, decay, desiccation, leakage,
normal wastage, or the action of moth or VerMill:
Insufficiency or inadequacy of marks or numbers on the packages;
The carriage of livestock.

5 Where under this article the carrier is not under liability in respect or some of the factors
causing the loss, damage or delay, he shall only be liable to the extent that those factors for
which he is liable under this article have contributed to the loss, damage or delay.
'Claimant' is not read literally under the CM12.: the carrier may plead the conduct or the sender or
consignee. This point would need to be covered at the final drafting stage.
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5.1.4 Of course other options could be envisaged. For example, a liability
regime could be adopted whereby the carrier is liable for loss of or damage to
the goods unless he proves that such loss or damage resulted from an event

beyond his control. This concept has been adopted in the Convention on

Contracts for the International Sale of Goods 1980 ("Vienna Sales
Convention"), article 79.1 of which so provides:
A party is not liable for a failure to perform any of his obligations if he
proves that the failure was due to an impediment beyond his control and
that he could reasonably be expected to have taken the impediment into
account at the time of the conclusion of the contract or to have avoided or
overcome it or its consequences.

Allocation of damages
If a breach of the carrier's obligations combines with another cause to
produce loss, damage, or delay in delivery, the carrier is liable only to the
5.2

extent that the loss, damage, or delay in delivery is attributable to such breach,

provided that the carrier proves the amount of the loss, damage, or delay in
delivery not attributable thereto.
This provision follows article 5.7 of the Hamburg Rules.
An alternative approach is illustrated by the proposed amendments to the
U.S. COGSA, which put an equal burden on each party. The cargo claimant has

the burden of showing the extent to which the loss or damage was due to a
cause for which the carrier is responsible. Conversely, the carrier has the
burden of showing the extent to which the loss or damage was due to a cause
for which the carrier is not responsible. The court would then allocate the
responsibility for the loss or damage in proportion to the respective causes.
This provision is drafted in the U.S. proposal as follows:
If loss or damage is caused in part by a breach of a carrier's obligations,
or the fault or neglect of a carrier, and in part by one or more of the
exceptions [for which the carrier is not responsible], then the carrier or
ship is-

liable for the loss or damage to the extent that the party seeking to
recover for the loss or damage proves that it is attributable to that
breach, fault, or neglect; and
not liable for the loss or damage to the extent the carrier proves that
it is attributable to one or more of those exceptions.
Under article 5.7 of the Hamburg Rules, it is unnecessary to consider
what happens if there is insufficient evidence to determine the cause of the loss

or damage. Because the full burden is on the carrier, the carrier is fully
responsible for the loss or damage in cases of insufficient evidence. If the
parties carry an equal burden, however, it is necessary to consider what
happens if there is insufficient evidence for either party to carry its burden.
Under the proposed amendments to the U.S. COGSA, the responsibility for the
loss or damage in such an unusual situation would be divided equally between
the cargo claimant and the carrier (on the theory that each was equally unable
to carry its burden).
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Liability of Contracting and Performing Carriers
53.1 A performing carrier is subject to the responsibilities and liabilities
under this Instrument, and entitled to the rights and immunities provided
by this Instrument (a) during the period it has custody of the goods; and
5.3

(b) at any other time to the extent that it is participating in the
performance of any of the activities contemplated by the contract of
carriage.
This provision is generally based on the discussion at the ISC's third
meeting in July and on the proposed amendments to the U.S. COGSA. The
contracting carrier is liable (subject to the terms of this Instrument) under the

contract of carriage for the entire period of responsibility under 3.1. A
performing carrier, in contrast, is not liable under the contract of carriage, and
under this Instrument it is not liable in tort. In return for escaping liability in
tort, the performing carrier assumes liability under the Instrument during the
period it has custody of the goods or when it is otherwise participating in the
performance of the contract of carriage.
The current draft provides for uniform liability for performing carriers.
An alternative approach would be to impose liability on performing carriers
under the "network" system, whereby each carrier would be liable under its
own liability system. European truckers, for example, would presumably be
liable under the terms of CMR instead of under the terms of this Instrument.

Subject to 5.3.4, a carrier shall be responsible for the acts and
omissions of any performing carrier who performs, undertakes to
5.3.2

perform, or procures to be performed any of that carrier's responsibilities
under the contract of carriage as if such acts or omissions were its own.

5.3.3 Responsibility is imposed on a carrier under 5.3.2 only when the
performing carrier's act or omission is within the scope of its contract,
employment, or agency, as the case may be.

5.3.4 If an action is brought against a performing carrier who proves that
it acted within the scope of its contract, employment, or agency, as the case
may be, the performing carrier is entitled to the benefit of the defences
and limitations of liability available to the contracting carrier under this
Instrument.

5.3.5 To the extent that both the contracting carrier and performing
carrier are liable, their liability is joint and several but only up to the limits
provided for in 15.41, 5.6 and 5.7.

5.3.6 Without prejudice to the provisions of 5.8, the aggregate liability of
the contracting carrier and performing carriers will not exceed the overall
limits of liability under this Instrument.
Under 5.3.2, each carrier is responsible for the acts and omissions of any

performing carrier who works under it. Thus the contracting carrier is
responsible for the acts and omissions of am' performing carrier because all
performing carriers work directly or indirectly for the contracting carrier (who
assumes all of the carrier's responsibilities under the contract of carriage). A
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performing carrier is responsible for the acts and omissions of the performing
carriers who work under it, i.e. , its own subcontractors, employees, and agents;
their subcontractors, employees, and agents; and so on, indefinitely. The length
of the chain connecting a performing carrier to the contracting carrier does not
matter; when a performing carrier is performing its duties under the contract

of carriage, all those above it in the chain are responsible for its acts and
omissions.

The responsibility imposed on a carrier under 5.3.2 is limited by 5.3.3,
which provides that the rule stated in 5.3.1 only applies when the performing
carrier's act or omission is within the scope of its contract, employment, or
agency, as the case may be. In other words, if a carrier subcontracts part of its
responsibilities under the contract of carriage, it is liable for the subcontractor's
acts or omissions only when the subcontractor's act or omission is within the
scope of its contract. Similarly, if a carrier hires employees, it is liable for the
employees' acts or omissions that are within the scope of their employment.
And if a carrier engages agents, it is liable for the agents' acts or omissions
within the scope of their agency.
Under 5.3.4, a performing carrier is generally entitled to the same rights
as the contracting carrier. This gives performing carriers the benefits of a broad
Himalaya clause without the need to include a Himalaya clause in the contract
of carriage or the transport document.

5.3.6 reiterates what is already the normal rule under the Hague and
Hague-Visby Rules.

5.4 Delay
5.4.1 Delay in delivery occurs when the goods are not delivered at the place

of destination provided for in the contract of carriage within the time
expressly agreed upon.
At its third meeting the ISC considered that this provision should be
drafted to reflect the consensus in the Uniformity Sub Committee.
Time may be an essential factor in the carriage of goods. Sometimes,
parties have agreed in the contract specific provision on the performance of the

carrier, including the time of arrival of the goods. Often, the agreed freight
corresponds with the importance that the parties attach to a timely arrival of
the goods. In principle, it is up to the parties to express in their contract what
they expect from each other in terms of performance.

5.4.2 The liability for any economic loss caused by delay in delivery shall
be limited to an amount equivalent to [...times the freight] payable for the
goods being delayed. However, the aggregate liability under 5.7.1 and the
first sentence of this paragraph shall not exceed the limits, which would be
established under 5.7.1 for total loss of the goods in respect of which such
liability was incurred.
If the damage due to delay is physical damage to the goods, such damage
can be dealt with according to the rule relating to loss or damage to the goods.
However, the loss incurred in connection with delay may be wholly or partly
economic loss. Under the Hague-Visby Rules such damage arguably does not
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qualify for compensation. It is proposed to change this. The CMNI Convention
limits this liability to the amount of the freight.

In view of the commercial aspects of delay in delivery, it may be
questioned whether paragraph 5.4.2 should be of mandatory nature, i.e. parties
should be allowed to make their own arrangements as to timely arrivals and to
put an agreed amount of liquidated damages on arrivals overdue.
Further, it may be considered whether a new Instrument should contain a

provision in the case of excessive delay to the effect that the goods shall be
deemed to be lost, for the purposes of the measure of indemnity, if they are not
placed at the disposal of the consignee within a period of time (e.g. 90 days) from
the date on which the goods should have been delivered. Such provision could
include that if the goods are placed at the disposal of the consignee after the lapse
of the above period, the consignee should be given an option of either accepting

payment of the indemnity for total loss, or accepting the late delivery of the
goods, without prejudice to his claim for damages for delay. At its third meeting
the ISC considered that no such provision should be drafted at this stage.
5.5 Deviation

The carrier is not liable for damage, loss, or delay in delivery caused
by a deviation to save or attempt to save life or property at sea, or any
other reasonable deviation.

An unreasonable deviation constitutes a breach of a carrier's
obligations under this Instrument, and the remedies for such a
breach shall be determined exclusively under this Instrument.
This provision is generally based on the discussion at the meetings of the
Uniformity Sub-Committee. 5.5(a) is based on article 4(4) of the Hague and
Hague-Visby Rules. In light of the discussion at the ISC's fourth meeting in
October, delay was added to the provision. 5.5(b) addresses a problem that
arises particularly in the United States, and thus it is largely based on the

proposed amendments to the U.S. COGSA. The intent of 5.5(b) is that a
deviation as such does not deprive the carrier of its right to limit its liability,
but a deviation that satisfies the requirements in 5.8 would.

5.6 Deck cargo
5.6.1Goods may be carried on deck only if
such carriage is required by the re/evant Nws or administrative rules
or regulations, or
they are carried in or on containers on decks which are specially
fitted to carry containers, or,
in cases not covered by (i) or (ii) above, the carriage on deck is in
accordance with the contract of carriage, or complies with the custom
of the trade, or follows from other usage in the trade in question.

5.6.2 When the goods have been shipped in accordance with 5.6.1 (i) and
(iii), the carrier shall not be liable for the loss or damage to these goods or
delay in delivery caused by the special risks involved in their carriage on
deck. If the goods are carried on deck in breach of 5.6.1, the carrier shall
be liable, irrespective of the provisions of 5.1, for loss and damage to the
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goods or delay in delivery which are exclusively the consequence of their
carriage on deck.
5.6.3 When the goods have been shipped in accordance with 5.6.1 (iii), the

fact that particular goods are carried on deck must be stated in the
transport document. Failing this, the carrier shall have the burden of
proving that carriage on deck complies with 5.6.2.(iii) and is not entitled

to invoke that provision against a third party which has acquired the
negotiable transport document in good faith.
5.6.4 If the carrier under this paragraph 5.6 is liable for loss or damage to
goods carried on deck or for delay in their delivery, its liability is limited
to the extent provided for in 5.4 and 5.7; however, if such liability occurs
while it was expressly agreed to carry the goods under deck, the carrier is
not entitled to limit his liability.
At the third meeting the ISC considered that the draft provisions should
reflect the consensus in the Uniformity Sub-Committee.
If goods are carried on deck, additional risks like weather exposure may
be involved. Therefore, 5.6.1 limits the possibilities to carry goods on deck.
5.6.2 sets out the carrier's liabilities for loss or damage to goods carried
on deck. An exception is made for containerised goods. The current practice is
that, for operational reasons, container carriers want to have the option to load
containers either under or on deck. The consequence thereof is that containers
on deck must be subject to tbe same liability regime as containers carried under
deck.

Again, because of the additional risks involved, the carriage on deck
according to 5.6.1.(iii) should be stated in the transport document. 5.6.3 takes
care of that and adds as a sanction a reversal of the burden of proof on the
carrier and the denial of the benefit of the special provisions of 5.6 for the
carrier.

5.6.4. makes clear that a carrier is also entitled to limit his liability in the
event loss or damage occurs due to the special risks inherent to deck carriage.

However, he will loose the benefit of limitation if he breaches an express
agreement to carry the goods under deck.
At the fourth ISC meeting a proposal was made to simplify 5.6. It might
be sufficient to say that deck cargo is covered by the Instrument and leave the
general rules to apply. If the cargo needs to be on deck, then the carrier satisfies
its duties by stowing it there. If the carrier stows cargo on deck that should not
be there, it is a breach of duty to properly care for the cargo. If the carrier does
so knowingly, then it loses the benefit of limitation.
Further, a matter that requires attention is that, because of their special
nature, odd size or otherwise, some cargoes are exclusively carried on deck.
Examples are: goods carried on board of offshore supply vessels, construction

modules on deck of pontoons, etc. Usually, in these cases parties agree on

special conditions, such as knock-for-knock provisions, coinsurance
arrangements and the like. It is proposed that these cases should be dealt with
under a separate article dealing with special carriage along the lines of article
VI of the Hague Visby Rules.
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5.7 Limits of liability

5.7.1 The carrier's liability for the loss of or damage to or in connection
with the goods is limited to 1.. .1 units of accounts per package or other
shipping unit, or [...] units of account per kilogram of the gross weight of
the goods lost or damaged, whichever is the higher, except where the
nature and value of the goods had been declared by the shipper before

shipment and inserted in the transport document, [or where a higher
amount than the amount of limitation of liability set out in this article had

been agreed upon between the contracting carrier and the contracting
shipper.]

5.7.2 In the event of carriage of goods in or on a container, the packages
or shipping units enumerated in the transport document as packed in or

on such container are deemed packages or shipping units. If not so
enumerated, the goods in or on such container are deemed one shipping
unit.
5.7.3 The unit of account referred to in this article is the Special Drawing

Right as defined by the International Monetary Fund. The amounts
mentioned in this article are to be converted into the national currency of
a State according to the value of such currency at the date of judgement
or the date agreed upon by the parties. The value of a national currency,
in terms of the Special Drawing Rights, of a Contracting State which is a

member of the International Monetary Fund is to be calculated in
accordance vvith the method of valuation applied by the International
Monetary Fund in effect at the date in question for its operations and
transactions. The value of a national currency, in terms of the Special
Drawing Right, of a Contracting State which is not a member of the

International Monetary Fund is to be calculated in a manner to be
determined by that State.
At the fourth meeting of the ISC a clear view was expressed not to
introduce a special limit per container.

The last part of 5.7.1 is put between [ ] because it has to be decided
whether the Instrument should be of mandatory nature and whether any
mandatory provision should be one-sided or two-sided mandatory.
5.7.2 complies with the current practice,

5.7.3 is in conformity with similar drafts in other recent transport
conventions.

A further provision should be added dealing with an accelerated
amendment procedure to adjust the amounts of limitation, along the lines of
article 8 of the 1996 Protocol to the Convention on Limitation of Liability for
Maritime Claims.

Loss of the right to limit liability
5.8.1 Neither the contracting carrier nor the performing carrier shall be
entitled to limit its liability as provided for in 15.4,1 5.6 and 5.7 of this
Instrument, or in the contract of carriage when the nature and value of the
goods have been declared, if it is proved that the loss of, or damage to or in
5.8
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connection with the goods resulted from a personal act or omission of such

carrier done with the intent to cause such loss or damage, or recklessly
and with the knowledge that such loss or damage would probably result.
5.8.2 The servant or agent of the carrier shall not be entitled to limit its
liability provided for in the 15.4,1 5.6 and 5.7 of this Instrument, or in the
contract of carriage when the nature and value of the goods have been
declared, if it is proved that the loss of, or damage to or in connection with
the goods resulted from a personal act or omission of the servant or agent
of the carrier done with the intent to cause such loss, damage, or recklessly
and with the knowledge that such loss or damage would probably result.

The wording of this provision reflects similar provisions in other
conventions, with one exception. It is considered that the declaration of the
value of the goods effectively sets a new limit, because the declared value may
differ from the actual value of the goods.
A point to consider is whether the limits in respect of delay have to be
breakable as well. It should be borne in mind that very often delay may be
caused by intentional acts (either from servants or agents or from the carrier
personally) and that it concerns economic damage.
5.9 Notice of loss, damage or delay

5.9.1The carrier shall be presumed to have delivered the goods according
to their description in the transport document unless notice of loss of, or
damage to or in connection with the goods, indicating the general nature

of such loss or damage, shall have been given in writing to the carrier
before or at the time of the delivery, or, if the loss or damage is not
apparent, within three working days after the delivery of the goods. A
written notice is not required in respect of loss or damage which is
ascertained in a joint inspection of the goods by the carrier and the
consignee.

5.9.2 No compensation shall be payable for economic loss resulting from
delay in delivery unless written notice of such loss was given to the carrier
within 21 consecutive days following delivery of the goods.

5.9.3 Where the goods have been delivered by the performing carrier,
which had delivered the goods, the notice in writing referred to in this
article given to the performing carrier shall have the same effect as that
given to the contracting carrier, and that given to the contracting carrier
shall have the same effect as that given to the performing carrier, which
had delivered the goods.
The giving of prompt notice is of great practical importance. It enables
the parties to do immediately a survey of the goods (preferably jointly) and to
take the necessary measures in order to prevent further damage to the goods.
As such, giving prompt notice is part of the general obligation of the parties to
act reasonably towards each other and to limit the damage as much as possible.

If the damage is not apparent, the consignee must have a certain period for
inspection. In view of the purpose of the notice, such period may reasonably
restricted to three working days.
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Under air transportation law, the sanction on not giving proper notice is
the loss of the right to claim damages. In maritime transport this is considered
a too harsh sanction for physical damage to the goods. Under the Hague Rules,

only the assumption will apply that the goods are properly delivered in
accordance with their description in the transport document.
This does not apply to not giving due notice in case of economic loss. Any
notice of a claim for delay in delivery can and, consequently, must be given
within a short period. Normally, such claim is a matter of calculation only. The
second paragraph, including the period to be fixed at 21 days, corresponds
with a similar provision in the draft CMNI convention.

For practical purposes it is provided in the third paragraph that valid
notice may be given to a performing carrier when it is the person who delivers

the goods to the consignee. Obviously, in that case notice may be properly
given to the contracting carrier as well.

5.10 Non-contractual claims
The defences and limits of liability provided for in this Instrument
and the responsibilities imposed by this Instrument apply in any action
against the carrier for loss of, for damage to, or in connection with the
goods covered by a contract of carriage, whether the action is founded in
contract, in tort or otherwise.
This provision reflects a principle which has become common in respect
of transport law that contains mandatory provisions.
6

OBLIGATIONS OF THE SHIPPER

6.1 A shipper shall, in accordance with the terms and conditions of the
contact of carriage, deliver the goods ready for carriage and in such
condition that they may stand the intended carriage, including their
loading, handling, stovvage, lashing and securing, and discharge, and that
they will not cause injury or damage. In the event the goods are delivered
in or on a shipper-packed container or trailer, the shipper must stow, lash
and secure the goods in or on the container or trailer in such a way that
the goods may stand the intended carriage, including loading, handling
and discharge of the container or trailer, and that they will not cause
injury or damage.
The basic obligation of the shipper is to deliver the goods to the carrier in
accordance with the contract of carriage, i.e. the goods as agreed and at the
agreed place and time. Further, the goods have to be brought by the shipper in
the proper condition for the intended voyage, e.g. packing has to be sound,

dangerous goods have to be properly marked and labelled, temperature
controlled goods have to be delivered at the right temperature for carriage, etc.
1'or reason of accident prevention, this is of particular importance in respect of
shipper packed containers and trailers, because in the normal course of events
carriers do not check their contents.

6.2 The contracting carrier shall provide to the shipper, on its request, all
the information, including instructions, which it knows or ought to know
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and which is reasonably necessary or of importance to the shipper in
order to comply with its obligations under 6.1.
It should be a two-way street. Anything that a shipper does not know, he
should ask for, whereupon the carrier should to the best of his ability assist the
shipper in meeting its responsibilities.

6.3 The shipper shall provide to the contracting carrier all the
information, instructions and documentation which is reasonably
necessary, or of importance forthe handling and carriage of the goods, including precautions to be

taken by the carrier, unless the carrier already knows or ought to
know such information or instructions;

the compliance with rules, regulations and other requirements of
authorities in connection with the intended carriage, including
filings, applications and licences relating to the goods;
the issue by a carrier of the transport documents, including the data
referred to in 7.2.1, (b) and (c), the name of the first holder and the
name of the consignee or order, unless the shipper may reasonably

assume that such information is already known to the contracting
carrier.
6.4 The information, instructions and documentation which the shipper
and the carrier provide to each other under 6.2. and 6.3 must be accurate

and complete, so as to enable the other party fully to rely on such
information, instructions and documentation for the purpose that it is
requested or intended for vvithin the scope of the contract of carriage.
Each party, however, is entitled, but never obliged, to examine whether the
information, instructions and documentation provided by the other party
is accurate and complete.
A safe and successful voyage of the goods may depend to a large extent
on the cooperation between the parties. Of primary importance is that the
information etc. which the parties reasonably require for the voyage is reliable
for that purpose. We live in an information society, wherein often time and
money is not available to make checks on the accuracy or completeness of
information.

6.5 A shipper and the carrier are liable to each other, the consignee and
any holder for any loss or damage that is caused by its failure to comply
with its obligations under 6.2, 6.3 and 6.4.
The liability of the parties for wrong or incomplete information should be
a strict one.

6.6 The contracting shipper is liable to the carrier for any loss, damage,
or injury caused by the goods, 'unless the contracting shipper proves that
such loss or damage is caused by the facts or through circumstances which
a prudent shipper could not avoid or the consequences such shipper vvas
unable to prevent.'
The exact basis of this shippers' liability is subject to further discussion.
It is submitted that the distinction between ordinary goods and dangerous
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or polluting goods is out of date. Whether certain goods are dangerous depends
on the circumstances. Harmless goods may become dangerous under certain
circumstances and dangerous goods (in the sense of poisonous or explosive) may

be harmless when they are properly packed, handled and carried in an
appropriate vessel. The notion 'dangerous' is relative. The essence of a shippers'
liability regime may be that any damage caused on account of the nature of the
cargo should be the shipper's risk and any damage caused by improper handling
or carriage should fall under the rules for the carrier's liability.
Another matter is how to deal with goods which may become a danger to

human life, property or the environment during the voyage. It may be
considered that a master (or another person actually responsible for the goods)
must have a wide discretion to deal with such goods under the circumstances
without having to bother about liabilities. Whether the goods are carried with

or without the carriers' consent (refer Article IV rule 6 of the Hague-Visby
Rules) seems irrelevant. Article 13.4 of the Hamburg Rules does not make the
distinction.

6.7 The contracting shipper is responsible for the acts and omissions of
persons of whose services it makes use to perform the tasks and meet the
obligations referred to in this chapter, when such persons are acting within
the scope of their employment as if such acts or omissions were its own.
This provision is similar to article 8.2 of the draft CMNI Convention.
7

TRANSPORT DOCUMENTS

Issuance of the Transport Document
7.1.1 Requirement to Issue a Transport Document
After a carrier receives the goods, the contracting carrier must issue a
7.1

transport document if the [contracting shipper/consignor] requests one.
This provision corresponds to existing law and practice in most countries,

and to the current international regimes (including the Hague Rules, the
Hague-Visby Rules, and the Hamburg Rules). Implicit in 7.1.1 is the concept

that the carrier need not issue a transport document if the shipper does not
request one.

This provision specifies, in light of the discussion at the ISC's third
meeting in July, that any carrier (not necessarily the "contracting carrier") may
be the first to receive the goods from the consignor, and that the contracting
carrier (not necessarily the carrier who received the goods from the consignor)
is the one with the duty to issue a transport document if the shipper requests one.

It is still ambiguous as to which "shipper" has the right to request a
transport documentthe contracting shipper or the consignor. The issue was
discussed but not resolved at the ISC's third meeting in July. In this context, it
may make sense to give both the contracting shipper and the consignor the
right to request some transport document. Even if it is the contracting shipper
who is entitled to a negotiable transport document under 7.1.2, the consignor
should presumably be entitled to a receipt for having delivered the goods to a
carrier.
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7.1.2 Shipper's Entitlement to a Negotiable Transport Document
The contracting shipper and the contracting carrier may agree that
the transport document will be non-negotiable. Such an agreement may

be express or implied. In the absence of such an agreement, the
[contracting shipper/consignor] is entitled to a negotiable bill of lading or
other negotiable transport document.
This provision alters the existing law and practice in most countries.
Under the current international regimes, a shipper is generally entitled to a
negotiable bill of lading. In some trades, however, such as short ferry voyages,
shippers never ask for a negotiable bill of lading and a negotiable document

would serve no purpose. 7.1.2 permits a carrier to offer a service in which
negotiable documents are simply not available. The contracting shipper and the

contracting carrier may expressly agree (e.g. in the booking note) that a
negotiable transport document will not be issued. In some circumstances, the

contracting shipper and the contracting carrier will be deemed to have so
agreed by implication (e.g. by the custom of the trade). But if there is no
agreement, either express or implied, then the shipper (subject to the ambiguity

discussed in the following paragraph) will continue to be entitled to a
negotiable bill of lading or other negotiable transport document. (It is
important to recognise that electronic documents may some day supersede

bills of lading entirely. The proposal leaves open the possibility that a
negotiable transport document other than a bill of lading (e.g., an electronic
equivalent) may some day be as fully acceptable in commerce as the current
negotiable bill of lading.)
This provision ( like 7.1.1) is still ambiguous as to which shipper is
entitled to a negotiable bill of lading or other negotiable transport document in
the absence of an agreement to the contrary. The issue was discussed but not
resolved at the ISC's third meeting in July. On the one hand, it seems logical to
give the contracting shipper the right to control entitlements under the contract
of carriage. On the other hand, the contracting carrier may not know the
identity the contracting shipper (e.g., in the case of an FOB shipment when the

consignor is paying the freight on the consignee/contracting shipper's
account). At the very least, a carrier had dealt with the consignor, and the
consignor should presumably be entitled to a receipt for having delivered the
goods. Perhaps the solution would be to give the contracting shipper the right
to a negotiable bill of lading or other negotiable transport document if the
contracting carrier knows the identity the contracting shipper. The consignor
could then have the right to a negotiable transport document if the contracting
carrier does not know the identity the contracting shipper, and the right to a
non-negotiable receipt in any event.

7.2 The Contents of the Transport Document
7.2.1 Required Contents of the Transport Document

If the carrier issues a transport document, the transport document

must-

(a) describe the apparent order and condition of the goods at the time a

carrier receives them from the consignor;
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(b) show the leading marks necessary for identification of the goods as
furnished in writing by the shipper before the carrier receives the
goods;
(c)

show the number of packages, the number of pieces, the quantity, and
the weight as furnished in writing by the consignor before a carrier
receives the goods;

(d)

state the date
on which a carrier received the goods, or
on which the goods vvere loaded on board the vessel, lorlland]
on which the transport document was issued.

(e)

adequately identify the contracting carrier [and the contracting

shipper]; and
be signed by the contracting carrier.
7.2.1(a) confirms the understanding that is clearly expressed in the
rnn'aux prépamtoires of the Hague Rules and carried forward in subsequent
(0

international conventions. See, e.g., Hamburg Rules arts. 15( 1 )(b), 16(1)-(2).
The courts in some countries have departed from this principle.
7.2.1(b) and (c) generally correspond to existing law and practice in most
countries, and to the current international regimes (including the Hague Rules,
the Hague-Visby Rules, and the Hamburg Rules). The proposed draft does alter
the existing law in one significant respect: The carrier's obligation to issue a
transport document showing the information furnished by the shipper in this
proposal is not qualified by any exception when the carrier has no reasonable
means of checking the information furnished by the shipper. Under current law,
the carrier may (in theory) simply omit this information if it has no reasonable
means of checking the accuracy. Under this proposal, the carrier must issue a
transport document showing the information furnished by the shipper even if it

has no reasonable means of checking the accuracy (but it may protect its
riterests with a qualifying clause under 7.3). Also 6.3, 6.4 and 6.5 refer.
7.2.1(b) also omits the requirement that "the marks must be stamped or

otherwise shown clearly upon the goods if uncovered, or on the cases or
coverings in which the goods are contained, in a manner that would ordinarily

remain legible until the end of the voyage." In view of the alteration noted
abco, e (which means that the carrier must include information furnished by the
shipper even if it has no reasonable means of checking the accuracy), it seems
inappropriate to permit the carrier to omit information furnished by the shipper

concerning the marks if the carrier believes that the marks might not remain
legible until the end of the voyage. Once again, the carrier's remedy should be

to protect its interests with a qualifying clause under 7.3. This change is
unlikely to make any difference in practice.
With respect to 7.2.1 (b) and (c), the ISC agreed at its second meeting in
April that the shipper must furnish the necessary information in writing before

t'ne carrier receives the goods, and that it is not sufficient to furnish the
information before the carrier issues the transport document. With respect to
72, 1(c). the ISC also agreed at its second meeting that the transport document

mt include all of the listed information furnished by the shipper (e.g. the
,I-Jurnber of pieces and the weight), and that it would not be sufficient to include
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only one of the items on the list (e.g. the number of pieces or the weight) when
the shipper desires fuller information.

7.2.1(d) gives effect to the ISC's view, clearly expressed at its second
meeting in April, that some date should be included in the transport document.

This draft gives the carrier three choices of date that may be used. Perhaps
there should be an open-ended fourth choice, e.g., "such other date as the
parties may agree is relevant in the context of the contract of carriage." This

option is not included in the draft because the ISC did not discuss this
possibility (although it was highlighted in the Agenda Paper for the ISC's third
meeting in July).

7.2.1(e) gives effect to the ISC's view, clearly expressed at its second
meeting in April, that the carrier and the shipper should be identified in the
transport document. The question of what identification is "adequate" will vary
with the circumstances. As a general rule, the transport document should list at
least the name and address for both the carrier and the shipper. The reference to

the contracting shipper is in brackets, however, because it remains unclear
whether the contracting shipper must be identified or if it is sufficient to identify
the consignor (or perhaps, in case of a negotiable document, the first holder).

7.2.1(f) gives effect to the ISC's view, clearly expressed at its second
meeting in April, that the transport document should be signed on behalf of the
carrier. 7.2.1(f) does not define signature, but a definition section of the final
Instrument should include a provision comparable to article 14(2)-(3) of the

Hamburg Rules. 7.2.1 (f) also does not address the consequences of an
unauthorised signature, on which there was no consensus and very little
discussion. More guidance will be necessary before a draft can address that
issue. Finally, 7.2.1(f) uses the phrase "signed by the contracting carrier" rather
than "signed on behalf of the contracting carrier" because the ISC, at its fourth
meeting in October, agreed that a signature "on behalf of the contracting
carrier" is a signature "by the contracting carrier" (acting through an agent).

7.2.2 The phrase "apparent order and condition of the goods" in this
Chapter 7 refers to the order and condition of the goods that would be
known to a reasonable carrier based on (a) an external inspection of the
goods as packaged at the time the consignor delivers them to a carrier and

(b) any additional inspection that a carrier actually performs before
issuing the transport document.
This provision is generally based on the discussion at the ISC's third
meeting in July. Under this definition, the phrase "apparent order and
condition of the goods" has both an objective and a subjective component.
Under 7.2.2(a), the carrier issuing the transport document has no duty to
inspect the goods beyond what would be revealed by an external inspection of
the goods as packaged at the time the consignor delivers them to a carrier. If
the goods are unpackaged, the transport document will need to describe the
order and condition of the goods themselves. But if the goods are packaged,
the transport document's statement of order and condition will relate primarily
to the packaging (unless the order and condition of the goods themselves can
be determined through the packaging). For containerised goods, in particular,
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the transport document's statement of order and condition is highly unlikely to
relate to the goods themselves if the consignor delivered a closed container that
the carrier did not open before issuing the transport document.

Under 7.2.2(b), however, if the carrier actually carries out a more
thorough inspection (e.g. inspecting the contents of packages or opening a

closed container), then the carrier is responsible for whatever such an
inspection would have revealed to a reasonable carrier.

7.2.3 Omission of Required Contents from the Transport Document

The absence in the transport document of one or more of the
particulars referred to in 7.2.1, or the inaccuracy of one or more of
those particulars, does not affect the legal character of the transport
document. [The issuer of the transport document is liable to the
shipper or other holder of the transport document for any damages
that are proximately caused by its breach of 7.2.1.1
The first sentence of this provision gives effect to the non-controversial

view that the validity of the transport document does not depend on the
inclusion of the particulars that should be included. For example, an undated
bill of lading will still be valid, even though a bill of lading should be dated.
The first sentence of this section also extends the rationale behind that noncontroversial view to hold that the validity of the transport document does not
depend on the accuracy of the particulars that should be included. Under this
extension, for example, a misdated bill of lading will still be valid, even though
a bill of lading should be accurately dated.
The second sentence of this provision, which is in brackets, attempts to
address the consequences of failing to accurately provide the information that
must be included in a transport document. This is not an issue on which the ISC
has reached any consensus, but there seemed to be some support for at least the
limited approach taken here. At the ISC's second meeting in April, there was
also some support for denying the carrier the benefit of unit limitation if the
carrier knowingly misdates the transport document, and for denying the carrier

the benefit of the one-year time bar if the transport document does not
adequately identify the carrier. At the ISC's fourth meeting in October, the
bracketed language was criticised on the grounds that it is unnecessary and
should be omitted entirely. Others criticised the bracketed language on the
ground that the issuer is not always responsible in fact for inaccuracies in the
transport document; it may be the consignor who prepared the document with
inaccurate information. Perhaps liability should rest not on the issuer but on
the party who is factually responsible for the inaccurate information.

If a transport document fails to describe the apparent order and
condition of the goods at the time a carrier receives them from the

consignor, the transport document is prima facie or conclusive
evidence under 7.3.3 that the goods were in apparent good order and
condition at the time the consignor delivered them to a carrier.
This provision is generally based on the discussion at the ISC's third meeting
in July. This seems to be the logical place to include this provision, as 7.2.3(a) also
deals with the omission of required information on the transport document.
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73 Qualifying the Description of the Goods in the Transport Document
73.1 Circumstances Under Which a Carrier May Qualify the Description
of the Goods in the Transport Document.

Under the following circumstances, a carrier issuing a transport
document may qualify the information mentioned in 7.2.1(b) or 7.2.1(c)
with an appropriate clause in the transport document to indicate that the
carrier does not assume responsibility for the accuracy of the information
furnished by the shipper:
(a) For non-containerised goodsthe carrier may include an appropriate qualifying clause in the

transport document if the carrier can show that it had no
reasonable means of checking the information furnished by the
shipper, or
the carrier may include a clause providing what it considers an

accurate description of the goods if the carrier considers the
information furnished by the shipper to be inaccurate.
(b) For goods delivered to the carrier in a [closed/sealed] container, the

carrier may include an appropriate qualifying clause in the transport
document with respect to
the leading marks on the goods inside the container, or
the number of packages, the number of pieces, or the quantity of
the goods inside of the container,
unless the carrier in fact inspects the goods inside the container.
(c) For goods delivered to the carrier in a [closed/sealed] container, the

carrier may qualify any statement of the weight of goods or the
weight of a container and its contents with an explicit statement that
the carrier has not vveighed the container if (i) the carrier can show
that the clause is accurate, and (ii) the contracting shipper and the

contracting carrier did not agree in writing prior to the shipment
that the container would be weighed and the weight would be
recorded on the transport document.
This provision generally corresponds to existing law and practice in most
countries. Although current law generally permits the carrier to protect itself
by omitting from the transport document a description of the goods that it is
unable to verify, this protection is essentially meaningless in practice. Even if
the carrier is unable to verify the description, the typical shipper still requires
a transport document describing the goods in order to receive payment under
the sales contract. Commercial pressures therefore deny the carrier the one
form of protection that is clearly recognised under current law. Qualifying

clauses represent the carrier's attempt to regain its protection. Common
examples of qualifying clauses include "said to contain" and "shipper's weight
and count." Other qualifying clauses may also be effective, depending on the
particular needs of the case.
The standards for including a qualifying clause under 7.3.1(a) and (b) are
generally similar to those under the proviso to article 3(3) of the Hague and
Hague-Visby Rules and to article 16(1) of the Hamburg Rules, except that this
proposal eliminates the Hague Rules and Hamburg Rules language excusing
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the carrier from including the otherwise required information if there are
reasonable grounds for suspecting that the information furnished by the
shipper does not accurately represent the goods. The ISC agreed, at its second
meeting in April, that if the carrier has reasonable grounds for suspecting that

the information furnished by the shipper does not accurately represent the
goods, the carrier is obligated to check the information if it has a reasonable
means of doing so. Thus the carrier would be excused from including the
otherwise required information only if there is no reasonable means of
checking it. The reasonable suspicion exception is accordingly redundant.

Clauses regarding the weight of containerised goods create special
problems. In some ports, facilities for weighing loaded containers simply do
not exist. In such cases, it is an easy matter for the carrier to prove that it had
no reasonable means of checking the weight information furnished by the
shipper. But even in ports where weighing facilities exist, and could be used, it
is often customary to load containers without weighing them. Sometimes this
is because the time spent weighing containers would delay the ship's departure
(particularly when the shipper delivers the container to the carrier shortly
before sailing). Often it is because the weight is of no commercial importance,
and the time and expense of weighing a container is unjustified in the absence

of any commercial benefit. In some cases, however, the weight is of
commercial importance, and the consignee should be permitted to rely on the
statement of weight in the transport document unless it is clear that the carrier
has in fact not weighed the container.
In view of these special problems with qualifying clauses regarding the

weight of containerised goods, 7.3.1(c) specifically addresses the issue in
unique fashion. The proposal requires a clear statement that the carrier has in
fact not weighed the container. The carrier can include such a statement only
if it is true (i.e., if the carrier did not weigh the container) and if the contracting

carrier and the contracting shipper did not agree in writing prior to the
shipment that the container would be weighed and the weight would be
recorded on the transport document. 7.3.1(c;)(ii) recognises that in some cases
the container's weight is of commercial importance, and that in such cases the

shipper may legitimately insist on having a weight listed in the transport
document without a qualifying clause. A contracting shipper may protect this
legitimate interest with an explicit agreement prior to shipment (e.g., in the
booking note). In the absence of such a prior agreement, however, the carriers
may assume that the container's weight is of no commercial importance. A
carrier may then load the container without weighing it, and any weight listed

on the transport document may be qualifiedwithout proof that the carrier
liad no reasonable means of checking the weight furnished by the shipper.
7.3.1(a)(ii) and 7.3.1(b) also recognise, in keeping with the discussion at

the ISC's third meeting in July, that the carrier may also provide accurate
information if it considers thc information furnished by the shipper to be
inaccurate.
In 7.3.1(b) and 7.3.1(c), the bracketed language reflects the disagreement
in the ISC as to whether the container must be scaled or simply closed before

the carrier can clann the benefit of 7.3. Some delegates feel that the
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requirement should be no stronger than "closed" or "shipped packed" (FCL)
in recognition of the fact that FCL but unsealed containers are often delivered
to a carrier with the expectation that the carrier will then seal them. Other
delegates feel that the requirement should be "sealed" so that the carrier will
be required to show a "chain of custody" before it is allowed to take advantage
of the benefit of this provision.

73.2 Reasonable Means of Checking
For purposes of 7.3.1, a "reasonable means of checking" must be not
only physically practical but also commercially reasonable.
This provision clarifies the meaning of "reasonable means of checking."
Opening a sealed container or unloading a container to inspect the contents, for
example, would not be commercially reasonable, even if it might be physically
practical in some circumstances. Thus a carrier issuing a transport document
would always be permitted to qualify the description of goods delivered by the

shipper inside a sealed containerunless the carrier had some physically
practical and commercially reasonable means of checking the information
furnished by the shipper (which would have to be something other than
opening the container). For example, if the carrier had an agent present when
the shipper stuffed the container, and that agent verified the accuracy of the
shipper's information during loading, then the carrier would not be permitted
to qualify the transport document's description of the goods.

7.33 Prima Facie and Conclusive Evidence
Except as otherwise provided in 7.3.4, a transport document isprima facie evidence of the issuing carrier's receipt of the goods as
described in the transport document; and
conclusive evidence of the issuing carrier's receipt of the goods as
described in the transport document uf the transport document has

been transferred to a third party acting in good faith or if a third
party acting in good faith has paid value or otherwise altered its
position in reliance on the description of the goods in the transport
document].
7.3.3(a) simply confirms the widely recognised rule that, as a general
matter, a transport document is prima facie evidence of the issuing carrier's
receipt of the goods as described in the transport document.
7.3.3(b) recognises that, in order to protect innocent third parties who rely
on the descriptions in transport documents, in some circumstances a transport
document is not simply prima facie evidence but conclusive evidence. The ISC

was unable to reach consensus on the definition of these circumstances,
however, and thus the key language in 7.3.3()) is bracketed to show the need
for further discussion. There appears to be much broader support for the first
alternative ("if the transport document has been transferred to a third party
acting in good faith"), at least in the context of a negotiable transport document

that has been duly negotiated to a third party acting in good faith. There
appears to be weaker support for the second alternative ("if a third party acting.,
in good faith has paid value or otherwise altered its position in reliance on the
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description of the goods in the transport document"), particdarly in the
context of a non-negotiable transport document.

73.4 Effect of Qualifying Clauses

If a transport document contains a qualifying clause, then the
transport document will not constitute prima facie or conclusive evidence
under 7.3.3, to the extent that the description of the goods is qualified by
the clause, when the clause is "effective" under 7.3.5.
This provision simply describes the effect of a qualifying clause if it is
"effective." It is worth noting that a qualifying clause does not necessarily
defeat the prima facie or conclusive evidence of the description of the goods in
full. A qualifying clause such as "shipper's weight," for example, would not
affect the evidentiary value of a description of the goods to the extent that it
listed the number of packages in the shipment or described the leading marks.

73.5 When Qualifying Clauses Are Effective

Subject to 7.3.6, a qualifying clause in a transport document is
"effective" for the purposes of 7.3.4 under the following circumstances:
For non-containerised goods, a qualifying clause that complies with
the requirements of 7.3.1 will be effective according to its terms.
For goods shipped in a [closed/sealed] container, a qualifying clause
that complies with the requirements of 7.3.1 will be effective according
to its terms [if the carrier delivers the container intact and undamaged
and there is no evidence that the container has been opened after the
carrier received it/with the seal intact and undamaged].
There are sharp distinctions between commercial expectations with
respect to containerised and non-containerised goods. 7.3.5(a) addresses only
non-containerised goods. Whenever the carrier can show that it had no
reasonable means of checking the information furnished by the shipper, it is
entitled to qualify any statement regarding the leading marks, the number of
packages or pieces, and the quantity or weight of the cargo, as appropriate, and
the clause will be "effective."
For containerised goods, the carrier will often not be in a position to verify
any of the information furnished by the shipper, but this is not always the case.
To take the most obvious example, the shipper may have delivered break-bulk

cargo to the carrier and the carrier may have stuffed the container. Some
containers are not fully enclosed (e.g., "flat rack" and "rag top" containers), and

the carrier has at least some ability to verify the contents of such containers.

Indeed, sometimes the carrier will have a representative present when a
container is stuffed, even though the shipper ultimately delivers a sealed
container for shipment. Thus it is arguable that the carrier must show that it had

no reasonable means of checking the information furnished by the shipper
before it can rely on a qualifying clauseeven for containerised goods.
The carrier's classic rationale for relying on a qualifying clause and
escaping liability in a containerised goods case is that the carrier delivered to
the consignee exactly what it received from the shipper: a closed/sealed
container (the contents of which could not be verified). It is arguable that as
soon as the carrier delivers something different (e.g., a container that is so
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damaged that goods may have been lost during shipment or a container that has
been opened during the voyage), the equities shift. At this point the carrier can
no longer establish the same chain of custody, and it furthermore appears that
the carrier has done at least something wrong. The consignee's entitlement to

rely on the description of the goods in the transport document accordingly
becomes much stronger. 7.3.5(b) recognises this shift in the equities.
The bracketed language reflects the differences of opinion within the ISC.

73.6 Good Faith Requirement
[Notwithstanding 7.3.5, no qualifying clause will be effective if a
person relying on the description of the goods in the transport document

can show that the carrier or any of the carrier's employees or agents
responsible for issuing the transport document did not act in good faith
when issuing the transport document.]
This provision simply recognises the general maxim that no one should
be allowed to profit from his or her own wrong-doing. For example, if the
carrier knows that the containers do not in fact weigh anything near to the
weight listed in the transport document, and the carrier chooses not to weigh
the containers because it knows that it would discover this discrepancy and be
required to correct the transport document, a consignee could well prove the
carrier's failure to act in good faith when issuing the transport document. Other
situations in which 7.3.6 might apply would be including a qualifying phrase

in the transport document that is known to be inaccurate or including a
qualifying phrase when the description of the goods in the transport document
is known to be inaccurate.
This provision is bracketed because some delegates at the ISC's fourth

meeting felt that it was inappropriate to have any such "good faith"
requirement in the Instrument.

7.4 Ambiguities in the Transport Document
7A.1 Ambiguous Date on a Transport Document

If the transport document is dated but fails to indicate the
significance of the date, then the date will be considered to be:
the date on which the goods were loaded on board the vessel, if the

transport document is an "on board" bill of lading or a similar
document indicating that the goods have been loaded on board a
vessel; or

the date on which a carrier received the goods, if the transport
document is a "received for shipment" bill of lading or other
document that does not indicate that the goods have been loaded on
board a vessel.
This provision gives effect to the unchallenged suggestions, made at the
ISC's second meeting in April, concerning the consequences of including a
date in the transport document without specifying its significance.

7.4.2 Ambiguous Signature on a Transport Document
If the transport document fails to identify the contracting carrier but
does indicate that the goods have been loaded on board a named vessel,
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then the registered owner of the vessel shall be presumed to be the
contracting carrier. The registered owner can defeat this presumption if it

proves that the ship was under a bareboat charter at the time of the
carriage and the bareboat charterer accepts contractual responsibility for
the carriage of the goods.
This provision gives effect to the views expressed in the Uniformity Sub-

Committee. The issue remains controversial, but it was agreed at the ISC's
second meeting in April that drafting would proceed (for the time being) on the
basis of the report Uniformity Sub-Committee.
8

FREIGHT

8.1

For the purpose of this Chapter 8 'freight' shall include deadfreight.

8.2

Freight is deemed to be earned upon delivery of the goods to the
consignee in accordance with 9.1, unless the parties have agreed that
the freight shall be earned, wholly or partly, at an earlier point in time
or at an earlier occasion.
Unless otherwise agreed, no freight will become due for any goods
which are lost before the freight for these goods is earned.
This provision follows the main rule that the carrier must have performed
duly before its remuneration becomes due. Obviously, this provision is not of
mandatory nature. Practice may differ. In the various modes of inland transport
(at least in Europe) this main rule is usually followed. In maritime container
trade, however, it is customary that bills of lading include the provision that the
freight is already earned upon receipt of the goods by the carrier. In maritime
charterparty trade a lot will depend on the usages of the particular trade. It is
not uncommon that charterparties include that the larger part of the freight is
earned and payable at some point in time in the beginning of the voyage (e.g.
upon shipment of the goods, on the third day after issue of the bill of lading,
etc.) and the balance somewhere at the end of the voyage (e.g. when opening
hatches, three days after delivery of the goods to the consignee, etc.).
No provision is included in the draft that the freight should be stated in
the transport document. Unless national law requires otherwise, parties should
be left free in that respect. By nature, freight is of confidential character and it
is up to the parties how they want to evidence their agreement on freight. This
may be different if the transport document is negotiable. (see 8.5 below)
8.3

Freight is payable when it is earned, unless the parties have agreed
that the freight is payable, wholly or partly, at an earlier or later point
in time or at an earlier or later occasion.
If subsequent to the moment that the freight has been earned the

goods will be lost, damaged, or otherwise not delivered to the
consignee in accordance with the terms and conditions of the
contract of carriage, freight shall remain payable irrespective of the
cause of such loss, damage or failure in delivery.
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Unless otherwise agreed, payment of freight is not subject to set-off,
deduction or discount on the grounds of any counterclaim that the
contractual shipper or consignee may have against the carrier, [the

indebtedness or the amount of which has not been agreed or
established otherwise yet.]
8.3(a) states the main rule that the freight is payable when it is earned.
Parties may agree otherwise. Often, parties do not make the distinction
between freight earned and freight payable. Whether they do or not, is a matter
of interpretation of the contract, which interpretation may be influenced by the
corresponding provisions in other contracts such as the contract of sale relating
to the same goods. It is thought that in an international instrument of general

nature no rules of interpretation of certain freight provisions in contracts of
carriage should be given.
The usual exception to the main rule is that parties agree that the freight
is payable belbre it is earned. It is not excluded, however, that parties for some
reason or another agree that the freight will become payable at a later moment
than it is earned.
8.3(b) includes the generally accepted principle that events, which occur
after the moment that the freight is earned, are irrelevant to the obligation to
pay the freight to the carrier. It may be questioned whether this principle also
should apply if the goods get lost, etc. through default of the carrier for which
he may be held liable by the consignee. The draft answers this question in the

affirmative. In such case the freight should form part of the damage to the
goods, which may be claimed from the carrier.
Further, freight payment should be without prejudice to any claim against
the carrier. Normally, at the moment that the freight is payable, it is still open

whether a valid counterclaim exists and, if so, the amount of such claim.
Therefore, in 8.3.c the rule is given that, in principle, a set-off is not allowed.
8.4

Unless otherwise agreed, the contracting shipper is liable to pay the
freight and other charges incidental to the carriage of the goods.
If the contract of carriage provides that the liability of the shipper,
wholly or partly, will cease upon a certain event or after a certain
point of time, such cessation is only valid if and to the extent that all
the amounts payable to the contracting carrier under the contract of
carriage may actually be satisfied through the contracting carrier
enforcing its rights as referred to in 8.6. or otherwise.
It may be expected that the parties to the contract of carriage have agreed

which person(s) is/are liable to pay the freight, demurrage, damages for
detention, etc.: the shipper, and/or the consignee, and/or any third party. This
liability may be joint, several, or joint and several. The first paragraph of this
article, therefore, has a limited character. It is only meant to provide a fall back
in case no (clear) agreement exists as to who will have to pay the freight and
other charges.

Normally, if a shipper is liable to pay the freight and other charges, such
liability will not cease upon certain events, e.g. after he has parted with the bill
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of lading or after the cargo has been shipped. However, parties may agree on a
cesser clause. The second part of this provision, which is of mandatory nature,
limits the validity of such a clause.
8.5

If a negotiable transport document contains the statement 'freight
prepaid' or wording of similar nature, such statement will have the
effect that a holder of such transport document, other than the first
holder, shall not be liable for the payment of the freight.

If a negotiable transport document contains the statement 'freight
collect' or wording of similar nature, such statement has the effect
that the consignee may be liable for the payment of the freight.
In the explanatory note on 8.3 it is said that the new instrument should
refrain from giving contract interpretations in respect of freight. An exception
should be made, however, in respect of the usual statements 'freight prepaid'
and 'freight collect' in bills of lading. Reason for this is the protection of the

third party holder of a negotiable transport document. A third party holder
must be able to learn from the contents of the document whether he might be
held liable in personam for the freight.
On purpose, 8.5(a) is drafted in such a way that it is left open whether
'freight prepaid' also means that the freight is earned upon shipment. Again,
that would be a matter of interpretation of the contract of carriage.
Also, 8.5(a) does not exclude that another person than the shipper may be
liable for the freight. It is only meant to say that later holders than the shipper
do not run the risk of becoming liable in personam for the freight.
8.5(b) is drafted in similar way. It does not say that in the event of 'freight
collect' the freight is payable at destination or that the consignee shall be the
(only) person liable for the freight. Usually, in these cases, if the consignee
does not pay the freight, a carrier is entitled to address again to the shipper for
payment of the freight.
Whether the consignee actually is liable for the payment of the freight,

will depend on the terms of the contract of carriage. In practice, a carrier
usually does not accept a freight collect booking without first having requested
the (intended) consignee whether he agrees to pay the freight.
8.6
(a) Notwithstanding any agreement to the contrary, if and to the extent

that the consignee is liable for the payments referred to below, a
carrier is entitled to retain the goods until payment of

the freight, demurrage, damages for detention and all other
reimbursable costs incurred by the carrier in relation to the
goods,

any damages due to the carrier under the contract of carriage,
any contribution in general average to the carrier relating to the
goods

has been effected, or adequate security for such payment has been
provided.
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(b) If the payment as referred to in the previous paragraph will not, or

not fully, be effected, the carrier is entitled to sell the goods (according
to the procedure, if any, as provided for in the applicable national law)

and to satisfy the amounts payable to it (including the costs of such

recourse) from the proceeds of such sale. Any remainder of the
proceeds of such sale shall be made available to the consignee.
Again, it is a general principle that, when necessary, the goods must pay
for its costs and freight'. National law differs in respect of the legal basis for
this principle. Also national law works out this principle in various ways. The
common denominator, however, seems to be a right of the carrier to retain the
goods until payment and to seek recourse against the goods if no payment will
be effected. Usually, such recourse will be effected through a sale of the goods
in accordance with the applicable local rules and regulations. The second part
of this provision provides for that.
9

DELIVERY TO THE CONSIGNEE

Delivery completes the voyage of the goods. As a rule, it marks the end of
the responsibility of the carrier for the goods (see Hamburg Rules, article 4).
Delivery is only to a limited extent dealt with in Hague-Visby Rules. The

running time for the notice period as well as the timebar period starts upon
delivery of the goods concerned. Further harmonisation of law as to various
aspects of delivery may be desirable.
9.1

The consignee, who claims the goods from the carrier, shall accept
their delivery in accordance with the terms and conditions of the
contract of carriage, or, failing any specific provision relating to the
delivery of the goods in such contract, in accordance with the customs
or usages in the trade or at the place of destination. In the absence of
any such specific provision in the contract of carriage or of such
customs or usages, such consignee shall accept delivery of the goods
upon their discharge.
In the event the carrier has to hand over the goods in the discharge
port to an authority or other third party to whom, pursuant to law or
regulation applicable at the discharge port, the goods must be handed
over and who will take care of their delivery to the consignee, such
handing over will be regarded as a delivery of the goods by the carrier
to the consignee.
The consignee who claims the goods, has a duty to take away the goods
in the manner as provided for in the contract of carriage. Whether this duty
should be extended to a consignee which interferes otherwise with the contract
of carriage, e.g. by requesting to inspect the goods after discharge, should be
an item for further discussion.
Further, this provision underlines that delivery is primarily a contractual
matter. Parties are free to determine how the delivery of the goods will be
effected. If certain usages of the trade or port of discharge exist and the
contract is not quite specific as to delivery, these usages may, under the
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applicable national law, be deemed to be part of the contract. As an example:
in the container trade the usual way to deliver a container in a certain port may
be the moment that a truck picks up the container in at the incoming stack or
when the container leaves the container terminal. The last sentence is meant as
a general fall back provision.
In a few countries the carrier is not allowed to deliver the goods directly
to the consignee, but he has to hand over the goods to an intermediary, often a
local authority, who takes care of the actual delivery to the consignee. 9.1.b
deals with this situation.
9.2

9.2.1The responsibility of the carrier for the goods shall terminate upon
their delivery as referred to in 9.1. If during a certain period after such
delivery the goods remain in the custody of the carrier, and no [express or

implied] contract has been concluded between the carrier and the
consignee covering such period, then, the goods are at the risk and account
of the consignee. In any event, if during such period any loss or damage
occurs to the goods, the carrier is entitled to avail himself of the defences
and limitations of this Instrument also towards third parties.

9.2.21Notwithstanding 3.2, if the goods have been delivered before their
discharge from the vessel, the carrier shall remain liable for their loss or
damage in accordance with the [mandatory] liability provisions of this
Instrument until the moment that they have been discharged.]
This provision deals with the legal consequences of delivery. As such,
delivery marks the end of the responsibility of the carrier for the goods and the
beginning of the responsibility of the consignee for these goods.

It frequently happens that after their discharge the consignee does not
immediately take the goods away and that they will remain under the custody
of the carrier for sometimes a substantial period. In such cases first it has to be
determined whether this period is covered under the contract of carriage or that
delivery in the legal sense has taken place already. If delivery has not been
etTected yet (see 9.2), the terms and conditions (usually including limitation of
liability and Himalaya clause) still apply.
But if delivery in the legal sense has taken place already, the legal basis

of the succeeding custody of the goods by the carrier may be uncertain. A
contractual basis may exist, e.g. when the consignee has requested the carrier
to store the goods temporarily. Then, a storage contract succeeds the contract
of carriage and the carrier acts as storekeeper. Also, it may be possible that an
implied contract can be construed on the basis of a certain applicable custom
of the port.
The second and third sentence of 9.2.1 deals with the situation that such
succeeding custody has no contractual basis. A consignee just may fail to take

the goods away. Also the situation referred to in 9.5 is a clear example.
Applicable national law may determine that a carrier in such event should act
as e.g. tiegotiorton gestor or otherwise. It seems useful to provide for a general
rule that in these cases the carrier (including his subcontractors) will continue

the have the protection of defences and limitations of this Instrument also
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towards persons who are not a party to the contract of carriage, but that
everything he does or omits is for the risk and account of the consignee.
9.2.2 relates to a situation that, through the application of a fio clause, the
delivery, under the applicable national law, has taken place before discharge.

The various national laws differ on the question whether under such a fio
clause parties are allowed to exclude the carrier's liability for loss or damage
to the goods before the goods have been discharged. It is useful that uniformity
on this issue should be achieved.

9.3 On request of the carrier, the consignee shall provide a written
confirmation of delivery of the goods by the carrier [in the manner as
customary at the place of destination].
In practice, many carriers request some form of written evidence from the
consignee that he has delivered the goods to him. This provision provides a
legal basis for this usage.
In the event that a negotiable transport document has been issued, often
the accomplishment of the document is evidenced by the signature of the latest
holder of the document on its reverse side.
9.4

9.4.1If no negotiable transport document has been issued,

the contractual shipper shall advise the contractual carrier, at the
latest upon arrival of the goods at the place of destination, of the
name of the consignee;

the carrier shall deliver the goods in accordance with 9.2 to such
consignee upon production of proper identification;
if the contractual shipper has not advised the contractual carrier as
to the name of the consignee according to paragraph (i) above, or the
consignee named by the contractual shipper does not take delivery of

the goods at the place of destination, the carrier shall advise the
contractual shipper accordingly, whereupon the contractual shipper
shall take delivery of the goods itself.
9.4.1 (i) and (iii) deal with the question to whom the carrier has to deliver
the goods and how it can find this person.
The starting point is that the contractual counterpart of the carrier, i.e. the
contracting shipper, has to advise the carrier about the name of the person to
whom the carrier should deliver. Subsequently, the carrier is obliged to deliver
the goods to this person in accordance with the terms and conditions of the
contract of carriage. 9.4.1 (ii) follows the wording of the CMI Rules on Sea
Waybills.

In 9.4.1 (i) it is not provided that a consignee is obliged to take delivery.
It appeared from the answers to the questionnaire and the discussions in the
ISC that most national laws take the view that a consignee must have the
opportunity not to accept delivery of the goods by the carrier.
Therefore, 9.4.1 (iii) only provides for the legal consequences when the
intended consignee does not take delivery. The responsibility for the delivery
will then rest on the contractual shipper. If the consignee does not show up at
the place of destination or otherwise declines to take delivery of the goods, the
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obligation to release the carrier of the goods remains on the shipper. If it also
fails to do anything, 9.5 will apply, where it is laid down what the carrier is
allowed to do with the goods in these events.

These principles are worked out in the above draft, the application of

which is restricted to carriage under a non-negotiable document or no
document at all.
9.4.2 If the carriage is under a negotiable transport document, the situation is
much more complicated. Hereunder follows an overview

9.4.2.1 In case of a negotiable transport document, the first main rule is that
its holder has the exclusive right to take delivery of the goods at the place of
destination under surrender of the document to the carrier. This rule serves to
protect the carrier and means that the carrier will only be discharged from its
obligations under the contract of carriage if it delivers the goods to such holder.

A second main rule is that the transfer of the negotiable transport
document may be used as part of the mechanism whereby the property in the
goods is transferred from seller to buyer, or whereby a pledge of the goods is

conferred on a lender. It is understood that in some jurisdictions it is a
rebuttable presumption that legal title to the goods passes with the transfer of

a negotiable transport document. In others the intention of the parties as
evidenced by the underlying contract of sale or pledge governs the matter.

These two main rules are fairly universally applicable, but cannot be
found in any international convention. They may be laid down in national law,
in statute and case law, and are supplemented by usages and practices, which
sometimes may be regarded as conflicting with the two main rules.
Often, these conflicts come to surface in case no holder of the negotiable
transport document takes delivery of the goods at the place of destination. In
this field, much legal uncertainty exists, resulting in risks for traders / (future)
holders of the transport document and carriers alike. These ambiguities should
be dealt with within the scope of this project. However, perceptions between
the interested parties differ so much that first thorough discussions should take
place before the drafting of provisions on these issues sensibly can be started.
In order to provide some guidance to these discussions two key elements are
addressed hereunder.

9.4.2.2 First, it has to be realised that different categories exists in respect of
the causes of the non-availability of the negotiable transport document at the
place of destination:

There are many inadvertent causes, like genuine delays in the
documentary process. If these lead to legal problems, solutions primarily
have to be sought in a better business control. Sometimes, practical or ad
hoc solutions may satisfy the parties concerned.

More serious problems arise when the non-availability is caused
intentionally or structurally. Main examples are:
(i)

The consignee is not interested in the goods because they have a
negative value. They may have such value right from the outset, such

as in the case of carriage of rags, used tyres and disposals.
Sometimes, the goods may have acquired a negative value due to
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events during the carriage, e.g. they become contaminated or
otherwise damaged resulting in the need of a costly disposal
operation (environmental regulations!). Or it happens that at the end
of the carriage it appears that governmental measures prevent the
importation of certain (low value) goods.

The consignee does not take delivery due to a genuine business
reason under the sales contract. He may be dissatisfied with a
previous shipment of the same goods and, therefore, wants to reject
them under the sales contract. Or the buyer returns the goods and the
seller does not want them either. And it frequently happens that the
consignee first has to resell the goods before he is financially able or
willing to take up the negotiable transport document from the bank
holding that document under a documentary credit or collection and
that such resale has failed yet. Etc.
Structural causes inherent to the trade of the particular goods. Credit
terms under the sales contract may be longer than the voyage of the
goods will last. Or the usual long string of buyers and sellers of the
goods may prevent that the document is timely available at the place

of destination. Such string may include sales that have been
concluded long before the goods were shipped and the transport
document issued.

In all the above cases under (b), the first main rule in respect of
negotiable transport documents, i.e. the presentation rule, is ignored by the
holder / consignee. In the case (b), (iii), also the document no longer plays a
9.4.2.3

role in respect of transfer of title to the goods. As between seller and buyer title
usually4 passes on the basis of a series of letters of indemnity. In these letters
sellers guarantee to the buyers that they have title to the goods, while they all
know that the bill of lading is in the hands of a seller earlier in the string who
holds the bill of lading to secure payment of the goods.

9.4.2.4. The frequency of the non-availability of the document at the place of

destination should not be underestimated. Fair estimates are that in liner
shipping in 15% of all cases no document can be surrendered where such would
be necessary. In the charterparty trade such figure may be as high as 50%, while

in some important commodity trades, such as the mineral oil trade, the
percentage rises to a near 100%. Many charterparties nowadays include the
standard clause that a carrier has to deliver the goods at the place of destination
without production of the bills of lading but on instruction of the charterer only.
The tendency is that the above given figures are still increasing.

9.4.2.5 A second key element is the different perceptions that exist as to what

the negotiability of a transport document includes. In a certain way, a
negotiable transport document is a promissory note. But what are the contents

4

Whether it actually does, will depend on the wording of the letter if indemnity and the law

applicable to the transfer of title (often the ¡ex rei sitae), which may be another law than the law applicable
to the contract of sale.
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of the promise contained in the note? Remarkably, many negotiable transport
documents are not quite specific in that respect. They just promise to transport

the goods to their place of destination and that the goods will be delivered
against surrender of the document.

9.4.2.6 On the one end of the spectrum the view exists that a carrier promises
to any holder of the document to deliver the goods to it ("document is key to
the warehouse"), or, failing such delivery, to provide the countervalue of the
goods in money 5. This is the view commonly held by traders and their bankers
as referred to above under (b), (iii). As a result, a carrier may regard itself as

having become the guarantor of the payment of the purchase price of the
goods. Then, it should be allowed to act accordingly, i.e. to limit its credit risk

in similar ways as banks do, e.g. requiring counter guarantees, fixing a
maturity date on the note, etc. This view also might require a redefining of the
presentation rule. Also, under this view, the legal function of the transfer of a
bill of lading has to be addressed 6.

9.4.2.7 The other end's view is that the promise is to the shipper and that it
includes to deliver the goods upon their arrival at their place of destination to
the holder of the document against surrender thereof. The arrival of the goods
is the contractual maturity date of the note. Title to the goods can only pass
through transfer of the document during the period of transport because only
during this period the carrier is bailee of the goods.
The consequence of this view might be that, if after arrival of the goods
at their place of destination the holder of the document fails to exercise its right

under the document, the shipper has to take care of delivery of the goods.
Because of the maturity, the document has lost its title function after such
delivery and any later passing of the document may transfer, at best, a claim
which the shipper may have against the carrier.

9.4.2.8. In view of the fact that the law on this key issue of transport and trade
law is uncertain and practice has gone its own risky way to a great extent, it is
obvious that time has come to create clarity and, hopefully, uniformity.
9.5

9.5.1 When the goods have arrived at the place of destination and the
goods are not actually taken over by the consignee upon their delivery as
referred to in 9.1 and no contract has been concluded between the carrier
and the consignee which succeeds the contract of carriage, or the carrier
is under the applicable law or regulations not allowed to deliver the goods

to the consignee, the carrier is entitled, at the risk and account of the
person entitled to the goods, to store the goods at any suitable place, to
unpack the goods if they are packed in containers, or to act otherwise in

respect of the goods as, in the opinion of the carrier, circumstances
'

In some jurisdictions a carrier is not entitled to limit its liability for claims based on wrong delivery
or conversion.

E.g. UK COGSA I 992. article 2, (2), refers to a bill of lading "possession (of which) no longer
gives a right as against the carrier to possession of the goods to N'N)liCil the bill relates".
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reasonably may require. It is entitled to cause the goods to be sold in
accordance with the practices, or the requirements under the law or
regulations, of the place where the goods are actually kept.After deduction
of any costs incurred in respect of the goods and, as the case may be, other
amounts as referred to in 8.6.(a) and due to the carrier, the proceeds of sale
must be kept available to the person entitled to the goods.

9.5.2 The carrier is only allowed to exercise his right referred to in 9.5.1
after it has given a notice to the person stated in the transport document

as the person to be notified of the arrival of the goods at the place of
destination, if any, to the consignee, or otherwise to the shipper that the
goods have arrived at the place of destination.
Occasionally, it occurs that at the place of destination the carrier is not
able or entitled to deliver the goods. The consignee may not show up or
declines delivery of the goods while the shipper is not interested either, or the
goods may be attached or delivery of them may otherwise be legally prevented.
In this type of cases, often the carrier has to do something in order to get rid of
the goods.

Generally, this provision follows the provisions in the various national
laws on this issue. The carrier should be given a reasonable freedom to act, but

always within the limits of reasonableness. If he decides to sell the goods,
applicable national law may provide for some form of court supervision. The
net proceeds of such sale must be kept available to the person entitled to the
goods on whose behalf the carrier has acted. Such person has not necessarily
to be a party to the contract of carriage, but may be an owner of the goods or
an insurer.
10

RIGHT OF CONTROL

A carrier who transports certain goods is only the bailee of these goods.
Unless the goods may have been abandoned, always a person exists who must
be regarded to be in control of the goods.
The legal basis of such control may vary. The person in control may be the
owner of the goods, a pledgee, or any other person with certain rights as against
the goods. Two relevant examples are: A seller may under a sales contract have

reserved 'the right of disposal' of the goods until certain conditions are
fulfilled. The goods remain its property after delivery to the buyer until the
condition, e.g. payment of the goods, is fulfilled. Also, a seller may have the

'right of stoppage in transit', i.e. the right of the unpaid seller who has
transferred the ownership of the goods to his purchaser, to resume possession
of the said goods during their transit to the agreed place of delivery. This right
is restricted to specific circumstances, such as insolvency of the buyer7 (See
Vienna Sales Convention, Article 71, sec. 2.)
These rights as against the goods, which certain persons may have on a

This right may be lost if the goods have been resold for valuable consideration and a negotiable
transport document has been endorsed to a third party acting in twod faith.
7
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statutory or contractual basis other than pursuant to the contract of carriage,
should be exercisable under the contract of carriage by these persons. In other
words, these rights have to be "translated" into certain rights under the contract
of carriage.
Another matter is that certain persons under the contract of carriage itself
must be regarded as being entitled to give the carrier specific instructions
relating the carriage and/or the delivery of the goods. Examples of these are
the instruction to carry the goods at a certain temperature or to deliver them at
a certain point of time at the premises of the consignee.
The giving of instructions of this kind to the carrier may be in accordance
with the terms and conditions of the contract of carriage. In other words, the
following up of these instructions is part of his normal performance of the
contract of carriage. However, they may also fall outside that scope. A request
to deliver the goods at another place of destination is clearly a request to amend
the contract of carriage itself. Same applies to a request to split a consignment
during its carriage and to deliver the parts of it to different persons.
From the above it may be concluded that in various senses a variation
exists in respect of the underlying reasons of the wish to instruct the carrier,
which may result in different legal consequences. Therefore, control of the

goods during their carriage is an issue which has to be dealt with under
transport law.

The existing maritime conventions are silent about the right of control.
Practices that have developed under the bill of lading system may have been
the reason that in the past no urgent need was felt. However, with the growing
use of non-negotiable documents in maritime carriage and, in future, probably

carriage without documents at all, in a new instrument rules have to be
developed covering this issue.'
The right of control may be defined as follows:
10.1

(a) The right of control of the goods during the carriage means the right

under the contract of carriage to instruct the contracting carrier in
respect of these goods during the period of its responsibility as referred
to in 3.1. Such right to instruct the contracting carrier may include:

the demand of delivery of the goods before their arrival at the
place of destination;
the substitution of the consignee for any other person including
the person who exercises the right of control;

any other instruction which qualifies as a variation of the
contract of carriage;

to give or to modify instructions in respect of the goods in
accordance with the terms and conditions of the contract of
carriage.
The conventions relating to other modes of transport where the transport documents are nonnegotiable include provisions on the right to instruct the carrier, see CMR article 12, Warsaw Convention

article 12 and COTIF-C1M articles 30 32.
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(b) The person in possession of the right of control is entitled to transfer
its right to another person. Unless a negotiable transport document is
issued, the transferor shall give due notice to the contracting carrier
of any such transfer.
As to the terminology, it is preferred to use the term 'right of control'9. The
carrier has the actual control of the goods as a bailee. Here, the legal control of

the goods is the essence. It must be emphasised that this right of control, as
referred to in the above article, is a right under the contract of carriage.

Where there exists an actual carrier and a contractual carrier, the
addressee of the instructions is the contractual carrier. If and to the extent
required by the nature of the instruction, a contractual carrier has to pass on the
instruction to the actual carrier.
The instructions referred to under (i) and (ii) are typically those which are

needed under the contract of carriage by the person who is in control of the
goods during their transport under a contract of sale or pledge. The 'delivery
of the goods before their arrival at the place of destination' is the "translation"

of 'the right to stop the goods in transit' into transport law terms. The
instruction to substitute the consignee means that the stopped goods can be
delivered to another person than the original consignee. It may be expected that
these two instructions will be used in conjunction. Taken together, they form
the minimum requirement for the execution under the contract of carriage of

the control of the goods that may exist under the sales contract. Under the
circumstances, it may be desirable to add further instructions, such as to

temporarily store the goods (in an intermediate port or at the place of
destination) or to return the goods to the place of their origin. These further
instructions are covered under (iii).
All these instructions ( i), (ii) and (iii) qualify as variations of the contract
of carriage. However, because of their special functions under the contract of
sale, instructions (i) and (ii) have to be followed up by the carrier, provided that
certain conditions are met (see 10.3, (a), below).
The instructions under (iv) are the 'normal' instructions under a contact
of carriage, of which examples already are given above.
10.1(b) gives the rule that the right of control may be transferred. A
consignee who pays for the goods may wish to acquire the right of control upon
such payment. Also a bank may need of the right of control if it is the pledgee
of the goods.

In the event of a non-negotiable document the transfer of the right of
control will normally take place through assignment of this right. In the case
of a negotiable document this right will be transferred when the document is
endorsed and transferred.
CMR, article 12, refers to "the right of disposal" and Warsaw Convention, article 12, to "right of
disposition". The use of these terms under transport law may create ambiguity in view of the existence
9

of the term "right of disposal" under the law relating to the sale of goods. COTIF-CIM refers to
"modification of the contract of carriage". However, not all instructions may be modifications of the
contract of carriage, at least not in maritime transport. The term "control" is used in article 7 of the CM1
Rules for Electronic Bills of Lading. Under these Rules "control" has been translated into French as
"disposition".
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The next question is who holds the right of control under the contract of
carriage. Here, a distinction has to be made whether a negotiable transport
document has been issued or not.
10.2

(a) When no negotiable transport document is issued,
the contracting shipper and the consignee may agree who will
hold the right of control, of which agreement the contracting
carrier shall be given due notice by the shipper;

in the absence of such specific agreement, the contracting
shipper holds the right of control as well as the consignee as from

the moment such consignee under the applicable national law
may have become a party to the contract of carriage;
in the event both the contracting shipper and the consignee hold
the right of control, any instruction referred to in 10.1, (a), (i), (ii)
and (iv) given by the consignee is subject to any earlier or later
instruction to the contrary given by the contracting shipper; any

instruction referred to in 10.1, (a). (iii) given by the consignee

requires the consent of the contracting shipper before the
carrier is allowed to carry out such instruction;
any person holding the right of control shall on request of the
carrier produce proper identification.
(b) When a negotiable transport document is issued, the holder of that

document is the exclusive person entitled to exercise the right of
control. On request of the carrier he shall produce the negotiable
document to the carrier. In the event that more than one original of
the negotiable document is issued, all originals shall so be produced.
The starting point is that the right of control is a contractual matter.
Parties are free to determine who will have the right to control the goods during
their carriage. In the event the goods have been paid for and the ownership of

them has been transferred to the consignee upon loading of the goods, the
transport document may state that the right of control is in the hands of the
consignee. And if during the carriage the goods will be paid for by the
consignee, he may wish the right of control transferred to him.
It is obvious that the contracting carrier should be made aware which
person is in control, either right from the beginning of the carriage or as from
any stage during the carriage. It should be left to the parties how to effect this.

When no specific agreement is made, the contracting shipper is the
person who should be in control of the goods. He may need this control as long
as the goods are in the custody of the carrier. Not uncommon is the instruction

to the carrier not to deliver the goods before the carrier has received the
consent thereto from a third party, e.g. a bank that first must confirm that the
goods have been paid for. Same applies to an instruction in respect of climate
or temperature conditioned goods that these should not be delivered before a
certain point in time or before the goods have reached a certain condition.
These kind of instructions not to deliver before', which may run parallel with
certain corresponding rights or obligations of the seller under the contract of
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sale, should not be frustrated by any action of the consignee.
On the other hand, a consignee may wish to give the carrier instructions

on delivery, which may require a certain lead-time from the carrier. This
desirability has found recognition in the CMR Conventionl° and in some
national laws, where the shipper looses its right of control in favour of the

consignee upon the latter becoming a party to the contract. In these
jurisdictions the consignee may become a party by claiming the goods when
they have arrived at the place of destination.
In the above draft the compromise has been devised that both the shipper
and the consignee (the latter only if and from the moment that national law may
attribute such right to it by becoming a party to the contract of carriage) may
have the right of control, supplemented with a priority rule". Contracting
shippers' instructions must have priority when they conflict with actions of a
consignee.
With such a rule, the shipper is assured that an essential instruction given
by it cannot be frustrated by the consignee, while a consignee, who under the
applicable national law may be entitled to give instructions to the carrier, can
do so as long as the shipper will not resist.
Obviously, this system applies only to those instructions which a carrier
is obliged to follow up. If any instruction would lead to a genuine modification
of the contract of carriage, such has to be agreed by the parties to the contract,
including the shipper.
The draft has not taken over the requirement of e.g. CMR and COTIF-CIM

Conventions, that the person wishing to exercise his right of control, has to
identify himself by showing a certain copy of the transport document. No legal
need exists for such specific manner of identification. To follow the CMR and
COTIF-CIM requirements in this respect, would be against the current practice
in maritime transport and, additionally, in view of all modem communication
techniques available, an outdated manner of identification as well.
10.2(b) follows the established rules and practices relating to the right of
control when a negotiable transport document is issued.
The requirement that the full set of originals has to be produced, means
that, when one original is carried on board, the shipper is in control as long as
he possesses the other originals. The original on board is deemed to be carried
on behalf of the shipper. When in such event the shipper has parted with the
other originals, or the various originals may have come into the hands of
different persons, the result is that nobody under the contract of carriage is in
(legal) control of the goods anymore.
Also, a seller who under article 71, (2), of the Vienna Sales Convention

I°

See CMR, articles 12, (2), and 13. Here the right of control is connected to possession of the

second copy (CIVIR consignment notes are issued in three copies) of the consignment note. This second
copy is carried with the goods. A shipper looses his right of control when this second copy is handed over
to the consignee. A consignee is entitled to require the handing over of the second copy as soon as the
goods have arrived at their place of destination. As from the moment the consignee possesses the second
copy or the moment that he claims the goods, "the carrier shall obey the orders of the consignee".
Such priority rule has been inserted in sea waybills and has worked well in practice.
I

I
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has the right to stop the goods in transit, is not able to exercise that right under
the contract of carriage after it has parted with (any original of) the negotiable
transport document(s). It will have to seek other means to prevent delivery of
the goods by the carrier, e.g. through timely attachment of the goods.
10.3

The carrier shall follow up any instruction as referred to in 10.1, (a),
(i), (ii) and (iv), provided that the execution of such instruction is
reasonably possible at the moment that it reaches the person under a
duty to perform it, does not interfere with the normal operations of

the carrier or result in damages to the carrier or any person
interested in other goods carried on the same voyage. The following
up of any instruction as referred to in 10.1, (a), (iii), will be subject to
agreement of the parties to the contract of carriage.
The execution of any instruction by the carrier may not result in any

additional expenses, loss or damage to the carrier or to any other
person interested in other goods carried on the same voyage. The
person giving instruction to the carrier shall indemnify the carrier or

such other person against any such additional expenses, loss or
damage, if they nevertheless occur.

In the event a negotiable transport document is issued, any
instruction as referred to in 10.1, (a), (i), (ii) and (iii) shall be stated in
that document.
The functional relation between the contract of carriage and the contract
of sale and related contracts carries with it that a carrier, in principle, must
comply with the demand to deliver to the goods before they have reached their
destination. Same applies to the request to substitute the consignee for another
person. A carrier will have to submit to these variations of the contract of
carriage, because they are essential elements of the legal control of the goods.
The carrier has to satisfy any instruction 'in accordance with the terms
and conditions of the contract of carriage' for quite another reason. A carrier
must be deemed to have agreed to this kind of instruction when he concluded
the contract of carriage.
Certain conditions precedent, of a mainly operational nature, apply to
both types of instructions. The conventions, mentioned in footnote 8, include
similar conditions precedent. It follows that, if these conditions cannot be met,
a carrier is not obliged to carry out the instruction and it should advise the
person giving such instruction accordingly.
The third category of instructions mentioned in 10.3.a relates to a straight
variation of the contract of carriage. Like any contract variation, the carrying
out of these instructions, including any conditions as appropriate in the
circumstances, has to be agreed between the parties to the contract.

10.3(b) is a general provision which should be applicable to any
instruction given to the carrier during a voyage. The other transport
conventions include comparable provisions.

10.3(c) gives a rule aimed at the protection of third party holders of a
negotiable transport document. These holders, generally, must be able to rely
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on the contents of the document. Therefore, any amendment of the contract of
carriage has to be reflected in the negotiable document.
A similar rule is not given for non-negotiable documents. The evidentiary

status of such a document is different. In addition, the person giving the
instruction may not possess the document. Further, it may be expected that any
instruction is either given in writing or confirmed in writing. Therefore, it is
submitted that no need exists to provide for a specific evidentiary rule when
the contract of carriage is laid down in a non-negotiable document.

10.4 Goods that are delivered pursuant to 10.1, are deemed to be delivered
at the place of destination and the provisions relating to such delivery, as
laid down in chapter 9, are applicable to these goods as well.
The carrying out of the instructions may result in a delivery of the goods
otherwise than originally intended. For avoidance of doubt, it seems useful to
provide that the general provisions relating to delivery are applicable to such
extraordinary delivery as well.
Finally, this chapter should include a draft provision relating to the issue
to which person a carrier should address itself in the event that he needs some
instructionfivm the cargo side in respect of the goods. This matter is related to
the question how the carrier can find the person to which it is entitled to deliver
the goods, which question, in particular when a negotiable document is issued,

requires further discussion before appropriate provisions can be drafted.
Therefore, for the time being, a provision on this matter is left out.
11

TRANSFER OF RIGHTS

11.1 In the event the carrier issues a negotiable transport document with
the consent of the owner of the goods to the first holder, the carrier, after
it has received these goods from the consignor, holds the goods in its
custody for such holder.
The holder of a negotiable document (if more than one original has been
issued, the holder of the full set of originals) is the person for which the carrier
holds the goods. The owner of the goods must have allowed the carrier to issue
the document. Without such, usually implicitly, given consent, the document
cannot represent proprietary rights in the goods.

It should be noted that, in the event a document is issued by a carrier
without the (implied) consent of the owner of the goods, a bona fide third party
holder, which acquires the negotiable transport document in accordance with

11.2, usually enjoys a protection on the basis of the general rules under
national law relating to the position of bona fide acquirers of unregistered
assets. However, this matter is left to the applicable national law
11.2

11.2.1 The holder may transfer rights embodied in the negotiable
transport document by passing such document to another person,
if an order document, duly endorsed either to such other person or in
blank, or,

if a bearer document or a blank endorsed document, without
endorsement, or,
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(iii) if a document made out to the order of a named party and the
transfer is between the first holder and such named party, without'
endorsement.

This provision follows the general rules of transfer of rights embodied in
negotiable documents.
11.2.2 The passing ola negotiable transport document to another person in
accordance with 11.2.1 shall have the same effect with regard of proprietary
rights in the goods, as would the passing of the goods themselves.
It is believed that this rule reflects the essence of the title function of a
negotiable transport document.

11.2.3 The other person to which the document has been passed in
accordance with 11.2.1 will become the holder for which the carrier will

hold the goods in its custody as from the moment of passing of the
document.

A person to whom the negotiable document has been transferred
following the rules of transfer as stated in 11.2.1 will become the new holder.
The carrier will hold the goods for it in the same manner as it held the goods
for the previous holder.

11.3 The transfer of any proprietary rights in the goods, for which a
negotiable transport document has been issued by the carrier with the
consent of the owner of the goods, shall only take place concurrent with

the passing of such document to the person who acquires these
proprietary rights. However, the parties to the contract of carriage may
agree otherwise, in which case such agreement has to be stated in the
document [either explicitly or incorporated therein by reference), or must
be part of the custom of the trade in the goods for which the negotiable

document has been issued. In no event, such agreement may affect

detrimentally the position of any later holder of such negotiable
document, which had or could reasonably have had no knowledge of such
agreement.
The first sentence of this provision reflects one of the essential elements
of the system relating to negotiable transport documents. However, it is not
part of mandatory law and, in practice, it frequently occurs that sellers and
buyers deviate from the rule as laid down in the first sentence. Refer 9.4.2.
Instead of using the bill of lading to transfer property in the goods, the traders
provide letters of indemnity to each other, in which they guarantee that they
possess title to the goods. In these cases, bills of lading usually refer to
charterparties where it is agreed by the charterer and the carrier that the carrier
.must deliver the goods in the discharge port upon instruction of the charterer
without the bill of lading being surrendered to the carrier by the person which

acquires delivery of the goods. In some trades this practice has become
customary. However, it should not be acceptable that in those trades where
traders' letters of indemnity are not customary, the agreed deviation from the
main rule cannot be inferred from the bill of lading. Otherwise, the value of a
bill of lading could be undermined too much. Additionally, the position of the
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innocent bill of lading holder has to be protected, but, on the other hand, among

professional traders and/or their financing institutions, innocence should not
too lightly be assumed.

11.4 Where the parties to a contract of carriage have made an agreement
in accordance with 11.3 with the result that the delivery of the goods by
the carrier at the place of destination takes place without the negotiable

transport document being surrendered to the carrier, a holder, which

becomes a holder after the carrier has delivered the goods to the
consignee, or to a person entitled to these goods pursuant to any other
contractual or other arrangement than the contract of carriage, [and,
consequently, the document is no longer capable to transfer proprietary
rights in the goods,' will only acquire rights under the contract of carriage
if the passing of the document was effected in pursuance of contractual or
other arrangements made before such delivery of the goods, unless such
holder had or could reasonably have had no knowledge of such delivery.
This provision relates to sit-uations referred to in 11.3. Where the parties
have agreed that the negotiable document should not play a role in respect of
delivery of the goods by the carrier, the question arises what after such delivery
the value of the bill of lading still is. It frequently occurs that the bill of lading
still has to go through a whole string of sellers and buyers which made their
transactions during (or sometimes even before commencement of) the voyage.

The above provision, which is based on a similar provision in UK COGSA
1992 (s.2.2), gives the rule that only these persons will acquire rights under the
contract of carriage. Obviously, they will not acquire the right of delivery of
the goods, because the goods already have been delivered in these cases.
However, again, the position of the innocent holder of the bill of lading
has to be protected, reason why an exception should be made for the holder
which is unaware of what in the real world happens.

11.5 The intermediate holder, which does not claim any right under the
contract of carriage, does not assume any liability under the contract of
carriage solely by reason of becoming a holder.
This provision complies with a general perception in the banking
industry. It is not thought that a provision of this kind is statutory law in any
country, however, it belongs to the functional realities of bill of lading practice.
Only the UK COGSA 1992 includes this principle, but goes a lot beyond: any

holder of a bill of lading who claims any right under the bill of lading
automatically assumes all the shippers' liabilities as well.
It should be noted that this provision does not exclude that, outside the
contract of carriage, any liability may arise between the intermediate holder
and the carrier. That may be the case e.g. if the carrier acts as a negotiorum
gestor on account of the party interested in the goods.
11.6 In the case of a non-negotiable transport document, the general principle

is that a carrier holds the goods on account of the shipper. The shipper is
allowed to advise the carrier that it should hold the goods for another person.
In particular in cases where the no traditional documentation has been issued,
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but the transport is carried out on the basis of electronic messages only, a
provision that unless, or until the moment that, the contracting shipper advise's
the carrier that it should hold the goods in its custody for another person, in

which case such other person may advise the carrier likewise and that any
notice to the carrier of the transfer of the right of control shall be deemed to
include the instruction to the carrier to hold the goods for the party which
acquired the right of control, would create clarity.
It should be noted that the goods must be in the custody of the carrier. If

the goods are stolen from the carrier, the ship has sunk, the carrier has
transferred the goods to another person not under his control, etc., the
holdership of the goods by the carrier has been terminated.

Such a provision would include a link with the transfer of the right of
control. The carrier holds the goods for the shipper or the party, which directly
or indirectly acquires the right of control from the shipper. It is important to

realise that under such a provision a carrier would not hold the goods for a
consignee, which might (under national law) be in possession of the right of
control without having acquired this right directly or indirectly from the
shipper.
12

RIGHTS OF SUIT

12.1 Rights under the contract of carriage may only be asserted against
the carrier either by
the contracting shipper, or
the consignee, or
any third party to which the contracting shipper or the consignee has
transferred its rights,
depending on which of the above persons is interested in the right, or

any third party which has acquired rights under the contract of
carriage by legal subrogation under the applicable national law.
In case of any passing of rights as referred to under (iii) or (iv) above,
the carrier is entitled to all defences and limitation of liability which are
available to it under the contract of carriage and under this Instrument
towards such third party.
This provision applies to any contract of carriage. A contracting shipper
and a consignee can only assert those rights which belong to it and if it has a
sufficient interest to claim. This means that in case of loss or damage to the
goods the claimant must have suffered the loss or damage itself. If another
person, e.g. the owner of the goods or an insurer is the interested party, such
other person must either acquire the right of suit from the contracting shipper
or from the consignee, or, when possible, assert a claim against the carrier
outside the contract of carriage.

12.2 In the event that a negotiable transport document is issued, the
holder is entitled to assert rights under the contract of carriage against the
carrier, without having to proof that it is the party interested in these
rights itself. If such holder has no interest in these rights itself, it shall be
deemed to act on behalf of the person which is the interested party.
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The principle that a claimant must have an interest in the claim itself,
does, according to the prevailing bill of lading law and practice, not apply to
the holder of a bill of lading. It has to be discussed whether the right of suit
should be exclusively vested in the holder, or that these rights should also be
vested in a previous holder or the contracting shipper when such person is the
interested person. The draft does not provide for such exclusivity. Therefore,
the second sentence is needed in order to avoid that a carrier should have to pay
twice.
13

TIME BAR

The Uniformity Sub-Committee was undecided whether it should be one
or two years.
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ELECTRONIC COMMERCE IMPLICATIONS
OF THE DRAFT OUTLINE INSTRUMENT
REPORT OF THE E-COMMERCE WORKING GROUP

The working group on E-Commerce was asked in mid-September to
review the upcoming draft Outline Instrument to identify the provisions that
could have an impact on the ability of the parties to use electronic transport
documents. Despite the severe time constraint, it was decided that we would
at least give to the national associations, some indications as to the issues upon
which they may want to reflect prior to the Singapore meeting. We invite the
national associations to indicate to us before January 15, 2001 any additional
area of concern they may have.
Before getting into specific comments, it is important to note that this
Outline Instrument is a crucial step in securing a uniform legal framework for
electronic transport documents. There is a need to clarify certain functional
issues such as the right of control and the transfer of rights in the context of an
electronic transaction. These sections should therefore be considered carefully
to ensure that they meet their purpose.*
Section 1.8:

Holder means the person who is for the time being in possession of

the negotiable transport document and entitled to transfer the rights
embodied in such document.
Is the above wording suitable to define the Holder of an electronic
transport document?
N.B. There is also a more general issue that will need to be discussed. Is
the concept of "transport document" in the context of an electronic transaction
well understood and sufficiently defined to ensure that it can also encompass
a document comprising more than one electronic messages?

Section 1.9:

First Holder means the person who is named as the shipper in, or is
identifiable as such from, a negotiable transport document.
Is the expression "is identifiable as such from" suitable in the context of
an electronic transaction?.

Section 1.13:

Negotiable transport document means a transport document, such as
a bill of lading, that states that the goods are to be delivered to order, to

bearer, or to order of any person named in the document, and is not
prominently marked "nonnegotiable" or "not negotiable".
The words or phrases that it is thought would require modification or should be deleted are printed
in italics.
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The term "prominently marked" may not be suitable since one carmot
mark an electronic document.

Section 1.18:

In writing includes, unless otherwise agreed between the parties
concerned, information generated, sent, received or stored by electronic,
optical or similar means of communication, including, but not limited to,
telegram, facsimile, telex, electronic mail or electronic data interchange
(EDI), provided the information contained therein is accessible so as to be
usable for subsequent reference.
The use of such a definition should be avoided. Ideally, there would be no

reference at all to such term. For the moment, however, and until a better
expression is found that will encompass the new means of communicating and

transacting, it is believed that instead a separate provision (not in the
definitions section ) could be added along the following lines:
Where anything in this instrument expressly or by implication requires
information to be in writing, or provides for consequences if it is not, such
requirement is satisfied, by the transmission, generation or storage of

information by electronic, optical or similar means, provided the
information contained therein is accessible so as to be usable for
subsequent reference. The purpose of this section is to removed paper

based obstacles to electronic transactions by adopting the relevant
principles of the UNCITRAL Model Law on Electronic Commerce, 1996.
National associations will also wish to reflect upon the issue of "consent".

Is consent to an electronic transmission to be presumed unless agreed
otherwise or on the contrary, is consent to an electronic transmission to be
sought prior to proceeding with such transmission?
Section 5.9.1:

The carrier shall be presumed to have delivered the goods according
to their description in the transport document unless notice of loss of, or
damage to or in connection of the goods, indicating the general nature of
such loss or damage, shall have been given in writing to the carrier before
or at the time of the delivery, or, if the loss or damage is not apparent,
within three working days after the delivery of the goods. A written notice
is not required in respect of loss or damage which is ascertained in a joint
inspection of the goods by the carrier and the consignee.
Section 5.9.2:

No compensation shall be payable for economic loss resulting from
delay in delivery unless written notice of such loss was given to the carrier
within 21 consecutive days following delivery of the goods.
As indicated in the comment under section 1.18 , we should endeavour
to find and use from now on another expression better adapted to all means of
communications. The term "expressly" would not be suitable if what one seeks
is to avoid is the use of verbal notices.
The same comment applies to sections 7.3.1 and 9.3.
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Section 7.1.2: Shipper's Entitlement to a Negotiable Transport Document
The contracting shipper and the contracting carrier may agree that
the transport document will be non-negotiable. Such an agreement may

be express or implied. In the absence of such an agreement, the
[contracting shipper/consignor] is entitled to a negotiable bill of lading or
other negotiable transport document.
"Nenegotiable transport document" is a term defined at section 1.13, it
clearly includes a negotiable bill of lading. Because an electronic
negotiable transport document must have the same value as a paper one,
this reference may create an ambiguity. It should be deleted.
N.B. It will be important for the national associations to assess if there are

obstacles to the use of electronic transport documents in their law and what
additional provision, if any, in the Instrument could facilitate their use .

Required Contents of the Transport Document
If the carrier issues a transport document, the transport document

Section 7.2.1

must:(f) be signed by the contracting carrier
It may be advisable to have a separate section to clarify that in the context

of an electronic transaction, transport documents may be signed using
techniques appropriate to this mode of communication. A provision along the

lines of article 7 of the UNCITRAL Model Law on Electronic Commerce
could be suitable.
N.B. The final draft of UNCITRAL Model Law on Electronic Signatures
will be reviewed and discussed further in the Discussion Paper.

Section 7.2.3 Omission of Required Contents from the Transport
Document
The absence in the transport document of one or more of the
particulars referred to in 7.2.1 , or the inaccuracy of one or more
of those particulars, does not affect the legal character of the
transport document. [The issuer of the transport document is
liable to the shipper or other holder of the transport document
for any damages that are proximately caused by its breach of
7.2.1.]

It should be made clear that this section does not create liability for
omissions resulting from errors in transmission be it in the form of an illegible
paper b/1 or of a garbled electronic communication.

Section 7.4.2:

Ambiguous Signature on a Transport Document
This title should read "ambiguous identification" to better reflect the
content of the proposed provision which does not deal with "signature" per se.
Section 10.1:

The person in possession of the right of control is entitled to

transfer its right to another person. Unless a negotiable

transport document is issued, the transferor shall give due notice
to the contracting carrier of any such transfer.
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This provision shall be carefully considered to determine if any special

additional provision will be required to deal with electronic transport
document.
Also, is the use of "in the possession of" restrictive, if so, can it be avoided?

Section 10.2:

(b) When a negotiable transport document is issued , the holder of
that document is the exclusive person entitled to exercise the
right of control. On request of the carrier, he shall produce the
negotiable document to the carrier. In the event that more than
one original of the negotiable document is issued, all originals
shall so be produced.
This section requires the production of the negotiable document. It clearly
needs to be adapted for application to electronic transport documents.

Section 11.3: Transfer of rights
This section is important in the context of electronic transactions. The text
to be adopted will need to include suitable wording to enable the endorsement
or transfer of electronic transport documents. A provision along the lines of
article 17 of the UNCITRAL Model Law ( slightly modified ) may suffice.
Where a right is to be granted to a person and no other person, if the law
requires that, in order to effect this, the right or obligation must be conveyed to
that person by the transfer or use of, a document in writing that requirement is

met if the right or obligation is conveyed by using one or more electronic
communications, provided that a method is used which gives assurance that the
right or obligation has become that of the intended person and of no other.

Other provisions
It may also be appropriate to include a section to expressly provide that
expressions such as "issue" "issuance" "statement" etc. do not imply that
something has to be done in writing and should not preclude the use of
electronic transport documents.
Finally, it would be useful to have a provision along the lines of article 17(5)
of UNCITRAL Model Law on Electronic Commerce:
17. (5)

"Where one or more data messages at-e used to effect any action

in subparagraphs (1) and (g) of article 16, no paper document ttsed to
effect any such action is valid unless the use of data nzessages has been

terminated and replaced by the use of papel- documents. A paper
document issued in these circumstances shall contain a statenzent of such
termination. The replacement of data messages by paper documents shall
not affect the rights or obligations of the parties involved."
JOHANNE GAUTHIER
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REPORT OF THE FIRST MEETING OF THE INTERNATIONAL
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Mr. Beare called the meeting to order at 10:25 a.m. on Thursday, 27th
January.

Mr. Griggs described the general background of the present project. He
explained that in June 1996, at the 29th session of UNCITRAL, in the context
of the work on electronic data interchange, the Commission drew attention to

the fact that "existing national laws and international conventions left
significant gaps regarding issues, such as the functioning of the bill of lading
and sea waybill, the relation of those transport documents to the rights and
obligations between seller and buyer of the goods, and to the legal position of
the entities that provide financing to a party to a contract of carriage." At that

meeting, the UNCITRAL secretariat was authorized to start gathering
information in relation to those matters. The information obtained was to be
analyzed and on the basis of the analysis the commission would then decide on
the nature and scope of any future work that might be undertaken. The Comité
Maritime International was one of the bodies designated to be consulted.
Others included the ICC, IUMI, FIATA, and ICS.

Responding to that invitation, the CMI Executive Council set up an
International Working Group under Mr. Beare's chairmanship. The Working
Group had its first meeting in London on May 11, 1998. It has met on several
occasions since then. Its first task was to identify a number of issues related to
the carriage of goods by sea, or carriage of goods generally, which were not
already covered by existing international agreement, and where it was felt that
some uniformity might be helpful to the industry. Based on a series of very
detailed studies produced by individual members of the Working Group, a
questionnaire was prepared and circulated to all national member associations
of the CMI in April 1999. The response was encouraging. We had a number of
detailed replies, and the material drawn from these responses will form a very
firm basis upon which we can seek to build some sort of consensus and maybe
a new convention or new set of rules.

The emphasis of UNCITRAL was on the review of areas of law
governing the transportation of goods that had not previously been covered by
international agreement. Liability for damage or loss of cargo is the subject of

several international, numerous national, and many regional regimes. A
reasonable criticism of the current project is that it does not appear to tackle
issues of liability. But on the second page of Mr. Griggs's September press
release there is a reference to issues of liability.
Mr. Griggs explained that he gave notice that the CMI had been invited
to prepare an agenda note for the UNCITRAL meeting that is due to take place
in New York June/July 2000. The press release said that the agenda note would
cover the progress that the CMI had made with the project covering issues
embraced by the questionnaire. But it also gave notice that the CMI would
invite the UNCITRAL delegates to agree that this present, broadly-based
project, should be extended to include an updated liability regime that would
be designed to compliment the terms of the proposed harmonizing instrument.
Mr. Griggs explained that he had been lead to believe that such a proposal
may find favor with UNCITRAL and be endorsed, even though any new
liability regime that arises from this exercise would not necessarily fit very
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precisely with the model of the UNCITRAL Hamburg rules. However, as part
of a new broadly-based harmonizing instrument, the feeling is that if the CMI

could get some international support and recognition for a broadly-based
convention, including a new liability regime, then there may be a package there
that would prove attractive to national governments.
Mr. Griggs concluded his remarks by welcoming the International SubCommittee members to its first meeting, noting the "enormous amount of hard

work on this project" that Mr. Beare and the Working Group had already
invested, and challenging the members to work equally hard. The prize would

be substantial. This may be the last realistic opportunity to reestablish a
uniform liability regime. But he felt confident that the tried and tested methods
of the CMI, supported by its many national associations and the individuals
such as the members of the International Sub-Committee, would be the best
way to produce the first draft of a harmonizing instrument that could stand the
test of time into the new millennium.

Mr. Beare invited Mr. Sekolec to address the International SubCommittee,

Mr. Sekolec reported that UNCITRAL and its delegates were very
pleased with the progress so far. UNCITRAL wants to ensure industry support,

and will proceed if a consensus exists. The CMI will inform UNCITRAL at
this summer's meeting about the further progress that has been made, and on
July 6th a colloquium at United Nations Headquarters in New York should help
to focus the minds of the governments on this project.

Mr. Beare discussed his synopsis of responses to the questionnaire, and

distributed a revised version that included two responses that had been
received after the papers for the meeting had been circulated. He also discussed
the introductory paper, which had been distributed in advance, that described
the work to date. Finally, he noted the International Sub-Committee's terms of

reference, which are very challenging. To accomplish the task before
Singapore will require a lot of hard work.
At this first meeting, it is proposed that the International Sub-Committee
explore the six issues raised in the Working Group's papers. The goal would be
to identify areas of consensus so that the Working Group can develop concrete

proposals to discuss at the next meeting. After the UNCITRAL meeting in
July, the International Sub-Committee can move on to liability issues. The plan
is to build on the work of Prof. Berlingieri's International Sub-Committee on
Uniformity of the Law of Carriage of Goods by Sea.

The first question to consider is whether this International SubCommittee is prepared to proceed on the plan as outlined.

Mr. Chandler discussed the background of the current project, which
grew out of the EDI Working Group. He stressed the need to have industry
support for this to work, and referred to two books that might be helpful to the
project: Ocean Bills of Lading: Traditional Forms, Substitutes, and EDI
Systems-, edited by Prof. A.N. Yiannopoulos (Kluwer Law International 1995),

and Transfer of Ownership in International Trade, edited by Alexander von
Ziegler, Jette H. Rowe, Charles Debattista, and Odile Plégat-Kerrault (Kluwer
Law International, 1999).
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Mr. Alcantara noted that it was a very wide project, and asked what the
focus would be. He asked whether the International Sub-Committee would
reexamine other sources of law, such as the Uniform Customs and Practices for
Documentary Credits (ICC pub. no. 500) ("UCP 500") and Incoterms.

Mr. Beare explained that the International Sub-Committee's purpose,
under the terms of reference, is to prepare the outline of an instrument to
simplify transport law. Other sources of law, such as UCP 500 and Incoterms,

will not be changed; we have no such mandate. But we must recognize the
impact that these regimes have.
Mr. von Ziegler commented that Mr. Chandler's intervention explains
the focus of the work. The bill of lading is part of a larger transaction. We must

be consistent with other sources of law, such as UCP 500 and Incoterms.
Whether or not the result is "maritime" is a harder question. The terms of
reference are not so specific. Mr. von Ziegler's own view was that the central
theme should be maritime, but we cannot be so limited. We have to go inland
on both ends of the transaction.
Mr. Diamond suggested that if the project remain limited, it would be
easier to go inland. As soon as we discuss liability, we need to know whether
we are planning a new multi-modal convention.
Mr. von Ziegler observed that the industry has asked us to cover liability
for the full time of the carrier's custody of the cargo, but added that we are not
foreseeing something like existing multimodal conventions. He characterized
the project as "maritime plus" depending on the nature of contract.
Mr. Diamond replied that the International Sub-Committee would have

to decide what type of approach is to be taken, e.g., uniform regime or
"networking."

Mr. Beare returned to the question that he had earlier raised, and asked
whether the International Sub-Committee agreed to proceed in the fashion that
he had proposed.
Mr. Gombrii thought that it would be important to keep liability issues
aside for the time being. It is easy to fall into liability discussions. We all have

strong views. For now, we should focus on the six issues proposed by the
Working Group. He was curious about the future pace, though. At the meeting
in April, how detailed will the proposal be? What does UNCITRAL expect the
International Sub-Committee to produce?
Mr. Beare replied that UNCITRAL does not expect a detailed report in
June. We should discuss the issues as widely as possible in the next two days.
We do not want a final draft of the proposal too quickly.
Mr. Diamond wondered what we should do with issues that overlap with
liability issues.
Mr. Beare suggested that the answer to that question would depend on
how liability is defined. The International Sub-Committee has been asked to
look at the function of the bill of lading, and the first of the Working Group's
six issues looked at the receipt function of the bill of lading. Does that impinge
on liability?
Mr. Alcantara added that all of these issues relate to the "document."
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Mr. Beare invited Prof. Sturley to lead the discussion on the Working
Group's first issue.

Prof. Sturley distributed a working paper, titled "Working Paper on
Inspection of the Goods and Description of the Goods in the Transport
Document," which grew out of the questionnaire and the responses to the
questionnaire on topic 1.2. Under virtually all of the existing conventions
there is an obligation on the part of the carrier to describe the goods in the
transport document, whatever that may be. This is found in article 3(3) of the
Hague-Visby rules, article 15 of the Hamburg rules, and similar provisions in
other regimes such as the Warsaw Convention and CMR.
The Working Paper suggests four principal issues that arise in this area
and that ought to be discussed: (1) the circumstances under which a carrier
would be justified in refusing to state the marks, number, quantity, or weight
of the goods on the basis that there were reasonable grounds for suspecting

that the information given by the shipper was inaccurate; (2) the
circumstances under which a carrier would be justified in refusing to state the
marks, number, quantity, or weight of the goods on the basis that there was no
reasonable means of checking the information; (3) the meaning of the term
"apparent"; (4) the legal effect of clauses such as "shipper's load and count,"

"said by shipper to contain," -particulars furnished by shipper," or "weight
(etc.) unknown."

Before reaching these four issues, Prof. Sturley asked whether there is
in fact widespread agreement on the carrier's basic obligation, recognized in
all the conventions, to describe the goods. That goes to the very nature of the
bill of lading as a receipt. Is there any need for discussion on this very basic
issue?

[No one wished to discuss the issue.]
Prof. Sturley then turned to the four issues already mentioned. The first
issue addresses the circumstances under which a carrier would be justified in
refusing to state the marks, number, quantity, or weight of the goods on the
basis that there were reasonable grounds for suspecting that the information
given by the shipper was inaccurate. Reviewing the responses that the national

member associations made to the questionnaire, there seems to be fairly
substantial agreement on that issue. Because the Italian response seemed to
be a little different from some of the others, Prof. Sturley invited Prof.
Zunarelli to explain briefly the Italian position.
Prof. Zunarelli explained that according to Italian law, the carrier has a
duty to check the nature, quantity, and condition of the cargo unless it is not
reasonably possible according to the circumstances of each case. The carrier

cannot simply refuse to insert the information provided by the shipper
assuming that he has no reasonable possibility of checking. If he assumes to
have such a lack of possibility of checking, he must insert a reservation on the
bill of lading. And the attitude of the courts is that the burden of proving that
lack of possibility of checking is on the carrier.
Mr. Diamond said that in England it is seldom necessary to consider
whether the proviso to Article 3(3) applies. The balance of English authority
is to the effect that the carrier is not bound by the requirement to issue a bill
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of lading complying with the Rules unless the shipper demands one. If,
therefore, the carrier issues the shipper a bill of lading that does not comply
with the Rules (e.g., it makes no representation regarding the weight of the
goods) and the shipper does not complain, the rights of the parties will be
governed by the actual terms of the bill of lading. It appears, therefore, that in
English law a carrier may rely on a clause stating "weight unknown" unless
there is evidence that the shipper objected to the clause and made a demand
that the weight be shown.

Mr. de Orchis asked whether the carrier has a duty to insert any
information concerning the cargo into the bill of lading beyond that provided
by the shipper.
Mr. Alcantara endorsed Prof. Zunarelli's explanation of the law.
Mr. Harrington raised the issue of the "shipped" bill of lading. In the
multi-modal context, the first vehicle (on which the cargo has been "shipped")
may well be a train or a truck.
Prof. Sturley thought that the distinction between a received for shipment
and a shipped bill of lading is not within this particular issue (except to the
extent that there might be a different description of the goods, if, for example,
the goods are damaged between the time the goods are loaded on the train and
the time they are loaded on the vessel). The issue at the moment is whether
there is a need to describe the goods when the carrier first receives thembe
it at loading on the train or at loading on the vesseland to what extent there
is a need to describe the goods.

Mr. Chandler raised the issue of who originates the bill of lading. In
container trades, it is usually the freight forwarders.
Prof. Zunarelli commented that the carrier is the person who issues bill
of lading, regardless of who originates the bill of lading. If information is not

furnished by the shipper, the carrier has no obligation. There is a second
problem: If the shipper wishes the bill of lading to contain information
concerning weight, and the carrier who issues the bill of lading has reasonable
grounds to suspect that those figures are wrong, is it sufficient to say that those
details come from the shipper? Or is it necessary for the carrier to check the
information if possible.
Mr. Gombrii reported that under the Nordic legislation, the carrier must
check the details.

Prof. Sturley asked what would happen if the carrier did have a
reasonable means of checking, but chose not to checkinstead issuing a bill
of lading with a qualifying clause.

Mr. Gombrii replied that the shipper might then be able to force the
carrier to issue the bill of lading without the qualifying clause.

Prof. Sturley observed that the shipper often prefers to have a bill of
lading with a general qualifying clause (that might be ignored) rather than a
specific clause that accurately describes the goods.
MI-. Hooper asked whether we are talking about refusing to issue the bill
of lading or clausing the bill of lading'? The carrier will not refuse to issue the
bill of lading.
Mr. de Orchis suggested that the bill of lading serves two functions
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receipt and document of title. When it is a document of title, the description of
the goods becomes more important.

Prof. Sturley explained that the travaux préparatoires of the original
Hague Rules (where these obligations were first internationally accepted)
show that there was no obligation for the carrier to issue a bill of lading if the
shipper does not want one, but that once the shipper requests a bill of lading
the obligation to describe the goods follows. Qualifying clauses were not

permissible when the carrier was in fact in a position to check the
information. This goes back, as Mr. de Orchis has suggested, to the
protection of third parties (which was one of the principal rationales for the
Hague Rules).
Mr. Chandler raised the choice-of-law issue. We frequently look to the
law at the place of origin, but the effect is often determined at the place of
destination.

Prof. Sturley turned to the third question, the meaning of "apparent."

Mr. Alcantara argued that "apparent" is a subjective Anglo-Saxon
concept. An alternative would be to look to what the "carrier could have
inspected," or what was "visible."
Mr. Rasmussen replied that it was not enough to say that it was visually

impossible to inspect the goods. The cargo may be something like African
wood that the carrier lacks the expertise to describe. A distinction must be
drawn between standard and specific reservations.

Mr. Dihuang proposed another example illustrating the difficulty. An
experienced master of an oil tanker is supposed to be able to visually examine
and check the cargo in his tanker, but in one case there were conflicting survey
reports. One said the cargo was crude oil, the other said fuel oil.

Mr. von Ziegler noted that the term "apparent" is used in transport
conventions for other purposes, such as the notice provision in article 3(3) of
the Hague Rules. Under the German Code, if goods are pre-packed (including
by a forwarder) there is a presumption that they are not "apparent."
Mr. Diamond agreed that in English Law, the context matters. Under the
Hague Rules and the Hague-Visby Rules, the "apparent order and condition"
cases are clear. Only external order and condition are involved. And the court
applies the test whether the master or chief officer having a reasonable degree

of skill and expertise would regard the goods as being externally to all
appearance in good condition.

Mr. Rasmussen suggested that other factors could also be relevant.
Weather may be bad, harbor conditions may make inspection difficult, the
cargo may need to be loaded quickly. In practice, it is hard to generalize.
Prof. Gorton explained that sometimes the issue raised a very practical
question. At one time, masters claused bills of lading when they saw rust on
steel cargo. Later, this type of rust was recognized as protecting the steel.
Prof. Zunarelli agreed that the captain was not a professional surveyor.
Having said that, do we need precise approach?
Mr. Chandler explained that for steel shipments, the custom has evolved
to put atmospheric rust on the bill of lading and establish the letter of credit

requirements to take that into account. Shipping improved when proper
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notations were made. Full shipments of steel will have surveyors present, but
container shipments are different. The International Sub-Committee should
focus on liner service. Maybe the time has come to shift to something else, but
the concept of "apparent good order and condition" is well-established.
Mr. Alcantara suggested the need to look to the burden of proof.
Prof. Sturley turned to the fourth question, the legal effect of qualifying
clauses.

Mr. Hooper argued that qualifying clauses should be effective. The
consignee can protect itself with letter of credit requirements. But Mr. Hooper
agreed that the carrier should not be allowed to issue a bill of lading with a false
description.

Mr. Chandler described the relevant provision in the proposed
amendments to the United States Carriage of Goods by Sea Act. There had
been long discussion about what to do when the weight is listed on the bill of
lading.

Mr. de Orchis thought that it was important to return to the basics. The
carrier should not be in the banking business. A carrier should not have to
guarantee what it cannot verify.

Mr. Beare observed that questions about the carrier's knowledge raise
questions of constructive knowledge.
Mr. Diamond admit-ted that even under English law judges sometimes
chip away at these clauses.
Prof. van der Ziel explained that carriers hardly ever inspect goods any
more. Containers are never inspected. The impact of a qualifying clause boils
down to whether the carrier has a duty to inspect. Without a duty, the clauses
are not needed.

Mr. Chandler asked Mr. Diamond how English law would respond in
the case of an empty container that was supposed to weigh 30 tons.
Mr. Diamond predicted that an English judge would probably override a

"weight unknown" clause in that case, but "weight unknown" clauses are
permitted if the weight is more or less correct.
Mr. Rasmussen agreed that it was hard to read article 3(3) of the HagueVisby Rules to permit the carrier to act in bad faith.
Mr. Beare noted two suggestions that he liad heard in the discussion: (1)
There should be no duty to inspect closed packages. (2) The burden of proof
was an essential topic.
The meeting adjourned for lunch at 12:45, and reconvened at 2:25.
Mr. Beare invited Prof. Zunarelli to lead the discussion on the Working
Group's second issue.

Prof. Zunarelli began with a general introduction in which he raised
three broad questions. (1) Must the transport document be dated? If so, what
date should be used? Possible answers to the second question include the date
on which the transport document was issued, the date on which the carrier
takes charge of the goods, and the date on which the goods are loaded on board
the vessel. (2) What are the consequences of a false date on the transport
document? There was no uniform response to this question. The answer could
be liability per se. (3) What is meant by "signature?" More specifically, how
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can documents be signed or authenticated? How can the signature, combined
with other elements, identify the carrier?
Prof. Zunarelli opened the discussion on the first question asking what
date should be used on the transport document.
Mr. Diamond noted that everyone agrees that there should be a date, but
asked what is the sanction for failing to date the document. Would the bill of
lading be void for all purposes? Should there be a large fine? If there is no
sanction, carriers will not care what the obligation is.
Mr. Beare requested the views of the International Group of P&I Clubs.
Ms. Burgess noted the Group's concern with antedated bills of lading.
Mr. Gombrii suggested that the date of the completion of loading was the
date that was most likely to be relevant to the parties. He suggested that the
sanction should be the carrier's liability for all of the consequences of nondating or misdating.
Mr. Beare mentioned that another sanction would be the loss of recourse
to the P&I club.
Mr. Hooper thought that as a practical matter customers and the Uniform

Customs and Practices for Documentary Credits would ensure that the
transport document is dated. For multi-modal shipments, the most important
date will be when the carrier took charge of the goods.
Mr. Diamond wondered if a shipowner would be entitled to limit liability.
Mr. Hooper suggested that including a false date would be a fundamental
breach, and that the carrier should lose the right to limit liability.
Mr. Diamond countered that the loss of the right to limit liability should
be tied to shipowner privity, and that the dating of transport documents was
often handled by local agents.
Mr. Chandler observed that under the Pomerene Act, a fraudulent bill of
lading permits a separate action for any resulting loss (e.g., due to misdating).
This is apart from the action that is subject to limitation.
Mr. Diamond noted that it was possible that the same result might be
reached in English law.
Prof. Zunarelli suggested that there might be a presumption that the date
shown on the transport document is the date that the goods were taken in charge
by the carrier and loaded on board the ship. He wondered whether it would be
appropriate to include in a future convention presumptions for the dating of the
various activities done by the carrier: taking charge of the goods, putting the
goods on board the vessel, and signature of the transport document. All three
of these dates could become relevant for different purposes.
Mr. von Ziegler added that the Pomerene solution sounds extremely
sensible. Perhaps there should be no obligation to date the transport document,
but any date shown must be true. And there should be consequences for a false
date.

NIr. Gombrii observed that bills of lading are almost always issued after
loading. Perhaps the transport document should be dated and should show
when the goods were loaded.

Mr. Chandler explained that under U.S. law every bill of lading must
have a unique identifying number for purposes of customs, and must be dated.
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He recalled that UCP 500 also required dating when the goods were on board

(for an "on board" bill of lading). The carrier should date the transport
document to protect itself.

Prof. Zunarelli believed that dating was generally required except in
common law countries. Under Incoterms, the inclusion of the date on the bill
of lading is expressly required.

Mr. von Ziegler agreed with Mr. Gombrii regarding the value of
showing different dates (e.g., the date of the document, the date of loading).
Incoterms and UCP 500 do not govern the relationship before us, but they do
tell the seller what documents need to be provided in order to perform the sales
contract and receive payment from the banks.
When the transport docutnent is issued well after receipt, one date will be
the date of issue. Other dates will be factual statements that the carrier is

guaranteeing. There should be stringent consequences for misdating the
transport document.
Prof. Zunarelli noted that transport documents are dated anyway. But we
are seeking international uniformity. Many countries currently require a bill of

lading to be dated. Would it clarify or confuse the law to add dating
requirements?
Mr. Hooper argued that we should avoid upsetting commercial practice.
If there is a date on the transport document, it must be correct. But it would be
inappropriate to require a date to reflect a particular fact.
Mr. Diamond suggested that if there is date, it should refer to the date that
the goods are on board the vessel, or received for shipment, and not the date
that the bill of lading is issued.
Prof. Zunarelli asked what the law should do if there is only one date on
the transport document that does not specify what it represents.
Mr. Diamond proposed that is should be treated as the date that loading
was completed.
Mr. de Orchis asked how we should treat the date in an on board bill of
lading with multi-modal carriage.

Mr. Chandler replied that UCP 500 specifies that the on board date
refers to the vessel named in the bill of lading.

Mr. von Ziegler explained that under Incoterms the parties in a multimodal scheme should use a term such as FC A, thus making "on board"
irrelevant.

Mr. Diamond observed that the date of issue of a bill of lading is not
important. The date of receipt and the date of shipment are the important dates.

Prof. Zunarelli agreed, but noted that some national laws require the
transport document to show the date of issue.
Turning to the next issue, which concerned the signature of the transport
document, Prof. Zunarelli suggested that the International Sub-Committee's
point of reference could be UCP 500 and the Hamburg Rules. It is difficult to
ignore UCP art. 23, which requires that the bill of lading be signed or otherwise
authenticated by the carrier or a named agent on behalf of the carrier.
Mr. Hooper argued that UCP 500 goes too far in requiring the name of
the master of the vessel.
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Mr. Chandler noted that electronic documents will not have traditional
signatures.
Prof. Zunarelli replied that the second part of this issue was the question,

"What constitutes a signature?" Hamburg Rules art. 14.3 provides, "The
signature on the bill of lading may be in handwriting, printed in facsímile,
perforated, stamped, in symbols, or made by an other mechanical or electronic
means, if not inconsistent with the law of the country where the bill of lading
is issued." He also referred to UCP art. 20, which is similar.

Mr. Chandler suggested that the real issue is not what constitutes a
signature, but ensuring that the proper party is bound by the signature. We need
to ask whether we are dealing with a master's bill of lading, a charterer's bill of
lading, or something else.

Prof. van der Ziel raised the practical problem in this regard of a bill of
lading signed by an unauthorized person.

Prof. Zunarelli agreed that this is a big problem. The answer probably
depends on national law regarding agency and false representation.

Mr. Chandler argued that this is a big problem that cannot be left to
national laws.

Prof. van der Ziel agreed that this is an issue that should not be left to
national laws. It goes to the value of a bill of lading as a document of title. He
noted that Dutch law protects the interests of the bona fide purchaser rather
than the carrier, even if the bill of lading was signed by an unauthorized person.
Mr. Chandler noted that the same problem arises in many contexts, e.g.,
bank checks, insurance certificates. He argued that it might be necessary to
distinguish the situation when the forger does not use the carrier's preprinted
forms. When a carrier passes out reams of blank forms, it should be at risk.
Mr. Diamond thought that forged bills of lading may be outside of the
International Sub-Committee's terms of reference. If it is within our terms,
much more study was required.

Prof. Zunarelli turned to his last point, which was the question of the
identity of the carrier. UCP 500 make express reference to the need to identify
the carrier. The person who signs could specifically identify who is the carrier.
Courts sometimes refer to the heading on a document. Sometimes the issue is
whether the master signed the document. Sometimes the documents refer to
the charterparty. Questions for consideration include: What happens when the

criteria conflict or none of them apply? Should the International SubCommittee supply guidelines in a new convention?

Mr. Diamond volunteered that the British MLA was happy with the
guidelines suggested by Prof. Berlingieri's International Sub-Committee.
Mr. Rasmussen agreed that it was important to have predictability and
certainty. There is a problem with making the registered owner of the vessel
liable. The owner has nothing to do with trading. The bill of lading should carry
the name of the contractual carrier.

Mr. Chandler agreed in principle. A master's bill of lading should be
enough to bind the owner, but for a charterer's bill of lading there should be
some requirement to ensure that the contractual carrier's name is on the bill of
lading.
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Mr. Beare suggested that the International Sub-Committee might review
the reports of Prof. Berlingieri's International Sub-Committee before the next

meeting. He was reluctant to rerun the lengthy discussions on this subject
here.

After a tea break, Mr. Beare invited Prof. Gorton to lead the discussion
on the Working Group's third issue.

Prof. Gorton observed that the questionnaire contains a number of
questions relating to freight issues. There are differences among the responses,
but perhaps they are not so great. Perhaps there is a general legal principle that

one typically pays upon performance. It is also necessary to consider this
subject in conjunction with the sales contract, Incoterms, and the Uniform
Customs and Practices for Documentary Credits. If there is a CIF contract, for
example, that will be reflected in the freight payment clause and in the letter of
credit requirements. The following basic questions arise:
When is freight payable?
When is freight earned?
What happens when there is late payment?
Who is liable for payment? (Is there a presumption that cargo pays

the freight? Alternatively, what security do the goods provide for
payment? And how long do liens last?)

What are the liabilities if the contract is never performed or only
partly performed? We have questions of distance freight and dead
freight. (We will not get into questions of demurrage.)
On the first two questions, the answers seem to be that freight is payable
on delivery and earned on delivery. But if you have a contractual clause that

freight is to be earned on loading, and payable in advance, it will be
enforceable. If you pay late, you may have to pay interest which no one seems
to do in this business. There is no international convention on these questions.
How far do we take this subject?

Mr. Chandler suggested that this third issue all goes back to question of
who is the contractual carrier. Who can enforce payment if the contractual
carrier is not identified in the transport document? Can the carrier show up
later and demand payment?
Mr. Diamond added that the same concern exists under English law with
regard to the shipper. The transport document is only evidence of the contract
of carriage. The person named in the bill of lading as "shipper" may not be the
true contractual party. In the first instance, only the contractual party is bound
to pay freight. Of course, the carrier may have a right to claim the freight from
a consignee or indorsee of the bill of lading and may also be able to exercise a
lien over the goods for freight.

Mr. Chandler expressed the view that the British 1992 Carriage of
Goods by Sea Act imposed direct liability to pay freight on a subsequent holder
who claims the goods under the bill of lading.
Mr. Diamond confirmed this interpretation of the 1992 Act.

Prof. Gorton put the question to what extent these maritime principles
should be expanded to other fields.
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Mr. Chandler responded that methods of collection in other fields are
very diverse.
Prof. Zunarelli agreed.

Mr. Diamond observed that under custom and usage in English law, a
person who books space for goods on board a ship without disclosing the name
of the principal incurs personal liability for the freight even when the carrier

knows that he is acting as an agent on behalf of another. It would be
unfortunate to produce a code that excluded the possibility of an agent's being
liable based on custom and usage in a particular industry.

Mr. de Orchis reported that the same rule would apply in the United
States. The first question here should be who is to be liable--just the shipper,
just the consignee, both, both and principals on whose behalf they act? Often
an NVOCC (non-vessel-operating common carrier) is shown as the shipper,
but the NVOCC is acting on someone else's behalf. But the carrier has no way
of knowing who is the true owner of the goods.

Mr. Chandler suggested that it was also important to consider one
further situation, when the principal has paid the freight forwarder who has
then gone bankrupt.
Mr. Beare noted that the International Sub-Committee was not in the
business of harmonizing an international code of bankruptcy.
Mr. Diamond responded that we nevertheless need to keep bankruptcy in
mind, because that is the only time that many of these questions really matter.
Mr. von Ziegler mentioned that it may not even be necessary to deal with
freight in the final instrument because it did not seem to be an area where many
problems arose in practice.
Mr. Diamond suggested that, over and above those questions, there were

"Bill of Lading Act" issues. For example, to what extent does the shipper
remain liable for the freight when the bill of lading has been negotiated to a
third party who is now the holder? If the shipper remains liable, does the
consignee/indorsee also become liable?
Mr. Rasmussen expressed the view that it would unduly complicate our

work if we were to consider bankruptcy law as well. Moreover, if we are
drafting declaratory law, there is still room for customs and local variation
(such as the custom and usage respected the freight forwarder's liability).

Mr. Oland was curious whether non-payment of freight is a major
problem in view of the carrier's ability to protect itself with a lien.
Prof. van der Ziel responded that freight is a commercial matter, and in
practice not many difficulties arise. That is because freight is the whole point
of the carrier's exercise. We could refine the law by defining "freight prepaid"

and "freight collect," and clarifying when a lien can be claimed. "Freight

prepaid" should mean only that carrier cannot claini freight from the
consignee, and does not exclude the shipper's liability if the carrier has
extended credit. "Freight collect" should mean that the subsequent holders
may have to pay. The carrier should not need to exercise a lien against the
consignee with a transport document marked "freight prepaid."
Prof. Zunarelli agreed with Prof. van der Ziel, and suggested that some
kind of clarification was needed in this area.
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Prof. Gorton noted that the discussion had touched upon security for
freight. Who in the end should be liable for freight? This raises questions
regarding contracted liens and cesser clauses.
Mr. Chandler reported that the cesser clause is not valid in the United
States. The carrier's lien is valid, but it is a possessory lien that remains so long
as the carrier has possession of the goods.
Mr. Rasmussen reported that in Scandinavia cesser clauses are valid, but
are discouraged by non-mandatory law.
Mr. Diamond reported that under English law cesser clauses are valid in
principle, but rarely seen in the bill of lading context. There is also a general

principle that a cesser clause will not apply unless in the particular
circumstances the carrier has an effective lien that it can exercise to recover the

freight or other sum due to it. As a matter of common law, the carrier has a
possessory lien for freight on the voyage in question, and for general average,
but not for demurrage. There are also contractual and statutory liens.
Prof. Gorton asked whether it would cause a problem to put the right to
a lien in an international convention.
Mr. Diamond believed that the carrier's lien for freight is common to
most systems of law and goes back a long way.

Mr. von Ziegler agreed, but noted that in practice there are many
differences among national rules regarding what a lien provides. For example,
can the carrier pursue the goods after delivery? Can the carrier sell the goods to
satisfy the lien? There is a real opportunity to provide some clarity in this field.
Mr. Diamond agreed that the legal nature of the lien varied tremendously
in different countries.

Prof. Zunarelli volunteered that books have been written addressing
these differences.
Mr. Oland added that the problems were much harder in federal countries

than in unitary countries. In Canada, we have to face the question whether
federal or provincial law governs the issue.

Prof. Gorton raised a number of related questions for the International
Sub-Committee to consider: To what extent should the lien exist? When and
how can it be exercised? Should the carrier be allowed to refuse to deliver the
cargo? What can the carrier do when the cargo has been discharged? Does the
carrier retain the lien? Or will it expire?
Mr. Chandler mentioned two issues: First, the question arises whether a
maritime lien can be enforced in a multi-modal shipment after the goods have

been trucked inland. Second, he argued for the need to maintain
proportionality. If the carrier has a lien on the goods, cargo interests need to
have a lien on the vessel to enforce liability for cargo damage.
Mr. von Ziegler proposed that the convention should apply from receipt
to delivery (including inland carriage), and should say what the carrier can and
must do without worrying about classification.
Mr. Diamond wondered whether it would be wiser to avoid dealing with
liens. We must deal with the first two issues; this may be one we can avoid. The
issue does not appear to have created great difficulty.
Mr. von Ziegler agreed that addressing this topic will be quite ambitious,
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but UNCITRAL has included it in the terms of reference. This issue is
important not just to carriers but also to banlcs and others who depend on the
value of the bill of lading.
Mr. Beare noted both points of view, but suggested that the subject is
within our brief for Singapore. Perhaps the International Sub-Committee will
ultimately conclude to drop the subject, but it would be premature to do so now.
Prof. Gorton, turning to his final issue, asked how we should deal with
"distance freight" or "proportionate freight" for partial performance.

Mr. Diamond mentioned the concept of freight pro rata itineris when
freight is payable at destination but goods only reach, for example, a port of
refuge. The conditions for awarding such freight are strict.
Mr. Oland asked whether there were already commercially acceptable
definitions of "freight prepaid" and "freight collect."
Prof. van der Ziel said that he was not aware of any generally accepted
definitions in a convention, UCP 500, or similar source. There is a general
feeling among commercial men what the terms mean, but the courts do not
always accept it.

The meeting adjourned at 4:50 p.m. on Thursday, 27th January.

Mr. Beare reconvened the meeting on Friday morning, 28th January, at

9:35 a.m. He announced that the next meeting of the International SubCommittee would be held in London (at a location to be announced) on 6-7
April. He then invited Mr. Harrington to lead the discussion on the Working
Group's fourth issue.
Mr. Harrington explained that item 3.1 of the questionnaire dealt with
the liability of the shipper and successors in interest. The legal bases for rights
and liabilities are distinct. At its simplest, the right of the shipper is very
straight-forward: to have the contract of carriage performed. But the shipper
will be selling goods, etc. The shipper is generally the contractual counterpart
of the carrier, but not always. "Shipper" as defined in the Hamburg Rules
includes suppliers. Problems have arisen about who has rights and how they
are developed. Should the shipper always be entitled to sue? Many of the title
to sue problems seem to be about avoiding liability.
Broadly speaking, there are generally four obligations of the shipper: (1)
to ship identifiable cargo (this is an issue that came up yesterday); (2) to ship
safe cargo; (3) to pay freight (which was also discussed yesterday); and (4) to
take delivery (which will be discussed later today).
Shipping safe cargo is often a public law issue, but it often comes up in
other contexts (e.g., cargo that is not properly stowed comes loose and damages
other cargo; oil leaks from used machinery). Generally, the shipper's liability
does not pass to third parties. The issue becomes identifying the duty that the

shipper owes to fellow cargo. We also touched upon the duty to ship an
appropriate cargo. Shippers of sophisticated chemicals (who know the cargo
best) may cause damage to tanks, etc.
Mr. Diamond expressed surprise because issues of dangerous cargo were
not in the questionnaire, but he supported the inclusion of dangerous cargo
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provisions in a new convention. The British Maritime Law Association take the
view that there should be an absolute liability not to ship dangerous cargo, not
simply an obligation to use due care. Some cargoes turn out to be dangerous when
neither party could have predicted it. These risks should be borne by the shipper.

Mr. Chandler noted a sharp contrast between UK and US law on this
issue. Consignees would not be liable for dangerous cargo under US law. The
US grain trade is upset about FOB shippers being held liable for discharge port
demurrage when the FOB shipper had nothing to do with the charterparty.
Mr. Oland explained that Canada followed English law concerning strict
liability for shippers of dangerous cargo, and asked to hear the civilian view.
Mr. Beare suggested that it would be preferable not to expand the current
debate to cover general liability for dangerous cargo, which had been covered
in Prof. Berlingieri's International Sub-Committee. The present focus should
be on the rights and liabilities that pass with a transport document. Perhaps in
the future we will have time to return to this issue.
Mr. Chandler proposed that the focus should be on privity of contract,
which is the fundamental issue here. Before the 1992 Carriage of Goods by Sea
Act, English law had recognized a very strict privity rule while US and civil
law systems permitted third party beneficiaries. With the 1992 Act, English
law now permits a third party beneficiary but only if the third party assumes
all of the original liabilities. We should decide which model to follow.
Mr. von Ziegler thought it would be helpful to distinguish the different

categories with which we need to deal. For example, there are debts (e.g.,

payment of freight), liabilities (arising from the breach of a duty), and
affirmative obligations (e.g., to take delivery). In civil law, we have third party
beneficiaries but not liabilities.
Mr. Chandler suggested that there was no real substantive difference in
result in the United States, even if the common law analysis would differ.

Prof. van der Ziel raised two points. The first involved the rights and
liabilities that are transferred to the consignee. Under Dutch law, only those

liabilities are transferred that the consignee ought to recognize from the
document. The second issue involves liabilities imposed on a shipper. If we are
imposing liability, we need a clear definition of who is a "shipper." Prof. van
der Ziel's own view is that the contractual shipper is the party liable. Others
may derive liability from the contractual shipper. A related issue is to whom

the carrier should issue the bill of lading. For example, suppose the freight
forwarder and the FOB seller both want the bill of lading. The carrier should
seek instruction from the FOB buyer.
Mr. Diamond said that in English law it was not entirely clear whether all
of the liabilities that the Hague Rules or the Hague Visby Rules impose on
shippers are assumed by indorsees or consignees who become holders of the
bill of lading and take delivery of the goods. Some difficult points are raised
by the British 1992 Carriage of Goods by Sea Act: Does the consignee or
indorsee become liable for damages for the shipment of a dangerous cargo?
Does the consignee or indorsee become liable to indemnify the carrier for

losses arising from the inaccuracy in the particulars of the goods? Mr.
Diamond preferred to avoid discussing the effect of the 1992 Act but to
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concentrate instead on the pragmatic question of what categories of liability
ought to be imposed on a consignee or indorsee who takes delivery of the
goods or who makes a claim in respect of the goods.
Prof. Gorton observed that Nordic law distinguishes the "sender" (who
is the contracting party) and the "shipper" (who is the party delivering the
cargo).

Mr. Alcantara declared that the consignee receives only an assignment
of rights, never of liabilities. Under civil law, the consignee is never boundeven to pay the freight (which is handled by a lien on the goods). The consignee
can be the plaintiff, but not the defendant.
Mr. von Ziegler expressed sympathy with Mr. Diamond's views, but felt
that we need to keep track of common and civil law backgrounds. It does seem
to be clear how the results should come out in practice, and that should enable
us to achieve a solution.

Prof. Zunarelli also agreed with Mr. Diamond's suggestion to take a
pragmatic approach. There are a series of duties on the shipper, some of which
can be transferred to the consignee when he seeks delivery.
Mr. Fujita agreed. Some liability, such as freight, should be transferred.
Liability for dangerous goods should never be transferred.
Mr. de Orchis also supported Mr. Diamond's suggestion. We should be

looking to public policy for reform, based on technological changes and
commercial development, regardless of the civil or common law origin. There
is definite need for the consignee to take on some liability. In some contexts,

the shipper and the consignee are in a better position to work out between
themselves how liability should be borne.

Mr. Dihuang suggested that the International Sub-Committee identify
the obligations, and clarify who it is the actual shipper or the contractual
shipper. Secondly, we should discuss the position of the bank that holds the bill
of lading to finance the transaction.
Mr. Rasmussen agreed that the suggestion to distinguish the sender from
the shipper is useful. As to the question of categories, he suggested that what
was in the bill of lading was decisive. The rights and duties that flow from the
bill of lading are the ones that pass to the consignee.
Mr. Alcantara argued that the law transfers only title to goods, never the
duties. The consignee's responsibilities flow from the ownership of the goods.

Mr. Chandler disagreed with Mr. de Orchis's suggestion. The concept
that the shipper and the consignee are better able to deal with risks has never
been a basis for assigning legal liability. We want to ensure that the shipper and
the carrier do not collude to impose liability on the consignee.
The issue of actual and contractual shippers is even more complex than

has been suggested. At least in the United States, NVOCCs (non-vesselowning common carriers) may be shippers but have had nothing to do with
packing the goods. Sometimes they will consolidate in containers. Sometimes
they will issue their own bills of lading for packed containers. Sometimes this
happens on two or three levels. With slot charter arrangements, there is yet
another layer of contracts. Identifying the real shipper who shipped or packed
the goods may not be at all easy.
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The problem of banks was raised in the EDI Working Group. It was
particularly important there to know where the bank stood, and that essentially

mirrored commercial practice. If, for instance, the bill of lading names the
bank as the consignee, then the bank has certain responsibilities to take
delivery. If the bank simply holds a bearer or order bill of lading (which does
not name the bank), and the bank seeks delivery of the goods, then it takes all
of the other problems that come with it as well. If the bank is not specifically
mentioned on the bill of lading and never shows up to act as holder, then the
carrier is not going to know who is the holder. But once the bank has been
incautious enough, perhaps for security purposes, to add its name to the bill of
lading, then it has to take on the responsibilities that flow from that.
Mr. Diamond saw three main practical problems. The first is how to deal
with freight and demurrage. As a general rule, liabilities can not be assigned,
but he saw three theories by which freight and demurrage should pass to a
consignee who takes delivery of the goods: (a) by statue or convention, (b)
when the carrier exercises a lien (which can be a problem if the carrier must
maintain possession to retain the lien), and ( c) under a theory of implied
contract (as in the English case of Brandt v. Livetpool).
The second practical problem involves the obligation to take delivery of
the cargo within a reasonable time. This causes problems because, when the
obligation arises, the consignee has, by definition, not yet taken delivery.
Under that circumstance, it is difficult to see a basis for imposing liability on
the consignee.

The third practical problem involves the peculiar obligations of the
shipper, such as those arising under articles 3(5), 4(3), 4(6) of the Hague Rules
(furnishing particulars, general negligence, dangerous cargo). We should deal
with these special categories pragmatically.
Prof. Zunarelli agreed with Mr. Diamond's approach, but felt that it was

important to distinguish the bill of lading situation from that under a sea
waybill or a charterparty.

Mr. Alcantara objected that the -three practical problems" are all based
on English Law. In civil law countries, the lien is very different. An implied
contract is unheard of in civil law.
Prof. Zunarelli agreed that "implied contract" is difficult to say in civil
law, but explained that it was possible to have an implied acceptance of the
terms of contract. It is possible to imply acceptance of a contract by a party's
conduct.

Mr. Beare concluded that this was a core issue that needed to be
addressed, and saw a consensus that we ought to take this further. Mr.
Harrington is uniquely qualified to do so as one who bridges the common
lavvicivil law gap. He invited further submissions in writing, preferably before
8th March.
The meeting adjourned for coffee at 11:10, and reconvened at 11:35.

Mr. Beare invited Prof. van der Ziel to lead the discussion on the
Working Group's fifth issue.

Prof. van der Ziel, by way of background, explained that delivery
generally marks the end of the carrier's responsibility, and the completion of its
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obligations under the contract of carriage. Nevertheless, all the Hague Rules or
the Hague-Visby Rules say about "delivery" is in article 3(6). As a Working
Group, we have identified a few issues that may be worthwhile to address: (1)

the definition of delivery; (2) the relationship between the delivery and a
discharge of the cargo; (3) the discharge of the carrier's obligations and the
evidence thereof; (4) the duty of the consignee to take delivery; and (5)
delivery without production of a bill of lading.

Returning to the first issue, the definition of "delivery," the question
arises whether it is a unilateral or bilateral act. The starting point should be that

delivery is a contractual matter. The parties usually agree what should be
regarded as a delivery. Some national jurisdictions, however, are not satisfied
with simply putting the cargo at the free disposal of the consignee even if this
may have been agreed in the contract of carriage. They also require a certain
act of receipt by the consignee. Another issue is whether the carrier should be
required to notify the consignee of the time when the goods are expected to
arrive.
A hypothetical illustrates the second issue (the relation between delivery
and discharge of the cargo): It may have been agreed under an FIO-type clause
that delivery will take place as soon as the hatches are opened and the cargo
can be taken away. That means that delivery might occur before discharge.
There might be a presumption that the period after delivery before the goods
are taken by the consignee is for the account of the consignee.

Mr. Hooper explained that in the United States, unilateral delivery is
permitted. Often, the carrier follows the custom of the port. A distinction can
be made when the carrier maintains some control over the goods (e.g., the port
authority will not permit delivery without the carrier's order). But if the carrier
has no further control, delivery is complete.

Mr. Diamond believed that some clarification would be extremely
helpful on this issue, as English law is unclear. The carrier might be a bailee
(even if he has completed delivery of the goods) if he still has possession. One
rebels at extreme positions (e.g., permitting the carrier to dump unclaimed
goods into sea or requiring the carrier to store them forever), and a balanced
solution would be preferable.

Mr. Rasmussen suggested that the parties could specify the time of
delivery in the contract.

Mr. Harrington observed that this is a problem in Canada under the
Hague-Visby Rules. Discharge and delivery are different. Clauses exonerating
the carrier after the discharge of the goods have been upheld.

Mr. Alcantara explained that "delivery" in Spanish law requires the
carrier to effect delivery. If the consignee cannot be found, the carrier must go
to court and put the goods into the hands of the court bailiff.
Mr. von Ziegler suggested that it would be worthwhile to discuss whether
the parties can agree that the carrier is free to leave the goods somewhere for
the consignee to collect later. He thought that this might cause problems under
article 3(8) of the Hague or Hague-Visby Rules.
Mr. Oland echoed the concerns regarding the need for certainty. He was
also concerned by the prospect of leaving this question to contract, fearing that
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boiler-plate clauses would impose liability on a consignee that had no ability
to deal with the risks.

Prof. van der Ziel observed that the same problems exist under the
Hamburg Rules. The Hamburg Rules do not address what happens when no
one claims the goods.
Turning to the problem of delivery without surrender of the bill of lading,
Prof. van der Ziel noted that bills of lading are often unavailable when the
goods are ready for delivery. This is frequently caused by the structure of the
trade involved, as when credit is extended for a longer period than the duration
of the voyage (thus keeping the bill of lading in the seller's hands when the
goods have already reached the buyer). This situation cries for a solution. The

usual solutionthe carrier's accepting a letter of indemnityis no proper
solution. An indemnity is as good as its issuer, but the carrier remains the
primary responsible person to reimburse the purchase price to an unpaid seller.

The carrier is not in the banking business, but in this situation becomes a
guarantor. Prof. van der Ziel expressed his view that the trade should bear the
consequences of the bill of lading's non-availability in the discharge port and
not, as it is the current practice, that the carrier has the eventual responsibility.

Mr. Chandler thought that the problems that Prof. van der Ziel raised
will generally arise in trades where the goods are carried under charterparties.
Those problems should be addressed in the context of the charterparty itself.

We do not need to solve them here. The problem in the liner context is
completely different.

Mr. Diamond believed that Prof. van der Ziel had touched upon some
of most important points that we need to address. As a preliminary matter, Mr.
Diamond agreed that the carrier should be required to notify the consignee of
the time when the goods are expected to arrive.
Delivery of the goods without production of the bill of lading is the key

issue. The trouble is that one can easily see the problem but not a solution.
Under English law, the bill of lading represents the goods, serving as a means
of passing constructive possession of the goods. Because the contract is
negotiable, the shipper never really knows into whose hands the bill of lading
has passed. One would like to be sure that the carrier is free from liability if it
delivers the goods on the instructions of its contractual counterpart, but the
difficulty with Prof. van der Zia's proposal is that one is not quite sure what
is meant in this context by the contractual counterpart. Does he mean the
original party to the bill of lading the shipper? Someone else may be the

holder of that bill; it is inherent in the concept of the bill of lading that
somebody else may become the holder. The whole theory of a shipment
governed by a bill of lading is that a bill of lading is, in a sense, the key to the
warehouse. Without the bill of lading, one has no right to the goods. If you take
away that concept, it is difficult to see what function the bill of lading still has
as a document of title.
The theory, often matched in practice, is that banks and third parties can
advance money on the security of the goods because they have possession of
the bill of lading. We all have come across hundreds of cases where the banks
have advanced money on the security of the bill of lading, the bills get held up
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in the banking chain, the consignee makes a request for and receives the goods

shortly before becoming insolvent, and then the bank sues the carrier. Who
would one want to say in that situation is the contractual counterpart? One way
of looking at it is that the bank is the contractual counterpart, but the bank has
not given the instructions to deliver. Some solution to this problem would be
welcomed.

The other point is what happens if the goods have already been
discharged. We do have a principle that the bill of lading is exhausted once the

goods have been delivered to the right person. But if the goods have been
discharged to the wrong person it seems that the bill of lading is not exhausted
as a document of title and therefore the consignee can deal with it fraudulently.

It is very unfair for the ship owner to continue to be liable. But equally one
must consider the situation from the position of the third party who has paid
for the bill. This consignee may even get all three sets of the bill and everything

may look as if it is perfectly in order. If one introduces a rule that once the
goods have been discharged the bill of lading is exhausted as the document of
title, then you put the innocent third party who has bought the bill in the
position of considerable risk. The buyer paid for the bill in circumstances
where everything seems perfectly in order, but can not enforce any rights

against anyone because the transferor has gone into liquidation and is
insolvent. It would be good to see some clarity in this situation. The situation
is a difficult one, and logically one will get away from it only when we give up
bills of lading and go over to waybills and electronic commerce.
Mr. Rasmussen agreed that the carrier should give some indication when
the goods will be delivered. Delivery without production of the bill of lading
is a very different problem, and Mr. Rasmussen agreed with much of what
Mr. Diamond has said. Who is the contractual counterpart of the carrier? We
need to think harder about the issue of indorsement after delivery. Under the
Nordic codes it is clear: the indorsement passes on the rights that go with the
bill of lading. No doubt the indorsee has a right to damages against the carrier.
Can the indorsee also reclaim the goods from the person in possession?
Mr. Hooper agreed that this was a problem, and described a recent case
with which he had been involved. Perhaps a solution might be a rule that the

carrier was not obligated to honor a bill of lading that was more than, for
example, six months old.

Mr. Alcantara disagreed, and expressed the view that no rule was
necessary. "Delivery" must be a lawful delivery.

Prof. Zunarelli agreed with most of Mr. Diamond's views. It was his
impression that a solution will be very difficult if the market requires
documents having the characteristics of a bill of lading. If the market finds
these problems too great, then it will find another solution (such as electronic
commerce or sea waybills).
Mr. Chandler disagreed, saying that there are too many problems under

the current system to let the market take care of it. One reason is the
disharmony of national laws that should be harmonized. He suggested that a

solution might be possible drawing on the US law distinction between a
negotiable bill of lading and a straight bill of lading.
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Prof. Gorton wondered if it might be time to do away with negotiable
bills of lading. Would the trading community accept that? In may trades, a
negotiable bill of lading is unnecessary. In certain ports, the custom of the port

does not require surrender of the bill of lading. Is it time to eliminate
negotiability?

Mr. von Ziegler expressed sympathy with much of what has been said,
even though it was conflicting, but thought it might be possible to reconcile
some of the interests. The trade should be responsible for the risks created by

the lack of a bill of lading at the place of destination. It would be an
unreasonable burden to require the carrier to track down the holder of the bill
of lading. Perhaps the shipper could instruct the carrier to deliver the goods to
the notify party. This instruction will have to be put in to the document itself,
and of course it would destroy the concept of the bill of lading as the key to the
warehouse.
Mr. Hooper's suggestion that the carrier have no liability after a certain

time period is most interesting. That would put a limit on the letters of
indemnity. The main problem of letters of indemnity is not the actual risk
taken. That is a commercial risk that a lot of people, including banks, take. The

main problem is that you pile up those letters of indemnity and you do not

know how to write them off in your books because they are still open
obligations. Because there is a theory that misdelivery displaces the time bar,
we can not solve the problem that way. It would make a lot of people happy to
solve it this way.
Mr. Chandler mentioned that the Uniform Customs and Practices for
Documentary Credits (ICC pub. no. 500) ("UCP 500") allows trade in waybills

and straight documents. Theoretically, there is no reason a straight bill of
lading could not be used even when the parties are financing or negotiating the
document. That could be one solution if we eliminate the historical negotiable
bill of lading. In fact, we have addressed these procedures for electronic bills
of lading.
Mr. von Ziegler objected that there are still trades that rely on negotiable
bills of lading.

Mr. Chandler replied that in actual practice, no one follows that
anymore. No one knows what the documents really say.
Mr. Diamond observed that we would need a much clearer definition as
to who is entitled to delivery under waybills and how the instructions can be
changed. In particular, we need a much clearer definition of the circumstances

in which the shipper can transfer the right to redirect the goods so that it is
perfectly clear, as a matter of law, that once the bank is named as the person to

whom the goods were to be delivered then the shipper could not alter the
instructions.

Mr. Chandler replied that there is a very tight set of rules for electronic
documents in the 1990 CMI rules.
Mr. Beare noted that those rules apply only by contract.
Mr. Chandler suggested that those same procedures could be used more
widely.

Prof. van del- Ziel proposed a typical hypothetical case that he felt well
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presented the issues under discussion. An oil shipment is sold by a producer on
an FOB basis to a buyer. Subsequently, there are a few more FOB sales before
an FOB buyer charters a vessel, and then sells the oil to further buyers on a CIF

basis. The charterer is the contractual counterpart of the carrier, but the
charterer instructs the carrier to issue the bill of lading to the first FOB seller,
the producer of the oil, who is mentioned as the shipper in the bill of lading.
The producer and not the charterer is thus able to indorse the bill of lading. The
producer has sold the oil under a one-month credit, but the vessel's voyage
takes only a week.

The problem is the structure of the trade. The trade wants to have the
security of the bill of lading. The first FOB seller retains the bill of lading as

security until he is paid a month later. The trade wants to take away one
function of the bill of lading, (i.e., the legitimization of its holder as the person
entitled to the goods when they arrive at the discharge port) but retain another
function (i. e. , negotiability), which is based on the function that has been taken
away. That is the core of the problem. It is also why the waybill avenue is not a
proper solution. It remains the fact that the voyage is shorter than the credit.

Making a rule that the liability of the carrier ceases after a certain period of
time is a solution to only a minor part of the problem.
The innocent third party's rights always prevail over the rights of the
possessor of goods. But the "innocent third party" may not always be so
innocent. A buyer knows the custom of the trade.
The meeting adjourned for lunch at 1:00, and reconvened at 2:25.
Mr. Chandler disagreed with Prof. van der Ziel's suggestion. He argued
that most tanker bills of lading are not financed, and that one cannot generalize

Brent practice to the Middle East or West Africa. In any event, these are all
charterparty cases. Liner trades are different, which is where we need to
concentrate and where most of problems arise. It is much easier to divert a
couple of containers than a supertanker full of oil.
Mr. Beare invited Mr. von Ziegler to lead the discussion on the Working
Group's sixth issue.
Mr. von Ziegler set out a number of questions for the International SubCommittee to consider:
1.
What is typically the content and nature of the right of disposal?

2.
3.

4.

Sometimes it is the right to ask the carrier to stop delivery of goods;
this corresponds to the sales contract right of stoppage in transit.
Sometimes it is the right to change the place of delivery.
Sometimes (typically in the sea waybill context) it is the right to
require delivery to someone other than the named consignee.
Sometimes it is the right to negotiate a change in the contract of
carriage.
Who is the holder of these rights?
It starts with the contractual shipper, although this may change.
When and how may this right of disposal be transferred?
In answering this question, we may need to distinguish among the
bill of lading, the sea waybill, and the electronic document.
What are the conditions to use the right of disposal?
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They will not be the same as the conditions to enforce delivery.
We will need to face issues such as costs and indemnities.
How do we deal with the situation when it is impossible to follow
the new instructions?
5. When does the right end?
The obvious answer is on delivery.
What if the carrier wants to receive instructions but is unable to find
the person entitled to give instructions?
Is the carrier bound to follow instructions? Or is this just the start of
contract negotiations? Is stoppage in transit exercising a right under
the contract, or a renegotiation of the contract (to which the carrier
must consent)?
Mr. von Ziegler invited comments on the first question.
Prof. van der Ziel noted that the contract of carriage is part of a whole
series of transactions. A sales contract may be involved, an insurance contract,
a financing contract, and so on. The right to give instructions primarily flows

from needs based on the sales contract. The carrier should follow those
instructions that flow from the parties' rights in the underlying sales contract.
The seller must be able to stop goods in transit. On the other hand, there may
be instructions that have nothing to do \vith the goods. Carriers should not be
bound to follow such instructions, but should be subject to agreement with the
carrier (including agreement as to the costs involved). In terms of who has the
right to give instructions, it is either the shipper (for a waybill) or the holder of
the full set of bills of lading (for a negotiable bill of lading).

Mr. von Ziegler asked how we should handle the case in which no
transport document has been issued. Should the carrier follow the shipper's
instructions until someone demands delivery?
Mr. de Orchis clarified that the shipper would be the party who made
booking.
Mr. Diamond observed that under English law the shipper would not lose
its rights until delivery has actually taken place.
Mr. von Ziegler explained that under civil law, a third party beneficiary
such as the consignee can enforce the contract earlier. Once the consignee has
requested delivery, the carrier cannot refused based on new instructions from
the shipper.

Prof. van der Ziel agreed with Mr. Diamond, despite his being from a
civil law country. You need to distinguish between acquiring the right to claim

the goods from controlling the goods. The consignee could be a non-paying
buyer.

Prof. Zunarelli thought that the civil law position was well-summarized
by Mr. von Ziegler. The rationale is that the seller is relieved of the obligation
to deliver the goods upon delivery to the carrier. The buyer might already have
paid for the goods. You must find an adequate way to protect both interests.
Once the goods arrive at their destination and the consignee makes a demand
for delivery, the shipper loses the right to control them.

Mr. von Ziegler suggested that Prof. Zunarelli's rationale was rather
theoretical because he had a free on board transaction in mind (that being the
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traditional sales contract under the civil law). That would mean that the buyer

has control of the transportation anyway, and thus does not need a right of
disposal.
The Vienna Sales Convention, article 71(2), permits the seller to stop the

goods in transit even if the buyer has a document entitling him to obtain
possession. Of course this only establishes rights between the seller and the

buyer. But if we accept Prof. van der Ziel's suggestion that the right of
disposal should mirror the sales contract, then this suggests that we should also
accept the right of stoppage in transit.
A carrier coming into the port will need instructions from the consignee

regarding, for example, which warehouse to use. So there will be sensible
instructions from the consignee, but on very limited points. The consignee is
not able to change the contract, or avoid stoppage in transit. But he certainly
should provide information on how he wants the goods to be delivered. So
maybe we need a differentiation here. Perhaps the civil law system can be
abandoned, but we need to retain a flexible view of how we will draft that. In
some circumstances, the carrier will be allowed to receive instruction from the
consignee.

Moving to the other extreme, the bill of lading, we face different
questions. When does shipper's right of disposal pass to the consignee? On
transfer of one copy of the bill of lading?

Mr. de Orchis recalled that, in the questionnaire, one of the first
questions was whether the sales and carriage contracts should mirror each
other. The Maritime Law Association of the United States replied that there
was no basis for having the two tied together. The carrier should not have to
keep track of the sales contract. The problem may not be so bad in the straight
bill of lading context, but when the bill of lading is negotiable there may be
unknown third parties who have rights in the goods subjecting the carrier to
unreasonable commercial risks if the shipper gives instructions.
Mr. von Ziegler replied that we must very clearly separate two things. One

is the method by which this right is transferred. The other issue is how we
ensure that the carrier is not doing something wrong in obeying the instructions.
That raises the issue of the conditions that must be met when a holder of the bill
of lading gives an instruction. The general rule is that the holder must have the

full set of original bills of lading to give instructions. In that case, there is
practically no danger of harming anybody else. There might be many sellers in
this chain, but only one of them has the tools to stop the goods.

Mr. Chandler observed that in the commercial bill of lading there is a
significant practice developed for "notify parties," but nowhere in any rules is
the function of the notify party defined. Perhaps the function of the notify party

should be the same as the consignee's on a straight bill of lading or sea
waybillthe party to whom the carrier should give notice unless the carrier is
informed otherwise.
Mr. von Ziegler agreed that there should be a greater role for the notify
party. In the electronic context, the carrier always knows where the holder is,
but with a paper bill of lading the carrier's best information is often the notify
party.
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Mr. Diamond wondered how effective a model the CMI Rules would be
in practice.
Mr.Alcantara expressed the view that Mr. von Ziegler is proceeding too
quickly. He agreed that every copy of the bill of lading must be collected before
instructions can be given. He doubted that the bill of lading holder could give

instructions to the carrier in mid-voyage, or change the conditions of the
voyage.

Mr. von Ziegler referred to his earlier explanation in which he
distinguished cases where the holder's right is to give instructions that the
carrier is bound to follow from cases where the holder's right is to negotiate
with the carrier.
Prof. van der Ziel sought to clarify the position as to sea waybills. In the

course of the drafting of the CMI Uniform Rules for Sea Waybills, 1999, a
proposal to make the right of control transferable during the voyage was voted

down. It was felt that the CMI should give a few rules for a simple nonnegotiable maritime document and not for a document that could replace a bill
of lading for all purposes. Thus the shipper could transfer the right of control
to the consignee not later than the carrier's receipt of the goods. That was the
system adopted after a lot of discussion.
Mr. von Ziegler predicted that we would need to discuss the issue again,
now that we are taking a more global perspective. At the moment, however, we
are just opening discussion on these topics.

Mr. von Ziegler referred back to his earlier questions, and focused the

discussion on the sixth question: "What if the carrier wants to receive
instructions but is unable to find the person entitled to give instructions?"
Mr. Chandler felt that this was too much an artificial question.
Prof. van der Ziel disagreed. The question is not artificial. The carrier
may not know to whom to deliver, and must seek instructions from the shipper.
Mr. von Ziegler replied that the shipper may be long out of the chain.
Mr. Rossignol countered that this is not a problem for carrier, who can
still look to shipper.

Mr. von Ziegler concluded that the remaining questions could be
deferred until the next meeting of the International Sub-Committee.

Mr. Beare reminded the International Sub-Committee that the next
meeting will be held 6-7 April, in London. Delegates wishing to make further

contributions in writing on any of the topics should do so before the next
Working Group meeting on 9-10 March.*

The meeting adjourned at 3:30.

No further contributions or submissions were received before the next Working Group meeting.
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REPORT OF THE SECOND MEETING OF THE INTERNATIONAL
SUB-COlVEVIITTEE ON ISSUES OF TRANSPORT LAW
THE BALTIC EXCHANGE,
LONDON 6TH AND 7TH APRIL 2000

Present: Patrick J.S. Griggs (President of the CMI)
Alexander von Ziegler (Secretary General of the CMI)
Stuart N. Beare (Chairman of the International Sub-Committee)
Prof. Michael E Sturley (Rapporteur)
Prof. Lars Gorton (Sweden; member of the Working Group)
Sean Harrington (member of the Working Group)
Paul Koronka (member of the Working Group)
Prof. Gertjan van der Ziel (The Netherlands; member of the Working
Group)
Prof. Avv. Stefano Zunarelli (Italy; member of the Working Group)
Barry Oland (Canada)
Uffe Lind Rasmussen (Denmark)
Prof. Tomotaka Fujita (Japan)
Karl-Johan Gombrii (Norway)
Francisco Got-1i (Spain)

Anthony Diamond Q.C. (UK)
Vincent M. De Orchis (USA)
Chester D. Hooper (USA)
George F. Chandler, III (USA)
Kay Pysden (FIATA)
Viviane Schiavi (ICC)
Linda Howlett (International Chamber of Shipping)
Sara Burgess (International Group of P&I Clubs)
Hugh Hurst (International Group of P&I Clubs)
Christopher White (IUMI)

Mr. Beare called the meeting to order at 10:13 a.m. on Thursday, 8th
April. He began by introducing Christopher White of IUMI and Viviane

Schiavi of the ICC, who were attending on behalf of their respective
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organizations for the first time. Mr. Beare then circulated a letter from Dr. Le
Garrec, who was unable to attend the meeting but who had comments for the
International Sub-Committee's consideration.
The report of the International Sub-Committee's first meeting in January
was approved as distributed, subject to individual corrections (which should be
sent directly to the Rapporteur by mid-May).
Mr. Diamond indicated that he had some corrections to make.
Mr. Beare noted that the reports of each meeting will be published in the

CMI Yearbook (as is customary on CMI projects). All of the delegates in
Singapore will accordingly have a full record of the prior work on the subject,

even if they have been unable to attend the International Sub-Committee's
meetings.
Mr. von Ziegler commented on how important it is to have a track record
of what has been discussed. It is also a way to prepare for future meetings.
Mr. Beare turned to the agenda paper for the present meeting. This time,

the Working Group tried to present more concrete proposals than at the first
meeting. We hope that the International Sub-Committee will review this paper
and refine it, so that an outline of an instrument can begin to take shape by the
next meeting in July. Every issue will remain open for the time being. Indeed,
everything will be open to reconsideration in Singapore.
The next meeting has been tentatively scheduled for New York (hosted by
Mr. Hooper at the offices of Haight Gardner Holland & Knight ), on July 7th8th, immediately after the UNCITRAL/CMI Colloquium (which will be held
on July 6th at the United Nations Headquarters). The final pre-Singapore
meeting is tentatively scheduled for mid-October, but the details are still to be
arranged.
Mr. Beare explained that individual members of the Working Group had
taken primary responsibility for preparing each of the sections of the agenda

paper. He therefore turned the meeting over to Prof. Sturley, who had
prepared the material for the first topic, "Description of the Goods in the
Transport Document."

Prof. Sturley explained that the first section consisted of a series of
fourteen propositions and explanatory commentary. These propositions were
not intended to be draft provisions, or even to correspond to draft provisions.
The hope is that each proposition isolates an issue for discussion so that the
International Sub-Committee can reach tentative conclusions to permit the
work to go forward.
Prof. Sturley summarized proposition 1.1 (which declares the principle
that the carrier, after it receives the goods, must issue a transport document if
the shipper requests one), and opened the subject for discussion.
Mr. Diamond wondered whether this was broad enough to accommodate
electronic documents.
Prof. Sturley explained that there has been no attempt to draft definitions
yet, but that his intent was to include electronic documents within proposition
1.1,

Mr. Chandler noted that the EDI Working Group will eventually review
this group's work to ensure consistency with their efforts.
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Mr. von Ziegler added that the EDI Working Group is "on hold" for the
time being, waiting for us. It will resume work when we have material for them
to discuss.

Mr. Chandler explained that, at the moment, electronic documents are
just informational. No one has attempted to have "negotiable" electronic
documents yet, but presumably commerce will move in that direction in due
course.

Mr. Diamond expressed hesitation about requiring a carrier to issue
anything that it may be unprepared to issue. Some carriers, particularly in some
trades, have no capacity to issue transport documents.
Mr. Oland wondered if the existence of non-negotiable documents would

mean that the new instrument would not apply in situations in which a nonnegotiable document had been issued. He wanted to ensure that the issuance of
a non-negotiable document did not become a device for avoiding mandatory
rules.

Prof. Sturley explained that the International Sub-Committee must
decide which rules should be mandatory, and the situations in which they
should be mandatory, but noted his own view that any new convention should
apply to both negotiable transport documents and non-negotiable transport

documents. It may be appropriate to have somewhat different rules for
negotiable and non-negotiable transport documents on some issues. But
issuance of a non-negotiable document should not preclude the application of
the new convention.
Prof. van der Ziel endorsed Mr. Diamond's views. The right to receive
a transport document must be agreed between the two parties. That is most
equitable and efficient.
Mr. Oland had a problem with the notion of "equal bargaining power,"
which he felt does not exist in practice. The Hague Rules and the Hague-Visby
Rules give the shipper a right to demand a bill of lading, and that right should
be preserved.
Mr. von Ziegler suggested that a shipper's right to demand a transport
document might lapse after a certain time, or that a carrier could charge more
if a transport document were issued. Would that solve the problem'?
Mr. Chandler saw a possibility for abuse if the carrier could avoid the
regime by not issuing transport documents.
Mr. von Ziegler agreed with Prof. Sturley regarding the scope of the new
instrument.
Mr. Rasmussen wondered why this issue would even be controversial if
the new convention applies to all documents.
Prof. Gorton thought that the stumbling block was the use of the words
"transport document." Maybe we should use a different term.
Mr. Chandler noted that the shipper must get a receipt in any event. The
issue here should be how the parties form a contract.
Mr. Beare cautioned against becoming too tied to the wording. We need
to focus on the concept at the moment.
Prof. Sturley opened the discussion of proposition 1.2 (which focuses 011
the shipper's entitlement, if any, to a negotiable transport document) with the
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observation that most of the issues had already been raised in the discussion of
proposition 1.1. Alternative A declares the principle that the carrier must issue
a negotiable transport document if the shipper demands one, but may issue a

non-negotiable transport document if that is acceptable to the shipper.
Alternative B, in contrast, declares the principle that the carrier and shipper
may expressly or impliedly agree on the type of transport document that the
carrier will issue.
Although alternatives A and B are inconsistent, the International SubCommittee may wish to combine them in some way. For example, alternative
A may be accepted as the general rule but alternative B may be recognized as
an exception in particular trades. Or alternative B may be accepted as the
general rule but alternative A may be recognized as the default rule in the
absence of an express or implied agreement.
Mr. Gombrii proposed that the International Sub-Committee accept the
suggested combination of the two alternatives in which alternative B is the
general rule but alternative A is the default rule in the absence of an express or
implied agreement.

Mr. Rasmussen asked whether this combination would allow for a
custom of the trade to be recognized as an implied agreement, and argued that
it should.
Prof. Sturley turned to proposition 1.3. which declares the principle that
a transport document must describe the apparent order and condition of the

goods at the time the carrier receives them from the shipper. Although the
courts in some countries have departed from this principle, it simply confirms
the understanding that is clearly expressed in the travaux préparatoires of the
Hague Rules and carried forward in subsequent international conventions.
Mr. Diamond responded that "the devil is in the details." What is meant
by "apparent?" What are "the goods''? For example, with containerized goods
does the carrier need to look inside the container or is it sufficient to describe
the container itself? A carrier should not be required to do more than is possible.

Mr. de Orchis asked if committee notes would accompany the draft.

Mr. Beare replied that be anticipated having an accompanying
commentary. The length of the commentary might depend on the degree of the
consensus achieved.
Mr. Chandler mentioned that the UNCITRAL method is consistent with
the method here, with an active record of each meeting.
Mr. Beare added that the UNCITRAL report for this summer's meeting
certainly relies heavily OH the past record.
Mr. von Ziegler felt that Mr. Diamond had identified two problems that
we should try to solve in the text, and not leave to the commentary.
Prof. Sturley began the discussion of proposition 1.4, which declares the

principle that a transport document must generally show the leading marks
necessary for identification of the goods as furnished in writing by the shipper.

The main issue for discussion was whether the shipper must furnish this
inforniation in writing before the carrier receives the goods, or whether it is
sufficient to furnish the information before the carrier issues the transport
document.
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Mr. Chandler conceded that the shipper must furnish the leading marks
before the carrier receives the goods.
Mr. Rasmussen agreed with Mr. Chandler. The carrier needs the marks
in advance of receiving the goods.
Prof. Sturley turned to proposition 1.5, which declares the principle that

a transport document must generally show the number of packages, the
number of pieces, the quantity, and the weight as furnished in writing by the
shipper. Two main issues require some discussion: First, must the transport
document include all of the information furnished by the shipper (e.g. the
number of pieces and the weight), or is it sufficient to include at least one of
the items on the list (e.g., the number of pieces or the weight)? Second, must
the shipper furnish the information in writing before the carrier receives the
goods, or is it sufficient to furnish the information before the carrier issues the
transport document? (This second issue is substantially the same as the issue
that we just resolved in our discussion of proposition 1.4.)
Mr. Oland argued that the carrier must give both the number and the

weight if the shipper furnishes the information in writing. In some
circumstances, the shipper may need to have both on the transport document.
Mr. Hooper agreed that the carrier must give whatever information the
shipper furnishes, but added that the carrier should be entitled to qualify the
information on the transport document, if appropriate, under the subsequent
propositions (that have not yet been discussed).
Prof. Sturley, turning to the second main issue that he had raised, asked

whether there was also a consensus here that the shipper must provide the
information in advance (as we had agreed in our discussion of proposition 1.4).
[No one present disagreed with this suggestion.]

Mr. Diamond, returning to the first issue, asked whether the shipper
needs both the number of pieces and the weight. If document shows the
number of packages, why is it necessary to include the weight? He expressed
concern with placing too great a burden on the carrier.

Mr. Chandler explained that "quasi-bulk" cargoes are shipped in
packages, but on a weight basis.
Mr. Rasmussen noted that the Hamburg Rules require both, but he felt
that this was not always appropriate (e.g., in the brick trade). The requirement
should be to show the number of pieces and the weight, but not the "quantity"
and the weight.

Mr. Diamond suggested that this issue only arises if the transport
document is in the hands of a third party when the carrier is held liable for
something that is not its fault. He saw why the carrier should give one piece of
information or the other, but wondered why both were necessary.
Mr. Oland expressed concern that the carrier might not show the weight
on the transport document, as this was important for purposes of calculating
the limitation amount. The carrier should want to know the weight for safety,
too.

Mr. Hooper agreed that the carrier will want to know the weight for
safety purposes, and added that the subsequent propositions deal with Mr.
Diamond's concern.
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Mr. de Orchis thought that the troubling issue was identifying the
number of packages. He wondered whether the "package" would be the
smallest countable unit.
The meeting adjourned for coffee at 11:30, and reconvened at 11:50.
Prof. Sturley turned to proposition 1.6, which notes an exception to the
general principle of propositions 1.4 and 1.5. Under proposition 1.6, the carrier
need not show the leading marks, or the number of packages or pieces, or the

quantity or weight of the cargo, if the carrier has no reasonable means of
checking the information furnished by the shipper.
This proposition carries forward the proviso to article 3(3) of the Hague
Rules and article 16(1) of the Hamburg Rules. It also clarifies the meaning of
-reasonable means of checking," stating that a "reasonable means of checking"
must be not only physically practical but also commercially reasonable, and
giving the example that opening a sealed container or unloading a container to
inspect the contents would not be commercially reasonable.
Proposition 1.6 differs from the Hague Rules and the Hamburg Rules by
eliminating the language excusing the carrier from including the otherwise
required information when there are reasonable grounds for suspecting that the
information furnished by the shipper does not accurately represent the goods.

The consensus of the International Sub-Committee at its first meeting
appeared to be that when the carrier has reasonable grounds for suspecting that

the information furnished by the shipper does not accurately represent the
goods, the carrier is obligated to check the information if it has a reasonable
means of doing so. Thus the carrier would be excused from including the
otherwise required information only when there is no reasonable means of
checking it. The reasonable suspicion exception is accordingly redundant.

Mr. Diamond noted that this proposition does not tell us what is
"apparent."

Mr. Oland complained that the regime is set up so that the carrier need
only show "one container." The carrier may say, "we cannot reasonably check
the contents of the container." But the container is functionally a part of the
ship. The carrier could check the contents, for example, by sending a checker
to observe loading, or by opening the container on the dock. The carrier does
not want to do that. An artful drafter of a bill of lading will seek to avoid almost

all liability. Where does that leave the consignee and its underwriter? Will
limitation be based on one container?
Mr. Beare responded that a discussion of liability means a consideration
of risk allocation. It is in everyone's interest to allocate risk as efficiently as
possible. In any event, liability will be on the agenda at the International SubCommittee's next meeting in New York.
Mr. Chandler argued that it would be unacceptable to permit a carrier to

escape liability for one hundred packages by describing the cargo as "one
container."
Mr. Harrington replied that such a case would not arise in practice. A bill
of lading showing "one container" is commercially unacceptable.

Mr. Rasmussen suggested that proposition 1.6 must be read in
conjunction with proposition 1.8 ( w-hich permits a carrier to qualify the
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description of the goods). Maybe the rule should be that the carrier must
include the details furnished by the shipper, but may then qualify the
description of the goods.
Mr. Diamond noted that containerized shipments only work when there
is some record of the number of packages inside the container. The container
should not be the basis for limitation, but the number of packages should not
be conclusive evidence.
Mr. Beare asked whether the International Sub-Committee accepted Mr.
Rasmussen's suggestion as the grounds for proceeding?

Mr. Oland commented that the agenda paper sets up a prima facie
standard for determining whether there had been a reasonable means of
checking.
Mr. Fujita agreed with Mr. Oland. He mentioned a hypothetical case in
which there is a strange sound when the carrier moves a container. If the carrier
has reason to suspect that something might be wrong, the carrier should check
the goods.

Mr. Rasmussen agreed with the suggestion to do away with the
"reasonable suspicion" exception.
Mr. Beare asked whether there was a consensus on this point. [No one
present disagreed with the suggestion.]
Prof. Sturley asked whether there was a consensus on Mr. Rasmussen's
suggestion to change the Hague Rules and the Hague-Visby Rules to follow
practice, that is, to require the carrier to provide the particulars furnished by

the shipper, even if that information is then qualified. [No one present
disagreed with 1VIr. Rasmussen's suggestion.]
Prof. Sturley turned to proposition 1.7, which declares the principle that
a transport document is generally prima facie evidence of the carrier's receipt

of the goods as described therein, and is conclusive evidence in some
situations. The troublesome issues for discussion were (1) the type of transport
document that could constitute conclusive evidence in some situations, and
(2) the situations in which an appropriate transport document would constitute

conclusive evidence. On the first issue, it was generally accepted that a
negotiable transport document could constitute conclusive evidence in some
situations. It was less clear whether a nonnegotiable transport document could
also constitute conclusive evidence in some situations. On the second issue, it
was generally accepted that a transport document would constitute conclusive
evidence when it was duly transferred to a third party acting in good faith. It
was less clear whether a transport document would constitute conclusive
evidence when a third party acting in good faith had paid value or otherwise
altered its position in reliance on the description of the goods in the transport
document.
Mr. Chandler, addressing the first issue, felt that either a negotiable or
non-negotiable transport document could constitute conclusive evidence.

Negotiability relates to the "document of title" function, and has nothing
whatsoever to do with the receipt function.
Mr. Harrington asked whether we faced the question of who is claimant.
The carrier should be able to prove the truth against the original shipper.
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Mr. Hooper suggested that the issue is not negotiability but reliance.
Furthermore, a carrier can protect itself with appropriate clauses in the
transport document.
Mr. Diamond saw a link between two questions. With a non-negotiable
document, it is harder to have a third party relying on the document. But if a

third party is entitled to rely on a non-negotiable document, the carrier has
enough other protection.
Mr. Beare proposed that there might be a presumption of reliance in
cases of negotiable documents.
Mr. Diamond disagreed with that idea.
Mr. Chandler pointed out that the Uniform Customs and Practices for
Documentary Credits and INCOTERMS already allow third parties to rely on
nonnegotiable documents.

Mr. White felt that the transport document's evidence should be
conclusive only in cases of reliance.

Ms. Pysden observed that the exception expressed in proposition 1.9
(which gives effect to qualifying clauses in transport documents) will limit the
extent of otherwise conclusive evidence.

Prof. Sturiey asked if there was a consensus for the proposition that
negotiability does not matter, but that the conclusiveness of the evidence
should depend on the extent of a third party's reliance.
Mr. von Ziegler asked if a document is not negotiable, how can a third
party rely on it. He added that a sea waybill is only a receipt.
Mr. Rasmussen warned that the International Sub-Committee should be

careful before extending a new regime to sea waybills. We do not apply
estoppel to sea waybills, and there are good reasons for this rule. But this is a
practical, not a legal, rationale.
Mr. Chandler posed a hypothetical: If a carrier issued a sea waybill for
two pieces of damaged machinery, showing no damage on the document, could
the consignee rely on the statement in the document that showed no damage?

Mr. Rasmussen replied that the consignee could not rely on the sea
waybill.

Prof. van der Ziel agreed that he also had difficulty with reliance in this
situation. There are many third-party holders who do not rely on a bill of
lading. They rely on the purchase contract. This regime may extend and restrict
the current system.
Mr. Chandler explained that under United States law, a lack of reliance
would be a problem even with a negotiable bill of lading.
Mr. Rasmussen declared his support for the reliance principle, but would
also require the transfer of a bill of lading.

[After extensive debate concerning the negotiability distinction; no
consensus was reached, and the issue was noted for further discussion later.]
Prof. Sturley turned to proposition 1.8, which would permit the carrier to
include a clause in the transport document to qualify a description that could

have been omitted entirely under proposition 1.6. He suggested that the
International Sub-Committee had fully discussed and resolved this issue in its
discussion of proposition 1.6.
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Ms. Pysden thought that it would be risky to list examples of permissible
qualifying clauses.

[No one present disagreed with the suggestion, based on the prior
discussion of proposition 1.6, to permit qualifying clauses.]
Prof. Sturley turned to proposition 1.9, which states the principle that the

transport document will not constitute prima facie or conclusive evidence
when a qualifying clause is "effective," except to the extent that the description

of the goods is not limited by the clause. Prof. Sturley explained that the
exception meant simply that if only one part of a description is qualified, the
qualification would not apply to other parts of the description. Suppose, for
example, that the description in the transport document gave the number of
packages and the weight of the cargo, and a qualifying clause applied only to

the weight. Then the statement of the number of packages ( which is not
affected by a qualifying clause regarding the weight) would still constitute
prima facie or conclusive evidence to the same extent as if the qualifying
clause had not been included in the transport document. [No one present
disagreed with this proposition.]
Prof. Sturley then turned to proposition 1.10, which states the principle
that a qualifying clause with respect to non-containerized goods is effective
whenever the carrier can show that it had no reasonable means of checking the
shipper's information that is subject to the clause.
Mr. Rasmussen thought that proposition 1.10 was superfluous.

Mr. Oland asked if a carrier could define itself out of the obligation to
weigh the goods under proposition 1.10.

Prof. Sturley replied that proposition 1.10 established an objective
standard that turned on whether the carrier has a reasonable means of checking
the weight of the goods.
Mr. von Ziegler foresaw that any problems would be the same as under
current law.

Mr. Koronka commented that the shipper's and carrier's weights never
agree for bulk cargo. He suggested that the carrier might be required to list
both weights on the transport document.

Mr. de Orchis asked where the burden of proof would be placed
respecting the opportunity to inspect.
Mr. Diamond felt that it is risky to put the burden on the carrier, because
it is always difficult for the carrier to carry the burden.

Prof. van der Ziel explained that in many charterparties, the carrier is
obliged to use the shipper's agent, who is entitled to issue bills of lading in
accordance with mate's receipts. Often the agent issues bills of lading with the
"true weight" of the cargo, which is higher than that shown on the mate's
receipts.
Prof. Sturley turned to proposition 1.11, which states the princip/e that a

qualifying clause with respect to containerized goods (except for a clause
concerning the weight of the goods) is effective whenever (a) the carrier can
show that it had no reasonable means of checking the information furnished by

the shipper that is subject to the clause, and (b) the carrier delivers the
container intact and undamaged with the seal intact and undamaged.
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Mr. Rasmussen noted that requirement (b) is controversial. If a container

is damaged, then the qualifying clause is ineffective. He wondered how
damaged the container must be for this exception to apply.

Mr. Diamond agreed with Mr. Rasmussen's objection. He saw no
logical connection between the prima facie value of the transport document
and the existence of damage to the container.
Mr. Hooper proposed that the carrier should still be able to dispute the
description in the transport document, but that it should constitute prima facie
evidence.

[No one present disagreed with Mr. Hooper's solution.]
Prof. Sturley turned to proposition 1.12, which states the principle that a
qualifying clause with respect to the weight of containerized goods is effective
only if (a) the clause states explicitly
and accurately
that the carrier has
not weighed the container, and (b) the carrier delivers the container intact and
undamaged with the seal intact and undamaged.

Mr. Harrington noted that it is often impossible to get an accurate
weight. For example, the container may be covered with ice and snow.

Mr. Diamond reiterated that requirement (b) was a problem in this
proposition, too.
Prof. van der Ziel wondered what "explicitly" meant. Would it be enough
to include a statement in the boilerplate clauses of the transport document?

Prof. Sturley replied that a pre-printed clause would be acceptable in
theory, but it would not be effective to say simply "weight unknown," or to
include a clause declaring that the carrier had not weighed the container if in
fact the container had been weighed.
Prof. Sturley turned to proposition 1.13, which states the principle that a

carrier must include a statement of the weight of the container without
qualification if the shipper and the carrier agreed in writing prior to the
shipment that the container would be weighed and the weight would be
recorded on the transport document. Proposition 1.13 also clarifies that, in the

absence of such a prior agreement, the carrier may include an appropriate
qualifying clause concerning the weight of the container without regard to
whether the carrier had a reasonable means of weighing the container.

Mr. Diamond wondered whether this proposition might be too
complicated.

Prof. Sturley turned to proposition 1.14, which states the principle that
no qualifying clause will be effective if a person relying on the description of
the goods in the transport document can show that the carrier did not act in
good faith when issuing the transport document. Including a qualifying phrase

that is known to be inaccurate or including a qualifying phrase when the
description of the goods is known to be inaccurate would be examples of
failing to act in good faith.

Mr. Harrington wondered whether this proposition might be too
complicated.

Mr. Rasmussen commented that the Hamburg Rules distinguish general
reservations from specific reservations: He did not read this proposition to say
anything about specific reservations, such as "the plates were stained."
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Prof. van der Ziel had some difficulties with this proposition. He felt that
the shipper should also be required to act in good faith.

Prof. Gorton suggested that it was not feasible to cover all of the
possibilities in our draft. There are too many qualifications and exceptions. He
asked if it would be better to say some rules apply in only certain contexts?
Mr. Beare proposed that we should try to deal with the general issues at
this point. When representatives of the trade tell us that they have particular
perhaps by applying some rules only
problems, then we will deal with them
in a certain context.
He proposed that the International Sub-Committee appoint Prof. Sturley

and Prof. van der Ziel to serve as a drafting committee, but postponed
discussion of this proposal for the time being.
The meeting adjourned for lunch at 1:30, and reconvened at 2:20.

Mr. Beare invited Prof. Zunarelli to lead the discussion on the second
topic in the agenda paper, "Transport Documents."
Prof. Zunarelli began with topic 2.1, "Date on the bill of lading." At the
first meeting in January, the International Sub-Committee discussed the need
to date the transport document. The consensus at the first meeting was that an
undated transport document would still be valid. Prof. Zunarelli summarized
the issues raised in the agenda paper.

Mr. Beare noted that the first issue is whether the transport document
should be dated. He asked if there was a consensus that the transport document
should have at least one date. [No one present disagreed with this suggestion.]
He then asked if there was a consensus that the transport document would
be valid even without a date. [No one present disagreed with this suggestion.]
Finally, he noted that the Working Group had proposed that the date on

the transport document will be presumed to be the date of completion of
loading. He sought the views of the International Sub-Committee on this
proposal.

Prof. van der Ziel replied that the answer depends on the type of
transport document. A "shipped" bill of lading justifies this presumption, but
not a "received for shipment" bill of lading.
Mr. de Orchis wondered why it would not be appropriate to give both
dates.

Mr. Diamond suggested what he saw as a simple drafting solution to this
problem: "Unless the document states that the date refers to the date of issue
of the transport document, the date shall be presumed to be either the date of

completion of loading or the date that the carrier receives the goods for
shipment, depending on the nature of the document (that is, as a "shipped" or
a "received for shipment" transport document)."

Mr. Beare, turning to section 2.1.2.3 of the agenda paper ("the
consequences of the indication of a false date in the bill of lading"), suggested
that a uniform solution appeared unlikely on this issue.
Prof. Zunarelli agreed that there is no uniformity on this point, and that
it seems impossible to achieve a consensus.
Ms. Pysden thought that the consequences should depend on whether the
false date is intentional, negligent, or simply mistaken.
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Mr. Diamond argued that we ought to try to draft something. It may turn
out to be impossible, as it is a difficult area. He noted that when we get into
fraudulent errors, we face tort law possibilities. Negligent misrepresentation
could also lead to tort remedies.
Mr. Oland asked where would sanctions go.
Mr. Diamond replied that there might be an open-ended right to claim

damages (without a right to limit liability) in the case of a fraudulent
misrepresentation.

Mr. Oland asked whether this would effect a subsequent holder of the
transport document.

Mr. Diamond replied that the subsequent holder may have a cause of
action for the loss of the right to reject the documents.

Mr. de Orchis noted that the shipper should already know when the
goods were delivered to the carrier, and thus should not have been deceived by
an incorrect date.

Mr. Gombrii suggested that the International Sub-Committee should
equally consider every error in the bill of lading.
Prof. Gorton wondered what sort of penalty we were discussing. Is this

a question of liability rules, for example? Or are we discussing a criminal
penalty?
Mr. Beare announced that the Working Group will revisit this issue, but
sought the International Sub-Committee's further guidance.
Mr. Hooper suggested that the issuance of a letter of indemnity could be
evidence of collusion between the carrier and the shipper.

Mr. Beare responded that this was not always the case. There may be a
good faith commercial dispute justifying the issuance of a letter of indemnity.

Prof. Zunarelli suggested that if the carrier is aware of the falsity and
takes a letter of indemnity as a result, then the right to limit liability should be
lost.

Prof. van der Ziel reminded the International Sub-Committee that the
time bar may also be an issue here.
Prof. Zunarelli, turning to section 2.2 ("Signature"), summarized article
23(a)(ii) of the Uniform Customs and Practices for Documentary Credits and
article 14 of the Hamburg Rules. He noted that the principal issues here are
(1 ) the effects of a transport document signed by alalsus procurator and (2) the
acceptable means of signing the transport document.
Mr. Rasmussen declared that the first issue Valsits procurator) is much
more difficult. There may be coercion, for example. We cannot deal with the
issue piecemeal.
Mr. Gm-1i added that most bills of lading do not identify the vessel owner.
The burden may fall on the wrong party.
Mr. Beare expressed his hesitancy to go deeply into the law of agency.
Prof. Berlingieri's International Sub-Committee on Uniformity of the Law of
Carriage of Goods by Sea addressed some of this.
Mr. Gombrii raised the choice of law issue.
Mr. Diamond responded that any law mentioned should be international.

Mr. de Orchis wondered whether the International Sub-Committee
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should also address the presence or absence of the shipper's signature on the
transport document. Does this impact New York Convention rights?
Mr. Beare, continuing to section 2.3 ("Identification of the carrier"),
gave a general introduction to the problems addressed.
Mr. Rasmussen observed that in many cases it is very difficult to say who
is in fact the contractual carrier. He felt that the issue had been more or less
settled in Prof. Berlingieri's International Sub-Committee.
Mr. Beare reviewed the propositions expressed in Prof. Berlingieri's
report.
Mr. Diamond announced that the British Maritime Law Association was
comfortable with this formulation.
Mr. Beare asked what should happen if there is no identity of carrier
clause in the transport document.

Prof. Zunarelli proposed reversing the approach. If the transport
document is a document of title, then the name of the carrier must be listed on
the document.
Mr. Rasmussen argued that we should not define who is the contracting

carrier. If we adopt Prof. Berlingieri's International Sub-Committee's
approach, we may be left with a registered owner who has no connection with
the transaction. Usually it is not that difficult to identify who is the carrier.

Mr. Oland expressed his concern with losing the ability to sue the
registered owner, noting that it is important to have rights against the ship in
rem.

Prof. Zunarelli reiterated that the point is, "who is contracting carrier?"
when the transport document does not specify the answer.
Mr. Rasmussen noted that the issue would not be that important if there
is joint liability between the contracting carrier and the performing carrier.
Mr. von Ziegler stressed that this is a very annoying problem in practice.

If the claimant starts with the registered owner, that should lead to the
responsible party.

Prof. van der Ziel agreed that the International Sub-Committee should

try to find a solution to this problem, which he felt could be solved. He
hesitated to look to the registered owner, however. In this connection, he made
two points. (1) In his view, the underlying problem is not with the ship but with

the shipper. The shipper has dealt with another party, and should know the
contracting party with which it has dealt. The claimant should start with the
shipper rather than with the registered owner. (2) Carriers do not want the
name of the ship in the transport document. An airbill does not list the number
of the aircraft. In modern practice, there may be several vessels on single
shipment. Should the name of the feeder vessel be on a bill of lading?
Mr. Oland responded by asking how the consignee can be expected to
know who is the right shipowner if not from the bill of lading.
Mr. Beare announced that the Working Group will proceed to drafting on
this basis, and leave the discussion there.
Mr. Gombrii, seeking clarification, asked if the next draft would retain
the presumption of the registered owner.
Mr. Beare replied that the International Sub-Committee on Uniformity of
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the Law of Carriage of Goods by Sea had left it there.

Prof. Zunarelli introduced section 2.3.2.2 ("the implications, for the
purpose of the identification of the carrier, of a valid incorporation of a charter
party's terms"), which had been distributed as Addendum 1.
Mr. Diamond protested that the general principle of looking to the face

of the transport document was preferable to this proposal, which was
inconsistent. Furthermore, this would be unnecessary if we follow the
approach taken by Prof. Berlingieri's International Sub-Committee.

Mr. Chandler added that some of these situations arise only in the
charterparty case (where no bill of lading is issued to a third party), and are
thus outside the scope of our mandate.
Prof. van der Ziel argued that it would be inconsistent to have different
answers to the problem depending on whether the original shipper or a third
party holder of a transport document is asking the question.
Mr. Diamond observed that the shipper often makes the contract with a
local agent and has no idea who will own the ship. Thus the whole issue may
be completely artificial. The registered owner is thus a convenient default.
Mr. de Orchis proposed a rule that the accurate names of the carrier and
the shipper should be on the transport document.
Mr. Beare remarked that there must still be a rule to apply if the transport
document does not give the accurate names of the carrier and the shipper.
Mr. de Orchis agreed, and suggested that there might be consequences
for misdescribing the identity of the carrier and the shipper, just as there are
consequences for misdescribing the goods.

Mr. Chandler addressed some of the practical difficulties with this
approach.

Mr. Gombrii stressed the need to distinguish whether we are seeking to
hold the contracting carrier or the performing carrier liable.
Mr. Diamond observed that there could be problems with identifying the
performing carrier, as well. He gave the example of a ship on which the goods
are damaged being under a demise charter.
Mr. von Ziegler pointed out that existing conventions refer to the person
employed by the contracting carrier, not to the person who is in possession of
the goods when they are damaged.
Mr. Diamond argued that liability certainly needs to go more than one
level down the line.

Mr. Rasmussen reported that, in the Danish system, the person who
controls the ship is the performing carrier.
Mr. Beare, noting that this question will be on the July agenda and need
not be further discussed here, closed the discussion of section 2.
The meeting adjourned for tea at 3:50, and reconvened at 4:10.
Mr. Beare opened the discussion of section 3 ("Freight"), observing that
on this subject the rules would probably be non-mandatory. He invited Prof.
Gorton to lead the discussion.

Prof. Gorton introduced the general topic; asked whether it should be
what
included as part of the final project; and
if it should be covered
issues should be included.
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Mr. Diamond noted the fundamental difference between "opt-in" and
"opt-out" rules. He felt that many of the issues in this section were interestirig,
but that they were not essential to uniformity. In his view, including them could
jeopardize success of project.

Mr. Chandler posed the question whether this is an area that would be
served by uniformity. He argued that it would. The meaning of a "freight prepaid" bill of lading is one clear example of an issue where more uniformity
would be valuable.

Prof. Gorton opened the discussion of section 3.2 ("When is freight
earned/payable?").

Mr. Hooper proposed the rule that freight is eamed when the contract
performed, but he would permit the parties to agree otherwise.
Mr. Chandler wondered whether freight should be earned on a house-tohouse shipment on the issuance of an inland trucker's receipt.
Mr. Diamond responded that this should be left entirely to national law.

Mr. Oland wondered if there are practical problems that need to be
solved here.

Mr. Chandler replied that carriers issuing bills of lading based on
assumptions accurate under their own laws may not know how problems will
be resolved under the law of the place of delivery.
Mr. de Orchis reported that "freight collect" and "freight pre-paid" bills
of lading raised the biggest problems here.
Mr. von Ziegler added that lien issues are important also here.
Mr. Diamond agreed that it would be important to address when third
parties become liable to pay freight, and perhaps when original shippers are
relieved of their liability.

Mr. Harrington noted that this issue may arise in conjunction with a
general average discussion.
Ms. Howlett shared Mr. von Ziegler's view that we should not abandon
this issue too quickly.

Prof. Sturley expressed the view that there was interest in addressing
these issues to the extent that they affect third parties.

Prof. Gorton opened the discussion of section 3.3 ("Loss of
goods/repayment of prepaid freight").
Mr. Hooper argued that freight should not be returned, but noted that the
value of the freight is implicit in any damage recovery when the carrier is liable
for cargo loss or damage.

Mr. Chandler felt that there should be some threshold that must be
crossed before freight is earned. For example, the rule might be that the goods
must be on board the vessel.

Mr. Oland contended that if something goes wrong with the shipment,
the remedy should be in damages.
Mr. Diamond responded that damages are fine if the carrier is liable for
the loss, but that the situation is different if the carrier is excused from liability
(as, for example, in a force majeure situation).

Mr. Hooper added that the distinction between recovering freight and
recovering damages was also relevant in cases involving limitation of liability.
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It is important to know whether the cargo claimant can recover the freight
charges in addition to the limitation amount.

Prof. Gorton asked whether this was an issue to include in the project.
He thought that perhaps there was a consensus to omit it.
Mr. Diamond agreed that the issue should be left to national law.
Mr. von Ziegler disagreed, arguing that we have an opportunity here to
solve a real problem. The solution could be a model for other regimes.
Mr. Diamond observed that if the solution is non-mandatory, then states
do not need to adopt it as part of a convention.
Mr. von Ziegler rejected this interpretation, declaring that even a nonmandatory solution is part of the convention, although the parties themselves
can contract out of it.
Mr. Beare announced that we would leave this issue to the drafters at this
point. Whether states must adopt any solution that we propose is still a long
way down the road.
Mr. Diamond accepted the point that a solution could provide a useful
precedent in some countries.
Prof. Gorton opened the discussion of section 3.5 ("Who is liable to pay
the freight?"). In section 3.5.2, he argued that the shipper should remain liable
to pay the freight, as under the English Bills of Lading Act. [No one present
disagreed with this suggestion.]
Section 3.5.3 raises the issue whether the consignee should also be liable
(if the transport document is not "freight pre-paid").
Mr. Chandler argued that
if the transport document is not "freight
pre-paid"
the consignee should also be liable. Under United States' law, the
carrier's lien ensures that the consignee has an incentive to pay the freight. Our

principal concern here should be to protect the consignee when there is a
"freight pre-paid" transport document. And it is also appropriate to protect the
nominal consignee who is not really a part of the transaction.

Prof. Zunarelli was troubled by the statement that the consignee has a
duty to take delivery and pay freight even if he has not taken up the goods. The
consignee assumes no liability without taking up the goods under the Italian
system.

Mr. Beare wondered if that result would be any different under the British
1992 Carriage of Goods by Sea Act.

Mr. Chandler explained that, by his understanding of the 1992 Act, the
consignee can be liable as the "holder" of a bill of lading
even without
taking up the goods.

Mr. Beare asked if there was a consensus to draft something along the
lines of the 1992 British Act. [No one present disagreed with this suggestion.]

Prof. Gorton turned to section 3.5.4 ("Intermediate bill of lading
holders"). He suggested that there should be no reference to intermediate
holders. [No one present disagreed with this suggestion.]

Prof. Gorton turned to section 3.5.5 ("The marking of the bill of
lading").

Mr. Beare commented that, if we agree regarding the basic duties, the
issue here is how markings on the transport document change the basic duties.
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Mr. Chandler proposed that we follow the definitions of the Uniform
Customs and Practices for Documentary Credits.
Mr. von Ziegler took note of the following statement in the agenda paper:
Basically a "prepaid bill of lading" thus means that the carrier may not
refuse to release the cargo to the consignee ... and the carrier has then no claim
against the cargo/receiver. However, in case the [consignee] is aware of (should
have been aware of?) the freight not being paid in spite of the marking of the
bill of lading, the consignee may nevertheless have a duty to pay.

In Mr. von Ziegler's view, the real issue is how far to go with "should
have been aware of."
Prof. Gorton opened the discussion of section 3.6 ("Lien").

Mr. von Ziegler observed that there are no contracts under which the
carrier does not have at least a right of retention. It is important to cover this
subject here because national laws differ so much. The carrier's claim against
the consignee may be worthless. The right of retention may be impractical. We
do not need to call the carrier's right against the goods a "lien," which has
different connotations in different legal systems. It would be better to spell out
the carrier's rights (for example, to sell the goods, retain the amount due the
carrier, and turn over the excess to the party otherwise entitled to the goods).
Prof. Zunarelli agreed with Mr. von Ziegler's suggestion.
Mr. Harrington also agreed. He suggested using the Canadian Shipping
Act (which is based on the 1894 British Merchant Shipping Act) as a possible
model.
Mr. Griggs warned that we must be careful about impinging on local law.
Mr. Chandler noted that many places have no well-developed local law.
Prof. van der Ziel commented that if we provide that the cesser clause is
only valid when there is a lien, that provision cannot be non-mandatory.
Mr. von Ziegler pointed out that we need to consider other costs that
might also be covered by a lien. For example, freight on other voyages might
possibly be covered.
Prof. van der Ziel contended that the debt covered by the lien must relate
lo the particular shipment at issue. The amount due could still exceed the

freight. For example, the cargo may be liable for a general average
contribution.

Mr. Rasmussen agreed that the costs must arise out of the particular
contract of carriage.
Prof. Zunarelli also agreed.
Mr. Chandler explained the distinction of a possessory lien under United
States law.

Prof. Gorton opened the discussion of section 3.7 ("Demurrage,
deadfreight and other charges"). The primary question is whether we should
cover ancillary claims.

Mr. Chandler explained that in the United States, a carrier cannot
enforce liability for other charges unless the bill of lading is appropriately
claused. The same rule applied under the Uniform Customs and Practices for
Documentary Credits.
Prof. Gorton asked if that rule would just cover demurrage.
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Mr. Beare asked about port charges and similar expenses.

Mr. Chandler replied that those would be acceptable if they were
specified in the bill of lading.
Mr. Harrington noted that this International Sub-Committee should not
address questions of general average, which were being addressed by another
CMI Working Group.
Mr. Beare asked if there were any other points that we ought to discuss
that we have not. [No new points were raised.] He then adjourned the meeting

with the announcement that the International Sub-Committee would
reconvene at 9:30 the following morning.
The meeting adjourned at 5:20 p.m. on Thursday, 6th April.
The meeting reconvened at 9:35 a.m. on Friday, 7th April.

Mr. Beare introduced section 6 of the agenda paper ("Before Loading

and After Discharge"), which will be discussed first today in order to
accommodate Mr. Koronka's schedule. Prof. Berlingieri's International SubCommittee agreed that the scope of coverage of the Hague-Visby Rules is too
narrow, and that the Hamburg Rules are also unsatisfactory. Mr. Beare invited
Mr. Koronka to lead the discussion of section 6.
Mr. Koronka gave a general introduction to section 6. He noted that this
topic was of particular concern in the container trade, where 20 percent of the
costs of transportation are attributable to the sea leg of the journey and 80

percent of the costs are attributable to the times before loading and after
discharge. Problems are compounded by the fact that transport documents
often fail to specify the full agreement between the parties.
Turning to section 6.2 ("Port-to-port shipments"), Mr. Koronka raised
the issue of identifying the subsidiary activities that the carrier has agreed to
perform (such as stuffing or de-stuffing the container).
Mr. Chandler commented that the character of the transport document
(negotiable or non-negotiable) is really irrelevant in this context. The important
issue is what the carrier was agreed to do. The reference here should be to the
contract of carriage rather than the transport document.

Mr. Koronka protested that "contract of carriage" is too narrow. The
contract between the parties covers much more than carriage. For example, it
may cover stuffing containers or warehousing the goods.

Mr. Chandler clarified that his point was to focus on the contract
between the parties, and not on the documentation that they use to evidence
that contract.
Prof. van der Ziel commented that the contract between the parties is one
of result. The means of achieving the result are within carrier's control to a
considerable extent. The contract should not need to specify them all.
Prof. Gorton added that our final instrument should not specify what
must be in the contract. The parties should be free to specify themselves what
the carrier will do.
Mr. Koronka countered that some things should be specified in contract,
such as whether the carrier acts as a principal or an agent.
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Prof. Zunarelli noted that including the carrier's ancillary obligations in
the transport document could have an impact on who is entitled to sue the
carrier, whether the carrier can limit its liability, etc.

Mr. Harrington observed that this is a most confusing area, with
confusing contractual provisions, different legal regimes, and similar
problems. This International Sub-Committee could perform a real service if it
could bring some order to the field.

Prof. van der Ziel noted that if the carrier has a tariff, then the tariff
should cover these obligations.

Mr. Koronka suggested that this topic might be limited to the most

fundamental ancillary issues. Stuffing the container, for example, is
fundamental.

Mr. Chandler thought that most shippers do not care how the carrier
handles these details.

Mr. Koronka, turning to section 6.2.2 ("Liability for subsidiary
activities"), referred to the letter from Dr. Le Garrec, which Mr. Beare had
distributed at the start of the meeting. Mr. Koronka described the letter as
generally supportive, but as critical of his use of the term "port authority." He
accepted this criticism, and agreed that it would have been preferable to use
another term (such as "independent third party").
Mr. Koronka then raised the issue of extending liability inland.
Mr. Rasmussen agreed that extending liability inland was fine in theory,
but argued that it should not be extended too far.

Mr. Koronka reminded the International Sub-Committee that we are
now discussing port-to-port shipments. The contract should extend until
"delivery," which may be outside of the port area. It is not possible to have
delivery alongside. The point of delivery is within the carrier's agreement.
Mr. Oland asked Mr. Koronka if he anticipated breaking the topic into
separate divisions, such as port-to-port and combined transport. He wondered
if there might be different liability regimes for each.
Mr. Koronka replied that this was his intention.
Prof. van der Ziel pointed to the precedent of the Warsaw Convention's
coverage of pick-up and delivery services. There are many practical deviations
from the port-to-port model, such as the "port-to-port" shipment to Antwerp
that in fact goes by sea to Rotterdam and then overland to Antwerp.

Mr. Chandler suggested that the title of the section should be
"contractual responsibility" rather than "liability."

Mr. Koronka opened the discussion of section 6.3 ("Shipments where
more than one mode of transport is contemplated") with section 6.3.1 ("Through
bills of lading"). He explained that he distinguished "through transport" (where
the carrier acts as an agent for part of the journey) from "combined transport"

(where the carrier acts as the principal throughout). He noted that the law of
agency is not uniform, and can be very confusing under even a single legal
system. Under English law, it is often difficult to determine what an agent's
liability may be. He suggested that the International Sub-Cominittee should
specify at least the basic obligations. The carrier should have at least a minimum
obligation in selecting an onward carrier on behalf of the merchant.
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Mr. Chandler reported that, in many cases, the issuer of the transport
document will not admit to being a "carrier." Some freight forwarders will
charge a large fee, and then arrange transportation for one-third that cost. He
submitted that true agents do not jack up the price by 300%.
Ms. Pysden agreed that it is important for parties to specify the basis on
which they are contracting, but noted that the government should not control
the basis on which they contract. Traders have the right to act as either agent or
principal. When things go wrong, they may not realize what they were doing.
Under English law, agency status is a matter of fact. Post hoc characterizations
are often the result of a lawyer's attempts to minimize exposure. All we can do
is to set up parameters to identify whether a person was acting as an agent or a
principal.

Mr. Chandler insisted that some traders will deliberately seek to hide
what they are doing, seeking the benefits of both forms of doing business.
Honest ones will make clear what they are doing all along.
Mr. Beare announced that the Working Group will have to make further
proposals for discussion at the next meeting.

Prof. Gorton asked whether it would be possible to work with
presumptions?
Mr. Beare replied that, unless anyone disagrees, he thought that would be
appropriate.
Prof. van der Ziel posed the hypothetical of a shipment from Rotterdam
to Moscow, which could be handled in several ways if the carrier considers the
transport from St. Petersburg to Moscow to be too dangerous to handle as the

principal. One possibility would be to use a through bill of lading, with oncarriage from St. Petersburg to Moscow. Another possibility would be to
contract for a port-to-port shipment with delivery in St. Petersburg and enter
into a separate contract to arrange for separate carriage to Moscow.
Mr. Koronka declared that he did not wish to outlaw through bills of
lading. He noted that Prof. van der Ziel's two hypotheticals change the place
where "delivery" will take place. His proposal would not cover the separate St.
Petersburg to Moscow shipment.
Mr. Hurst mentioned a third option: a combined transport document
where the carrier acts as the principal all the way to Moscow.
Prof. van der Ziel posed another hypothetical involving a shipment from
Brussels to the United States. Under applicable conference rules, the shipper
pays for the inland shipment to the nearest port at which conference vessels
call, which would be Antwerp in this case. But the carrier in question calls at
Rotterdam, not at Antwerp. The shipper thus pays for inland carriage from
Brussels to Antwerp, but the container in fact goes from Brussels to Rotterdam
and the shipper gets a transport document showing shipment from Antwerp
to the United States.
Mr. Beare summarized the discussion with the conclusion that our task is
to set out some parameters by which we can identify the basis on which the
carrier is contracting.
Mr. Koronka, turning to section 6.3.2 ("Competing identities of the
carrier"), referred to the problem of identifying the carrier when there is a
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feeder vessel. Continuing with section 6.3.3 ("Liberties"), he discussed the
problem of relying on a liberty clause to justify a transshipment that could have
been, but was not, noted on the face of the transport document.

Mr. Koronka moved on to section 6.4 ("Combined Transport Bills of
Lading"), starting with section 6.4.1 ("Shipped clauses"). He noted the
problem of a "shipped on board" bill of lading when the carrier in fact receives
the goods well inland. He argued that the historic practice of requiring an "on
board" bill of lading is outdated.
Mr. Chandler explained that time-sensitive shipments still require an on
board bill of lading, and thus the "on board" date is important.
Mr. von Ziegler observed that shipping on an "FCA" basis makes the on

board date irrelevant, although with a shipment on an "FOB" basis the on
board date does count.

Mr. Chandler commented that this was the situation now. Often a
"received for shipment" bill of lading is all that is required.

Prof. van der Ziel reported that he (representing a carrier) must often
resist a shipper's pressure to issue an "on board" bill of lading when the goods
are still on a truck.

Mr. de Orchis noted that in some cases the "on board" notation is
significant only to prove that the shipper no longer controls goods.

Mr. Chandler, Mr. Harrington, and Mr. Hooper all replied that
sometimes the "on board" notation is significant for other reasons, and the
shipper really does need to know on which ship the goods have been loaded.
Mr. Hooper argued that the parties to the transaction should be free to use
whichever method best satisfies their needs.

Prof. Zunarelli explained that, under Italian law, the shipper may lose

control of the goods well before they are shipped on board a vessel. A
"received for shipment" bill of lading provides just as much security in that
regard.

Mr. de Orchis referred to the problem of goods that are damaged before
loading, with the result that no bill of lading had yet been issued (because the
shipper wanted an "on board" bill of lading). Because no bill of lading had
been issued, the shipper could sue the carrier in tort.

Mr. von Ziegler replied that the shipper can have a "received for
shipment" bill of lading converted to an "on board" bill of lading after loading.
Mr. Chandler added that many carriers will not issue a bill of lading until
the goods are on board the vessel.
Mr. Harrington reported that in Canada, which follows English law, the
carrier benefits from the standard bill of lading terms if there was an intent to
issue a bill of lading.
Prof. Sturley added that there were cases in the United States to the same
effect.

Mr. von Ziegler observed that if the new instrument applies to all
contracts of carriage, it will not matter whether transport documents have been
issued. It will be necessary only to prove the contract under which the parties
operated.

Mr. Koronka turned to section 6.4.2 ("Gaps between compulsory or
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identifiable regimes"). He explained that under a "network" regime, liability is
based on where the loss or damage occurred. If it is impossible to tell where
the loss or damage occurred, then there is an overarching limit. Such a regime
is fine when it works, but sometimes the different regimes do not line up to
provide full coverage. He proposed that the incidental legs of the transport
should be governed by an extension of the regime previously applying until
delivery is effected to the carrier on the onward leg identified in the transport
document.

Mr. Hooper agreed with the concept of applying the maritime liability
regime to subsequent legs. He wondered whether we needed the network
principle at all. He suggested it would make more sense to apply the new
instrument throughout. This would avoid the problem of proving where the loss
took place.
Mr. Rasmussen asked what was intended to be covered. Was the thought
to extend the regime from container yard to container yard?

Mr. von Ziegler expressed his view that we should look to what the
carrier has agreed to perform, from the time the shipper delivers the goods to
the carrier until the carrier delivers them to the consignee.

Mr. Rasmussen replied that this would be his ideal solution, too. He
would prefer to cover door to door. But he argued that we should do it on a
network basis (for very good reasons that he would not discuss in view of the
time constraints).
Mr. Beare confirmed that we need not discuss the network debate here.
Mr. Rasmussen summarized the conclusion that we need a uniform law
for sea damages, but should use the network system for localized damages.
Mr. Harrington added that some maritime concepts could not apply in
the land context, such as navigational fault.
Mr. Koronka agreed that most transport is now on a network basis, but
there is still a problem with the gaps between the main stages of transport.
Mr. Oland asked if carriers want a uniform system of liability or if they
preferred a network system.
Ms. Howlett reported that the International Chamber of Shipping does
not have a firm view because the answer would depend on what the new regime
would be. In the past, the ICS has favored the network system. But she agreed
that there is a need to fill the gaps that Mr. Koronka has noted.

Prof. Zunarelli suggested that the real problem concerns limitation. If
the International Sub-Committee can find a uniform liability regime, that
would be very important.
Mr. Chandler thought that having a uniform system would be preferable
to dealing with the problems of a network system. Carriers are often surprised
to find how great their liability is under the network system.

Mr. Koronka noted that there was a consensus on the need to deal with
gaps if the network system is preserved.

Prof. van der Ziel asked what would happen if, for example, the
jurisdiction clause in a bill of lading conflicted with the mandatorily applicable
CMR regime.
Mr. Koronka replied that we are discussing gaps now, which necessarily
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means a time period when CMR does not apply.

Mr. von Ziegler, speaking as the Swiss delegate, suggested that cargo
should have the option to proceed under a mandatory regime if it can prove that
the regime applies, or to proceed under a new uniform regime. He hoped that
ultimately the uniform regime would be more appealing for everyone.
Ms. Schiavi declared that the International Chamber of Commerce also
supports Mr. von Ziegler's position.
Ms. Pysden replied that a carrier cannot insure itself if it does not know

what regime will apply. If the carrier assumes this higher level of
responsibility, there must be a quid pro quo.

Mr. von Ziegler countered that the same problem already exits under
current law.
Mr. Hooper explained that many carriers do not want the network system
because they want to keep their customers themselves. They do not want their
customers to deal directly with their sub-contractors.

Mr. Beare announced that the Working Group will continue to work on
this subject. We may note how to deal with the gap problem, but recognize that
there will be no gaps if we can develop a uniform regime. He also stressed the

need to receive input from industry, as the lawyers were running behind on
these issues.

Ms. Schiavi promised to submit comments in writing on behalf of the
International Chamber of Commerce.
The meeting adjourned for coffee at 11:20, and reconvened at 11:40.
Mr. Beare invited Prof. van der Ziel to lead the discussion of section 4
("Delivery and Receipt of the Goods at Destination") of the agenda paper.
Prof. van der Ziel gave a general introduction of the subject and turned
to section 4.2 ("Definition of Delivery"). He reported that the prevailing view
at the first meeting of the International Sub-Committee was that "delivery"
under a contract of carriage is primarily a contractual matter and not a twosided act. He suggested two ways in which this principle might be worded. The
first possibility:
The carrier has to deliver the goods in the manner and on the time as

has been agreed in the contract of carriage or as it can be inferred
therefrom. In the absence of any provision in the contract of carriage
to that effect, the goods are deemed to be delivered when they actually
are taken over by the consignee, or at such earlier time as the carrier
has placed the goods at the disposal of the consignee. In the latter case
the carrier must have notified the arrival of the goods at the place of
destination to the consignee or to person indicated by the shipper as
the notify party or, in the absence of any these persons, to the shipper.
An alternative possibility was as follows:
Delivery is the actual taking over of the goods by the consignee unless

it has been provided otherwise in the contract of carriage or, after
notification of the arrival of the goods at the place of destination to the
consignee or to the person indicated by the shipper as the notify party

or, in the absence of any of these persons, to the shipper, the goods
were already at an earlier time placed at the disposal of the consignee.
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Mr. Rasmussen preferred the first alternative, as the second seemed to
require an "actual taking over of the goods." He nevertheless objected that the
first alternative went too far in imposing a legal requirement that the carrier
give the consignee notice of arrival.

Mr. Beare asked whether, in drafting, Prof. van der Ziel planned to
define "consignee."
Prof. van der Ziel replied that he planned to define "consignee" as "the
person entitled to take delivery of the goods" (without getting into the basis for
entitlement).
He admitted that the legal obligation to notify the consignee is new, but
noted that it relates to subsequent material. If the consignee has an obligation
to take delivery, the carrier must provide notice.

Mr. Hooper read the first alternative as providing an option for the
parties' agreeing on the time of delivery. He wondered whether this would give
rise to delay claims. Also, he wondered whether this covered delivery to a port
authority when that is mandatory?
Mr. Koronka predicted that there would be disagreement about when the
goods were at the disposal of the consignee. He found "at the disposal of the
consignee" to be a vague term, vvith no time period specified. He suggested
that the rule should permit a "reasonable period after notice."
Prof. van der Ziel explained that he had not meant a notice that goods are

now at the consignee's disposal, but a notice of the ship's estimated time of
arrival.

Mr. Koronka found that solution fair enough in bulk trades, where the
consignee must show up to meet the ship, but argued that the arrival of vessel
is in fact irrelevant in container trades. Delivery takes place much later.

Prof. Gorton reminded the International Sub-Committee that this
definition is also important in starting the time bar period.

Mr. Beare noted that we will need to return to this problem when we
address liability issues.

Mr. Rasmussen disagreed with what he saw as the implications of Mr.
Koronka's comments. The consignee should not have the power to extend the
liability of carrier indefinitely.
Mr. Koronka agreed that the consignee should not be permitted to extend
the liability of carrier, but argued that there should be a reasonable opportunity
for the consignee to collect the goods before there is an artificial "delivery."
The basic principle is that the carrier is responsible for the goods while they
are within the carrier's control.
Prof. van der Ziel explained that if the consignee does not appear to take

the goods, the carrier's basis of responsibility shifts. The carrier would no
longer be responsible under the contract of carriage, but on some other basis.

Mr. Oland foresaw carriers' defining "delivery" in the contract of
carriage as the moment that the container hits the dock, even though the
container will still be put in storage. He felt there is a need for greater certainty.

Mr. Beare suggested that Prof. van der Ziel proceed on the basis of
alternative 1, perhaps preserving some of the second alternative in the
commentary.
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Prof. van der Ziel introduced the discussion of section 4.3 ("Time of
Delivery and Discharge"). He proposed the following draft for discussion:
Upon delivery of the goods the [contract of] carriage has come to an
end. In the event the goods remain in the custody of the carrier after

their delivery, the carrier will act as [an agent] [on behalf] of the
consignee even if he does so in his own name. [However, if the goods
have been delivered before their discharge from the vessel, the carrier

will remain liable for their loss or damage in accordance with the
[mandatory] liability provisions of this legal instrument until the
moment that they have been discharged.]
In the event the carrier has to hand over the goods in the discharge

port to an authority who will take care of their delivery to the
consignee, such authority will be deemed to accept the goods [as the
agent] [on behalf] of the consignee.
The bracketed language in the first paragraph raises the "FIC) issue"

what is the effect of an FIO [free in and out] clause on the "delivery"
definition. One view regards the FIO clause as determining the scope of the
contract of carriage: It shortens the duration of the contract until a certain
moment before discharge. The other view is that, whatever the intention of the
parties, a carrier can never escape its mandatory responsibility for a proper
discharge of the goods.
Ms. Pysden mentioned that in cases where goods are delivered to an

authority acting on behalf of the consignee, the issue of notice becomes
particularly important.
Mr. Rasmussen predicted that the FIO issue was the only controversial
point here. He thought that the parties should be allowed to limit the scope of
their agreement with an HO clause.
Mr. Gombrii agreed with Mr. Rasmussen. He noted that the result may
be that carrier who is negligent after constructive delivery but before discharge
will lose the protection of the contract of carriage and the liability regime. He

added that the draft should mention security for the carrier's costs after
del ivery.

Mr. Chandler commented that the draft should not say that the contract
is at an end upon delivery. It is only the obligations under the contract that end
on delivery. Some clauses in the contract (such as the jurisdiction or arbitration
clause) should continue in force even after the contract is fully performed.
Prof. van der Ziel introduced the discussion of section 4.4 ("Discharge
of the carrier of his obligations under the contract of carriage"). He proposed
the following draft:
On request of the carrier the consignee will provide a confirmation
of delivery of the goods to the carrier in [accordance with the usage
as applicable at the place of destination] [the customary manner].
Mr. Harrington asked how this proposal would work in the case where
an ocean carrier delivers a container to a railroad for on-carriage.

Prof. van der Ziel replied that the answer would depend on the type of
contract of carriage, port-to-port or combined transport.

Prof. van der Ziel then proceeded to the discussion of section 4.5
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("Relation with other contracts"). He gave two examples of the issues raised:

an FOB seller's receiving the documents, or the stevedore's receiving an
estimated time of arrival notice. He proposed the following draft:
Any party to a contract of carriage as well as any other person who at
any time may derive certain rights from the contract of carriage or is
to assume certain obligations thereunder has to act towards any other

party to the contract of carriage as well as towards such any other
person in such a way that the other party or such any other person will

be able to perform duly under the contract of carriage [or under the
contract that is functionally related to the contract of carriage and to
which any of the parties to the contract of carriage or such any other
person is a party].
He clarified that "any other person" would include consignees, FOB
shippers, intermediate bill of lading holders, and actual carriers. The circle

may be drawn wider so as to include, for example, Himalaya clause
beneficiaries and possibly others.
Ms. Pysden foresaw a difficulty in that the parties will be unable to tell
what other related contracts exist. A duty imposed here may cause a beach
under another contract.
Mr. Chandler did not see what this new obligation would accomplish. He
felt that it is too loose to be of any real help.
Mr. Rasmussen did see the purpose, but still thought that this draft is too
imprecise to do any good. It would simply foster litigation.
Mr. Koronka recalled Mr. Diamond's earlier observation that "the devil
is in the details."
Prof. van der Ziel explained that the proposal here is simply to give legal
recognition to existing practice.
Mr. Beare observed that the support for this proposition is luke-warm at
best, and asked Prof. van der Ziel if he could revise the language to address
the concerns.

Mr. von Ziegler asked if we could identify the practical situations in
which this proposal would apply, and see if we can solve those practical
problems.

Prof. Gorton thought this seemed like an obligation to act in good faith
generally. He felt that we must either be more specific or avoid creating new
legal obligations.

Mr. Gombrii noted that under most legal systems there is a duty of
loyalty under a contract, albeit with different names in different systems, and
they are all a little different in operation.
Mr. de Orchis feared that this proposal would end up making the sea
transport document subservient to ancillary contracts.

Prof. van der Ziel continued with the discussion of section 4.6
("Obligation of the consignee to accept delivery of the goods"). He explained

that he had sought to draft principles for this section together with the
principles for sections 4.7 and 4.8, and that all of the drafting was included in

section 4.9 of the agenda paper. The three paragraphs relevant here are as
follows:
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The shipper or, in the event a bill of lading has been issued, the holder
of the bill of lading, is obliged to advise the carrier, at the latest upon

arrival of the goods at the place of destination, the name of the
consignee who [actually] will take delivery of the goods at the place
of destination. Provided the carrier has notified such consignee, or

the person advised by the shipper as the person to be notified not
being the consignee ("notify party"), of the arrival of the goods at the
place of destination, the consignee or, in the event a bill of lading has
been issued, the bill of lading holder are obliged to take delivery of
the goods at the place of destination.
In the event a bill of lading has been issued in respect of the goods,

any person taking delivery of the goods has to submit this bill of
lading to the carrier.
If a bill of lading has been issued and the holder of the bill of lading

fails to take delivery of the goods upon their arrival at the place of
destination, or fails to advise the carrier the name of the consignee of
the goods, or any of them fails to submit the bill of lading to the carrier,
the obligation to take delivery [or to advise the carrier as to the person
who shall take delivery on his behalf] shall rest upon the shipper.

Mr. Rasmussen felt that it is marvelous idea that is expressed here. The
concept is extremely useful, and we should proceed on this basis.

Prof. Zunarelli doubted the practicability of imposing a precise
obligation on the consignee to accept delivery of the goods. The consignee is
entitled to enforce the contract of carriage, but there is no basis in principle or
practice to impose liability on the consignee.

Prof. van der Ziel explained that the consignee is entitled to delivery
only after becoming a party to the contract, and once it has become a party it
is also obliged to take delivery.
Prof. Zunarelli predicted that problems would arise in Italy from the
broad definition of "consignee."
Mr. Chandler argued that the draft must clarify that the consignee is a

party to the contract of carriage. Sometimes a company identified as the
"consignee" is named in the bill of lading, but it is unaware of the contract, or
the documents are still with the banks.
Prof. van der Ziel explained that if the consignee is not known (as, for
example, in the case of an anonymous bill of lading holder), then the obligation

to take delivery would shift back to the shipper. He added that with an
electronic system, the carrier would know who is the consignee.
Mr. Chandler noted that with an electronic system, the consignee must
"sign on," which provides a level of protection.

Mr. Koronka argued that this proposal undermines the entire bill of
lading system. With an order bill of lading, the shipper is rarely the party to
whom the carrier should look for instructions. It is unwise to weaken the value
of the bill of lading by returning the control of the goods to the shipper who
has already sold them in a documentary transaction.
Prof. van der Ziel responded that a bill of lading has multiple purposes,
and one purpose is undermining the other.
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Mr. Koronka stressed the public policy reasons to maintain the value of
the bill of lading.
Mr. von Ziegler suggested that cotnmercial practice has undermined the
traditional role of the bill of lading. The carrier should be relieved of liability
if the consignee does not appear at the port of destination.

Mr. Chandler agreed that "the cat is already out of the bag." The bill of
lading no longer serves its traditional role in many situations.
Mr. Oland agreed with much of what Mr. Koronka said. He wondered
what mischief this proposal was designed to solve. If the consignee does not
appear, the carrier can leave the goods with the port and eventually they will
be sold.
Mr. Rasmussen wondered how this proposal hurts consignees. It simply
requires consignees to do what they have already contracted to do.
Mr. Koronka explained that sometimes consignees cannot take delivery

of the goods because the documents are held by a bank. This proposal is
pushing everyone into the waybill system, and that system is already available
for parties who wish to use it.
Prof. Zunarelli agreed that there was a need to solve the carrier's problem

of the consignee's failure to appear, but also agreed that we should not
undermine the bill of lading system. He had a problem with third paragraph of
the draft.
Mr. Gombrii expressed reservations with imposing an obligation on a
consignee who may not be a party to the contract.

Prof. Zunarelli responded that this proposal only applies to the
consignee who has acceded to the contract, which is done by requesting
delivery. What it seems to say is that a party who requests delivery must take
delivery.

Mr. de Orchis asked what alternatives the carrier has. When no one
appears to take delivery, it seemed to him that the carrier must store the goods
(perhaps indefinitely), abandon the goods, or take the shipper's instructions.

Prof. van der Ziel observed that the biggest problems arise when the
goods have a negative value. The issue then arises as to who should bear these
costs.
Mr. Koronka felt comfortable imposing those costs on the shipper, but
repeated that the shipper should not regain control over the goods when a third
party holder has succeeded to the shipper's title.

Mr. Oland viewed the mischief as arising after the contract of carriage
had been completed. The problem does not seem great enough to justify this
treatment.
Mr. Gombrii had no problem with a risk allocation that imposes costs on
the shipper, but did have a problem with imposing new obligations on the
consignee.
Ms. Pysden asked what would happen if the shipper is insolvent.
Mr. Beare responded that all we can do today is to define the parameters
of the controversy, and he felt that we had done that.

He noted that the final topic in this section was delivery without
production of the bill of lading in the discharge port. This is also very
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controversial, and the arguments are similar to those we have already
discussed. He assumed that we all see the parameters there, as well.
The meeting adjourned for lunch at 1:15, and reconvened at 2:20.

Mr. Beare invited Mr. von Ziegler to lead the discussion on the fifth
topic in the agenda paper, "The Rights of Disposal and the Right to Give
Instructions to the Carrier."

Mr. von Ziegler quickly covered sections 5.1 ("Introduction"), 5.2
("What rights of the disposal does one have?"), and 5.3 ("Who has the right of
disposal?"). The first decision to be taken is in section 5.4 ("When and on what

basis does the identity of the holder of such right change?"). The answer
depends on the type of document. We will first address the sea waybill context.

Mr. Diamond noted that under the CMI Rules, there were very limited
rights in a third party under a sea waybill.
Mr. von Ziegler commented that the CMI Rules offer one solution, which

he described as a very common-law approach. The Continental approach,
which is found in CMR and the Warsaw Convention, would give more rights
to the consignee.

Mr. Chandler observed that an additional right that was not mentioned
in the agenda paper is the splitting of a single bill of lading into multiple bills
of lading.
Mr. de Orchis added that replacing a lost bill of lading was another such
right.

Mr. Diamond saw the value in being able to transfer rights to the
consignee more readily than is presently available. He proposed that the
International Sub-Committee should start with the CMI Model Rules, and
consider how to extend them.

Mr. von Ziegler suggested that the parties might have the option to
extend the Rules by contract.

Mr. Diamond reported that many such clauses exist now, but one
wonders how effective they are in the absence of any statutory authority. The
new instrument that we hope to produce may give the necessary authority.

Prof. van der Ziel noted that a sea waybill is simply evidence of a
contract between the carrier and the shipper. The carrier must sign an original,
but it does not matter if the carrier signs one or ten copies. It is only evidence
of a contract. The presumption is that the shipper has the right of disposal until
(1) the consignee demands delivery, or (2) delivery takes place.
Mr. Diamond stressed that it is essential for the carrier to know to whom
delivery must be made. The shipper cannot transfer that right to the consignee
without notifying the carrier.
Prof. Zunarelli raised questions about the right of stoppage in transitu.

Mr. Chandler explained that instructions to the carrier cannot be given
so late that carrier can no longer follow them.
Mr. Diamond warned that we are approaching a very obscure area of law.
Stoppage in transitu is a peculiar right that is little understood in practice, and
differs among countries. The right to change instructions is a different right.
Mr. Chandler agreed that many countries do not recognize these rights,
or recognize them in very different forms.
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Mr. Diamond added that, in English law, stoppage in transitu is an issue
of sale law that cuts across carriage law.
Mr. von Ziegler suggested that for sea waybills we draft along the lines
of the CMI Rules, and then test examples of problems against that draft. He
then turned the discussion from waybills to bills of lading.
Mr. Diamond felt that the possession of one bill of lading was enough to

transfer rights (just as the transfer of one bill of lading is enough to transfer
ownership)

Prof. Sturley countered that if the holder of a single bill of lading
demands delivery, the others in the set "stand void." But if the holder of one
bill of lading changes the place of delivery, for example, the holders of other
copies in the set still have their rights.
Mr. von Ziegler noted that, for electronic documents, the system works
with a private key, so these difficulties would not arise.
The discussion proceeded to section 5.5 ("What proof of identity does the
holder of the right have to produce in order to exercise his right?") and section
5.6 ("What are the conditions the holder of the right of disposal has to meet
when exercising its right of disposal?").
Mr. Diamond saw no need to provide for the case where the parties, by
mutual consent, renegotiate their contract.
Mr. von Ziegler explained that we must merely identify who has the right

to negotiate changes without violating the original contract. There is no
requirement that the carrier agree to a new contract.

Prof. Zunarelli mentioned that the draft should clearly distinguish
between cases when the carrier must accept instructions and when the carrier
may negotiate.
Mr. von Ziegler asked about a division of consignment, noting that the
CMR does not permit instructions that result in a division of the consignment.

Prof. van der Ziel replied that the splitting of bills of lading is very
common in practice.
Mr. von Ziegler asked whether the carrier must notify the holder when it
is unable to carry out instructions.

Mr. Diamond thought that this was not a problem in the bill of lading
context, and wondered whether there was any point in addressing the issue
here. What would be added to existing law?
Mr. von Ziegler explained that there was no point in making a distinction
among waybills, bills of lading, and electronic documents. The person who
gave the instructions should simply know that the carrier refused to follow
them.

Mr. Beare asked whether this would impose a duty on the carrier that
would give a right to damages if it were breached.

Prof. van der Ziel thought that the burden on the carrier would be
minimal. It is essentially the burden of answering the instructor's question.

Mr. von Ziegler proceeded to section 5.7 ("Who is liable for eventual
additional costs resulting from such instructions?").
Mr. Chandler expressed concern about the lien that would be created,
especially in the "freight pre-paid" situation.
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Mr. Hooper responded that if the carrier is changing the bill of lading, the
"freight pre-paid" notation could be removed, too.
Prof. Zunarelli agreed. If the lien is going to bind a third-party holder, it
must be noted on the bill of lading.
Prof. Sturley proposed one solution, which would be to define "freight
pre-paid" to mean that the carrier waives all liens.
Mr. von Ziegler proceeded to section 5.8 ("Against whom can the right
of disposal be enforced?"). He noted that his own inclination was to permit
instructions to be given only to the contractual carrier.

Mr. Chandler asked what would happen if the contractual carrier is
bankrupt.
Mr. von Ziegler replied that this was a problem beyond our mandate. He

proceeded to section 5.9 ("In what situations should the carrier seek
instructions from the cargo interests; how will he be able to find the rightful
"holder" of the right of disposal?").
Mr. Diamond expressed the view that section 5.9 raises many problems.

Mr. von Ziegler concluded that we must table the issue as one for
discussion unless someone has a solution. He wondered if we could entitle the
carrier to demand a "notify party" to whom notices could be given.
Mr. Oland asked what the sanction would be if the shipper fails to name
a "notify party."
Mr. Rasmussen wondered in what context this issue will matter.
Mr. von Ziegler explained that he did not want to create new obligation
for the carrier, but to give the carrier some assistance when instructions would
be helpful.
Mr. Chandler observed that we have a solution for this problem in the
case of dangerous goods. There is always a person listed for notification. That
regime could be extended to all cargo.
Mr. Diamond added that there are situations where a carrier is obligated

to contact the cargo owner. [He quoted from the British Maritime Law
Association answer to the questionnaire.]
Mr. Beare concluded that the draftstnen have their work cut out for them.
He reminded the International Sub-Committee that he had proposed yesterday

that Prof. van der Ziel and Prof. Sturley be appointed to draft, and asked if
there was a consensus in support of this proposal. [No one present disagreed
with this proposal.]
1VIs. Howlett asked when can the draft would be available.
Mr. Beare replied that the plan was to complete a preliminary draft by the
end of May, along with a working paper for discussion of liability issues (based

on the report of Prof. Berlingieri's International Sub-Committee on
Uniformity of the Law of Carriage of Goods by Sea).

Ms. Burgess asked when electronic commerce will be factored into
process.

Mr. von Ziegler replied that the product of the July meeting will be
referred to the EDI Working Group.
Ms. Schiavi volunteered that the International Chamber of Commerce is
also very interested in being an active participant in that review.
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Mr. Hooper advised the International Sub-Committee that the American
Bar Association is meeting in New York in early July, so that members should
make their hotel reservations early.

Mr. Beare reminded the International Sub-Committee that the final
meeting before Singapore would be held in mid-October, and was tentatively
scheduled for the 16th and 17th. He asked if London would be an acceptable
venue for this meeting. [There was no objection.]
Mr. de Orchis asked about the Toledo meeting.
Mr. Beare explained that the Toledo meeting was a colloquium that was
co-sponsored by the Comité Maritime International and the Spanish Maritime

Law Association. The International Sub-Committee would not meet in
conjunction with that colloquium, but members were of course welcome to
attend.

The meeting adjourned at 3:40 p.m.
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REPORT OF THE THIRD MEETING OF THE INTERNATIONAL
SUB-COM1VLITTEE ON ISSUES OF TRA.NSPORT LAW
NEW YORK, 7TH AND 8TH JULY 2000

Present: Patrick J.S. Griggs (President of the CMI)
Frank Wiswall (Vice-President of the CMI)
Stuart N. Beare (Chairman of the International Sub-Committee)
Prof. Michael F. Sturley (Rapporteur)
Prof. Lars Gorton (Sweden; member of the Working Group)
Sean Harrington (Canada; member of the Working Group)
Paul Koronka (member of the Working Group)
Prof. Gen Jan van der Zi el (The Netherlands; member of the Working
Group)
Prof. Avy. Stefano Zunarelli (member of the Working Group)
James Harb (Australia and New Zealand)
Prof. Yuzhuo Si (China)
Dihuang Song (China)
Liming Li (China)
Prof. Francesco Berlingieri (Italy)
Prof. Tomotaka Fujita (Japan)
Vincent de Brauw (The Netherlands)
Karl-Johan Gombrii (Norway)
Anthony Diamond Q.C. (UK)
Vincent M. De Orchis (USA)
Chester D. Hooper (USA)
George F. Chandler, III (USA)
Jernej Sekolec (UNCITRAL; member of the Working Group)
Kay Pysden (FIATA)
Viviane Schiavi (ICC)
Linda Howlett (International Chamber of Shipping)
Sara Burgess (International Group of P&I Clubs)
Hugh Hurst (International Group of P&I Clubs)
Soren Larsen (BIMCO)
Andrew J. Garger (IUMI)
Stephen M. Miller (USA Department of State)

Mr, Beare called the meeting to order at 10:03 a.m. on Friday, 7th July.
He referred to the draft report of the second meeting of the International Sub-
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Committee, which had been held in London, 6-7 April. The draft had been
circulated in advance, and copies were also available at this meeting. Mr.
Beare invited members to make any corrections or revisions that were
necessary.

Mr. Diamond expressed his concern that the draft report noted in
brackets at various points that there had been a consensus in support of a
particular proposition. Although that may be right, it does not mean that people
were by any means unanimous or that people may not have had reservations
about a number of things. He wondered whether it was helpful to say there is
a consensus in support of a point that had not been put to a vote. Mr. Diamond

thought that it could lead to misunderstanding, and he would prefer that the
record be amended. [No one present disagreed with this suggestion, and the
draft report of the second meeting was approved subject to this amendment].
Mr. Beare reported that he had received a note from Professor Si on
behalf of the China Maritime Law Association at the time of the second

meeting. Unfortunately, this note arrived too late to be circulated to the
International Sub-Committee then, but he had circulated it to the members of
the Working Group after the meeting. The note has now been photocopied and
is available at this meeting. The China Maritime Law Association has also
submitted a note on the agenda paper for this meeting, which has also been
photocopied and is available at this meeting along with the written paper that
Professor Si presented at the LTNCITRAL/CMI Colloquium yesterday.
Mr. Beare continued that he had received a note from the Maritime Law
Association of Australia and New Zealand, principally relating to electronic

commerce. This note has also been photocopied and is available at this
meeting. Finally, this morning he received a submission from the International
Group of P&I Clubs, which has also been photocopied and is now available.
Mr. Beare alerted the International Sub-Committee of the need to set the
schedule for the next meeting, which would be held either 12-13 October or
16-17 October. Mr. Harrington noted that a meeting on 16-17 October may
conflict with the IMO meeting, while Mr. Wiswall noted that a meeting on 12-

13 October would conflict with the a meeting of the Joint International
Working Group on Piracy. [A brief discussion of the relative merits of the two
proposals followed.]
Mr. Beare reminded delegates that the Toledo Colloquium will be held
17-20 September, sponsored by the Spanish MLA and the CMI. Mr. Griggs
has registration forms.
Mr. Beare informed the Sub-Committee that the Issues of Transport Law
project was discussed in the General Assembly of UNCITRAL on Monday, 3

July. The meeting took note of the report prepared by the UNCITRAL
Secretary General, copies of which are available. It notes that the work on
which we have been proceeding really does involve some consideration of
liability issues, and that fact was noted by the meeting. A number of the
delegates expressed continuing support for this project quite strongly.

Mr. Sekolec confirmed Mr. Beare's report. He also commented on the
colloquium held at the United Nations yesterday, 6 July, which was favorably
received by the government delegates. The delegates are concerned, though,
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that they not be presented with a finished product by a group (or groups) that
does not have unanimous support within the industry.
Mr. Beare asked what should go forward from the CMI to UNCITRAL.
If the resolution of the closing session in Singapore, for example, were to

propose that the draft instrument considered at Singapore should be
recommended to UNCITRAL as a basis for further work by UNCITRAL in
conjunction with the CMI, would that sort of resolution be acceptable to
UNCITRAL?
Mr. Sekolec replied that this would indeed be acceptable. He explained
that as soon as there is a text of possible solutions, perhaps with alternatives
and perhaps with some points still to be addressed, the UNCITRAL Secretariat

would immediately proceed to put it into an official report by the U.N.
Secretary General. It would be before UNCITRAL (in the six official
languages) at the next Annual Session, which will start on 25 June 2001 in
Vienna. He hoped that the CMI would be represented, because there the
Secretariat would present the substance of the future work to the Commission.

The Secretariat would then propose that UNCITRAL establish an
Intergovernmental Working Group, which is a committee of the whole of
UNCITRAL analogous to the CMI's International Sub-Committee. This
Working Group would then deal with the subject and bring it to its mature
form, ultimately returning to the intergovernmental forum to propose a
diplomatic conference or some other appropriate action.
Mr. Beare thanked Mr. Sekolec for his explanation. He then turned to the
agenda paper for this meeting. He noted that the first section, "General Issues
Relating to Contracts of Carriage Where Sea Carriage Is Contemplated," had
not been discussed in a structured way at the April meeting. It had only been
put on the table for discussion at the last meeting.

Before starting the ctiscussion on this topic, Mr. Beare made a brief
comment from the chair. It has always been the objective of the CMI to achieve
uniformity or harmonization of the law. As President Griggs explained at the
UNCITRAL Colloquium, the CMI is not a law-reforming institute.
Mr. Beare then invited Prof. Berlingieri to speak, noting his contribution
to the preparation of the second section of the current agenda paper ("Liability
Regime") in his capacity as the chairman of the International Sub-Committee
on Uniformity of the Law of Carriage of Goods by Sea.
Prof. Berlingieri suggested that the International Sub-Committee should

discuss the issues of section 1 before turning to liability issues. Whether we
address issues of multimodal transport will affect liability issues. Although the
original purpose had been to cover only carriage by sea, the comments at
yesterday's UNCITRAL Colloquium suggest that the International SubCommittee ought to give some consideration to the possibility and convenience
of going beyond carriage by sea and considering the multimodal transport.

Mr. Beare explained that Alexander von Ziegler, as CMI Secretary
General, construed the International Sub-Committee's tcrms of reference to
cover carriage by sea plus ancillary services. He suggested that views should
be taken and reported to the Executive Council, which could then expand the
terms of reference at its next meeting in September.
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Mr. Chandler recalled that the original request from UNCITRAL was to
address carriage of goods that included carriage by sea. He thought it would be
unrealistic to avoid covering multimodal issues today, when most liner service
is "door to door."

Prof. Gorton generally agreed. The project began with carriage by sea
plus ancillary services, and that should remain the primary focus. He felt that

broader coverage would be more practical, but was concerned that time
constraints might preclude properly covering multimodal issues.

Mr. Sekolec reported that the Economic Commission for Europe is
considering a project with full multimodal coverage. UNCITRAL was
discouraging that work on the ground that UNCITRAL was already addressing
multimodal issues in this project. These issues should be part of the program.
Prof. Gorton asked whether the goal was a new multimodal convention
or a practical solution along the lines of the network principle.

Mr. Sekolec replied that it was too early to say yet. We should not
prejudge the substance of the solution. We just have to make sure that the users
and the service providers have practical solutions for warehouse-to-warehouse
transport, whatever those solutions may be.

Mr. Diamond declared that the British Maritime Law Association
welcomes the Working Group's initiative in considering a possible future
liability regime and whatever follows from it. It was nevertheless difficult to
express specific views on the question without an opportunity for consultation.

Mr. Diamond's personal view was that it made no sense to negotiate a new
convention that is exclusively maritime. It would run into all of the problems
of Hamburg Rules. He suggested that the Working Group should produce a
consultation paper.

Ms. Pysden observed that taking the project beyond the Hague Rules'
tackle-to-tackle limit naturally affects the freight forwarding industry. It also

runs into many blurry lines. The CMI is well situated to address these
problems, and other industry groups are looking to the CMI for leadership.
There is no reason to shy away from multimodal issues.
Mr. Larsen agreed with Prof. Gorton's and Mr. Diamond's concerns
regarding the time constraints. Multimodal transport is the predominant way
of doing business today but unimodal business still exists. He suggested that
we start with the unimodal regime, then see what we can add.
Prof. Zunarelli commented that almost all of the speakers at yesterday's
UNCITRAL Colloquium referred primarily to multimodal issues. That is the
core of the problem. It is very difficult to draw a line here. His personal
preference was to proceed, as Mr. Sekolec has suggested, on the assumption
that the project will ultimately address multimodal problems.
Mr. de Brauw suggested that the project should start with carriage of

goods by sea, keeping in mind that it may later be expanded to address
multimodal problems.

Mr. Beare asked if it would be acceptable to proceed with the agenda
paper on the understanding that the Working Group would consider how the

project should be enlarged to address multimodal issues (subject to the
Executive Council's approval).
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[No dissent was expressed.]

Mr. Beare invited Prof. Berlingieri to comment on section 1 of the
agenda paper.

Prof. Berlingieri explained that he had a few comments. The title of
section 1.3 refers to "more than one mode," which suggests multimodal issues.
But there can be a contract performed by more than one carrier, all of which
operate by sea. In other words, there can be one mode with multiple carriers.

This distinction should be made clear. It is also important to agree on the
terminology. Terms such as "through carriage" and "combined transport" will
not mean the same thing to everyone.
Mr. Diamond suggested that it would be good to encourage commercial
parties to clarify their contracts of carriage so that it would be possible to tell
what obligations were being assumed. He nevertheless feared that this would
do no good. Commercial parties will probably not be influenced by what some
body from afar tells them they should do by way of drawing up their contracts.

There is no practical sanction that can be applied if the parties continue to
produce unintelligible and incomplete documents.
Mr. Harrington explained that much of the litigation in Canada is on the
import trade, where the plaintiff is the innocent purchaser of the cargo. Often

the documents setting out the obligations that the carriers assume (such as
supplying electricity to a refrigerated container, for example) refer to the
carrier's tariff, which is unavailable to the consignee. He wondered if the
document that actually goes to the purchaser could include a specification of
the activities for which the carrier is responsible.

Mr. Song asked whether the section on port-to-port shipments would
include vessel-to-vessel operations, which have become very popular in the oil
trade. Sometimes the vessel-to-vessel transfer takes place on the high seas, and
not in a port.
Mr. Koronka replied that the answer would depend on how the transport
document is drawn up.

Ms. Schiavi offered some general remarks on behalf of the ICC. She
summarized the consultative process within the ICC. She then commended the
CMI/UNCITRAL initiative, and noted that the ICC supports the development
of voluntary business solutions, such as UCP 500 and Incoterms.

Mr. Chandler argued that much of the language in this section seems
relevant only to charter party bills of lading. The focus here should be on liner
bills of lading. The liner bill of lading always lays out the terms.

Mr. Koronka disagreed. There are many things that can be agreed
between the parties that a third-party holder would like to know. Maybe the

carrier stuffed the container; maybe it had nothing to do with it. That
information should be on the transport document.
Mr. Diamond raised the distinction between legislation and guidelines

for good practice. Of course it is good practice to prepare the documents
clearly, but it is difficult to give that obligation any teeth with legislation.
Mr. Hooper asked if the goal is to permit the carrier to limit liability for
only a part of the period from receipt to delivery.
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Mr. Koronka replied that the goal is to define the carrier's contractual
liabilities by defining what the carrier has agreed to do.

Prof. Zunarelli questioned the use of the word "must" in proposition
1.2.1, which declares: "Any document or other evidence of a contract
contemplating the carriage of goods by sea where the carrier agrees to perform
activities between the time of the receipt of the goods and the time of delivery

in addition to those relating to the actual performance of the carriage itself,
must specify those additional activities and the terms on which it has been
agreed that those activities will be performed." What sanctions could there be

if the transport document did not specify those additional activities?
Presumably the contract would still be valid.
Mr. Diamond questioned the reference to "the actual performance of the

carriage itself." The Hague Rules mention stowing, loading, handling, etc.

Should the Rules mean that the carrier must perform all of the "actual
performance"? In England, the Hague Rules are construed to require the
carrier to do only so much of the carriage as the carrier agreed to perform.

Prof. van der Ziel added that the same issue arises in regard to
performance by the shipper.
Mr. Koronka noted that the Maritime Law Association of Australia and
New Zealand's submission raises a related issue with reference to controlling
the temperatures in refrigerated containers.
Prof. Berlingieri submitted that there must be some responsibilities that
the carrier cannot exclude from the contract.

Mr. De Orchis wondered what 1.2.1 is intended to accomplish. If the
purpose is to let the parties know that before loading or after discharge they
will be subject to a different liability regime than is specified in the transport
document, that would be useful. On the other hand, it would be silly to require
the carrier to specify all of the normal activities that are regularly performed as
part of the service.
Mr. Beare invited comments on part 1.3.
Mr. Harrington noted that the issues addressed here could affect, for
example, the subrogation rights of underwriters. He expressed concern that
underwriters not raise objections at the end of the process.
Mr. Garger volunteered to pass along those concerns to IUMI so that it
could provide its views at an early stage of the proceedings.
Mr. Diamond expressed reservations about 1.2.2 ("Responsibility for
subsidiary activities").
Prof. van der Ziel assumed that 1.2.2 is intended to be similar to the
Warsaw Convention's application to pick-up and delivery services.
Mr. Koronka confirmed that this is correct.
Mr. Diamond confessed that he had always been unclear when "pick-up
and delivery" ends and when full multimodal transport begins. He suggested
that these issues need careful attention. On 1.3.1, he saw merit in specifying
the carrier's duties when acting as an agent. Too often, carriers seek to evade
all liability because they are "agents".
The meeting adjourned for coffee at 11:15, and reconvened at 11:35.

Mr. Beare resumed the discussion of the agenda paper with 1.3.1.2
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("Identity of the carrier"). He noted that Mr. Diamond had suggested
postponing this issue, and invited other comments.
Mr. Harrington explained that he had never liked the standard identity
of carrier clause (which provides that the contract is with the ship owner, unless
the ship has been chartered by demise, in which case the contract is with the
demise charterer). In many jurisdictions, the demise charterer is not registered
and there is no effective way for a subsequent holder of the bill of lading to
know who is the contracting party.
Mr. de Brauw asked how broadly is 1.3.1.2 intended to apply.

Mr. Koronka explained that 1.3.1.2 is intended to address only the
situation in which the transport document has a clause referring to "the owner
of the ocean vessel" and there are two ocean vessels.
Prof. Berlingieri countered that this is not really an "identity of carrier"

issue, but an "identity of ocean leg" issue. Perhaps the section should be
renamed.

Mr. Hooper suggested that there should be a definition of

"transshipment," which is used in 1.3.1.3 ("Liberty Clauses"). The term is used
in different ways.

Mr. Miller advised consulting with the shipping industry on this issue
because transshipment is so common now.

Mr. Beare observed that the International Sub-Committee had
anticipated the issues of 1.3.2 ("Combined Transport Bills of Lading") in the
multimodal context. He proceeded to 1.4 ("Issues common to all three types of
carriage").

Mr. de Brauw suggested that 1.4.1 ("Interchange receipts")

is

impractical. A carrier will often be unaware of interchange receipts.

Mr. Koronka replied that this issue is also particularly relevant if we
proceed with a network system. He added that the Maritime Law Association
of Australia and New Zealand's comments suggest a wider obligation on the

carrier, going beyond interchange receipts. They seem to impose a more
explicit obligation on the carrier to produce documentation in relation to
refrigerated cargo.
Prof. van der Ziel noted that the same principles could apply for all sorts
of documents, such as log books.
Mr. Beare turned to section 2, the Liability Regime. He explained that 2.1

is introductory. Although views might vary regarding the classification of
other regimes, that would not be particularly relevant. The classifications are
merely examples, illustrating perhaps different drafting techniques. The
substantive discussion should begin with 2.2 ("Basis of liability").

Ms. Schiavi reported that the ICC considered any recommendation of
including an article to the effect of article 41 of CMR (i.e., making the new

transport convention "mandatory in both ways" and prohibiting any
contractual derogation from the instrument) would constitute a restraint of
trade.

Mr. Harrington expressed his personal view that presumed fault leads to
litigation. He felt that a stricter liability regime would be preferable. In civil
law terms, there should be an obligation of result.
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Mr. Hooper noted that there had been a lot of jurisprudence over the
years construing the Hague and Hague-Visby Rules. The Maritime Law
Association of the United States would like to preserve as much of that as
possible. It would be valuable to preserve the catalogue of defenses (article
4(2)) in order to give the courts some specificity.
Mr. Diamond suggested that this was all about risk allocation, which is a
commercial question. Our personal views are irrelevant. These issues cannot
be resolved until the diplomatic conference.
Mr. Beare countered that it was possible to identify the main contenders.

Mr. Diamond proposed that the main contenders range from CMR,
which he described as almost strict liability with a force majeure exception, to
the Hague-Visby Rules, which excuse the carrier for navigational fault. There
are a lot of stages between these extremes.

Prof. Berlingieri argued that the focus on "presumed fault" was
misleading. The real issue is the allocation of the burden of proof.

Prof. Gorton reported that there had been very little litigation in
Scandinavia since the new codes (which are based on fault) came into force.

He wondered if the concept of "fault" was any more complicated for the
carriage of goods by sea than it was in other contexts.
Mr. Harrington argued that it is.
Mr. De Orchis felt that the real question was whether the industry has yet
reached the position that it can virtually guarantee performance. He submitted
that it has not. Carriage by sea is still an adventure.
Mr. Chandler observed that, in many ways, the Hague-Visby Rules do

represent strict liability. The carrier has the possibility of escaping liability
under article 4(2), but those defenses are often hard to prove. In the absence of
a defense, the carrier is liable. Settlement is much easier in the maritime
context because there is not an open-ended -reasonableness" standard.

Prof. Berlingieri explained that the concept of "strict liability" is a
mystery for civil lawyers. He asked what was meant by "strict liability."
The meeting adjourned for lunch at 12:15, and reconvened at 1:10.

Mr. Harrington, responding to Prof. Berlingieri's question, referred to
the paper submitted by the International Group of P&I Clubs. It described the

Hague and Hague-Visby Rules as fault-based, which is an "obligation of
means" in a civil law system. Insurance is an "obligation of guarantee". "Strict

liability," even with some exceptions (such as force majeure), would be an
"obligation of result".

Mr. Diamond proposed four alternative approaches that could be
practical:

Maintain the approach of the Hague and Hague-Visby Rules with the

catalogue of exceptions, including negligent navigation and
management.
Maintain the approach of the Hague and Hague-Visby Rules with the

catalogue of exceptions except for negligent navigation and
management.

Establish a regime based on whether the carrier used reasonable
means to perform the carriage.
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(4) Impose liability on the carrier unless it is able to show something akin
to force majeure.
Mr. Diamond did not feel that anything stricter than possibility (4) would
be practical.

Mr. Beare observed that only options (3) and (4) would require new
drafting. Option (2) requires only the deletion of article 4(2)(a) of the Hague
and Hague-Visby Rules.
Mr. Diamond suggested that option (3) could be modelled on article
4(2)(q) of the Hague and Hague-Visby Rules.
Prof. Gorton noted that option (4) is similar to the liability of the seller
under the non-mandatory Vienna Sales Convention.
Mr. Beare asked whether the Working Group should prepare drafts based
on options (3) and (4).
Prof. Zunarelli proposed that the drafting for option (4) should stay as
close as possible to the language of CMR. This would give predictability to
people in the trade.
Prof. Sturley wondered whether the interpretation of CMR has been
consistent. If the courts have not construed CMR consistently, then using the
CMR language will not promote predictability.
Prof. Berlingieri commented that options (1) and (2) always allow the

consignee to prove the carrier's fault. The real point of the catalogue of
exceptions is to allocate the burden of proof.

Mr. Diamond observed that the new U.S. COGSA proposal had
introduced an interesting idea for dealing with the multiple causation problem,

when the loss is caused in part by something for which the carrier is
responsible and in part by an excepted peril.

Prof. Berlingieri added that the Hamburg Rules also address this
problem.
Mr. Beare mentioned that this issue is raised in the agenda paper at 2.4.5.

Mr. Diamond assumed that different countries may approach this
problem in different ways. It might therefore be valuable for the convention to

clarifY the result. He saw two possibilities: Under the new U.S. COGSA
proposal, there is an apportionment. Alternatively, the carrier could be held
fully liable whenever it is shown to be responsible for part of the loss unless it
can prove the extent to which it should be exonerated.
Prof. Gorton reported that under the Scandinavian regimes the carrier is

fully liable if its fault contributed even slightly to the loss. Apportionment
would be an improvement.
Mr. Beare invited Mr. Hooper to comment on apportionment.
Mr. Hooper explained the pending U.S. COGSA proposal on this issue,
which is based on the collision model. He saw apportionment as more equitable.
Mr. Beare reminded the delegates that the International Sub-Committee
on Uniformity of the Law of Carriage of Goods by Sea discussed in detail the

carrier's obligation to use due diligence. Should this International SubCommittee address whether that obligation is continuous?
Mr. Diamond thought that the issue would probably be of little practical
importance if the exception for negligent management is abolished.
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Prof. Berlingieri disagreed in part (but not in substance). To ensure
uniform application, the final instrument should clarify that the obligation is

continuous if it eliminates the negligent management exception. If the
exception is retained, however, then the obligation should not continue past the
commencement of the voyage.
Mr. Beare invited comments on 2.3.4.3 and 2.3.4.4 (the navigational fault
exceptions).
Mr. Hooper favored the deletion of the navigational fault exception, but

recognized that carriers should get something in return (such as extending
"carrier" protection to slot charterers).
Mr. Diamond thought it was too early to be discussing trade-offs.
Mr. Beare thought it was too early to be discussing what the trade-offs
might be.

Prof. Berlingieri asked whether Mr. Diamond's option 3 would retain
the obligation to make the ship seaworthy.
Mr. Diamond replied that when there was an obligation to use reasonable

care throughout, then the obligation to exercise due diligence to provide a
seaworthy vessel would be subsumed within the general obligation.
Prof. Berlingieri suggested that the identification of the class of people
for whom a carrier is responsible (e.g., servants, agents) must be clarified.

Mr. Beare, continuing, noted that 2.4 ("Allocation of the burden of
proof") has already been discussed. He asked if the Working Group should
prepare some carefully-worded text to discuss at the next meeting. Mr. Beare
did not foresee a detailed discussion of the merits in October, but thought that
the International Sub-Committee could ensure that the texts raise the issues
without ambiguity.

Mr. De Orchis asked if all four options would still be on the table at
Singapore.

Mr. Beare replied that they would. Everything will be subject to de novo
review in Singapore. Continuing with the agenda paper, he noted that the rest

of section 2 addresses issues that have been fully discussed in Prof.
Berlingieri's International Sub-Committee on Uniformity of the Law of
Carriage of Goods by Sea. He proposed to cover the material quickly here,
permitting the Working Group to draft some texts on the basis of earlier work.
He invited comments on 2.5 ("Liability of the performing carrier").

Prof. van der Ziel argued against imposing liability on "performing
carriers." The liability should be on the contracting carriers.
Mr. Diamond asked how Prof. van der Ziel would define the performing
carrier's liability?
Prof. Berlingieri wondered if it would be tort liability without limit.

Prof. Zunarelli contended that the definition of "performing carrier"
should not be restricted (as in the Hamburg Rules) to a person to whom
performance of the carriage has been entrusted by the contracting carrier.

Mr. Hooper thought it was difficult to define "performing carrier"
without knowing how the multimodal issue will be resolved.

Mr. Griggs commented that "performing carrier" is defined in other
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conventions, such as the Athens Convention. This instrument should probably
be consistent.
Mr. De Orchis invited someone from a civil law system to explain what
happens when the goods are damaged by the negligence of a person who is not
in contractual privity with the owner.
Mr. Harrington replied that the person who damaged the goods could be
sued in delict, but that a Himalaya clause would be a contract for benefit of a

third party and thus offer contractual protection. He added that the U.S.
Himalaya clause jurisprudence is almost civilian.
Prof. Berlingieri proposed that the International Sub-Committee should
consider as a matter of principle whether performing carriers should receive

the same treatment as the contracting carrier. Then the question is whether
those who perform ancillary activities should also receive the same treatment.
Mr. Diamond responded that this might be affected by whether the final
product is a multimodal convention.
Prof. Berlingieri disagreed. Ancillary activities arise even in port to port
shipments.

Mr. Diamond argued that if the instrument does not cover those who
perform ancillary services, their coverage will be left over to some future
convention.

Prof. Berlingieri contended that, from a practical standpoint, the
instrument ought to cover the entire ground.

Mr. Hooper agreed with Mr. Diamond that some future convention
would apply if we left the issue unresolved. Accordingly, we should define
"performing carrier" broadly, even if that causes problems with CMR.
Mr. de Brauw noted that CMR coverage is uncertain. Coverage here
could also be uncertain, as a performing carrier will not know if the goods are
carried under a bill of lading or a charter party.
Prof. Berlingieri responded that we are aiming rather at an exclusion
than an inclusion. We cover everything except charter parties.
Prof. Gorton objected that we would not cover a stevedore's work unless
it was done in conjunction with a carriage by sea.

Prof. Berlingieri agreed, noting that the case has arisen in Italy. A
stevedore unloaded a yacht, and the sea carriage was done. The consignee then
asked the stevedore to put the yacht to sea. During that operation, the yacht was

damaged. The Italian court held that this was not ancillary to sea carriage,
which had already been completed.
Mr. Song asked if we are going to employ joint and several liability.
Mr. Beare reported that this was the consensus in the International SubCommittee on Uniformity of the Law of Carriage of Goods by Sea.
Mr. Diamond asked about indemnity actions betwecn the stevedore and
the contracting carrier. Should the instrument apply to that?

Prof. Sturley proposed that this should be left to the contract between
them.

Mr. De Orchis asked whether the performing carrier's liability would be
limited to its own fault, or whether it would be jointly and severally liable for
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the contracting carrier's faulteven after the performing carrier has fully
performed.

Prof. Sturley proposed that the performing carrier would be liable for
what happens on its watch, but not for what happens after the performing
carrier has fully performed its own obligations.

Prof. Berlingieri noted that the relationship between the contracting
carrier and the performing carrier would be based on a second contract of
carriage, and thus governed by this instrument. But under this second contract
of carriage, the original contracting carrier would be the shipper.
Mr. Gombrii asked whether the performing carrier's liability should be

limited to the physical handling of goods. Suppose the performing carrier
prepares documents relying on information from the contracting carrier.

Prof. Zunarelli thought that this may be too complicated an issue.
Several speakers have asked for a simple regime.
Mr. Beare proceeded to 2.6 ("Delay."). 2.6.1 is introductory.

Mr. Harrington raised the problem of what happens if there are two
aspects of cargo damage. For example, the cargo might arrive late and damaged.

Mr. Beare felt that the first issue is whether the carrier should be liable
for the delay. The International Sub-Committee on Uniformity of the Law of
Carriage of Goods by Sea reached the consensus that the convention should
cover delay.

Prof. van der Ziel viewed the duration of the voyage as a commercial
matter. Slow carriage is cheap, fast carriage is expensive. Shippers who want

a guarantee should pay extra for it. A general provision is not helpful to
specific cases.
Mr. Song agreed. There should be no liability for delay unless the parties
agree to a specific time for delivery. When we discuss "delay," he wondered if
we mean on a Hamburg Rules basis.
Mr. Beare replied that the discussion should not be limited to a Hamburg
Rules basis.

Mr. Harrington reported that in Canada damages for delay are covered
by the Hague Rules.

Prof. Berlingieri explained that the consensus of his International SubCommittee was that physical damage caused by delay is covered by the Hague
Rules. There was no consensus on whether economic loss (e.g., loss of market)

caused by delay is covered by the Hague Rules. In liner services, we know
whether there has been a delay because the schedules are published.
Prof. Zunarelli noted that if we do not address delay, then each nation
will take its own approach. Some uniformity would be appreciated.
Mr. de Brauw felt that it is a matter of the calculation of damages that we
are addressing here. Dutch law would not allow recovery of consequential
damages, but would allow for physical damages to be covered.

Prof. van der Ziel clarified that his previous comment referred to
consequential damages.

Mr. Diamond agreed that pure economic loss cases create special
problems. Common law rules on remoteness of damages and foreseeability of
damages are all part of the general law of damages.
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Mr. Harrington posed the problem of Christmas trees that arrive on
Boxing Day.

Mr. Diamond, responding to 2.6.3, expressed problems with goods
deemed to be lost when everyone in fact knows where they are. He also
discussed the problem of title to goods that are deemed to be lost, and
suggested the deletion of 2.6.3 entirely.

Prof. van der Ziel agreed.
Mr. Song raised another issue. 2.6.3 gives the option to the consignee.
Should the consignee be required to exercise that option within a reasonable
time?

Mr. Harrington also disagreed with the substance of 2.6.3, but agreed
that the issue must be raised for discussion.
Mr. Beare wondered if it would be sufficient to refer to the issue in the
commentary.
[No dissent was expressed.]
Mr. Beare, proceeding to 2.6.4, asked what should the reference point be
if provision is made for damages for delay. In the Hamburg Rules the limit is
calculated by reference to the freight payable for the goods delayed (Article
6.1(b)).

Mr. Diamond responded that this question requires reference to the
commercial interests. It is not a matter of drafting but of risk allocation.
Mr. Chandler objected that the Hamburg Rules can create an incentive
for a carrier to use delay to reduce an otherwise applicable limitation amount.
Mr. de Brauw observed that delay is sometimes caused by overbooking,
so a simple loss of freight is no real penalty.

Mr. De Orchis felt that there was still confusion over the distinction
between physical damage caused by delay and economic loss caused by delay.
Would a limit under 2.6.4 apply to physical damage?

Prof. Gorton noted that the parties can always agree to a higher
limitation amount if time is of the essence.

Mr. Hooper agreed, and proposed that this should be left to contract.
With "just in time" shipments, delay matters. The parties should address this
in the contract. For most bill of lading shipments, delay is not so important. We
should not legislate for delay.
Mr. Diamond asked what it would mean not to legislate for delay. Would
the issue be left to national law? Would carriers be liable without limit?
Prof. van der Ziel reported that every bill of lading has a standard clause
concerning delay. In the liner business, booked containers may not show up in
time. Usually there is no penalty for this. Thus carriers overbook. Just as cargo
pays no penalty for no-shows, the carrier should not pay when booked cargo
must wait for the next ship due to overbooking.
Ms. Schiavi suggested that the section on liability must be simplified if
the end result is to be a mandatory convention.
Mr. Diamond added that modern conventions address delay. A simple
solution may in fact hurt cargo despite the appearance of helping cargo.

Mr. Beare proposed that, given the consensus of Prof. Berlingieri's
International Sub-Committee on Uniformity of the Law of Carriage of Goods
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by Sea, we should proceed to drafts (except on 2.6.3) unless there is a strong
feeling to the contrary here.
[No dissent was expressed.]
Mr. Beare, turning to 2.7 ("Deviation"), asked if the Working Group
should proceed on the basis expressed in the agenda paper.
[No dissent was expressed.]
The meeting adjourned for coffee at 3:05, and reconvened at 3:25.
Mr. Beare, turning to 2.8 ("Deck cargo"), asked if the Working Group
should proceed on the basis expressed in the agenda paper.
Mr. Harrington asked if the expectation was that the parties could not
contract out of the rules for deck carriage.
[Several delegates agreed that this was the expectation].
Prof. van der Ziel asked about customs of the trade. There is a custom in
the timber trade that deck cargo is carried at the owner's risk.
[No dissent was expressed to proceeding on the basis expressed in the
agenda paper.]
Mr. Beare proceeded to 2.9 ("Limitation of liability").
Mr. Song raised the issue of damages for delay mentioned in 2.9.2. In
many cases, it would be easy to break the limit in delay cases (e.g., when the
carrier overbooks).

Mr. de Brauw thought this referred only to physical damages, not to
consequential damages for delay.
Prof. Berlingieri explained that the intent was that the package-kilo limit
would cover both physical and economic loss.

Mr. Diamond asked if this meant that cargo would not recover the
freight-based limit as well.
Prof. Berlingieri replied that this was the intent of the International Sub-

Committee on Uniformity of the Law of Carriage of Goods by Sea. This
International Sub-Committee may disagree.
Mr. de Brauw argued that the package-kilo limit should be calculated on
the basis of the goods that are lost or damaged. For goods that are only late, the
limit should be calculated for those goods.

Mr. Chandler contended that if there was to be a special rule for
economic loss, we should express the rule in those terms. We need to make this
clear.

Mr. Beare, turning to 2.10 ("Loss of the right to limit"), asked if the
Working Group should proceed on the basis expressed in the agenda paper.

[No dissent was expressed to proceeding on the basis expressed in the
agenda paper.]

Mr. Diamond added that it will be important to clarify, one way or the
other, whether a personal act or omission of the carrier is required.
Mr. De Orchis raised the issue of whether performing carriers would lose
their right to limit based on the contracting carrier's personal fault.
Prof. Sturley explained that under the U.S. COGSA proposal, this issue
was resolved by tying each carrier's loss of the right to limit to that carrier's
own actions. Thus a performing carrier would lose the right to limit based on
the contracting carrier's actions.
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Mr. Beare, observing that there was nothing to discuss on 2.11 ("Time
Bar"), proceeded to 2.12 ("Liabilities of the Shipper").

Mr. Song, noting that we have already introduced the concept of the
performing carrier, asked if the shipper owes a duty to the performing carrier.

Prof. Zunarelli replied that if the performing carrier has the rights and
duties of the contracting carrier, it should have the right to ask the shipper to
perform properly.
Prof. Berlingieri disagreed with Prof. Zunarelli. The shipper's duty is
often one of description, and that duty is owed only to the contracting party.

Mr. Chandler disagreed with Prof. Berlingieri. The duty to describe
hazardous cargo runs to everyone involved.

Mr. Diamond noted that 2.12.2 gives two alternatives for dangerous
cargo, and suggested that drafting should proceed on both alternatives.
Mr. Beare concluded that the Working Group had a brief to proceed to
drafting for the next meeting.
[No dissent was expressed to proceeding on that basis].
Mr. Beare opened the discussion of section 3, which now presents some
drafts. They follow the propositions that were discussed at the last meeting and
should give effect to what was agreed at that meeting. He invited Prof. Sturley
to lead the discussion on section 3.

Prof. Sturley introduced section 3. He noted that the topics were
discussed in general terms in January, and more specifically in April. He
opened the discussion with section 3.1(a), which provides that "[a]fter the
carrier receives the goods, the carrier must issue a transport document if the
shipper requests one."

Mr. Diamond suggested there was a need to define "transport
document," which appears so often in the draft.

Prof. Sturley explained the working definition that he had in mind for
this section. He felt that "transport document" should not be too limited, which
was a mistake made at The Hague. Transport documents will include bills of
lading, sea waybills, electronic documents, and anything that serves one of the
traditional bill of lading functions with respect to the goods.
Mr. Diamond then asked what a "negotiable transport document" was.
Prof. Sturley explained that it would include a negotiable bill of lading,
but was also broad enough to include an electronic document that serves the

function of a negotiable bill of lading (if technology develops to permit a
transfer of rights through a process comparable to today's negotiation of a
paper bill of lading).
Mr. Song raised the issue of the distinction between the "shipper" and the

"actual shipper." Under an FOB contract, the buyer will be the contracting
shipper but the seller delivers the goods to the carrier.
Prof. Zunarelli agreed that the definition of "shipper" is a problem. We

need to face the distinction between the contracting shipper and the person
who actually delivers the goods. He noted that we faced the same problem
under the Convention on the Carriage of Dangerous Goods. Prof. Zunarelli
also felt that the problem of "negotiable documents" could produce a very
tricky discussion. The definition varies a lot from country to country. It is hard
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to foresee what will happen in the future. The Hague Rules have worked well
on this issue. We should not interfere with concepts that are strongly linked to
national systems.

Mr. Chandler explained that under U.S. law a dock receipt can be
negotiable. The key issue in the United States is "to order" language. He also
agreed that there was a need to distinguish the actual and contracting shippers.
Finally, he observed that imports into the United States require a bill of lading
to satisfy customs rules, so that a carrier may need to issue a bill of lading even
if the shipper does not want one.

Prof. van der Ziel disagreed with Prof. Sturley on the definition of
"transport document". His view was that "any other negotiable transport
document" does not include an electronic document because an electronic
view is no document at all.
Mr. Diamond commented that this illustrates why it is important to have
definitions now, so that we will all know what we are discussing.
Prof. van der Ziel explained that in his view, the definition of "negotiable
transport document" turns on the carrier's promise to deliver the cargo to the
holder of the document. If the carrier promises to deliver to a person named by

the shipper, then it is a non-negotiable document. Turning to the "shipper"
definition, there is not only "contracting shipper" and "actual shipper," but the
"documentary shipper" whose name appears in the bill of lading. That is the
person who can indorse the document. It is the first holder, and thusin legal

termsmore important than the "actual shipper" (who may be only a
forwarder).

Prof. Sturley agreed that clarifying the "shipper" definition was
important, and invited the International Sub-Committee to offer guidance on
how section 3.1(b) should be revised in light of the distinctions that had been
identified.

Prof. van der Ziel suggested that in the first sentence ("The shipper and
the carrier may agree that the transport document will be non-negotiable.")
"the shipper" should be "the contracting shipper." In the third sentence ("In the
absence of such an agreement, the shipper is entitled to a negotiable bill of
lading or other negotiable transport document.") "the shipper" should be "the
documentary shipper."
Prof. Sturley agreed that it should be "the contracting shipper" in the first
sentence. The agreement mentioned must be made in the contract of carriage,
and it must be the parties to that contract who enter into an agreement there.

Thus we have the contracting shipper and the contracting carrier in the first
sentence.

In the third sentence, Prof. Sturley's personal view (which he had not
previously considered) was that it would be unworkable to require the carrier
to issue the transport document to the "documentary shipper." That may be a
party with whom the carrier has not dealt. If the carrier lcnows who is entitled

to be the documentary shipper, it is only because the actual shipper or the
contracting shipper has given instructions. Furthermore, in many cases, the
carrier will not even know the identity of the contracting shipper. In an FOB
sale, the buyer will generally be the contracting shipper, but the seller will enter
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into the contract with the carrier as the buyer's agent. Unless the seller notifies
the carrier that it is acting as the buyer's agent, the carrier will not know that
the buyer is the contracting shipper.
Prof. van der Ziel replied that in an FOB shipment, the carrier will know
who is the contracting shipper because it will normally be a "freight collect"
situation. A carrier will contact the FOB buyer to ensure that it will be liable
for the freight before accepting a freight collect booking. Thus the carrier will
be fully aware of the identity of the contracting shipper.
Prof. Sturley disagreed, noting that in many cases the FOB seller will pay
the freight on the buyer's account. These will not be "freight collect" situations.
The carrier will receive the freight from the actual shipper, not knowing that the
actual shipper acts as agent for the contracting shipper (who is the FOB buyer).
Prof. van der Ziel observed that usually the carrier receives instructions
regarding to whom the transport document should be issued and whose name
should appear in the "shipper" box, and they may be different parties.
Prof. Sturley noted that this was not the problematic case that the third
sentence of section 3.1(b) was required to resolve. That provision will apply, for
example, when two people appear, each claiming to be the shipper entitled to a
negotiable transport document, and the carrier has not received instructions.
Perhaps the FOB seller and FOB buyer will both want a bill of lading.

Prof. van der Ziel replied that in these cases, the carrier should seek
instructions from the contracting shipper.

Prof. Sturley responded that the carrier may not know who is the
contracting shipper. How do we draft the third sentence?
Mr. Diamond suggested that the one entitled should be the other party to
the contract of carriage.

Prof. Sturley complained that the other party to the contract was, by
definition, the contracting shipper. If the carrier does not know the identity of
the contracting shipper, then the other party to the contract is equally unknown.
Mr. Chandler noted that the FOB seller will need to receive the bill of
lading in order to guarantee payment.
Prof. Sturley concluded that this would need to be drafted with "actual"
and "contracting" in brackets before "shipper" in the third sentence. It can
easily be drafted either way, and there are plausible arguments in favor of either
solution. The International Sub-Committee would simply need to resolve the
issue, or at least highlight it for further discussion.
Prof. Gorton asked whether "documentary" should also be included in
brackets.

Prof. Sturley thought not, because there would not be a "documentary
shipper" unless a transport document were issued, and the whole point of the
third sentence is that the carrier has not issued a transport document.

Prof. Berlingieri, returning to the "transport document" definition,
suggested that there might be language such as "document evidencing the
receipt of the goods by the carrier."

Mr. Beare replied that he had understood this to be Prof. Sturley's
working definition.

Prof. Gorton added that there should also be some recognition of the
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obligation to deliver the goods at the stated destination. Otherwise a warehouse
receipt could be a transport document.

Prof. van der Ziel agreed, and proposed that the transport document
should evidence the contract of carriage, or a least the main elements of it.

Prof. Sturley agreed with Prof. Gorton's observation that a "transport
document" required something more than a "storage document," but disagreed
that the "transport document" must evidence the contract of carriage. In many

cases, the contract is found in a completely separate document, such as a
service contract or a charter party. Perhaps a working definition would be "a
document evidencing the carrier's receipt of goods that the carrier has agreed
to transport."
Prof. Berlingieri added that it might be "... has agreed to transport to the
destination named in the document."
Prof. Sturley, turning to 3.1(c), noted that the introductory phrase "If the

carrier issues a transport document, the transport document must" was also
used in 4.1(a). He explained that his plan was ultimately to combine in one
place all of the things that the transport document was expected to contain. At
the moment, 3.1(c)(i)-(iii) lists three of the things that will be on this list, and
4.1(a)(i)-(iii) lists three more things that the transport document must do. As
we proceed in the project, more items will be added to the list.
Mr. Koronka suggested that some of the items we discussed this morning
in section 1 would be added to the list.
Prof. Sturley explained that 3.1(c )(i), requiring the transport document to
"describe the apparent order and condition of the goods at the time the carrier

receives them from the shipper," simply codified what had been a noncontroversial proposition at the last meeting.

Mr. Diamond argued that there was a need to have at least a general
definition of "apparent order and condition."
Prof. Sturley agreed to draft a provisional definition.

Mr. Diamond suggested referring to texts such as Scrutton on
Cha rterparties for guidance.
Prof. Sturley felt that there had been a consensus at the January meeting
that we were only concerned with external order and condition. No one wanted
the carrier to open sealed containers, for example.
Prof. Berlingieri wondered what was the difference between "order" and
"condition."
Mr. Diamond suggested that if a crate was missing a plank, it might still
be in good condition to protect the cargo on the voyage but it would not be in
good order.

Mr. Chandler did not think there was any problem with
misunderstanding of the meaning of "apparent order and condition," and it was
important not to become too specific, lest the definition become an invitation
to litigation.
Prof. Sturley accepted this suggestion.

Prof. Zunarelli observed that 3.1(c)(i) required the carrier to "describe
the apparent order and condition of the goods at the time the carrier receives
them from the shipper," while 3.3(a)(i) made the transport document "prima
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.facie evidence of the carrier's receipt of the goods as described in the transport
document". But there was no provision for the priina facie effect of a transport
document that failed to describe the apparent order and condition of the goods
(in violation of 3.1(c)(i)). The document is still valid, but there is no description
of the goods.
Mr. Diamond agreed that this should be corrected.
Prof. Sturley suggested that the solution should be included in 3.3. If the

carrier fails to include the apparent order and condition of the goods, they
could be deemed to have been in good order and condition.
Mr. Diamond suggested that the term "deemed" was now out of favor.

Mr. Chandler thought that the concept caused problems for civil law
jurisdictions.
Prof. Sturley agreed to attempt a draft without using the term "deemed".
He wanted to ensure, however, that the International Sub-Committee agreed on
the substance.
[No dissent was expressed.]
Prof. Sturley continued to 3.1(c)(ii). The substance of the provision was
discussed in detail in April, where the International Sub-Committee agreed
that the carrier should include in the transport document whatever information
the shipper furnishedprotecting itself, if necessary, with a qualifying clause
rather than by refusing to include the shipper's information.
Mr. Diamond argued that this could not be right if the carrier knew the
shipper's information was incorrect. A qualifying clause would not be enough.
Prof. Sturley replied that under this draft, the qualifying clause must be
accurate. Thus if the carrier in fact knew that the shipper's information was
wrong, it would not be permitted to say "the carrier has had no opportunity to
check the leading marks."
Mr. Diamond felt this would be commercially unacceptable.

Prof. Sturley explained that the Hague Rules permitted the carrier to
omit information that the carrier had reasonable grounds for suspecting to be
inaccurate, but that the International Sub-Committee had decided to remove
this option. Perhaps the International Sub-Committee should reconsider this
decision.

Prof. Berlingieri observed that 3.2 permits the carrier to include a
qualifying clause when it has no reasonable means of checking the shipper's

information, but not when the carrier has in fact checked the shipper's
information and discovered the inaccuracy. That gap must be filled.
Mr. Beare suggested that Mr. Diamond produce a list of the issues that
need to be resolved on this part for discussion tomorrow morning.

Mr. Harrington raised Barry Oland's concern regarding containerized
cargo with a qualifying clause such as "said to contain" or "shipper's load,
stow, and count." Mr. Oland wondered what was the value of that clause. Who
has the burden of proof regarding that clause? The draft should clarify who has
the burden of proof.
Mr. Diamond argued that the burden should not be on the carrier, which

had no idea what was in the container, and which did its best to qualify the
statement.
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Mr. Harrington reported the Canadian view that the carrier, having made
a statement in the transport document regarding the goods, should bear the
burden rather than the innocent consignee.
Mr. Hooper noted that the buyer and the seller both wanted the carrier to
include the description of the goods for commercial purposes. The original
intent of the Hague Rules was to allow the carrier to clause such a description
that it was unable to verify. If the container is delivered undamaged with the
seal intact, then the description should not constitute prima facie evidence of
what was in the container. But if the container is damaged or the seal is
breached, then the description is prima facie evidence, but the carrier may still
dispute it (if the carrier can sustain the burden of proof that is now placed on
it). Mr. Hooper thought that this is a practical solution, which was acceptable
to the commercial interests in the United States.
Mr. Diamond felt that he could go along with that.
Mr. Harrington could not disagree with that, but would need to consult
with the Canadian Maritime Law Association.
The meeting adjourned at 5:15 p.m. on Friday, 7th July 2000.

Mr. Beare reconvened the meeting at 9:05 a.m. on Saturday, 8th July
2000, and invited Prof. Sturley to resume the discussion where it had left off
on the previous day.

Prof. Sturley reported that he had spent the evening reviewing the tapes
of yesterday afternoon's discussion and his notes of the April meeting. He
proposed changing the substance of the draft in response.
At the April meeting, the suggestion was made that the carrier should
include in the transport document whatever description of the goods the
shipper provides and would not have the option of omitting that description,
even if the carrier is unable to verify its accuracy. But the suggestion was solely
in the context of the carrier's not having a reasonable opportunity to verify its

accuracy, rather than in the context of the carrier's not only having the
opportunity but in fact checking the description and finding it to be inaccurate.
Prof. Sturley thought we ought to distinguish those two cases. His suggestion

was to adhere to the decision in April to require the carrier to include the
information in the transport document that the shipper needs for commercial
purposes, even if the carrier does not have a reasonable opportunity to verify
it. The classic example, of course, would be the contents of the container. The
carrier would not be allowed to say simply, "One container, such-and-such a
number, no information about what is inside," because that is commercially
infeasible. The carrier has to say, "One container said to contain [whatever the

contents are supposed to be]," and then protect itself by qualifying that
description with "shipper's description" or some other qualifying phrase that
indicates the carrier does not really know what is inside the container (despite
the transport document's description).
In the situation that Mr. Diamond raised yesterday, which was not really
before the Internationa/ Sub-Committee in April, the question is what happens
when the carrier in fact does attempt to verify the shipper's description, and
discovers that the shipper's description is inaccurate. In Prof. Sturley's view
the correct answer would be that it is not enough to have some qualifying
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phrase; the carrier needs to correct the transport document. Presumably at that
point the shipper will say, "Oh, I am sorry; there has been some confusión,"

because presumably the shipper wants the correct leading marks on the
transport document as well.
Prof. Sturley thought that the issue might become more problematic in
3.1(c)(iii), where the question is the number of packages. But here, of course,

it is particularly important that the transport document be accurate. If the
shipper arrives with nine containers and the draft transport document indicated
ten containers, then the carrier should cross off the "10" and put in the "9". If

the shipper arrives with 9,998 packages and a document saying 10,000
packages, then the carrier may be able to say, "10,000 packages, shipper's
count," and we will not require the carrier to count them. But if the carrier does

count them and discovers how many are really there, then the carrier should
correct the transport document and put in the accurate information.
Prof. Sturley asked whether the International Sub-Committee agreed
with this proposal, and asked if he should attempt in the next draft to give effect
to that substance rather than the substance he had in mind when he drafted the
current language.

Mr. Beare asked Mr. Diamond if that met his concerns.
Mr. Diamond agreed that this seems broadly acceptable, although it will
still be necessary to see the details. We need to distinguish cases where the
information is apparent or reasonably ascertainable from cases where the
information is difficult or impossible to verify. There should be a duty on the

carrier to put accurate information in the transport document when it is
reasonably ascertainable. When the information is difficult to verify, then the
carrier must include the shipper's information but is permitted to qualify it (and
the transport document will not be prima facie evidence). When the goods are

in a sealed container, the carrier should not need to show that shipper's
information was difficult to verify. The carrier should be allowed to use the
hallowed words "said to contain."
Prof. Si asked if the new draft would give examples of qualifying clauses.
Prof. Sturley replied that he did not think that would be a good idea. It
can be dangerous to try to codify commercial practice. It may turn out that in
particular circumstances, a particular qualification is appropriate that did not
occur to the draftsmen. We do not want to suggest that that future qualification
does not work. It may be helpful to give examples of qualifications that do
work but only if it is sufficiently clear that these are simply examples and that
other qualifications could also work.
Prof. Berlingieri asked whether the carrier could impose on the shipper
a description with which the shipper disagrees.

Prof. van der Ziel raised concerns about the concept of a sealed
container. In Europe, containers are usually delivered unsealed. The truck
driver puts the carrier's seal on the container when he picks up seller-packed
container. If possible, the trucker will seal the container in the presence of a
shipper's representative. This is true for manufactured goods, at least. For
agricultural products, the shipper is rarely present.
Mr. Chandler explained that often the carrier stuffs the container as part
of the service. The phrase "as furnished in writing by" is no longer relevant, if
it ever was. The shipper prepares the transport document. It would be better to
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say "as they were said to be by the shipper."
Prof. Zunarelli commented on the case where a container was stuffed and
sealed by the shipper (agreeing that the carrier should be responsible for the
description when the carrier stuffed the container). Suppose that the carrier's
representative is present at the time of stuffing. Does that change the result?
Prof. Sturley pointed out that under 3.2(a)(ii) the carrier is permitted to
include the qualifying clause if the carrier can show that it had no reasonable
means of checking the information furnished by the shipper. If the carrier has
a representative present during the stuffing, then the carrier will be unable to

show that it had no reasonable means of checking the information. The
qualifying clause will be ineffective.
Prof. Zunarelli agreed with this approach.
Mr. Diamond disagreed with 3.2(a)(ii). It is ridiculous for the carrier to

have to show that it had no reasonable means of checking in a routine
containerized cargo case.
Prof. Sturley asked whether Mr. Diamond disagreed with the substance

of 3.2(a)(ii) or just with the burden of proof. Would it be satisfactory if the
burden were put on the shipper to show that the carrier did have a reasonable
means of checking?
Mr. Diamond agreed that this would be satisfactory.
Mr. Chandler explained that, in reality, the carrier will know if it had an
agent present. The consignee, in contrast, will have no idea whether the
carrier's agent was present. The carrier has better access to the information,
and thus the burden should be on the carrier.
Prof. van der Ziel added that the transport document usually indicates
whether the container was shipper-packed or carrier-packed.
Mr. Chandler countered that this was not true for documents prepared in
some Southeast Asian countries.
Mr. Beare wondered if there should be alternative drafts here.
Prof. van der Ziel disagreed. Even in the cases raised by Mr. Chandler,
what we have is a commercial allocation of responsibility.
Mr. Koronka agreed with Mr. Chandler. There are many cases from the
Far East where documents do not reflect what actually happened.
Prof. Sturley suggested that the real issue is not who stuffed the container
but whether the carrier had an agent present to observe the process. Even if the

shipper stuffed the container, the carrier might have had a reasonable
opportunity to inspect the contents.
Mr. Diamond disagreed, saying that the real issue should be whether the

carrier's agent was present as part of a tallying exercise. Often the carrier's
"agent" is a truck driver who is simply waiting, not tallying.
Mr. Koronka agreed.
Mr. Chandler suggested that there is no custom in the trade.
Mr. Beare suggested that the draftsmen had enough guidance, and that it
was time to proceed.
Mr. Diamond added that he had prepared some notes on "apparent order
and condition" to summarize the previous discussion.

Ms. Schiavi declared that the ICC supports the text as drafted. The ICC
would not like to see this changed substantively.

Prof. Sturley thought this would not be a problem, as Mr. Diamond's
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comments for the most part are consistent with the draft.
Mr. Diamond noted that the qualifying clause should be valid even when
a container is delivered that has been damaged, or the seal is broken.
Prof. van der Ziel agreed.

Prof. Sturley explained that the draft on sealed containers follows the
commercial compromise that was worked out in the United States during the
negotiations that produced the pending COGSA proposal. The International
Sub-Committee is, of course, free to reject the compromise and seek a different
solution.
Mr. Beare suggested that it was time to conclude this discussion, and
asked Prof. Sturley if there were any remaining issues to discuss.
Prof. Sturley raised the issue of weighing containers.

Prof. Zunarelli expressed some doubts regarding the use of the term
"agreed." Under the present draft, there must-be an agreement between the
carrier and the shipper in order to have the weight appear on the face of the bill

of lading. This leads to the conclusion that even if weighing facilities are
available at the port of shipment, and the shipper requires weights to be
included on the bill of lading, if the carrier does not agree to that then it is not

required to weigh the containers. Prof. Zunarelli would prefer to give the
shipper a right to have the container weighed if facilities are available.

Prof. Sturley thought that a carrier will generally follow the shipper's
request rather than refuse the shipment.
Mr. Chandler agreed that it should be by agreement, and that the carrier
can charge extra for the service.
Prof. Zunarelli recognized the force of the argument, but wondered what
would happen in a minor port where there is no competition.

Mr. Chandler predicted that those ports will not have the facilities
anyway.

Mr. Diamond asked what happens with bulk goods, which generally are
shipped by weight.

Mr. Hooper replied that for bulk goods, the custom of the trade has
already been established. The real issue here is whether the consignee trusts the
shipper, the carrier, or a third party.

Prof. Sturley explained that the draft does not distinguish weight from
other aspects of the description of the goods for non-containerized cargo.
Prof. Berlingieri asked whether in 3.3(d) the acting in bad faith should
relate to the description of the goods.

Mr. Beare invited Prof. Zunarelli to open the discussion of section 4,
as this was the topic on which he had taken the lead at previous meetings.
Prof. Zunarelli felt that Prof. Sturley's draft accurately reflected the
discussion in London. The only major difficulty is the case when neither the
carrier nor the ship is sufficiently identified. We saw yesterday that 1.3.1.2
presents a similar problem in the context of through carriage.
Prof. van der Ziel saw a problem on this point. Under 4.1(a)(ii), the
transport document must identify the carrier. Under 4.1(b), the issuer will be
liable for the failure to identify the carrier. The issuer, however, is part of the

problem, and an agent that issues a transport document on behalf of an
untraceable carrier will not have any assets worth pursuing. The shipper should
not be allowed to accept a transport document from an untraceable carrier.
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Mr. Song agreed.
Mr. Harrington noted that the CONGEN Bill '94 does not identify the
carrier, and it is not a "cheap" bill of lading. He wondered what happens if
cargo sues the registered owner.

Prof. Gorton noted that 4.1(a) says that the transport document must
state one of three dates. He wondered if it is enough to have a transport
document that states only the issue date.
Mr. de Brauw proposed that the transport document should state (A) the
date on which the carrier took possession of the goods or (B) the date on which
the goods were loaded on board the vessel. In addition, the transport document

should also state (C) the date on which the transport document was issued.
Turning to 4.1(d), he added that many cargoes are covered by more than one
bill of lading. For example, an NVOCC and an ocean carrier will both issue a
bill of lading for the same cargo. There could be separate claims under each of
these bills of lading.
Prof. Berlingieri, referring to Mr. Harrington's comment, explained
that in the International Sub-Committee on Uniformity of the Law of Carriage
of Goods by Sea it was agreed that the time limit would run for the demise
charterer from the time when the demise charterer accepted responsibility.
Mr. Diamond noted that 4.1 (a)(ii) requires the identification of the
"shipper." Usually the nominal shipper is an agent.
Mr. Koronka referred to Mr. de Brauw's point regarding 4.1(d). He
suggested that making the registered owner the "carrier" works for port-to-port
shipments, but not for combined transport cases.
Mr. Chandler agreed that with NVOCCs it can be very complicated, but
there is always a contract or series of contracts. Even if an NVOCC disappears,
it had a contract with the next party in line.

Mr. Koronka disagreed. The ocean carrier may have agreed to perform
the sea leg, but will know nothing about the land portion.
Mr. de Brauw reiterated his concern about a carrier's exposure to double
or triple liability.
Prof. Zunarelli suggested that the person issuing the transport document
should know who is the contracting shipper or actual shipper, and should be
able to list at least one of the two.
Mr. Koronka proposed that separate solutions may be needed for portto-port and for combined transport situations.

Mr. Diamond agreed with Mr. Koronka.
Prof. Gorton agreed that there should be some identification of the
shipper.

Prof. Berlingieri recalled that for the time being we are dealing only
with port-to-port shipments for all of these issues.

Mr. Harrington argued that a carrier should only be bound by a
transport document that it authorized.
Mr. Chandler explained that an NVOCC may be listed as the shipper on
the ocean bill of lading. The ocean carrier is not bound to the original shipper
on its bill of lading, although the ship may be bound in rem.
Prof. Berlingieri suggested that if the owner of a ship allows someone
else to use the vessel then the owner should be responsible. Suppose a slot
charterer issues a transport document, for example, and does not list its name.
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The shipowner should be responsible for that.
Mr. Koronka had no problem in these circumstances, but warned that
the general rule as drafted would apply to combined transport cases if we do
not take care to exclude them.
Mr. de Brauw added that an in rem action against the vessel is a far cry
from imposing personal liability on the owner.
The meeting adjourned for coffee at 10:30, and reconvened at 10:50.
Mr. Beare invited Prof. Gorton to lead the discussion of section 5.

Prof. Gorton reiterated that (except for the provisions on the cesser
clause) section 5 would probably be non-mandatory. He then reviewed the
highlights of the various provisions.
Mr. Chandler objected to 5.5(b), which declares that the consignee may
be liable for the payment of the freight if a negotiable transport document
contains the statement "freight collect" or wording of similar nature. This can
cause problems if the consignee never agreed to be listed as the consignee. It
should be the person taking delivery of the goods who may be liable.
Prof. Gorton explained that this is why the word "may" is included in
the draft.

Mr. Harrington expressed some concerns about several clauses,
starting with 5.2(b) (pro rata freight). The issue may not arise too often,
because nearly all bills of lading say that freight is earned upon shipment. The

fact that the vessel is closer to the destination does not necessarily mean
transporting the goods the remaining distance is going to be cheaper than

transporting them from the point of origin. On a shipment from the
Mediterranean to the Eastern United States, if the ship ended up in the Azores
it would probably be more expensive to move those goods from the Azores to

the United States than from the original port of shipment in the
Mediterranean.

With respect to 5.4(b) (cesser clause), Mr. Harrington wondered why
the carrier should not be entitled to waive any personal claim against shipper.

Finally, with respect to 5.6(a) (right of retention), Mr. Harrington
argued that whether or not the consignee is liable on a "freight pre-paid" bill
of lading, there should at least be no lien on the goods.
Prof. Gorton asked whether 5.2(b) should be deleted.
Mr. Harrington supported this suggestion.

Prof. Zunarelli proposed requiring the shipper to pay for whatever
benefit it received.
Mr. Harrington added that it would be a quantum meruit type of claim.

Prof. Berlingieri contended that the philosophy of distance freight
should be based on the actual approach to the port of destination. If there is
no approach to the port of destination because the goods are discharged in a
place from which the cost of transportation to the port of destination or the
length of the voyage is equal or even greater, there is no per-distance freight.
Changing the subject slightly, it seems that a general provision indicating
which rules are mandatory would help.
Mr. Chandler saw no need for 5.2(b). The contract of carriage always
provides for freight.
He also objected to 5.6(a)(ii) because it allows the goods to be held
hostage for the shipper's fault, and it is the innocent consignee who suffers.
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The carrier should be free to hold the transport document until the shipper
pays, but once the shipper has the transport document, the carrier's remedy
should be against shipper in personam.
Mr. Diamond raised three points. First, he thought that the pro rata
freight provision is not of vital importance. It could be useful, though. Second,
the "no set-off" rule in 5.3(b) should be clarified. "Thereafter" may be unduly
limiting in a case in which freight is earned on delivery. Third, the cost of
exercising liens should be considered. For example, the carrier should be
allowed to add the cost of storage under 5.6.
Mr. de Brauw felt that 5.4(a) should clarify what freight the shipper is
liable to pay. If the shipper is the charterer, for example, it should be liable for
charter party freight, not bill of lading freight.
Prof. Gorton commented that 5.4(a) would not be mandatory, which
should solve this problem.
Mr. Song raised two points. In practice, the carrier sometimes insists on
payment of the freight in advance for a "freight prepaid" bill of lading. He
wondered whether the carrier has the right to retain the bill of lading if both
parties agree to issue a freight pre-paid bill of lading.
Second, he explained that China now has two conflicting laws on the
carrier's right to lien the cargo. Under the Chinese Maritime Code, the right
to lien on cargo is restricted to the goods of the debtor. But the new Contract
Law permits the carrier to lien any cargo that has been carried on the vessel.
Thus 5.6(a)(ii) should clarify whether the right to lien on cargo is restricted to
the goods of the debtor.
Mr. Diamond proposed that the rule in 5.4(a) should be mandatory.
Prof. Zunarelli disagreed. For commercial reasons, the carrier could
agree to look only to the consignee for payment.
Mr. Diamond explained that if the shipper is liable originally, then
negotiation of the transport document should not defeat that liability. Of
course, if shipper is not liable originally then the shipper will not be liable.
The rule should be that negotiation does not defeat liability.
Ms. Pysden noted that it is well-established that the carrier has a right to
its lien. It might be dangerous to get into much more detail or we will run into
problems with well-developed law in various jurisdictions.
Mr. Beare invited Prof. van der Ziel to lead the discussion of section 6.
Prof. van der Ziel opened the discussion.
Mr. Diamond commented that 6.3 and 6.6 both deal with the problem
that arises if the carrier wants to deliver the goods at the destination, but no one

comes forward to take delivery. He wondered if the carrier can divest itself
from responsibility. He doubted that 6.3 and 6.6 go far enough, and proposed
that those provisions should have real teeth or be deleted.

Ms. Schiavi disagreed with Mr. Diamond, and promised to give
comments in writing after consultation with ICC members.

Prof. Zunarelli expressed his opposition to any forced delivery to a
consignee who has not consented, but supported a solution for relieving the
carrier from liability as carrier in this context.
Mr. Hooper saw a need to modify 6.6 to permit the carrier to sell the
goods before the storage charges become too great.
Prof. Berlingieri noted that 6.6 permits the carrier to take certain actions
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but does not say anything about constructive delivery. There should be
something more.
Mr. Chandler agreed that we should not beat around the bush. There are
two concepts here that should be made explicit.

Prof. van der Ziel explained that he had deliberately not put in a
constructive delivery provision, but added that the carrier should still be
entitled to the benefit of its bill of lading provisions. He doubted that
constructive delivery would be useful.

Mr. Chandler commented that much of the difficulty goes back to the
assumption that there will be a consignee.

Prof. Zunarelli sympathized with Mr. Chandler's comments, but
thought it was risky to go into too many details. Many states will have
problems at the diplomatic conference if there are too many details here. The
details for a forced sale can be left to national law.
Mr. Song observed that in many developing countries, it is difficult for
the carrier to do anything except wait. Under Chinese Customs Law, the carrier
is not permitted to sell the cargo if no one has claimed it.
Mr. Chandler recalled that one goal of the project is to provide uniform
law where it does not exist now.
Mr. Diamond suggested that delivery of the goods without production of
the bill of lading is the most difficult problem. Although 6.5.2 recognizes the
problem, it does not solve it. One can sympathize with the carrier who is forced
to become a guarantor. Any solution lies within very narrow limits.

Mr. Diamond could see prohibiting further negotiation of the bill of
lading once the carrier has delivered the goods, but this could not defeat the
rights of those who were committed before delivery to take up the bill of
lading. This solution is unlikely to help carriers very often.
Mr. Hooper supported the suggestion in 6.5.2.6 that there be an age limit
on a bill of lading. This idea may help to protect carriers. A bill of lading should
be more time-sensitive than a stale check.
Mr. Chandler added that a subsequent holder must also take in good faith

in order to assert rights under the transport document. He added that another
problem arises when a bill of lading is not transferred quickly enough on a
string sale, and the party in possession goes banlcrupt.

Mr. Song asked whether 6.2(a) and 6.5(a)(ii) together mean that the
carrier can deliver cargo to the consignee of a straight bill of lading without
production of the bill of lading.
Prof. van der Ziel replied that they did.
Mr. Beare proceeded to section 7 ("Right of Control"). Alexander von
Ziegler had previously led the discussion on this section, but he was not present
at the meeting. Mr. Beare thus invited Prof. van der Ziel to lead the discussion
as the responsible member of the drafting team.
Prof. van der Ziel explained that he had tried to put some logic into the
conclusions of the previous sessions. He disagreed with the comments at the
UNCITRAL Colloquium that the project should not cover this topic. The right
of control is too important. He added that he had drawn a distinction between
instructions within the contract and those outside the contract. Finally, he has
drawn a distinction between instructions that must be followed and those that
need not.
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Mr. Chandler endorsed the need for some regulation in this area. He
referred to Prof. Yiannopoulos's survey of about fifteen countries, Ocean Bills
of Lading: Traditional Forms, Substitutes, and EDI Systems (Kluwer 1995),
which shows great divergences on the law in this field.
Mr. Diamond agreed that provisions identifying the party entitled to give
instructions are of great value, especially with waybills, electronic documents,

and other non-negotiable documents. He did see some problems with the
details. Calling a request a "right," for example, seems to be an improper

usage. But this is certainly a subject that should be dealt with in this
convention, perhaps in an even wider context. Thus far we have not addressed
the rules associated with the transfer of bills of lading and related rights. We
should face these issues, and this section on rights of control would fit within
that larger discussion.

Mr. Hooper questioned 7.2(b), which requires all original transport
documents to be surrendered when more than one original is issued. Although
this rule makes a great deal of sense, it seems out of step with industry practice.

Mr. Chandler asked why three bills of lading are still issued. He
wondered if we could put an end to the practice.
Prof. van der Ziel explained that the full set of bills of lading is required
to have the right of instruction, but that only one is needed for delivery. He

agreed that the practice of issuing three originals serves no purpose, and
people have objected to it strongly over the years. It was one of the conclusions
of the CMI Venice Colloquium in 1983 in respect of bills of lading.
Mr. Chandler reported that it also came up for discussion in conjunction

with UCP 500. The banks echoed the same sentiment, but the practice
continues.

Prof. Berlingieri commented that in some jurisdictions, a straight bill of
lading is still a document of title and the carrier must demand the surrender of
such a bill of lading before delivery to be safe. Thus new rules would be very
helpful to bring more uniformity here.

Mr. Diamond asked whether the focus was on the nature of the bill of
lading as a document of title or on issues covered by the U.S. Pomerene Act and
the British 1992 COGSA.
Mr. Beare commented that the latter issue is within the International Sub-

Committee's terms of reference. He asked if anyone dissented from the
Working Group's addressing these problems.
Mr. Chandler volunteered that it would be welcome.
[No dissent was expressed.]

Prof. Zunarelli felt that 7.2(a)(iii) could cause problems by its
assumption that more than one person will have rights to give instructions.
Prof. van der Ziel explained that there are CMR countries in which the

consignee has rights of control after the goods have arrived at the place of
destination. This causes problems. The shipper will tell the carrier not to
deliver the goods without obtaining approval from the bank, but instead to
store the goods in the meantime. Consignees can override that instruction. This
draft says that in case of such conflict, the right of the shipper must prevail.

Prof. Zunarelli accepted this solution. He suggested adding the phrase
"according to the applicable law" so that it would be clear that the double right
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to give instructions does not arise in this instrument but instead arises
elsewhere.
Mr. Diamond saw the value in 7.2(a)(iii), but still felt that there must be

cases in which the right passes to the consignee unconditionally and the
shipper loses the right entirely.
Prof. van der Ziel explained that 7.2(a)(i) provides that result, along with
7.1(b) (which allows the parties to agree who has the right).

Mr. Diamond objected that 7.1(b) does not specify when the right is
transferred.

Mr. Hooper raised a slight comment on 7.2, which refers to the
attachment of goods in transit. Under U.S. law, it is not possible to attach goods

moving under a negotiable bill of lading; a claimant must attach the bill of
lading (which seems to make more sense).
Prof. van der Ziel explained that the commentary was only offering an
example. If you cannot control goods under the contract of carriage, then you
must seek other ways to regain control of the goods.
Mr. Beare concluded the discussion on the agenda paper, and summed up

the conclusions of the meeting. He observed that the Working Group has a
brief to do three things before the next meeting:
revise the drafts in light of the points raised here;
draft provisions on liability, preferably in the form of an outline of an
instrument (which will reveal gaps); and
prepare a discussion paper on the multimodal concept for discussion
in Singapore (subject to Executive Council approval).
Ms. Burgess asked when EDI issues would be considered.

Mr. Beare deferred this question until Alexander von Ziegler was
present, as he was coordinating that aspect of the project.
Ms. Schiavi stressed how important this project would be to the ICC.

Mr. Beare noted that yesterday the International Sub-Committee
discussed four options for proceeding with liability, but did not discuss them

substantively. He urged the delegates to be prepared to discuss them
substantively in October.

Ms. Pysden commented that the International Sub-Committee passed
over the combined transport part of section 1 of the agenda paper because the

multimodal issues are on hold. She asked if they will be on the agenda in
October.

Mr. Beare replied that they would probably be on the agenda in
Singapore.

Mr. Beare expressed the International Sub-Committee's thanks to Mr.
Hooper for hosting the meeting, and Mr. Hooper responded by inviting the
International Sub-Committee to return for a future meeting.
The meeting adjourned at 12:58 p.m.
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DRAFT REPORT OF THE FOURTH MEETING
OF THE INTERNATIONAL SUB-COMMITTEE ON
ISSUES OF TRANSPORT LAW
THE INTERNATIONAL CHAMBER OF SHIPPING, LONDON
12th and 13th OCTOBER 2000

Present: Alexander von Ziegler (Secretary General of the CMI)
Stuart N. Beare (Chairman of the International Sub-Committee)
Karl-Johan Gombrii (Vice Chairman)
Prof. Michael F. Sturley (Rapporteur)
Prof. Lars Gorton (Sweden; member of the Working Group)
Sean Harrington (member of the Working Group)
Paul Koronka (UK; member of the Working Group)
Prof. Gertjan van der Ziel (The Netherlands; member of the Working
Group)
Mark A.M. Gauthier (Canada)
Uffe Lind Rasmussen (Denmark)
Prof. Francesco Berlingieri (Italy)
Prof. Tomotaka Fujita (Japan)
Vincent de Brauw (The Netherlands)
José Maria Alcantara (Spain)
Capt. C.F. Liiddeke (Switzerland)
Anthony Diamond Q.C. (UK)
Vincent M. De Orchis (USA)
Chester D. Hooper (USA)
George F. Chandler, III (USA)
Jernej Sekolec (UNCITRAL; member of the Working Group)
Viviane Schiavi (International Chamber of Commerce)
Linda Howlett (International Chamber of Shipping)
Sara Burgess (International Group of P&I Clubs)
Hugh Hurst (International Group of P&I Clubs)
Soren Larsen (BIMCO)

Mr. Beare called the meeting to order at 10:15 a.m. on Thursday, 12th
October. The report of the third meeting (held in New York, 7th and 8th July
2000) was approved as circulated, subject to the Rapporteur's correction of
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typographical errors. Mr. Beare asked members to notify the Rapporteur by
20th October of any typographical errors that they discover so that the report
can go forward to publication for the Singapore Conference.
He then invited Mr. von Ziegler to-explain how work will proceed after
the Singapore Conference.
Mr. von Ziegler, on behalf of the President and the Executive Council,
thanked the International Sub-Committee and the Working Group for their
hard work and the speed with which they had proceeded. During 2001, we will
all continue to work hard and quickly, but there will be a heavy focus on
consultation and acceptance. The International Sub-Committee will meet less
often but its members will work harder in their own countries, with a focus on
consultation with the affected segments of the industry and acceptance of the
project. Singapore will not be the end of the CMI process, but a step along the
way. Issues that we have not yet addressed in sufficient detail include the
multimodal issues, the extent to which the instrument should be mandatory,
and the transferability of transport documents.
In May 2001, the International Sub-Committee will reconvene and a
consultation paper will be distributed. Responses to this consultation paper
probably will be due by October 2001.
The LTNCITRAL General Assembly will meet in June 2001. We expect
that UNCITRAL may arrange a consultation colloquium during the fall of
2001. By winter 2001-2002, there will be a major exercise (lasting perhaps a
week) in conjunction with UNCITRAL to bring the project to a stage whereby
the 2002 CMI Assembly can approve it.
Mr. Beare invited Mr. Sekolec to comment.
Mr. Sekolec approved of this approach. He explained that UNCITRAL
has high expectations as a result of this cooperative effort with the CMI, and
that UNCITRAL is therefore ready to move quickly if there appears to be a
broad consensus.
Mr. Chandler asked when an UNCITRAL Working Group would be
formed.

Mr. Sekolec reported that this would happen as soon as a first draft is
ready. UNCITRAL would be ready in the fall of 2001, but this now seems
premature. Probably 2002 would be a realistic prediction.
Mr. Beare announced that tomorrow the Working Group would be
preparing an issues paper for Singapore. A report will be prepared during the
Singapore Conference for approval by the Assembly.
Three papers will be distributed for Singapore in the CMI Yearbook: the

outline instrument, the Working Group's multimodal issues paper, and the
Working Group agenda paper.
Mr. Sekolec observed that consensus on one of the four liability options
would be fine, but he predicted that some flexibility would need to be retained.
Broader industry consultation may be required.
Mr. Alcantara felt that governments should be involved in the process

soon. He suggested that national member associations should share the
consultation paper with their governments.
Mr. von Ziegler clarified that this was already part of the plan. He added
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that UNCITRAL would be seeking official comments on the consultation
paper directly from governments.

Ms. Schiavi agreed with Mr. Sekolec's comment that broader industry
consultation was needed before a liability option could be agreed.

Mr. Beare turned to the Outline Instrument, and thanked the drafting
team for all the hard work in its preparation. He noted that part one provided
definitions.
Mr. Chandler found the examples at the end of 1.14 ("such as a waybill")
and 1.13 ("such as a bill of lading") to be confusing, and suggested that they
should be moved or deleted. In 1.18, further work was needed to cover the
generation and storage of information. The EDI Committee might do this.

Prof. van der Ziel expressed his concern with 1.14 (the definition of
"non-negotiable transport document").
Prof. Sturley explained that the definition of "non-negotiable transport

document" was intended to cover every "transport document" that is not a
"negotiable transport document." The three parts of the definition were
expressed in the alternative, meaning that a transport document is "non-

negotiable" if it satisfies any one of the three alternatives. A transport
document that is prominently marked "non-negotiable" or "not negotiable" is

"non-negotiable" because the "negotiable transport document" definition
specifies that a negotiable transport document "is not prominently marked
'non-negotiable' or `not negotiable." A transport documeat that states that the

goods are to be delivered to a person named in the document is "nonnegotiable" because the "negotiable transport document" definition specifies
that a negotiable transport document "states that the goods are to be delivered
to order, to bearer, or to order of any person named in the document" (which is
different from stating that the goods are to be delivered to a person named in
the document). Finally, a transport document that "otherwise fails to qualify
as a negotiable transport document" is "non-negotiable" because a negotiable
transport document necessarily qualifies as a negotiable transport document.
It would have been possible to have defined "non-negotiable transport
document" with only the third part of the definition given in 1.14, i.e., as "a
transport document that fails to qualify as a negotiable transport document."
The first two parts of 1.14 add nothing of substance to this definition; they
merely illustrate the two most common ways that a transport document would
fail to qualify as a negotiable transport document. In the next draft, the first
two parts of 1.14 can be bracketed to flag this possible approach.

Prof. Gorton expressed his concern with 1.4 (the definition of
"performing carrier").
Ms. Schiavi made some general comments on behalf of the International
Chamber of Commerce (ICC). Although the ICC appreciated all of the hard
work that has gone into this project, it would prefer more lead time to review
the documents before meetings.
As a general rule, the ICC favored voluntary rules that businesses could
use to meet their needs. She wondered if mandatory rules would add value.

She welcomed the "transport document" definition, which the Hague
Rules and the Hague-Visby Rules did not have. She worried that the definition
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of "transport document" was confusing, however, because it suggested that a
non-negotiable transport document could be a document of title.

Mr. Chandler said that the Uniform Customs and Practices for
Documentary Credits (ICC pub. no. 500) ("UCP 500") also recognized that a
non-negotiable transport document could be a document of title.
Prof. Berlingieri asked what a "document of title" was. He explained
that the phrase had no meaning in civil law.
Mr. Koronka admitted that the term was ambiguous even in common
law.

Prof. Sturley explained that 1.12(b) provided that every relevant
document of title was a "transport document," but did not provide that every
"transport document" was a document of title.

[Several delegates expressed their individual views about documents of
title.]

Prof. Sturley asked whether 1.12(b) is really necessary, or if every
relevant document of title is also a receipt, and thus covered under the
definition by 1.12(c).
Mr. Beare suggested that the Working Group had heard enough on this
issue to proceed with further drafting.

Mr. Rasmussen asked whether this was intended to be a multi-modal
instrument. As currently written, it covers shipments from door to door.
Mr. Beare replied that this issue would need to be discussed in Singapore,
based on a paper that was being prepared.
Mr. von Ziegler explained that the Working Group had proceeded on the
assumption of door-to-door coverage, but recognized that it had not done the
background work for full multi-modal coverage. We drafted broadly, but may
need to cut down the coverage.
Mr. Beare invited comments on 1.4 (the performing carrier definition).

Mr. Rasmussen thought the definition was difficult to follow. Were
freight forwarders intended to be covered or excluded? It appears to follow the
proposed amendments to the U.S. COGSA.

Schiavi agreed with Mr. Rasmussen and expressed particular
concern with the exclusion.

Prof. Sturley explained that the intent of the "performing carrier"
definition was to cover everyone who directly or indirectly performed (or was
supposed to perform) any of the contracting carrier's contractual obligations
under the contract of carriage on behalf of the contracting carrier. Thus it was
intended to cover the contracting carrier's employees, servants, and agents;
each of their employees, servants, and agents; and so on down the chain so long

as anyone in the chain was performing any of the contracting carrier's
contractual obligations. The exclusion, which was F1ATA's suggestion, simply
clarified that the shipper and the consignee (and their employees, servants, and

agents) were not "performing carriers" even if they performed some of the
tasks (such as loading or unloading the vessel) that might otherwise be part of
the contracting carrier's contractual obligations.
Mr. Chandler hoped that the exclusion would not be read so broadly as
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to exclude freight forwarders entirely if they did some work on behalf of the
shipper. He also commented on the background of the proposed amendments
to the U.S. COGSA.

Mr. Rasmussen agreed that Mr. Chandler's suggestion to limit the
exclusion was helpful, but he still worried that the definition was too broad.
Does a shipyard that helps the carrier to provide a seaworthy vessel qualify?

Mr. Beare asked where Mr. Rasmussen would draw the line. Who
should qualify as a performing carrier?
Mr. von Ziegler wondered if we should deal with the problem that arises
here by including a statutory Himalaya provision directly instead of with this
performing carrier definition. This proposal not only protects the carrier's
agents but also adds new defendants.
Ms. Howlett observed that the International Chamber of Shipping was in
the early stages of consultation, but she tended to agree with Mr. von Ziegler's
suggestion. The instrument should focus on the contracting carrier's liability.

Mr. Hooper explained that U.S. litigation illustrated the opposite
problem. When a stevedore drops a container now, it is sued as a defendant
anyway. The plaintiff hopes that the stevedore will be unable to take advantage
of a Himalaya clause. Under this proposal, it would be unnecessary to sue the
stevedore because no additional recovery (beyond what the contracting carrier
must pay) would be available.
The meeting adjourned for coffee at 11:25, and reconvened at 11:45.

Mr. Beare opened the discussion on chapter 2 (scope of application),

which generally gives effect to the discussion in Prof. Berlingieri's
International Sub-Committee on Uniformity of the Law of Carriage of Goods
by Sea.
Mr. De Orchis noted that a shipment from New York to Houston by ship,
then by land to Mexico, would be covered by 2.1. He wondered if that was
intended.
Ms. Schiavi commented that the exclusion for charter parties in 2.3.1 was
not necessary unless the instrument would he mandatory, which has not yet
been decided (and which the ICC doubts would be a good idea). If the
exclusion is to be retained, then a definition of "charter party" and "contract of
affreightment" will be required.
Mr. von Ziegler suggested that it may be necessary to revisit this issue
now that the application of the instrument does not depend on the existence of
a bill of lading.
Mr. Hooper noted that a definition would be difficult. U.S. law now
recognizes "service contracts," which are somewhat like charter parties but
different in important respects.
Prof. Sturley added that a definition of "charter party" had been raised at
the Hague Conference, but the attempt had been abandoned.

Mr. Gombrii observed that 2.4 (which is based on article 2.4 of the
Hamburg Rules) appeared to include voyages that were excluded by 2.3.1
(which excludes charter parties, contracts of affi eightment, and functionally
equivalent similar agreements).
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Mr. Beare invited Mr. Koronka to lead the discussion of chapter 3
("Period of Responsibility").
Mr. Koronka first noted that multi-modal issues needed to be resolved.
In any event, regardless of how the multi-modal issues are resolved, the carrier
may act as an agent for the shipper to arrange matters outside of the contract
of carriage. This is the issue that chapter 3 addresses.

Mr. Harrington observed that this draft could create problems under
Canadian practice. Carriers often get a better rate from the railroads than the
cargo owners do, but that better rate requires the carrier to be named as the
contracting party on the documents and the railroad assumes a reduced level
of liability.

Mr. Rasmussen wondered if there was some overlap with chapter 9
("Delivery to the Consignee"). He was concerned that 3.3 (specifying the
carrier's duties when it acts as an agent of the shipper in contracting out certain
specified parts of the carriage to a third party) imposed too much unnecessary
detail.
Mr. Chandler agreed that there was too much here that was too complex.

In 3.3(a) (which requires the carrier to "conclude a contract with [the] third
party on the terms which are usual for the particular mode of transport or

which are [compulsorily] applicable to the part of the carriage that is
contracted out"), "usual" is too broad. Perhaps "customary" would be more
appropriate.
Prof. Berlingieri reiterated the need to consider whether some provisions
should be non-mandatory. If this provision were non-mandatory, it would be
less objectionable.

Mr. Hooper asked whether the contracting carrier should be allowed to
delegate responsibility for some of its obligations without retaining liability.

He noted 3.2 (which (a) permits the contract of carriage to impose
responsibility on the shipper or the consignee for certain activities during the
carrier's period of responsibility and (b) allows the carrier, acting as an agent
of the shipper, to contract out certain specified parts of the carriage to a third
party). Under this proposal, the carrier seems able to avoid responsibility for
non-delegable duties.
Mr. Rasmussen did not see this as an issue of delegation but of the scope
of the contract. The carrier agrees to carry from A to B, but then acts as the
forwarder to arrange carriage from B to C.
Mr. Koronka agreed that this would be true under 3.3, but 3.2 is different.
The problems in 3.3 involve an area in which it would be helpful to have some
further guidance.
Mr. Sekolec noted that this is a subject on which further discussion will
be necessary when the project proceeds. It would be preferable at the moment
to leave options open for further discussion.

Mr. Chandler suggested that much broader consultation would be
necessary on this issue, in particular. It is not yet an issue that the U.S.
Maritime Law Association has faced in its COGSA amendment project.
Prof. Berlingieri wondered if we can agree on some aspects of this issue,
such as transshipment. Can we agree that the first carrier's liability terminates
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on transshipment only if agreed with the shipper and the first carrier exercises
reasonable care?
Mr. De Orchis agreed that the narrow transshipment issue would not be

controversial, but that broader issues were problematic. The current draft
could cover an NVOCC (non-vessel-operating common carrier).
Prof. van der Ziel raised the transshipment question that arises when the
ocean carrier arranges land coverage.

Mr. De Orchis added that the result would depend in part on which
liability option is selected.
Mr. Beare invited Mr. Hooper to return to 3.2(a).
Mr. Hooper saw a potential problem if carriers could avoid responsibility
for damage caused in circumstances under which a consignee would expect the
carrier to be responsible.

Mr. Harrington agreed with Mr. Hooper.
Mr. Gombrii noted that if 3.2(a) were deleted, then the definition of
"charter party" would be even more significant.
Mr. Alcantara asked if it would help to list the activities that were
contemplated by 3.3.

Mr. Koronka replied that the list was endless, and that it would be
impossible to anticipate everything about which the parties might agree.
Mr. Beare proposed that chapters 4 ("Obligations of the Carrier") and 5
("Liability of the Carrier") should be considered together. In New York, the
International Sub-Committee had a paper on this topic but no drafts. At the
New York meeting, four liability options were suggested. We now have drafts
for two of the four; the other two required no drafting yet.
Mr. Chandler suggested that 4.1 (specifying the basic obligation of the
carrier) should clarify that delivery may be made to a person acting on behalf
of the consignee, and need not be made to the consignee itself.

Prof. Berlingieri mentioned that the definition of "carrier" is relevant
throughout the draft. The instrument should either define "carrier" to mean the
contracting carrier, or specify "contracting carrier" when that is intended.
Mr. Harrington wondered if it would be easier to use "carrier" to mean

the contracting carrier, and then refer to "performing carriers" as agents,
servants, etc.

Prof. Sturley saw this as a possible way to draft, but felt that the
substantive result did not depend on the terminology. The substantive rule and
the terminology were separate issues.

Mr. von Ziegler hoped that the problems under CMR would not be
imported into this instrument. He argued for maintaining the distinction
between contract and tort actions.
Mr. Chandler argued that those who benefit from a provision should also
be responsible under it.

Mr. Harrington and Mr. Koronka discussed the Canadian and English
Himalaya clause jurisprudence, mentioning various possibilities that had been
recognized by the courts (including sub-bailment on terms).
Mr. Alcantara questioned why 4.2 was necessary. If the carrier delivered

the goods "in the condition in which they were received

.

.

.

from the
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consignor" as required by 4.1, then 4.2 adds nothing.
Mr. von Ziegler argued that both provisions were necessary. 4.1 did not
impose an "obligation of result" because the carrier could claim the benefit of
exemptions. 4.2 is necessary to impose an obligation on the carrier to take due
care of the cargo.

Mr. Beare encouraged discussion of chapter 5 ("Liability of the
Carrier").
Ms. Schiavi suggested that the ICC would prefer liability option 2 (based
on the current Hague-Visby regime without the navigational fault exemption).
Ms. Howlett felt that liability option 1 (based on the current Hague-Visby
regime) was preferable. In any event, she feared that the presentation of the

paper suggested that option 1 and option 4 (requiring the carrier to exercise
"utmost care of the goods") would be struck out. Option 1 is the status quo,
and she argued that the burden should be on those who seek change to justify
why change is necessary.

Mr. Beare assured her that the paper was not intended to advocate any
solution. He also reminded her that the status quo in some jurisdictions is the
Hamburg Rules.
Mr. de Brauw proposed that if no one supports option 3 (requiring the
carrier to exercise "reasonable care of the goods") and option 4, they could be
excluded from the draft before Singapore.
Mr. Koronka announced that the British Maritime Law Association is
not yet ready to exclude any option from consideration.

Mr. von Ziegler thought that it should be clear that all four liability
options will have proponents, and thus all four should be included in the paper
for Singapore. Perhaps the paper should make clear that some options have a
longer history than others.
Mr. Harrington agreed that all four options should be retained. Option
2 may be in the lead here, but all four should be discussed.

Mr. Rasmussen suggested a fifth option, which would be the HagueVisby Rules with a reverse burden of proof, liability for delay, and joint
liability for contacting and performing carriers. He did not see that any of the
other options covered this combination.

Mr. Gombrii felt that all four options leave open questions regarding
delay, etc. In any event, he would retain all four options for discussion in
Singapore.

Mr. Larsen announced that BIMCO agrees with the International
Chamber of Shipping in preferring option 1. Moreover, option 4 is "not on"
for BIMCO. In any event, the International Sub-Committee should not go to
Singapore without presenting a choice. It would be a mistake to offer four
choices. It would appear that work in Prof. Berlingieri's International SubCommittee on Uniformity of the Law of Carriage of Goods by Sea was wasted.
Ms. Schiavi countered that it would make sense to go to Singapore with
four options because other industries still need to be consulted.
Prof. Berlingieri agreed with Mr. Larsen that the CMI has worked on this
subject for years, and should not ignore the past work. But in fairness to future
participants, the other options also need to be presented. This is particularly so
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now because we are considering partial multi-modal coverage. Options 1 and
2 should be stressed, but options 3 and 4 should also be mentioned.
Mr. von Ziegler agreed. Option 1 is current practice while option 2 was
supported by the International Sub-Committee on Uniformity of the Law of
Carriage of Goods by Sea.
Mr. de Brauw proposed that the first question should be whether we want
a general regime or more specific rules (as in the Hague-Visby regime). If the
preference is for more specific rules, is there any need to change the HagueVisby Rules?
Mr. Beare suggested that this might be a possible approach for discussing
the issue in Singapore.
The meeting adjourned for lunch at 1:15, and reconvened at 2:15.

Mr. Beare outlined his sense of the meeting regarding chapter 5. This
part of the paper should summarize the views of the International SubCommittee on Uniformity of the Law of Carriage of Goods by Sea, point out
that new considerations had entered the debate, record the approach suggested
by Mr. de Brauw, and refer to the four options (perhaps with the fifth option
suggested by Mr. Rasmussen).
Mr. de Brauw said his idea was to start with the general question, the

answer to which might preclude half of the options. He would start with
options 3 and 4, reaching options 1 and 2 only if options 3 and 4 are rejected.
Prof. Berlingieri objected that if the paper were to start with options 3
and 4, it would ignore what the CMI has already done.

Mr. von Ziegler noted that option 3 and its commentary clarify that a
detailed approach is possible. On the other hand, a general rule can be based
on the Hague Rules.
Prof. Berlingieri recalled the majority view that the catalogue under
article 4(2) of the Hague Rules served a useful purpose in many jurisdictions

and did no harm elsewhere, so there was a clear majority to retain the
catalogue.

Mr. Rasmussen felt that whether the liability regime is abstract or
concrete is an important issue. Denmark has a strong preference for concrete
rules, which provide predictability. This was the view in the International SubCommittee on Uniformity of the Law of Carriage of Goods by Sea. He saw no
need to revisit this issue.

Mr. Gombrii saw the difference between options 2 and 3 more as
technique than substance. He reiterated that the paper for Singapore should
keep all four options.
Mr. De Orchis reported that Mr. Sekolec (who was not then present) had
expressed his disappointment that the CMI might be returning to the HagueVisby Rules.

Mr. von Ziegler commented that the CMI does not need to please
UNCITRAL, but explained that UNCITRAL is concerned that the HagueVisby approach will not please the world. If the Singapore paper presents only
one option, it will require a very strong justification.
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Prof. Berlingieri supported Mr. Beare's summary of the sense of the
meeting.
Mr. Beare asked if the International Sub-Committee agreed to redrafting

the paper along the lines suggested, taking into account the comments just
made.
[No dissent was expressed.]

Mr. Beare sought views on the next topic in chapter 5, Allocation of
Damages.

Mr. Hooper supported the alternative mentioned in the commentary
based on the U.S. proposal.
Mr. Harrington thought that in most jurisdictions the burden was on the
carrier to prove the extent to which it was not liable.

Mr. Rasmussen agreed with Mr. Harrington. The U.S. COOSA
proposal seems slightly artificial with its 50-50 allocation. But he also agreed
with Mr. Hooper that the carrier should not be required to prove the extent of
causation.
Mr. De Orchis argued that the proposal as currently drafted is pointless
because the carrier can never carry the burden. If the burden on the carrier is
not diluted, the provision accomplishes nothing.

Mr. Beare asked if the Working Group should proceed on the basis
proposed, taking account of Mr. Rasmussen's and Mr. De Orchis's comments.
[No dissent was expressed.]

Mr. Rasmussen objected that 5.2.1 (which specified the liability of
performing carriers) permitted a performing carrier to be sued on a maritime
basis. Under a network approach, each carrier would be liable under its own
system. This is a fundamental choice that needs to be addressed. Perhaps the
draft should express alternatives. The draft of 5.2 already pre-supposes the
answer to the multi-modal question, and the sub-issue.
Mr. Beare replied that Mr. Rasmussen had framed an important question
that should be addressed in conjunction with the multi-modal paper. He asked
whether the International Sub-Committee agreed.
[No dissent was expressed.]

Mr. de Brauw asked if the declared value would be binding on the
performing carrier. This issue could also be addressed under 5.7. He viewed
the declaration of value as a form of insurance that the shipper takes out with
the contracting carrier.
Mr. Beare asked if there was general agreement that liability is joint and
several, but only up to limits.
Mr. Koronka returned to the question of how value declarations should
be treated.

Mr. Harrington asked why a performing carrier should be in a better
position than the contracting carrier on whose contract the performing carrier
seeks to rely. That seems bizarre.

Mr. de Brauw found the contrary position bizarre. Why should the
performing carrier be subject to a higher declared value of which it was
unaware?

Mr. Chandler reported that the U.S. stevedore and terminal operators
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preferred the certainty of the statutory limit rather than being subject to higher

or lower limits agreed by the contracting carrier. He argued that the
contracting carrier's agreements should not bind other carriers, who do not
benefit from the extra freight that the contracting carrier has collected.
Prof. Gorton asked if it was clear that recourse is possible only under the
contract, and not in tort. He suggested that it should be.

Mr. Chandler agreed, adding that this is why it is important to have a
broad definition of performing carrier.
Prof. van der Ziel noted that the Hamburg Rules limited the ability to sue
in tort (outside of contract).

Mr. Chandler added that the U.S. COGSA proposal also limited the
ability to sue in tort.
Mr. Beare opened the discussion on 5.3 ("Subcontractors, servants, and
agents").

Mr. Chandler argued that 5.3.4 (which specifies that "the aggregate
liability of the contracting carrier and performing carriers will not exceed the
overall limits of liability") needed to clarify the position when a higher value
had been declared.
Prof. Gorton referred to 5.2.2 (which imposes joint and several liability
on the contracting carrier and performing carriers, up to the overall limits of
liability). He felt that it was important to clarify that there is one limit, as is
clear in 5.3.4.
Mr. Beare opened the discussion of 5.4 ("Delay").
Ms. Howlett reported that the International Chamber of Shipping did not
believe that there should be liability for delay.
Prof. van der Ziel asked if there should be liability for delay if the carrier
expressly agreed to the time limits.
Ms. Howlett agreed that such a regime would be acceptable.
Mr. Chandler pointed out that the clause as drafted benefits ship owners
by limiting their liability for delay to situations in which there has been an
express agreement.
Mr. Harrington reported that Canadian law already imposed liability for
delay under the Hague-Visby Rules.

Mr. von Ziegler contended that there was a need to address delay
explicitly. If delay is outside the international regime, then it will be left to
national law.

Mr. Chandler reported on a U.S. case in which the court held that
COGSA did not cover delay, and thus the carrier was liable without limitation.

Prof. Gorton asked what would happen if there was no express
agreement but there was an unreasonable delay that the carrier could not
explain.

Mr. Chandler replied that there would be no liability under the current
proposal.

Mr. Alcantara asked what was the point of drafting a rule that was so
divorced from commercial practice. We all recognize that no time limits are
agreed in practice.

Prof. van der Ziel admitted that transport documents usually do not
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reflect agreed time limits, but 5.4.1 (which defines when delay in delivery
occurs) would include an oral agreement by the carrier's booking agent that the

ship would arrive by a certain time. Also, contracts of affreightment may
include maximum transit times.

Mr. Hooper proposed revising the draft to say "agreed in writing." He
argued that the parties should also agree on the amount of the damages.
Prof. Berlingieri asked about an unreasonable deviation causing a delay.

Mr. Chandler felt that the deviation should break the limits on delay
damages if the carrier knew that damage would result.
Prof. Sturley pointed out that, as drafted, 5.8.1 and 5.8.2 (which govern
the loss of the right to limit liability) require only that the carrier knew "that
such . . delay would probably result."
Prof. Berlingieri observed that in case of a delay caused by unreasonable
deviation, there would be no breach of 5.4.1 in the absence of an agreement, but
there would be a breach under 5.5(b) (which defines an unreasonable deviation as
a breach of the carrier's obligations). What are the consequences of this breach?
Mr. von Ziegler posed the hypothetical of a carrier that breaches the duty
.

to provide a seaworthy vessel, and delay results. There are indeed many
breaches that can cause delay. We need to address the broader damages
question: will a carrier be liable for economic loss?
Mr. Gombrii added that the problems are aggravated by including both
economic loss and physical loss together under 5.4.2 (which establishes the
rules for limiting liability in cases of delay).
Mr. Rasmussen suggested that this discussion illustrated the need for a
fifth option in chapter 5. It is crucial to decide whether there is a strict or a
broad approach for delay, but the issue cannot be addressed in isolation.

Captain Liiddeke suggested that the limits under the Hamburg Rules
were so low in cases of delay that it was not worth discussing the substantive
rule unless the limits were significantly raised.
Prof. van der Ziel replied that when a ship's engines break down with
4000 containers on board, and the vessel owner would be liable for the entire
freight for the voyage (or twice that), then the damagcs would be substantial.
Mr. Chandler could not accept a requirement that the agreement must be
in writing. He also argued that the limit should apply only to economic loss
(not to physical loss).
Ms. Schiavi announced that the ICC would not support a requirement that
the agreement must be in writing.
Mr. De Orchis posed a hypothetical in which a cargo of coffee comes in
three weeks late. He asked if the economic loss was the change in the market
value during the three weeks or the loss suffered by the consignee's failure to
have the coffee when agreed.
Mr. Beare asked whether the Working Group should proceed on the basis
discussed.
[No dissent was expressed.]

Mr. Beare proceeded to 5.5 ("Deviation"), which he hoped was not
controversial.

Mr. Hooper asked if the intent was that a deviation as such would not
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break the limits, but a deviation that satisfied the requirements in 5.8 ("Loss of
the right to limit liability") would.
Prof. Sturley replied that this was the intent.
Mr. Beare observed that 5.6 ("Deck Cargo") was more difficult to draft
than anticipated.
Mr. Chandler contended that the rule should be limited in the container
context to ships that have been fitted to carry containers.
Mr. Hooper added that flat racks and open tops should not be on deck.
Prof. Sturley confessed that he had originally misinterpreted the current
draft because the United States has approached the question of deck carriage
from an entirely different perspective. He feared that the U.S. delegation may

be suffering under the same preconceptions that had disadvantaged his
understanding.

He explained that in the United States the only special rule that is
commonly discussed for deck cargo is a rule to protect the earlier from the
harsh consequences of the "quasi-deviation" doctrine, i.e., a rule that permits
the carrier to stow cargo on deck without losing the benefit of the package
limitation if it is lost or damaged. Such a rule is typically justified on the
grounds that the cargo in question must be or customarily is carried on deck,
and the typical example of a cargo requiring such a special rule is a container
on a container ship. As a result, when a U.S. cargo lawyer sees a special rule
for deck cargo, he or she assumes that it is this type of rule.

As 5.6.2 makes clear, however, this is not the type of rule that is
commonly discussed in the United States. Most significantly, 5.6 does not
protect the carrier from the "quasi-deviation" doctrine but from any liability at
all for "the special risks" associated with deck carriage. Moreover, 5.6 does
not offer any special protection to carriers who stow containers on the deck of

a container ship

although that is the most common scenario for the

application of the special rule in the United States.
Prof. Sturley suggested that a short coffee break at this point might give

delegates an opportunity to study 5.6 more carefully, and thus speed the
discussion of the subject after the break.

The meeting adjourned for coffee at 3:55, and reconvened at 4:15.

Mr. Chandler proposed that it would be sufficient to say that deck cargo
is covered by the instrument and leave the general rules to apply. If the cargo
needs to be on deck, then the carrier satisfies its duties by stowing it there. If
the carrier stows cargo on deck that should not be there, it is in breach of the
duty to properly care for the cargo. If the carrier does so knowingly, then it
loses the benefit of limitation.
Mr. Harrington asked how the instrument would deal with the special
risks of deck carriage, such as wetting.

Mr. Chandler replied that the general care and custody rules would
govern.

Prof. Gorton asked if simplifying the draft would lead to deck cargo's
being treated differently in different jurisdictions.
Mr. Hooper suggested that the carrier should be allowed to protect itself
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from the special risks of deck carriage with an appropriate clause in the
transport document.
Mr. De Orchis wondered if the transport document should still note deck
carriage to satisfy other needs, such as insurance.
Mr. Rasmussen would hesitate to shorten the proposal so dramatically.

Prof. Sturley noted that just as the catalogue of defenses under article
4(2) of the Hague Rules could be helpful (rather than relying on a general rule),
so the specific rule here could be helpful (rather than relying on a general rule).

He suggested retaining the longer provision but noting that it may be
unnecessary
thus flagging the issue for future discussion.
[Several specific drafting corrections were suggested and noted by the
draftsmen.]
Mr. Beare proceeded to 5.7 ("Limitation of liability").
Mr. Harrington noted that the draft mentioned "loss of or damage to the
goods" but not "in connection with" the goods (which is also mentioned in the
Hague and Hague-Visby Rules). This may mean that carriers lose the limits

for consequential damages. Was this deliberate? If not, he preferred the
Hague-Visby language.

Prof. van der Ziel had no objection to restoring the Hague-Visby
language.

Mr. Chandler thought that, in view of changes in the world monetary
situation, the SDR was on the way out. He suggested that someone should look
into this issue.
Mr. Beare proposed that a small study group of one or two could examine
this at the appropriate time.

Mr. Rasmussen objected to 5.7.1(ii), the proposed special limit for
containers. He predicted that it would complicate settlements.
Prof. Sturley and Mr. Chandler reported on the unsuccessful attempt to
include a per container limit in the proposed amendments to the U.S. COGSA.

Prof. van der Ziel explained that he had based 5.7.1(ii) on the draft
CMNI Convention, which has since been changed substantially.
Ms. Howlett agreed with Mr. Rasmussen that there should be no special
limit for containers.
Prof. van der Ziel agreed that the final version of the CMNI Convention
would not be a good idea.

Mr. von Ziegler added that the draft has a very broad definition of
container in chapter 1, and this made it important to be careful. For example,
the "container" definition covers trailers.
Mr. Beare asked if it was agreed to omit 5.7.1(ii).
[No dissent was expressed.]

Mr. Alcantara asked if there should be a provision governing the
amendment of the limitation amounts.
Mr. Beare noted that the issue was raised in the commentary.

Mr. von Ziegler suggested that it would be preferable to draft a new
provision, and not simply copy previous provisions (which were ambiguous).
Mr. Beare turned to 5.8 ("Loss of the right to limit liability").
Ms. Schiavi mentioned 5.8.1 (which governs a carrier's own loss of the
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right to limit liability). She thought that this was the appropriate place to
include the provision regarding joint and several liability to the extent of the
limits on liability (which is now in 5.2.2 and 5.3.4).
Mr. Alcantara asked if a reference to the ISM code would be appropriate.
Mr. Beare asked if anyone else supported this idea.
[No one else supported the suggestion.]
Mr. von Ziegler suggested that 5.8.1 was a departure from the HagueVisby Rules.

Prof. Berlingieri recalled the earlier discussion concerning the impact of
a value declaration. Is it a new limit binding all carriers or is it binding only
on the contracting carrier?
Mr. de Brauw also asked whether a value declaration was equivalent to
a new limit that could be broken under 5.8, or an agreed valuation that was
binding on both parties.
Mr. Chandler asked whether one carrier's reckless act defeated the limit
for all carriers.
Prof. Sturley replied that the intent of the draft was that each carrier
controlled its own fate. Thus one carrier lost the right to limit liability when it
was guilty of the specified conduct, but this loss of the right to limit liability
did not affect the rights of innocent carriers who were working on behalf of the
guilty carrier (e.g., the guilty carrier's employees, servants, and agents) or the
rights of innocent carriers on whose behalf the guilty carrier was working (e.g.,
the guilty carrier's employer, master, or principal). As a general rule, one
carrier's misconduct could not be imputed to another under doctrines such as
respondeat superior. The one exception was that a corporate carrier, who
could only act through its agents, would be responsible for the misconduct of

those who were sufficiently senior in the corporate hierarchy that their
misconduct constituted the misconduct of the corporation itself.
Prof. Sturley explained that proposed amendments to the U.S. COGSA
were drafted somewhat more strictly because strict drafting was considered
necessary for the U.S. courts to give effect to the intent of the provision.
Mr. Koronka asked if this meant a "personal" act, corresponding to fault
or privity.

Prof. Berlingieri suggested that "personal" was a term used in the
Limitation Convention, and it would make sense to use it here if the same
meaning is intended.
Ms. Schiavi agreed that "personal" should be used.
Mr. De Orchis asked what "personal" meant.

Mr. von Ziegler explained that the meaning was the same as "fault or
privity" in the United States. Furthermore, it had to be the fault of someone
who is the carrier's "alter ego."
Prof. Sturley proposed that, if the International Sub-Committee agreed
regarding the substance of the idea, then the draftsmen could produce a text for
discussion at Singapore.
[No dissent was expressed.]

Mr. Chandler asked if "delay" in the final clause is correct. Or is it
necessary to show that the carrier knew that such loss or damage would result?
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Mr. Beare, proceeding to 5.9 ("Notice of loss, damage or delay"), explained

that this draft was based on the work of Prof. Berlingieri's International SubCommittee on Uniformity of the Law of Carriage of Goods by Sea.
Prof. van der Ziel noted that draft used "deemed prima facie," but he now
felt that "rebuttable presumption" would be better drafting.
Prof. Berlingieri challenged the need for 5.9. The consignee already has
the burden of proving loss or damage. This provision originated in the Hague
Rules to reverse the prior rule that barred all rights if the consignee failed to
give timely notice.

Mr. Chandler agreed that the clause had little meaning in modern
container practice.

Mr. von Ziegler suggested that the clause was still needed to preempt
inconsistent national law. Also it may help to give notice to performing carriers.

Mr. De Orchis agreed that the "prima facie" aspect of the provision
makes little sense, but the carrier should be put on notice that problems exist.
Otherwise, it will not know to save documents, conduct an investigation, etc.

Mr. Chandler added that the provision also helps to facilitate a joint
survey.

Prof. Gorton suggested drafting 5.9.1 (which corresponds to the notice of
loss provision in the Hague and Hague-Visby Rules) to tie in with chapter 4.
Mr. Beare, turning to chapter 6 ("Obligations of the Shipper"), explained
that this draft was based on the discussion in Prof. Berlingieri's International
Sub-Committee on Uniformity of the Law of Carriage of Goods by Sea.

Mr. Alcantara thought that the draft appeared to be unbalanced, with
very little imposed on the carrier and a much longer list of duties imposed on
the shipper.

Ms. Schiavi requested that the duties in 6.2 (which are duties on the
shipper to provide information to the contracting carrier) should be subject to
the carrier's duty to check the information provided by the shipper.

Prof. van der Ziel responded that this is not in line with the current
practice in many trades and would cause substantial increases in freight rates.
Mr. Chandler thought that the drafting was unreasonable. In 6.2.2
(which permits but does not require a carrier to verify the information provided
by the shipper), the carrier cannot turn a blind eye to things that it should know.

In 6.1 (which imposes duties on the shipper regarding the condition of the
goods and their packaging on delivery to the carrier), it is unrealistic to expect
the shipper to know all the details about how the goods will be carried that the
first mate should know.

Mr. Koronka noted that the obligations on the shipper to guarantee that
the goods will not cause damage to other property goes well beyond the
Hague-Visby Rules, which tie liability to knowledge.
Prof. van der Ziel explained that it had not been the intention of the draft
to require the shipper's guarantee, but to say that the condition of the goods will
not cause damage.

Mr. Chandler found it acceptable to say that the goods should be
properly packed in the container, but too broad to say that the goods will not
cause damage to another party.
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Prof. Berlingieri mentioned a case in which machinery was shipped
from Bangkok to the United States. Hooks had been replaced, and the new
hooks were inadequate for lifting the machinery. The shipper should be liable.
This case illustrates why the inclusion of "loading, handling, stowage" is
appropriate in 6.1.
Mr. Chandler noted that the commentary is better than the draft.

Mr. Beare proceeded to 6.2 (which imposes duties on the shipper to
provide information to the contracting carrier).
Mr. Hooper noted that compliance with the IDMG Code is not always
enough. The codes are often out-of-date. The shipper should be required to
use its special knowledge regarding the cargo to give better information to the
carrier.

Mr. Koronka responded that there is a careful balance here. The shipper
lcnows about its own cargo, but does not know about carriage by sea. What is
the carrier's responsibility? The shipper should accurately describe the goods
so that the carrier can decide how to carry the goods.
Ms. Schiavi strongly supported that view.
Mr. Harrington asked what should happen if the goods are misdeseribed
to avoid paying taxes.

Mr. Koronka answered that misdescription should result in the death
penalty! The carrier may be fined for carrying misdescribed goods.
Mr. Beare proceeded to 6.3 (which imposes liability on the shipper for
losses or damage caused by the goods).

Mr. Koronka expressed the view that this provision is also too
Draconian.

Mr. Alcantara argued that the shipper should be allowed to limit its
liability, just as the carrier can.

Mr. Rasmussen observed that he had made a point about the carrier's
right to discharge dangerous goods that is not included here. He asked if that
had been intentional.

Prof. van der Ziel explained that he had omitted it from this chapter
because such a provision belongs elsewhere. It does not directly effect the
shipper's liability.
Mr. Chandler agreed that the shipper should be allowed to limit liability.

He suggested that the shipper should also have a catalogue of exceptions
comparable to article 4(2) of the Hague Rules.
Ms. Schiavi expressed the belief that the whole section is too one-sided.

Mr. Koronka contended that it should be enough that the shipper has
accurately described the goods. Does the shipper have a duty to inquire
regarding the coating on the carrier's tanks?

Mr. Rasmussen responded that the Hague and Hague-Visby Rules
already refer to "all damages" in article 4(6).
Mr. Beare suggested that the International Sub-Committee should revisit
chapter 6 briefly in the morning, allowing the draftsman an opportunity to rethink the draft overnight in response to today's comments.
Ms. Schiavi explained that she would not attend tomorrow, but wished to
make two comments: (1) She was uncomfortable with 8.6(a)(ii) (which
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permits the carrier to retain the goods until the shipper's obligations to the
carrier have been paid) and wished to reserve the right to object within two
weeks; and (2) she found 12.1 (which seeks to identify who has rights against
the contracting carrier) difficult to understand, and did not see why it was
necessary.

Mr. Chandler noted that he also had problems with 8.6 (which specifies
when the carrier may retain the goods until certain payments are made).
The meeting adjourned at 6:10 p.m. on Thursday, 12th October 2000.

Mr. Beare reconvened the meeting at 9:05 a.m. on Friday, 13th October,
and invited Prof. van der Ziel, now that he had had an opportunity for further
reflection, to comment on chapter 6.
Prof. van der Ziel expressed surprise at the reaction to chapter 6, but he
assured the International Sub-Committee that he would draft according to its

wishes. He commented that we are living in an information age, and that
carriers and shippers must be able to rely on the information furnished to each
other. Carriers lack the personnel to check the information furnished by the
shipper. He commented further on the safety concerns that make it particularly
important for the carrier to have complete and accurate information. It is also

particularly important that a container or trailer be properly stowed and
secured by the shipper. In this connection, he reported that the Dutch shipping

authorities feel strongly that the shipper's liability rules must be clearly
expressed.

Prof. Gorton noted the work done on this subject in Sweden.
Mr. Chandler agreed that shippers should be responsible for the damage
caused by their fault in appropriate cases. The problem with this draft is that
the burden on shippers is disproportionate. Shippers are often not in a position
to know the forces to which the cargo will be subject. Even if the shipper
follows the carrier's guidelines, that may be inadequate.
Mr. Hooper raised the final clause of 6.1 (which requires a shipper of
containerized cargo to stow, lash, and secure the goods so "that they will not
cause damage to other property, including the container."). He suggested that
this clause should be deleted.
Mr. Diamond felt that strict liability would be appropriate for bulk cargo
even if it was not for the container trade. If an oil cargo causes damage, the
shipper should be liable without fault and without limitation.
Mr. von Ziegler suggested that when cargo requires more than the usual
level of care, then the requirements of 6.2 make sense.
Mr. De Orchis reported that he was currently handling three cases in
which cargo caused not simply damage to other property, but also personal
injuries. That possibility should be addressed.
Prof. Berlingieri referred to the general principle of cooperation between
the shipper and the carrier.

Mr. Rasmussen noted the distinction between dangerous goods and
ordinary goods, which this draft did not follow. He proposed returning to the
traditional distinction.
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Mr. Beare proposed that chapter 6 should be re-drafted, starting with
commentary that sets out the difficulties and concluding with a more tentative
draft.

Mr. Chandler agreed with Mr. Rasmussen, subject to the caveat that the
British view regarding dangerous goods (i.e. , any goods that cause damage) is
too broad.

Mr. von Ziegler suggested highlighting issues such as time bar and
jurisdiction in context of the shipper's liability.
Mr. Beare turned to chapter 7 ("Transport Documents"),
Mr. Diamond wondered if the structure was appropriate. He questioned
the definition of "negotiable transport document." He was unhappy with the

timing under 7.2.1(c) (which requires the transport document to "show the
number of packages, the number of pieces, the quantity, and the weight as
furnished in writing by the consignor before a carrier receives the goods"). He
found 7.2.2 (defining "apparent order and condition of the goods") to be
satisfactory, however, and he was pleased to see it. He saw potential problems

with 7.3.1 ("Circumstances Under Which a Carrier May Qualify the
Description of the Goods in the Transport Document") and asked whether this
referred to standard clauses or special clauses added at the time the goods are
received. Special clauses are often unacceptable to shippers because they may

render transport document unclear. For containerized goods, it is an
improvement to have the requirement refer to "closed" rather than "sealed"
containers, but that is still not enough. This section should be drafted in more
general terms to deal with principles rather than details. There should be more
attention to bulk cargo and LCL (less than container loads) rather than FCL
(full container loads).
Mr. Chandler asked what Mr. Diamond meant by general principles.

Mr. Diamond replied that there is the general duty on the carrier to
ascertain whether the shipper's particulars are accurate to the extent it can
reasonably do so, and must say whether particulars are accurate, inaccurate, or
unverifiable. There should be a prima facie presumption that the carrier cannot
verify the contents of the container.

Mr. Chandler countered that the issue of open or closed doors is not
relevant. Establishingthe chain of custody is the important issue. When seals

change or disappear, the carrier should explain what happened. LCL
shipments are generally stowed in the container by the carrier; it is equivalent
to non-container cargo.
Mr. Rasmussen found the new draft to be an improvement over the draft
discussed in July. In 7.2.1 ("Required Contents of the Transport Document"),
the carrier should be required to list the quantity or the weight of the goods, not

both, He thought this had been agreed at previous meeting. 7.2.3(a) (which
lists the consequences of omitting the required contents of the transport

document) seems to be a new liability rule. He found it to be a novel
suggestion, and very different than the traditional estoppel approach.
Mr. Hooper explained that the U.S. courts do not honor "shipper's load
and count" clauses, so the U.S. proposal needed to work out a compromise
specifying when such clauses should be honored.
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Mr. Alcantara noted that transport documents are generally prepared by
the shipper. Perhaps this material should be considered in conjunction with
chapter 6.

Mr. De Orchis agreed with Mr. Rasmussen's criticism of 7.2.3(a),
suggesting that the carrier should at least have a defense if the shipper's
inaccurate information caused the problem.
Mr. Chandler wondered what damages there might be in such a situation.
Mr. Diamond posed a hypothetical under which the shipper was unable
to tender the transport document because of a dispute between the shipper and
the carrier regarding the description of the goods. He felt strict liability was
inappropriate in such a case.
Mr. Chandler agreed that strict liability was unnecessary.

Prof. Gorton asked whether the good faith requirement in 7.3.6 was
appropriate for a convention.

Mr. Chandler mentioned that an alternative would be to require the
carrier to act reasonably.

Prof. van der Ziel recalled Prof. Berlingieri's suggestion of a general
requirement that the shipper and the carrier cooperate. The carrier and the
shipper should each be responsible for the accuracy of the information that they

provide, and should be liable to the consignee. When the problem is the
identity of the carrier, it makes no sense to hold the issuer liable. It should be
the duty of the shipper to ensure that it does not accept an unclear transport

document. 7.3.5(b) (which limits when qualifying clauses are effective for
containerized shipments) makes no sense; it is precisely when the container has

been opened that the carrier needs the benefit of the clause. A carrier is
presumed to have no opportunity to inspect the contents of a closed container,
and that presumption should remain intact even when the container has been
opened during the carriage. Furthermore, "closed" container should be revised
to read "shipper-packed" container. Without exception, he argued, shipperpacked containers are indicated as "FCl2' shipments on the bill of lading.

Prof. Berlingieri proposed to delete the second sentence of 7.2.3(a)
(which imposes liability on the issuer of a transport document for damages

caused by the omission of some of the required contents of a transport
document ). The consequences of the omission of the required information are

already dealt with elsewhere. The sentence creates more problems than it
would solve.

Mr. Chandler explained that usually the transport document is
completed by the shipper or the shipper's freight forwarder. If details are
missing, it would be because the carrier deleted it. Prof. van der Ziel's first
point is thus well taken. But he disagreed with Prof. van der Ziel's objection
to 7.3.5(b). If the container has been opened, the carrier should have to prove
what happened.

Mr. Alcantara reported that the Spanish Maritime Law Association is
satisfied with chapter 7 as far as it goes, but felt that it still needs work on the

details. He agreed with Prof. Gorton that the 7.3.6 good faith requirement
should be deleted. He also did not support a general requirement of
cooperation.
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Prof. Fujita noted that in the second sentence of 7.2.3(a), "holder" would
not apply for a non-negotiable transport document. Perhaps the draft should

be revised to recognize the person relying on a non-negotiable transport
document.

Mr. Beare noted that no one had commented on the date and signature
provisions.

Mr. de Brauw recalled the problems with 7.4.2 (which specifies when
the registered owner of a vessel is liable under transport documents with
ambiguous signatures). These problems are already reflected in the
commentary.

Mr. Rasmussen reiterated his views, which had previously been
expressed, regarding the inappropriateness of imposing liability on the
registered owner.

Captain Liiddeke agreed with Prof. Berlingieri's proposal to delete
7.2.3(a)'s second sentence.
Mr. Beare explained that the paper going forward to Singapore would be
free-standing, without reference to prior agenda papers.

Mr. Alcantara suggested that "demise" was ambiguous in 7.4.2; he
preferred "bareboat."
Mr. Beare proposed jumping ahead to chapter 11 ("Transfer of Rights"),
noting that we would return to discuss disputed provisions in chapters 8 and 9.
He invited Prof. van der Ziel to lead the discussion.

Prof. van der Ziel explained that this was a tentative first effort to
address a subject that has not yet been addressed in other conventions. He had
drafted only a few sections, recognizing that more would need to be done. 11.3
(which addresses the rights of a person who becomes the holder of a transport

document after delivery of the goods) is taken from the British Carriage of
Goods by Sea Act of 1992, but does not go so far. He recognized that it may
nevertheless be controversial.

Mr. Beare noted that the subject had been discussed in January, but
drafting had been postponed.
Mr. Chandler suggested that the 1992 British Carriage of Goods by Sea
Act was highly artificial, dealing with the problems created by English law's
failure to recognize third party beneficiaries. He did not find it a useful model

for an international convention. He particularly objected to the sins of the
shipper being visited upon the innocent consignee in the last sentence of 12.1
(which authorizes the carrier "to exercise all [its] rights and immunities under
the contract of carriage towards [an assignee]").
Prof. Gorton recalled the previous day's discussion of documents of title

and negotiability. Under Swedish law, the ownership of the goods and the
document may be separated. These issues need to be considered here.
Mr. Diamond began with the thought that it would be helpful to include
these topics in a convention with the hope of achieving some uniformity.
Problems arise as soon as liabilities are discussed. The instrument should not
transfer pure liabilities, but it is acceptable to transfer "conditional rights" (that

is, rights with liabilities attached to them). Not all liabilities should be
transferred, but some should. The draft will need to address which liabilities
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should be transferred. 11.3 is not so simple as it looks. The real problems arise
when the carrier has delivered the goods to the wrong person, and 11.3 addresses
the case in which the carrier has delivered the goods to the right person. This
clause is fine so far as it goes, but it needs to address the real problems.

Mr. Alcantara noted that 11.3 also needs to deal with the situation in
which the transport document is issued to a named person who sells the cargo
during transit.

Prof. Berlingieri commented that the legal theory of negotiable
instruments is very difficult, and varies from jurisdiction to jurisdiction. The
International Sub-Committee should try to seek the common denominator;
otherwise we trespass on fundamental issues of national law.
Mr. Chandler objected that the mandate for this project is to attempt to
overcome these disparities. It may be impossible to go too deeply into national
law, but it is important to seek uniformity when it affects international trade.
Mr. von Ziegler agreed with both Prof. Berlingieri and Mr. Chandler.

We should seek solutions to problems when they are necessary for
international trade.
Mr. Diamond cautioned that it would appear odd to override national law

governing the transfer of rights but leave to national law the issue of a
consignee's liabilities.
Captain Liiddeke questioned "other arrangements" in 11.3.
Mr. Chandler agreed with Mr. Diamond that there are liabilities that are
tied to the cargo (such as demurrage and freight), but these are very different
from the faults of the shipper. Inadequate packing, for example, already gives

the carrier a defense to the consignee's claim. It should not also impose
liability on consignee.

Prof. van der Ziel endorsed Mr. von Ziegler's point that we should

follow both Prof. Berlingieri's and Mr. Chandler's suggestions. He
particularly noted the need to establish concepts that will apply in the future
under electronic commerce.
Mr. Beare suggested that those thoughts should be expressed in a new
preamble to chapter 11.
Mr. von Ziegler suggested that the same concept should also apply to
chapters 9 and 10.
Mr. Diamond noted that the 1992 British Carriage of Goods by Sea Act
does have provisions relevant to waybills. Perhaps that subject needs to be
addressed here, too. If the shipper instructs the carrier to deliver the goods
under the waybill to a third party, the third party should have a cause of action
for the carrier's failure to deliver.

Mr. Harrington mentioned 11.5 (which permits carriers to recover
expenses from the holder of a transport document in certain circumstances).
He questioned the application of this provision to intermediate holders.
Prof. van der Ziel explained that 11.5 only deals with costs incurred by

the carrier outside the contract of cariage, i.e., when the carrier acts as a
negotiorum gestor

Prof. Gorton wondered how far the project should go. Does it make
sense to address rights of stoppage in transit, or rights in bankruptcy?
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Prof. Berlingieri gave the example of imposing liability on a subsequent
holder who never requests delivery of the goods. He predicted that many
countries would be unable to accept such a rule.

The meeting adjourned for coffee at 11:00, and reconvened at 11:20.
Prof. van der Ziel felt that 11.3 was a very narrow provision that applied
only when delivery had been made to a true owner, but the transport document
had not been indorsed to that person.
Mr. Chandler suggested that this explanation should be made explicit in
the commentary.
Mr. de Brauw asked how the good faith buyer of a bill of lading would
know whether delivery had already been made.
Prof. Berlingieri asked if 11.3 applied to the improper delivery of goods
to a person who was not entitled to delivery.
Prof. van der Ziel replied that it did not. Responding to Mr. de Brauw's
question, he suggested that buyers in such situations were generally well aware
of the risks.

Mr. Beare encouraged Prof. van der Ziel to revise the draft with these
points in mind, noting the reservations that had been expressed.
Mr. Sekolec reported that the UNCITRAL Working Group on Arbitration
would meet next month, 20th November to 1st December, and was considering

suggestions to relax the rules regarding agreements to arbitrate. Some
countries have already relaxed the rule requiring two signatures or an exchange
of messages. These are issues of particular relevance for bills of lading, which

generally do not have two signatures. The extent to which the consignee is
bound, and if so when, is also important. He encouraged the CMI to participate
in this work.
Mr. Beare opened the discussion of chapter 8 ("Freight").

Mr. Chandler suggested that 8.2(a) (which specifies when freight is
earned) should not permit freight to be earned before the voyage is commenced.
Mr. de Brauw posed the hypothetical of a ship sailing to the loading port

to collect cargo. Even if the ship sinks at the pier, the carrier has incurred
substantial expenses.
Mr. Chandler responded that this was a charter party situation, in which
the contracting parties can do as they wish. In the liner context, concerns are
different.

Captain Liiddeke responded that even in the liner context, when the
carrier stores the container in a yard it has already begun earning freight.

Mr. Rasmussen asked if this provision was intended to be limited to
maritime contexts.
Mr. Diamond suggested that the question of when freight is earned could
be left to national law.

Mr. Alcantara referred to 8.2(b) (which provides that "no freight will
become due for any goods which are lost before the freight is earned" in the
absence of a contrary agreement). He suggested that this was inaccurate in
cases in which the carrier accepts liability for the goods. If the carrier accepts
liability, it should be entitled to freight.
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Mr. Diamond suggested that the draft should address the case in which
some goods were lost and some were delivered. Under English law, pro rata
freight would be due.
Prof. van der Ziel replied that this is what he had intended in 8.2(b) with
the statement that "no freight will become due for any goods which are lost
before the freight is earned." This statement would not apply to those goods in
a shipment that were not lost.
Mr. Gombrii wondered if 8.2(b) covered a claim for damages when the
goods are not tendered.
Mr. De Orchis acknowledged Mr. Chandler's comment about freight
not becoming due before the commencement of the voyage, but stressed that
different concerns apply in the multi-modal context. When goods travel across
the country by rail but are lost before being loaded on the vessel, the carrier
should still be entitled to freight.
Mr. Diamond suggested that further attention should be paid to the issue
of freight due on delivery.
Ms. Howlett reported that the International Chamber of Shipping and
BIMCO are concerned that it may be inappropriate to include chapter 8 at all.
They are unaware of any need for these provisions.
Mr. von Ziegler suggested that this chapter may be non-mandatory. It
could be very beneficial to carriers, and particularly relevant to enforcing a
right of retention.
Mr. De Orchis suggested that 1.15 (the "freight" definition) should be
broader to clarify that all of the carrier's charges are included.
Mr. Chandler argued that 8.6(a)(ii) (which permits the carrier to retain
the goods until the shipper's obligations to the carrier have been paid) was an
invitation to fraud. If a carrier issues a freight pre-paid bill of lading, it should
not be allowed to collect freight from the consignee.
Mr. von Ziegler agreed that the carrier should not be allowed to exercise
a lien on a freight pre-paid transport document.

Mr. Diamond added that the lien should not be broader than the
consignee's obligation in any event.
Mr. Alcantara asked if the lien could be exercised on board, or only on
shore.

Prof. van der Ziel replied that the draft did not address this question. If
local law does not permit the lien to be exercised on board, then the carrier
must hold the goods in a warehouse and not deliver them to the consignee in
order to claim the lien.

Prof. Berlingieri noted the need to clarify which provisions are
mandatory.
Mr. Diamond submitted that the word "non-mandatory" could be used in
two senses. It could mean that the parties may contract out of a provision that
is a part of the convention. Or it could mean that ratifying states have an option

not to ratify the particular provision in question. He assumed that the
draftsman intended the former sense, but this should be clear.
Mr. Rasmussen noted that mandatory could be "one way" (as in article
3(8) of the Hague Rules), which would mean that one party was bound by a
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provision but the other party could waive it, or "two way" (as in CMR), which
would mean that both parties are bound by the provision.

Mr. Chandler felt that 8.6(a)(i) (which permits the carrier to retain the
goods until freight, demurrage, and damages for detention have been paid) was
too broad in its inclusion of "all other costs incurred by the carrier in relation
to the goods."
Captain Liiddeke asked how the carrier could retain the goods to secure
the payment of freight if freight is not earned until delivery under 8.1.
Mr. Harrington thought that the carrier generally could not lien the cargo
for the payment of demurrage.

Mr. Chandler suggested that the draft only applied when the transport
document provided for a lien.

Mr. Diamond recalled his earlier comment that the lien should not be
wider than the consignee's obligation.
Prof. Fujita asked why a "no set-off" rule was imposed. The rule makes
sense when an obligation is not quantified, but it need not be a general rule.

Mr. Beare opened the discussion of chapter 9 ("Delivery to the
Consignee").
Prof. van der Ziel explained that 9.1(a) (which requires that a consignee
who claims delivery must also accept delivery) had been redrafted to address
concerns raised at the previous meeting. "Delivery" is primarily a contractual
matter. If it is not governed by the contract, it will be necessary to look to

custom and usage. The default rule is the discharge of the cargo.

Mr. Chandler noted that in the container trade it is impossible for the
consignee to accept delivery of the cargo on discharge.
Mr. Diamond observed that 9.1 seems to say that if the consignee asks
for delivery of the cargo then it must accept delivery. Surely that was not the
intent. He suggested that the provision might make sense if it provided that a
consignee had a general duty to accept delivery.

Prof. van der Ziel expressed his personal agreement with Mr.
Diamond's sentiment, but the concept that the consignee has a duty to accept
delivery before becoming a party to the contract was flatly rejected at the
previous meeting. We nevertheless have a problem with consignees who assert
rights but refuse delivery (perhaps wishing to take advantage of inexpensive
storage in the container yard).
Captain Liiddeke explained that some consignees appear and assert the

right to delivery, but demand the right to inspect the goods before taking
delivery. What does the carrier do if the consignee refuses delivery after
inspection?

Mr. Diamond added that 9.2.1 (which governs the responsibility of the
carrier after delivery) addresses the carrier's retention of possession after
"delivery." He found this to be problematic.
Mr. Hooper assumed that 9.2.1 was intended to address a constructive
delivery situation, after which the carrier was no longer liable as a carrier.

Mr. Diamond suggested that more thought needed to be given to this
provision.

Prof. van der Ziel reported that Prof. Zunarelli had suggested that the
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carrier should be entitled to the protection of this Instrument, but that the
contract of carriage should not be extended.
Mr. Gombrii expressed his concern that 9.2.2 (which applies in cases of
delivery prior to the discharge of the goods from the vessel) seems to entirely
negate 3.2 (which permits the contract of carriage to impose responsibility on
the shipper or the consignee for certain activities during the carrier's period of
responsibility).

Mr. De Orchis noted that this is another case in which the draft must
address the distinction between performing and contracting carriers.

Mr. Chandler asked if limitations were included in "defenses and
remedies."

Mr. Beare opened the discussion of chapter 10 ("Right of Control"),
which he noted consists primarily of commentary.
Mr. Rasmussen felt that these provisions could be highly controversial.
How can the consignee demand delivery before the goods arrive (10.1(a)(i))?
Prof. van der Ziel explained that this refers to a demand at a prior port
on the vessel's itinerary; it does not permit the consignee to order a deviation.

Mr. Rasmussen predicted that even that limited proposal would be
unacceptable in liner traffic.
Mr. von Ziegler responded that this proposal only gives the consignee the
right to renegotiate the contract. The carrier can impose an extra charge for the
variation.
Prof. van der Ziel explained that his intent was to coordinate rights under

the sales contract and under the contract of carriage, as set out in the
commentary.

Prof. Gorton and Mr. Diamond both doubted that the sales contract
would give the consignee such a broad right.
Mr. Rasmussen thought that 10.2(iii), which may subject the carrier to
the orders of two masters, was unworkable.
Prof. Berlingieri suggested that 10.1 (which defines the right of control)

and 10.2 should be aimed at identifying who has the right to deal with the
carrier, without prejudice to the carrier's rights in dealing with that person.
10.3 then addresses the relationship between that person and the carrier.

Mr. von Ziegler referred to CMNI article 14, which is very broad.
Simply identifying who has the right to negotiate with the carrier is
important.
Mr. Beare concluded the discussion of the outline instrument, which will
not go to Singapore as a draft approved by this International Sub-Committee
but instead as a basis for discussion. Mr. Gombrii will prepare the first draft
of an agenda paper for Singapore.
Mr. Gombrii recalled that three documents will go forward to Singapore:
the outline instrument, along lines that we have already seen and discussed;

a paper addressing multi-modal issues paper which Mr. Koronka is
drafting; and (3) an agenda paper.
He saw three broad areas to include in the agenda paper: (1) the scope of
the instrument; (2) liability; and (3) transport documents.
Under the scope of the instrument, issues arise regarding the mandatory
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nature of the provisions, the type of instrument, and multi-modal issues
(including tlu-ough transport).
Under liability, the first issue is whether to have a fault-based or a broader
regime. If fault-based, should there be a detailed catalogue of exceptions? The
Singapore Conference should also deal with delay, the loss of the right to limit
liability, the treatment of performing carriers, and the shipper's liability.

Under transport documents, issues include transferability, the right of
control, documents of title, the negotiability of transport documents, the
information in transport documents, liability for incorrect information, and
EDI.

Mr. von Ziegler observed that the Singapore Conference will clearly be
unable to discuss every detail on all of these issues, but must focus on the
burning issues. He asked if it would help to have a parallel effort in the
national member associations to provide more general comments, which the

International Sub-Committee could then consider in preparing the
consultation paper in May, or whether it would confuse the national member
associations to pursue two tasks simultaneously.
Prof. van der Ziel raised the need to focus on some of the EDI issues in
the agenda paper.
Prof. Berlingieri suggested that national member associations might be
asked to express tentative views in advance of Singapore. This could help to
frame the debate.

Mr. Beare offered to make that suggestion in his cover letter to the
national member associations. He asked if the International Sub-Committee
would agree to the publication of a draft report of the current meeting in the
CMI Yearbook
as a draft subject to formal approval at the International SubCommittee's next meeting
so that the delegates at Singapore who had not
attended this meeting would have at least some report of the proceedings here.
[No dissent was expressed.]
Mr. Beare expressed the International Sub-Committee's thanks to Ms.
Howlett for hosting the meeting.
The meeting adjourned at 1:30 p.m.

GENERAL AVERAGE
REPORT OF THE CMI WORKING GROUP

In a letter dated 26th March 1999 Mr Stefan PeIler, General Secretary of
the International Union of Marine Insurance (IUMI), requested the President
of the CMI to place the case for revision of the York-Antwerp Rules back on
its working agenda.
A working group, consisting of M. Pierre Latron (France) Mr. Hans Levy
(Denmark) and under the chairmanship of Dr. Thomas Remé (Germany) was
set up and a questionnaire prepared, which was sent to all National Maritime
Law Associations.
Responses have been received from 21 Maritime Law Associations in all,

namely Argentina, Australia and New Zealand, Brasil, Canada, China,
Denmark, Finland, France, Germany, Gulf States, Indonesia, Italy, Japan,
Netherlands, Portugal, Senegal, Slovenia, Spain, Sweden, U.K., and the U.S.A.
A copy of the questionnaire accompanies this report as Appendix A.
At the CMI Colloquium which took place in Toledo, Spain on 18th to 20th
September 2000, the possible revision of the York-Antwerp Rules was one of

the subjects selected for discussion. Papers were presented, inter alia, by Mr
Eamonn Magee an underwriter, and Mr Geoffrey Hudson, an average adjuster,
whose main thrust was respectively for and against the amendment of the YorkAntwerp Rules. A lively discussion ensued, at the conclusion of which it was
the common consensus that this was a subject which should be included on the

work programme of the 2001 CMI Conference in Singapore. Mr. Richard
Shaw (UK) was appointed Rapporteur of that session and he has agreed to
continue in that role in Singapore.
It has not proved practicable to produce a synopsis of all the replies to the
questionnaire which have been received. One of the great strengths of the CMI

is the diversity of membership of the national maritime law associations of
which it is composed, and many such associations have appointed a committee
with broad mix of members to draft their association's reply. It is not surprising
that in many cases the responses have indicated a divergence of views on their

committee between those representing marine insurers who have favoured
revision and those representing shipowning interests and average adjusters,
who have not.
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A number of associations have, very properly, pointed out that some of
the questions were formulated in a way which did not allow a simple yes/no
reply. That was not entirely an accident, but resulted from the Working Group's

wish to ensure that the IUMI proposals were considered broadly by the
respondents, and that the questions were not formulated in a way which might
pre-judge the replies.

However, it is right that we should record that question 1 might have
created the impression that the concept of common benefit was introduced
relatively recently, whereas in fact it can trace its origins to 1890 and possibly
to 1864. We are grateful to the Associations of Netherlands, Sweden, the UK
and the USA for pointing this out.
Likewise it has been drawn to our attention that while we stated in
question 5 that the 1994 Sydney amendments to the York-Antwerp Rules
mentioned expressly for the first time the preventing or minimising of damage
to the environment, such expenses have, in appropriate cases been allowed in
GA for some years. The appropriate cases would arise where the pollution
damage itself was the result of a General Average act. It was, however, clear
that the substance of this question was well understood, and almost all the
respondents considered that the compromise achieved in Sydney on this point
(general exclusion of pollution damage from GA in Rule C, but limited
exceptions to that principle in Rule XI (d)) should not be disturbed.
In summary, of the 21 national Maritime Law Associations which replied

to our questionnaire, 10 were clearly in favour of retaining the "common
benefit" principle of GA, while 7 associations were in favour of a change from
"common benefit" to "common safety", and 4 associations were so divided as

to be unable to formulate a common position. This subject is therefore very
much open for discussion in Singapore.
In order to enable delegates to prepare for that discussion it has been
decided to include in the 2000 Year Book the text of the papers presented in
Toledo by Mr Magee and Mr Hudson with the arguments for and against the

changes proposed by IUMI, and those papers accompany this report as
Appendices B and C.
The York-Antwerp Rules are one of the exceptional cases where the CMI
still has a role as "trustee", with the power to adopt changes to the Rules and
to recommend them to carriers and merchants world-wide. It is therefore very
important that there should be a wide-ranging review of the issues involved in
the changes proposed by IUMI, so that an informed and wise decision can be
made.

THOMAS M. REA, Chairman
RICHARD A.A. SHAW, Rapporteur
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APPENDIX A

QUESTIONNAIRE ON AN EVENTUAL
REVISION OF YAR 1994
The YAR originally provided for the distribution of expenses and sacrifices

over the contributing interests only as far as they were incurred for the
common safety of ship and cargo. Later on the scope was extended to
include expenses incurred for the common benefit like port of refuge and
substituted expenses. Do you think time has come to reduce the scope of the
YAR to the principle of common safety?
If so, do you support
2.1. that sacrifices and expenses should be included in G/A only if made
or incurred while ship and cargo are "in the grip of a peril"?
2.2.

that temporal)/ repairs of the vessel in a port of refuge should be
exchided from G/A?

2.3.
2.4.
2.5.
2.6.
2.7.

that the same should apply to crew wages and maintenance in the
port of refuge?
the cost of discharging, storage and reloading of cargo in the port of
refuge should no longer be allowed in G/A?
that no substituted expenses should be made good in G/A?
that no non separation agreement should be allovved in G/A (revision
of rule G)?
that in consequence Rules X and XI should be abolished?

Rule D deals with the influence of fault of one of the pat-ties to the
adventure. Such fault has had lo be shown under the rules of the national
law applicable in addition to the YAR. Do you think any non-compliance
with international conventions like the "ISM Code or STCW should be
considered a .fault irrespective of the nierits of the individual case and the
applicability of such convention?

Salvage cases are settled in difkrent ways in different countries. In some
countries ship and cargo join in settling .salvage remuneration, in other
countries they do not. Do you support the view that salvage remuneration
should not be distributed in GA if settled separately by ship and cargo with
the salvor?
Expenses preventing or minimizing damage to the environment have been
included in the YAR only in 1994, evidently as a consequence of the revision
of LOF and the 1989 Salvage Convention. Do vou take the view that no
such expenses should be allowed in G/A?
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6.

The YAR have not included any rule on time bar leaving this matter to
national law. Do you think a rule on time bar should be introduced so as to
prevail over national law?

Any additional comments you may wish to make, particularly on items not
dealt with in this questionnaire but treated in the report of IUMI, will be highly
welcome.

February, 2000
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APPENDIX B

GENERAL AVERAGE REFORM - THE IUMI POSITION*
EAMONN MAGEE

Ten years ago this year I began looking at the subject of General Average.
For my sins I was the nominee from the Irish Maritime Law Association to the
International subcommittee set up by the CMI and chaired by David Taylor
a subcommittee charged with bringing forward proposals for a review of the
law of General Average and the York Antwerp Rules 1974 to the CMI's Sydney
Conference in 1994.
It was on a crisp winter morning then, in Brussels, that I first worked with
Geoff' ey Hudson and at the end of that first subcommittee session I invited
him to scribble on my copy of his work on General Average. Although it would

not qualify as my selection for Desert Island Discs alongside the Bible and
Shakespeare I do recognise it for the scholarly work that it is, as I equally
recognise the formidable adversary that Geoffrey is in any discussions on
General Average.
IUMI recognises that it was late in Marshalling it's arguments in advance
of the Sydney review by the CMI and realises that one view might exist within
the CMI that to look at the system of General Average again so soon after 1994

may not prove popular. As against that, it could be argued that recent
momentum in terms of the focus on General Average should not be lost and
that the opportunity should be seized at the start of the new millennium to
address the ongoing practice of General Average adjustment through the
mechanism of the York Antwerp Rules.
IUMI is unashamedly interested in the operational aspects of General
Average adjustment because as a market it is the principal if not sole payroler
of the product. ( I don't know how many General Average adjustments are
drawn up in situations where no insurance is in place in respect of the various
property interests but I suspect they are few. (Perhaps Geoffrey can help us
here.) The Marine Insurance industry is under threat in a changing Global
marketplace and if it is not to be swallowed up by the very much bigger non
marine market, where all embracing product covers are increasingly the order
of the day, then of necessity there has to be a focus on those areas where the
industry itself adjudges that there is an unnecessary duplicity of expense, an
expense which at the end of the day is picked up by the industry and guess what
*

Paper delivered at the Toledo Colloquium in September 2000.
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passed back to the customer ultimately. Who are our customers ? Ship and
Cargo Interests for whom General Average cover is way down their shopping
list at premium negotiations.
This should be of concern not only to Underwriters of course but to all
those who work in the sector, to consumers of marine insurance services and
to all service providers to the Industry. General Average adjustment is part only
and I suspect a small part of an Average Adjusters portfolio. The balance of that
portfolio must surely depend on the health of the Industry within which they

work. IUMI's General Average concerns are aimed at contributing to that
health overall.

The CMI will be aware of the recommendations of the IUMI General
Average - Drafting Working Group ( which accompanies this paper in
appendix 1.) and hopefully at this stage have received the views of National
Law Associations in response to those recommendations.
It is not my intention to deal specifically with each of the
recommendations in the IUMI paper. We would like to think that such an
examination will be undertaken by the CMI working group going forward
from this point and that IUMI would be invited to participate in the work of
that group but it is incumbent on me on IUMI's behalf to re-iterate some of our
long stated concerns as a preface to our recommendations.
The total spend on General Average disbursements is in the order of $300
million annually ( for comparison purposes the annual cost of Hull total losses
is in the order of $600 million.) Of this figure ( $300m ) some 67% is funded
by the cargo interests or more accurately by the Underwriters of the Cargo
interests. By far the smaller contributor to the cost of General Average is the
Hull interest or more accurately the Underwriters of the Hull interest. The
inequity of this situation has been referred to repeatedly, particularly in light of
the causes of general average which tend to be almost exclusively related to
issues involving the management of the vessel such as engine breakdown,
mechanical and structural failure, grounding through negligent navigation and

so on, and recognising that there is an argument for continuing General
Average in certain limited classes of situation, IUMI recommendations are
aimed at addressing these inequities.

Behind the proposals for reform is the desire to limit recoverability in
General Average to expenses incurred only "in time of peril" so that for
example when a port of refuge has been reached and the acting peril averted
no further expenses would be allowed in General Average. We feel that the
concept of "Common Maritime Adventure" currently forming the basis of the
York Antwerp Rules" should be replaced by the concept of "Common Safety",
consistent with the "acting peril" argument and these considerations are the
basis for our proposed redefinition of General Average at paragraph 1 of the
recommendations.
Proposed Re-definition
"There is a General Average act when and only when any extraordinary
sacrifice or expenditure is intentionally and reasonably made or incurred
for the common safety in time of peril for the purposes of preserving from
peril the property."
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We address our concerns on the " fault " issue at paragraph 7 of the

recommendations. The primary causes of General Average vis poOr
maintenance, particularly in the engine room, can be addressed with a
recommendation that the revised rules contain a clause preventing recovery in
General Average where there have been breaches of the ISM Code, the STCW
Convention and/or any breaches of the rules of the Classification Society with
which the vessel is entered. This recommendation promotes compliance with
Safety Conventions and addresses the inequity of requiring Cargo interests to
contribute to expenses incurred where there has been vessel non compliance
with safety requirements and so we have our Rule D recommendations.
It is proposed that substituted expenses, most often encountered in the

area of transhipment of cargo from a port of refuge to final destination, be
abolished. This is a logical sequitur from our position that only expenses
incurred in the grip of a peril be allowed in General Average. Similarly we
recommend that Rules X and X1 (a) (b) and (e) expenses should be disallowed
in General Average
One area of particular contention for Underwriters in any consideration
of General Average is the unquestionable duplicity of effort and expense which

sees Salvage expenditure redistributed in General Average. We quote Ian
Stevens of LCO when he put it thus:
Ian Stevens

"What really aggravates me

no I do not get hysterical

are those

situations where each party to the adventure provides it's own security to
Salvors and separately settles its proportion of the salvage remuneration.
Why in the name of the York Antwerp Rules, is it necessary to go through
a lengthy and costly process of re-apportioning the salvage settlements in
General Average, often in situations where salved and contributory values
are more or less identical? And why should one or more parties who have

had the expertise and good business sense to settle with Salvors for a
lesser remuneration than paid by other salved interests lose the benefit of

their skill, because all payments are thrown into the melting pot of
General Average?
All this nonsense only adds to the cost of General Average"

IUMI would like to see the replacement of Rule V1 with a clause along
the following Lines;
salvage payments ( including legal fees associated with such payments)
shall lie where they fall and not be brought into General Average save only
that any amounts paid by one party to the General Average in respect of

the proportion ( calculated on salved values and not GA contributory
values) of another party or parties shall be apportioned between the
parties to the General Average in accordance with these rules
in paragraph (a) of this section references to salvage payments and the like
expressions shall be construed as excluding payments under Article 14 of
the 1989 Salvage Convention and similar provisions (including Scopic).
The question of repairs is addressed in paragraphs 21 & 22 of the position
paper. Some recommendations in respect of deductions new for old appear in
paragraph 21. The question of recoverability of temporary repair costs under the
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existing Rule X1V is addressed in the broader position disallowing all
expenditure incurred following arrival at a port of refuge. Temporary repairs
could qualify where they were incurred in circumstances of actual operative peril.
IUMI is concerned also at the existing practices in relation to the payment
of Commission on General Average expenditure and the payment of interest on

Adjustments and our position here is clarified in paragraph 27 of the Drafting
Group's paper.
CMI has as one of it's principal objectives, the search for uniformity in

matters of private international maritime law and IUMI can anticipate the
argument that if a set of Rules ( regardless of their content ) has universal
application as for example is largely the case with the York Antwerp Rules,
then issues of uniformity do not require that the interests of a single lobby
group such as IUMI be necessarily accommodated. Against this it must be
argued that:

CMI were sufficiently concerned at the operation of the system and the
application of the Rules to make significant recommendations for change in

1994. Concerns continue to exist and CMI, having rightly taken up the

challenge then can make a further meaningful contribution now by
addressing the remaining concerns.

Since 1994 there have been significant developments aimed at a safer
maritime environment for all. One thinks of the ISM code, the STCW
Convention, the work of the CMI's own committees on for example the
liability of Classification Societies and the search for new liability regimes
governing transport by sea. Here is an opportunity to focus further on those
very issues and to send a message to sub standard operators that their losses
will not be made good in General Average.
Insurance is the life-blood of international trade. Whilst traditional products
are changing, and with that change comes a threat to the specialised marine
insurance industry, that very change is coming about because of poor results

fuelled by duplicity of cost and expense. Here, in the area of General
Average, is one small opportunity to do something about that in the interests
of the Industry, the Customer, the Supplier and in the interests of a safer and
cleaner marine environment .
The argument is often made and the question put:
"What incentive is there to a Shipowner to get Cargo to a place of safety
where his expenses are not guaranteed in General Average and where his
freight may be at risk?"
The answer has to lie in commercial realities. General Average should not
be a mechanism to subsidise sub standard operators. These operators deserve
no place in international trade.
Conclusion

Where genuine instances of peril are encountered IUMI is supportive of
a limited and equitable application of General Average addressing the release

of Ship and Cargo from that peril. A revised version of the existing York
Antwerp Rules can bring that reality nearer and address the concerns of all
legitimate interests.
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APPENDIX I

REPORT OF IUMI G.A. DRAFTING WORKING GROUP
GENERAL AVERAGE
HOW SHOULD IT BE CHANGED?

The purpose of this report is to point to possible changes which might be
proposed by property underwriters to the rules governing General Average
worldwide. The aim of these changes is to rein back the progressive extensions
in the scope of General Average which have taken place over at least the last
100 years with a view to lessening the burden which General Average places
on property underwriters worldwide. It is felt that now that insurance is so very
much more universally held by shipowners, the loss should lie where it falls to
a greater extent than it does at present. The current concept of General Average
is now felt to be outdated for a number of reasons (including the increased use

of insurance, the fact that under many laws salvage is apportioned between
ship and cargo in proportion to their values and the increased complexity of
modem commerce which frequently makes the collection of G.A. security and
the adjustment of G.A. contributions disproportionately expensive). Despite
this, it is recognised that there is an argument for continuing G.A. in certain
limited classes of situation and that it would be difficult to abolish G.A.
altogether (as it might be replaced by claims at common law for restitution in

the UK, for example, and because the maritime legislative community
worldwide is not yet "ready" for such a novel step). The first task of this report,

therefore, is to propose a statement of principle governing General Average
similar to Rule A of York-Antwerp Rules in its purpose.
1.

Redefinition of General Average

It is proposed that a definition of General Average be drawn from a
slightly amended Section 66 Marine Insurance Act 1906 which would state:
"(1) A General Average loss is a loss reasonably, proximately and directly
caused by or consequential on a General Average act. It includes General
Average expenditure as well as General Average sacrifice.
(2) There is a General Average act when and only when any extraordinary
sacrifice or expenditure is intentionally and reasonably made or incurred
for the common safety in time of peril for the purpose of preserving from
peril the property."
At first sight it might be thought that if an attempt is going to be made to
radically confine the ambit of General Average, substantial amendments are
going to have to be made to Section 66 Marine Insurance Act 1906. In practice
we feel only minor changes are required. Perhaps the most significant change is
the deletion of the words "imperilled in the common adventure", coupled with
the insertion of "for the common safety" in para. 2 as to which see Section 3.
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With these minor amendments the wording of Section 66 Marine
Insurance Act 1906 is a suitable basis for the new concept of General Average.
The broad intention behind the new definition would be to cover (where
reasonable):
jettison of cargo (see 10 below)
salvage (but see 15 below)
damage intentionally and reasonably caused to ships' engines by working
them when aground in a reasonable attempt to refloat and/or lighten
crews' extra wages and overtime and consumption of extra fuel and stores
while in the grip of a peril (but not at a place of refuge)

provided that the G.A. expenses/sacrifices claimed are intentional and
reasonable, it should not matter whether the owner or master makes the
decision to incur them.

We would suggest that the following types of expenditure should not be
included in G.A. under the new regime:
ordinary crew wages during the peril (except crew overtime while the vessel
is in the grip of a peril)

environmental expenses of any kind save only Article 13 salvage
enhancements for environmental threats and Rule XI(d) expenses if for
common safety
costs of transhipment to destination
ship's expenses at a port of refuge
temporary repair costs (unless carried out while the ship and cargo are in the
grip of a peril e.g. in a salvage operation)
the cost of discharging, storing and reloading cargo while the vessel repairs

at a port of refuge (these expenses will be borne by the carrier under the
contract of carriage)
consumption of extra fuel/stores once the immediate peril has ceased to
exist.

We would propose that the draft rules should expressly state the types of
claim included and excluded from G.A. as examples for the sake of clarity.

The foregoing does not consider how substituted expenses should be

treated: on the one hand the substituted expenses can save property
undervvriters expense by permitting a shipowner flexibility in deciding what
expenses he can safely incur whilst at the same time it can also be said that

substituted expenses are a vehicle for allowing the shipowner to recover
expenses which he otherwise would be unable to. Substituted expenses should
be abandoned (see 9 below).
2.

"In time of peril"

One of the key intentions behind the proposed reform is to stop expenses

going into G.A. after the ship and cargo have been brought to safety (for
example to a port of refuge). A definition of the word "peril" will therefore
need to be reached. At present it is arguably the case at common law that a peril

exists if a situation prevails in which the vessel and cargo "might or could"
become a CTL (see Lowndes and Rudolph para A.27). It is submitted that a
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peril should only continue until ship and cargo are in a condition of reasonable
safety. It should not therefore usually continue after the arrival of the vesse/ at

a port of refuge. Thus the costs of a standby tug in port would not be
recoverable but the costs of a tug escorting a vessel proceeding to a place of
safety would be recoverable in G.A. It is perhaps worth considering the words
of Roche J in Vlassopoulos -v- The British & Foreign Marine Insurance Co
Limited [1929] 1 K.B. 187. In that case the propeller of m/v Makis fouled some
wreckage while on passage from Bordeaux to Cardiff and the vessel was
obliged to put into Cherbourg for repairs. Roche J held that the ship and cargo
were in danger and said:
-It is not necessary that the ship should be actually in the grip or even
nearly in the grip of the disaster that may arise from the danger. It would
be a very bad thing if shipmasters had to wait until that state of things
arose in order to justify them doing an act which would be a General
Average act.

That is all I think which need be said with regard to that matter unless I
add this: that "peril", which means the same thing as "danger", is the word

used in General Rule (A), just as it is the word used in the Marine
Insurance Act Section 66. The word is not "immediate peril or danger". It
is sufficient to say that the ship must be in danger or that the act must be
done in order to preserve her from peril. It means, of course, that the peril
must be real and not imaginary. It means that it must be substantial and
not merely slight or nugatory. It must be a danger."
It is hard to disagree with Roche J's words and it is therefore probably
unwise to confine the severity of the peril which would qualify for G.A. but
merely the length of time over which G.A. expenses can be incurred and then

recovered. It is submitted that the words "in time of peril" in Section 66(2)
Marine Insurance Act 1906 should, properly interpreted, have this effect.
One question which may arise is whether contractual salvage awards or
settlements involving services rendered in part when ship and cargo are in peril

and in part after they have reached a place of safety shall be apportioned in

G.A. and, if so, on what basis. To avoid complication it is suggested
provisionally that no such apportionment should be done.
As to the severity of the peril or danger which qualify sacrifices/expenses
for G.A., this must to some considerable extent depend on each case. Examples
at Lowncles & Rudolph para A.33 are helpful when considering this aspect of
the matter. It is further submitted that the peril must be real and not imaginary
(at present, despite the words of Roche J, there is conflicting authority on the
question of whether an imaginary peril is sufficient - see for example Lowndes
& Rudolph A.37).
3.

Common Maritime Adventure/Common Safety

We consider the concept of "Common Safety" should underlie the "new"
General Average replacing the Common Maritime Adventure concept which
now forms the basis of the York Antwerp Rules. There are 3 points to make
about the concept of common maritime adventure:
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It is widely thought that expenses based upon the principle of common
maritime adventure are more extensive than is necessary to give shipowners
sufficient encouragement to take prudent steps to preserve ship and cargo
in time of peril. Once the peril is past expenses such as those incurred in a

port of refuge or temporary repairs are more properly in the domain of
maintenance. In other words, the "Common Safety" approach will reduce
the exposure of Hull and Cargo Underwriters to G.A. claims.
Technically, where there are two or more discharge ports and the General
Average act occurs after part of the cargo has been discharged, the common
maritime adventure has finished and no G.A. can be recovered. Obviously
this is dealt with in various ways by different adjusters worldwide and in

practice contributions are recovered. Nevertheless, this is intellectually
untidy and it would be better to have some specific proviso dealing with it.
This could be resolved by providing that cargo contribute only up to the
time when it leaves the ship (although it is recognised this might increase
the amount of work to be done by Adjusters); there should be a special
clause dealing with cargo in lighters between ship and shore.
Another difficulty about the idea of a common maritime adventure is that
the word "adventure" implies a voyage. In this way it is argued that a hulk
storing a bulk product such as oil or wheat, not on a voyage, cannot declare

General Average because there is no common maritime adventure. This
seems inequitable but it is an inequity to which property underwriters would
normally have no real objection. However, in the interests of fairness and

consistency with the concept of "Common Safety" we are prepared to
include in G.A. storage tanks, FPSO's and vessels at sea, stationary or
otherwise.

We further consider Tugs and Tows should continue to be allowed to
declare General Average.
It follows from the foregoing that the Non Separation of Interests Clause
now incorporated into Rule G of the York-Antwerp Rules 1994 will no longer
be required (see also para. 9).

Reasonableness

A Rule Paramotmt would be included making it incumbent upon the
claimant to show that the sacrifice/expense was both reasonably made and
reasonable in amount. To the extent that it is unreasonable, credit should not be
given in G.A. This was always the position at common law (before the YorkAntwerp Rules were introduced) - see Anderson -v- Owen SS Co [1884] 10AC
and is now enshrined in the Rule Paramount of the York-Antwerp Rules 1994.

Causation

The courts presently interpret Section 66 Marine Insurance Act 1906 to
mean that the G.A. loss must be directly caused by the G.A. act even though
the word "directly" is omitted before the word "caused" in the section. It is,
however, rattler unclear as to whether or not the cause should be reasonably
foreseeable (see McCall -v- Houlder Bros [1897] 2 Com Cas 129 which is
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authority for the proposition that it is not necessary for a particular loss to have

been contemplated to be included in G.A. provided it is incidental to the
General Average Act). We believe that losses should be reasonably foreseeable
to be included in G.A. under the proposed re-definition.
In Austin Friars -v- Spillers and Bakers [1915] 3 KB 586 the defence was
unsuccessfully raised that there can be no G.A. act if what was done consisted
of inflicting a tort on a third person's property. Under the proposed redefinition
of G.A. we do not believe that Austin Friars would be decided differently.

Loss through De/ay
Rule C of the York-Antwerp Rules 1994 provides that:
"Loss or damage sustained by the ship or cargo through delay, whether on

the voyage or subsequently, such as demurrage, and any indirect loss
whatsoever such as loss of market, shall not be admitted as General
Average."

We would not wish to change this position except to include the words

"port charges and associated expenses of being in port" after the word
"demurrage".
The Effect of Fault

Although the fault based regime of the Hamburg Rules is attractive, the
Working Group felt that it would not be appropriate to include it in a re-drafted
York-Antwerp Rules. However, the Working Group did not wish to provide any

further exemptions for shipowners beyond those already contained in the
Hague and Hague-Visby Rules. Recognising that a substantial number of
general averages are caused by poor maintenance, particularly in the engine
room, the Working Group wished to provide some incentive to owners to

improve their record in this respect. The Working Group therefore
recommends that the new Rules should include a clause which prevents
shipowners from recovering contributions in respect of general average losses
which are caused by breaches of the ISM Code, the STCW Convention (once
it enters into force) and/or the Rules of the Classification Society with which

the vessel is entered (if any). This would have the benefit of encouraging
owners to comply with the International Safety Conventions (excluding all but
Chapter IX of SOLAS (ISM)) which must surely appeal to Governments while
at the same time offering a solution to the apparent injustice of asking cargo to
pay for the consequences of the faults of the shipowner. Engine breakdowns

arising out of latent defects which give rise to general average losses will

continue to entitle shipowners to declare and recover general average
contributions.

It is suggested that Rule D of the York-Antwerp Rules 1994 should be
incorporated into any revised set of Rules with the following proviso:
"Provided that no party to the common maritime adventure shall recover
any general average loss or be entitled to have made good any general

average sacrifice or expenditure if and to the extent that such general
average loss, sacrifice or expenditure is shown to have been directly
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caused by or consequential upon any breach of the ISM Code or the
STCW Convention or the Rules of the Classification Society with which
the vessel is classed.
This Rule shall apply whether or not the party concerned is obliged by law
or otherwise to comply with the ISM Code or STCW Convention and
whether or not the vessel is in fact classed. If the vessel is not classed then

for the purposes of this clause it shall be deemed to be classed with
Lloyd's Register 100A1 and the Rules applicable to a vessel of that class

shall apply to the vessel for the purposes of determining whether any
breach of Class Regulations has occurred".
8.

Onus of Proof
Claiming losses/expenditure
It is proposed that no amendment to Rule E of the York-Antwerp Rules
1994 should be made and that it should be incorporated into the new
Rules as it currently stands. In other words the onus of proof lies upon the
party claiming in general average and the time limits for the presentation
of documentation etc. contained in Rule E of the York-Antwerp Rules
1994 shall be incorporated into the new Rules.
Resisting claims for G.A. Contributions on the merits

We believe that, as at present, the paying party (usually H&M
Underwriters and Cargo Underwriters) should prove the shipowner is not
entitled to collect a contribution. However, this should be made fairer than
at present by the introduction of an obligation to allow access to the vessel
and relevant papers by the paying party's surveyor(s) (see para. 31 below).
9.

Substituted Expenses

We cannot recommend any changes to the way in which contributory
values are calculated now.
We propose Substituted Expenses should be abandoned.
Rule F of the York-Antwerp Rules 1974 states:

"Any extra expense incurred in place of another expense which would
have been allowed as General Average shall be deemed to be General
Average and so allowed without regard to the saving, if any, to other
interests, but only up to the amount of the General Average expense
avoided."

The most usual substituted expenses scenario occurs when a vessel has
suffered damage and put into a port of refuge where it will be necessary to
carry out repairs before the voyage can be completed. The cost of discharging,
storing and reloading the cargo would exceed the cost of on-carriage to
destination and, under the York-Antwerp Rules as they stand, it seems quite
reasonable that the shipowners should have the option of transhipping the
cargo to destination and recovering the transhipment costs in G.A.
However, if it is intended to substantially amend the York-Anriverp Rules
to remove from General Average expenses and sacrifices suffered or incurred
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once ship and cargo are no longer in the grip of a peril then it would follow that
this usual scenario could not arise because the cost of discharging, storing and
reloading cargo would not in any event be recoverable in G.A.

It might be said that there could be other occasions on which a right to
claim substituted expenses would be useful but we cannot think of an example
of such an occasion: the definition of General Average set out in Section 66
Marine Insurance Act 1906 is wide enough to include any reasonable sacrifice
or expense: it is submitted that Rule F is only necessary because of the way in
which the numbered Rules of the York-Antwerp Rules have drawn the limits of
G.A. so clearly and so widely. In the circumstances, we cannot see the need to

retain a substituted expenses rule. To abandon substituted expenses would
merely be to restore the English common law position (see Lowndes &
Rudolph General Average and York-Antwerp Rules 12th Edition para F.02 et
seq).

Jettison of Cargo
At present Rule I of the York-Antwerp Rules provides that no jettison of
cargo should be made good in General Average unless such cargo is carried in
accordance with the recognised custom of the trade. No change to this position
is proposed.
Loss or Damage by Sacrifices Ibr the Common SalCty
Rule II YAR 1994 allows loss and damage to be made good in G.A. when
incurred for the common safety. It is not proposed this should be changed.

Extinguishing Fire on Shipboard
Rule III of the York-Antwerp Rules 1994 allows for the making good of
damage done to a ship and cargo by water or otherwise, including damage by
beaching or scuttling a burning ship in extinguishing a fire on board, to be
made good as General Average (with a minor exception in respect of smoke
damage): it is submitted that this is perfectly reasonable and falls within the
revised definition of General Average.
Cutting away Wreck

Rule IV of the York-Antwerp Rules prevents the recovery in G.A. of the
costs of cutting away wreck or parts of the ship which have been previously
carried away or are effectively lost by accident. Once again, this is consistent
with the revised idea of G.A. if done when ship and cargo are in actual danger.
Voluntaty Stranding

Rule V of the York-Antwerp Rules 1994 provides that intentional
voluntary stranding for the common safety is a G.A. act and it is not suggested
that this should change.
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15.

Salvage

In a talk on the 1994 York-Antwerp Rules delivered shortly after the final
text of the Rules had been approved in Sydney, Ian Stevens of LCO said:
"For some reason or another, which I cannot readily ascertain, Rule VI
Salvage Remuneration - never seemed to get much of an airing. And yet
if there is any rule which causes aggravation, this surely is it.
Prima facie, the wording of the rule is innocuous, particularly when the
shipowner has incurred expenditure in the nature of salvage on behalf of

all parties to the common adventure, and thereafter seeks to recover
cargo-owner's share or shares in General Average.

What really aggravates me - no I do not get hysterical - are those
situations where each party to the adventure provides its own security to
salvors and separately settles its proportion of the salvage remuneration.
Why in the name of the York-Antwerp Rules, is it necessary to go through
what may be a lengthy and costly process of re-apportioning the salvage

settlements in General Average, often in instances where salved and
contributory values are more or less identical? And why should one or
more parties who may have had the expertise and good business sense to

settle with salvors for a lesser remuneration than paid by other salved
interests lose the benefit of their skill, because all payments are thrown
into the melting pot of General Average?
All this nonsense only adds to the cost of General Average.
My section has seen a number of adjustments where the General Average
expenditures comprised the salvage remuneration, and very little else. If
the salvage had been excluded the adjustment fees would probably have

been of limited amount, but the inclusion of the salvage has enabled a
considerable inflation of the charges. Not good news for cargo or for
underwriters."
As is well-known, Rule VI was only introduced in the 1974 York-Antwerp

Rules and has been accused of creating more work for General Average
adjusters and more expenses for marine property underwriters than almost any

other single change to the Rules in the last 50 years. Clearly this must be
tackled, but how?
We propose the replacement of Rule VI by a clause along the following
lines:

"(a) salvage payments (including legal fees associated with such
payments) shall lie where they fall and not be brought into General
Average save only that any amounts paid by one party to the general
average in respect of the proportion (calculated on salved values and not
G.A. contributory values) of another party or parties shall be apportioned
between the parties to the general average in accordance with these Rules.

(b) In paragraph (a) of this section references to salvage payments and
the like expressions shall be construed as excluding payments under

Article 14 of the 1989 Salvage Convention and similar provisions
(including SCOPIC)"
Outright abolition of Rule VI would create a situation where a shipowner
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may have to pay the full amount of cargo's contribution and be unable to
recover cargo' s proportion. In many jurisdictions, such as the Netherlands and
Spain, the shipowner is mandatorily or at the option of the salvor the debtor for

the salvage remuneration. For this reason it is not felt that it would be
practicable or fair to exclude salvage from G.A. completely.
All the foregoing applies only to Article 13 awards: as in Rule VI(b) YAR
'94 Article 14 awards special compensation and SCOPIC remuneration should
not be allowed in G.A.

Damage to machinery and boilers

Rule VII York-Antwerp Rules 1994, when read in conjunction with the

new Rule Paramount requiring "reasonableness", would appear to be in
accordance with the new definition of G.A. We assume that under the proposed

re-definition of General Average (and, indeed, under the 1994 YAR) the
"Alpha" [1991] 2 Lloyd's Rep 515 would, if heard today, be reversed.

Expenses lightening ship when ashore and consequent damage
Rule VIII of the York-Antwerp Rules 1994, emphasising, as it does, the
fact that it does not apply to environmental liabilities, would once again appear

to fall within the new definition of G.A. and, as such, would appear to be
unobjectionable.
Cargo, ship S' materials and stores used for fuel

The new Rule IX of the York-Antwerp Rules 1994 would appear on the
face of it to be acceptable. Cargo etc. used as fuel will be made good only if
used for fuel for common safety while ship and cargo are in actual danger.
Expenses, wages and maintenance of crew and other expenses in,lhe port
of refuge

As already discussed, we recommend Rules X and XI (a), (b) and (c)
expenses should be disallowed in G.A. (but see para 33).

Damage to cargo in discharging, etc.
At present, Rule XII York-Antwerp Rules 1994 reads:

"Damage to or loss of cargo fuel or stores sustained in consequence of
their handling discharging storing re-loading and stowing shall be made
good as General Average when and only when the cost of those measures
respectively is admitted as G.A."
The vast majority of cases where Rule XII allowances apply are in
circumstances where cargo is discharged at a port of refuge. However, there are
circumstances where damage to or loss of cargo, etc., might occur as a result
of, for example, a ship-to-ship transhipment of oil at sea when salvage services
are being rendered under a lump sum rather than a "no cure, no pay" contract.

In such circumstances, it would appear reasonable to allow cargo losses in
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transhipment to be recovered in G.A. However, if cargo losses are allowed,
should also losses to the hull be allowed (such as, for example, ranging damage
with the transhipment tanker)? We propose that the wording of Rule XII be
amended to include wording to the effect that the damage/loss must occur to

the cargo, etc., while the ship and cargo are in the grip of peril but not
otherwise. The scope of this rule will be thus very substantially reduced.

Deductions from cost of repairs

Under the new concept of G.A., some repairs will still be allowed (e.g.
repairs consequent upon a deliberate grounding to avoid a worse peril or
repairs to boilers and machinery made necessary by a bona fide and reasonable
attempt to refloat a vessel aground). However, there seems no reason not to

make deductions in respect of "new for old" where old material or parts are
replaced. It should not be forgotten that this was the case in the 19th century

and because of the difficulty in arriving at a suitable deduction, certain
"customary deductions" were applied to all repairs other than to damage
sustained on a vessel's maiden voyage. The customary deductions were fixed
at 1/6th for chain cables and 1/3rd for all other repairs and replacements except
for anchors and materials and stores that had not been put into use which were
allowed in full. A different scale of deductions, depending on the age of the

ship, was approved by the A.A.A. in 1887 as a rule of practice with the
introduction of iron and steel ships. This was slowly whittled away until we
now have the present position.
We tentatively propose the introduction of a modem scale to make the
rule operable which will require the input of a hull and machinery surveyor.
Alternatively, we could go back to the scale contained in the 1924 or 1950

Rules. We propose that we should consult with the London Salvage
Association on this topic.
Although this proposal is in accordance with the laws of many countries
(e.g. see Art. 226 Greek Maritime Code) it is contrary to existing hull practice
(new for old - no deductions) and could therefore be regarded as inconsistent
with market practice but we feel this objection is outweighed by the need to
deter "maintenance G.A.'s".
Temporary repairs

The comments relating to permanent repairs above apply equally to
temporary repairs. Much of the criticism of Rule XIV arises out of the House
of Lords decision in the "Bijela" [1994] A.C. which supported the accepted

practice of average adjusters that temporary repairs of accidental damage
effected at the port of refuge are allowable as G.A. up to the savings in general
average allowances resulting therefrom. If temporary repairs at a port of refuge
are no longer included in G.A. (as is proposed), there is no need to address this
problem in the new Rules, as such temporary repairs will not be recoverable.

The only sort of temporary repairs which might be recoverable are those
consequent upon a G.A. sacrifice made while the vessel and cargo are in actual
danger (such as, for example, deliberately grounding the vessel in order to save
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both vessel and cargo by averting a risk of total loss). Deductions should be
made for materials used in temporary repairs and later discarded and sold for
scrap or otherwise disposed of and credited to the claimant.
Therefore, the scope of the temporary repairs Rule will be drastically
curtailed but not, it is suggested, extinguished altogether.
Loss offreight

We think that it is only fair and reasonable that freight arising from
damage to or loss of cargo shall be made good as G.A. either when caused by
a general average act or when the damage to or loss of cargo is so made good.
An example of this might be when cargo is jettisoned for the common safety.
It is not felt that this is a loss which should be better borne by freight insurers.
Amount to be made good }bi- cargo lost or damaged by sacrifice

We have no particular argument with Rule XVI of the York-Antwerp
Rules 1974 and 1994 on this topic. Contributory values and damage to ship
will be dealt with in paragraph 25 below.
COntributory Values

We cannot recommend any changes to the way in which contributory
values are calculated now. Justice demands that G.A. contributory values
should be assessed at the end of the adventure as stated in Rule G YorkAntwerp Rules; we considered York-Antwerp Rules XVII and XVIII carefully.
A number of questions arose including:

Should cargo value be assessed on the basis of the commercial invoice
rendered to the receiver or, if there is no such invoice, from the cargo's
shipped value (as at present)? We felt that on balance this is the most
workable method of assessing cargo's contributory value.
Should the cargo value include insurance and freight at risk of "interests
other than the cargo"? We decided it should not.

Should the ship's value be assessed without taking into account the
beneficial or detrimental effect of any demise or time charter party to
which the ship may be committed (as at present)? We felt the status quo
should be preserved in this respect principally due to the difficulty and
expense of arriving at a ship contributory value taking these factors into
account.
Should the concept of "made good" be retained? If the concept of "made

good" was to be abolished then provision would have to be made to

ensure that the owners of sacrificed property only receive a fair
proportion of the value of the sacrifice/expense which would otherwise
have been "made good" and not 100%.
This is done by "making good" at present, it is a fair system and should
be retained.
Where cargo is sold short of destination should it contribute upon the
actual net proceeds of sale (as at present)? We felt it should.
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Should cargo's contributory value be assessed only once it arrives at its
eventual destination (which may be many hundreds of miles from the
discharge port)? It is felt that despite the advantages of such a proposal
from a cargo insurers' point of view that G.A., whether based on common
safety or common maritime adventure, is primarily a shipping doctrine
and that it is more suited to the sea voyage only where common interests
face the same peril. Accordingly, contributory values should continue to
be assessed at the discharge port.
Should Passengers' luggage and personal effects contribute in G.A. (at
present they do not)? We felt that to ask these interests to contribute would
greatly increase the cost of G.A.'s (and in particular, of obtaining security)
for very little gain in fairness. Accordingly passengers' luggage and
personal effects should not contribute in G.A.
Undeclared or wrongtally declared cargo
We have no particular argument with Rule XIX York-Antwerp Rules 1994
and recommend no change should be made to this rule.

Provision offirnds and interest
It is proposed that commission on G.A. expenditure and the entitlement
to pre-adjustment interest should be abolished.
(a)

Commission

Historically the position at common law was to allow no commission for
advancing funds in G.A.
The best argument we have heard for retaining Rule XX commission is
that it is an historic custom in a substantial number of countries (although not
the U.K.). For example, in Belgium, Lowndes & Rudolf say that the practice
was to allow a commission of 2%, in Germany a customary commission of 1%
was allowed on G.A. disbursements, while in the United States the figure was
2.5%. Commission came in before interest was introduced and vas described
as "the cost of raising funds". When interest was first introduced in 1924, the

commission rule was not deleted and thus, in effect, the parties to G.A. are
paying twice in respect of the same item. To tackle this criticism, adjusters now
attempt to justify commission as being the administrative costs to a shipowner
of dealing with a G.A. situation but then, in addition to that, seek sometimes
to recover the same expenses under the heading "administration telexes etc."

or "agency". This is often abused. We propose that administrative costs,
telexes, telephones and other communication charges should be excluded from
G.A. completely.
At Sydney an attempt was made to apply the 2% commission to all G.A.
expenditure, but this was successfully opposed by observers from IUMI and

LUA as being an unwarranted expansion of G.A. and the amendment was
withdrawn.
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(b) Interest

It is felt that G.A. Adjustments are taking too long to be published and that
some incentive must be given to owners to co-operate with their adjusters more

actively than at present. This should speed up the production of G.A.
Adjustments to the benefit of all parties. It is therefore proposed that no
interest shall be recoverable on general average disbursements until the
publication of a final G.A. Adjustment. However, interest on general average

contributions should from time to time be recoverable at the interest rate
applied to judgments in the country of the currency of the Adjustment from the

date of publication of the final Adjustment to the date of payment. It is
recognised that the abolition of the 7% fixed rate will give rise to uncertainty

but it was felt that fixing the new rate by reference to the currency of the
Adjustment will be fairer in view of the very wide differences in the interest
rates from country to country. In order to avoid "currency shopping" it may be

prudent to oblige the Adjuster to publish the Adjustment in the currency in
which more G.A. disbursements were incurred than any other.
It is recognised that this provision may give rise to increasing requests for
payments on account in circumstances where underwriters may not know
whether they are liable to contribute. Although it is not intended that special
provision should be made for this situation in the rules, it may be necessary to
reconsider the wording of general average guarantees and bonds to provide that
payments on account shall only be made in circumstances where there is no
doubt that the party demanding the payment on account is indeed entitled to
receive his contribution.

Jurisdiction

At present, the Rules have steered clear on what jurisdiction should
govern the adjustment and, in practice, we think this must remain a matter of
contract between the parties.
Time bar

As is well known, there are a vast range of different time bars from
jurisdiction to jurisdiction and Rule E of the 1994 York-Antwerp Rules is the
first attempt to address this problem. Rule E is a rather watered-down version
of the proposal put by LUA representatives at the BMLA G.A. Sub-Committee
meetings which was that there should be a contractual time limit of one year
within which parties claiming in G.A. should produce their adjustment and if
not accepted, should commence proceedings, failing which the claim becomes
time-barred. The period of one year after discharge was chosen by analogy

with the Hague and Hague-Visby Rules time limit. The argument against
introducing a one year time limit was that frequently repairs were not
completed within a year following completion of discharge. If the present

proposals are adopted, repairs will form a smaller proportion of G.A.
adjustments and so this argument will have less force. ILU statistics show that
although 65% of G.A. Adjustments are produced within 2 years of the casualty
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these comprise only 1/3 of the amounts claimed in G.A. We therefore propose
a general contractual time limit for G.A. claims in an attempt to speed up the
general G.A. process. A suitable clause might read:
"All parties to the general average and their guarantors (if any) shall in
any event be discharged from all liability whatsoever in respect of claims
for general average contributions unless judicial or arbitral proceedings
have been instituted within a period of one year after the date upon which
the general average adjustment has been published or six years after the

general average act (whichever is the earlier). These periods may,
however, be extended if the parties so agree after the cause of action has
arisen.
This rule shall supersede any domestic law which provides for a different
time limit to that specified herein for the commencement of suit in respect of

claims for general average contribution between the parties to the general
average and their guarantors. This rule shall not apply as between the parties to

the general average and their insurers (except in so far as such insurers are
acting as guarantors)".
Currency Devaluation
No interest should be liable to contribute more than the total contributory
value of his property involved in the G.A. as assessed in the currency in which
the cargo is insured at the time the Adjustment is published. Any shortfall shall
be borne by the claimant(s) in G.A. without recourse to the concerned interest
or his insurer.
Surveyors

It is suggested that a new rule should be incorporated into the revised
rules to the effect that no contribution shall be due from any party whose
surveyor or surveyors has/have been refused access to the vessel and its
documents and any documents relating to the vessel or its maintenance not on
the vessel which are reasonably requested in writing to be inspected by any
party or those acting on their behalf, with a view to determining whether or not
that party shall be liable to contribute in general average. Whoever appoints the
Surveyor should pay for him.

Drafting

The Working Group proposes that the re-drafted rules should not be
divided into numbered and lettered rules. The distinction is confusing and
unnecessary. Views are invited.
EnViMilment

It is recommended that the existing position regarding the inclusion of
environmental liabilities in G.A. as set out in Rule C and Rule XI(d) of the
York-Antwerp Rules 1994 should remain. It is recognised that this will result
in property underwriters continuing to bear the environmental liabilities they
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do at present but limited to only those incurred while the ship and cargo are in
the grip of a peril. The environmental liabilities currently allowable under the
1994 YAR are:
Environmental element in salvage awards by virtue of Article 13(i)(b) of the

Salvage Convention 1989 - Rule VI York-Antwerp Rules 1974 as amended
in 1990 and 1994.

The four circumstances listed in Rule XI(d) York-Antwerp Rules 1994
which states:
"(d) The cost of measures undertaken to prevent or minimise damage to
the environment shall be allowed in general average when incurred in
any or all of the following circumstances:
as part of an operation performed for the common safety which,
had it been undertaken by a party outside the common maritime
adventure, would have entitled such party to a salvage reward;

as a condition of entry into or departure from any port or place
in the circumstances prescribed in Rule X (a);

as a condition of remaining at any port or place in the
circumstances prescribed in Rule XI (b), provided that when
there is an actual escape or release of pollutant substances the
cost of any additional measures required on that account to
prevent or minimise pollution or enviromnental damage shall not
be allowed as general average;

necessarily in connection with the discharging, storing or
reloading of cargo whenever the cost of those operations is
admissible as general average."
Because of the overriding proviso that to be allowed in G.A. an expense
of sacrifice should be made or incurred "in time of peril" allowances under
Rule XI (d)(ii), (iii) and (iv) will be considerably rarer than at present (see also
para. 19).
Ballast G.A.'s

The Working Party has considered whether owners should continue
claiming G.A. contributions in respect of ballast voyages. Logically this should

not be possible unless of course bunkers belong to someone other than the
owner. However, by rule of practice B26 they are accepted as being recoverable

by the market. It has been suggested to the Working Party by experienced

adjusters that Rule B26 was intended to exclude ballast G.A.'s but
unfortunately was incorrectly worded and as a result, for over 50 years the
market has been paying up on ballast G.A.'s when the intention originally was
that they should not have been doing so. It is therefore recommended a rule
should be inserted specifically preventing ballast G.A.'s which would accord
with current practice in some markets at present.
Adjusters 'fres
We regard this as outside our remit but we do have some thoughts which
another Working Group may wish to consider.
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A tariff might usefully be worked out for adjusters' fees to reflect a
combination of:
time spent;
the number of items in the adjustment; and
the overall value of the adjustment
so that some way can be found to check that the fees are reasonable. Lawyers'
fees can be taxed in accordance with (admittedly pretty complicated) criteria

laid down by the courts but until June 1997 there appeared to be no way of
reviewing an adjusters' bill without litigation (except by negotiation). We
understand the AAA has recently established a costs taxation procedure for
adjustments involving the London market which should go some way to
addressing this problem. It may be helpful if this procedure could be extended
to cover insurers and adjusters worldwide in due course.
36.

G.A. Security

We regard this as outside the remit of this report.
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APPENDIX C

LET'S BE REALISTIC
Being a response to the views of certain underwriters who wish
to emasculate the institution of General Average
N. GEOFFREY HUDSON

Introduction - the Golden Age.

1.

After an unrelenting campaign which began as soon as the doors closed
on the Sydney Conference of 1994, the objecting group, having gained the
support of the International Union of Marine Insurance (IUMI), have now set
out their proposals in a series of papers presented to the Comité Maritime
International (CMI). The main objective of the campaigners has been stated as

a desire to "revert to the principle of common safety" by excluding all
allowances for GA expenditure once the ship and cargo have been released
from the "grip of peril". The idea of returning to a Golden Age when General

Averages were simple and straightforward, dealing with sacrifices and
expenses only when incurred for the safety of the imperilled property is very
attractive. It has an immediate appeal to the philosophers among us (and to
some academics as well).
I now quote from the CMI prospectus for the forthcoming Singapore
Conference: "General Average The IUMI has approached the CMI with
proposals to modify and simplifY the York-Antwerp Rttles, restoring the concept

of common danger and relegating the current principle of common benel it to
histoty".

I am sorry to disappoint you, but I have to tell you that this is sheer
sophistry. There never was a Golden Age with such an international General
Average system limited to measures taken for the common safety when in
"grip of peril". If the campaigners wish this now to be the criterion, say so by
all means, but do not try to occupy the moral high ground by re-writing history.
Here is the proof:
English Law.

In principle the position is as stated in the Marine Insurance Act, 1906:

"There is a General Average act where any extraordinary sacrifice or
expenditure is voluntarily and reasonably made or incurred in time of peril lOr
the pum pose ofpreserving the property imperilled in the CO177111011 adventure".I

*

Paper delivered at the Toledo Colloquium in September 2000.
Marine Insurance Act. 1906, s.66(2).
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But this has to be read in conjunction with a substantial body of case law. For
example, let us examine the position with regard to the expenses of putting into
and whilst at a port of refuge:
In Attwood v Sellar2 the ship put into a port of refuge in order to repair

damage caused by General Average sacrifice.. The Court of Appeal
unanimously confirmed the decision of the trial judge that the costs of port
entry, discharging and warehousing cargo, reloading it and leaving the port
"are at all events part of one act or operation contemplated, resolved upon,
and carried through for the CO111111011 safety and benefit and properly to be
regarded as COnti71110115'" (per Thesiger L.J.). In other words, all those expenses

are General Average.
In Svendsen u Wallace3 the ship put into a port of refuge in order to repair

Particular Average damage and the cargo was discharged in order to enable
those repairs to be effected (and also, as was established on appeal to the House
of Lords, for the common safety of ship and cargo). After differing opinions

had been expressed in the Queen's Bench Division and the Court of Appeal,
the House of Lords finally decided that the costs of port entry and discharge of

cargo were General Average; the cost of warehousing cargo was a Special
Charge for its sole benefit, and the cost of reloading the cargo and leaving the
port were to be charged to freight.
After these exhausting brushes with the law, it is hardly surprising that
neither shipowners nor their underwriters felt inclined to send up any more test

cases to trial: instead it was left to the Association of Average Adjusters to
extract what principles they could from these judgements and to enshrine them
in Rules of Practice4

The "Grip of Peril"
As an epilogue to this section of my paper, I would invite you to note that
when English law applies to the interpretation of Rule A of the York-Antwerp
Rules it is not necessary that a ship should be "in the grip of peril" in order to
justify a Master's decision to put into a port of refuge. In Vlassopoulos v.
British & Foreign Marine Insurance Co.(The "Makis"),5 the learned judge
said, as regards the application of Rule A generally: "It is not necessary that
the ship should be actually in the grip, or evert nearly in the grip, of the disaster
that may arise .from a danger It -would be a vely bad thing if shipmasters liad
to wait until that state of things at-ose in order to justify them doing an act
which would be a General Average act".
The Law in Continental Europe and The Americas.
The restrictive practices which finally became established in the United
Kingdom in consequence of Svendset? V. Wallace had no counterpart in the

4

(1880) 5 Q.B.D. 286; 4 Asp. M.C. 283.
(1885) 10 App. Cas. 404.
Rules of Practice F8 to F13 inclusive (previously 17 to 21.
[1929] I K.B. 187; 34 Com. Cas. 65.
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countries of Continental Europe, or even in the United States of America. The
fourth edition of Lowndes on General Average (1888) summarised the position
in the majority of maritime countries:
"In most countries other than Great Britain the entire expense incurred
hy putting into a port of refuge was, and is, treated as General Average,
i.e. the pilotage and port charges into the port and coming out, the cost of
discharging the cargo, whether fin- its oven safety or that of the ship, or

both, the warehouse rent of the cargo so discharged and the cost of
reloading it".6
"In most countries, when the putting into a port of refitge is treated as a

General Average act, giving a right to compensation not alone Pr the
bat-e cost of reaching a place of Sqlèty but to all expenses incident to
remaining there and coming out again, the lave' recognises as one of those
expenses the shipowner's' loss .for having to pay and leed the crew during
this fbrced suspension of the voyage. In England it is, in practice, not so."7

It should perhaps be emphasised that these are statements of the law
applying in the latter part of the nineteenth century, i.e., prior to the steps taken
to achieve uniformity by the adoption of the York-Antwerp Rules.

So, which law applied?
In those days before the general acceptance of the York-Antwerp Rules in
the 1890's, the basis of General Average adjustment was the law and practice
obtaining at the place where the common maritime adventure terminated, i.e.,
where ship and cargo parted company.8 Thus, if a ship were regularly trading
between Hull and Hamburg, the shipowner would be entitled to recover all his

expenses in General Average, including the wages and maintenance of his
crew, if the ship had to put into a port of refuge on its outward passage, but only
the restricted English law allowances if a resort to a port of refuge occurred on
the homeward passage.

Entr'acte - Statistics
The IUMI submission was accompanied by a lot of statistical tables
which showed that General Average situations occurred when ships sustained
serious accidents, and that the incidence of such accidents increased as ships
got older; also that as ships got older, their market value became lower, and so
cargo's proportion of General Average tended to became higher as ships got
older.

These conclusions were supposed in some way to support the IUMI case
for the curtailment of General Average allowances, but I have to confess that 1
am unable to see the connection. What, in my view, would be more beneficial

Lowndes, 4111 ed., s.45.
7

Lowndes, 4th ed., s.57.
In English latv, this rule derives from Simonds e White (1824) 2 B.& C. 805, and Lloyd e Gnibert
(1865) L.R. 1 Q.B. 115.
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in this debate, would be an examination of the consequences of such
curtailment, not only as regards General Average, but also as affecting marine
insurance and the law maritime. Let us now try and fill the deficiency.

Port of !Owe situations
First of all, having reminded ourselves that the IUMI proposals assume
that General Average allowances will cease on arrival in safety, we need to ask
ourselves: at what point of time is safety achieved ?
There are a lot of English law cases touching on the question when a ship
has arrived at a port "in good safety".9 These are not directly relevant to our

present enquiry, but at least they make it clear that safety is not necessarily
achieved merely by entering the port of refuge, since if the ship be on fire, or
leaking, or in danger of capsize, the danger is just as much present in port as it
is when the ship is at sea, at least until the fire is extinguished; the leakage
staunched, or the instability corrected. This is, of course, a question of fact, but
it is one with which your average adjuster will be competent to deal, having
had to decide similar questions throughout his working career.
Depending on the cause and extent of the danger, the next operation after
arrival in the port of refuge, be it the discharge or shifting of cargo, or the
carrying out of a temporary repair to make the ship watertight, or even the
removal of the ship to a drydock for the same purpose, may be an operation
necessary for the common safety, and hence the subject of General Average
allowance'0 under any system of law.
We have also to recognise that there are instances when a ship with cargo,
having arrived at a port of refuge, has to be removed to another port in order to
effect repairs, since the necessary repairs cannot be carried out the first port.

In such instances English judges in two well known salvage cases have
awarded salvage in respect of the cost of towage from the first to a second port

of refuge. In the first case, The "Glaucits",11 Willmer J. said: "Quite apart
fi-oin the physical danger there is this to he added, that until somebody got [the

ship] to a place where the necessary repairs could be executed she was
completely immobilised. It is no use saving that this valuable property.... is
safe, if it is sale in circumstances whet-e nobody can use it. For practicad
purposes, it might just as well be at the bottom of the sea. For these reasons,
therefore, I am satisfied that [the ship] must be regarded as being throughout
in a position of danger..." The second case, The "Troilus-,12 is of higher
authority, having been appealed to the House of Lords, where Lord Porter said:

"The solution of the question whether a ship has reached a place of safety
must, I think, depend upon the facts of each case, one of which is the .facility
These date back to the days of Lloyd's S.G. form, in which the duration of the insured risk was
defined by reference to the ship's voyage, terminating when "she hath moored at anchor twenty:lbwhours in good safety".
9

For instances of ( i) cargo handling operations in port. and (ii) temporary repairs in port, necessary
for the common safety, see Hudson: the York-Antwerp Rudos, 2nd ed. pp. 1591162 and 201.
(1948) 81 LI. L. 262.
12
[1951]A.C. 820.
1{I

I

I
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for repairs at the place in question, and another, the possibility of safely
discharging and storing the cargo and sending it on to its destination and the
danger of its deterioration. It is not a sufficient answer to say that she can lie
in a particular position qf physical safety. It must be remembered that in every
voyage of a merchant ship carrying cargo the interests of both ship and cargo
have to be borne in mind."
So far as General Average is concerned, it is to be noted that both by
practice13 and under the York-Antwerp Rules (Rule X(a), second paragraph)
the cost of removing the ship from a first to a second port of refuge is to be

allowed as General Average whenever repairs, necessary for the safe
prosecution of the voyage, cannot be carried out at the first port
We cannot be sure to what extent the IUMI campaigners will wish to
clarify their proposals to take care of situations such as these, but we can at
least recognise that there is plenty of room for contention.
7.

The likely, consequences (f the IUMI proposals should be put into effect.

A.

Shipowner's expenditures at a port of refirge
Let us now look at the potential expenses which the shipowner is likely to

incur at a port of refuge after that point in time, whenever it may be, when
under the IUMI proposals the ship will be deemed to be in safety. How shall
we deal with, for example:
1.

The cost of discharging

when the voyage is frustrated, or the facts are such that the
cargoExcept

shipowner is entitled to abandon the voyage (a situation which we examine
later), there are generally three possible reasons why it may be necessary to
discharge the cargo, or a part of it, at a port of refuge:
For the common safety, as for example, when there is a fire in the cargo,
and it is necessary to discharge it in order to get at the seat of the fire and
extinguish it.

For the preservation of the cargo which has suffered damage, e.g. by
wetting, and it is necessary to discharge it in order to identify the affected
cargo and recondition it.
To enable repairs to be effected to the ship. e.g. when the bottom and tanktop plating has been damaged, and it is necessary for the cargo in way to
be discharged.
Under the present regime (assuming the Hague-Visby Rules and the YorkAntwerp Rules 1994) the cost of discharging in situation (a) will be General
Average; in situation (b) a Particular Charge on cargo, and in situation (c) it

will also be allowable in General Average, provided that the repairs to be
effected to the ship are such as to be necessary for the safe prosecution of the
voyage. Of course, there are also instances when the facts could justify an
allowance under two or all three of these headings, for example when a ship is

A.A.A. Rules of Practice C3 and C4.
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leaking so heavily that the discharge of cargo is necessary for the common
safety and for the cargo' s own preservation and to enable repairs to be made to
the ship's bottom. In these circumstances it has been the invariable practice of
average adjusters to charge the cost of discharging to General Average, because
both ship and cargo clearly benefit thereby. Indeed, by A.A.A. Rule of Practice
F13, "no distinction [is] to be drawn in practice between discharging cargo_for

the conzmon safety of ship and cargo, and discharging it for the purpose of
effCcting at an intermediate port or ports of refitge repairs necessary for the
prosecution of the voyage."
Now let us consider the position as it may be under the IUMI proposals:
In situation (a), when the discharge of cargo is necessary for the common
safety, we cannot at this moment be sure what the campaigners have in mind;
in situation (b) we may assume that we may still charge the cost of discharging
to cargo interests, and in (c), when the discharge of cargo is necessary solely

to enable damage to the ship to be repaired, the position is particularly
uncertain, since we do not know whether the campaigners will be content to let
Rule of Practice F 13 stand.
If (by reason of a change in the policy conditions or othervvise) the effect
of this Rule of Practice is abrogated, then we have to look at a situation when
the cost of discharging cargo will not be allowable in General Average, even

though those repairs, for which the discharge of cargo is required, may be
imposed on the shipowner by statute law, the I.S.M. Code or his obligations
under the contract of carriage.
So how, if at all, is the shipowner in these circumstances to obtain
reimbursement for this expense?
There is no direct authority on this question under English law, but in The
"Medina Princess "14 a good deal of thought and argument was directed to the
question whether the cost of discharging cargo might be taken into account as
part of the "reasonable cost of repairs". However, the facts in that case were
different, in that at the time the cost of repairs had to be assessed, the voyage
had been properly abandoned and the cargo had already been discharged by
cargo interests at their own expense. The shipowner failed in that case. But....
One of the earlier law cases cited in argument was Field Steamship Co.
Burr15 where it was held that the shipowner could not recover from his hull
underwriters the expense he had been obliged to pay for the cost of removing
putrid cargo (properly rejected by consignees) at the port of destination, even
though the shipowner could not effect damage repairs until the useless cargo
had been removed. The judge in the "Medina Princess " said: "Ido not regard
Field's case as authoritylbr the proposition that in no case where the discharge
of cargo is necessary to repair the ship (as.* example where the adventure is
to continue) can the cost of discharging that cargo be recoverable as part of
the cost of repairs to the ship".
The matter is admittedly uncertain, but on the basis of this dictum I am

inclined to think that if the question were fought in the English Courts (as
flehnrille Ltd. 1'. Yorkshire Insurance Co. [1965] I Lloyd's Rep. 361 pp. 516/523.
[1898] I Q.B. 82l (C.A.) [1899] I Q.B. 179.
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assuredly it would have to be if the IUMI proposals were put into effect) the
ultimate result would be a decision that, absent any basis for allowance of the

cost as General Average, the shipowner would be entitled to recover the

necessary cost of discharging cargo at a port of refuge from his hull
underwriters as part of the reasonable cost of repairing the ship.
The cost of warehousing the cargo and its insurance whilst ashore
To my mind, the compelling arguments which favour the treatment of the
cost of discharging (in the absence of a General Average solution) as part cost
of repairing the ship clearly do not apply to the cost of storage and care of cargo

(including watchmen, other security measures and insurance) whilst it is
ashore. That is a part of the carrier's duties under the contract of affreightment,
and as we know English law (in the absence of fault) gives the shipowner or
carrier the right to charge the cargo with expenses reasonably incurred for its
preservation.16 Assuming that the shipowner wishes to assert his claim in this
respect, he will be protected if he takes security under the usual forms from
cargo receivers and/or cargo underwriters, since both LAB 77 and the forms of

underwriters' guarantee "undertake to pay....any contribution to General
Average and/or Salvage and/or Special Charges which may hereafter be
ascertained to be due..."
Consequently in the event of the IUMI proposals taking effect, I would
expect shipowners to pursue this source of reimbursement, and if they should
fail to recover their reasonable charges in this respect from cargo interests, I
have no doubt that they would call upon their P.& I. Clubs to help them out.
The cost of reloading,sargo.

Under English law, as we have seen, the cost of reloading cargo
discharged at a port of refuge formed a charge on freight. As things were in
those days, if freight was at the risk of the shipowner and was insured, then a
claim would lie on the policy under the Sue and Labour Clause for expenses
(other than normal voyage expenses) incurred by the shipowner to get the
cargo to destination and thereby earn his freight» But nowadays insurances
are not written on Lloyd's S.G. form, and the Institute Time Clauses, Freight,
l /11/95 does not contain a Sue and Labour Clause. It is, I think, outside the
ambit of this paper to consider whether a Sue and Labour obligation might be
inferred on the ground of reciprocity, (8 but I have no doubt that if the matter
came to be tested, it would be a case of quite unique complexity.
On the other hand, when freight is pre-paid, the party who runs the risk is
either the charterer or the concerned in cargo, and in those circumstances the
shipowner has the same rights and potential remedies as he has respecting the
recovery of the cost of cargo storage - see para. 2.

For a discussion on the nature and extent of Special Charges on Cargo, and their recoverability
under policies of insurance, see Hudson, S1pecial Charge.y on Cargo, [1981] 3 LMCLQ 315 (pt. 1) and
471 (pt. 2).
17

See Lee Solahern Insum»ce Co. (1870) L 5 C.P. 397.
cf The Netherlands. Insurance Co. Est 1845 r Karl Ljunberg
11

case of cargo insurance subject to the Institute Cargo Clauses, 1/1/63.

Co. [1986] 2 Lloyd's Rep. 19.,

a
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Outward port charges.
Once again, by English law, in the circumstances that we are considering,
the expense of leaving the port of refuge is chargeable to freight.
4.

But here the shipowner may have an alternative argument - more in
keeping with present-day practice. In the absence of a General Average
situation, most underwriters would accept that when the ship enters a port
specifically to effect repairs for which underwriters are liable, then in the
absence of any General Average situation and provided the ship does not load
a new cargo in the port of repair, the assured may reasonably claim that both

the inward and outward port charges form part of the reasonable cost of
repairs. Now, under our hypothetical situation when the IUMI proposals have
cut off all General Average allowances at the point when the ship arrives "in
safety", we may have the following:
S10,000
Inward port charges $ 12 000 plus outward port charges
chargeable in full to hull underwriters:
$22,000
$12.000
credit: inward port charges allowable in General Average
Net claim on hull underwriters
$10 00019
This would give the shipowner a full recovery, the inward expenses being,

allowed in General Average, and the outward as part of the claim on hull
underwriters.

Frustmtion/abandonment qf the voyage.
So far we have only touched the surface of the problems which will need
to be tackled if the 1UMI proposals come into effect. Now we should look at

B.

some of the more serious consequences which will undoubtedly follow,
affecting the safe prosecution of the voyage and the completion of the maritime
adventure.
In the first place the proposed curtailment of General Average allowances
will remove the positive incentive which the York-Antwerp Rules provide to

encourage a shipowner to take the proper measures to fulfil his obligations
under the contract of carriage.20 If I may adapt an old proverb, I should like to
say in this respect that the Law Maritime relies upon the stick, or the threat of
it; whereas the York-Antwerp Rules offer a carrot.
But what of the circumstances where the Law Maritime recognises that it
is no longer reasonable or practicable to continue the voyage?
The contract of carriage is said to be frustrated when by reason of some
supervening event the fundamental purpose of the contract can no longer be

achieved, or its performance is rendered impossible. Either party to the

19

I am indebted to my fellow adjuster Mr. C.S. Iiebditch for this suggestion.
These obligations are stated in Abbott on Shipping, ViZ: -Whew a ship is damaged and obliged to

put into an intermediate porffiir repairs, it is the duty as well as the right of the shipowner ifhe can repair
his ship without unreasonable sacrifice ami within a reasonable time, to repair his ship and curly the
goods to their destination. This is the pu/pose fin- which he has ¡icen entrusted with 1/Fe cargo, and this

pmpose he is bound to accomplish 6r every reasonable and practicable method-. This statement was
approved by Kennedy J. in Hansen

1)

Dunn 11906) 11 Com. Cas. 100.
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contract may claim this to have occurred, on the facts lcnown to him, but unless
the other party can be convinced of the correctness of the facts on which the

claim is based, the consequence is likely to be that the situation will stultify
while the legal arguments multiply.
For his part the shipowner may claim to abandon the voyage on the
ground (a) of frustration, or (b) that the ship has become so damaged by an
excepted peril that the cost which would be required to rescue her from that
peril and to repair her so as to enable her to carry on the cargo would exceed
her value when repaired (and some authorities add) plus any freight still to be
earned on the current voyage.
Quite apart from destroying the incentive on the shipowner to repair his
ship at the port of refuge and to continue on the voyage (which it is his duty to

do if he can within the commercial parameters set out in the previous
paragraph), the proposed curtailment of General Average allowances at a port

of refuge will directly increase the number of valid abandonment cases by
reason of the arithmetic involved. Let me demonstrate this by figures:
EXAMPLE

Cost of entry into port of refuge
Cost of discharging cargo
Cost of storage
Cost or re-loading cargo
Cost of repairs (incl. Drydocking)
Totals

Expense

GA/YAR

GA/IUMI

$10,000
$250,000
$500,000
$250,000
$1 000,000
$2,010,000

$10,000
$250,000
$500,000
$250,000

$10,000

$1,010.000

$10000

pays

$252,500
$757,500
$1,010,000

nil
nil
nil

Value of ship, sound (repaired)
$2 000,000
Value of cargo (incl.freight prepaid) $3.000,000
GA per YAR apportionea'

Ship sound value
deduct: cost of repairs
Cargo value

$2,000,000
$1 000,000
$1,000,000
$3 000,000
$4000,000

pays

So, when General Average is adjusted according to the York-Antwerp Rules,
the following expenses are taken into account in order to test whether the ship
is a commercial total loss:
Ship's proportion of General Average
Cost of repairs

$252,500
$1 000,000
$1,252,500

The ship is not a commercial total loss, and the shipowner is not entitled to
abandon the voyage.
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GA per IUMI apportioned
Ship, as above
Cargo

$1,000,000
$3,000,000
$4,000,000

pays
»
pays

$2,500
$7,500
510,000

Accordingly, if the IUMI proposals should govern the adjustment of General
Average, the expenses to be taken into account are:
Ship's proportion of General Average
Cost of repairs
Other expenses (apart from GA)
to make all ready to proceed on the voyage

$2,500
$1,000,000

$1,000.000
$2,002,500

On these figures the ship is a commercial total loss, and the shipowner is
entitled to abandon the voyage.
The other (perhaps more accurate) way of expressing this proposition is
by saying that in computing the expenses to be taken into account to ascertain
whether he is entitled to abandon the voyage, the shipowner is obliged to give

credit for the proportion due from other interests to any of his expenses
allowable in General Average.

When the contract of carriage is frustrated, or when the shipowner is
entitled to abandon the voyage, cargo-owners have to collect the cargo
(discharging it from the ship if necessary) and take it to the intended
destination at their own expense. When they are insured, the cost involved may
be recovered from their underwriters under the Sue and Labour Clause (at least

in principle) or by virtue of Clause 12 - the Forwarding Charges Clause contained in the Institute Cargo Clauses, 1/1/82.2'
C.

Saving the adventure by the lbrwarding of cargo.
When a ship sustains a major casualty and puts into a port of refuge to

discharge her cargo and carry out the necessary repairs, cargo interests
frequently chafe at the delay occasioned thereby. When the York-Antwerp
Rules 1950 or 1974 applied it was often possible to overcome this irritation by

means of a "non-separation agreement", whereby the cargo could be
forwarded to its destination without delay, the cost being charged to General
Average in substitution for the expenses saved, viz, the storing and re-loading
of the cargo. The advantages to both the shipowner and cargo interests were
outlined in a recent case,22 thus: "Cargo-owners can promptly recover their
cargo in circumstances where substantial delay might otherwise ensue while
the shipo-wners, anxious to earn their freight, store the cargo, carry out repairs
and then resume the voyage. From the shipowners ' point of Viell', they are able
The road to recovery is reasonably clear if the cargo is insured with the Institute Cargo Clauses
(A), but may be more rocky with the (13) and (C) forms, for reasons which are explained in Hudson, The
Institute Clauses. 3rd. ed. 1999, pp. 46/47..
22
The "ABT Rosh,'" [2000] I Lloyd's Rep. 8, per David Steel J.

21
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to treat the General Average situation as continuing when otherwise it would
terminate and recover contribution pro rata .fbr value for post-separation
expenses which would otherwise .fall entirely on them...." Under the. YorkAntwerp Rules 1994, the need to obtain a special agreement was obviated by
an addition to Rule G. This was also approved by the judge in the case just
cited, thus: "The automatic adoption of a non-separation agreement (subject
to appropriate notification) is obviously convenient-.
The IUMI proposals will do away with all that, since the campaigners will
have no allowances in General Average at a port of refuge, and moreover they
would abolish the principle of substituted expenses altogether. Furthermore,
since the voyage is still in being, the cargo-owners, where they have the right

to collect their cargo from the port of refuge (as in the United States and
Canada), have to do so at their own expense.
3.

Conclusions
The honest campaigners from IUMI had, I think, two main aims in view:
to simplify a system which they saw as archaic, slow and expensive; and
to save themselves (underwriters) some money

On (a) I believe I have demonstrated that, so far from making matters

simpler, their proposals would introduce new cornplications to the
disadvantage of all parties:
shipowners would lose some of their allowances at a port of refuge, most of
which they could obtain by the application of any established maritime law
other than that of England
cargo-owners would have to meet unexpected claims in port of refuge cases,
and would be seriously prejudiced whenever shipowners were
contemplating the abandonment of the voyage

all parties (and their underwriters) would find themselves facing new
situations and unexpected daims on account of the uncertainties which
have outlined.
Some of the demands for a more speedy procedure have already been met
by the changes made to the York-Antwerp Rules at Sydney in 1994. As for the
"run-of-the-mill" port of refuge cases, Hull Underwriters have it within their
power to remove the need for a General Average apportionment in all but the

most serious cases by agreeing to a "General Average absorption clause",

undertaking for a nominal premium to pay 100% of all claims for GA
expenditure, up to a figure of, say, 5% of the insured value of the ship. No
hassle,
On (b), I believe that the tinder the IUM I proposals the extent of argument

(very likely involving heavy legal expense) that could occur in all these
instances, and the increase in the number of cases involving frustration of the
contract and/or abandonment of the voyage would give any underwriter pause
for consideration. But I shall leave them with this thought:
Several years ago, I was talking to a highly respected Lloyd's underwriter.
1 asked him why he continued to write contentious risks. "My boy", he said,
"no underwriter ever became rich by writing restricted conditions."
Let's be realistic.

MARINE INSURANCE
THE CIVII REVIEW INITIATIVE

It is over 100 years since maritime lawyers last made a concerted and
international attempt to agree the harmonisation of certain basic issues of
marine insurance law. That attempt took the form of the Buffalo Conference of
the International Law Association in 1899, which in turn led to the adoption of

The Glasgow Marine Insurance Rules in 1901. Even the Glasgow Rules,
however, appear to have been abrogated by disuse, their significance no doubt
dimmed by the appearance of Sir MacKenzie Chalmers' masterly 1906 UK
Marine Insurance Act.
Throughout the 19th century, marine insurance was practised in most parts
of the world under the influence of the 1906 UK Act. Regional initiatives such
as those in Scandinavia have made their mark in seeking both certainty and
reform. But for many countries that inherited the 1906 Act directly or indirectly,
marine insurance law has remained static and relatively stable, and that stability
has been reflected in the comparative paucity of reported marine insurance
cases in most maritime jurisdictions.
Unfortunately, however, the stability of the law of marine insurance has not
been mirrored in a like stability in marine insurance practice. Many sectors of
the industry now face survival challenges. Perhaps it was these same hard times

that in turn prompted an evaluation of the national legal regimes in which
marine insurance operates. In the 1990's, initiatives were started in the USA,
Australia, New Zealand, China, and South Africa (to name but a few) to
examine domestic marine insurance laws. And in those countries which are
closely influenced by the 1906 Act, the evaluation began with a re-examination
of whether or not the 1906 Act continued to serve the industry in the changed
times and market circumstances of the approaching 21st century.

In the knowledge that such national review processes were building
momentum, the CM I in 1998 agreed to co-host a Marine Insurance Symposium
with the Scandinavian Institute of Maritime Law in Oslo. The symposium took

the form of an exploration of common ground and diversity in issues of ship
insurance. It did not deal with cargo insurance, nor did it seek answers. It was
primarily an academic discussion forum. But it served to identify a number of

issues of marine insurance as deserving of further research. These were
summed up by CMI President Patrick Griggs at the end of the symposium as:
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Insurable interest
Insured value
Ordinary wear & tear and inherent vice
Inadequate maintenance, fault in design, construction or material
Duty of disclosure, before and during currency of cover

Consequence of loss of class, unseaworthiness and breach of safety
regulations
Warranties - express and implied, consequences of breach and alteration of
risk
Change of flag, ownership or management
Misconduct of the assured during the period of cover
Responsibility for conduct of others - identification
The duty of good faith
Management issues, especially the ISM Code
The upshot of the Oslo Symposium was a decision by the CMI that there
was sufficient indication of an emerging national diversity on these and other

issues of marine insurance to warrant an international review of the law of
marine insurance. An International Working Group ["IWG"] was set up under
the chair of Dr Thomas Remé and comprising
Dr Thomas Remé, Germany, Chair info@roehreke.de
Prof. Trine-Lise Wilhelmsen, Norway, Rapporteur
t.l.wilhelmsen(ihus.uio.no
Patrick Griggs Esq, CMI President atrick.ariggs2iince.co.uk
Prof Malcolm Clarke, Cambridge, UK mac100),cus.cam.ac.uk
Mr Simon Beale, London, UK simon.beale@amlin.co.uk
Prof John Hare, South Africa jehare@law.uct.ac.za
Mr Jan-Fredrik Rafen, Norway Jan-Fredrik.Rafengba-hr.no
Mr Graydon Staring, USA gstaring@lillick.com
Mr Andrew Tulloch, Australia tullochamelb.phillipsfox.com.au
The composition of the International Working Ciroup was designed to

represent both underwriters and lawyers, the latter having a good mix of
academics and practitioners, drawn from both common law and civilian roots.
At an early stage, the IWG decided to expand its purview from examining
only ship (H&M) insurance as had been done in Oslo, and to look also at cargo
insurance. Under the guidance of Dr Remé, a CMI Questionnaire was sent out

to member associations in 1999. A copy of the questionnaire follows. The
daunting task of evaluating the replies was undertaken by Prof Trine-Lise
Wilhelmsen. To ensure focus, the IWG resolved to concentrate initially on four
items which were identified as the most in need of attention:
The duty of disclosure
The duty of good faith
Alteration of risk, and
Warranties
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Prof Wilhelmsen's report dealing with these issues and analysing the

questionnaire replies in relation to them, is published after this short
introduction as part of the CMI's source materials for Singapore. The
Questionnaire, the replies received, Prof Wilhelmsen's report and the
Discussion Paper to be prepared for Singapore will be put on the CMI's website
at <www.comitemaritime.org> in the near future, under the section of the site
dealing with work in progress.

The review process has benefited enormously from the full replies
received from those national associations who have replied, and of course by the
comprehensive analysis of Prof Wilhelmsen. It received an unexpected boost

from the attendance of delegates from 34 countries at a very worthwhile
conference entitled "Marine Insurance at the Turn of the Millennium",
convened by the European Institute of Maritime and Transport Law at the
University of Antwerp in November 1999. Prof Marc Huybrechts, the organiser

extraordinaire of that conference, had the conference papers published by
Intersentia <www.intersentia.be>. The two Antwerp conference volumes
contain a wealth of research material on marine insurance.
The Australian Law Reform Commission has also added significantly to
international scholarship with a comprehensive report on the Australian review
of the 1906 UK Act (enacted in Australia in 1909). This report is available on
the intemet at <www.alrc.gov.au>. The ALRC will be represented at Singapore
to share their research experience. They are hoping that the CMI will continue

the review process toward the goal of at least providing the fabric for
international uniformity in the reform now contemplated by many nations.
The IWG is also very concerned that its efforts should take into account
the important role which the marine insurance industry has to play in improving
levels of safety at sea. Harmonisation of marine insurance laws would need to

ensure that the new law of marine insurance develops close synergy with
international safety measures such as the ISM Code and the STCW and other
safety conventions.
Any harmonisation process will also have to take into account concerns
relating to competition and anti-monopolistic provisions, especially in the arena
of the European Community.

The way forward - To Singapore and beyond

The CMI Singapore 2001 Conference will devote two full sessions to
marine insurance. The aims of the conference in relation to marine insurance are
as follows:

To present to delegates the results of the investigations of the IWG,
focussing initially on the four topics dealt with by Prof Wilhelmsen's
report - Disclosure, Good Faith, Alteration of Risk and Warranties.

To invite discussion on these issues, with input from the appointed
speakers representing national associations, and, where possible and
appropriate, from the floor.
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To present to delegates goals identified by the IWG as worthwhile and
meaningful ends for the process of review now underway.
To seek guidance from the discussions as to whether there is broad support

within the practices of maritime law and underwriting, for the
harmonisation of the laws of marine insurance by means of an appropriate
international instrument.
Two factors are crucial to this process:

The IWG is conscious that for any attempt at harmonisation to have
even the slightest chance of success, it will need the broad acceptance
of maritime lawyers, underwriters and the shipping industry generally.
It is highly unlikely that harmonisation will be attempted or is even
desirable in relation to all issues of marine insurance.
To put to the delegates for discussion and approval the mode which the
IWG considers appropriate for achieving harmonisation of certain laws
relating to marine insurance.
The present view of the IWG is that the way forward may be found not in
a convention, but rather in a set of contractual Model Laws on Certain
Issues of Marine Insurance, which can be supplemented and or altered far
more flexibly than can a convention.
To submit the expressed wishes of the delegates to the Assembly at the
conclusion of the Singapore conference, and there to seek a mandate for
the IWG:
either to shelve further CMI initiatives to achieve harmonisation in the
laws of marine insurance; or
to continue the CMI's marine insurance review in a manner which will
identify issues of marine insurance that are worthy of harmonisation and

those that ought best to be left to national interpretation, and where
appropriate, divergence; and

to proceed toward such harmonisation by the preparation of draft
clauses for CMI Model Laws on Certain Issues of Marine Insurance;
and thereafter
to circulate such Model Laws to national associations and all interested
parties for comment before being taken forward to consideration for
adoption by the Assembly of the CMI at its next conference.

The IWG believes that the debate should be fuelled by having a paper on
the table for delegates to consider and debate (albeit a paper with very tentative
proposals). The group is thus in the process of preparing a discussion paper with

proposals relating to the way forward, to the specific content of the issues
presently under review, and (very tentative, and early) suggested alternate drafts

for Model Law clauses. This discussion paper will be sent out to national
associations and to interested persons during December 2000, and will be
included with preparatory papers sent to each registering delegate.

All are invited to join the CMI's marine insurance review process by
contacting any member of the IWG. The chair of the Singapore sessions, Prof
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John Hare, can be contacted at <jehare@law.uct.ac.za> or by fax to +27(21)761

4953. If any national associations who have not yet replied, to the marine
insurance questionnaire would still care to do so, they are welcome to send their
replies, preferably by e-mail, to Prof Hare who will then ensure that late replies
are nevertheless posted on the CMI website.
JOHN HARE, Chairman
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CMI QUESTIONNAIRE ON MARINE INSURANCE - 1999

I. Does your country 's national law contain rules on marine insurance? liso,
are they contained in an act? Please supply a copy of the relevant act.
Ifyour country's national /cm contains rules 017 marine insurance exclusively
in the form of court decisions, what i.S" the shortest SIM/Ming up of the main
rules? Please supply a copy of that document.

If your country's national laws contains rules 011 marine insurance in the
.form of an act, does that apply to hull insurance only or to cargo insurance
only or to both brunches?
Ifyour country 's national laws contains all act 017 marine insurance, please
indicate which rules are obligatory. May we assume that all rides which are
not obligatory are directory?
Has your country 's marine insurance market adopted standard il7S111'017Ce
conditions (like the English Institute Time Clauses Hulls and Institute Cargo
Clauses) If so, please supply a copy of such conditions.

Does your country 's national law or; in the absence of such law, do the
Standard Insurance Conditions used in your insurance market
6.1 Require that the insured has an insurable interest? If so, is it required
when entering into the contract of insurance or at a later- stage? Has this
to be an economic and legal interest?
6.2 Result in termination of cover in the event of a breach of a warranty in
the policy, regardless of whether the breach of wananh, caused the loss
which is the subject of the claim? If not, what is the effect of a breach of
warranty?
6.3 hnpose upon the insured a duly of disclosure and, if so, only before the
commencement of cover ol- during the currency of cover? If so, what is

the nature and extent of that duty and what is the sanction for its
violation?
6.4 Provide a rule 017 misconduct of the ¡Mitred during the period of cover;

if so, piel/se outline what is considered misconduct and what is the
sanction.

6.5 Provide that the insured has to take responsibility .16,- the conduct of
others including an insumnce broker? If .so, JOr whom.
6.6 Provide that either the insured or the insurer or both of them have a duty
of good faith? 1/so outline the extent of that duty
6.7 Provide rules on the insured value? If so please state at which time the
subject of inSUrallee iS to be valued and how
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6.8 Allow the insured to increase the risk during the currency of cover with
or without informing the insurer and with or without obligation to pay
an additional premium?
6.9 Provide_for exclusions .from cover: in particular
6.9.1 For political risks like war, mines, strikes .For nuclear risks.
6.9.2 For arrest or detaimnent.
6.9.3 For ordinaiy wear and tear (or; in cargo insurance, inherent vice).

6.9.4 For inadequate maintenance, .fault in design, construction or
material.
6.9.6 In hull insurance.for unseaworthiness, loss of class ol- in hull or cargo
insurance breach of safety regulations.
6.9.7 In hull insurance.for change offlag, OlVtlerShip Or management.
6.9.8 For management issues (like non-compliance with the ISM code).
6.10 Provide coverfor total or partial loss or damage to the subject matter
insured, contribution in general average and expense for ascertaining
or averting or reducing loss or damage.
6.11 Provide that the insurer is automatically subrogated to any claim

7.

against a third party the insured may ha ve because of loss or damage
covered or has the insured to assign such claim to the insurer?
What is the period of limitation for a claim under a policy?
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DUTY OF DISCLOSURE, DUTY OF GOOD FAITH,
ALTERATION OF RISK AND WARRANTIES
AN ANALYSIS OF THE REPLIES TO THE CMI QUESTIONNAIRE
TRINE-LISE WILHELMSEN*

I.

Introduction

The background for this paper is the ongoing work in Comité Maritime

International (CMI) concerning the harmonization of marine insurance
clauses. By marine insurance is here meant insurance for hull and cargo. CMI
has identified 12 issues of marine insurance as a basis for this work towards
hartnonization. The attempt to harmonize marine insurance includes all the
nationalities with membership in CMI. The status of the process as of today is

that most (but not all) national CMI offices have answered a questionnaire
concerning the 12 issues of marine insurance and the legislative framework.
These answers are now being analyzed in order to identify areas creating
difficulties in the marine insurance markets around the world and to seek to
identify either the solution that is most frequently adopted or to suggest a
solution which, on analysis, appears practical and sensible.
As a part of the work towards harmonization, four of the 12 issues will be
presented on this conference. The issues are duty of disclosure, duty of good
faith, alteration of risk and warranties. The presentation of these issues include
both the common law and the civil law perspective. The paper thus include the
legislation in UK, USA, Canada, Hong Kong, Australia, New Zealand, South
Africa, Norway, Sweden, Denmark, Finland ( Scandinavia), Germany,
Belgium, The Netherlands, France, Spain, Portugal, Greece, Italy, Croatia,
Slovenia, Israel, Venezuela, China, Japan and Indonesia.'
As mentioned, the synopsis of the issues is based on the material from the
different CMI nations. As the extent of the answers to the questionnaires vary

substantially, so will the description of the different regulations in this
presentation. To the extent that the questionnaires ,vere enclosed with an
English translation of the regulation, it has been possible to supplement the
questionnaires with the original legal sources. However, as many nations have

Professor and Doctor of Law, Scandinavian Institute of Maritime Law.
In addition to the CMI questionnaires, the material for this paper was gathered in connection with
a marine insurance conference held in Oslo in June 1998. This material was collected with the help of
CM1 representatives in different civil law countries. I especially wish to express my gratitude to Avv.
Francesco Siecardi, Dr. Tom Reme. Dr. P Sotiropoulos, and Dr. Hermann Lange for providing me with
the necessary documentation and explanations.
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not supplied such translation, the only material available for these nations is the

answers to the questions. This material is in no way sufficient to answer the
more detailed elements of the issues that will be discussed in this paper.
As a starting point, only public legislation and standard marine insurance
clauses will be included in the presentation. Also, it may be pointed out that
even if the material covers a lot of legal systems, main focus will be given to

the UK and US legislation for common law and to the Scandinavian
perspective for civil law. There are several reasons for this. One reason is of
course that the material from these countries is easily accessible, and that there
are no language problems. Some of the other participants in the work have, as

mentioned, not included English translations of their legislation and/or
standard clauses. This will of course limit the presentation of their insurance
systems. Another reason is that the legislation in UK is adopted more or less
unaltered in several other common law countries, and that the legislation in UK

and US is fairly similar. A discussion of the regulation in UK and US is

therefore relevant for most of the common law countries. As for the
Scandinavian systems in general and the Norwegian system in particular, a
further reason is that both Norway.. Sweden and Finland has revised their
insurance conditions during the past few years. These conditions are therefore
among the more modern in the material.
The three issues will be dealt with under item 3: duty of disclosure, item
4: duty of good faith, item 5: alteration of risk and item 6: warranties and similar
clauses. As an introduction, it is necessary to give a survey of the legislation and
conditions dealing with marine insurance in the different countries.
Overview of the legislation ciad condition.s

2.

2.1. Public legislation
2.1.1.

Civil law countries

All the civil law countries seem to have some sort of public legislation

concerning insurance contracts, either incorporated in a more general
commercial act or as a specific act for insurance contracts. This legislation is,
however, either directory for marine insurance in general, or directory as a
starting point with a few exceptions.
In Norway there is a general Insurance Contracts Act (ICA) dated 16 June
1989. As a starting point this Act is mandatory for all insurance contracts, see
Norwegian ICA section 1-3. However, there is an exception from this provision
concerning insurance of commercial activity performed by ships that have to be
registered according to the Maritime Code of 24 Jume 1994, or commercial

activity dealing with international carriage of goods. Except for national
carriage of goods, there is thus complete contractual freedom for marine
insurance. However, there is some general contractual legislation concerning
illegal and unfair contracts that also a marine insurance contract will have to
adhere to. It should also be mentioned that the Norwegian ICA contains only

general provisions, and no provisions specially concerning hull or cargo
insurance.
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Sweden and Denmark have a common general Insurance Contracts Act
from around 1930.2 The Swedish and Danish ICA contain both provisions that

are generally applicable to insurance contracts and provisions that are
applicable to marine insurance only. The provisions are directory, unless the Act

itself or other legislation imply that the regulation is mandatory, see further
below. As provisions may be mandatory even though this is not expressly stated,
it is not always clear which provisions are mandatory. The distinction between
directory and mandatory provisions may also differ somewhat between the two
countries. However, some provisions of special interest for the problems dealt

with in this paper are mandatory in both countries. These provisions include
duty of disclosure (§ 10 ref. §§ 5, 7, 8 and 9) and increase of risk (§ 50 ref. §§
45-49). Furthermore, it should be mentioned that Sweden and Denmark similar
to Norway have a General Contracts Act with provisions dealing with unfair
contracts.

Both the Danish and the Swedish ICA are under revision. The Swedish
revision has so far resulted in a draft, which contains no separate provisions that
are applicable to marine insurance only. At this moment it is however not possible
to say when the new Swedish Insurance Contracts Acts may be adopted.

Finland has got a new Insurance Contracts Act dated 28 June 1994,
superseding the old common Nordic Insurance Contract Act which is still in
force in Denmark and Sweden. The new Finnish ICA is directory in all aspects
for marine insurance connected to commercial activity. The only mandatory
requirement in Finland is thus the provision in the general Contracts Act dealing
with unfair contracts, already mentioned for Norway, Sweden and Denmark.

In Germany, there is a general Insurance Contracts Act (VVG, or
Versicherungsvertragsgesetz), but this Act does not contain provisions for
marine insurance. The only legislation on marine insurance is found in sections
778 - 900 in the German Commercial Code (HGB, or Handelsgesetzbuch). This
legislation is directory and it is in practice no longer applied. Apparently, there
is no English translation of this regulation. This may be explained by the fact

that the rules of the Commercial Code in practice have been replaced by
Standard Insurance Conditions which were introduced into the German Marine
Insurance Market in 1919, see further below under item 2.2.
France has a general Insurance Contracts Act (ICA) , Loi no 67-522 du 3
juillet 1967 sur les assurances maritime. The French ¡CA deals with marine
insurance in chapter VII. The provisions apply to both hull and cargo insurance.
These rules also apply to the insurance of inland waterways' navigation (hull
and cargo). The material does not include a translation of these Acts. The French
ICA contains some mandatory rules, but the number of mandatory rules are
limited due to the international character of marine insurance. Of interest for
this paper is that there are mandatory rules for duty of disclosure, (article L 1722), and duty of disclosure in case of alteration of the risk, (article L 172- 3).

Danish Insurance Contracts Act dated 15 April 1930 (Danish ICA), Swedish Insurance Contracts
Act dated 8 April 1927 (Swedish ICA) (FOrsäkringsavtalslagen; SFS 1927:77). In Sweden, consumer
insurance on boats is also regulated by the Consumer Insurance Act (SFS 1980:38).
2
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The Belgian Maritime Code (MC) contains under Title VI "Assurances
Maritimes", article 191 to 250 special provisions for marine insurance. The
provisions of the MC are complementary to the general Law of Insurance dated
Ilth June 1874 (1874 Insurance Law), which is still applicable. The MC applies
to both hull and cargo. Both the 1874 Insurance Law and the provisions of the

MC are directory for marine insurance. Thus, the provisions will only be
applied if the parties have not agreed otherwise or if they have omitted to
regulate certain points. No English translation is enclosed in the material.
In the Netherlands rules on marine insurance are contained in the Code of
Commerce (C Com), originating from 1838. The Dutch C Com applies to both
hull and cargo insurance. In addition, general Dutch contract law is applied to
(marine) insurance. However, the provisions in the Dutch C Com do not play an
important role in daily practice. Further it should be noted that The Netherlands
are facing new legislation on insurance law. The draft of this new legislation
does not contain any specific rules relating to marine insurance. Dutch marine
insurance law itself does not contain specific rules with a mandatory character.
There are however, some mandatory provisions in the general contract law and
the general insurance contract law, which are applied also to marine insurance.

The Dutch C Com is translated into English, and part of the translation is
enclosed in the material.

In Greece, rules on insurance contracts were incorporated in the
Commercial Code until 1997. The relevant section in the Commercial Code is
today superseded by Law 2496/1997. In addition, the Greek Code of Private

Maritime Law of 1958 (CPML) chapter 14 contains provisions for marine
insurance. According to CPML section 257, sections 189 to 225 of the
Commercial Code also govern marine insurance, unless they are incompatible
with the nature of marine insurance and insofar as they are not modified by the
special provisions. As mentioned, the Commercial Code has been replaced by
the Law 2496/1997. The provisions in the CPML are mostly directory, even if
there are some mandatory provisions. The mandatory provisions do however
not include the issues in this paper. The provisions in CPML are translated into
English, and there is also an English presentation of Law 2496/1997.
Under Italian law sections 1882-1932 of the Civil Code (CC) regulate
insurance contracts. According to section 1885 these provisions also apply to
marine insurance insofar as marine insurance is not governed by the Code of
Navigation (C Nav).
This rule must be understood with reference to C Nav art. 1, which outlines
the sources of navigation law. The relevant sources are (in decreasing order of
rank): the C Nav and the other special rules on navigation, i.e. laws, bylaws and
customs related to navigation. In case no special provision related to navigation
is applicable, the gap is filled by analogy with other special rules on navigation.
If no analogy is possible, finally, the rules of civil law will apply.

Read jointly, Art. 1885 Italian CC and Art. Italian C Nav give the
insurance provisions of the CC the status of special rules of maritime law. In
practical terms this means that they apply to marine insurance as far as they are
1

not specifically departed from in the C Nav. The Italian C Nav contains a section

related to marine insurance (Arts. 514-547), which applies to both cargo and
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hull insurance. Both the Italian CC and the C Nav is translated into English.
In principle, the parties in the individual contract may depart from the rules
contained in the Italian CC. Nevertheless, art. 1932 lists a set of man'datory
rules that may only be departed from in favor of the assured. Of relevance for
this paper is art. 1898, defining a duty for the person effecting the insurance to
notify the insurer of changes causing the increase of risk. Clauses departing
from mandatory rules are replaced with the corresponding provisions in the law.
In Spain marine insurance is regulated by the Spanish Code of Commerce (C
Com) of 1885 (sects. 737 to 805). This code follows the criteria already set out
in the "Ordenanzas de Bilbao" of 1737. The Spanish C Com applies to hull,
cargo and liability insurance. Provisions for marine insurance are also found in
Ley del contrato de seguro of 1980, which is the Spanish Insurance Contract Act

(ICA), but this act is not mandatory for large risks (sects. 44.2 and 107.2),
including marine and transport exposures. In practice, the Spanish ICA is
subsidiary to the Spanish C Com, which has status as special legislation. But as
the ICA is not mandatory for large risks, and the C Com as a starting point is

not mandatory at all, the parties to the contract are free to depart from the
regulation. However, there are some rules that are mandatory, including the
concept of indemnity and good faith. The Spanish legislation is not translated
into English.
It should also be added that the Spanish ICA is a very consumer protective
legislation and therefore departs substantially from the Spanish C Com and the

contractual conditions. These differences in the legislation and between
legislation and contractual solutions seem to have caused some problems, and
the legislation is under revision. A draft for a Marine Insurance Act has been
prepared under the auspices of the Spanish Maritime Law Association and has

been submitted to the "Comisión de Codificación" (Codified Legislation
Committee) for further analysis.
In Portugal marine insurance is regulated in the Portuguese commercial
code and in some other laws. The regulation applies to both hull and goods. The
material contains no information about whether the legislation is mandatory or
directory, and no English translation.

Slovenia's national law contains rules on maritime insurance in the
Maritime and the Inland Navigation Act, Official Gazette, No. 22-294 (MA)

with subsequent modifications. This act applies to both hull and cargo
insurance. Some of the rules are mandatory. These include provisions
concerning duty of disclosure. The relevant provisions are translated into
English.
The provisions of the Maritime Code, 1994 (Part 8, Paragraph 4, Heading:

Maritime Insurance Contract) regulate marine insurance in the Republic of
Croatia (Croatian MC). It has not yet been translated into English. Provisions
of the Maritime code on marine insurance include general provisions and
special provisions about hull insurance, cargo and liability insurance. The only
mandatory provisions refer to the principle of indemnity.
Chinese national rules on marine insurance are contained in the Maritime
Code of PR. China (MC), as the Chapter XII "Contract of Marine Insurance".
An English translation exists as reference. The Chapter XII of the Chinese MC
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applies both to hull insurance and cargo insurance. (See Art. 218.). None of the
rules in this chapter are mandatory.

In Venezuela marine insurance is regulated in the Venezuelan Code of
Commerce (C Com), which is translated into English. The Code of Commerce
applies to both hull and cargo Insurance. Most of its rules are directory and may
be substituted by contractual provisions.
Japan has rules for marine insurance in the Japanese Coinmercial Code
(Com C), Book 4, Maritime Commerce, Chapter VI, Insurance, art. 815-841.
Also applicable is Book 3, Commercial Acts, Chapter X, Insurance, art. 629-664
containing general provisions for insurance against loss. This legislation applies
to both hull and cargo insurance, and is translated into English. The legislation
for marine insurance is in principle directory, but with a few exceptions. These
are, however, not relevant for the issues discussed in this paper.
In Indonesia rules on marine insurance is found in the second Book of the
code of Commerce part IX and part X. Also, the Indonesian Shipping Act no 2

of 1992 contain several articles of relevance for marine insurance. The
regulation applies to both hull and cargo insurance. It is not clear whether this
regulation is mandatory.
2.1.2.

CO111/77011 law countries

The statutory basis of UK Marine Insurance Law is the Marine Insurance
Act of 1906 (UK MIA) which sought to codify the pre-existing common law of
marine insurance. In 1901 it was estimated that there were over 2,000 reported

cases dealing with issues of marine insurance. This court material and
numerous market usages are reflected in the 1906 Act. The Marine Insurance
Act of 1906 covers both cargo insurance and hull insurance.
The UK MIA does not contain a specific provision stating whether or not
the act is mandatory. To answer this question, it is necessary to consider each
clause. Some clauses contain definitions and may thus not be departed from.
Others are mandatory by interpretation. However, some of the provisions in the
UK MIA only apply "subject to any express provision in the policy" or "Unless
the policy otherwise provides". If so, the parties are free to depart from them,

and frequently do by express contractual terms. The material do not state
whether the provisions concerning the issues dealt with in this paper are
mandatory or not.
It should be mentioned that whereas UK MIA applies throughout the UK,
that is not necessarily true of associated rules of common law.3
The national law of the United States does contain some rules on marine
insurance. They are contained in court decisions, not an act of the legislature.

The effect on the national law on marine insurance is subject to the rules
enunciated in the United States Supreme Court's decision in Wilburn Boat Co.
v. Fireman's Fund Ins. Co., 348 U.S. 310 (1955). This decision implies that

Forte (ed.): Good Faith in Contract and Property (Oxford 1999), Ch. 5: Good Faith and Utmost
Good Faith: Insurance and Cautionary Obligat ons in Scots Law.
3
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issues of marine insurance are governed by the national law of the United States
when there is a well-established rule of federal or national admiralty law, or, if

not, the court determines that it should fashion a federal or national rule.
Otherwise, marine insurance disputes are governed by the insurance law of one
of the 50 states.

As a result, to determine the law with respect to any particular issue of
marine insurance, it is necessary to answer the following questions: (1) whether

there is a well-established federal or national admiralty rule; (2) if not,
determine whether there should be a federal or national admiralty rule; (3) if the
answer to both (1) and (2) is no, decide which of the 50 states' law applies; and
(4) decide what the law of that state is.
As the national law of US is contained in court decisions, the regulation is

not obligatory. It should be noted, however, that some of the states have
obligatory provisions in their insurance codes, which, in certain circumstances,

may apply to policies of marine insurance. Also, it will be seen in the
discussions that some of the principles are claimed to be of a mandatory nature
even if they are not expressed in a regulation.
Canada is a Federal country with division of powers between the Federal
Government in Ottawa and the ten Provincial Governments. Legislatures in

seven of Canada's ten Provinces have enacted The Marine Insurance Act of
1906 of the United Kingdom in identical terms. Until fairly recently it was felt
that marine insurance could be regulated by both the Federal Government of
Canada and by the Provinces. As a result of decisions of The Supreme Court of
Canada it is now felt that marine insurance must be regulated by the Federal
Government. To accomplish Federal regulation, the Parliament of Canada, in
1993, enacted a new Federal Marine Insurance Act. The new Marine Insurance
Act (Ca MIA) was designed to enact the Marine Insurance Act of 1906, but in

modern language. The Ca MIA thus contains the regulation on marine
insurance in Canada on a federal level. The Federal Marine Insurance Act and
The Provincial Marine Insurance Acts apply to both hull and cargo insurance.
The rules are directory except for the provisions concerning insurable interest
(art. 7.1) and gaming contracts (art. 18).
Because seven Provinces in Canada had enacted the UK MIA, Canadian
court decisions follow very closely on those of the UK.
The regulation concerning marine insurance in Australia is contained in
Australian Act of Marine Insurance of 1909 (Au MIA). This legislation contains
the same provisions as the UK MIA of 1906, without the subsequent minor
amendments to the United Kingdom's Act. The first six sections of the Au MIA
are additional to those in the United Kingdom's Act, and are concerned with
application and interpretation, so that the section numbers in the Australian Act
are found by adding 6 to the section numbers in the UK MIA. Although the law
was designed to be a code, it does not completely replace the common law in
that section 4 provides that the rules of the common law, including the law

merchant, apply to contracts of marine insurance "save insofar as they are
inconsistent with the express provisions of the Act". This corresponds with sec.
91(2) of the UK MIA. The Au MIA applies to both hull and cargo insurance.
Some of the provisions are mandatory and may not contracted out of by
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the parties to the contract of marine insurance. Of special interest for this paper
is that the provisions concerning utmost good faith (sec. 23), duty of disclosure
(sec. 24-26) and warranties (sec. 39-47) are mandatory. Thus, even though the

legal basis for the Canadian and Australian legislation is the UK MIA, the
systems differ concerning which provisions are mandatory.
In New Zealand, legislation concerning marine insurance is found in The

Marine Insurance Act 1908 (NZ MIA); and the insurance Law Reform Act
1977, which specifically applies to the Marine Insurance Act (section 14), and
cannot be contracted out of (section 15). Both acts apply to both hull and cargo
insurance. The regulation in NZ MIA is directory except for some provisions.
The important mandatory provisions for this paper concern duty of disclosure
(sec. 18 and 20) and warranties (sec. 37 -42).
Hong Kong's legislation concerning marine insurance is contained in the

Marine Insurance Ordinance Cap. 329. This applies to both hull and cargo
insurance. Some of the provisions are mandatory. Of interest here is that the
provisions concerning duty of disclosure (sec. 18 and 20) and warranties
(sections 35 and 36) are mandatory.
Israel retains the Ottoman Maritime Trade law 1863. Therefore, almost all

marine insurance policies (cargo and hull) contain an express provision
providing for English law.

South Africa has no legislation dealing specifically with marine
insurance. It has a Short-Term Insurance Act, 1998, which includes

"transportation" policies and applies to hull and cargo. The Act is mostly
concerned with formalities and contains very little of general principles. It does,

however, have provisions relating inter alia to the nature and effect of
misrepresentations and warranties. As for questions not regulated in the Act,
South Africa marine insurance legislation is founded upon and having as its fall-

back system, the Roman-Dutch common law. The Roman-Dutch marine
insurance law was in turn based upon the developed European marine insurance

law of the time, as crystallised in the Dutch city states of the 17th and 18th
centuries. Part of this South African common law however is the importation of
later English law, primarily through the direct application of English insurance
law from 1879 to 1977. The UK MIA was, however, never of direct application
in South Africa. To the extent that the UK MIA was largely a restatement of the
law of marine insurance of Europe and England as at the 1870's and 1880's, it
is to a very large extent also a restatement of the Roman-Dutch law of marine
insurance, with certain notable differences.

2.2. Plans, conventions, agreed conditions and general policy finms
2.2.1.

Scandinavia

In Norway, Sweden and Denmark the conditions for marine insurance
traditionally have been incorporated into an extensive private codification. In
Norway and Sweden this codification is published as a Marine Insurance Plan,
whereas the Danish regulation is called a Convention.
A common feature of this private legislation is that it aims to regulate all
practical questions concerning marine insurance, even those questions which
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are also dealt with in the public legislation. The Plans and the Convention are
meant to be used instead of the governing Insurance Contracts Act. This means
that the private legislation regulates questions where the governing Insurance
Contracts Acts is not mandatory and thus allows other solutions. It also means
that mandatory provisions in the governing ICA are incorporated in the Plan or
Convention. This technique does not, however, lift the provisions out of the
mandatory regime of the ICA. Even if the Plans and the Convention as such are

directory, the parties are obligated to follow the regulation taken from
mandatory provisions.
Another characteristic feature is that the Plans/Convention partly contain
general provisions for all kinds of marine insurance, partly special provisions
for special interests.

Even if the legal framework thus is similar in the three countries, the
evolution of the Plans and Convention and the extent of the use of this
legislation in today's marine insurance market differ a great deal. I will therefore

give a brief overview of the history of this private legislation, and of the
insurance conditions used to supplement the Plans and Convention in the
market.
In Norway, the first Marine Insurance Plan (NP) was introduced in 1876.
This Plan was amended in 1894, 1907 and 1930. In 1964, there was a new and
extensive amendment, triggered by the ship-owners need for a more extensive
cover for error in construction and materials.4 The 1964-revision resulted in the
cargo clauses being lifted out of the Marine Insurance Plan. A separate Plan for
Insurance for the Carriage of Goods was established in 1967.
The 1967 Carriage of Goods Plan was amended in 1995, resulting in the
Norwegian Cargo Clauses: Conditions relating to Insurance for the Carriage of

Goods of 1995, Cefor Form No. 252 (Norwegian CC). The amendment was

mainly a result of the new Insurance Contracts Act in Norway, which is
mandatory for insurance concerning national transport of goods, see
Norwegian ICA section 1-3 first and second part. Many clauses thus had to be

amended to conform to the ICA's requirements. For the most parts these
rnandatory requirements are also given effect for international carriage of
goods, even if the Norwegian ICA is not mandatory for this kind of insurance,
see section 1-3 second part letter (e).

The 1964 Marine Insurance Plan was amended in 1996. Similar to the
revision of the Cargo Clauses, this amendment was partly caused by changes in
the legislative framework. However, the amendment was also triggered by the
evolution in the shipping industry and problems in the marine insurance market.
The new 1996-Plan contains general provisions, and special conditions for Hull
insurance. Hull Interest and Freight Interest insurance, War insurance, Loss of
Hire insurance, insurance for Fishing Vessels and small Freighters, insurance
for Off Shore Structures, and Builders Risk insurance.
A characteristic feature of the Norwegian Marine Insurance Plan is that it
is drafted by a commit-tee consisting of members of all the different groups or

organizations effecting marine insurance contracts. Thus, the 1996 Plan has
See 13rxkhus and Rein: Flandbok i Kaskororsikring. Oslo 1993, s. 90.
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been drafted by a committee with representatives from the Mutual Hull Clubs

Committee, the Norwegian Ship owners' Mutual War Risks Insurance
Association, The P&I Insurers, The Central Union of Marine Underwriters, the
Norwegian Shipowners' Association, the Federation of Norwegian Engineering
Industries, Det Norske Ventas, the Fishing Vessel Owners, Sjotrygdelagene,
and the Norwegian Average Adjusters. The Chairman and the Secretary of the
Committee were two professors from the Scandinavian Institute of Maritime
Law.

Before the introduction of the 1996-Plan the Plan had been supplemented
by a set of agreed conditions concerning problems where the provisions in the
Plan were outdated or insufficient. The aim of the 1996 Plan is to incorporate
such amendments directly into the Plan instead of using separate conditions. To

obtain this, the Committee having drafted the Plan has also established a
Permanent Revision Committee to make yearly amendments of the Plan to the
extent that this is necessary.
An important part of the Norwegian Plan is also the Commentaries to the
Plan, written on the basis of the discussions in the Committee drafting the Plan.

In Denmark the conditions for marine insurance are incorporated in the
Danish Marine Insurance Convention (DC). The first Convention dated 2 April
1850 was amended in 1934. The 1934 Convention is still applied today, and
contains general provisions and special conditions for among others Hull, Hull
Interest, Builders Risk, Cargo, Freight, Freight Interest and Owners Outfit.
Similar to the Norwegian Plan the Danish Convention was drafted by a
Committee consisting of members of the involved organizations, the average
adjusters and the University. The organizations represented were Assurandor
Societetet, Dansk Skipsrederiforening (Danish Shipowners Union), Foreningen

av Danske Sjoassurandorer (Danish Union of Marine Undenvriters), and
Grosserer-Societetets Komité.
To my knowledge there are no efforts being made to amend the Danish
Convention.
The Danish Convention is supplemented by rather extensive conditions in
the market. A set of conditions for hull insurance is recommended by the Danish

Central Union of Marine Underwriters. These conditions concern important
general questions and special reuulation for Hull, Hull Interest, Freight Interest

and Owners Outfit. For cargo insurance the Danish Union of Marine
Underwriters has established a set of Limited and Extended Danish Conditions,
both dated 1.7.89. These conditions function as a general basis for the insurance
conditions used by the individual insurance companies.
The first Swedish General Marine Insurance Plan (SP) was introduced in

1891. The 1891-Plan contained the basic conditions applicable to Swedish
marine insurance. After being revised in 1896, this Plan remained in force till
the end of 1957, i.e. for 61 years. The extensive developments that took place
during this relatively long period in the sphere of shipping trade and commerce

generally made it desirable to modernize and extend the Plan and its
stipulations. A committee consisting of experts on insurance and jurisprudence
headed by a master engineer made the revision. A draft of the new Plan was
submitted to various parties concerned before the final version was introduced
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in the market. The 1957 SP contains general provisions and special conditions
for i.a. Hull, Hull Interest, Vessels under Construction, Freight, Freight Interest,
Goods and Owners Outfit.

Contrary to the Norwegian Plan, however, the assureds had not been
represented in the Committee drafting the Swedish Plan. The conditions of the
SP thus are more in favor of the insurers than the Norwegian Plan.5 The result
is that the Plan's conditions on important parts are replaced by agreed standard
hull and cargo conditions.
The Swedish Hull Conditions were first introduced in 1966. They were
revised in 1976, in 1987 and again in 1999. The version applied today is the
General Swedish Hull Conditions ofJanuary 2000 (Swedish HC). Similar to the
Norwegian Plan, the Swedish Hull Conditions is an agreed document drafted by

the Swedish Club and The Central Union of Marine Underwriters in cooperation with the Swedish Ship-owner Association and a representative from
the Average Adjusters. The Swedish HC contain both the special rules relating

to the hull coverage, and the more general provisions relating to duty of
disclosure, safety regulation, premium etc. The conditions are supplied with
published commentaries.
Sweden has also adopted standard conditions for cargo insurance. Today's
version is General Conditions for transport of Cargo of April 2000 (Swedish

CC). These are, however, not agreed between the interested parties, but
established by the Swedish Union of Marine Underwriters without cooperation
from the cargo interests.
Contrary to the other Scandinavian countries, Finland does not have a Plan
or Convention. However, they do have General Hull Conditions for Vessels,

which are recommended by the Union of Marine Underwriters and the
Shipowners Association. These General Hull Conditions were introduced in

1968, and last amended I January 1989, with some later additions. The
conditions are similar, but not identical to the 1964 Norwegian Plan. The
legislative framework in Finland thus seems close to the framework in Sweden,
where the Marine Insurance Plan has limited practical importance, and the main
areas of marine insurance is regulated by a set of recommended Hull Conditions.
The Finnish Hull Conditions (HC) are made on the basis of the old 1933
Insurance Contracts Act, and the Finnish HC refers to the 1933 Act. After the
introduction of the new 1994 Insurance Contracts Act, a "slip" has been added
to the Finnish HC maintaining the 1933 Act as governing law. The slip states
that the 1994 Insurance Contract Act is not relevant for the Hull Conditions, and

that the 1933 Insurance Contracts Act with additions and amendments, and
practices connected to this act, should be the relevant governing law. The same
technique to depart from the new ICA as governing law was used in the
Norwegian marine insurance market under the 1964 Plan after the introduction
of the Norwegian Insurance Contracts Act of 1989. One problem with this
technique is how to deal with the mandatory provisions in the 1930 ICA.
See Brxkhus and Rein Le. s. 14. Hare: Good faith, disclosure, misrepresentation & the omnipotent
warranty: A South African perspective, Paper presented at the BMLA/Tulane Conference London May
2000. (Hare) p. 8.
5
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The Finnish Hull Conditions have caused problems in the market,
especially due to lack of commentaries. A committee to revise the Hull
Conditions was therefore established some years ago. This committee consists

of two groups: one group with members mainly from the insurers was
established to revise the hull conditions. Another group is established as an
executive group for the hull group. This executive group has representatives
from all the interested parties (three different ship-owners' associations, and the

association of the underwriters) The chairman of both groups is professor
Hannu Honka. The aim of the committee is to introduce new hull conditions as
an "agreed document". In connection with this amendment, the view has been
expressed by Hannu Honka that the 1996 Norwegian Insurance Plan would

obviously function as a sort of guide, but that there was a strong feeling for
nationally based solutions maintaining certain distinctive features. This
indicates that competition aspects shall be emphasized in the new conditions.
The group established to write the new conditions presented a draft to the
executive group to be discussed 3 April 2000. As the result of these discussions
is still not available and the draft is not published, it is not possible at this time
to include the new Finnish conditions in this presentation.

Finland also has General Conditions for Carriage of Goods dated 1993
(CC) and a newer version for Consumers dated 1995. As the Swedish and
Danish cargo conditions these are not "agreed" between the interested parties,
but constructed by the insurers. Furthermore, the 1993 conditions are not
published as a set of standard-conditions to be directly used in the marked, but

function merely as recommendations for the insurance companies to be
incorporated in the individual insurance contracts from each company
according to each company's policy. This method seems to be parallel to the

method used in the Danish market. The 1993 cargo conditions are under
amendment, but the revision is not yet finished.
2.2.2.

Separate Standard Conditions developed in other European nations

Germany, UK, the Netherlands, Belgium and France have developed their
own standard conditions for hull and/or cargo insurance.
The present legislation of Marine Insurance in Germany is the German
General Rules of Marine Insurance, also known as the ADS. The ADS was

drafted by the German Marine Underwriters on consultation with German

Chambers of Commerce and other competent organizations under the
leadership of the Hamburg Chamber of Commerce, and was published in 1919.
The sections referring to cargo insurance were modernized in 1947. Particular
conditions for hull insurance were introduced in 1957.
The 1919 ADS contains both general provisions concerning for instance
insurable interest and value, duties of the assured, and premium, and special rules
on the insurance of special subject-matters (Hull, Disbursement and Cargo).
The 1919 ADS was altered in 1973, when sections 88-99 of the 1919 ADS
concerning cargo insurance were replaced by separate cargo conditions, the so
called ADS Cargo of 1973. The result of this amendment was that sections 8899 in the ADS were abolished. The aim of introducing new cargo clauses was
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to incorporate the broker-made clauses that appeared to be of general interest,
and to get rid of most of the other broker-made clauses. The cargo clauses were
revised in 1984, partly in order to incorporate practical experience from the past
ten years, and partly in order to consider the new Institute Cargo clauses in the
London market. The last amendment of the ADS cargo clauses started in 1996,

resulting in DTV Cargo Insurance Conditions 2000 (DTV Cargo). The
objective of this change was to modernize the structure of the conditions, allow

a more flexible product design and secure international acceptance of the
conditions, as well as to enhance the qualification of marine underwriters and
take account of current market requirements. The DTV Cargo Clauses of 2000
provide uniform rules for all modes of cargo, all types of cargo and all trades.
Another major change of the ADS took place in 1978, resulting in the
Deutscher Transport-Versicherungs-Verband e. V (DTV) Hull Clauses 1978.
These DTV Hull Clauses replaced previous Hull Clauses in the Gennan market,
but did not lead to any alteration in the original ADS concerning Hull Insurance.
As with the ADS Cargo clauses the aim was to sort out the best broker-made
clauses to be incorporated in the conditions.
The 1978 DTV Hull Clauses were further amended in November 1982.
Two later amendments have taken place; first in 1984 and then in 1992. The
1992 amendment, however, only concerned a few clauses. Apart from the 1992
amendment, the ADS, ADS Cargo and DTV Hull Clauses are translated into
English.

The material contains no information of ongoing amendments or
discussions to start amendments of the ADS or the DTV Hull Clauses.
In UK, standard form clauses exist for amongst others, hulls policies (time
and voyage), freight policies (time and voyage), cargo policies, war and strikes
policies (hulls, cargo and freight) and mortgagee's interest policies. At least 120
separate sets of clauses covering particular trades and approved by The Institute
of London Underwriters are published by Witherby & Co Ltd each October. The
conditions that will be referred to in this paper is the Institute Time Clauses Hulls
of 1.11.95 (ITCH) and Institute Cargo Clauses A, B and C of 1.1.82 (ICC).

In Belgium the market developed in the early 1980's hull conditions,
known as the Corvette Underwriters Conditions (Corvette Conditions). These

conditions have later been amended and the latest version is of 1999. The
Corvette Conditions are combined with other traditional clauses such as the
English Institute Time Clauses Hull and the U.S. Hull Conditions.
Insurance for cargo is mostly effected on the Police d'Assurance Maritime
d'Anvers, ler juillet 1859, supplemented by the "Clauses de 1900 (modifiées en
1931)" and the "Clauses conventionnelles", texte de 1931. Although the two
mentioned supplementary clauses are optional, they are normally included. The

Belgium cargo conditions are called the Antwerp Marine Policy (Antwerp
Policy).

Both the Corvette Conditions and the Antwerp Policy are translated into
English.

The Dutch standard conditions for cargo is The Dutch Bourse Cargo
Policy 1991 (Dutch CC). Apparently, there are no standard hull conditions. The
Bourse Cargo Policy is translated into English.
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The general hull conditions in France are the French Marine Hull
Insurance Policy for all vessels (French HC). The original policy form was
dated 1 December 1983, and was amended 13 December 1984 and 30 January
1992. These conditions were renewed a couple of years ago, and the new policy

is adopted from January 1998. The standard conditions for cargo is French
Marine Cargo Insurance Policy "all risks" cover and "major events cover", both
Policy Form dated June 30, 1983, as modified February 16, 1990 (French CC).
Both the hull and the cargo conditions are translated into English.
2.2.3. European countries combining own standard clauses with fOreign clauses
In Italy general Forms of Contract for Hull and Cargo Insurance have been

in use since the beginning of this century. Until the 1960's the most popular
Policy Fomis were the Italian Policy of Marine Insurance on Goods, 1933 Ed.
for cargo insurance and Insurance Form of the "Societä di Assicurazioni gin
Mutua Marittima Nazionale", 1942 Ed. for Hull Insurance (Mutuamar 1942),
which is translated into English. The hull policy was gradually replaced by the
Form of Italian Policy of Marine Insurance for steel hull ships 1972 Ed. The
Cargo Policy was substantially amended in 1978. These newer policy forms are
not translated into English.
In later years, the Italian marine insurance market has become more
dependant on the reinsurance market, and particularly the London market, with
the result that the Italian Policy Forms are used in combination with the Institute
Time Clauses for Hulls, Freight and Cargo.

The combination of Italian and English conditions was, however,
problematic, especially after the English Marine Policy and the ITCH were
amended in 1983. One of the aims of this amendrnent was to include all the
insurance conditions in the ITCH instead of operating with a combination of the

Marine Policy and ITCH. As the Italian 1972 Hull Policy also contained a
comprehensive set of conditions this caused overlapping and conflicts between
the Policy and the ITCH. The most important problem vvas the combination of

the "named peril" system in the ITCH and the all risk system in the Italian
Conditions. To remedy these problems, a new Policy Form was produced in the
Italian market in 1988, named "Marine Hull Insurance Form", Ed. 1988. This
policy is limited to certain general conditions of cover, and does not include

risks covered and exclusions. According to this Policy Form, whenever
insurance is effected subject to English Policy Conditions, these must be
construed and applied according to the practice in the UK.
For cargo insurance, a totally new Policy was introduced in 1983, and was

renevved in 1998. The new edition has now been approved by ANIA (the
National Association of Insurance Companies). This new Cargo Policy is
structured as a General Terms and Conditions plus Additional Clauses cover.
The Additional Clauses can be either marine or land transportation insurance
and can be based on either all risks or named perils by incorporating Italian
risks/exclusion clauses or the ICC A, B or C. There seems to be no translation
of these new cargo clauses.

The Spanish marine insurance market has adopted standard marine
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insurance conditions named "Condiciones Generales del Seguro de Buques",
for hulls, and "Condiciones Generales del Seguro de Mercancías", for cargo.

These standard conditions were prepared between 1927 and 1934, by the
Madrid Marine Insurance Committee. The content of the conditions follows
closely the Spanish C Com and is influenced by the ILU Hull and Cargo
Clauses in use at that time. In later years Spanish companies have felt it
necessary to update and change these condtions and some new conditions have
been made known by certain companies.
The Spanish General Conditions of 1927 - 1934, are usually accompanied

with clauses, endorsements, special conditions and warranties which are
attached to the policy to include coverage for specific risks. Examples are
American, English or Norwegian clauses for builder's risk, cargo, hull or oil &
gas, or other exposures. All such clauses are fully integrated in the Policy.

The incorporation of foreign clauses to a Spanish marine insurance
contract poses serious challenges because the different terms of the contract are
based on quite different legal frameworks. It is thus difficult to find a feasible
instrument for the construction of the conditions.
2.2.4. Countries with no standard clauses/using only ITCH/ICC or other
standard clauses

Portugal, Slovenia, Croatia, Greece, Israel, Venezuela, Australia,
Indonesia, South Africa and Hong Kong do not have national standard
conditions. A common feature for these countries is a widespread use of the
English ITCH and ICC clauses. In Portugal there are also individual contracts
made by each company. Apparently, the insurance companies have certain
General and Special rules, which are contained in the individual Insurance
Policy. Also, there are some clauses called "Particulars", which the parties may
agree to include when entering the contract.

Hong Kong also uses other standard conditions, as for instance
Norwegian and Japanese.

2.2.5. Japan, China and New Zealand
In Japan, standard conditions for hull was established in 1990 (General
Clauses of Hull Insurance (Japanese HC). These clauses are widely used.
Attached to these clauses will be one out of 6 Special Clauses (Class No. 1 to
Class No. 6).

For international transport of cargo there are no standard insurance
conditions, and English Clauses (Institute Cargo Clauses) are often used. For
national transport of cargo there are, however, standard conditions made in 1989
(General Conditions for Marine Cargo Insurance (Domestic Transportation), or
Japanese Cargo Clauses.
China operates with two sets of standard clauses. Hull Insurance Clauses

(HC) and Ocean Marine Cargo Clauses (CC). Both conditions are translated
into English.
The New Zealand marine insurance market does not have standard Policy

conditions. However there are some clauses promoted by the New Zealand
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Insurance Council which are commonly used by insurance brokers and
underwriters. Otherwise, New Zealand underwriters rely on English and
German (DTV) standard clauses, and their own policy products. The London
Institute of Underwriters' standard clauses are most commonly in use.

2.2.6. US and Canada
There are no standard insurance conditions in use in the US, in the sense
that a particular type of risk will always be written pursuant to the same form or

set of forms. Many insurance companies, as well as brokerage houses, have
developed their own forms. Nonetheless, there exist numerous coverage forms
that are the product of research and development of the American Institute of
Marine Underwriters (AIMU). Some of these forms, such as the "American
Institute Cargo Clauses (April 1, 1966)," have common usage. A selection of the

more significant AIMU form clauses are published by Witherby & Co Ltd,
together with the English Institute Clauses, ref. above. In this paper, reference
is made to American Institute Hull Clauses June 2 1977 (American IHC)
In Canada, there are some particular Canadian Clauses including the
Great Lakes Hull Clauses and Clauses in use in British Columbia. Apart from
that, the marine insurance markets in Canada often use the ITCH and ICC.
American Clauses are also widely used.
3.

3.1.

Duty qf disclosure

Introduction

Rules concerning duty of disclosure are found in the Insurance Contract
Acts or other contractual legislation, Plans or Conventions of all the different

countries in the material. In Sweden and Denmark, the provisions are
mandatory in favor of the person effecting the insurance and the assured, ref.
above under item 2.1. Similarly, the regulation in France, Slovenia, Australia,
New Zealand, Hong Kong and South Africa are mandatory on this point, but the
material does not say whether these provisions in general may be departed from

in favor of the assured. In UK, the provisions are declaratory except for a
fraudulent breach of the duty of good faith and misrepresentation. The position
in US is not clear on this point.
The regulation concerning duty of disclosure is closely connected to the
provisions concerning duty of good faith, which are discussed under item 4. In

the common law countries, the rules concerning duty of disclosure and
misrepresentation constitute a part of the broader principle of duty of good
faith. In these systems, the rules discussed under this item are therefore a part
of the next issue. However, in the civil law countries there is not a similar legal

connection between these two issues, and the provisions concerning duty of
disclosure is regulated as a separate issue. For the civil law countries it is
therefore necessary to treat the provisions concerning duty of disclosure
separately. As many of these provisions are similar or fairly similar in the civil
law and the common law system, it seems natural to include the regulation of
duty of disclosure and misrepresentation in the common law system under item
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3. The remaining part of the principle of duty of good faith will be discussed as
a separate issue under item 4. This distinction between the two concepts will
also shed light over the most important differences between the regulation in the
common law and the civil law countries concerning both concepts.

The purpose of the duty of disclosure is to give the insurer the best
opportunity to assess the risk he is taking over. The more information the insurer

has concerning the risk, the more accurate can his evaluation be. This will in
turn make it possible for the insurer to calculate a mathematically correct
premium and to draw up an insurance contract accurately fitting the risk. As the
person effecting the insurance normally is the person possessing the most
information about this risk, it is natural that he should have a duty to pass this
information on to the insurer.
From a legal point of view, a principle of disclosure may be explained as a
question of fairness; it would not be fair to ask the insurer to evaluate the risk
with less information than the information possessed by the person effecting the
insurance. This would create a situation of contractual inequality between the

parties.6 But the principle of disclosure may also be explained from an
economic point of view. If the person effecting the insurance were not under a
duty to disclose information concerning the risk, he would be likely to keep the
information to himself in order to get a lower premiwri. The insurer would then
have to spend time and money to get the same information from other sources.

The resources spent for this purpose will of course have to be reimbursed
through the premium. Also, if the insurer is uncertain whether he has the full
information, he may ask for a higher premium for safety reasons. The duty of
disclosure is therefore a tool too obtain a more correct premium, and contrary
to what the assured may believe - this premium may also be lower than if there
was no such duty.
The regulation of duty of disclosure seems to have caused few problems in

the civil law countries. Typically, they were not amended tinder the 1996
revision of the Norwegian Plan or under the amendment of the Swedish Hull
Conditions, and there are small differences in the Scandinavian systems
concerning this issue. This also means that the Scandinavian regulation as a
whole conforms to the mandatory requirements of the Swedish and Danish
ICA. However, this is an area having caused significant problems in the
common law countries. It may therefore be interesting to contemplate methods
of regulation that seem to fimction satisfactorily. Furthermore, it is important to

look into the mandatory provisions and the differences between these
provisions and the declaratory or contractual regulation to see if the mandatory
provisions may cause problems in an attempt towards harmonization.
The discussion is divided into four parts. The first part presents the scope
or the extent of the duty of disclosure. The second part concerns the time at
which the duty of disclosure applies. The third part discusses the sanctioning
system. The fourth and last part contains a summary of the main differences

Hare: Good faith, disclosure, misrepresentation 8.1 the omnipotent warrantv: A South African
perspective, Paper presented at the BMLAiTulane Conference, London, May 2000, (Hare) p. 8.
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between the mandatory and directory provisions and some reflections
connected to the presentation.
3.2.

The scope of the duty qf disclosure

3.2.1. Overview
The scope of the duty of disclosure is defined through four main issues:
First, there is a need to define the concept of "disclosure" and the relationship
between disclosure and misrepresentation. The second issue is what kind of
information the duty of disclosure applies to. The third question is whether the
insurer will have to outline this infon-nation to the person effecting the insurance

through questions, or whether the burden to sort out the relevant information
rests with the assured. The fourth issue is the relevance of the knowledge of the
person effecting the insurance for his duty of disclosure.
3.2.2. Disclosure and misrepresentation
Duty of disclosure means a duty to pass on to the insurer information as
defined further below under item 3.2.3. This duty may be described as making
full and correct or truthful disclosure of the defined circumstances.7 Thus, the
duty of disclosure is both a duty to pass information to the insurer, and a duty
not to misrepresent it. However, some systems have divided these issues in two,
with separate provisions for disclosure and misrepresentation.8 Even if this is
the case, it should however be noted that in practice it is difficult to draw a clear
line between the two issues.'

As a starting point, this division of the regulation seems to have little
consequence for the content of the duty. However, the UK MIA and US
common law systen-i operates with a special definition of what constitutes an
untrue statement. The provisions in the UK MIA on this point virtually equates
truth with materiality in the sense that a statement is not untrue if the correct
statement would not be considered material by the insurer.10 This means that the

question of truth will add nothing to the duty, as the question of materiality
arises also for the duty to disclose. In US, however, the concept of materiality

7
NP § 3-1 first part, Swedish HC § 9 mom. 1, DC § 21, Finnish ICA 1933 § 4, DTV Cargo 4.1.
Greek law 2496/1997 § 3, Italian CC art. 1892, French ICA art L172-2, Dutch C Com art. 251. Belgium
1874 Law art. 9, Slovenian MA art. 694 and 695, Chinese MC art. 222, Venezuela C Com. art. 568 no.
1, Japanese Com C art. 644 and apparently, and Croatian MC. The material from Portugal and Spain is
not clear about this point.
UK MIA sec. 20(1). Ca MIA sec. 22(1). Hong Kong Ord sec. 20(1). The Australian answers say
8
nothing about misrepresentation, but as the Au MIA is based on the UK MIA, the same provisions are
presumed to apply. South Africa Short Term Insurance Act contains a separate provision concerning

misrepresentation in sec. 53. In the civil law systems. ADS 20 has separate regulation of
misrepresentation.
9

This is illustrated in Pan Atlantic Insurance Co. Ltd. v. Pine Top Insurance Co. Ltd., (1994) 2

Lloyd's Rep. 427.
19
UK MIA sec. 20(4), Schoenbaum: Key divergences between English and American law of marine
insurance, ?Maryland, 1999 (Schoenbaum), p. 99. On the other hand, Malcolm Clarke argues that tisis is

not correct, as materiality under sec. 20 (4) determines only the difference between (a) truth, and (b)
untruth which has consequence in law, i.e. gives ground s for avoidance.
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and the concept of truth are two separate concepts. The rule here is that the
representation must be substantially true.' I
Also, there might be a distinction in the definition of what information the
duty of disclosure and the duty not to misrepresent apply to, see below under
item 3.2.3.

3.2.3. What information must be disclosed/not misrepresented

As mentioned above, the purpose of the regulation of the duty of
disclosure is that the insurer shall obtain sufficient information to make a
correct risk assessment. The insurer will need information concerning the risk
in order to be able to decide whether to undertake the insurance or not, and to
assess the necessary premium and contract conditions. Thus, the starting point
for the duty of disclosure is for the insurer to get information that is vital or
necessary for this evaluation.
The relevant information may be defined in two steps. The first step is to

define the information that shall be disclosed as such. This is part of the
question of the content of the duty of disclosure. The second step is to qualify
the undisclosed information that may give the insurer a right to invoke sanctions
against a failure to give the relevant information. In this paper, the second step
is treated as part of the sanctioning system, whereas the first step is discussed
here as part of the definition of the scope of the duty. As a starting point it may
be a matter of taste whether the definition is connected to the duty or to the
sanctions; in both cases it will be a requirement to invoke a sanction. However,
the division corresponds to how the regulation normally is built up, and it also
illustrates clearly that in principle it is two different conditions.
Some systems do not have a definition of the information as such, but only
contain a condition of inducement concerning the sanction. This holds for the
Scandinavian common ICA, Belgium, the Netherlands, Italy, France, Slovenia
and South Africa concerning misrepresentation.I2
Other regulations contain a separate definition of what kind of information
the duty of disclosure applies to. The content of this definition varies, but the

core of thc provisions seems to be that the information to be disclosed is
"material" for the insurer in deciding whether and on what conditions he is
prepared to accept the insurance.° This holds for both civil law and common

II
12

Schoenbaum p. 99.
Danish, Swedish and Finnish ICA § 4f, Belgium 1874 Law art. 9, Dutch C Com art. 251, Italian

CC art.I 892, French ICA art. L 172-2, Slovenian MA art. 694 and 695. South Africa Short Term
Insurance Act sec. 53. This condition is discussed further below under item 3.4.
13
NP § 3-1 first part, Swedish HC § 9 mom. 1, DC' § 21, ADS 19(1). DTV Cargo 4.1, Greek law
2496/1997 § 3, Chinese MC art. 222, Venezuela C.Com. art. 568 no. I, Japanese Com C art. 644, UK
MIA sec. 18 (2), Au MIA sec. 24(2), Ca MIA sec. 21(3), Hong Kong Ord sec. 18(2), NZ MIA sec. 18

(2). The same definition seems to be applied at national level in the US, based on case law, see M.
Lanahan, 26 U.S. (1 Pet.) at 185, 188, 1998 A.M.C. at 2095. 2099; Sun Mutual, 107 U.S. at 509-5 (0,
1998 A.M.C. at 1212; Healy, The Hull Policy: Warranties, Representations, Disclosures and Conditions,
41 Tul. L. Rev. 245-250(1967); 1 A. Parks, Law and Practice of Marine Insurance and Average, 219-220,
222-224 11987).
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law systems. However, the further definition of materiality differs on three
accounts. The first difference is between an objective and a subjective approach
to the question of materiality. The second difference is whether this approach is
measured against the assured or the insurer. The third difference concerns how
material the information must be.
As for the approach to materiality, the starting point in the common law
countries is an objective approach. Further, this objective approach is normally
tested against the insurer. The main question thus is how a prudent underwriter
would react if he had the correct information.14 This is similar to the solution in
Germany, Greece, Norway and Spain,15 and seems also to be the approach in
China, Israel and Portuga1.16
An objective approach to materiality measured against the assured is used
in South Africa. The main point here seems to be whether a prudent man should

understand that the information was material to the insurer." An objective
approach to materiality is also common in non-marine insurance in the common
law systems.18

A subjective approach seems to be used in Denmark, Sweden and
Croatia.19 This will correspond to the requirement concerning inducement
which are discussed below under item 3.4.

For Venezuela, Japan and South Africa concerning disclosure the
interpretation seems more uncertain on this point.
As to the question of how material the information must be, the normal
solution is that the information must be decisive for the insurer's assessment of
the risk. In UK, however, this part of the question of materiality has been a matter
of heavy struggle in the court cases and debate in the literature. The status today
is that it is not required that the information is decisive for a prudent insurer when
entering the insurance contract on the established terms. It is sufficient that a
prudent underwriter would take the information into account when assessing the
risk.2° US, on the other hand, use a "decisive influence" test, where the minimum
requirement is that the risk must be increased so as to enhance the premium.21
14

Schoenbaum p. 107 f. for UK MIA and US, Griggs: Marine insurance

Is the doctrine of

-utomost good faith" out of date? in CM1 Yearbook 1994, P. 300.
15

Reme: Duty of disclosure: Scope of duty and sanctions for breach, in: Reports from Marine

Insurance Symposium Oslo, 4.-6. June 1998, MarJus no. 242, p. 98, Spaidiotis: Marine Insurance Law
in Greece, year 1998, Issaias Law Office (Marine Insurance Law in Greece ), item 17, Commentary NP
p. 72. No reference from Spain.
Chinese MC art. 222. Portugal and Israel seem to follow UK on this point.
16
According to Hare p. 8 f South Africa traditionally applied the prudent insurer test on this point.
17
However, this solution was rejected in Mutual & Federal Insurance v Oudtshoorn Municipality 1985(1)
SA 419(SCA ), where materiality instead was judged according to a reasonable man or average prudent
person, see Hare p. 10. The actions of the assured are thus measured against those of a reasonable person.
18
See e.g. Australian ICA 1984 sec. 21.
19
DC § 21, Swedish HC § 9 mom. 1, no reference from Croatia.
20
Schoenbaum p. 107-117, Griggs p. 300-302, Kirby: Marine Insurance Is the doctrine of "utmost
good faith" out of date? In CMI Yearbook 1994, p. 271. However, it should be noted that at the sarne time,
the judges incorporated a decisive inducement test, see below.
21
Schoenbaum p. 116. This was the traditional solution in South Africa, but is now rejected, Hare p.
9 f.. Hare P. 10-11 siso argues that the concept of materiality contains a second part asking whether a
Prudent person effecting the insurance should have known that the information was material to the insurer.
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This is similar to the German cargo clauses,' and also to the Norwegian
interpretation of materiality, 23 and seems to correspond to the approach used in
most civil law countries, even if the material is not clear on this point.

Normally, the requirement of materiality is common for disclosure and
misrepresentation. There are however, two exceptions from this. As already
mentioned, the South African regulation of misrepresentation have departed
from the objective materiality approach and instead operates with a requirement

of materiality or inducement for the actual insurer. This seems to imply that

South Africa in reality follows the UK MIA solution where objective
materiality is added to subjective inducement, but where the objective material
information does not need to be decisive for the prudent insurer.24 The other
exception is ADS 20 stating that a circumstances are deemed to be material
especially if they were misrepresented by the assured, and he had declared his
statement to be correct.

In addition to the general requirement of materiality, some systems
highlight the concept of niateriality in more detail. One method here is to
emphasize that circumstances inquired into are material. 25 Another method is
to emphasize certain issues to be specially dealt with by the person effecting the

insurance. The French Hull Conditions 8.1 emphasize that the duty of
disclosure also applies to the flag, the classification society and the class of the
vessel. Similarly, the most recent Italian Forms (the 1983 and 1988 Policy) list

a number of circumstances which the insurer considers material, such as
whether the subject matter insured is represented by dangerous goods, or the

goods have been transshipped or have to be transshipped. Italian Hull
Conditions also contain a "classification clause" providing for a duty of the
person effecting the insurance to declare if the vessel is classed and what classcategory the vessel has been assigned.
Some systems also define matters that need not be disclosed.26 A main
point for both the common law systems and the civil law systems here is that
information already known to the insurer need not be disclosed.27 Further, in the

common law systems, it is not necessary to disclose a fact contrary to a
warranty.28 The reason is that the warranty rule makes it unnecessary to apply
the disclosure rule, and is simpler to apply since the warranty either establish
materiality or makes it irrelevant, see further below under item 6.

23

24

DTV Cargo 4.1.
Commentary NP P. 72. Brxkhus/Rein p.119 f.
Hare P. 13-15, Staring/Waddell: Marine Insurance. in Tulane Law Review volume 73, P. 1655-

1656.

DTV Cargo 4.1, Court of Cassation, 4 April 1991, n. 3501 concerning Italian CC art. 1892, ADS
21. Schoenbaum p. 116 concerning US.
UK MIA sec. 18 (3), ALI MIA sec. 24 (3), Ca tvlIA sec. 21 (5), Hong Kong Ord sec. 18 (3), NZ
MIA sec. 18 (3). The same solution seems to be used in US, see Parks: Law and Practice of Marine
Insurance and Average, p. 224-230(1987), and South Africa, see Hare p. 13.
27
UK MIA sec. 18(3). Au MIA sec. 24)3). Ca MIA sec. 21(5) (b) Hong Kong Ord sec. 18(3) (b),
NP § 3-5, SI' § 15. DC § 27. ADS 20 (2), DTV Cargo 4.3, Slovenian MA art. 694 third part.
UK MIA sec. 18 (3) (d). The position in US is the same, see Cane!! p.22.

25

2f.
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3.2.4.

Active and passive duty of disclosure

The question here is what method is used to acquire the material
information. Two different approaches are used in this respect. The first
approach may be called an "active" duty of disclosure, whereas the second
approach is characterized as a "passive" duty of disclosure. With an active duty
of disclosure the duty to assess what information is material for the insurer rests

with the person effecting the insurance. On the other hand, a passive duty of
disclosure implies that the insurer will have to define what information is
material through a questionnaire. This is a different approach from the one
described above under item 3.2.2, where information specially asked for are
deemed to be material. A passive duty of disclosure implies that information not
asked for is not material.
Both approaches are used in the civil law marine insurance systems, but an
active duty of disclosure is the main solution. The common law systems seem
mainly to apply an active duty of disclosure, but elements of a passive duty of
disclosure is found in the US, se below.
An active duty of disclosure, viz, the person effecting the insurance has a
duty to disclose all (material) facts to the insurer, is the main solution in all the
countries.' However, this starting point may be modified either in parts of the
legislation or in certain conditions. The Dutch solution is to modify the duty of

disclosure if the insurer is using a form of proposal. This method is also
common in non-marine insurance. If so, it is sufficient for the assured to answer
the questions asked correctly. This method makes the question of materiality

less important, as the insurer may not claim that information not asked for
nevertheless was material. In US, there seem to be a similar regulation: when
the insurer makes an inquiry information not asked for will not have to be
provided." A more general modification is established in the Spanish ICA and
Greek legislation, stating that the assured shall only answer the questions asked
by the insurer.31 To what extent the Spanish provision supersedes the starting
point of active duty of disclosure is not explained in the material.

The Spanish and Greek solution is similar to the method used in the
Norwegian Cargo Clauses § 12, where the starting point is that the insurer will
have to ask for the information he needs to insure the risk. The duty of disclosure
UK MIA sec. 18 (1), Au MIA sec. 24 (1), Ca MIA sec. 21(1), Hong Kong Ord. sec. 18 (1), NZ MIA
sec 18 (1), NP § 3-1 first part, Swedish FIG § 9 mom. 1, DC § 21, Finnish ICA 1933 § 4 f, ADS 19 ( I ),
DTV Cargo Conditions 4.I,Dutch C Com art. 251, Slovenian MA art. 694 and 695, Croatian MC, Belgian
Law 1874 art. 9, Greek law 2496/1997 § 3, Italian CC1892, Chinese MC art. 222, Venezuela C.Com. art
568 no. 1, Japanese Com C art. 644, French ICA art. L 172-2. The material from Portugal and Spain include
no references on this point. This also seems to be the solution in US and South Africa, see fiirther for US
M Lanahan v. the Universal Ins. Co., 26 U. S. (1 Pet.) 170. 183. 1998 A.M.C. 285, 294 (1828); Sun Mutual
29

Ins. Co. v. Ocean Ins. Co.. 107 U.S. 485, 1998 AM.C. 1191, 1213 (1883); Healy, The Hull Policy:
Warranties, Representations, Disclosures and Condations, 41 Tul. L. Rev. 245 (1967); 1 A. Parks, Law and
Practice of Marine Insurance and Average, 216-222 (1987, and for South Africa Hare p. 8.
2°
Schoenbaum p. 116-117.
31
Spanish ICA art. 10, Marine Insurance Law in Greece item 17.1, where it is stated that it was not

the intention of the legislator to release the assured from disclosing material facts that where not put
forward in the questions.
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of the person effecting the insurance is thus limited to answering the insurer's
questions. Only if the person effecting the insurance has lcnowledge of special
circumstances that he realizes are material for the insurer, is he under a duty to
disclose these circumstances. This provision is taken from the Norwegian ICA
§ 4-1, which is mandatory for national carriage of goods, but is given a general
application in the Cargo Clauses, including international transport.
3.2.5.

The relevance of the knowledge of the person who effects the insurance

The relevance of the knowledge of the person who effects the insurance
rises two questions. The first question concerns the relevance of knowledge of

the factual information: Does the duty of disclosure apply to all material
information, or only to material information that the person effecting the
insurance possesses or ought to possess. If there is a requirement of knowledge,

the second question is whether the person effecting the insurance also must
realize that the information is material to the insurer. This means that there are
four alternatives concerning knowledge: 1) The duty of disclosure is objective
regardless of knowledge. 2) The duty only applies to factual knowledge
concerning the information. 3) The duty applies to knowledge the assured has
or ought to have. 4) The duty is connected to knowledge both of the information
and of the materiality.
The strictest definition of the scope of the duty of disclosure is to apply the
duty to all material information regardless of whether the person effecting the

insurance possesses the information. If so, neither the knowledge of the
information nor the understanding that this information is material for the
insurer is relevant. This starting point is used in the Nonvay, in the German
Cargo Clauses, where the person effecting the insurance is to give full and
correct disclosure of all circumstances which are material to the insurer.32 The
same approach is used in the common law systems for misrepresentation.33

A more normal starting point is to apply the duty of disclosure to
circumstances the assured knows or ought to know about. In Slovenia, Spain,

China, and the systems built on MIA US and South Africa, the duty of
disclosure applies to every material fact known to the assured, or which he
ought to have known.34 According to the UK MIA provision -ought to have
known" shall be judged in an objective way as what the insured ought to know

in the ordinary course of business,35 whereas the Chinese solution is a
NP § 3-1 first part, DTV Cargo 4.1.
UK MIA sec. 20 (1), Ca MIA sec. 22 ( I ), Hong Kong Ord sec. 20 (1). The Australian answers say
nothing about misrepresentation, but as they use the MIA, the same provisions are presumed to apply.
US seems to follow UK on this point, see Cattell et al.: Marine Insurance Survey: A Comparison of the
United States Law to the Marine Insurance Act of 1906,20 Tul.Mar.L.J. 1(1995), (Cattell) p. 23-24.
34
Slovenian MA art. 694, Chinese MC art. 222, UK MIA sec. 18 (1), Au MIA sec. 24 (1), Ca MIA
sec. 21(1) ref. (6), Hong Kong Ord sec. 18 (1), national US law according tocase law, see Cattell p. 2122, Hare p. 8. Israel claims to follow UK law. The Spanish material includes no references on this point.
Japanese Com C art. 644 and Italian CC art. 1893 say nothing about knowledge, but connect the reaction
to bad faith or gross negligence, which may lead to the same result.
UK MIA sec. 18 (1), Clarke: Law of Insurance Contracts (1994) Ch. 23-8C. Contrary, see Arnold's
Law of Marine Insurance and Average, 1981, no. 640, who seems to follow the Chinese solution, sec below.
32
33
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subjective approach asking for what the assured ought to have known in his
actual business practice.36

The third alternative, actual knowledge concerning the information, is a
condition in Denmark, Germany (ADS), France, the Netherlands, Belgium,
Greece, and also it seems, Venezuela.37
The fourth and most favorable starting point is applied in Sweden, where

the contracting party must disclose all circumstances that might influence the
insurers in assessing the risk, as far as he is aware of this possible influence.38
This seems to imply that the duty of disclosure presumes knowledge on the part
of the person effecting the insurance; if he does not possess knowledge of the
factual information he cannot know that this information is material for the
insurer. A similar provision seems to be used in the French hull and cargo
conditions.39

The last method may be compared to the solution in South Africa for
disclosure, but here the approach to the knowledge of materiality is objective,

and not subjective. This implies that the duty of disclosure applies to
information the assured knows or ought to know about, and which a prudent
man would have realized was decisive for the insurer.40
The significance of the difference in approach depends on the sanctioning
system. It matters less that the duty of disclosure is objective if the insurer in the
case of good faith is only allowed a limited reaction. On the other hand, some of
the provisions requiring knowledge give the insurer the right to cancel the
contract even if the person effecting the insurance gives wrong or incomplete
information in good faith. In these instances, the difference in approach does not
seem to lead to any difference in practical result, se further below under item 3.4.

3.3. The time at which the duty of disclosztre is in effect
The purpose here is to discuss at what period of time the duty of disclosure

applies. One may here distinguish between two separate questions. One
question is when the factual circumstances that shall be disclosed must be
evident. The other question is at what point in time the person effecting the
insurance must be without knowledge of the information or the materiality to
be able to claim that he has not breached his duty of disclosure or at least that
the breach was done in good faith. If there is no breach of the duty, the starting
point will be that the insurer may not invoke a sanction. Also, a breach of the

36

Chinese MC art. 222.
DC § 21, ADS 19(1). French ¡CA art. L 172-19-3 ref. art. 172-2, Dutch C Com art. 251, Belgium
Law 1874 art. 9 (according to Rohart p. 310-311 ref. p. 309-310, and von Ziegler: The "utmost good
faith" in Marine Insurance Law on the Continent, in: Huybrechts (Ed), Marine Insurance at the turn of
the Millennium, volume 2 p. 28), Greek law 2496/1997 § 3, Venezuela C Com art. 568 no. I.
38
Swedish HC § 9 mom (1).
39
The wording in French HC art. 8(1) and French CC art. 14-1 is "all circumstances of which he is
aware that would influence the insurers", and departs somewhat from the wording of the French ICA,
where only knowledge of the information is required according to the text. The conditions may therefore
be interpreted similar to the ¡CA.
4°
Hare p. 8-10.
37
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duty of disclosure in good faith generally activates a less serious sanction from
the insurer than if the person effecting the insurance is acting negligently or
deliberately.
As for the first question, the main solution in the material is that the factual

events that the person effecting the insurance has a duty to disclose are
circumstances existing at the time the contract is entered into. This solution is
used in Norway, Sweden, Denmark, Finland, Germany, the Netherlands, UK,
Israel, Canada, Australia, Hong Kong, China, Japan, Slovenia, Portugal, Spain,

France, South Africa and China.4' In Sweden, however, this main rule is
supplemented with a special duty of disclosure during the insurance period
concerning defined issues, i.e. change of management.42
On the other hand, not all countries seem to distinguish between the duty
of disclosure and a duty to notify the alteration of risk. In Venezuela, the duty
of disclosure is not limited, and thus seems to apply both before and during the
currency of cover.43
It should also be noted that many of these countries have special rules for
duty of notifying the insurer about alterations of the risk after the contract has
been effected. As alteration of risk is a separate concept with separate regulation
in most of the countries, this duty of notification will be dealt with under item
5 concerning alteration of risk.
The German solution concerning open cover for cargo insurance seems to

be a border case between the duty of disclosure and the alteration of risk. In
Germany, rules for open cover in cargo insurance provide that the assured has a
duty to declare all risks coming under the open cover. If he fails to do so, or he
makes an incorrect declaration, the insurer will not be liable. New cargo may bee
seen as an alteration of the risk under the original contract, or as extending the
contract to include more insured goods. The first view will lead to an alteration

of risk perspective, whereas the second solution will mean that the duty of
disclosure is postponed until the time when the cargo is included in the cover.
If the duty of disclosure applies to the whole insurance period, the question
of knowledge and good faith will of course also be relevant for the whole period.
In systems where the duty of disclosure only applies to circumstances existing at
the time the contract is entered into, the question of knowledge and good faith
must as a starting point be connected to the same period in time. The Norwegian,
Swedish and Finnish systems, however, have a special rule concerning duty to

correct wrong information.44 This duty applies if the person effecting the

NP § 3-1 first part, SP § 12, Swedish HC § 9 mom. I. DC *21, Finnish ICA 1933 §§ 4 and 5, ADS
19 ( 1 ). Dutch C Com § 251, French ICA art. L 172-19.3, UK MIA sec. 18(1), Au MIA sec. 24(1), Ca
MIA sec. 21(1), Hong Kong Ord sec. 18 ( ), Chinese CM art. 222, Japanese Com C art. 644, Slovenian
MA art. 694 and 695. No references from Portugal. Spain and Israel. The solution seems to be applied in
the US based on case law. Staring/Waddell, Parks, Lau, and Practice of Marine Insurance and Average,
230-231(1987). The same solution seems to be presumed by Hare p. 13 for South Africa.
42
Swedish HC § 10, ref. further below under item 8.
3
Venezuelan C Com art. 568.
44
NP § 3-1 second part, Swedish HC § 10 mom. I, Finnish HC § 35 no. 2. The DC contains no
similar provision, and it may be argued that the Swedish solution is contrary to the mandatory regulation
in the Swedish ICA § 4 f.
41

I
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insurance, after the contract is effected, becomes aware of having given wrong
inforrnation concerning facts existing at the time the contract was entered into. It
is important to emphasize that this is not a duty of disclosure of facts happening
during the insurance period, but limited to a duty to correct a misunderstanding of
the factual circumstances existing at the time the contract is effected.
3.4.

3.4.1.

The sanctioning system
Overview

The sanctioning system raises four main issues. The first question is what
sanctions the insurer may invoke. One may here distinguish between a right to

cancel the contract, a right to claim additional premium, a right to claim
freedom of liability for an incurred casualty, a right to partial reduction in the

liability, and avoidance of the contract. The second question concerns the
relevance of knowledge and the degree of fault on the part of the person
effecting the insurance. The main solution is that the sanctions will vary
depending on the assured's knowledge and the degree of fault. However, the
combinations between the sanctions and the knowledge and degree of fault, and
also the number of different solutions, vary. It should also be remembered that
the scope of the duty of disclosure influences the question of fault. If the scope
of the duty of disclosure is defined without any reference to the knowledge of
the person effecting the insurance, incomplete or wrong information because of
lack of knowledge will constitute a breach of the duty. On the other hand, if the

duty of disclosure only applies to factual circumstances known by the
contracting person, or even is conditioned on knowledge of the information
being material, lack of knowledge will imply that there is no breach. However,

the discussion will illustrate that this difference in approach not always
corresponds to a similar difference in result.
The third question is the relevance of causation between the undisclosed
or misrepresented circumstance and the casualty. The main solution is that such
causation is not required, but there are some exceptions to this rule. A fourth
question is whether there is a condition that the undisclosed or misrepresented
information has in any way influenced the insurer's acceptance or assessment of
the risk. This condition is closely connected to the requirement that the duty of
disclosure only applies to information that is material to the insurer. For systems

using a subjective materiality concept, the question of inducement and
materiality will be identical. With an objective approach to materiality, the
requirements will be different. The question of materiality concerns normally
whether the information was relevant for an imaginary reasonable or prudent
underwriter. The question of influence concerns the actual insurer and is an
inquiry into reliance and the causal connection between the misrepresentation
or omission and the effecting of the insurance.45

In the following, the starting point for the discussion is the different
degrees of fault. To illustrate the connection between the description of the duty

45

Schoenbaum p. 117.
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and the sanctions, it is natural to start with the relevance of knowledge under
item 3.4.2, continue with breach of the duty of disclosure in good faith under
3.4.3, and thereafter discuss negligence in 3.4.4 and fraud and breach of honesty
and good faith under 3.4.46

Knowledge as condition.for breach

3.4.2.

In systems where the duty of disclosure is defined as a duty to disclose
information that the assured possesses knowledge about, no knowledge will as
a starting point imply that there is no breach, and that the insurer may not invoke

any sanctions. This is the case in Denmark, Germany (ADS), France, the
Netherlands, Belgium, Greece, China, and also it seems, Venezuela, see above

under item 3.2.5. Similarly, in systems requiring knowledge both of the
circumstances and of their influence on the insurer, no such knowledge will as

a starting point render the insurer fully liable. Such provisions are found in
Sweden and apparently the French hull and cargo conditions, se above under
item 3.2.5. And in systems where the duty to disclose applies to circumstances
the assured knows or ought to know about, the assured will be fully covered if
he neither knew nor ought to know these circumstances. This will then be the
general starting point in Slovenia and Spain, and for duty of disclosure in the
systems built on UK MIA, US and South Africa, see above under item
However, the Swedish and Danish solution is that even if there is no
defined duty to disclose unknown information, the insurer may cancel the
insurance if he has got wrong or insufficient information, and the assured did
not know and cannot be blamed for not knowing that the information was not
correct.48

3.4.3.

Breach in good,faith

3.4.3.1. The concept of good faith

The concept of breach of the duty of disclosure in good faith is closely

connected to the question of knowledge as a condition for breach. If no
lcnowledge implies that there is no breach, the concept of breach in good faith
will relate to lack of understanding of the significance of the information. On

the other hand: If the duty of disclosure is defined as an objective duty
regardless of knowledge (knew or ought to know), the concept of breach in
good faith will relate to both knowledge concerning the factual circumstances,
knowledge concerning the materiality, and any excuses the assured may have.
It is therefore necessary to distinguish between these two situations.

It should be noted that the definitions of fraud, bad faith, negligence and good faith may vary in
the different systems. It is, however, outside the scope of this report to analyze these concepts in further

detail. The discussion is therefore based on the terms used in the material without a more detailed
interpretation.

The result will here depend on how strict "ought to be known" by the assured is interpreted.
According to Schoenbaum p. 104 "knowledge is required but a person is deemed to know every fact
which in the course of his business ought to be known to him".
48
Swedish HC § 9 mom. 4, DC § 23.
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3.4.3.2. The sanctions

The strictest sanctions against wrong or incomplete information in good
faith is that the contract is null and void, or that it may be avoided by the insurer.

Avoidance is used in UK, Hong Kong, Canada and South Africa for
misrepresentation.' Good faith will here also include the situation where the
assured did not possess the correct information. Avoidance may also be claimed
in France,' whereas the Belgian and Dutch expression, and apparently also the

Spanish solution, is that the contract is "null and void".51 However, in these
provisions, good faith relate to the assured's understanding of the significance
of the information as all the mentioned systems protects an assured without
knowledge, see above under 3.4.2. A general condition to invoke such sanction

is that the insurer proves that he would not have concluded the contract or
concluded it on other conditions if he had been duly informed.52 Also, the
premium may be returned.53

The normal solutions in this instance, are however, less strict against the
person effecting the insurance. In Norway, Sweden, Denmark, Germany, Japan
and apparently Croatia, the insurer will be fully liable for incurred casualties if
there is a breach of the duty of disclosure in good faith. In Norway, Denmark and

Japan good faith relates to knowledge both of the information and the
significance of it.54 In Sweden and Germany on the other hand, good faith relates

to knowledge of the information.55 This solution thus corresponds to the
situation where the duty of disclosure is conditioned on the assured's knowledge,
see above under item 6.4.2. Such liability will, however, often be combined with
a right to cancel the contract,56 or a right to call in additional premium.57

An alternative solution is that the insurer is entitled to reduce the
UK MIA sec. 20 (1), Ca MIA sec. 22 (8), Hong Kong Ord sec. 20 (1). The same solution will be
found in Au MIA, but there is no reference in the material. US seems to follow the UK solution as a main

49

rule on federal level, see Flealy, The Hull Policy: Warranties, Representations, Disclosures and
Conditions, 41 Tul. L. Rev. 245, 251 (1967), Cattell P. 24, Staring: Marine insurance Is the "duty of
good faith" out of date? In CMI Yearbook 1994, p. 293-294. However, some courts have departed from
this, stating that negligence and good faith will not be sufficient for the insurer to claim avoidance , see
Schoenbaum p. 100 and Staring p. 293. In South Africa, innocent misrepresentation will give the insurer
a right to avoidance if the misrepresentation is not fundamental, see Hare P. 16.
French ICA 172-2.
Belgian Law 1874 art. 9, Dutch C Com art. 251 and apparently the Spanish C Com art. 381, see
51
Von Ziegler p. 23-24 and P. 27-28 and Rohart P. 310-313. A similar solution is used in South Africa if
innocent misrepresentation is fundamental, see Hare P. 16.
52

Belgium Law 1874 art. 9 and 10, Dutch C Com art. 251, French ICA 172-2 (decisive for

concluding the contract) , Spanish C Com art. 381, South African Short Term Insurance Act sec. 53,
(misrepresentation). UK MIA sec. 20 are as mentioned interpreted so contain such a condition, see Batz:
Utmost good faith in marine insurance contracts, in: Marine Insurance at the turn of the millennium,
volume 1, 1999 (Batz1999) P. 17, Schoenbaum p. 117f. US admiralty rule is the same, see Schoenbaum
p.118.
53
Belgian Law 1874 art. 9 and 10, French ICA 172-2, UK MIA sec. 84 and South Africa, see Hare
p. 16
54
55

56
57

NP § 3-4, DC § 23, Japanese Com C art. 644.
Swedish HC § 9 mom. 4, ADS 20(21. DTC Cargo 4.2 and 4.3.
NP § 3-4, DC § 23, Swedish FIC § 9 mom. 4.
ADS 20(3), DTV Cargo 4.4.
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indemnity proportionally to the premium paid. This solution is used in France

for good faith concerning the significance of the information if the insurer
would have accepted the insurance, but on other conditions had he known about
the undisclosed fact..58 The similar Italian provision is connected to good faith
concerning both the information and the materiality, and combined with a right
to cancel the contract.59
3.4.4.

Negligence

3.4.4.1. The concept of negligence

Some systems operate with the concepts of good and bad faith, and include
no special regulation for negligence. This is the case in France, Belgium, and
the Netherlands, where the solutions described above for good faith will be
applied also against the negligent assured with knowledge of the undisclosed
information. Apparently, lack of knowledge will in these systems result in no
breach even if the assured can be blamed for this lack of knowledge. This means
that negligence in these systems will follow the regulation for no knowledge
(negligence concerning lack of knowledge) or breach in good faith (negligence
concerning materiality).
In the other systems, negligence is either given a separate regulation, or
will follow the solution for intent60 or fraud/bad faith,61 or gross negligence is

treated similarly as fraud (or bad faith).62 In systems where negligence is
expressly regulated, three different approaches are used. One approach is to
connect negligence to lack of disclosure in general, which seems to imply that
negligence is evaluated against both knowledge and materiality.63 The other
approach is to connect negligence to the question of lack of knowledge only.64
The third approach is a combination of the two, mentioning both negligence
concerning disclosure and negligence concerning lack of knowledge.65
3.4.4.2. The sanctions

As with a breach in good faith, a negligent breach of the duty of disclosure
may render the contract null and void,66 it may be avoidable at the option of the

58
59
60
61

French ¡CA art. L 172-2. The same solution is used in Spanish ICA see Rohart p. 317-318.
Italian CC art. 1893.
NP § 3-3.

ADS 20 (1), Spanish ICA sec. 10.3, UK MIA sec. 18 (1) (disclosure) and sec. 20 (1)

(misrepresentation), Ca MIA sec. 21(7) (non disclosure) and 22 (8) (misrepresentation), AU MIA sec.
24(l) (disclosure), Hong Kong Ord sec. 18 ( 1 )(non disclosure) and sec. 20(1) (misrepresentation).
62

Italian CC art. 1892, Japanese Com C art. 644, Slovenian MA art. 695, ADS 20 ( 1) (gross

negligence concerning lack of knowledge leading to failure of disclosure) .
63
Italian CC art. 1892, Japanese Com C art. 644, NP § 3-4, DC § 23.
64
UK MIA sec. 18 (1) (non disclosure), Ca MIA sec. 21(7) (non disclosure) , AU MIA sec. 24(l)
(disclosure), Hong Kong Ord sec. 18 (1) (non disclosure), Swedish HC 9 mom. 4, ADS 20 ( 1).
65
Slovenian MA art. 695, DTV Cargo 4.2-2 and 4.3-2.
Belgian Law 1874 art. 9, Dutch C Com art. 251 and apparently the Spanish C Com art. 381, see
Von Ziegler p. 23-24 and p. 27-28 and Rohart p. 310-311 and p. 313, and South African law when there
is a fundamental mistake, see Hare p. 16.
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insurer,67 or he may claim that the contract is not binding. 68 An alternative
sanction is freedom of liability for incurred casualties.69 If this is combined with
cancellation of the contract, see below, the solution is very similar to avoidance.
Also, this remedy may be combined with a refund of premiums paid."

A more favorable solution is reduction in indemnity. Two alternative
methods for reduction is used: Reduction in proportion to the ratio of the
premium paid to the premium that would have been calculated if the breach had
not taken place,7I or reduction according to an evaluation based on the influence
of the undisclosed information on the insurance contract and the casualty, the

degree of fault or other circumstances.72 The last solution is to call for
additional premium. This solution is conditioned on the undisclosed
circumstances being decisive for the evaluation of the risk, and entitles the
insurer to require the difference between the premium paid and premium that
would have been quoted on the basis of full information.73

In situations where the contract is binding in spite of the breach of
disclosure, the insurer may also have a right to terminate the contract» A
combination of claiming freedom for liability for casualties incurred and
termination will mean that the insurer will not have any liability under the
contract. If cancellation is combined with a right to call in additional premium,
the insurer will on the other hand be liable for casualties having occurred before
the cancellation. 75

In addition to a combination of termination for future coverage and other
sanctions, there may be a combination of sanctions connected to variations in the

degree of fauit, or the influence of the undisclosed circumstance on either the

coverage or the casualty. One solution is to limit the sanction to gross
Spanish ¡CA sec. 10.3, Italian CC art. 1892, French ¡CA art. L 172-2, French CC art. 14-1 and 18,
French FIC art. 8-1 and 14, Slovenian MA art. 695, UK MIA sec. 18 (1) (disclosure) and sec. 20 ( 1 )
(misrepresentation), Ca MIA sec. 21(7) (non disclosure) and 22(8) misrepresentation, AU MIA sec. 24
(1) (disclosure). Avoidance is also claimed to be the solution in Croatia, but here there are no references
in the material. US seem to follow the UK solution as a main rule on federal level, see Healy, The Hull
Policy: Warranties, Representations, Disclosures and Conditions, 41 Tul. L. Rev. 245, 251 (1967),
Staring: Marine insurance Is the "duty of good faith" out of date? In CMI Yearbook 1994, p. 293-294.
However, as mentioned above, some courts have departed from this, stating that negligence and good
67

faith will not be sufficient to render the contract void. This holds for both misrepresentation and
disclosure, see Schoenbaum p. 100 and 101. According to Hare p. 16, avoidance is used when there is
not a "fundamental" mistake.
68
NP § 3-3 first part, DC § 24.1 and § 25, SFIC § 9 mom. 5 ref. SP § 13.
NP § 3-3 second part, DC § 24.2 and § 25, SHC § 9 mom. 5 ref. SP § 13, ADS 20(1), DTV Cargo
4.2
70
71

UK MIA sec. 84, South Africa, see Hare p. 16.
French ICA art. L 172-2 (negligence concerning materiality, right information would have lead to

other conditions), Greek Law 2496/1997 § 3, Italian CC 1893 (ordinary negligence concerning
knowledge and materiality).
Norwegian ICA § 4-2, which is applied for the Norwegian CC.
73
Slovenian MA art. 694, Croatia MC (no reference), Chinese MC art. 223.

72

74

Italian CC art. 1893, Greek Law 2496/1997 § 3, Chinese MC art. 223, NP § 3-3 third part

Swedish HC § 9 mom. 4 and § 22 no. 2 (a), Japanese Com C art. 644, Japanese HC art. 17, Japanese CC
art. 11.
75
Chinese MC art. 223.
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negligence,76 or to the contracting person being more than a little to blame.77 If
so, ordinary negligence renders the insurer liable. In some systems the sanctions
are different for gross negligence and ordinary negligence. This is the case in
Italy and Slovenia, where avoidance is used for gross negligence and reduction
in liability or additional premium for ordinary negligence.78 Further, the reaction
may depend on the undisclosed or misrepresented circumstances having caused

the insurer to withhold his consent to the contract or entered it on different
terms.79 Also, this distinction may lead to different reactions. If knowledge of the
circurnstances would have lead the insurer to refuse the contract, this will result
in a stricter reaction (avoidance86 or the contract not being binding81 ), whereas
if the circumstances only had effected the conditions of the contract, a less strict

sanction will apply (calling in additional premium,82 pro rata reduction of
liability,83 or freedom of liability for losses caused by the undisclosed risk84).

On the other hand, a general feature of the sanctioning system in case of
negligence is that causation between the circumstances not disclosed and the
casualty is no issue. An exception from this is the Scandinavian solution in case
the insurer would have effected the insurance, but on different terms had he
known of the undisclosed or misrepresented circumstances. In this case the
insurer will be responsible for casualties that are not caused by the undisclosed
circumstance. The person effecting the insurance has the burden of proving no
causation.85

Fraud and bac1faith

3.4.5.

3.4.5.1.

The concepts

By "fraud" is here meant that the person effecting the insurance
intentionally gives wrong or incomplete information in order to get an insurance
contract he would otherwise not be able to get, or to get the contract on better

condition. This implies that the person effecting the insurance must have
lcnowledge about the factual circumstances and also about the significance of
these circumstances for the insurer. Also he must act in order to obtain a gain.
76

Japanese Com C art. 644, Japanese HC art. 17, Japanese CC art. 11.
Norwegian ICA § 4-2, which is applied for the Norwegian CC.
78
Italian CC art. 1892 and 1893, Slovenian MA art. 694 and 695.
79
Italian CC art. 1892 and 1893, Belgian law 1874 art. 9, Dutch C Com art. 251, Dutch Cargo Policy
art. 19, Slovenian MA art. 694 and 695 and Croatian MC. UK MIA sec. 18 and 20 are as mentioned
interpreted to contain such condition, see Batz 1999 p. 17, Schoenbaurn p. 117 f. US admiralty rule is
the same, see Schoenbaum p. 118.
8°
French ICA art. L 172-2, Croatian MC.
81
NP § 3-3 first part, DC § 24.1 and § 25, SHC § 9 mom. 5 ref. SP § 13.
82
Croatian MC.
83
French ICA art. L 172-2.
84
NP § 3-3 second part, DC § 24.2 and § 25, SHC § 9 mom. 5 ref. SP § 13.
85
NP § 3-3 second part, DC § 24.2 and § 25 (not cargo-insurance), SHC § 9 mom. 5 ref. SP § 13. A
similar provision is stated in DTV Cargo 4.2-2 if the assured can prove that the undisclosed information
did not influence the premium. It may also be mentioned that some American cases have rejected the rule
of utmost good faith as federal US law and instead applied state law, and thereby included a condition of
causation, see Schoenbaum p. 101.
77
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The concept of "bad faith" is less clear, but seems normally to be equalized

to intent. This implies that the person effecting the insurance possesses
knowledge about the information, and may be also that he understands the
significance of this for the insurer.
3.4.5.2. The sanctions

Fraud and bad faith activate the strictest sanctions. However, also
fraudulent behaviour or bad faith on the part of the person effecting the
insurance may activate very different sanctions. If the person effecting the
insurance fraudulently or in bad faith has breached his duty of disclosure, the
contract may be void,86 it may be voidable at the option of the insurer,87 he may

claim that the contract is not binding,88 or he may be free of liability for an
incurred casualty.89 The sanction may be conditioned on the information being
decisive for the insurer in deciding whether to accept the risk or on which
conditions the insurance should be effected.' Further, it may be stated that there
is no return of premium.91 The insurer may also be given the option to claim
additional premium.92
Normally, the sanction against fraud will be applied regardless of whether
there is causation between the undisclosed or misrepresented circumstance and
the subsequent casualty. An exception here is the Japanese solution, where lack
of causation will lead to liability for the insurer for casualties having occurred
before the contract is cancelled.93 The same holds for the German cargo clauses

Belgian Law 1874 art. 9, Dutch C Com art. 251, Spanish C Com art. 381, see Von Ziegler p. 2324 and p. 27-28. The same holds for South Africa if there is a "fundamental" mistake, see Hare p. 16.
Spanish ICA sec. 10.3, Italian CC art. 1892, French ICA art. L 172-2, French CC art. 14-1 and 18,
87
French HC art. 8-1 and 14, DTV Cargo 4.5, Slovenian MA art. 695, UK MIA sec. 18 (1) (disclosure) and
sec. 20(1) (misrepresentation), Ca MIA sec. 21(7) (disclosure) and 22(8) (misrepresentation), AU MIA
sec. 24 (1) (disclosure). Tisis is also claimed to be the solution in and Croatia, but here there are no
86

references in the material. The same seems to be the solution in US, see Healy, The Hull Policy:
Warranties, Representations, Disclosures and Conditions, 41 Tul. L. Rev. 245, 251 (1967), Staring 1994,

p. 293-294. According to Hare p. 16, this is also the solution in South Africa if there is not a
"fundamental" mistake.
88
NP § 3-2, DC § 22, SP § 11 ref SHC § 9 mom. 3.
" ADS 20(1), DTV Cargo 4.2-1, Greek Law 2496/1997 § 3, Chinese MC art. 223, Japanese Com
C art. 645.
90
Italian CC 1892, Belgian law 1874 art. 9 and 10, Dutch C Com art. 251, Dutch Cargo Policy art
19, French ICA art. 172.19.3, Slovenian MA art. 695. This is also claimed to be the solution in Croatian

MC. UK MIA contains no such condition, but inducement is in UK interpreted to follow from the
requirement of materiality, see Batz p. 17, Kirby p. 271-273, Griggs p. 301-302, Schoenbaum p. 117 f.
US admiralty rule of utmost good faith follows the UK solution on tisis point, but the distinction between
materiality and inducement is not always made clearly in the cases, see Schoenbaum p. 118. The question
seems to be undetermined in Australia, see Kirby p. 273-275.
French ICA, art. 172-2, French CC art. 14-1 and 18, French HC art. 8-1 and 14, UK MIA sec. 84
91
(1). This seems to be the solution in South Africa as well, see Hare p. 16.
92
Slovenian MA art. 695 and Croatia (no reference).
Japanese Com C art. 645. It may also be mentioned that some American cases have rejected the
93
rule of utmost good faith as federal US law and instead applied state law, and thereby included a condition
of causation, see Schoenbaum p. 101.
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in case of disclosure if the policy holder can prove that the undisclosed
information did not influence the premium.94

In some countries the sanction against fraud is also applied when the
person effecting the insurance is guilty of intent, or of having breached honesty
and good faith. This seems similar to the concept of "bad faith". Thus, the Greek
and Chinese reaction freedom of liability is used for both fraud and intent.95 In
Denmark, Sweden and Finland the reaction that the contract is not binding also
applies if the person effecting the insurance has acted against honesty and good

faith."
If the reaction is freedom of liability instead of avoidance or the contract
not being binding for the insurer, there is also a question of termination. En
Greece, China and Japan the insurer is thus given a right to terminate the
contract when the person effecting the insurance is guilty of fraud or intent.97

3.5. Some conclusions
According to the discussion in item 3, some main issues may be identified
for the purpose of hannonization. As a starting point, one will have to look into

the relationship between disclosure and misrepresentation, and the need for
separate regulation. A second main issue is what kind of information the
regulation shall apply to (the questions concerning materiality and inducement,
and the difference between active and passive duty of disclosure). A third issue
is the relevant point of time. The fourth issue is the very important question of
the relevance of the assured's knowledge or degree of fault. The fifth issue is the
question of causation and the sixth issue the sanctions to be applied.

However, it also follows from the above that the duty of disclosure is
regulated by a variety of approaches and material solutions. The total picture is
thus very confusing, and it is difficult to point out main solutions, even if the
main issues may be identified. Also, the differences in approach and material
solutions may be of various degree of importance. Some differences seem to be
more a matter of terms or construction than of difference in material solutions.
The differences in approach to the scope of the duty of disclosure between
a duty to disclose all (material) facts and a duty to disclose (material) facts that

is known may have limited practical importance. A duty to disclose all
(material) facts is of limited consequence if the sanctioning system is limited to

a negligent breach, or no knowledge/good faith activates a very limited
sanction, i.e. a right to cancel the contract. On the other hand, to connect the
duty of disclosure to knowledge both of the circumstances and the significance
for the insurer give little meaning if the insurer may sanction against the assured

who ought to have possessed the relevant knowledge. However, as the
relationship between the description of the duty and the sanctioning system is
94

DTV Cargo 4.3. In case of fraudulent misrepresentation the contract is avoidable, see 4.5.
Greek Law 2496/1997 § 3, Chinese MC art. 223.
Swedish HC § 9 mom. 3, DC § 22, Finnish ICA 1933 § 4.
97
Greek Law 2496/1997 § 3, Chinese MC art. 223, Japanese Com C art. 644, Japanese HC art. 17,
Japanese CC art. 11.
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not a/ways clear, some efforts should be made to clarify the connection between
different levels of knowledge and different sanctions.
Another difference that may be of less importance concerns the conditions
of materiality as a part of the definition of the information that is to be disclosed

and the condition of inducement as part of the sanctioning system. If the
concept of materiality is subjective, it will be equivalent to the condition of
inducement. In this instance, it will not matter whether the condition is part of

the definition of the information to be disclosed or part of the sanctioning
system. On the other hand, if the definition of materiality is objective (i.e. MIAbased systems, US, Germany, Norway) there is a distinction between the two

issues. As a condition of inducement seems to be a general requirement, the
main question will be whether one also is in need of a condition of materiality.
The discussion also shows that the mandatory requirements in the Danish,
Swedish French and Slovenian legislation in general and the Norwegian ICA for
national cargo insurance give the person effecting the insurance more protection

if he passes wrong or insufficient information over to the insurer than the
mandatory and directory legislation in some of the other countries. As a starting
point, both the mandatory and the declaratory systems are based on an active
duty of disclosure. The only exception here is the passive duty of disclosure for
carriage of cargo within Norway. However, national carriage of goods should
not pose a serious problem in an international attempt of harmonization.
There also seems to be a rather homogenous approach to the time the duty

of disclosure applies, where the main solution is that both the factual
circumstances and the knowledge or good faith of the contracting party shall be

evaluated at the time the contract is entered into. However, the provision in
Norway, Sweden and Finland concerning the duty to correct information later
seems to be contrary to mandatory regulation in Denmark, France and Slovenia,
and probably also the Swedish ICA. The common law systems also depart from

this provision, but the principle of good faith may open the door for this
solution, see below under item 4.
As for the sanctioning system, the difference between avoidance and the
contract not being binding when the contracting party has acted fraudulently
seems to be a matter of term more than a difference in result. The mandatory
provisions in Denmark and Sweden stating that the contract is not binding upon
the insurer's should not be problematic as the insurer is allowed to provide for
a less strict solution. These systems may therefore adopt a less strict sanction if
that should be preferred. However, a more lenient sanction may be stopped by

the French mandatory legislation, providing for (optional) avoidance of the
contract in case of bad faith. Apparently, the insurer is not free to deviate from
this rule in favor of the assured. The same seems to be the situation with some
MIA-based systems (in UK only for fraud), South Africa and US, where the
insurer's right to avoid the contract is the only remedy.
More serious problems concern the sanctioning system for negligence and
good faith. According to UK MIA based legislation the insurer may avoid the
98

DC § 22, SP § II.
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contract if the assured knew or ought to know that the information he passes on

to the insurer is either insufficient or wrong, if the information concerns
circumstances that would have influenced the insurer's risk assessment. This
holds also if the assured does not realize the significance of the information.
These provisions are as mentioned above under 3.1. mandatory for some
common law countries (but not in UK except for fraud). According to Danish
and Swedish legislation a similar sanction is conditioned on the insurer having
refused the insurance if he had known about the undisclosed circumstance. If he
had entered the contract, but on other conditions, the insurer will only be free of
liability for casualties caused by the undisclosed circumstance.99 Slovenia's
legislation is even more protective, as avoidance is limited to gross negligence
on the part of the person effecting the insurance. For ordinary negligence,

including the situation where the assured ought to have known about the
undisclosed information, the insurer may only call for additional premium.1°°
The French ICA art. L 172-2 seems to be even more favorable with protection

for the assured who does not know, but should have known, about the
information. Also, if the assured knew about the information, but thought it was
insignificant (good faith), he will get pro rata indemnification if the information
only was decisive for the insurance conditions, and not for the contract.
A more limited mandatory regulation is found in the Norwegian ICA § 42 for national trade, providing for a broad evaluation of reduction in liability if
the contracting person is more than a little to blame.
The mandatory systems thus operate with different levels of protection for
negligence. If all the mandatory solutions are respected in favor of the assured,
but one may choose more favorable provisions, ordinary negligence may only
lead to additional premium. On the other hand, if more favorable solutions for
the assured are not allowed, it is not possible to find solutions that combine the
mandatory restrictions in the mentioned regulations.

There are also differences in the systems when the person effecting the
insurance does not possess knowledge about the information or the significance
of the information for the insurer. Again, the French ICA art. L 172-2 seems to
be most favorable, with full protection for the assured who has no knowledge
about the information even if he ought to have known. This is contrary to all the

other mandatory systems, where the insurer may sanction against an insurer
who ought to have possessed the knowledge. On the other hand, Sweden,
Denmark and Slovenia protect the assured if he cannot be blamed for not having
the relevant lcnowledge. The same holds for the Norwegian legislation for cargo

insurance.101 This is contrary to systems where the insurer may avoid the
contract also if the assured did not possess the information, viz. UK MIA based
legislation (not mandatory in UK on this point), US and South Africa in case of

misrepresentation. This conflict between the mandatory systems may be a
substantial problem for harmonization. Also, many of the directory provisions

Im

SP § 13, DC §§ 24 and 25.
Slovenian MA sec. 694 and 695.
DC § 23, Swedish HC § 9 mom 4, Norwegian ICA § 4-2, Slovenian MA sec. 694.
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follow the strict solution where the contract is null and void or the insurer may
avoid the contract even if the assured has acted in good faith concerning the

significance of the information (Belgium, Netherlands and Spain). An
agreement for this issue may therefore prove difficult.
Even if there may be agreement as to what is the purpose of the regulation
of duty of disclosure, it is obvious that this purpose does not lead to a common
solution. Some of the solutions may however be explained by the reasoning
behind the regulation. As the purpose of the regulation is to give the insurer

sufficient information to assess the risk, information not needed for this
purpose should not invoke any reaction. This may therefore explain a condition
of inducement or a condition of subjective materiality, which exists in most of
the systems.
A flexible sanctioning system dependent on the degree of fault of the part

of the assured may be explained in terrns of economic efficiency and legal
fairness. If fraudulent behaviour were to be accepted, the insurer would be
forced to take measures as a defense against being deceived. As a matter of
social efficiency such costs are wasted, and should be avoided.102 The risk for
fraud should therefore clearly rest with the assured. The same may be said for
behaviour against honesty and good faith. However, as this concept is difficult
to define, it may be wise to avoid using it.

With lesser degree of fault on the part of the assured, the reasoning
becomes more uncertain. From an economic point of view it may be argued that
the risk for lack of information should rest with the person who had the easiest
access to the information in question. 1°3 As for specific information concerning
the risk, this will normally be the assured, being the owner of or at least having
some sort of interest in the risk. On the other hand, the insurer is the professional

risk carrier. This implies that he will have better access to more general
information, and also that he will know what information to look for. Efficiency

arguments thus favor that the assured carries the risk for information
concerning the particular risk he wants to insure, whereas the insurer carries the
risk for more general information. Also, the latter part of this reasoning may

explain a requirement of objective materiality, lifting the risk for a more
uncommon risk assessment back to the insurer. If the insurer wants particular
information, he also has the opportunity to make inquiries. If the risk for more
special information rests with the assured, this may induce him not only to give
the insurer a lot of unnecessary information, but also to do a lot of unnecessary
research to gain information in order not to breach his duty.
As a starting point, efficiency arguments concerning the risk for lack of

information holds whether the party with easiest access to information is
negligent or in good faith. 1°4 Legally, however, there are arguments in favor of

treating an assured in good faith better than an assured acting negligently.
102

Cooter and Ulen: Law and Economics, 1988, p. 259-260.
Posner: Economic Analysis of Law. 4 ed. (1992) p. 95 and 102, Kronman: Contract Law and
Distributive Justice, in:Yale L.J. Vol. 89 (1979/80), p. 4, Trebilcock: The Limits of Freedom of Contract,
103

1993, p. 105-106.
104

Trebilcock p. 105-106, Kronman p. 4.
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Loosing coverage for losses having occurred when the lack of information is
discovered is a sanction that may amount to a substantial sum of money, and
may thus be difficult to handle for the assured. It seems to be a very harsh
punishment against an assured having acted in good faith. The insurer, on the
other hand, has been paid to carry the risk, and even if his risk assessment was
wrong, he has the possibility to finance his loss over future premiums. He may
even be able to calculate future premiums on the bases that there will always be
a risk of some information deficiency. It may therefore be argued that the
insurer will have a sufficient remedy if he has a right to cancel the contract
and/or call for additional premium. This is a solution followed in most of the
civil law countries.
A more substantial sanction is called for when there is a negligent breach
of the duty of disclosure. If the insurer would not have accepted the risk if he
had known about the unknown circumstances, it seems logical that the contract
should not be binding or that the insurer may claim avoidance. This seems to
correspond with the main stream of solutions in both common law and civil law,
even if some systems have a more favorable solution.
On the other hand, if the insurer would have accepted the risk, but on other
conditions, it is difficult to see why he should be able to claim such a harsh
sanction. Logically, there is therefore a good reason to follow the distinction
between these two situations that are applied in many of the civil law countries.
However, it is difficult to point out a logically "correct" reaction in the latter
situation. Economically it may seem correct to operate with a pro rata liability,
or to call for additional premium. An example of pro rata liability is found in the
French ICA art. L 172-2 if an assured with knowledge of the information but in
good faith concerning the significance of it fails to disclose circumstances that
was significant for the insurer's risk assessment. The solution is criticized in the
French market for creating practical problems as there are no official rating
scheme in the marine insurance marked. The French Marine Underwriters
therefore tried to escape it by stating in the hull and cargo conditions that any
non-disclosure (of facts known by the assured) shall render the contract null and
void.105 The proportionality principle has also been heavily criticized in the
common law countries. The UK Law Commission advised against a principle of
premium adjustment because the assessment of the additional premium would
be too difficult, and this view seems to be accepted also in Australia and US. It
has also been argued that this solution would encourage non-disclosure and
misrepresentation because the assured would know that in the event of a claim,
the worst that would happen will be that he is required to pay the premium he
would have paid if the risk had been properly presented in the first case.1()6
An alternative solution is to let the insurer be liable for the claim if there is
no causation. This solution is may be less logical than proportionality from an
economic point of view, but it corresponds to other clauses used to limit the
insurer's liability. A requirement of causation also has an equ table ring to it. It

105

'06

Rohart p. 319, with reference to the 1983 French 1-1C and CC.
Griggs 1994 p. 307, Kirby 1994 p. 276-277, Staring 1994 p 295-296.
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should also be mentioned that this has been the solution in the Nordic countries
throughout this century without having seemed to cause problems, and these
provisions were kept unaltered under the Norwegian 1996 amendment of the
Plan and the 2000 amendment of the Swedish conditions. There is therefore no

factual evidence to suggest that this solution will cause problems for the
insurers, even if one may claim that no liability regardless of causation gives a
sharper encouragement for full disclosure.

If this reasoning is compared to the mandatory systems, five main
obstacles occur. One main problem will be the common law solution for
misrepresentation in good faith (no knowledge of the correct information). The
second obstacle is the common law solution for negligent breach of the duty of
disclosure/truthful representation when the insurer would have accepted the risk

on other terms had he known about the undisclosed circumstances. A third
problem is that the French legislation fully protects an assured who did not
lcnow, but should have known the information. The fourth obstacle is that the
French and Slovenian systems use a proportionality principle instead of a
causation principle. And the fifth obstacle is that an objective materiality

requirement may meet some problems, both compared to UK case law
concerning the materiality requirement, and compared to mandatory provisions
in the civil law systems which only require subjective inducement. The material
is however not totally- clear on this point.
4.

Duty of good .faith

4.1. C0111111011 law countries

4.1.1.

Introduction

In the common law countries the duty of disclosure is a part of the broader
concept of duty of good faith. The purpose here is to discuss the remaining part
of this principle. Although there are minor variations in the way the principle of
good faith is practiced in the different common law countries, the basic features
of the concept seems to be the same. In marine insurance systems based on the
UK MIA, the general doctrine of utmost good faith is enunciated in Section 17
of the UK MIA: l°7
"A contract of marine insurance is a contract based upon the utmost good
faith, and if the utmost good faith be not observed by either party, the contract
may be avoided by either party"
New Zealand, South Africa ws and US 1°9 use the same concept based on
I"

See also Au MIA sec. 23, Hong Kong Ord sec. 17, Ca MIA sec. 20.
v Liberty Life Insurance Association of Africa Ltd 1990 (1) SA 386 (W), Mutual &
Federal Insurance v Oudtshoorn Municipality 1985(1) SA 419(SCA), Bank of Lisbon and South Africa
Ltd v De Ornelas 1988 (3) SA 580 (SCA).
109
In US the view of the majority of courts is that the United States national law considers policies
08

of marine insurance to be contracts of utmost good faith. See Healy, The Hull Policy: Warranties.
Representations, Disclosures and Conditions, 41 Tul. L. Rev. 245-246 (1967); Goldstein, Joel K., The
Life and Times of Wilburn Boat M Critical Guide (Part 11)." 28 J. Mar. L. & Com., 555. 576-577(1997).
A significant exception is Albany Ins. Co. y Anh Thi Kieu, 927 F.2d 822, 1991 A.M.C. 2511 (5th Cir.
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common law and equity. It is not clear to what extent the principle is
mandatory."°
The principle of good faith applies to all policies whatever the risk or the
subject-matter insured. In order to illustrate the relationship between the duty of
good faith and the duty of disclosure, the discussion here is divided between pre

contractual obligations, obligations while the contract is running and the
consequences of breach.
4.1.2.

Pre-contractual obligations

As mentioned, the duty of utmost good faith embraces the duties
connected to disclosure and misrepresentation as these are spelled out in UK
MIA sec. 18-21. These obligations apply prior to the initial formation of the
contract and at renewal, and are discussed in more detail above under item 3.
However, the pre contractual obligations inherent in the duty of good faith are
wider than these two provisions in the Act.

One extension is that sec. 17 contrary to the provisions concerning
disclosure and misrepresentation contains no requirement that the information

should be material. The duty of utmost good faith embraces not only
circumstances material to the subject matter insured (the physical hazard), but
also any other circumstance material in any way to the risk presented to the
insurer (the moral hazard), such as the assured's claims record. However, it is
not clear exactly how far these obligations reach. In Banque Keyser Ullmann v.
Skandia 111 at p. 93 it was held that the duty is
"... not only to abstain fi-on? bad faith but to observe in a positive sense the
utmost good ,faith".

The more detailed content of the principle of "utmost good faith" is
however difficult to grasp.

As mentioned above under item 3.2. UK case law has interpreted
materiality in a very limited fashion, stating that it is not necessary that the
undisclosed matter was decisive for a prudent insurer. On the other hand, a
condition of inducement is read into sec. 18 and sec. 20, even if this is not an
express condition. 110w far art. 17 may deviate from materiality and inducement
concerning disclosure and misrepresentation before the contract is entered into
seems uncertain. On the other hand it is argued that this is not a problem because

the only sanction for breach of the duty of good faith expressed in sec. 17 is
avoidance under sec. 18 and sec. 20, and for avoidance under these provisions
there must be both materiality and inducement. '12
Another extension of the principle compared to the duty of disclosure is
1991), in which the Unites States Fifth Circuit Court of Appeals distinguished statements from earlier
cases as dicta, and held that utmost good faith would not apply is all cases. Accordingly, the application
of good faith will vary depending on the court of appeals district in which the case arises.
11'
The only answer stating this expressly is Australia concerning Au MIA sec. 23. However, the same
seems to hold for US, see Schoenbaum p. 97, even if King v. Allstate Insurance Co comes to another
result.
112

[1987] 1 Lloyd's Rep 69.
Clarke with reference to the Pan Atlantic case cited above.
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that it is mutual and thus also applies to the insurer.113 In Hong Kong, however,
the common law has established that an insurer is under a pre-contractual duty
of disclosure to his insured only in respect of matters which are material to the
risk or to the recoverability of a claim.114 Also, both in UK and US the duty is
normally claimed_against the assured.115
4.1.3.

Obligations while the contract is I'll/Ming

The duties of disclosure and to make correct representation are obligations
prior to the initial formation of the contract and at renewal. The duty of good
faith is, on the other hand, not confined to those obligations and may to some
extent continue after the contract has been concluded. The starting point is that
this holds both for the assured and the insurer. However the position in US
seems to be that the duty of good faith after the contract is entered into is only
relevant for the insurer, and is not invoked against the assured. 116
In UK three issues seem to be included in the duty of good faith after the
contract is effected. The first issue is that the duty of good faith attaches to the

giving notice under held covered clauses, ref. The Litsion Pride case.117 The
insurance policy in this case contained a held covered clause which expressly
stated that the assured would be held covered for the voyage in question even
without prior advice to the insurer. However, the court held that if the assured

wished to obtain the benefit of a held covered clause, he must give the
information required by the contract in good faith.118 A held covered clause is
a legal tool to reinstate coverage for a risk which would otherwise be excluded

through an express or implied warranty, see further below under item 6. A
notification requirement concerning coverage under a held covered clause thus
seems to have parallels to the notification requirements that in the civil law
countries are inherent in the provisions concerning alteration of risk, see below

under item 5. Whether this solution is adopted in the other countries with
legislation based on MIA or common law is not addressed in the material.
The second issue is that the assured, if he wishes to vary the terms of the cover,

must disclose all circumstances relevant to the variation at the time the variation
takes place."' Again, the situation in the other MIA based countries is unclear.

The last issue is that that the doctrine of good faith is used to deal with
fraudulent claims.120 This solution is also followed in New Zealand. This
113

In US the duty imposed by the nationa law applies to both the insured and the insurer, (Sec.

Staring, Marine Insurance - Is the Doctrine of Utmost Good Faith "Out of Date?" -2 CMI Yearbook 1994,

284 However, there is a trend toward applying state law of bad faith and punitive damages against
insurers of marine policies. Clann. Brown, and Sydow, Judicial Interpretation of Insurance Contracts in
Maritime Law: the Duty of Good Faith in Handling Claims, 66 Tul. L. Rev. 479 (199 1.
114
The House of Laws approved the Court of Appeal's decision in Banque Financiere De La Cite S.A
v Westgate Insurance Co. Ltd. (1991) 2A. C. 2049.
115
Schoenbaum p. 103.
"6
Schoenbaum p. 122, Staring/Waddell p. 1659 and p. 1665-1670.
117
Black King Shipping Corporation v. Massie (The Litsion Pride), (1985) I Lloyd's Rep 437.
118
Batz 1999 p. 19-20.
110
Fraser Shipping Ldt. v. Colton (The Shakir III) (1997) I Lloyd's Rep. 586, Batz 1999 p. 19.
120
The Star Sea (1997), 1 Lloyd's Rep. 360. The same solution seems to be accepted in South Africa,
see the Videtsky case.
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implies that the presentation of claims must be made in good faith. On the other
hand, innocent non-disclosure in the claims context is not a breach of the duty
of good faith.121 The same holds for a negligent statement in a claim.' 22

In South Africa, the assured's duty to avert or minimize a loss is also
claimed to be part of the duty of good faith.

123

The US solution is as mentioned somewhat different from the other
common law countries as focus is here directed towards the insurer. Apparently,

both state law and federal law impose a rattler strict duty of good faith on
insurer's handling of claims. '24
It follows from this that the precise scope of the post-formation doctrine of
good faith, its remedial structure and its relation to Section 17, are still not clear.
A pending appeal to the House of Lords may provide some answers.125
4.1.4.

Consequence.s' of breach

The remedy according to UK MIA when there is a breach of the duty of
good faith is that the contract may be avoided. Avoidance is not triggered
automatically, but happens after the insurer so elects.126 The same solution is
followed in US.127

Contrary to the provisions for duty of disclosure or misrepresentation there
is as already mentioned no condition in sec. 17 that the breach concerns a fact
that was material and would have induced the insurer not to accept the insurance
or to accept it on other conditions. Neither is there any condition that the assured
in a case of non-disclosure knew about the undisclosed fact or ought to have
known about it. The right to avoid the contract according to sec. 17 does not in
any way depend on fault of the party in breach of the duty. Thus, even if the
insured is wholly innocent in failing to disclose a fact prior to the conclusion of
the contract, the insurer will have no liability whatsoever, as he may avoid the
contract.128 This means that fraudulent behaviour is treated the same way as
negligence and good faith.
It should be noted that there is no remedy in damages for breach.129 The
only remedy is for the party prejudiced to avoid the contract.
If the breach is connected to the formation of the contract, the result is that

121

122
123

Batz 1999 p. 21.

Alfred McAlpine v. BAI (2000) Lloyd's Rep, IR 352.
Hare p. 17-18. To what extent South Africa will follow the UK notion of tzood faith concernina

held covered clauses, variation of cover and claims, is not clear, see Hare p. 2f, particularly p. 5. There
are no reported cases in Australia
124
See further Staring/Waddell p. 1659 and p. 1665-1670.
125
The Star Sea mentioned above.
26
Batz 1999 p.24.
127
Sehoenbaum p. 125.
126

Batz: Duty of disclosure: Scope of duty and sanctions for breach, in: Reports from Marine

Insurance Symposium, Oslo. 4-6 June 1998 (Batz 1998), p. 87. Clarke: The Law of Insurance Contracts
(2000), Ch. 27-2B4, disagrees, claiming that conditions of inducement and materiality follow from the
underlying common law.
1211

Schoenbaum p. 127-128 regzircling negligence. The question of damages for deceit is more

uncertain, see ALRC p. 123-124, London Assurance v Clare 11937) 57 LI.L.Rep. 254, 270.
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the whole contract may be avoided. The contract will then be treated as if it
never existed. The extent of the sanction is less clear when the breach is made
while the contract is running. If the breach is connected to a held covered clause
it is uncertain whether the insurer may avoid merely the cover for the additional
premium area, or the whole contract. Similarly, if there is a breach of the duty
to notify a variation in the cover, it is not certain whether the insurer may avoid
only the variation or the whole policy-. If there is a fraudulent claim the question
is whether the whole policy may be avoided, or just the part of the policy the
claim concerns. This issue is particularly relevant if the policy is a fleet policy
for many ships and the claim is for one of them. '3(3
4.2.

Civil law countries

Whereas all the civil law countries in the material operate with a duty of

disclosure, a duty of good faith as an additional concept is not generally
inherent in the marine insurance system in these countries. The Scandinavian
insurance legislation does not include a regulation of this concept except for
what already follows from the regulation of duty of disclosure. The same holds
for the Netherlands, Slovenia, Japan and apparently for Portugal.
However, some systems also include the concept of duty of good faith. The

duty may be defined explicitly in the insurance legislation or the contract
clauses, it may be included in general contract legislation, or it may be inherent
in the system without any special provision. Also, more specific clauses may be
seen as an example of the more general principle of good faith.
Direct regulation of a duty of good faith both in the insurance legislation

and in general contract legislation is used in Germany and France. In
Germany, the principle is stated in both the ADS clauses and in the Civil Code,

stating that "All parties concerned shall act in the utmost good faith".131
However, this rule does not provide for a sanction in case the duty of utmost
good faith is not complied with. German courts have thus not come to a uniform
interpretation of this rule. Similarly, the French provision is placed in both the
general legislation and in the insurance legislation.I32

In Italy, Spain and Argentina, the principle is established in general
contract legislation.133 Belgium, China and Venezuela, on the other hand, state

that good faith is a general requirement for all contracts, but not defined
through an explicit provision in the law
Similar to the common law version of the principle, the general good faith
principle in civil law seems to be applied both to the time when the contract is
entered into and when the insurance period is running. The concept of duty of
Batz 1998. p. 89. Batz 1999 p. 25-30. The effect of the policy of a fraudulent claim is debated in
UK, see Clarke: Law of Insurance Contracts (2000) Ch. 27-2C and ALRC p. 124-125.
131
ADS 13, ref. also § 242 BGB.
132
French Code Civil art. 1134, French ICA art. L 172-19.
133
Italian C'C art. 1366 and 1375, and Spanish Civil Code art. 1258 and 1288. the Spanish C Com
art. 57 and the Argentinian Civil Code art. 1198, see Rohart: The doctrine of utmost good faith in the
marine insurance law of son-te civil law countries, CMIYearbook 1994, p. 308.
13n
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good faith thus seems to overlap both the regulations concerning duty of
disclosure and the regulation concerning alteration of risk. Another similarity
seems to be that it applies both to the insurer and to the assured. As a starting
point, the provisions for duty of disclosure and alteration of risk do not prescribe
any duties for the insurer. But as mentioned above under item 3.2.3 the insurer
may normally not claim a breach of duty of disclosure concerning facts that he
knew or should have known when the contract was concluded.134 This may be
seen as an element of good faith for the insurer.

Also, some countries refer to special provisions in the insurance
contract as an example of the principle of good faith. An example is that Italy
claims that the duty of the assured to do everything in his power to avert or
minimize the loss is a part of this principle.135 This is parallel to the South
African attitude, see above under item 4.1.3. Similarly does Croatia state that
the duty to document a loss must be seen as part of a principle of good faith.
This corresponds to the practice in UK.

4.3. Some conclusions
The principle of good faith seems partly to embrace the rules concerning
duty of disclosure, partly to have a wider applicability.

The connection between the principle of good faith and the duty of
disclosure is strongest in common law. Compared to the regulation concerning
disclosure and misrepresentation, the regulation concerning duty of good faith
creates two main problems. One problem is the question of how far the duty of
disclosure may be extended as far as conditions for materiality and inducement
are concerned. These conditions are a main part of most of the other systems on
this point, and it is difficult to see how the civil law systems can manage without
these elements in the regulation. It is also difficult to se a reason for extending

the duty of disclosure like this. Another problem concerns the inflexibility
concerning the sanction compared to the degree of fault. This problem arises
also concerning UK MIA sec. 18 and 20, se above under item 3.5, but is even
more prevalent here.
The rest of the principle also contains some problems. One problem is that
the principle of good faith is a very indistinct concept. This holds whether the

principle is expressly provided for in the marine insurance legislation (MIAbased legislation, France, Germany), in general contract law, or in common law
and equity. The wording good faith or utmost good faith does not say what the
good faith should be referred to. The principle may therefore be used to impose
duties upon the parties to the contract in any area where there is a lack of more
express regulation. Interestingly enough, this feature of the concept has been
criticized by common law judges.136

However, the vague meaning of the concept has also been defended as a

l'

See i.a. NP § 3-5, SP § 15, DC § 27, ADS 20(2).
Italian CC art. 1914.
136
See Mutual & Federal Insurance y Oudtshoorn Municipality 1985(1) SA 419(SCA) for South
Africa.
135
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necessary part of the common law system to obtain fairness. 137

it should be noted that most of the defined areas in the common law
countries where the principle of good faith are applied (held covered clauses,
claims for losses and sue and labor), are under specific regulation in most civil
law systems. The problems concerning this part of the duty of good faith is thus
not the need for regulation, but the legal device of using a common and very
open standard to deal with all of them. Even if some of the civil law countries
with such provisions see these provisions as an example of the duty of good
faith, it is, however, difficult to see that anything is gained by defining such
rules as part of a general principle of good faith.
On the other hand, it may be argued that the duty of good faith is a flexible

tool because of this broadness, and therefore may fill in gaps in need of
regulation. But the price of such flexibility is a total lack of predictability for the

parties to the contract, especially for the assured. Instead of a clearly defined
duty to notify the insurer in certain circumstances, or to use sufficient care when
making a claim for a loss, he has to deal with a very indistinct standard of
behaviour that may come as a total surprise for him. With the value of the ship
at stake, it seems fair that his duties toward the insurer should be outlined in a
more precise manner. The fact that many civil law systems manage without this
principle also clearly illustrates that it is fully possible to regulate the mentioned
areas more precisely in the contract conditions.
Another problem is that the principle as applied in common law seems
unfair. Instead of creating equality between contracting parties, which is a goal
for the rules concerning duty of disclosure, the duty of good faith seems to tip
the balance back in favor of the insurer. Why should he be able to avoid a
contract because of circumstances that was not material for his acceptance of
the risk? This seems to create an undeserved gain for the insurer on account of
the assured. Another point is that the provision in its traditional version does not
divide between fraud, negligence, accidents or good faith. Even in the core areas
of the principle concerning duty of disclosure it may be debated whether it is
wise to treat such different behaviour the same way. When the principle is used
in other areas, the logic behind this attitude is even harder to understand.
It follows from this that the problems the principle of good faith will cause
in a development towards harmoni7ation will vary depending on what part of the

principle is discussed. The problems concerning duty of disclosure is already
mentioned above under item 3.5, and concerns mainly the inflexibility of the
reaction compared to the degree of fault by the party effecting the insurance. A
further part of the principle seems to correspond to the regulation concerning
notification of alteration of risk, which is discussed in more detail below under
item 5. Held covered clauses and loss statements, on the other hand, are not part
of this report, and will thus not cause problems for this process.
5.

Alteration of risk

5.1. haroduction
When entering into an insurance contract the insurer will nomially base

his calculation of the premium and the policy conditions on certain
137

Kirby p. 285-287.
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presumptions concerning the risk. When these presumptions are altered, he may

therefore either want to terminate the coverage or to change his insurance
conditions. One tool to obtain this change is provisions concerning alteration of
risk, providing for what changes the assured may make on his own, and in what
circumstances he will need to communicate with the insurer and if necessary,
alter his insurance conditions.
This kind of regulation is found in most of the civil law countries in the
material, which are further described below under item 5.2. The legislative situation
in the common law countries is different, and discussed below under item 5.3.

5.2. The civil law countries
Introduction

5.2.1.

Similar to the duty of disclosure, rules concerning alteration of or increase
in risk are traditionally an inherent part of a marine insurance policy in the civil

law countries. Most of the systems in the material inc /tide provisions
concerning this problem. The regulation in some countries is very similar to the
regulation of duty of disclosure. In Denmark, Sweden, France and Italy, it is a
mandatory part of the public legislation. / 38 This must of course be taken into
consideration in a process of harmonization. The provisions do not seem to have

caused specific problems but they are important as a background for the
discussion concerning warranties and more specific clauses concerning
classification, seaworthiness, management issues and similar topics.

The Dutch and Chinese legislation do not seem to use the concept of
alteration of risk, but do contain certain similar provisions for specific
problems, see below under item 6. The Spanish system seems as a main rule to
follow the English clauses, which are dealt with under item 6, but also include
some material concerning alteration of risk.
The discussion will start with the concept of alteration of risk under item
5.2.2, move on to the duty to notify under item 5.2.3, whereas the sanctioning
system will be dealt with under item 5.2.4.
5.2.2.

The concept of alteration of rislc

The definitions of what constitutes an alteration or increase of the risk
vary, but the definitions seem to be based on four different approaches. The first
approach is that the risk must be increased compared to the written or implied

conditions of the insurance contract.139 The second approach is that the risk
must be altered or increased in such a way that the insurer would not have
accepted the insurance at al1,14° or would not have accepted the insurance on the

See Danish ICA 1930 and Swedish ICA 1927 §§ 45 L Italian CC 1932 ref. 1898 and French ICA
art. L 172-3.
NP 3-8.1, Swedish HC § 18.1 ref. SP § 41, Finnish FIC 35 (1) with reference to Finnish ICA
0933, see 45.1, DC § 42. The same approach SCCITIS to bc used in Venezuelan C Com art. 559, using the
term "essential circumstances" that were "taken into consideration in estimating the risk".
140
Belgian Law 1874 art. 31.
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same conditions if he had known about the increase.141 A third method is to say

that the risk is "substantially" altered.142 The last approach is to connect the
sanction to circumstances affecting or altering the risk after the contract is
concluded without any further definition.143
In addition to these approaches, some systems define certain risks to
represent an increase of risk.144
The main content of this seems to be that the concept of alteration of risk
only includes circumstances that were in some way relevant for the insurer when

the contract was entered into. Contrary to the provisions concerning duty of
disclosure the relevance criteria, however, seems to be connected to the actual
insurance contract, and not to an objective materiality concept. There is no
indication in the material that alteration of risk is built on a prudent insurer test.
Rather, alteration of risk seems to be based solely on a subjective approach to
materiality.

It also follows from the presentation above that one way to define the
relevance of the alteration of risk is to connect the concept of alteration to the
insurer's hypothetical attitude to the changes if he had known about them at the
time the contract was entered into. In other systems, the question of the insurer's
attitude is an issue in the sanctioning system, ref below under item 5.2.4. The
practical result of both solutions will be that the insurer may not react against
an alteration of risk that would not have had any influence on the contract if he
had known about it at the time the contract was effected.
The Portuguese system has provisions concerning alteration of risk, but
the material contains no definition of the concept.
5.2.3.

Duty to notib, the insurer

An increase of risk as defined under item 5.2 will normally activate a duty

to notify the insurer. Three different situations may activate the duty of
notification. One solution is that the duty will be activated by the assured's
knowledge of the increase, regardless of whether he is responsible for the
increase himself. 145 In these regulations, the duty to notify the insurer also
applies to the situation where the risk is increased due to circumstances outside

the control of the assured. A second alternative is that a duty to notify only
applies if the assured is responsible for the increase.146 The third solution is that
the duty to notify only applies if the alteration is not caused by the insured.'47

Italian C Nav section 522 ref. CC art. 1898, Greek Law 2496/1997 § 4.
Japanese Com C art. 656, Slovenian MA art. 710, Croatian MC (no reference).
French HC art. 8(2) ref. French ICA art. L 172-3. ADS 23 seems to use the same approach, but
further defines some circumstances that constitute an alteration of risk. See also DTV Hull 11 and Cargo
141

142

1411

5.
1411
NP § 3-8.2, DTV Hull 11.5 and Cargo 5.3. These provisions will be dealt with insofar as they are
relevant for the issues discussed in this paper.
145
NP § 3-1 I., French 1C:A art. L 172-3, French HC art. 8 (2), Greek Law 2496/1997 § 4, Japanese
CC art. 8, Italian CC art. 1898, and apparently Portuguese legislation (no reference).
Belgium Law 1874 art. 9, Venezuelan C Com art. 559.
146
147
DC § 43, Swedish HC § 19 ref. SP § 42, Finnish ICA § 46, Japanese Com C art. 657.2, Japanese
HC art. 14-3.
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The implication of this solution seems to be that the assured will not have to
notify the insurer of alterations caused by the assured himself. However, in
order to keep his coverage, he will have to notify, because otherwise the insurer
may be free of liability for subsequent casualties.148
If the insurer accepts the alteration of risk, whether made by the assured or

a third party, the increase will cause no problems for the coverage of future
claims, but the insurer may be entitled to additional premium.149 On the other
hand, the insurer may as a main rule also have the option to terminate or cancel
the contract when he is notified.15° This is, however, not always the case.I51 The

right to cancel may also depend on the alteration being due to the assured,' or
limited to the situation where the alteration is due to a third party.153
5.2.4.

The sanctioning system

5.2.4.1. Oven,iew

If there is a duty of notification, a breach of this duty may activate a
sanction from the insurer. The same holds if there is no duty to notify the insurer,

but the assured is responsible for the alteration of the risk. The sanctioning
system raises two main questions. The first question is what sanction the insurer
may apply. Four methods are used in this situation: the insurer may avoid the
contract or the contract looses its effect, the insurer may be free from liability
for an incurred casualty, and he may have the right to a pro rata reduction of the

liability. Some systems are using only one solution, others are using a
combination.
The second question is what conditions must be fulfilled for the insurer to

be able to invoke the sanctions mentioned. These conditions seem to be
connected to three different issues. The first issue is the question of fault of the
part of the assured. The second issue is the question of how the insurer would
have reacted had he known about the alteration of risk when the contract was

entered into. The third issue is how the alteration of risk has influenced the
casualty or the extent of the loss. The systems vary however as to whether all
the issues are relevant, and how the issues will influence the insurer's liability.
In the following, the starting point for the discussion is the degree of fault

on the part of the assured. Contrary to the discussion concerning duty of
DC § 42, Swedish HC § 18, Japanese Com C art. 656, Japanese PIC art. 14- l-(8), ref below under
item 5.4.
148

149
DTV Hull 11.4, DTV Cargo 5.5, French ICA art L 172-3, Greek Law 2496/1997 § 4, Japanese
HC art. 14-3 and CC art. 8, and apparently Spanish ICA art. 12. This seems to be the solution in Portugal
as well, but no reference is given.
15°
Italian CC art. 1898.2, Cireek Law 2496/1997 § 4, French ICA art. L 172-3, NP § 3-10, DC § 44,
SP § 43, Swedish HC § 22 no. 1 (f) and no. 2 (b), Finnish FIC § 35 no. 1 ref 1933 ICA § 47lapanese
Com C' art. 657.1, HC 14-212), Spanish ICA art. 12. Portuguese regulation (no reference).
151
The starting point in DTV Hull 11 and DTV Cargos is that the assured is entitled to alter the risk.
152
French ICA art. L 172-3, Japanese FIC 14-242).
153
Japanese Com C art. 657.1. However, the reaction against alteration of risk due to the assured is
that the contract looses its effect, which seems to itnply that the contract is not binding, and cancellation
thus not needed, see art. 656. Swedish IIC § 22 no. 2 (b) is also conditioned on the alteration being due
to the assured or accepted by him.
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disclosure, the degree of fault will here be related to two different questions,
namely whether the assured is responsible for the alteration of risk, and whether
he has notified the insurer about the alteration when he became aware of it. It is
therefore necessary to distinguish between three different situations. The first
situation is where the alteration is due to the assured, and he has not notified it
in the prescribed way. The second situation is that the assured fails to notify an
alteration not due to him, but that he knows about. The last situation is when the
alteration is not due to the assured, and he has no knowledge about it.
5.2.4.2. No notification of alteration due to the assured

If the assured is responsible for the alteration, and has not notified the
insurer, he will either have breached a duty not to alter the risk, or breached the
duty to notify. None of the systems operating with a concept of alteration of risk
allow the assured to act like this without some kind of sanction, but the extent
of the sanctions and the conditions to invoke it vary.
The strictest sanction when the alteration is due to the assured is that the

insurer may avoid the contract. This sanction is only used in Belgium. The
condition for this sanction is that the insurer would not have accepted the
insurance if he had known about the increase.154 However, a very similar
sanction seems to be that the contract looses its effect, which is applied in
general Japanese insurance legislation.'"
The most common sanction where the assured is responsible for the
alteration without notifying it seems to be total freedom of liability for an
incurred casualty, which is used in Japan, Spain, Croatia, Slovenia, Venezuela,
Germany, Italy, and the Scandinavian systems. However, the conditions to apply

this sanction vary. The simplest regulation is prescribed in Japan, Spain and
Croatia where the insurer is free of any liability if the assured alters the risk
without the insurer's consent.156 The same may apply if the risk is increased
with the assured's consent.157 This solution does not distinguish whether the
increase would result in the insurer's refusal to accept the cover, or would have

led him to alter the insurance conditions. Nor is there any requirement
concerning causation between the alteration of risk and the casualty.
The starting point in Venezuela is similar: the insurer is discharged from
liability under the contract if the assured alters the risk without the insurer's
consent. However, an additional condition here is that the insurer would not
have accepted the insurance or accepted it on different conditions had he known
about the increase when the contract was entered into.'58 Causation between the
alteration of risk and the casualty is not an issue here.

154
155

Belgium Law 1874 art. 31.
JaPalICSC COM C art. 656. However, the regulation for marine insurance is more favorable, see

below.

Japanese HC art. 14-1-(8), Spanish ICA art. 12. Croatian and Slovenian legislation (no reference).
According to the Japanese Com C art. 825 this will not apply if the increase has in no way influenced the
156

casualty.
157
155

Croatian legislation (no reference).
Venezuelan C Com art. 559.
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The German ADS Clauses operate with a different combination of
requirements. The starting point is that the insurer is free fi-om liability if the
assured causes an alteration of risk and deliberately (hull and cargo) or by gross
negligence (cargo) breaches the duty to notify the insurer. However, the insurer

may not react if the increase in risk liad no effect on the occurrence of the
casualty or the extent of it.I59 A similar solution is found in Slovenia, stating that

the insurer is free from liability from loss caused by an alteration of risk
attributable to the insured.166 Here there is a combination of fault and influence

of the alteration of risk on the casualty, but no requirement connected to the
insurer's attitude towards the alteration of the risk.
A combination of all three issues is found in the Scandinavian system. The
regulation is here very similar to the duty of disclosure. A common condition
for freedom of liability is that the assured has increased the risk by intent or
agreed to such increase. If this condition is fulfilled, two alternative provisions
apply. The first provision regulates the situation that the insurer would not have
effected the insurance if he had known about the increase. In this instance, he
will be free from liability irrespective of any causation between the increase of
risk and the casualty. The second provision readates the situation when the
insurer would have accepted the insurance if he had known about the increase,
but on other conditions. In this situation, he is only liable to the extent that the
loss is not caused by the increase of the risk.16I
In Greece, Italy and France there is a combination of freedom of liability

and proportionate reduction of the indemnity. However, the conditions
activating the different solutions vary. The starting point in Greece and Italy is
that alteration of risk is defined as a change that would have caused the insurer
not to have accepted the insurance at all or on the same conditions had he known

about the alteration. In Italy, the sanctioning system is connected to this
difference. The insurer will be free of liability in the first case. In the latter case

he may reduce the liability in the same proportion as the proportion of the
premium paid and the premium that should have been paid had the alteration of
risk been taken into consideration when the contract was entered into.162 The
Greek sanctioning system is dependent on how much the assured is to blame for
not having notified about the alteration, and follows the regulation of duty of
disclosure. Negligent non-disclosure leads to a reduction of indemnity, whereas
intentional non-disclosure leads to freedom of liability.163
In the French system, alteration of risk is on the other hand not connected
to the insurer's attitude. However, similar to the Greek system, the sanction will
depend on how much the assured is to blame. If the assured can prove his good
faith, which seems to imply that he cannot be blamed for not having notified the
DTV Hull Clauses 11.3 and DTV Cargo 5.4.
Slovenian MA art. 710 second part.
NP § 3-9. DC § 42, Swedish FIC § 18 ref. SP §§ 41. See also Finnish I-IC § 35(1), which is based
on the similar regulation in the Finnish ICA 1933. The Danish regulation has a separate provision for
insurance for cargo, stating a pro rata reduction in the liability when the insurance would have been
accepted on other conditions.
Italian CC 1898.
If0
Greek Law 2496/1997 § 4.
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insurer, the insurer is entitled to reduce the indemnity proportionally to the
premium paid. In a situation where good faith cannot be proved, the starting
point in the legislation is that non-disclosure of an alteration made by the
assured will result in termination of the insurance three days after the assured
got aware of the alteration.164 This seems to imply that the insurance will
automatically terminate at this point in time, and that the insurer will be free of
liability. However, the French Hull Conditions seem to be more favorable,
stating that a breach of the duty of disclosure of an alteration of risk will result
in proportionate reduction of indemnity.165 Causation between the alteration of
risk and the casualty is not an issue in either regulation.
If the insurer can claim that the contract is void (Belgium), looses its effect
(Japanese general insurance regulation) or terminates (French ICA), there is no
need to cancel the contract. On the other hand, a right to freedom of liability or
reduction in the claim will normally be combined with a right for the insurer to

cancel the contract.166 The right to cancel may therefore both be a defense
measure against alteration of risk that is notified by the assured, ref. above under
item 5.2.3, and a sanction against alteration without notification. An exception
from this is found in the German conditions, where the starting point is a right
for the assured to alter the risk, and cancellation of the contract is not an option
for the insurer.167

5.2.4.3. Failure to notifY an alteration due to a third party, but which the

assured is aware of
Alteration of risk that is not due to the assured will normally in itself not
activate a sanction from the insured. However, this situation may activate a duty
to notify the insurer, ref above under item 5.2.3. A breach of this duty may have
similar results as if the alteration was due to the assured.

In some systems the insurer's sanction is connected to the breach of the
duty to notify an alteration of the risk, and not to the alteration itself. This is the
case in Germany, France , Italy and Greece .168 This implies that it does not have

any bearing on the sanctioning system whether the alteration of the risk are
caused by the assured or a third party. The sanctioning system under this item
is thus the same as described under item 5.2.4.2.
In other systems a breach of a duty to notify about an alteration not caused
by the assured activates the same sanctions as if the assured was responsible for

the alteration. This is the case in Japanl° and Scandinavia.' However, an
French ICA art. L 172-3.
French 1-1C art. 212) ref art. 14.2.
166
Italian CC 1898.2, French HC art. 14.2, Greek Law 2496/1997 § 4, NP § 3-10, DC § 44, Swedish
HC § 22 no. 1 (f) and no. 2 (13), Finnish HC § 35 no. I ref. 1933 ICA § 47, Japanese FIC 14-2-(2),
Portuguese regulation (no reference).
167
DTV Hull 11 and DTV Cargo 5.
16%
DTV Hull 11.3 and DTV Cargo 5.4, French ICA art. L 172-3 and French HC art. 8(2) ref. art.
14.2, Italian CC art. 1898, Greek Law 2496/1997 § 4.
Japanese Com C art. 657.2, HC 14-3.
1711
NP § 3-11, DC § 43, Swedish HC §I9 ref. SP § 42. See also Finnish HC § 35 (1), which is based
on the similar regulation in the Finnish ICA 1933.
1'4
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additional condition may be connected to the breach of the duty to notify. The

Scandinavian regulation on this point is conditioned on the assured having
breached the duty to notify about an increase without justifiable reason.

In Belgium, Slovenia, Croatia and Venezuela, there seem to be no
sanctions against alteration of risk not due to the assured.I71 However, in
Venezuela, the duty of disclosure in C Com art. 568 will also be applied during
the insurance period, and it is stated in the material that the assured must inform
the insurer about an increase in the risk.
5.2.4.4. The assured is not aware of the alteration

If the assured is not aware of the alteration of risk, he cannot notify the
insurer about it. In this instance the assured has not breached a duty not to alter
the risk, and there is no duty for the assured to notify the insurer. This implies
that the insurer is fully liable for an incurred casualty, and that the insurer does
not have a right to cancel the contract. However, according to the Scandinavian
regulations, the insurer may in this instance cancel the contract.I72
5.3. The situation in the CO111111011 /avt, countries

Contrary to the civil law countries, the common law countries do not seem
to share a general concept of alteration of risk. There is no general regulation in
UK MIA on this problem, and the concept is not contained in the US or South

African case law. However, elements that are covered under the concept of
alteration of risk in the civil law countries are found in other provisions in the
MIA. Three such provisions may here be pointed out. One is that some of the
risks that might otherwise be defined as an alteration of risk are provided for
under the concept of warranties, see below under item 6. Two is that the duty of

good faith as applied to notification under held covered clauses may be
compared to the notification requirements for alteration of risk, ref. above under

item 4. A third set of provisions that might otherwise be dealt with under the
concept of alteration of risk is UK MIA sec. 42-49 concerning "The Voyage".
As deviation and similar issues is not part of this paper, provisions concerning
the voyage will not be discussed in further detail.
The total result of these provisions in MIA seems to be that most of the

material risks under a marine insurance policy are dealt with, and thus
preventing the assured from alteration of a material risk without the insurers
knowledge, unless otherwise is stated in the policy. On the other hand, there are
no general rules preventing the assured from increasing risks not particularly
dealt with in MIA or the policy. Neither is there any general common law duty
to notify the insurer concerning an alteration of risk. This seems to hold for UK,
Canada, Australia, and New Zealand.
A similar starting point seems to follow from US case law. The courts have
stated that alterations of the risk which would result in a loss of coverage should

171

Belgium Law 1874 art. 31, Slovenian MA art. 710 first part, Venezuelan C Com art. 559. No

reference from Croatia.
72
NP § 3-11, DC § 44, SP § 43, Finnish ICA 1933

47.
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be treated in the terms of the policy, its conditions and warranties. Accordingly,
it is doubtful whether, under the national law, an increase in the risk which is not
specifically proscribed by the policy would result in a loss in coverage.i73
In South Africa, however, the starting point is the opposite: the assured
may not increase the risk without notifying the insurer, who may then decide
whether he want to continue the contract at the same terms. No legal sources are
identified as a reason for this.
On the other hand, alteration of risk might be dealt with in the policy. Such

clauses may take different forms. In Hong Kong it is not uncommon to add
clauses concerning notification and liability for "increase of risks". However,
these clauses only operate when the increase is permanent and habitual.174

Another type of clauses is used in Canada and US and provides for
automatic coverage, subject to notification to the insurer and/or additional
premium for deviation, change of voyage or delay.175

5.4. Some conclusions
As the concept of alteration of risk seems to be a civil law concept, and the
problems concerning alteration of risk in the common law countries are dealt
with mainly as warranties, this item will mainly concentrate on the civil law

regulation. Problems concerning warranties as compared with mandatory
provisions concerning alteration of risk will be discussed below under item 6.
The main impressions from this discussion are that most of the civil law
countries operate with a concept of alteration of risk, and that there are some

main common features in this regulation. One main feature concerns the
concept, which seems to presume that the risk is changed in a way that is
material to the insurer's acceptance of the contract or its conditions. Another
main feature is that an alteration of risk activates a duty to notify the insurer, and
gives the insurer a right to cancel the contract or call for additional premium. A
third main feature is that if the assured is responsible for the alteration, he will
loose his cover or get a reduction in the indemnification. A fourth characteristic
issue is that the same applies if the assured is not responsible for the alteration,
but fails to notify the insurer about it.

However, even if there are some common features the details of the
regulation varies considerably. This is in especially h-ue for the combinations of
different sanctions and different conditions to invoke them. This variation may
imply that it is difficult to define the logic behind the regulation. On the other
hand, it is difficult to see the need for such variation.
The variation in itself may cause difficulties in a process of hannonization.
However, the main obstacle against harmonization is of course the mandatory

regulations in Sweden, Denmark, France and Italy, which contain several

17'3

Navegacion Goya, S.A. v. Mutual Boiler & Machinery Insurance Co.. 411 F.Supp. 929 (S.D. N.Y.

1975).

Shaw v Robberds (1837) 6 A. and E. 75
Windward Traders v Fred S. James & Co. of N E, 855F. 2d 814, 817 (11 th Cir. 1988); New York
Mar. & Gen. Ins. Co. v. GuCMarine Towing, Inc., 1994 A.M.C. 976 (E.D. La. 1993)
174
175
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different provisions. One aspect concerns the concept of alteration of risk,
where three different approaches are in operation. Sweden and Denmark
compare the alteration of the risk to the risk defined or implied in the contract,
the Italian concept is connected to the insurer's attitude to the alteration if he had

known about it, whereas France has no specific definition. Whether this
difference in approach results in a difference in practice is however difficult to
say without knowledge of how the French provision is interpreted.

Another difference concerns the sanctioning system. The French
sanctioning system for alteration of risk is not quite clear, but it seems to open
for automatic termination three days after the risk is altered if the assured does
not notify the insurer. An alternative solution is reduction in liability. In Italy, the
solution seems to be that the insurer will be free of liability if he would not have

accepted the insurance had he known about the alteration of the risk.
Acceptance on other conditions leads to proportionate reduction.
The Swedish and Danish legislation is somewhat different. If the insurer
would not have accepted the insurance, the solution is freedom of liability, viz.

the same as in Italy, but somewhat more strict than in France. Would the
insurance have been accepted on other conditions, the insurer will be fully liable
for losses not caused by the alteration of risk. In case of causation, this is stricter

than the Italian solution, resulting in a proportionate reduction. If there is not
causation, on the other hand, the Sweden and Danish solution is more favorable.
The Swedish, Danish and the Italian mandatory requirements may be
departed from in favor of the assured. It is not clear if the same is the case for
France. But if so, it should be possible to select the most favorable solution.

However, even this approach may meet some difficulties because of the
differences in the details in the regulation and the fact that it is not always
possible to say what solution is most favorable.
Also, the mandatory provisions are more favorable for the assured than

provisions resulting in avoidance and total freedom of liability in situations
where the alteration of risk might have led the insurer to accept the insurance on

other conditions. To obtain harmonization these countries must therefore be
willing to follow the less strict regime of the mandatory regulation. The same
holds for common law countries solving the requirement of notification under
a hold covered clause through the principle of good faith. Breach of this
principle gives the insurer a right to void the contract whether the increase was
material or not.
On the other hand, Germany has a more lenient approach, which seems to
be better for the insured than any other system.
As a starting point for an attempt towards harmonization, it may be wise
to compare the reasoning behind the duty of disclosure with the provisions for

alteration of the risk. The duty of disclosure gives the insurer a tool for
maximum information when the contract is entered into; the duty not to alter the
risk or to notify such notification gives him a tool to keep the presumptions for
cover unaltered. As with duty of disclosure, this reasoning imply that to sanction
against alteration of risk, it should b e a condition that the alteration would have

induced the insurer not to have accepted the contract or accepted in on other
terms had he known about the alteration. Also similar to disclosure, the right to
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total freedom of liability should only be an option for the insurer in the first
case. If the insurer would have accepted the insurance on other conditions, the
most logical solution is reduction of liability or to call in more premium.
However, liability in case there is no connection between the risk increase
corresponds more closely to alternative methods to limit the insurer's liability.
Whatever solution is chosen, it may, however, be argued that the close similarity

between the reasoning behind the regulation for duty of disclosure and the
regulation for alteration of risk calls for similarity also in the methods chosen.
6.

Warranties and similar conditions. General presentation

6.1. Overview
Similar to alteration of risk, warranties may be seen as a tool for the insurer
to regulate what kind of presumptions or conditions the cover is based on, and

what kind of alterations the insured may make without loosing his cover.
However, even if the aim is the same, there are substantial differences between
these two tools.
The concept of warranties is first and foremost a common law concept, but
some civil law countries have adapted the principle as well. This concept will be
discussed below under item 6.2.

Most of the civil law countries in Europe do not have a concept of
warranties in their insurance legislation. This is the situation in the Scandinavian

countries, Germany, Belgium, the Netherlands, France, Italy and Croatia.
Among the non-European countries Japan has the same general attitude.

On the other hand, except for what may follow from the mandatory
provisions concerning alteration of risk in Sweden, Denmark, France and Italy,
the legislation in these countries does not forbid the use of warranties. However,

it should be noted that the legislators in the preparatory documents for the

Norwegian ICA pointed out that they were very sceptical to the use of
warranties. They further pointed out that such clauses according to the
individual circumstances might be set aside by the court according to the
Scandinavian Contract Act section 36.176 This warning has, of course,
influenced the attitude of the market towards such clauses, ref. below.
Even if the concept of warranties is not used, the contractual freedom on

this point has resulted in the use of conditions that may be compared to the
common law concept of warranties. However, the problems that are dealt with
in these clauses are different in the different systems, and also it seems that the
clauses are characterized differently. Two main areas that may be regulated by

closes similar to warranties in the civil law countries are classification,
seaworthiness and safety regulation, and change of flag, ownership and
management. These two issues are however treated as separate issues under the
CMI project, and thus dealt with under item 7 and 8. As these issues also may
be dealt with under the common law system, it is natural to include the relevant
part of the warranty regulation here.

176

Ot prp nr 49 (1988-89) Om loy om forsikrimzsavtaler s. 32.
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In addition to the problems discussed under 7 and 8, some countries are
using a more general approach similar to warranties called "specially stipulated

conditions". Also, some countries in the material are characterizing certain
other clauses as "warranties". These two problems are discussed under item 6.3.

6.2. Warranties
6.2.1. Introduction

The concept of warranties is first and foremost a common law concept
based on UK MIA and case law, and is applied to systems having adapted UK
MIA as part of their marine insurance legislation. Furthermore, it is inherited as
part of the South African common law. The concept seems also to be applied in
Portugal, Spain, Slovenia, Venezuela and China.

The starting point for the use of warranties is UK MIA sec. 33, which
reads: 177

"(1)A warranty, in the following sections relating to warranties, means a
promissory warranty, that is to say, a warranty by which the assured undertakes
that some particular thing shall or shall not be done, or that some condition shall
be fulfilled, or whereby he affirms or negatives the existence of a particular state
of facts.
A warranty may be express or implied.
A warranty, as above defined, is a condition which must be exactly
complied with, whether it be material to the risk or not. If it be not so complied

with, then, subject to any express provision in the policy, the insurer is
discharged from liability as from the date the breach of warranty, but without
prejudice to liability incurred by him before that date."
The concept of warranties itself raises three main issues. The first is what
constitute a "warranty" as provided for in UK MIA sec. 33 (1) and (2), see
below under item 6.2.2. The second question is the meaning of the term "exactly
complied with" in sec. 33 (3), see below under item 6.2.3. The third issue is the
sanction, ref. item 6.2.4. As the regulation is considered very harsh, there are
certain legislative efforts in the common law systems to soften the regulation.
This calls for a fourth issue (6.2.5) concerning developments away from the
traditional warranty principle. Also, policy conditions may give the assured a
better cover through a so-called held covered clause, see below under item 6.2.6.
A last issue concerns the insurer's waiver of breach of a warranty, item 6.2.7.
6.2.2.

What constitutes a warranty

According to UK MIA sec 33 (1) a warranty is a condition whereby "the
assured undertakes that some particular thing shall or shall not be done, or that

some condition shall be fulfilled, or whereby he affirms or negatives the

See also Hong Kong Ord sec. 33, Ca MIA sec 39, Au MIA sec. 39, NZ MIA sec. 34. Warranties
are also defined in the Spanish C C'orn sects. 755.5 and 7, 756, 760, 764 and 781. 7. A translation of these
provisions is however not included in the material.
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existence of a particular state of facts".178 A similar definition is used in US ,179
and apparently also in South Africa.180

According to this definition, there are two different kinds of warranties.
The first kind is an affirmative, factual warranty that is a stipulation that certain
facts exist. An example is a statement that a vessel is classified with a particular
Classification society at the time the proposal for insurance was submitted. The

second is a promissory or continuing warranty that is a true promise that
pertains to the future as well as the present. A promissory warranty binds its
maker to a promise to do or refrain from doing something during the currency
of the policy, or that a certain state of affairs shall exist during the currency. 18
An example here will be that the vessel's class shall be maintained throughout

the insurance period. The first kind of warranty thus seems to be closely
connected to representation, which also may be described as a stipulation of a
certain fact. The second kind of warranty seems similar to alteration of risk, but
instead of connecting the assured's duty to an alteration of the risk, the assured's
duty is expressed as an undertaking or a guarantee which is not necessarily
connected to the risk.
In addition to the distinction between affirmative factual (representation)
warranty and a promissory warranty, UK MIA sec 33 (2) makes a distinction

between express and implied warranties.' Express warranties are those
written in the policy. Several kinds of express warranties typically are found in

standard clauses, such as the Institute clauses. Some common express
warranties are 1) warranties establishing geographical trade limits, 2)
warranties as to date of sailing, 3) warranties as to number of crew, 4) warranties
against towage, 5) warranties as to additional insurance and 6) warranties as to
acting with reasonable dispatch in all circumstances under the assured's control.

As none of these provisions are issues included in this paper, they will not be
dealt with in further detail.
Three types of implied warranties are recognized in marine insurance; 1)
The warranty of seaworthiness of the vessel, MIA sec. 39, 2) the legality of the
marine adventure and, MIA sec. 41, and 3) warranty against deviation during
the voyage, MIA sec. 46. The question of seaworthiness is discussed separately
below under item 7.3. The warranty of legality is treated as part of the question
of safety regulations in item 7.4. The question of deviation is not a separate
issue, and will not be dealt with in detail.
MIA sec. 37 further excludes an implied warranty of nationality of the ship
or that nationality will not be changed during the currency of the policy. Some
of the Institute clauses however, contain an express warranty of nationality, se
further below under item 8.
As the implied warranties are defined in MIA itself, there is no question
of form concerning these warranties. Express warranties are further regulated
17N

179

180
181

182

See also Hong Kong Ord sec. 33 (1), Ca MIA sec 39 ( I ), Au MIA sec. 39(1), NZ MIA sec. 34 ( I).
Schoenbaum p. 140.
Hare p. 19.
Schoenbaurn p. 140, Hare p. 19.
See further Schoenbaum p. 131-132.
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in UK MIA sec. 35. This provision does not require any particular form or use
of words to express a warranty, but merely states that an express warranty "may
be in any form of words from which the intention to warrant must be inferred".
Also, and express warranty must be included in or written upon the policy or
referred to in the policy.
6.2.3.

The compliance requirement183

According to UK MIA sec. 33(3) "a warranty .... must be exactly complied

with". This implies that warranties in marine insurance contracts must be
strictly performed. There is no question of fault on the part of the assured. The
cause of the breach of a warranty does not matter. Neither is the question of
materiality an issue. A warranty must be strictly performed whether the actual
condition is material to the insurer or not.
In UK this strict compliance rule have been practiced for more than two
hundred years. It also seems to be adapted in countries using the MIA and in

South Africa)"
The same solution was traditionally applied in US as federal law. However,
the Supreme Court in Wilburn Boat Co. v. Fireman's Fund Insurance Co. ruled
that state law should apply to warranties under marine insurance. This resulted
in three different approaches to the rule in lower US courts. One approach is to
apply state law to warranties in marine insurance contracts, and to hold that the
strict compliance rule is applicable as state law. A second approach is to apply
the strict compliance rule as federal law, ignoring the ruling of the Supreme
Court. A third approach is to apply the strict compliance rule as both federal and

state law. As a result, the strict compliance rule survived the Wilburn Boat
decision.
The strict compliance rule implies that an affirmative warranty that certain
facts exist stated in the policy or referred to in the policy is treated differently
than misrepresentation at the time the contract is entered into. According to UK

MIA sec. 20 (1) the insurer may only react if the misrepresentation is
"material". If the misrepresentation is expressed as an affirmative warranty,
there is no requirement of materiality or inducement. It is difficult to see the
reason behind this difference in the regulation. This solution is also heavily
criticized in common law.185

In South Africa this result has lead to a provision in the Short Term

Insurance Act sec. 53 concerning misrepresentation, which includes
affirmatory warranties, and which contains a condition of materiality.186 The
materiality concept in this section is a subjective requirement of inducement,
similar to the interpretation of UK MIA sec. 20 (1).

This item is based on Schoenbaum p.130-131 and P. 142-145 for US and UK.
Hare p. 19-20 for South Africa.

See Hasson (1971) 34 MLR 29 and Birds: Modern Insurance Law (1977) p. 140 for UK.
Schoenbaum p. 140-141 and 145 for UK and US, and Hare p. 20 for South Africa, who points out that
the Roman-Dutch law would have required that the warranty was an essential term.
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6.2.4.

The sanction

UK MIA sec. 33(3) further provides that in the event of breach, " the
insurer is discharged from liability as from the date of the breach of warranty,
but without prejudice to any liability incurred by him before that date".187
If a promissory warranty is not complied with, the insurer is discharged
from liability as from the date of the breach of warranty, for the reason that
fulfillment of the warranty is a condition precedent to the liability or further
liability of the insurer. As mentioned above there is no requirement of fault on
the part of the insured. Neither does it matter whether the breach of the warranty
is the cause of the loss.
However, the insurer is liable for casualties having incurred prior to the
breach. Also, the insurer is entitled to retain premium up to that date. On this
point, the regulation differs from the regulation concerning misrepresentation,
where the premium will be returned unless the misrepresentation is fraudulent,
see above under item 3.4.
Discharge of the insurer from liability is automatic and is not dependent
upon any decision by the insurer to treat the contract or the insurance at an end.
In countries based on MIA the provision is treated literally. As this differs from
the sanction concerning misrepresentation, where the contract may be avoided
by the insurer, breach of an affirmative factual warranty in the policy will render
a different sanction than misrepresentation.

Slovenia and Venezuela seem to follow the approach in UK MIA
concerning the sanction, stating that the breach of a warranty leads to
termination of cover regardless of causation between the breach and the
subsequent casualty. The same holds for South Africa.188
The US solution concerning the sanction is somewhat different.189 Breach

has two different consequences. The majority view holds that breach merely
suspends coverage, which can be reinstated, if the assured corrects the breach.
Under this view, the policy remains in effect and the insurer does not even have
an option to terminate the policy. The assured gets a chance to reinstate the
policy unilaterally by curing the breach.
A second line of American cases declares that the insurer is "discharged"
or the policy is "void" without going into detail on what this means. However,
presumably what is meant is that the insurer has the right to choose to be
discharged from liability. This seem to correspond to Spanish legislation, where
the insurer when there is a breach of warranty has a right to choose between
terrnination of the policy and waiver of the breach with or without the payment
of any additional premium. 190 The parties may however agree otherwise. A

See Hare p. 14 and 19-20.
See also Hong Kong Ord sec. 33 (3), Ca MIA sec 39 (2), Au MIA sec. 39(3), NZ MIA sec. 34.
188
Hare p. 18 use the term "cancellation", but apparently this means automatic termination, see p.20.
189
See further Schoenbaum p. 148-149. Some cases do however apparently follow the solution in
MIA on this point, see Drake Fishing v. Clarendon Am. Ins. Co., 136 F.3d 851(1' Cir. 1998): Lexington
Ins. Co. v. Cooke's Seafood, 835 F.2d 1364, 1366 (11' Cir. 1988): Graham v. Milky Way Barge, 824 F.2d
376, 383 (5' Cir. 1987).
190
Spanish ICA art. 12. These are the same rules that are applied to alteration of risk after having
1"
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similar regulation is found in China, but here the insurer's options are connected
to a notice from the assured about the breach of a warranty.191
6.2.5.

Legislation to sqften the strict concept of warranties

Even if several countries have adapted the UK MIA concept of warranties,
there is also a movement in the legislation away from this strict concept. This is
partly achieved by regulation (New Zealand and South Africa), partly by court

decisions (US and Canada). Three different methods are used to soften the
principle. One technique is to include a condition of causation for the insurer to
be able to avoid liability.192 Another method is to let the insurer react only if the

provision materially affects the risk.193 A third method is the one already
mentioned above, to suspend coverage instead of avoiding the contract.194
6.2.6.

Held Covered clauses 195

In order to protect the assured from the harsh consequences of a breach of
warranty, marine policies in many of the countries using this concept contain so-

called "held covered" clauses which allow the policy to continue even after a
breach of a warranty. This is expressed to be the situation in UK, US,196 Canada,
Spain and China. On the other hand, such clauses are not common in Australia.197

An example of a held covered clause is ITCH Hulls 1995 form 3 stating
that given "any breach of warranty as to cargo, trade, locality, towage, salvage
services, or date of sailing", the assured shall be held covered "provided notice

be given to the Underwriters immediately after receipt of advices and any
amended terms of cover and any additional premium required by them be
agreed". A similar clause is found in the Spanish Policy and in the Chinese Hull
and Cargo Clauses.198

To take advantage of these clauses, the assured must fulfill two
requirements. First, adequate notice must be given to the insurer. Failure to give
notice will terminate the extension of cover. Second, the assured must pay an
additional premium to retain the cover.

notified the insurer. Alteration of risk without the knowledge of the insurer results in no liability for a
subsequent casualty. Portugal merely states that the policy is void.
Chinese MC art. 235.
191
192
New Zealand Insurance Law Reform Act of 1977 sec. 11. This provision is not mandatory in
marine insurance, and marine insurance policies may therefore follow the MIA concept. The same
solution is followed by some US courts, stated to be state law or even federal US law, see Schoenbaum
p. 155.

I" South African Short Term Insurance Act sec. 53 concerning affirmatory warranties, and US court
cases, see Schoenbaum p. 155-156.
194
Schoenbaum p. 154.
198
See Schoenbaum p. 157-158.
198
Hilton Oil Transp. v. Jonas, 75 E3d 627, 620 (11'. Cir. 1996); Kalmbach v. Insurance Co. of Pa.,
529 E2d al 555 (9' Cir. 1976); S.B. Long, "Held Covered" Clauses in Marine Insurance Policies, Ins.
Counsel J. 401 (1957).
197
The Australian Law Reform Commission Discussion Paper 63, Review of the Marine Insurance
Act 1909, July 2000. (ALRC) p. 65.
198
Chinese HC VI no. 3 and CC IV no. 3.
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Waiver

6.2.7.

According to UK MIA sec. 34 (3), a breach of a warranty may be waived
by the insurer. A waiver is a voluntary and express decision to forego a contract
right. The same solution is applied in US.
The concept of waiver has been subject to legal controversy. One difficulty

is that, as the remedy of avoidance of the contract is automatic, there would
appear to be nothing for the insurer to waive.199 However, in the Good Luck case
it was held that the effect of a waiver was simply that to the extent of the waiver,

the insurer cannot rely upon the breach as having discharged him from
liability.200

6.3. Similar provisions

Some systems operate with a concept called "specially stipulated
conditions" which are claimed to be similar to the warranty concept, see below
under 6.3.1. Also, some of the civil law countries in the material characterize
certain clauses as "warranties", see 6.3.2. Some clauses that are often expressed
as warranties in the civil countries will be discussed under items 7 and 8.
6.3.1.

"Specially stipulated conditions"

The Croatian and Slovenian marine insurance regulation include a system

that they compare to the warranty concept and call "specially stipulated
conditions". The consequences of breaching these conditions will depend on
whether the condition was important for the insurer's acceptance of the risk, or

only for the evaluation of the risk. If the condition was decisive for the
acceptance of the insurance, a breach of the condition will give the insurer a
right to avoid the contract. A breach of a condition that influenced the evaluation

of the risk, will, on the other hand lead to a proportionate deduction of the
indemnity201

As a concept, these specially stipulated conditions seem to be similar to the

concept of alteration of risk, where Croatia and Slovenia do not link the
question of alteration of risk to the influence on the insurance contract, but
rather to whether the risk increase was substantial or not.
6.3.2.

Other clauses claimed to have a similarity to warranties

In Germany, ADS section 42 providing for a time limit to notify the insurer

about a loss is compared to a warranty. The time limit is as a main rule 15
months from the termination of the insurance, and the assured will loose his
claim if this condition is not complied with. Negligence on the part of the
assured is no condition. Apparently, this is the only condition in the German

ALRC p.64, with further reference in note 13.
Bank of Nova Scotia v. Hellenic Mutual War Risks Association (Bermuda) Ltd (The Good Luck),
1992 I AC 233, 263. For a further discussion on how to reconcile the reasoning in this case and the
doctrine of waiver, see Clarke: Law of Insurance Contracts (2000) Ch. 20-7A.
201
Slovenian MA art. 722. No reference from Croatia.
199

20'
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system that will result in no liability for the insurer regardless of whether the
assured is to blame.
Similar time limit clauses are found in the other civil law systems. In my
opinion, it is more relevant to evaluate these clauses as part of the question of
time barring or limitation than to compare them to the concept of warranty.
France and Sweden compare the obligation of disclosure to the concept of
warranties. Systematically, however, these conditions are normally treated as
special concepts. Sweden also mentions the similarity to the regulation of
alteration of risk. It follows from the discussion above that the concepts of
alteration of risk and of warranties are indeed closely related. However, as a
general rule, it may be said that the concept of warranties is a stricter approach
to make exceptions from the cover than alteration of risk.
6.4. Some conclusions

To the extent that the concept of warranties is used, there seems to be a
fairly common approach. The concept is based on the provisions in UK MIA
sec. 33, and thereby followed by countries with legislation based on MIA. It is
also adopted by South Africa, thus overriding Roman-Dutch law, and by some
civil law countries making use of English insurance conditions. US seem to
follow the same principles, except for some minor differences concerning the
sanction. Also, US State law is not necessarily as harsh as federal law. It should
be noted that one of the differences concerns the sanction, where there seems to
be a division between automatic discharge according to MIA, whereas the US
solution is either suspension or that the insurer may avoid liability.
The concept of warranties seems to raise problems at three different levels.
One is that the provisions themselves are very confusing, and that it is difficult
to grasp what is the true nature of the regulation. As Shoenbaum remarks at page
151, the provision tangles together four different concepts: warranty, promise,
condition and representation. The part of the concept overlapping the regulation

concerning misrepresentation is very confusing, and it is not easy to define
which misrepresentations are regulated under MIA sec. 20, which are provided
for under sec. 17 concerning good faith, and when sec. 33 concerning warranties
should be applied to misrepresentations. It is also difficult to see why promise

and condition are used together in the same provision, as these two concepts
normally have different functions and a breach will result in different sanctions.
The second problem is that the regulation seems to be unfairly harsh. It
gives the insurer a tool to avoid liability even if the warranty was not material
to the insurers decision to accept the risk, without any requirement of causation,
and without regard to any kind of fault on the part of the assured. The best

illustration of the harshness of the regulation are the attempts within the
common law legislation to soften the regulation, and the use of held covered
clauses. In spite of this, however, the principle is kept as a starting point, giving

the insurer a tool to avoid liability, and to keep the premium, even if the
warranty was immaterial and there was no causation. It is difficult to see any
logical reason for this result, even if it may be explained by analyzes of the
concept of conditions in ordinary contract law.
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Particularly for affirmative warranties it is beyond reason why the insurer
needs the protection in UK MIA sec. 33 concerning these warranties when he
already has UK MIA sec. 20 and 17. As mentioned above, the relationship
between these provisions seems unnecessary confusing.
A third problem is the use of warranties compared to mandatory regulation
in civil law countries. The mandatory provisions in Danish and Swedish ICA
concerning alteration of risk do not seem to permit the far more harsh regulation
of warranties. Also,. the French and Italian legislations are more favorable
towards the assured than the common law principle of warranties. In an attempt
towards harmonization, this implies either that the common law systems are
willing to soften their regulation, or that a double set of clauses are suggested.
It does not seem realistic that the legislators in the four mentioned civil law
countries will open the door for the stricter principle of warranties, ref. the

Norwegian political attitude on this point. Also, it would seem to be to go
backwards into the future to adopt legal principles from 1906 instead of the
principles of the far more modern insurance legislation in the civil law
countries.
It should, however, be noted that some problems that under the UK system
are dealt with as warranties in other systems are given a very similar regulation,
even if the concept of warranties are not expressly used, see further under items
7 and 8. Even if the principle of warranties is abolished, this will therefore not

mean that the material solution inherent in the principle will not be kept for
certain issues.
7.

Warranties continued; loss of class, seaworthiness and safety regulation

7.1.

Introduction

The regulation dealt with under this item is different from the regulation
described under items 3-6 in two aspects. Firstly, the duty of disclosure, duty of
good faith, alteration of risk and warranties are general concepts that may be
used to map out the risk before the insurance commences and to keep the risk

under control during the insurance period. The regulations for loss of class,

seaworthiness and safety regulation, on the other hand concern special
problems of great importance when the insurance is effected and while the
insurance is running. In some systems the general provisions concerning
alteration of risk and warranties deal with these problems, but in other systems
they are provided for in separate provisions. This chapter may therefore be seen
as an extension of the chapters concerning duty of disclosure, alteration of risk
and warranties, but may on the other hand also bee seen as an individual chapter
dealing with special problems.
A second difference between this chapter and the more general provisions

dealt with earlier concerns the type of insurance that is the focus of the
discussion. Whereas the general provisions are common for hull and cargo
insurance, the questions discussed here are mostly important for hull insurance.
However, some cargo clauses contain regulation concerning one or more of the
issues discussed under this item.
A main feature for classification, seaworthiness and safety regulation is
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that these concepts all have to do with the safety of the ship and cargo and the
efforts to avoid damage or loss covered by insurance. As such, this regulation is
an important part of the insurer's ability to ensure that the ship is in all respects

in an acceptable condition to meet the perils insured against, and that the
necessary precautions have been taken to keep the ship in this condition. As a
starting point, these safety aspects may as mentioned be dealt with through the

general policy provisions. However, in some systems special provisions,
underlining that the general rules are not considered to be sufficient to deal with
the safety problems, emphasize the focus on safety.

This aspect of classification requirements, seaworthiness and safety
regulation touches upon a question of the systematic approach to this
regulation. Exclusions for loss of class, unseaworthiness and breach of safety
provisions may be seen as excluded perils as compared to objective limitations
of liability as for instance exclusions for war risk, nuclear risks, wear and tear
etc. However, a characteristic feature of the safety provisions is that the assured
can avoid the risk materializing by acting in a prudent manner. It is therefore an
element of the assured's acts or omissions in these provisions that is not inherent

in the exclusions mentioned. This distinction may be emphasized by the
structure of the regulation,202 but this is not necessarily so.
To the extent that the regulation for loss of class, seaworthiness and safety

regulation touches upon mandatory provisions, the distinction between the
subjective and objective approach to these provisions becomes more important.
In Sweden and Denmark, the ICA contains mandatory provisions for safety
regulation which limit the insurer's right to be free of liability. Furthermore, the
mandatory provisions for increase of risk in the same countries and in France
and Italy may be seen as a barrier to rules concerning unseaworthiness and loss
of class. In this perspective, mandatory provisions may restrict the insurer's
approach to these problems.

7.2. Loss of class and change of classification society

MIA contains no implied warranty concerning loss of class or change of
classification society. However, this question is regulated in Institute Time
Clauses Hulls 4 and 5. According to 4.1 and 4.2 in this clause
"4.1. It is the duty of the Assured, Owners and Managers at the inception

of and throughout the period to ensure that the vessel is classed with a
Classification Society agreed by the underwriters and that her class within that

society is maintained, any recommendations requirements or restrictions
imposed by the Vessel's Classification Society which relate to the Vessel's
seaworthiness or to her maintenance in a seaworthy condition are complied with
by the dates required by that society.

4.2. In the event of any breach of the duties set out in Clause 4.1 above,
unless the Underwriters agree to the contrary in writing, they will be discharged
from liability under this insurance as from the date of the breach provided that
if the Vessel is at sea at such date the Underwriter's discharge from liability is
deferred until arrival at her next port."
202

See NP chapter 2 as compared to chapter 3.
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Further, it is stated in clause 5 of the ITCH that the insurance will

automatically terminate at the time there is a change of the vessel's
classification society, or change or cancellation of the class.
This clause is not characterized as a warranty, but it is expressed in a form
similar to warranties, with a combination of an affirmative warranty connected
to the inception of the insurance and a promissory warranty connected to the
insurance period. The duty is further divided into two: the assured has a duty to

keep the vessel classed as agreed with the insurer, and to fulfill
recommendations, requirements, or restrictions imposed by the Classification
society.
The reaction is also similar to a warranty: Discharge from liability as from
the day of the breach. Fault on the part of the assured is no issue, and there is no

requirement of causation between the breach and the casualty. Neither is there

any requirement that the loss of or change of Classification society or the
fulfillment of recommendations are material for the insurer. Even if the assured
can prove that the insurer would have accepted a new Classification society if
he had been asked, the insurer will be discharged from liability. The result is also
the same if the recommendations that are not fulfilled are of minor importance.

Contrary to several other express warranties, there is no "held covered
clause" for the Classification Clause. It is thus a stricter approach than the
similar approach connected to other problems.

The solution in ITCH is adopted directly in countries using the ITCH
clauses as standard clauses because they do not have their own clauses, viz.
Portugal, Slovenia, Croatia, Greece, Israel, Venezuela, Australia, Indonesia,
South Africa and Hong Kong. Spain and Italy, who combine the ITCH with
their own standard clauses seem to follow the ITCH warranty approach on this
point. Also Canada and New Zealand have a widespread use of the ITCH
clauses. A similar solution is also found in the American Institute Hull Clauses,
which contain a Change of Ownership Clause corresponding to clause 5 in
ITCH, and results in automatic termination of the insurance where there is a
change in the Classification society or loss of class.
An identical or similar regulation is used in the hull clauses in Norway,
Sweden, Finland, Denmark, Belgium and China. The starting point is that the
ship is to be classified in a classification society approved by the insurer.203 If
the ship loses its class or changes Classification society without the approval of
the insurer, the insurance will automatically terminate.204

The approach to establish this condition, however, differs. In China, the
provision is placed under the heading "Termination", which also includes
breach of a warranty. The Belgian clause is placed under "Underwriters
warranties". A somewhat similar approach is used in Sweden and Denmark,
where the provision is seen as a rule to shorten the insurance period through

203

NP § 3-14 first part, Swedish HC § 11 mom. 1, Finnish HC § 14(2), Belgian Corvette Policy 4.1.1.
The same provision is presumed in Danish HC 2.3 (1) and apparently in Chinese HC VI no. 2.
204
NP article 3-14 second part, Danish HC article 2.3 (1), Finnish HC § 14 ( 2), Swedish HC § 4
second part, Belgian Corvette Policy 4.1.3 and 4.2.1, Chinese HC VI no. 2.
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automatic termination.205 This, of course, emphasizes the parallel between the
provisions concerning class and the warranties.

In Norway, the classification provision is part of the regulation of
alteration of the risk in chapter 3 concerning duties of the assured. However, it
is clear that the regulation is far stricter than the general rules for alteration of

risk. The clause caused a lot of discussion during the revision, and some
members of the Plan Committee were of the opinion that the regulation was
unnecessary harsh. It also follows fi-om the Commentary to the Plan that the
Plan Committee was aware that the provision could be misused. This would be
the result if the assured changed Classification society without notifying the

insurer, but it was clear that the insurer would have accepted the new
Classification society had he been asked. It is thus stated in the Commentaries
that in this situation the court might put the provision aside according to the
Scandinavian Contract Act sectiori 36.206 This conforms to the attitude of the
legislators when constructing the Norwegian ICA of 1989, and illustrates the
point made above under item 6.1.

In Finland, the classification requirement is a part of the regulation of
safety measures, but with a stricter sanction than the ordinary rules on this
point.

In the Finnish and Belgian conditions, non-compliance with periodic
surveys is treated as loss of class.207 This solution is similar to the regulation in
the Norwegian market before the revision of the Plan. However, in the new Plan,
periodic surveys are treated as a safety measure.208 The reason for this is partly

that it was difficult to define what was included in the concept of "periodic
surveys", partly that the reaction with automatic termination was considered too
harsh.2°9

The German approach is to treat the classification requirement as a part of
the regulation of seaworthiness. This implies a less strict regulation than the
special classification requirements mentioned above. The underwriters are not
liable for loss or damage resulting from the vessel having put to sea in a state of

unseaworthiness, especially without the highest class of a recognized
classification society (and some other circumstances, see further below).
Contrary to the warranty approach described above, the provision is not applied
if the breach of the classification requirement, and thus the unseaworthiness, is
due to reasons beyond the control of the assured. Also contrary to the stricter
regulation, there is a condition of causation for the insurer to react.'
Under the German system change of classification society and breach of
class recommendations will have to be dealt with as an ordinary alteration of the
risk, see above under item 5.

It may be argued that this kind of provision is contrary to the mandatory regulation in the Swedish
and Danish ICA. A detailed discussion of this problem falls, however, outside the scope of this paper.
205
Commentary to Norwegian Marine Insurance Plan 1996. Version 1999 p. 87.
207
Finnish HC § 14 (3) third part, Belgian C'orvette Policy 4.1.2 and 4.1.3.
NP § 3-24.
255
Commentary to NP p, 86 and p. 107-108.
210
DTV Hull Clauses 23.1 and 23.2.
205
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The French regulation is again different, connected to a combination of
duty of disclosure and alteration of risk. Under the duty of disclosure the duty to

disclose the classification society and the class of the vessel is specially
mentioned.211 A breach of this duty may lead to the policy being void.212 Further,

the assured is under a duty to disclose any change in the vessel's classification
society, and any alteration, cancellation or withdrawal of her class, and is also
under a duty to comply with recommendations, requirements and restrictions
imposed by the class.213The penalty for breaching these duties is cancellation of

the insurance with a three days notice, or proportionate reduction in the
indemnity.214 The French policy conditions on this point thus conform to the
mandatory regulation in French ICA as described above under item 3 and 5, and
illustrate that mandatory provisions restrict the warranty approach.

In cargo insurance, there is normally no classification requirement.
However, the French and German Cargo conditions contain clauses stating that

insurance cover will only apply to transport on ships fulfilling certain
classification requirements.215

7.3. Seaworthiness
Introduction
The regulation of seaworthiness is less common than the classification
requirement. In systems operating with separate provisions for seaworthiness,
two different approaches are used. One approach is the warranty approach,
where there is an expressed or implied warranty of seaworthiness (item 7.3.3).
7.3.1.

The other approach is to have a special exclusion for losses caused by
unseaworthiness that may be attributed to the assured (item 7.3.4). Contrary to
the general warranty regulation, however, the comrnon law countries in this
instance use both approaches, depending on the kind of policy.

A common question for these two approaches is the concept of
seaworthiness, which will be discussed in item 7.3.2.

On the other hand, some systems do not have separate provisions
concerning this question. In these systems the problem will have to be dealt with
through other more general provisions, se below under item 7.3.5.
7.3.2.

The concept of seaworthiness

The concept of seaworthiness is normally not defined in detail in the
provisions concerning this question. Some systems use the word
"unseaworthiness" without any qualification at al1.216 If so, the exclusion from

liability is connected to the ship being in an unseaworthy condition without

French BC art. 8.1.
French HC art. 14 first part. According to French ICA, which is mandatory on this point, such
reaction is conditioned on the assured being in bad faith.
213
French HC art. 8.3 and 9.1.
214
French I-1C art. 14 second part.
215
French CC art. 2 and DTV Cargo 7.1 second part.
216
NP § 3-22, Swedish HC § 12, Danish HC 4.4, Finnish FIC § 5.
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trying to define the express meaning of this. It seems, however, to be a general
agreement that seaworthiness is not an absolute standard, but a relative term that
must be evaluated according to the ship in question, the trading area, time of the
year, cargo shipped etc.. The requirement is less demanding of a vessel while in
port than when putting to sea. So, too, it varies with the particular perils of a
voyage, such as its length, the cargo to be carried, the seas to be navigated and

ports of call and the season. Also, it seems to be a general approach that
seaworthiness as a term extends not only to the physical condition of the vessel,
but also to other aspects of the ship such as adequacy of fuel, sufficiency of the
crew and even stability:217

The German, Slovenian and Chinese provisions on the other hand give
more detailed guidelines as to what constitute unseaworthiness by adding a list
of wealcnesses to the general description, so that the listed defects will imply that
the ship is unseaworthy. All these provisions include that the ship is not properly
equipped, manned, or loaded.218 The German provision also includes that the
ship is without the documents necessary for the vessel, the crew, or her cargo, or
without the highest class of a recognized classification society and without the
sailing permission certificate of the competent authority.219 The Slovenian
legislation adds technical defects and more passengers than permitted.22°
7.3.3.

The warranty approach

A warranty approach to the question of seaworthiness is applied in the
MIA based regulation concerning voyage policies:221 This warranty states that
the ship at the commencement of the voyage shall be seaworthy for the purpose

of the particular adventure insured. As voyage policies are not much used
except when a ship is on a voyage to a scrap yard, this provision is not very
practical. For time policies, neither the UK MIA nor the ITCH contains a
warranty of seaworthiness.
The same warranty is also applied for the ship under a voyage policy for
goods.222 However, the implied warranty of seaworthiness for a policy for goods
is waived in the Cargo Clauses.223

On this point, the US solution departs from the solution in UK. In US,
there may be an express warranty in the policy concerning seaworthiness.224 In

For US and UK see C Staring: A warranty of seaworthiness in Time Hull Policies, p. 3, with
references, Schoenbaum p. 160-161. For NP see Comments to the NP p. 99-101. For Italy see Court of
Cassation, 2 March 1973, No. 572 confirming Tribunale of Genoa, 31 December 1968. For Australia, see
The Australian Law Reform Commission Discussion Paper 63, Review of the Marine Insurance Act
1909, July 2000. p. 82.
218
DTV Hull Clauses 23, Slovenian MA art. 733, Chinese HC II, I.
219
DTV Hull Clauses 23.
220
Slovenian MA art. 733.
221
UK MIA sec. 39 (1), Au MIA sec. 45 (1), NZ MIA sec. 40, Ca MIA sec. 37 (1), Hong Kong
Ordinance sec. 39(1). Spain seems to follow the UK MIA on this point.
222
UK MIA sec. 40, NZ MIA sec. 41.
223
ICC A B and C Clauses 5.2.
224
Schoenbaum p. 160.
217
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addition, there is a special "American Rule", which some courts have applied,
while other courts and commentators have criticized. The "American Rule" is
stated to consist of two different warranties, but according to the systematic
approach in this paper, it consists of one warranty and one condition which is
similar to an ordinary limitation of liability and the civil law approach to this
problem.
The first part of the "American Rule" is a warranty of seaworthiness upon
attachment of coverage.225 It is generally agreed that the warranty arises only if

the vessel is in port at the time the insurance attaches; however, the law is
unclear in this respect. Also, it is discussed whether such a warranty exists at all.
Staring Craydon concludes concerning this issue that:
"It is a fair conclusion that there is no American Rule at all and what has
passed for one consists of two rules, one of which is not a warranty but a simple
condition corresponding to the Marine Insurance Act and generally observed in
the United States, and the other (a warranty still ill-defined) is little more than
a Fifth Circuit rule effective in its own important region, without commercial
foundation."
7.3.4.

Exceptions for losses caused by unseaworthiness

The MIA based warranty for seaworthiness is as mentioned limited to
voyage-policies. A time policy, which is the most common form, contains no
implied warranty of seaworthiness. On the other hand, a time policy is subject
to a special provision that if the ship, with the privity of the assured, is sent to
sea in an unseaworthy state, the insurer is not liable for any loss attributable to

unseaworthiness.226 The same solution is applied in the Institute Cargo
Clauses.227 The main difference from the warranty approach is that the insurer
will only be free from liability if 1) the loss is caused by the unseaworthiness,
and 2) the assured is in bad faith concerning the unseaworthiness.

This solution seems to be similar to the second part of the "American
Rule". This rule implies that once the initial warranty is satisfied, an additional
condition which has been described as a "sort of negative modified warranty ...
that the Owner, from bad faith or neglect, will not knowingly permit the vessel

to break ground in an unseaworthy condition." Unlike the first implied
warranty, however, the consequence of a violation of this negative burden is
"merely a denial of liability for loss or damage caused proximately by such
unseaworthiness. 228
Also, this common law regulation corresponds to the civil law approach to
the question of seaworthiness. The normal solution is that the exclusion for
unseaworthiness only applies for losses caused by the unseaworthiness, and that

225

Saskatchwean Government Ins. Office v. Spot Pack, Inc., 242 F.2d 1422 (51hCir. 1992), cert.
denied, 510 U. S. 813 (1993).
226
UK MIA sec. 39 (5), Au MIA sec 45 (5), Ca MIA sec 37 (4), Hong Kong Ordinance sec. 39 (5),
NZ MIA.
227
¡CC A, B and C Clauses 5.1.
228
The Spot Pack, 242 F.2d at 388, Staring op. cit. p. 5.
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there is a condition of fault on the part of the
However, there are
some differences concerning at which point in time the ship must be in a
seaworthy condition and the assured must be in good faith. The Danish,
assured.229

German, Japanese and Chinese exceptions are connected to the ship's departure
from the last
harbor.23° The solution in Norway, Sweden, Finland and Slovenia
is to connect the question of seaworthiness to the point in time where the assured

was in a position to

intervene.23

This will be similar to the departure from

harbor approach if it is not possible for the assured to intervene at any later time.
However, with the modern techniques of communication the situation may well
be that intervention can be made also when the ship is at sea.
Portugal states that there is an exclusion for unseaworthiness, but gives no

further details about the regulation. In the Netherlands and Venezuela, the
question is solved in the policies, but no further details are given.
Apart from the Institute Cargo Clauses and the Danish Cargo Clauses, the
question of seaworthiness is not expressly regulated in the cargo conditions.
However, these conditions often exclude damage caused by unfitness of means
of transport that may include the situation where the ship is
The
condition to invoke this clause is either that the assured became aware of the
unfitness at a time it would have been possible for him to
or that
the assured exercised due diligence in choosing the carrier.234
unseaworthy.232

intervene,233

7.3.5. No special regulation
Belgium, France, Italy, Croatia and Indonesia refer to no special exclusions
for unseaworthiness. This means that the problem must be solved through more
general rules concerning alteration of risk or misconduct by the insured. The Italian
material implies that the provisions concerning exclusions for gross negligence235
are interpreted in a way that makes an act or omission of the assured leading to
unseaworthiness grossly negligent in itself, and loss caused by unseaworthiness is
thus excluded through these
In practice this ruling is presumed to
lead to the same result as UK. MIA sec. 39(5) for time policies.
provisions.236

7.4. Safety regulation
Introduction
By safety regulation is here meant a regulation concerning measures for
the prevention of loss. Special provisions for breach of safety regulation seems
to be a Nordic invention, not much used in the other civil law countries. The
7.4.1.

Danish and Swedish ¡CA contain mandatory provisions concerning safety
provisions, but as mentioned in chapter 2.1 these acts are under amendment.
NP § 3-22, Danish HC 4.5, Danish CC 4.8, Swedish HC § 12, Finnish FIC § 5, DTV Hull Clauses
23,1 and 23.2, Slovenian MA art. 733 first part, Chinese HC 11,1, Japanese CC art. 829.2.
Danish TIC 4.5, Danish CC 4.8, DTV Hull Clauses 23.1, Japanese CC art. 829.2, Chinese HC II, I.
231
NP § 3-22, Swedish HC § 12, Finnish HC § 5.2, Slovenian MA 733.
Norwegian CC § 18, Swedish CC 2.4, DTV Cargo 7
233
Norwegian CC § 18, Swedish CC 2.4.
DTV Cargo 7.
229

235Italian C Nav section 524 ref. CC section 1900.
2'6

See Tribunale Genoa, 31 December 1968, Court of Cassation, 2 March 1973.
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The Nordic approach to this problem is to exclude losses caused by breach of
safety regulations, see item 7.4.2.
In the common law countries a comparable result is provided for in the
implied warranty of legality, see item 7.4.3. The connection between breach of
safety regulation and other provisions in the policy is discussed under item

7.4.4. Also, some conditions contain special regulation concerning
international safety conventions, see item 7.4.5.
Exclusions for loss caused by breach of safety regulations

7.4.2.

A safety regulation may be issued by public authority, by the ship's
classification society, or by the insurer. The widest concept of safety regulation

is found in the Norwegian hull and cargo conditions, NP § 3-24, defining a
safety regulation as any rule concerning measures for the prevention of loss
issued by public authorities, prescribed by the insurer pursuant to the insurance
contract, or issued by the classification society.237 In the Danish conditions only

regulation issued by public authorities has got the status of a safety regulation
according to the contract.238 According to the Swedish hull clauses, regulation
issued by the classification society or the supervising authorities is given status
as safety regulation, whereas in the cargo clauses the insurer shall issue the

safety regulation.239 The Finnish conditions contain only special safety
provisions, resulting in no general inclusion of public or other regulation as a
relevant safety regulation in the contract."
In order for the insurer to be free fi-om liability concerning breach of a
safety provision two conditions must be fulfilled: Firstly, the assured must be

responsible for the breach, and secondly, the loss must be caused by the
breach.241

7.4.3.

Safety regulation as a warranty

In MIA based systems, there is an implied warranty that the adventure is
lawful, and that, so far as the insured can control the matter, the adventure shall
be carried out in a lawful manner. This warranty probably encompasses breach

of safety regulations issued by public authorities.' Recommendations etc.

237

NP § 3-24, Norwegian CC § 20.

238

Danish HC 4.7 ref. DC § 49, stating that a safety regulation must be expressly stated in the

insurance contract.
239
Swedish HC § 11 mom 1, Swedish CC 13. In addition, the SHC § 11 mom 2 onwards defines
some specified safety provisions. The Danish and Swedish regulation is supposed to conform with the
mandatory provision in the Nordic 1930 ICA § 51 that a safety regulation must be expressly stated in the
contract.
240
Finnish HC § 12. Strictly speaking, this is the correct approach according to the ICA 1930 § 51,
which still is mandatory for Denmark and Sweden.
241
NP § 3-25, Danish HC 4.7 ref. DC § 49, Swedish HC § 11 mom 6 ref. SP § 52. This regulation
corresponds to the 1930 ICA § 51.
242
UK MIA sec. 41, Au MIA sec. 47 and Mowie Fisheries v Switzerland Insurance (1997) 144 ALR

234, NZ MIA sec. 42 and Harbour Inn Seafoods IT Switzerland General Insurance, Australian Law
Reform Commission DP 63 p. 127.
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issued by the Classification society are as mentioned above under item 7.2
included in the Classification requirements in ITCH 4.1.

To the extent the warranty of legality includes breach of public safety
regulations, the insurer will be discharged from liability from the date of the
breach of such regulation regardless of the assured's knowledge of the breach
and regardless of causation between the breach and the loss.
In Australia, it is also assumed that the warranty concerning seaworthiness
probably encompasses breach of safety regulations.243 The condition here must,

however, be that the breach of the regulation results in the ship being
unseaworthy, see further below under item 7.4.4.

7.4.4. Breach of safety regulation included in other regulation

There is a close connection between breach of safety regulations and the
question of seaworthiness in that a breach of a safety regulation may lead to the
ship not being seaworthy. In systems operating with both kinds of regulations,
the result will therefore be that the insurer may invoke both provisions.

In systems that contain no specific provision for breach of a safety
regulation, a breach of such regulation will not in itself invoke a sanction from
the insurer. If however, there is an exclusion for unseaworthiness, this exclusion

may be invoked if a breach of a public safety regulation (national or
international) leads to the ship not being in a seaworthy condition. This is
expressly stated in the German hull conditions, se above under item 7.3, and
also follows from the Australian material, above item 7.4.4. On the other hand,
if a breach of a safety regulation does not have this result, it must be dealt with
by other provisions, i.e. alteration of risk or misconduct.
Belgium, France, Italy, Croatia and Indonesia seem to have no regulation
for either seaworthiness or safety regulation. The only way to handle a breach
of public safety regulation will then be through the general provisions.
Another general approach to solve this problem is through exclusions for
lack of maintenance if that is the result of a breach of a safety regulation. This
problem will not be discussed further here.
7.4.5.

Requirements connected to the ISM Code and the SOLAS' Convention

The ISM Code and the SOLAS Convention are two international safety

regulations of particular interest and importance for marine insurance.
Provisions concerning breach of safety regulations will include breach of these

provisions to the extent that the concept includes international safety
regulations. This is the case in Norway, Denmark and presumably in Sweden,
but not in Finland.

A breach of the ISM Code, however, leads to special problems in this
context. During the amendment of the Norwegian Plan it was discussed to what
extent non-compliance with the ISM Code would discharge the insurer from
liability. The Committee concluded that this rarely would be the case due to the

243

Mowie Fisheries y Switzerland Insurance (1997) 144 ALR 234.
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causation requirement in the penalty system. The ISM Code provides a more
general internal control arrangement and quality assurance system for ship

owners, under which breach of the formal requirements for creation and
maintenance of the system will less frequently be the cause of the casualty in
question. Thus, a breach of the ISNI Code must normally lead to some kind of
defect that may be the direct cause of a casualty for the insurer to able to invoke
a breach of safety regulations against the assured. In such a case, the defect will
often also result in the ship not being seaworthy.
In some cases, the other systems contain special regulation concerning
these conventions even if they do not include the concept of safety regulations
in their conditions. In Italy, sometimes the "classification clause" in the ITCH
is extended to encompass the adoption of safety certificates. In that case the
rules for warranties apply. The Japanese material states that non-compliance
with the ISM code is normally provided for in the hull policy, but does not
describe the method.
The ITCH on the other hand, contains as far as I can see no regulation
concerning the ISM Code or the SOLAS Convention. However, as the ISM
Code has been made mandatory by the SOLAS Convention, the UK MIA
standard of seaworthiness with which the vessel must comply is now to be tested

against the requirements of the Code. Thus, there is a strong possibility that a
failure to comply with the requirements of the ISM Code will be evidence of
unseaworthiness with potential consequences under Section 39 of the UK MIA.

This connection between a breach of the ISM Code and the question of
seaworthiness will probably be the same for all MIA based legislation.

In addition, this question is regulated in some of the cargo clauses.
According to the new German Cargo Clauses, there is a requirement that the
means of international transport shall be certified according to the ISM Code or
as required by the SOLAS Convention. The condition to invoke breach of this

requirement is that the assured has not acted as "prudent businessman in
choosing the carrier or forwarding agent".244 A similar solution is described for
the French Cargo Clauses, stating that loading on a non ISM compliant vessel

renders the policy not applicable. Nevertheless, the innocent holder of the
policy remains covered.245 The last reported example is a Cargo ISM
Endorsement developed by the London market which places the onus on the
cargo owner to ensure the cargo is carried with a vessel that is ISM certified or
whose owners or operators hold an ISM Code Document of Compliance.246
If there is no safety regulation, warranty or condition concerning the ISM
code or the SOLAS Convention, a breach of these rules will have to be dealt
with by general provisions in the contract. The most practical approach seems
to be to use the exclusions for gross negligence.

244

DTV Cargo Conditions 7.1 and 7.2.

245

ReferenCe to art. 3-2 of the French CC which states that the insurance does not apply to the
consequences of trade barriers or hindrance to the commercial transactions of the assured. Art 3-3
excluding the illegal trading of cargo seems better.
246

Cargo ISM Endorsement (JC 98/019, 1 May 1998), described in Australian Law Reform

Commission DP 63 p. 82.
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7.5. Summary

The main impression from this discussion is that the insurer looks upon
safety at sea as a very important issue. Also, there is a common approach to two

main questions, namely certain classification issues and the question of
seaworthiness. One disorder concerning these two issues is that the
classification requirements in some systems include not only the class of the
vessel, but also certain obligations given by the Classification society. Another
item where there is a distinction in approach is the US implied warranty of
seaworthiness at the inception of a time policy. As this is discussed and also

criticized in the US market, it may not pose a serious problem for
harmonization. Apart fi-om that, the question of seaworthiness seems to follow
the same pattern for all the systems. For safety regulation, on the other hand, the
regulation is much less common.
A main provision in the material is a very absolute and strict exclusion for
change of classification society and loss of class. Here the warranty approach
is used both in the common law and the civil law countries, and there seems to
be no example of held covered clauses. Only France and Germany depart from
this. For France, the mandatory provisions concerning alteration of risk, which
incidentally Denmark and Sweden ignore in their provisions, may explain this
more protective approach. In Germany, the reason may be that hull insurance is
of less importance in the German market.

The fact that so many countries have the same approach to the
classification requirements implies that it will be difficult to get acceptance for
a more lenient solution. On the other hand, the arguments against the general
warranty approach may be applied similarly against this regulation. If it can be
proven that the insurer would have accepted the change of classification society

if he had been asked, it seems very unreasonable that such a change should
result in termination of the policy. It may therefore be argued that at least a
materiality condition should be included for this issue. For loss of class it is
easier to defend the strict solution as one may presume that loss of class will
normally be material for the insurer.

As for compliance with recommendations, requirements or restrictions
from the Classification society, the warranty approach seems even more
unreasonable. It may here be referred to the discussion in the Norwegian

market, where compliance with periodic surveys was lifted from the
Classification Clause to the Safety Regulation Clause, and where safety
regulation issued by the classification society traditionally has been defined as

a safety regulation according to this clause. This solution will include
conditions of fault and causation for the insurer to be able to sanction against
breach of the Class requirements, which seems to be a more fair approach. The
Norwegian solution also implies that the stricter approach is not necessary to
deal with this problem successfully.
It may also be pointed out that the regulation in ITCH 4.1 seems to overlap
the UK MIA regulation of seaworthiness on this point, as only recommendations,
requirements or restrictions which relate to the Vessel's seaworthiness or to her
maintenance in a seaworthy condition are included in the provision. The main
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focus of the regulation thus seems to be to secure the seaworthiness of the ship,
and not the recommendations as such. The result of the combined regulation is
that if the ship is unseaworthy for other reasons than non-compliance with the
recommendations etc. from the classification society the insurer will only be able
to react if this is due to the assured and the loss is caused by the unseaworthiness.

If on the other hand the assured is guilty of non-compliance with these
recommendations etc. and there is thus a risk for the ship being unseaworthy, the
insurance will be terminated automatically. It is difficult to see why a mere risk
for unseaworthiness should be treated much harsher than unseaworthiness itself.

In principle, this argument may also be used against the regulation for
change of classification society and loss of class, as the main problem seems to
be the risk for less strict classification control and reduced quality of the safety

of the ship following the change. An exclusion for loss caused by
unseaworthiness should therefore be sufficient to deal with these problems.
Since the market has decided that this is not so, the reason may be that the
concept of unseaworthiness is difficult to define and also that it may be difficult
for the insurer to prove that the ship in fact was unseaworthy and that this defect

caused the loss. An automatic termination approach obviously provides the
insurer with a more efficient tool to control the risk for unseaworthiness.
Whether this risk is so great as to justify the crude approach may be debated.
The concept of safety regulation is of less common usage. As a concept,
this is mainly a Nordic approach. The equivalent solution in the common law
systems is found in the implied warranty of legality. However, this will be
limited to public regulation, and may also be criticized for the same weaknesses

as the general warranty approach. The advantage of the safety regulation
approach is that it gives a consistent tool to deal with all safety regulation,
including the international conventions and the recommendations from the

classification societies. Compared to the warranty approach for these
recommendations the safety regulation will therefore give both a more
systematic and a more reasonable regulation. Compared to the regulation of
seaworthiness, the advantage of safety regulations is that it is much easier to
document a breach of a safety regulation than to prove that the ship was
unseaworthy. Safety regulations therefore encompass some of the advantages of
the warranty approach without including the harshness of the sanction.

It may therefore be argued that the combination of exclusions for
unseaworthiness as defined in all systems except the US and a concept of safety

regulation will render the warranty approach for the classification issues
unnecessary, at least as far as recommendations and periodic surveys are
concerned. This solution will probably also be more acceptable in the French
legislation, where the mandatory provisions for alteration of risk seem to be an
obstacle for the warranty approach.
8.

Warranties continued - change offlag motet: management etc.

8.1. The pmblem

The last decades have experienced an increasing internationalization of the
shipping industry, and also of marine insurance. This has resulted in ship owners
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choosing to sail under a foreign flag and to use crew from other nations where
wages are lower than in their own country. Also, there has been a trend towards
internationalization of ship management, and a diversification of management
functions. Among the problems in the marine insurance market following this
evolution is the relationship between the insurer and the ship owner, and the risk

concerning unknown and maybe foreign owners, less strict flag state
requirements and less qualified crew and management. These problems are dealt
with in provisions concerning change of flag, ownership, management etc..
The problems dealt with under this item can be compared to the problems
dealt with under item 7 in that a main concern is the quality of the ship and the
standard of maintenance procedures and procedures to secure the safety of the
ship. However, rules conceming change of flag, owner and management are less

direct tools to obtain this goal as they concern the legal framework for and
organization of the management of the ship. This may explain the fact that
questions concerning flag, ownership and management of the ship are not
regulated in the cargo clauses, but are solely a hull problem.
A characteristic feature for the issues of change of flag, ownership and

management is also that these problems are normally not dealt with by the
legislation. The questions will therefore normally have to be solved in the
policy. As a lot of countries are following the ITCH, the solution in these clauses
will be dominant in the material.

8.2. The regulation
For change of flag, the strictest solution, which is automatic termination
of the policy, will be found in ITCH, American HC and in the Danish HC .247

This solution is thus also adopted in systems using the ITCH as standard
clauses, viz. Portugal, Slovenia, Croatia, Greece, Israel, Venezuela, Australia,
Indonesia, South Africa and Hong Kong. Spain, which combines the ITCH with

its own standard-clauses, and Canada, seem to follow the ITCH warranty
approach on this point.
However, Italy seems to depart from the ITCH solution concerning this
issue, and argues that change of flag may be considered an alteration of risk,
despite the fact that they use the ITCH as standard conditions combined with

their own clauses. Also New Zealand follows another solution, with no
exclusion for change of flag.
Under the French system the assured has a duty to disclose the flag when
the contract is entered into, and to disclose any change of the flag during the
insurance period. If the latter duty is not complied with, the reaction is similar
to the reaction for alteration or loss of class; viz, cancellation of the policy with
three days notice or proportionate reduction of indemnity.248

ITCH 5.2, American Institute FIC 1977, Change of ownership Clause, Danish HC 2.3 no 2. The
regulation in Danish HC is similar to the class requirement, ref. above under 7.2. It may be argued that
247

this regulation is contrary to the mandatory provisions in the Danish ICA, but the clauses may be
defended if they are defined as a relevant increase of risk.
248
French HC art. 8.1 and 8.3 and art. 14.
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The conditions in Norway, Sweden, Finland, Slovenia, New Zealand and
Japan contain no regulation for change of flag. However, in Japan, change of
flag will always result in change of ownership, and therefore be provided for
under this regulation, se below. Similar provisions may be found in other
countries, but these are not discussed in the material.
Change of ownership will in Denmark, Germany, Norway, Sweden,
Finland, Italy, France and Japan, and according to ITCH and American HC lead
to automatic termination of the insurance.249 In ITCH, the American, Danish,
French and Japanese Clauses the same rule is applied to bare-boat charter.25° As
mentioned above, this regulation will also apply to systems using the ITCH as
standard conditions. On the other hand, The New Zealand conditions contain no

similar regulation, but assignment of the policy is regulated in the law.251

Slovenia reports that they do not operate with exclusions for change of
ownership.
In UK and US based systems, and also according to the Danish conditions,

the regulation applied to change of ownership normally is also applied to
change of management.252 Again, Italy seems to depart from the ITCH
solution on this point, and argues that changes in management may be
considered an alteration of risk. This corresponds to the normal civil law
approach to this question. The German and Swedish system here is that transfer

of management of the ship shall be disclosed to the insurer. The German
solution is that the assured has a duty to notify the insurer if "the manning,
fitting-out and inspection of the vessel is transferred to new management".
Underwriters will in this situation have a right to cancel the insurance with a 14

days notice. In the case of non-disclosure, the insurer is discharged from
liability unless the non-disclosure was not intentional.253 The Swedish
conditions follow the ordinary duty of disclosure, with a diversified reaction
according to the degree of fault on the part of the assured, and also a right to
terminate the contract.254
According to the Norwegian Plan change of the manager of the ship or the

company which is responsible for the technical/maritime operation of the ship
is deemed to be an alteration of the risk as defined in the Plan.255 The penalty
system here is as described above under item 5.2.4.
The other systems contain no specific regulation concerning these issues,
and must therefore fall back to the general provisions.

249

Danish HC 2.3 no 4, DTV Hull Clauses 13, NP 3-21, Swedish HC § 4, Finnish HC § 38, Italian
HC art. 12, French HC art. 17 eighth and ninth paragraph, Japanese HC art. 14-1-6, American InstiWte
HC Change of Ownership Clause, and ITCH 5.2. It may be argued that the Danish regulation is contrary
to the mandatory provisions in the Danish ICA, but the clauses may be defended if they are defined as a
relevant increase of risk.
ITCH 5.2, American Institute HC Change of Ownership Clause, Danish HC 2.3 no 3, French HC
250
art. 17 eighth and ninth paragraph, Japanese HC art. 14-1-6.
251
NZ MIA sec. 51 and 52.
252
ITCH 5.2, American Institute HC, Change of Ownership Clause, Danish HC 2.3 no 3.
253
DTV Hull Clauses 12.1, 12.2 and 12.5.
254
Swedish HC § 10 second part.
255
NP § 3-8 second part.
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8.3. Sumnzaty
The insurer's attitude towards change of flag, ownership and management
is less homogenous than the attitude towards the safety issues discussed above
under item 7.

The most common attitude on these issues seems to be automatic
termination when there is a change of ownership. On this issue, the civil law
regulation follows the warranty principle in the common law approach, and
there is no example of more flexible exclusions. As it will often be difficult to
show that change of ownership is the cause of the loss, it may be necessary to
operate with absolute exclusions on this point. Also, it may be argued that
change of ownership is of such a great importance both for the contractual
relationship between the insured and the assured and for the management of the
ship that termination is a necessary approach to protect the insurer from having
to deal with owners where they have had no prior contact.
On the other hand, not all countries are applying the same harsh regulation
for charter on bare-boat basis. The attitude in the Norwegian market when the
Plan was amended was that the main issue to be regulated was the ownership,
and that bare-boat charter should only invoke a sanction if the conditions to
apply alteration of risk was satisfied. A main point here is that the insurer may
not react against such change unless the change was material for the insurer.
Change of flag leads to automatic termination in systems using the ITCH
or American HC, but many civil law systems lack any kind of exclusion for this
change. This may imply that automatic termination is too harsh for change of
flag. The question to be discussed here is whether the main question is who
owns the ship, and that the regulation of change of flag is unnecessary.
The last issue was transfer to new management. Again you have the same
distinction between the common law approach of automatic termination and the
civil law approach of alteration of risk or similar solutions. Reference may
therefore be made to earlier comparisons of the two approaches.
9.

Summary and nzain conclusions

The main impressions from the discussions in this paper are as follows:
The most common concept in this paper is duty of disclosure, which is
applied in both common law and civil law systems. In addition, the common law
system and some civil law systems operate with a concept of good faith, but this
is a generally more accepted concept in the common law countries. Even so,
conceptually, it may be stated that there is a fairly common approach in the civil
law and the common law countries with regard to circumstances concerning the
evaluation of the risk before the contract is entered into. The differences on this
point thus concern the material solutions more than the conceptual approach.
However, when it comes to circumstances happening when the insurance
is running, the common law and the civil law systems have chosen different

starting points. The civil law countries as a main rule apply the concept of
alteration of risk, corresponding closely to the regulation concerning duty of
disclosure. On the other hand, the common law systems and some systems

having adopted the English insurance conditions apply the concept of
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warranties. The systems meet, however, in special regulation in the civil law
systems concerning certain issues (seaworthiness, classification issues, and
change of flag, nationality and management).

Also, the main issues in the different regulations seem to be fairly
common. The main issues concerning the duty of disclosure are the scope of the
duty, the time the duty is applied, the relevance of the knowledge of the person
effecting the insurance, and a sanctioning system varied according to the degree
of fault of the person effecting the insurance. There is however, less variation in

the sanctioning system in the common law systems than in the civil law
systems. Also, the detailed regulation of these issues varies a great deal, and the
total picture of the regulation is fairly complicated.
The main issue concerning the principle of good faith is that it embraces
the duty of disclosure, but reaches further both concerning the scope of the duty
of disclosure and concerning the time. The extensions of the scope concern the
question of materiality and the knowledge of the assured. The extension of the
time aspect concems the fact that duty of good faith in UK (but not in US) is

also applied against the assured while the insurance is running. However, it
seems also to be a common feature with the principle that there is a great
uncertainty as to how far it reaches. Thus, contrary to the regulation concerning

duty of disclosure, the complication is not to get an overall view of the
regulation, but to grasp the real content of the provisions.

The main issues concerning alteration of risk are the concept of the
alteration of risk, the duty to notify the insurer and a sanctioning system
connected to a combination of breach of a duty not to alter the risk and a duty
to notify about such alteration of risk. However, as with duty of disclosure, the
detailed regulation of these issues varies a great deal, and the total picture of the
regulation is fairly complicated.

As for warranties, the main issues are the concept of warranties, the
condition of absolute compliance, and the sanction of no liability/voidability
regardless of materiality, fault and causation. Also, a common feature here is
legislation trying to soften the principle, and held covered clauses to protect the
assured. Another common feature is the difficulty to grasp the real nature of the
principle. Thus, even if the provision is fairly simple in its wording, and only
one regulation is applied contrary to the masses of regulations concerning
alteration of risk, the principle is not an easy one to understand.
The total impression thus is that the civil law regulations create a very
confusing picture, but that the regulation in most systems can be explained by
legal fairness and economic efficiency. The common law systems are on the
other hand deceptively simple in its common regulation, but hard to understand
and even harder to explain.
As already stated above, the civil law systems also illustrate that the market
may function without the principles of good faith and warranties. As a starting
point it is difficult to see that the insurer needs any further protection than that
which follows from the duty of disclosure. The principle of good faith may
create a safety net for the insurer, but at the same time introduces a great deal
of uncertainty for the assured. This seems contrary to what insurance is all
about, namely to acquire certainty and to do away with risk.
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Much of the same may be said about the concept of warranties, which
compared to alteration of risk seems unnecessary harsh. However, eyen if a

system does not use the concept of warranties, many conditions contain
provisions that are very similar to warranties. The fact that these provisions
regulate different problems may however indicate that few problems are of such

a character that there is total agreement of the necessity of the warranty
approach.

As for the question of harmonization, the main obstacles will be the
mandatory regulations. One main obstacle is that the legislation in Denmark,
Sweden, Slovenia, France, Italy, Australia, South Africa and may be also UK
and US contain mandatory provisions for some or all of the issues discussed in

this paper. As the Swedish and Danish ICA are under amendment, the
mandatory provisions in these countries may disappear. The mandatory
provisions in France, Italy, Slovenia and the common law countries will on the
other hand prevail. The Italian mandatory regulation, however, concerns only
alteration of risk, and may be departed from in favor of the assured. Only stricter

solutions concerning alteration of risk will thus cause a problem under this
legislation. The French mandatory provisions include also duty of disclosure,
and the Slovenian legislation concerns only duty of disclosure. It is not clear to
what extent more favorable solutions for the person effecting the insurance or
the assured may be accepted in these systems. Neither is it clear to what extent
the mandatory common law rules or principles may be departed from in favor
of the assured. As the common law regulations of good faith and warranties are
much stricter than the mandatory regulation in any civil law system, this seems

to be the most problematic regulation to be dealt with in an attempt of
harmonization.
Harmonization will thus require either that stricter systems accept that the
milder solutions in France and Italy will define the limit for how strict these

provisions may be, or that this legislation is made directory for marine
insurance. The fact that the French and Italian markets seem to function under
the prevailing mandatory regulation implies that stricter rules are not necessary
to protect the interests of the insurers and the community of persons effecting
insurance.
The discussion further shows that even if the civil law share the same main

concepts and a main attitude concerning which problems should be given
special regulation in a marine insurance contract, the details of the regulation
are very different. Also, there are as mentioned some basic differences between
the civil law countries and the common law countries. Harmonization will thus
require that the different markets are willing to give away national and maybe

traditional solutions and adapt a broader, more systematic and international
attitude to the different questions. This holds both for the selection of the main
concepts and for the more detailed regulation. Inherent in this is a shift in the

perspective that in marine insurance the conditions themselves are the
commodity and thus a factor of competition.
On the other hand, within the civil law systems the differences seem to
apply more to the detailed elements of the regulation than to the main principles
and reasoning. If there is agreement about main principles and the aim of the
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regulation, agreement of the details should not be an impossible task. It is more
uncertain whether it is possible to unite the basic differences between the civil
law systems and the common law system in one set of clauses.

Also, even if there are some principles that may be agreed upon, the
underlying concepts may well vary in the different countries. Concepts like
fraud, intent, negligence and good faith may have a common core, but the
borderline between the concepts may be defined differently. Another common
concept that seems to vary is the concept of material information used in the
regulation of duty of disclosure and duty of good faith. One point to be made
here is that international harmonization cannot solve national discussion of the
content of such concepts. Pointing out main international solutions based on the

same starting point will thus not solve the court case battles in UK on the
definition of materiality.

UNESCO DRAFT CONVENTION ON
UNDERWATER CULTURAL HERITAGE

At the Executive Council meeting held in Toledo in September 2000 this
UNESCO project was discussed. Patrick Griggs and Frank Wiswall reported
on the background to this project and pointed out that many of the provisions
in the draft convention were inconsistent with the rights of salvors under the
1989 Salvage Convention. Members of the Council were informed of the
report which John Kimball of the US Maritime Law Association had prepared
on this subject and Patrick Griggs drew attention to a Draft Protocol to the
Salvage Convention 1989 which had been drafted by the late Geoffrey Brice
Q.C. The purpose of this Protocol was to accord to items of cultural importance
found beneath the sea a degree of protection but always respecting the well
established law of salvage.

The Executive Council decided to invite the existing International
Working Group, chaired by Professor Japikse (Netherlands) to consider the
Brice Protocol and report to the Singapore Conference whether the Protocol
was an appropriate way of dealing with the undoubted problem of protecting
the cultural heritage without unreasonably restricting the rights of salvors.

Assuming a positive report it was resolved that an International SubCommittee would be set up to develop the Draft Protocol and explore ways of
implementing it.
The text of the Draft Protocol is published below:

Draft Protocol to the Salvage Convention 1989
(on the basis of a draft prepared by the late Geoffrey Brice, QC)
THE PARTIES TO THE PRESENT PROTOCOL,

CONSIDERING that it is desirable to amend the International
Convention on Salvage done at London on 28 August 1989
HAVE AGREED as follows:

Article 1
For the purpose of this Protocol:

"Convention" means the International Convention on Salvage, 1989.
"Organization" means the International Maritime Organization.
"Secretary-General" means the Secretary-General of the Organization.
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Article 2
Article 1, subparagraph (a) of the Convention is replaced by the following text:
(a)

Salvage Operation means any act or activity to assist a vessel or any other
property (including services to or involving historic wreck) in danger in
navigable waters or in any other waters whatsoever.

Article 3
The following text is added as subparagraphs (c)-1 and (c)-2 in Article 1 of the
Convention:

(c)-1 Historic wreck means a vessel or cargo or artefacts relating thereto
including any remains of the same (whether submerged or embedded or
not) of prehistoric, archaeological, historic or other significant cultural
interest.

(c)-2 lilanage to the cultural heritage means damage to historic wreck
including damage or destruction at the salvage site of any significant
information relating to the wreck or in its historical and cultural context.

Article 4
The following text is added as subparagraph (k) in Article 13 paragraph 1 of
the COnVenti011:

(k)

in the case of historic wreck, the extent to which the salvor has:

protected the same and consulted with, co-operated with and
complied with the reasonable requirements of the appropriate
scientific, archaeological and historical bodies and organizations
(including complying with any widely accepted code of practice
notified to and generally available at the offices of the Organization);

complied with the reasonable and lawful requirements of the
governmental authorities having a clear and valid interest (for
prehistoric, archaeological, historic or other significant cultural
reasons) in the salvage operations and in the protection of the historic
wreck or any part thereof and
avoided damage to the cultural heritage.

Article 5
Article 18 of the Convention is replaced by the _following text:

The effect of salvor's misconduct

A salvor may be deprived of the whole or part of the payment due under

this Convention to the extent that the salvage operations have become
necessary or more difficult because of fault or neglect on his part or if the
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salvor has been guilty of fraud or other dishonest conduct. In the case of
historic wreck, misconduct includes a failure to comply with the requirements
set out in Article 13 paragraph (k) or causing damage to the cultural heritage.

Article 6
Article 30, paragraph 1(d) of the Convention is replaced by the following text:
(d) when the property involved is historic wreck and is wholly or in part in

the territorial sea (including on or in the seabed or shoreline) or wholly or
in part in inland waters (including the seabed and shoreline thereof).

UNIFORMITY OF LAW CONCERNING
PIRACY AND ACTS OF MARITIME VIOLENCE
REPORT OF THE
JOINT INTERNATIONAL WORKING GROUP

The Executive Council, at its November 1997 meeting, approved a
proposal made by the Maritime Law Association of the United States to
consider formation of a working group to be charged with drafting a Model
National Law concerning piracy. I Though the subject clearly lies in the area of
public international law, it was pointed out that the Constitution of the Comité
contemplated work by the CMI in public law,2 and that in any case the CMI had
already produced the 1924 Convention on the Immunity of State-Owned Ships
and the 1957 Convention on Stowaways, both of which lay in the area of public
international law.

Piracy and maritime violence remain an extremely serious and growing
problem, highlighted in the work of international organizations such as IMO,
INTERPOL and ICC-IMB. There has however been no unified pressure from
national governments for a new international convention on the subject, and
the majority of such incidents take place within or just outside waters under
coastal State jurisdiction. Studies which have been undertaken conclude that
one basic difficulty in obtaining effective measures of suppression is a lack of
uniformity in national laws concerning piracy and acts of maritime violence as
well as the reporting and investigation of incidents.
The Executive Council appointed Dr Frank Wiswall, Vice-President of
the CMI, to canvass other concerned international organizations in order to
determine their willingness to participate in such an effort, conditioned upon
the Comité providing a chairman, rapporteur and secretariat services as well as

a meeting place for discussions. At its May 1998 meeting, the Executive
Council approved the establishment of the Joint International Working Group,
including representatives of the following participants in addition to the CMI:
the Baltic and International Maritime Council (BIMC0);
the International Chamber of Shipping (ICS);

The draft Model National Law is Annex A to this Report.
The object of the CMI is to contribute to the uniformity of maritime law "in all its aspects." (1992
Constitution, Article 2).
I

2
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the International Criminal Police Organization (INTERPOL);
the International Group of P & I Clubs (IGP & I);
the ICC International Maritime Bureau (ICC-IMB);
the International Maritime Organization (IMO);
the International Transport Workers' Federation (ITF);
the International Union of Marine Insurance (IUMI); and
the United Nations Office of Legal Affairs, Division of Oceans Affairs
and Law of the Sea (UNOLA/DOALOS).

Contact was also made with the Director of the Legal Bureau of the
International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO), and the Director of the
Legal Department of the International Air Transport Association (JATA). Both
of these organizations have expressed interest in the work and have requested
copies of the documentation produced by the Group, but have not participated
in the work.

Dr Wiswall was appointed Chairman of the Group, with Dr Samuel
Menefee as Rapporteur. As of this Report the Group has held four meetings in

London, and the individual representatives participating in the work are
identified in Annex B. In the course of its deliberations the Group posed a
detailed questionnaire in 1999 and a brief supplementary questionnaire in
2000 to the Comite's Member National Associations of Maritime Law; an
abbreviated tabular representation of the responses to the principal questions
is presented in Annex C. The Group wishes to express its gratitude to those
Associations which answered either or both of the questionnaires; the names

of those Associations and of the persons (where known) who prepared
responses are listed in Annex D to this Report.
At the outset of its work, the Group was made aware of the activities of
IMO, centred in its Maritime Safety Committee. A conscious effort has been
made throughout to ensure that there would be no conflict and a minimum of

overlap between the work of the two bodies, and that the respective work
products would be as harmonious and mutually supportive as possible. There

was early agreement that, broadly speaking, the Group would concentrate
upon issues of jurisdiction and prosecution of the crimes of piracy and
maritime violence, while IMO would continue its work on operational
measures to investigate and report concerning incidents of piracy and maritime
violence. Such a dual approach, it is hoped, will result in greater suppression
of these unlawful acts.

It is difficult to overestimate the seriousness of the threat posed by
maritime criminal activity, particularly with the entry of organized crime into
the "business" of piracy and armed maritime theft, and the lcnown fact that
many incidents are not officially reported, if reported at all. For this reason the
Group will present a Seminar at the Singapore Conference prior to discussion
of the Group's work. It may be noted, however, that legal inability to effectively

prosecute the accused in several recent incidents, notably the case of the
ALONDRA RAINBOW in 1999, illustrate the need for a Model National Law.
The principal objective of the draft Model National Law is to ensure that
no act of piracy or maritime violence falls outside the jurisdiction of affected

States to prosecute and punish these crimes or, alternatively, to extradite for
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prosecution in another State. A second objective in drafting the Model Law has

been to ensure that it will assist in giving full effect (a) to the provisions
relating to piracy contained in the 1982 United Nations Convention on the Law

of the Sea, and (b) to the 1988 Convention for the Suppression of Unlawful
Acts against the Safety of Navigation ("SUA" Convention) for those States
which have ratified or acceded to the Convention (with or without the 1988
SUA Protocol). A third objective is that the provisions of the SUA Convention
(and, where appropriate, the Protocol) will also be uniformly applied as
national law in those States enacting the Model Law which are not Parties to
either the Convention or Protocol. Finally, the draft Model Law seeks to ensure

that all incidents falling under its definitions of the crimes of piracy and
maritime violence are reported to the proper national authorities and that this

information is, in turn, relayed onward to the competent international
organizations.
It must be stressed that the task of the Singapore Conference is to review
and comment upon the draft Model National Law. Because the draft is not the

work product of the CMI, but of a Group of international organizations, the
Conference may suggest minimal changes for future consideration by the
Group but will not itself make changes to the document. At the conclusion of
the Conference's deliberations, an indicative "up-or-down" vote will be taken
whether to recommend to the CMI Assembly that it endorse the draft Model
Law. If endorsed by the Assembly, the Model Law will be passed on to the
other participating international organizations for their consideration, and at
the conclusion of this process, including any necessary future meeting of the
Group in order to make final changes in the text, the Model National Law will
be sent to the Member National Associations of the CMI with the request that
they lobby their respective governments for enactment of all or as much as
possible of the text as national law.
The draft text of the Model Law is set forth as Annex A to this Report.
Respectfully submitted,
FRANK L. WISWALL, JR.

Chairman of the Group
SAMUEL P. MENEFEE

Rapporteur
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ANNEX A

MODEL NATIONAL LAW ON ACTS OF PIRACY AND
MARITIME VIOLENCE

Preamble

The following Model National Law on Acts of Piracy or Maritime
Violence is the result of deliberation by the Joint International Working Group
on Uniformity of Law Concerning Acts of Piracy and Maritime Violence.' It
aftempts to attack the problem of piracy and maritime violence by proposing a

more systematic treatment of these serious problems through national law,
under whose admiralty / maritime jurisdiction the great majority of relevant
incidents fall. The intention of the Working Group is to present a series of
proposals designed to achieve greater uniformity in the body of various
national legal traditions rather than to produce a standard document. Similarly,
penalties are not specified, but must be severe enough in the context of national

criminal law to discourage illegal conduct. It is recognized that those
governments undertaking a review of piracy and related laws possess particular
expertise in their own national problems. By isolating several general trends,
however, the Working Group hopes to bring the attention of national legislators
to international considerations that have a direct impact on national jurisdiction
and prosecution. The format in which these are presented in this model is not
intended to shape the form of any national legislation; content rather than form

is the Working Group's concern. While the Working Group feels that its
suggestions represent a balanced and coherent whole, States are encouraged to
consider adapting am' of the ideas herein, as even incremental change is likely
to benefit effective legal coverage of this important topic.2

The Working Group is composed of representatives of the following international organizations:
the Comité Maritime International (CMI), the Baltic and International Maritime Council (BIMCO), the
International Chamber of Shipping (ICS), the International Criminal Police Organization ((NTERPOL),
the International Group of P&I Clubs (IGP&I), the ICC International Maritime Bureau (1CC-1MB), the
International Maritime Organization (IMO), the International Transport Workers Federation (ITF), the
International Union of Marine Insurance (IUM1), and the United Nations (Office of Legal Affairs /
Division for Ocean Affairs and the Law of the Sea) (UN OLA / DOALOS).
2
The Working Group also specifically urges accession to and adoption into national law of the 1988
Convention for the Suppression of Unlawful Acts Against the Safety of Maritime Navigation and (where
applicable) the related 1988 Protocol on Fixed Platforms, and of the 1982 Convention on the Law of the
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Section I: Definitions
1.

Piracy is committed when any person or persons, for any unlawful
purpose, intentionally or recklessly:

engages in piracy as the act is defined by article 15 of the 1958
Convention on the High Seas; or

engages in piracy as the act is defined by article 101 of the 1982
2.

3.

Convention on the Law of the Sea.3
Piracy is also committed when any person or persons, for any unlawful
purpose, intentionally or recklessly:
engages in an act constituting piracy under the criminal code of [name
of enacting State]; or
engages in an act previously held to constitute piracy by [name of the
highest judicial court of the enacting State]; or
engages in an act deemed piratical under customary international law.

The crime of nzaritime violence is committed when any person or
persons, for any unlawful purpose, intentionally or recklessly:

injures or kills any person or persons in connection with the
commission or the attempted commission of any of the offenses set
forth in sub-Sections I (3) (b)(h); or
performs an act of violence against a person or persons on board a
ship; or
seizes or exercises control over a ship or any person or persons on
board by force or any other form of intimidation; or

destroys or causes damage to a ship or ship's cargo, an offshore
installation, or an aid to navigation; or
employs any device or substance which is likely to destroy or cause
damage to a ship, its equipment or cargo, or to an aid to navigation; or

destroys or causes damage to maritime navigational facilities, or
interferes with their operation, if that act would be likely to endanger
the safe navigation of a ship or ships; or

engages in an act involving interference with navigational, life
support, emergency response or other safety equipment, if that act
would be likely to endanger the safe operation or navigation of a ship
or ships or a person or persons on board a ship; or
communicates false information, endangering or being likely to
endanger the safe operation or navigation of a ship or ships; or
engages in an act constituting an offense under article 3 of the 1988

Sea. The Group notes that care should be taken in the drafting of appropriate legislation, as many existing
national laws do not directly track provisions of these international conventions. Attention is also drawn
to the IMO Draft Regional Agreement on Co-operation in Preventing and Suppressing Acts of Piracy and
Armed Robbery Against Ships (IVISC/Circ.622/Rev. I, Annex, Appendix 5), and to the IMO Draft Code
of Practice/Instruments/Guidance Note for the Investigation of the Crime of Piracy and Armed Robbery
Against Ships, being developed by the Maritime Safety Committee..
The act of piracy defined in sub-Section 1(2) and the acts of maritime violence as defined in sub3
Sections 1(3) and (4) are separate offences; neither one includes piracy as defined in sub-Section 1(1).
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Convention for the Suppression of Unlawful Acts Against the Safety
of Maritime Navigation; or
engages in an act constituting an offense under article 2 of the 1988
Protocol for the Suppression of Unlawful Acts Against the Safety of
Fixed Platforms Located on the Continental Shelf; or
engages in any of the acts described in sub-Sections 11 (3) (a)(i), to
the extent applicable, where such acts involve an offshore installation
or affect a person or persons on an offshore installation.
Maritime violence is also committed when any person or persons, for any
unlawful purpose, intentionally or recklessly endangers or damages the

marine environment, or the coastline, maritime facilities or related
interests of a State or States.
An attempt to commit any of the offenses listed in sub-Sections I(1), (2),
(3) or (4), or any unlawful effort intended to aid, abet, counsel or procure

the commission of any of these offenses, or threats to commit any of
them, shall constitute maritime violence.
Notwithstanding the definitions in sub-Sections 1(1), (2), (3), (4), and
(5), reasonable acts to rescue a person or to recover stolen property or to
regain lawful control of a ship or offshore installation shall not constitute
piracy or maritime violence.
Notwithstanding the definitions in sub-Sections I(1), (2), (3), (4) and (5),

reasonable or proportionate acts to protect a person, ship or offshore
installation, or related property, against piracy or maritime violence shall
not constitute piracy or maritime violence.
a) The term ship as used in this law includes any type of vessel or other
water craft.

b) The term persotz as used in this law includes, where applicable,
entities having juridical personality as well as individual natural
persons.

Section II: Jurisdiction and Extradition
Jurisdiction to prosecute piracy as defined in sub-Sections I(i) (a)and (b)
shall lie as set forth in the relevant Convention.

The offences defined in sub-Sections I (2), (3), (4) and (5) shall be
prosecuted if committed within the territory, internal waters or territorial

sea of [name of enacting State], and to the degree that the exercise of
national jurisdiction is permitted by the 1958 Geneva Conventions on the
High Seas and Contiguous Zone or the 1982 Convention on the Law of

the Sea, within the exclusive economic zone, continental shelf,
contiguous zone or archepelagic waters of [name of enacting State], and
on the high seas or in any place outside the jurisdiction of any State.
The offences defined in Section I shall be prosecuted if committed:
on board a ship entitled to fly the flag of [name of enacting State],
wherever located; or

on an offshore installation belonging to or licensed by [name of
enacting State].
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Jurisdiction to prosecute shall also lie when the person accused of
committing an offence defined in Section I is a citizen or national of
[name of enacting State], or is an alien resident in [name of enacting
State], or is a stateless person.
Jurisdiction to prosecute shall also lie when an offence defined in Section
I is committed against a seafarer, passenger or shipowner who is a citizen
or national of, or is an alien resident in [name of enacting State].
Extradition to [name of enacting State] may take place when another State
has jurisdiction over the offences defined in sub-Sections I(1), (2), (3),
(4) or (5). The possession ofjurisdiction by [name of enacting State] shall

not preclude the extradition of an alleged offender to another State or
States under appropriate circumstances.
Trial of an alleged offender in absentia shall be allowed as permitted
under the law of [name of enacting State].
Section III: Prosecution, Punishment, Forfeiture and Restitution

An individual found guilty of the crime of piracy shall be subject to
imprisonment for a term of not more than
years and/or a fine of
not more than
, in addition to any restitution or forfeiture which
may be required, or any other penalties which might be imposed under
[relevant national law(s) of enacting State].4

An individual found guilty of the crime of maritime violence shall be
subject to imprisonment for a term of not more than
years and/or a
fine of not more than
, in addition to any restitution or forfeiture
which may be required, or any other penalties which might be imposed
under [relevant national law( s) of enacting State].4
An entity with juridical personality found guilty of the crime of piracy or
the crime of maritime violence shall be subject to a fine of not more than
, in addition to any restitution or forfeiture which may be required,
or any other penalties which might be imposed under [relevant national
law(s) of enacting State].4

In cases where any person is injured or killed in connection with an
incident of piracy or maritimc violence, thc person found guilty of the
crime shall also be liable to whatever penalties exist under [relevant
national law(s) of enacting State] for the injury or death.
In cases of loss of or damage to property in connection with an incident
of piracy or maritime violence, the person found guilty of the crime shall
also be liable to any other applicable penalties.
If another State claims jurisdiction with regard to an incident of piracy or
an act of maritime violence, and the alleged offender is not brought to trial

in [name of enacting State], the alleged offender shall, subject to the
provisions of [relevant national law(s) of enacting State], be extradited to

Penalties should take into account the grave nature of these offences and be severe enough to deter
such acts. States are encouraged to consider standardizing such punishments.
4
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the requesting State. If multiple States with reasonable jurisdictional
claims make requests for extradition in the absence of a trial in [name of
enacting State], the alleged offender shall, subject to the provisions of
[relevant national law(s) of enacting State], be extradited to one of the
requesting States.
Ships, cargo, goods, or equipment employed in or the subject of piracy or
acts of maritime violence shall be liable to forfeiture to the State. In the
case of stolen property, however, any person with title may assert a claim,
and the court shall have discretion to return the property.

Ships, cargo, goods or equipment wrongfully taken by person(s)
convicted of piracy or maritime violence which were not employed in

such crime(s) shall be returned to the owners upon legal proof of
ownership. Converted property shall be sold and the proceeds distributed
to the lawful claimants according to admiralty/maritime law, with any
balance remaining being forfeited to the State. Items not claimed within
the period established by law may be subject to judicial sale, or transfer to
a fund for financing State or regional action to fight piracy or maritime
violence. Owners of ships or cargo shall not be charged for port expenses
incurred during investigation or prosecution for piracy or acts of maritime
violence.
Nothing in sub-Sections 111 (1), (2), (3), (4) or (5) shall compromise or
affect any rights or remedies which a person injured by an act of piracy
and/or maritime violence might otherwise assert against any perpetrator
of the act or acts.
Section IV: Reporting of Incidents
Any incident which may constitute piracy or maritime violence shall be

reported by the following, as applicable: (a) the Master,5 (b) the
shipowner or manager, (c) the crew representative, (d) the cargo
representative, (e) the insurers, (f) the investigating authorities, or (g)
other persons having knowledge of the incident. Reports shall be made
without delay and as soon as possible following receipt of knowledge of
the incident. Reports shall be sent to [name of central national authority]
and shall be in the form provided for by that authority.6
Each person or entity listed above has an obligation to report every known

incident. This obligation may be met by filing a joint report, or by
forwarding and commenting upon a report on the occurrence made by
another listed person or entity.
The [name of central national authority] shall be under a continuing duty

to make reports without delay and in the required formats to the

The Master is to report without delay to the police and/or maritime authorities of the State in which
the incident occurred or which is the coastal State nearest to the position of the incident, and also to the
Administration of the Flag State.
6
See the forms in IMO MSC/Circ.622/Rev.1,Annex, Appendices 3 and 4, and MSC/Circ.623/
Rev.1, Annex, Appendices 2 and 4.
5
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International Maritime Organization (1M0)7 and the International
3.

Criminal Police Organization (INTERPOL).8
All incident reports made under (1) shall be open to the public. However,

addenda marked "CONFIDENTIAIr and containing sensitive
operational information shall not be open to the public.9

7

Refer to IMO MSC/Circ.622/Rev.1, Annex, Appendix 4, and MSC 59/33, paragraph 19.22.

8

The Working Group encourages inclusion of the obligation to report to appropriate non-

governmental organizations such as the ICC International Maritime Bureau (ICCIMB).
9

In the absence of appropriate legal action, where available, to compel disclosure of such

information.
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ANNEX B

JOINT INTERNATIONAL WORICING GROUP
ON UNIFORMITY OF LAW CONCERNING
PIRACY AND ACTS OF MARITIME VIOLENCE
LIST OF PARTICIPANTS

Sessions 1 4, 1998 2000

Comité Maritime International (CMI):
Dr. Frank L. Wiswall, Jr. (Chairman of the Group), Vice-President of the CMI
(Professor ad hon., IMO International Maritime Law Institute;
Past Chairman of the IMO Legal Commiftee)

Dr. Samuel Pyeatt Menefee (Rapporteur of the Group), Maritime Law
Association of the United States
(Maury Fellow, Center for Oceans Law & Policy, University of
Virginia; Professor of Law, Regent University School of Law)
Richard Shaw, Esq., Titulary Member of the CMI
(Lecturer, Southampton Maritime Law Institute; Chairman, CMI
Working Group on Mobile Units & Offshore Fixed Structures)

Baltic and International Maritime Council (BIMC0):
Grant Hunter, Esq., Piracy Project Consultant, Legal and Documentary
Division

International Chamber of Shipping (ICS):
Mrs. Linda Howlett, Legal Adviser
Mr. Brian Parkinson, Trade & Operations Adviser

International Criminal Police Organization (INTERPOL):
John Porter, Esq., Team Leader, International Division
Derek Whiting, Esq., Head of Bureau

Lance Jones, Esq., Marine Crime Liaison Officer
National Criminal Intelligence Service, INTERPOL London
Ch. Insp. Suzanne Williams, Operations
Royalty Protection Unit, Metropolitan Police, London
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International Group of P&I Clubs (IGP&I):
D. J. Lloyd Waticins, Esq., Secretary and Executive Officer

Hugh Hurst, Esq., Legal Adviser

Nigel Carden, Esq., Legal Adviser

International Maritime Bureau (ICC

IMB):

Capt. Jayant Abhyankar, Deputy Director
Dr. Niranjan Abeyratne, Legal Adviser

International Maritime Organization (IMO):
LCDR Brice Martin-Castex, Technical Programme Officer
Maritime Safety Division

Augustin Blanco-Bazan, Esq., Deputy Director
Gaetano Librando, Esq., Senior Legal Officer
Legal Affairs and External Relations Division

International Transport Workers Federation (ITF):
Mr. Jean-Yves Legouas, Secretary, Seafarers' Section
Capt. Joseph Thuillier, Assistant Secretary, Legal Department
Abdullah Mutawi, Esq., Assistant Secretary, Legal Department
Mr. Tom Holmer, Researcher, Seafarers' Section

International Union of Marine Insurance (IUMI):
Dr. Gerfried E. Brunn, Chairman, Liability Committee

United Nations Office of Legal Affairs / Division for
Ocean Affairs and the Law of the Sea (UN OLA! DOALOS):
Mrs. Gabriele Goettsche-Wanli, Law of the Sea / Ocean Affairs Officer
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ANNEX C

ABBREVIATED RESPONSES OF THE CMI NATIONAL
MEMBER ASSOCIATIONS TO THE QUESTIONNAIRES
CONCERNING THE LAW OF PIRACY

QUESTIONNAIRE #1
(* '= indicates certain qualifications)
Does your country's national law define the crime of piracy?
ARGENTINA
AUSTRALIA
BELGIUM
FRANCE
GERMANY
HONG KONG

YES *
YES
YES *
YES

JAPAN

No

DPR KOREA

No

NEW ZEALAND

YES

NORWAY

No

SPAIN

No
No
No

YES

UNITED KINGDOM
UNITED STATES

YES
YES

Po RTUGAL

Does your country have a national law specifically punishing the crime of
piracy (as distinct from crimes that form elements of the crime of piracy)?
ARGENTINA
AUSTRALIA
BELGIUM
FRANCE
GERMANY
HONG KONG

YES
YES
YES
YES

JAPAN

N/A

N/A
YES

DPR KOREA

N/A

NEW ZEALAND

YES

NORWAY

N/A
N/A
N/A

PORTUGAL
SPAIN
UNITED KINGDOM
UNITED STATES

YES

YES *

N.B.: The Questionnaires requested and resulted in far more detail in the responses than can be reflected
in this Table. They also requested copies of the relevant portions of national law, and many responses
were accompanied by annotated extracts from national law. Responses arriving too late for inclusion in
this Table will be presented at the Singapore Conference.
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If so, does your country's national law punish the crimes of attempted piracy
and/or of conspiracy to commit piracy?
ARGENTINA
AUSTRALIA
BELGIUM
FRANCE
GERMANY
HONG KONG
JAPAN

YES
YES
YES *
YES
N/A
YES
N/A

DPR KOREA

N/A

NEW ZEALAND

YES

NORWAY

N/A
N/A
N/A
YES

PORTUGAL
SPAIN

UNITED KINGDOM
UNITED STATES

No

Does your national law provide for the trial of piracy committed within
waters under your country's national jurisdiction?
ARGENTINA
AUSTRALIA
BELGIUM
FRANCE
GERMANY

YES
YES

DPR KOREA

No

NEW ZEALAND

YES

No

NORWAY

YES

HONG KONG

YES

No
No
No
No

JAPAN

No

PORTUGAL
SPAIN
UNITED KINGDOM
UNITED STATES

No

YES

Does your national law provide for the trial of piracy committed outside your

country's jurisdiction, i.e., on the high seas and/or in waters within the
jurisdiction of another State, on the basis that piracy is a universal international
crime?
ARGENTINA
AUSTRALIA
BELGIUM
FRANCE
GERMANY
HONG KONG

YES
YES

JAPAN

No

DPR KOREA

No

NEW ZEALAND

YES
YES/NO
YES
YES
YES/NO
YES

No
No
No

NORWAY

YES

UNITED KINGDOM
UNITED STATES

PORTUGAL
SPAIN

Does your national law provide for the extradition of a person accused of the
crime of piracy in another country to that State for trial?
ARGENTINA
AUSTRALIA
BELGIUM
FRANCE
GERMANY
HONG KONG

YES
YES
YES *
YES *

JAPAN

No

DPR KOREA

No

NEW ZEALAND

YES

NORWAY

No

SPAIN

No
No
No

YES

UNITED ICINGDOM
UNITED STATES

YES
YES

PORTUGAL
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Does your national law provide that a person accused of the crime of piracy
must either be tried in your country, or else extradited to another country for
trial?
ARGENTINA
AUSTRALIA
BELGIUM
FRANCE
GERMANY
HONG KONG
JAPAN

YES *

DPR KOREA

No

No

NEW ZEALAND

YES

YES *
YES *

NORWAY

No
No

No
No
No

PORTUGAL
SPAIN
UNITED KINGDOM
UNITED STATES

YES *

No
No

What is the range of punishment under your national law for a person
convicted of the crime of piracy?
ARGENTINA
AUSTRALIA
BELGIUM
FRANCE
GERMANY
HONG KONG
JAPAN

3-25 YRS.

DPR KOREA

?

LIFE
?
20 YRS.
?
LIFE
?

NEW ZEALAND

LIFE
21 YRS.
25 YRS.
20 YRS.
LIFE
LIFE

NORWAY

PORTUGAL
SPAIN

UNITED KINGDOM
UNITED STATES

Specifically, does your national law provide for the capital punishment
(death by execution) of a person convicted of the crime of piracy, where the
pirate has not been convicted of the crime of capital murder (homicide in the
first degree)?
ARGENTINA
AUSTRALIA
BELGIUM
FRANCE
GERMANY
HONG KONG
JAPAN

No
No
No
No
No
No
No

DPR KOREA

No

NEW ZEALAND

No

NORWAY

NO

PORTUGAL

No

SPAIN

NO

UNITED KINGDOM
UNITED STATES

No
No

Does your national law provide for the capital punishment (death by
execution) of a person convicted of the crime of piracy, where the pirate has
also been convicted of capital murder (homicide in the first degree) committed
in connection with the event of piracy?
ARGENTINA
AUSTRALIA
BELGIUM
FRANCE
GERMANY

NO

DPR KOREA

No

No
No
No
No

NEW ZEALAND

NO

NORWAY

PORTUGAL

No
No

SPAIN

NO

HONG KONG

YES

No

JAPAN

No

UNITED KINGDOM
UNITED STATES

YES
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If a person has committed the act of armed theft of a vessel (or the talcing

of a vessel by threat of violent harm) within waters under your country's
national jurisdiction, would that act constitute the crime of piracy under your
national law?
ARGENTINA
AUSTRALIA
BELGIUM
FRANCE
GERMANY
HONG KONG

No

DPR KOREA

No

YES

NEW ZEALAND

YES

No

NORWAY

YES

PORTUGAL
SPAIN

No
No

JAPAN

No

No
YES

UNITED }KINGDOM
UNITED STATES

N/A

No
YES

If a person has committed the act of armed robbery of persons on board a
vessel (or the taking of property on board a vessel by threat of violent harm)

within waters under your country 's national jurisdiction, would that act
constitute the crime of piracy under your national law?
ARGENTINA
AUSTRALIA
BELGIUM
FRANCE
GERMANY

No

DPR KOREA

YES

NEW ZEALAND

No

NORWAY

YES

PORTUGAL
SPAIN
UNITED KINGDOM
UNITED STATES

No

HONG KONG

YES

JAPAN

No

NO
YES
NO
NO

No
No
YES

Would the answers to Questions 11 and 12 above be different depending

upon whether the vessel was moored or at anchor or, alternatively, was
underway?
ARGENTINA
AUSTRALIA
BELGIUM
FRANCE
GERMANY

No
No
No
No

DPR KOREA

No

NEW ZEALAND

NO

NORWAY

No

PORTI JGAI.

YES

NO

SPAIN

HONG KONG

No

JAPAN

NO

UNITED KINGDOM
UNITED STATES

No
No
No

Would the answers to Questions 11 and 12 above be different depending
upon whether the vessel was tied up alongside a wharf or quay or, alternatively,
was not alongside but was moored or at anchor?
ARGENTINA
AUSTRALIA
BELGIUM
FRANCE
GERMANY
HONG KONG
JAPAN

No
No

DPR KOREA

No

NORWAY

NO

NO

NEW ZEALAND
PORTUGAL

No
No
No
No

No
No
No
No

SPAIN

UNITED KINGDOM
UNITED STATES

NO
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If a person has committed the act of armed robbery of persons or other
violent acts against persons on an offshore platform or other fixed offshore
structure within waters under your country's national jurisdiction, would such
acts constitute the crime of piracy under your national law?
No
DPR KOREA
ARGENTINA
No
NEW ZEALAND
No
AUSTRALIA
No
NORWAY
YES
BELGIUM
FRANCE
GERMANY

YES

HONG KONG

YES

JAPAN

No

No

PORTUGAL
SPAIN
UNITED KINGDOM
UNITED STATES

YES

No
No
No

If a person has committed the act of armed robbery of persons or other
violent acts against persons on an offshore platform or other fixed offshore
structure on the high seas, or within waters under the national jurisdiction of
another State, would such acts constitute the crime of piracy under your
national law?
ARGENTINA
AUSTRALIA
BELGIUM
FRANCE
GERMANY
HONG KONG

YES

DPR KOREA

No
No

NEW ZEALAND

YES
YES

PORTUGAL

No

JAPAN

YES

UNITED KINGDOM
UNITED STATES

NORWAY
SPAIN

No
No
No

No
No
No

If stolen goods or other property of victims of piracy is taken into custody

by your country's authorities, what is your national law concerning its
disposition when the victim makes a claim to the property?
ARGENTINA
AUSTRALIA
BELGIUM
FRANCE
GERMANY
HONG KONG
JAPAN

RETURN
RETURN
RETURN

DPR KOREA
NEW ZEALAND
NORWAY

PORTUGAL

RETURN
?
RETURN

SPAIN

UNITED KINGDOM
UNITED STATES

RETURN
RETUFtN
RETURN
RETURN
SALVOR'S FEE
NONE

If instrumentalities of piracy (e.g., weapons, fast boats, portable
electronics, etc.) are taken into custody by your country's authorities, what is
your national law concerning the disposition of such items?
ARGENTINA
AUSTRALIA
BELGIUM
FRANCE
GERMANY

HONG KONG
JAPAN

DPR KOREA
FORFEIT
FORFEIT
FORFEIT
FORFEIT
FORFEIT

NEW ZEALAND
PORTUGAL
SPAIN

FOFtFEIT
FORFEIT
FORFEIT
FORFEIT

UNITED KINGDOM
UNITED STATES

SALVOR'S FEE
FORFEIT

NORWAY
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If the property referred to in Question 18 were stolen by the pirates, does
your national law provide for the restoration of such property in due course to
an innocent owner when the owner makes a claim to the property?
ARGENTINA
AUSTRALIA
BELGIUM
FRANCE
GERMANY
HONG KONG
JAPAN

YES
YES
?
?
YES
YES
YES

DPR KOREA
NEW ZEALAND
NORWAY

PORTUGAL
SPAIN

UNITED KINGDOM
UNITED STATES

?
YES
YES
YES
YES
SALVOR'S FEE

No

If no claim is made to the property referred to in Questions 17 and 19, what
is your national law concerning disposition of the property?
ARGENTINA
AUSTRALIA
BELGIUM
FRANCE
GERMANY

HONG KONG
JAPAN

?
FORFEIT
RETAIN

?
RETAIN
FORFEIT
FORFEIT

DPR KOREA
NEW ZEALAND
NORWAY
PORTUGAL
SPAIN

UNITED KINGDOM
UNITED STATES

?
FORFEIT
FORFEIT
FORFEIT
FORFEIT
FORFEIT
FORFEIT

21 Does your country's law require the reporting of all incidents of piracy to a
central national authority? If so, please supply the name and address of this
authority, the numbers for electronic contact (telephone, fax, E-Mail, telex,
cable, etc.) and the name and title of an individual to contact for further details.
ARGENTINA
AUSTRALIA
BELGIUM
FRANCE
GERMANY

HONG KONG
JAPAN

YES *

DPR KOREA

No
No

NEW ZEALAND

No
No
No

NORWAY

PORTUGAL
SPAIN

UNITED KINGDOM
UNITED STATES

No
No
No
No
No
No
No

22. Does your country have any treaties or other standing agreements with (a)

bordering States, (b) nearby States maintaining a naval establishment with
high enforcement capability, or (c) other States in the region, concerning cooperation to suppress and/or punish piracy?
NO
DPR KOREA
ARGENTINA
No
No
NEW ZEALAND
AUSTRALIA
No
BELGIUM
FRANCE
GERMANY

HONG KONG
JAPAN

NO

NORWAY

NO

ROME '88

PORTUGAL
SPAIN
UNITED KINGDOM
UNITED STATES

No

No
No
No

YES/NO

No
No
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If your country is party to any relevant treaties or standing international
agreements other than those referred to in Question 22 above, please supply
copies of such agreements if possible (otherwise citations to the agreements)
and the names of the States parties.
No
DPR KOREA
No
ARGENTINA
AUSTRALIA
BELGIUM
FRANCE
GERMANY
HONG KONG
JAPAN

NEW ZEALAND

[LIST]

NORWAY

No
[LisT]

[LIST]

PORTUGAL
SPAIN

No
No

UNITED KINGDOM
UNITED STATES

[LIST]

No *

[LIST]
[LIST]
[LIST]

If your country has national laws specifically concerning maritime crimes
of violence other than piracy, please supply those portions of your law and
indicate the relevant sections within the documents.
No
DPR KOREA
ARGENTINA
AUSTRALIA
BELGIUM
FRANCE
GERMANY
HONG KONG
JAPAN

NEW ZEALAND

YEs/[TExT]

NORWAY

YES/[TEXT]

No

PORTUGAL
SPAIN

No
No

YES [TEXT]
YES/[TEXT]

UNITED KINGDOM
UNITED STATES

YES/[TEXT]
YES/[TEXT]

YES/[TEXT]
YES [No TEXT]
NO

Do you believe there would be general support in your country for
broadening the scope of your national law (if necessary) so as to treat violent
maritime crimes on the same basis as piracy is treated under international law?
ARGENTINA
AUSTRALIA
BELGIUM
FRANCE
GERMANY

YES *

HONG KONG

?

JAPAN

DPR KOREA
NEW ZEALAND

No

NORWAY

No

PORTUGAL
SPAIN

YES

UNITED KINGDOM
UNITED STATES

?
YES
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QUESTIONNAIRE #2

26. Do international treaties ratified or acceded to by your country
automatically become part of your country's national law (i.e., are treaties to
which your State becomes a party 'self-executing' under your constitutional
system), or do they require enactment of enabling legislation in order to have
effect?
ARGENTINA
AUSTRALIA
BELGIUM
FRANCE
GERMANY

HONG KONG
JAPAN

LEGISLATION

DPR KOREA

N/A

NEW ZEALAND

LEGISLATION
LEGISLATION

NORWAY

LEGISLATION
LEGISLATION
LEGISLATION *

PORTUGAL
SPAIN
UNITED KINGDOM
UNITED STATES

NO/YES

YES *

27. Do any government agencies of your country have regulations covering the

subject of piracy or maritime violence? If so, please supply the relevant
regulations or document.
ARGENTINA
AUSTRALIA
BELGIUM
FRANCE
GERMANY

N/A

No
No
No

NORWAY

No

PORTUGAL
SPAIN

HONG KONG
JAPAN

DPR KOREA
NEW ZEALAND

YES *

UNITED KINGDOM
UNITED STATES

28. What are the names and addresses of any of your country's government
agencies, port authorities, police forces, etc., that would deal with acts of
piracy or crimes of maritime violence? What is/are the name(s) and title(s) of
appropriate contact person(s) in such organization(s)?
ARGENTINA
AUSTRALIA
BELGIUM
FRANCE
GERMANY
HONG KONG
JAPAN

[GivEN]

[GIVEN]
[GIVEN]

[QUESTIONS 29

DPR KOREA

N/A

NEW ZEALAND

[GivEN]

NORWAY

[OATEN]

PORTUGAL
SPAIN
UNITED KINGDOM
UNITED STATES

[GivEN]

31 (REVIEW OF THE DRAFT MODEL LAW) OMITTED]
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ANNEX D

CMI NATIONAL MEMBER ASSOCIATIONS RESPONDING TO
THE QUESTIONNAIRES CONCERNING THE LAW OF PIRACY
(With names of individuals preparing the Responses, where known)

ARGENTINA ASOCIACION ARGENTINA DE DERECHO MARITIMO,

by Prof. José D. Ray, Buenos Aires
AUSTRALIA

MARITIME LAW ASSOCIATION OF AUSTRALIA AND NEW ZEALAND,

by Dr Michael W. D. White, QC, Brisbane
BELGIUM ASSOCIATION BELGE DE DROIT MARITIME,

by M. Joseph, Esq., Brussels
FRANCE ASSOCIATION FRANCAISE DU DROIT MARITIME,

by Dr Philippe Boisson and Maitre Jean-Serge Rohart, Paris
GERMANY DEUTSCHER VEREIN FOR INTERNATIONALES SEERECHT,

by Dr. Hans-Heinrich Möll, Hamburg
HONG KONG, CHINA THE MARITIME LAW ASSOCIATION OF HONG KONG,

by S. K. Anand, Hong Kong
JAPAN

THE JAPANESE MARITIME LAW ASSOCIATION,

by Prof. Kazuhiro Nakatani, Tokyo
D.P.R. OF KOREA CHOSON MARITIME LAW ASSOCIATION

by Mr. CHA Mun Bin
NEW ZEALAND

MARITIME LAW ASSOCIATION OF AUSTRALIA AND NEW

ZEALAND,

by Karl Stolberger, Esq., Auckland
NORWAY DEN NORSKE SJORETTSFORENING,

by Kjetil Eivindstad, Arendal
PORTUGAL

COMISSÄO DE DIREITO MARITIMO INTERNATIONAL,

by Dr Dias Bravo, Lisbon
SPAIN

ASOCIACION ESPANOLA DE DERECHO MARITIMO,

by Fernando Ruiz-Galvez, Esq., Madrid
UNITED KINGDOM

BRITISH MARITIME LAW ASSOCIATION,

by the BMLA Sub-Committee on the Law of Piracy
UNITED STATES

THE MARITIME LAW ASSOCIATION OF THE UNITED STATES,

by Prof. Samuel Pyeatt Menefee, Charlottesville, Virginia

IMPLEMENTATION AND INTERPRETATION
OF THE 1976 LLMC CONVENTION
DRAFT REPORT

I.

Introduction

The CMI has suggested to the Legal Committee of IMO to carry out an
investigation into the manner in which the 1976 LLMC Convention has been
implemented by States Parties1 and into the manner in which its provisions
have been interpreted and applied.
Uniformity is in fact not achieved by ratification, but through the action
taken by States Parties in order to implement the Convention and through the
subsequent interpretation of its provisions, and the lcnowledge of the manner

in which its provisions have been interpreted by the Courts of the States
Parties would increase the prospects of their uniform interpretation.
The proposal of the CMI has been endorsed by the Legal Committee of
IMO at its 80th session' and by the Assembly at its 21st session.3

In order to collect the necessary information in respect of all States
Parties a questionnaire has been prepared (Annex IV).
2.

The purpose of the study

On the basis of the responses to the questionnaire received as of 15
October 2000 (Annex V) and of the analysis of the manner in which the
individual articles of the LLMC Convention have been implemented by the
States Parties in respect of which such responses have been received (Annex

VI) a tentative assessment can be made of the level of actual legislative
uniformity and of the prospect of uniform interpretation of the provisions of

the Convention. Such assessment can in turn enable some views to be
expressed in respect of which methods of implementation are likely to ensure
a higher degree of actual uniformity.
A list of the States who have ratified or acceded to the Convention is annexed hereto as Annex I.
An extract from the report on the 80th session is annexed hereto as Annex II.
An extract from the report of the Administrative, Financial and Legal Committee is annexed
hereto as Annex III.
2
3
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The purpose of conventions on uniform law
Before making such assessments it is however deemed useful; by way of

an introduction, to make some general remarks on the purpose of the
conventions containing rules of substantive law.

It is thought that such purpose is not only that of ensuring actual
unifonnity of the laws on a given subject but, also, of enabling all interested
parties to find out how the relevant convention has been implemented. This is
an easy task if the convention has been given the force of law. It is less easy if
instead its provisions have been enacted without adopting the language of the
convention verbatim, or have been enacted only in part, for instance because
some of its provisions conform with general rules of the national law and it is
therefore considered unnecessary to reproduce them, or their provisions are
scattered in different parts of a wider text.
The question, therefore, that ought to be considered is whether, in case a
convention is implemented in such a manner, the obligation arising out of the
ratification of such convention is actually fulfilled.
In this connection it is worth noting that some maritime conventions
expressly allow Contracting States a certain flexibility in their
implementation.
For example, the 1924 Brussels Bills of Lading Convention provides in

its Protocol that the High Contracting Parties may give effect to the
Convention either by giving it the force of law or by including in their national
legislation in a form appropriate to that legislation the rules adopted under the
Convention.

Identical provisions may be found in the 1968 Visby Protocol to that
Convention (Article 16) and in the 1967 Brussels Convention on Maritime
Liens and Mortgages (Article 14(1)).
Whatever may be the answer to the question of validity of such method
of implementation, the fact remains that the ratification entails an obligation
to give effect to the convention by enacting its provisions into the domestic

legal system. It must therefore be ascertained whether the method of
implementation adopted in each particular case yields such result or not.

Implementation by ratification and publication and by giving the
force of law to the provisions of the LLMC Convention

Although there is, from a constitutional point of view, a difference
between the States in which a convention becomes part of the national legal
system following its ratification and publication and the States in which an ad
hoc Act giving the force of law to a convention is required for that purpose,
the result is the same.
The former technique, used in several countries of continental Europe,
has for the LLMC Convention been adopted by Croatia, France, Greece, the
Netherlands and Spain, The latter technique, used mainly in common law

countries, has been adopted by Australia, Bahamas, Barbados, Canada,
Germany, Hong Kong China, Ireland, Mexico and the United Kingdom.
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In all such countries, therefore, the Convention has been implemented
word for word, save for the provisions in respect of which an option to regulate

the subject matter differently is granted (Article 6(3), Article 10(1), Article
15(1), (2) and (3)) or a reservation is permitted (Article 2(1)(d) and (e)) and,
in respect of Canada,4 save for the limits of liability, which are those of the
1996 Protocol.

However, notwithstanding the implementation of Article 11(1) in its
original text, in several countries there appear to be in force provisions in
conflict with the rule whereby a fund may be constituted with the Court in any

State Party in which legal proceedings are instituted in respect of claims
subject to limitation. This seems to be the case in Australia, Belgium, France,
Greece, Hong Kong China, the Netherlands and the United Kingdom.

5.

Implementation by means of the incorporation of all or part of the
provisions of the Convention in a national law
Some States (Japan) have enacted an ad hoc law which regulates the

limitation of liability of shipowners for maritime claims based on the
provisions of the Convention. Others (Denmark, Finland, Georgia, New
Zealand, Norway and Sweden) have incorporated certain provisions of the

Convention in a wider national act, such as a maritime code5 or an act
regulating generally the law of transport.6 It is therefore necessary to establish
whether and to which extent the national rules correspond to the provisions of
the Convention.

As it appears from Annex VI the individual articles of the Convention
have been implemented practically without any change by certain countries,
while they have been implemented with more significant changes or their
implementation has been omitted by other countries. The table which follows
gives a general, albeit not precise, picture of the situation. The names of the

countries of the first group are printed in bold type and the names of the
countries of the second group have been printed in italics.
Article 1: Denmark, Finland, Japan, Norway - Georgia, New Zealand,
Sweden
Article 2: Japan, New Zealand - Denmark, Finland, Georgia, Norway,
Sweden
Article 3: Georgia, Japan, New Zealand - Denmark, Finland, Norway,
Swea'en

Article 4: Georgia (probably), Japan, New Zealand - Denmark, Finland,
Norway, Sweden
Article 5: Denmark, Finland, Georgia, Japan, Norway, Sweden - New

Zealand

4
5

6

Canada, however has not yet ratified the LLMC Convention.
This is the case for Denmark, Finland, Georgia, Norway and Sweden.
This is the case for New Zealand.
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Article 6: Denmark, Finland, Japan, New Zealand, Norway, Sweden Georgia
Article 7: Japan, New Zealand - Denmark, Finland, Georgia, Norway,
Sweden

Article 8: Denmark, Finland, Japan, New Zealand, Norway, Sweden Georgia
Article 9: Japan, New Zealand - Denmark, Finland, Georgia, Not-way,
Sweden

Article 10: Denmark, Finland, Norway, Sweden - Georgia, Japan, New
Zealand

Article 11: Japan - Denmark, Finland, Georgia, New Zealand, Norway,
Sweden

Article 12: Denmark, Finland, Japan - Georgia, New Zealand, Not-way,
Sweden

Article 13: Denmark, Finland, Japan, Norway. Sweden - Georgia, New
Zealand
The table below shows the position country by country:

Denmark has implemented practically without changes Articles 1, 5, 6(1)
except for the minimum limit for warships and ships employed on a noncommercial service, 6(2), (4) and (5), 7(1), 8, 9(1)(a) and (c), 10, 12 and
13; has implemented with some changes Articles 2, 3, 4 and 11; has not
implemented Articles 7(2) and 9(1)(b) and (2).

Finland has implemented practically without changes Articles 1, 5, 6(1)
except for the minimum limit applicable to warships and ships employed
on a non-commercial service, 6(2), (4) and (5), 7(1), 8, 9(1)(a) and (c),
10, 12 and 13; has implemented with some changes Articles 2, 3, 4 and
11; has not implemented Articles 7(2) and 9(1)(b) and (2).

Georgia has implemented practically without changes Articles 3, 4
(probably), 5, 6(1) and (2), 9(1)(a), 11(2) and 12(1); has implemented
with some changes Articles 1, 2, 8, 11(1); has not implemented Articles
6(4) and (5), 7, 9(1)(b) and (c) and 9(2), 10, 11(3), 12(2), (3) and (4) and
13.

Japan has implemented practically without changes Articles 1, 2(a), (b), (c)
and (f), 3(a)-(d), 4, 5, 6(1), (2), (4) and (5), 7, 8(1), 9, 11, 12 and 13; has
not implemented Article 2(d) and (e) and 3(e).
New Zealand has implemented practically without changes Articles 2, 3, 4,
7, 8(1), 9, 12(1); has implemented with some changes Articles 1, 6 (the
option granted by Article 15(2)(b) having been exercised) and 13 and has
not implemented Articles 5, 10, 11, 12(2)-(4).
Norway has implemented practically without changes Articles 1, 2(1)(b)-(f)
and (3), 5, 6(1) except for the minimum limit applicable to warships and
ships employed on a non-commercial service, 6(2), (4) and (5), 7(1),
8(1), 10, 12(1), (2) and (4) and 13; has implemented with some changes
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Articles 2(1)(a), 3, 4, 9(1)(a) and (c) and 11; has not implemented
Articles 7(2), 9(1)(b), 9(2) and 12(3).
Sweden has implemented practically without changes Articles 2(1)(b)-(f) and

(3), 5, 6(1) except for the minimum limit applicable to warships and
ships employed on a non-commercial service, 6(2), (4) and (5), 7(1), 8,
9(1)(a) and (c), 10, 12 and 13; has implemented with some changes
Articles 1, 2(1)(a), 3, 4, 11; has not implemented Articles 7(2), 9(1)(b)
and (2).

The changes and omissions do not always entail an actual modification
of the Convention regime, but certainly create difficulties and uncertainties as
to the interpretation of the domestic provisions and may adversely affect the
uniform interpretation of the Convention. However from the responses to the

Questionnaire it appears that in Denmark, Finland, Japan, Norway and
Sweden the international origin of the provisions with which a convention is
implemented and the travaux préparatoires of such convention are taken into
consideration.
In the above summary reference has not been made to Article 14 of the
Convention since this is merely a private international law rule. Provisions on
the limitation procedure exist in the great majority of the States parties and
those which have been made available may be found in Annex VII.
6.

Permissible variations

The Convention allows a limited flexibility to States Parties in the
implementation of the Convention. This is done in various manners.
(a)

The operation of certain provisions is made conditional to the rules of the
applicable national law.

Article 3(2) provides that claims by servants of the shipowner or
salvor are excluded from limitation if under the law governing the
contract of service the shipowner is not entitled to limit his liability in
respect of such claims or if under such law he is permitted to limit his
liability to an amount greater than that provided under Article 6. Since,
however, no provision to such effect exists, it follows that Article 3(e)
does not apply and the claims in question are subject to limitation under
Article 2(a).
Pursuant to Article 10(1) States Parties may provide that a person
liable may only invoke the right to limit liability if a limitation fund has

been constituted. This option has been exercised by Japan and the
Netherlands.
(b) The rule set out in Article 12(1), whereby the fund is distributed in

proportion to the established claims, may be departed from, as respects
claims other than those for loss of life and personal injury, for claims in
respect of damage to harbour works, basins and waterways and aids to
navigation (Article 6(3)). Such option has been exercised by Australia and
Poland.
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(c)

The scope of application of the Convention may be restricted by States
Parties in the cases specified by paragraphs 1, 2, 3 and 4 of Article 15.

In accordance with Article 15(1) the Convention shall apply
whenever any person referred to in Article 1 seeks to limit his liability

before a court of a State Party. Nevertheless each State Party may
exclude from the application of the Convention any person who has not
his habitual residence or his principal place of business in a State Party
or any ship which does not fly the flag of a State Party. A State Party
wishing to avail itself of this possibility should enact a provision to that

effect. It seems that of the States Parties for which replies to the
questionnaire have been received only Poland has exercised this option.
Although Article 1(2) provides that the Convention shall apply to
seagoing ships and this provision seems to exclude ships intended for

navigation on inland waterways from the scope of application of the
Convention, in accordance with Article 15(2)(a) such ships seem to be
governed by the Convention, unless a national system of limitation is
applicable. Article 15(2)(a) in fact provides that a State Party may
regulate by specific provisions of national law the system of limitation
of liability to be applied to vessels which are according to the law of that
State ships intended for navigation on inland waterways. This option has
been exercised by Germany, the Netherlands, Poland and Switzerland,
whilst Belgium and the U.K. apply the provisions of the Convention to
ships employed in inland navigation and in France there is no limitation
of liability for ships intended for navigation on inland waterways.
In accordance with Article 15(2)(b) a State Party may enact limits
of liability other than those of the Convention for ships of less than 300
tons. Several states have availed themselves of this possibility (France,
Germany, Japan, the Netherlands, Poland and United Kingdom).
Article 15(3) provides that a State Party may enact a special system

of limitation to be applied to cases in which nationals of other States
Parties are not involved. No one of the States Parties for which replies to
the questionnaire have been received has taken such a step. However, in
Spain it is not settled whether the Convention would apply in such a case.

In accordance with Article 15(4) of the Convention Denmark,
Finland, Norway and Sweden have established higher limits of liability
for ships constructed for or adapted to and engaged in drilling.

(d) A reservation to exclude the application of Article 1(2)(d) and (e) is
permitted by Article 18. The following States have made a reservation to

exclude the application of Article 1(2)(d) and (e): Belgium, France,
Germany, Japan, the Netherlands. The United Kingdom has made a
reservation to exclude the application ofArticle 1(2)(d) and to exclude the

application of Article 1(2)(e) with regard to Gibraltar only and Hong
Kong China has made a reservation to exclude the application of Article
1(2)(d).
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7.

Constitution and Distribution of the Limitation Fund

This is dealt with in Articles 10 to 14 of the 1976 Limitation Convention.
These articles provide a framework of universal principles but also allow to

States Parties a number of specific permitted variations. Article 14 then
records that subject to these principles the Rules for constitution and
distribution of a limitation fund and the appropriate rules of procedure shall
be governed by the ¡ex fori. It is noteworthy that the predecessor of the 1976
LLMC, the 1957 Convention on Limitation of the Liability of the Owners of
Sea Going Ships, contained very few provisions dealing with the constitution
and distribution of a limitation fund. The implementation by the States Parties
to the 1976 Convention therefore required new thinking in the legislatures
concerned, and it cannot be surprising that there are differences.
Article 10 - Limitation without constitution of a Limitation Fund
It has long been possible in many states to plead limitation of liability as
a defence without the need to deposit the funds to constitute a fund. The logic
of such a practice is evident. In the majority of cases involving limitation of
liability there is only one claimant usually a cargo damage claimant who
may well have demanded and received security for its claim in the form of a
P and I Club or other letter of guarantee. No useful purpose is served in such
cases in requiring the limiting shipowner or other person liable to deposit the
money with the court.

This practice is not referred to in the 1924 and 1957 convention,
although it has applied in the common law countries for many years. However

the draftsmen of the 1976 Convention allowed States Parties to provide in
their national law that a person liable may only invoke the right to limit
liability if a limitation fund has been constituted. This derogation from the
general principle was not in the nature of a reservation and did not require

notification to the Secretary General as was required by reservations
exercised in accordance with article 18.

Of the respondents to the CMI questionnaire, only Japan and the
Netherlands require the constitution of a limitation fund as a prerequisite to
limitation of liability. Croatia has indicated that amendments to the existing
law to make this a requirement are in the legislative pipeline. Georgia has
advised that article 10 has not been enacted, but that the relevant article of the
Maritime Code makes the constitution of a limitation fund optional.
Article 11 - Constitution of the Fund
The term "constitute" in the context of a limitation fund appeared for the
first time in Article 2 (2) of the 1957 Convention. Previous English statutes
had referred to a fund being "set up" (Merchant Shipping Act 1894 s.503) or

"established" (Merchant Shipping (Oil Pollution) Act 1971 and Merchant
Shipping Act 1995 s.159). The difference is, however, semantic, and the 1999
Admiralty Practice Direction uses in para 9.6(1) the word "constitute".
The 1976 Convention addressed for the first time the form in which the
fund should be constituted. The essence of the 1957 Convention was that "bail
or other security" should be provided to avoid the arrest of the ship in question
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or procure its release from arrest, and that such bail or other security should
be available to meet all the potential claimants against the limitation fund (art.
5). Article 4 left all questions as to the constitution and distribution of the

limitation fund to national law. Article 11(2) of the 1976 Convention
expressly provides that the fund may be constituted either by depositing the
sum in question with the court or by producing a guarantee acceptable under
the legislation of the state party where the fund is constituted and considered
adequate by the court or other competent authority.
It appears therefore that three possible variations are permitted by this
article:
i.

The use of the word "may" in the first lines of paragraphs 1 and 2
indicates that the constitution of a limitation fund is not a mandatory
requirement for limited liability. This is of course consistent with article
10. It appears however that only Spain and Georgia have construed this
wording is this particular manner.

Paragraph 2 allows the State Party to legislate that a guarantee is
acceptable in lieu of cash. Of the respondents to the CMI questionnaire,
only Belgium, Georgia, Netherlands and Norway have indicated that

their legislation gives such flexibility to the court administering the
limitation proceedings.

The words "in which legal proceedings are instituted" in the first
sentence of Paragraph 1 appears to indicate that legal proceedings
against the defendant must be commenced before that defendant can
constitute a limitation fund. Such an interpretation would prevent a preemptive constitution of a limitation fund by the defendant following a
casualty which produces many claims. Such an action would have the
benefit to bringing all the claimants to the same forum and should
expedite payment to the victims. The Australian legislation, almost

uniquely among the CMI respondents, expressly provides that a
limitation action may be commenced "where a claim is made, or
expected to be tnade..." in respect of any liability which may be limited."
The Callada Shipping Act also refers to a "claim made or apprehended."
The response from Greece indicates that the position there is similar.

Article 12 - Distribution of the Fund
This article substantially reproduces paragraphs 2, 3, and 4 of article 3
of the 1957 Convention, although paragraph 3 is new. A noteworthy absentee
from this article is any reference to the establishment, to the satisfaction of the
parties, or, failing agreement between them, to that of the court, that the party
c.

seeking limitation of liability is entitled to it. Under the legislation giving
effect to the 1957 Convention and its predecessors, the English law courts
required the person liable to discharge the burden of proving the absence of
fault or privity ("faute personnelle"), a burden which proved very difficult to
discharge in cases such as the "Lady Gwendolen" and the "Marion". By
contrast, the courts in the civil law jurisdictions on the continent of Europe
retained the general principle that the burden of proof lay with the claimant to
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demonstrate the existence of fault or privity if they sought to deprive the
owner or other person liable of the right to limited liability.
The 1976 Convention sought to correct this difference of approach, and
the wording of article 4 of the 1976 Convention places the burden of proof on

the claimant with the words "if it is proved that the loss resulted from his
personal act or omission...". That interpretation has been confirmed in
England by the Admiralty Judge in the case of the "Capetal? San Luir". The
Admiralty Practice Direction contains express provision in para 9.1(7)
requiring the claimant on whom a limitation claim form has been served to
serve a defence to the limitation claim within 28 days of service upon them of

the limitation claim form, or to file a notice that they admit the right of the
owner or other relevant party to limit liability. The time scale is certainly

short, and is unlikely to be sufficient to obtain sufficient evidence of
intentional personal acts or recklessness on the part of the limiting party.
Apart from those of the Netherlands, and a brief mention in the Norwegian
Maritime Code, the procedural rules submitted by CMI member associations do
not contain express provisions dealing with the exercise of a challenge to the
entitlement of the party liable to limitation of liability. It seems that this right,
which is enshrined in article 4 of the 1976 Convention, is simply left to the
discretion of the court administering the limitation proceedings.

Article 13 - Bar to other Actions
This article reproduces the substance of paragraphs 1,2,3 and 4 of the
1957 Convention. The drafting of those paragraphs, and more particularly of
the English statute which gave them the force of law in England, was severely
criticised by Lord Denning in the case of the "Putbus" in 1969. That was a
good example of the dangers of "translating" an international convention into
English statutory language, rather than simply annexing the entire convention
d.

as a schedule to the enabling statute; the practice adopted with the 1976
Convention.

The wording of this article has already given rise to some difficulty.
When a ship is arrested and a limitation fund has been deposited (to use a
neutral word) in a contracting state, but in circumstances where the arresting
party is mounting a serious challenge to the right of the owner to limitation of
liability, is the fund "constituted" such that the arresting court is obliged to

release the ship from arrest in accordance with article 13(2)? The words
"release shall always be ordered" in the second part of that paragraph are
strong indeed, and do not appear to allow much discretion to the arresting
judge. Yet is seems difficult to believe that the draftsmen of this paragraph
intended such a result where the arrestor can at the time of the arrest show at
least a prima facie case of wilful wrongdoing or recklessness on the part of
the owner or person liable. This issue was raised in France in the case of the
"Heidberg" and the application for the release of the vessel from arrest after
the constitution of the limitation fund was rejected on the ground that the right
to limitation had already been denied buy a judgment, albeit not final (for a
summary of the case see Bonassies, Le droit positiffrançais en 1996, 1997
DMF, Hors série n. 1, paragraph 25).
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The Administrator of the Proceedings
The 1976 Convention does not contain any provision dealing with who
shall administer the Limitation Fund, but expressly leaves all such rnatters to
the law of the State Party where the fund is constituted (article 14). In many
countries the relevant procedural rules leave this in the hands of the maritime
court in question, but there are express provisions for the appointment of an
appropriately experienced and qualified person in Denmark ("Director of the

Fund"), Finland ("Administrator of the Fund"), France ("un jugecommissaire et un liquidateur" ), Greece ("junior judge and liquidator"),

Netherlands ("supervisory judge and a liquidator"), Norway ("Fund
Administrator"), and United Kingdom ("Admiralty Registrar").
e.

Article 14 - Governing Law

This article has already been referred to above. It reproduces the
substance of articles 1(6), 4, and 5(5) of the 1957 Convention, and
demonstrates the extent to which this convention has left matters on the hands
of the national laws and procedures of the States Parties. This convention is

therefore a fertile ground for divergent application and interpretation. The
opportunity for sharing experiences and problems which is provided by this
CMI study will, it is hoped, provide a chance to minimise those divergences.
8.

A comparison between the various methods of implementation

The unification of law is best served if the text of a Convention is enacted
by the State Parties without any change in its wording. It will then be easier
to ensure a uniform interpretation and application of the provisions of the
Conventions in the States Parties.
If other methods are chosen, such as that of adaptation of the text of the
Convention to the structure of the national maritime or commercial code,
there will always be a risk of discrepancies between the Convention and the
text adapted to the national codes of the States Parties as well as the risk that
the international origin of thc domestic provisions be ignored and that the

domestic provisions be interpreted under the background of the general
national law rather than of the travaux préparatoires of the Convention.
However, it appears that, as far as the States Parties for which replies to
the questionnaire have been received are concerned, the discrepancies do not
relate to the most important provisions of the Convention.

What counts more in fact is the unification of the main limitation of
liability issues: amounts of limitation, safeguards for avoiding a duplication
of funds, constitution of fund, conduct barring limitation etc. On these main
issues a satisfactory degree of unification has been reached.
It may, however, be pointed out that, although Article 11(1) provides that
the fund may be constituted in any State Party in which legal proceedings are
instituted in respect of claims subject to limitation, several States Parties have
enacted provisions prescribing an exclusive jurisdiction of their courts.
It is encouraging to note that from the replies to the questionnaire it
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results that in the States Parties the interpretation of the international
conventions in general (and consequently also the interpretation of the LLMC
1976 Convention) shall take into account the international origin of the rules

and the need for a uniform interpretation as well as the "travaux
préparatoires" and to some extent also interpretations by courts of other
States Parties.

Respectfidly submitted as a draft
30 October 2000
FRANCESCO BERLINGIERI
RICHARD SFIAW
PANAYIOTIS SOTIROPOULOS
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ANNEX I

STATES PARTIES TO THE LLMC CONVENTION

Australia
Bahamas
Barbados
Belgium
Benin
China-Hong Kong Special
Administrative Region
Croatia
Denmark
Egypt
Equatorial Guinea
Finland
France
Georgia
Germany
Greece
Guyana

Japan
Ireland
Liberia
Marshall Islands
Mexico
Netherlands
New Zealand
Norway
Poland
Spain
Sweden
Switzerland
Turkey
United Arab Emirates
United Kingdom
Vanuatu
Yemen

I

I

I
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ANNEX II

LEGAL CONIMITTEE, 80TH. SESSION,
AGENDA ITEM 10 (ANY OTHER BUSINESS)

(e) Inzplementation of international conventions

The observer delegation of the CMI introduced document LEG 80/10/5
identifying problems which arise where, following ratification, States Parties

adopt different methods of implementation and where the courts of States
Parties fail to give consistent interpretation to Convention provisions. The
delegation stated the will of the CMI to carry forward research on the basis of
questionnaires such as the one annexed by way of example in connection with

the LLMC Convention. The CMI expressed readiness to undertake this
research at its own cost, not only in connection with this treaty but also other
treaties adopted as a consequence of the work of the Legal Committee. It
would then report its findings to the Committee.
The initiative of the CMI was welcomed by many delegations. Some
delegations emphasized the importance of obtaining information as to how
the courts interpret IMO treaties. Some delegations questioned some aspects
of the questionnaire. Other delegations had reservations., it was noted that the
CMI would modify the questionnaire in the light of comments made by the
Committee.
Some delegations noted the need to avoid a situation in which the work
undertaken by the CMI overlaps with other analogous exercises already in
progress at IMO.
The Committee expressed its gratitude for the initiative of the CMI and

endorsed the project, noting that the CMI would take account of the
comments made in the Committee in finalizing its questionnaire. The
Committee instructed the Secretariat to work with the CMI to ensure that this

project does not duplicate other work in IMO. The Committee further
requested the CMI to report back to the Committee on the progress of its
research.
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ANNEX III

21ST IMO ASSEMBLY - ADMINISTRATIVE, FINANCIAL AND

LEGAL COMMITTEE

In considering the subject of the implementation of international
conventions through a research project to be pursued by the Comité Maritime

International (CMI), it was agreed that the Legal Committee's decision to
endorse this work should be construed as meaning that the Legal Committee
recognises the outcome of such works as worthwhile given the relevance of
the project for the Committee's own work. In this way the CMI project would
not overlap with similar work to be carried out by IMO itself
Several delegations noted with appreciation the contributions of the CMI
in the preparation of draft treaties adopted by the Legal Committee since the
inception of the Committee's activities. In particular, mention was made of
the draft convention on wreck removal at present under consideration by the
Committee. A proposal to note with appreciation the continued support of the
CMI for the work of the Organization received unanimous support.
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ANNEX IV

QUESTIONNAIRE

How has the Convention been implemented?
1.1. Has it been given the force of law?
1.2. Has it been given effect to by the enactment of national rules?
1.3. Which other method has been adopted?

Which changes or additions, if any, have been made to the text of the
Convention?
2.1. Has priority been granted to claims in respect of damage to harbour

works, basins and waterways and aids to navigation pursuant to
Article 6(3)?
2.2. Is the constitution of a fund required in order to invoke the right to
limit liability as permitted by Article 10(1)?
2.3. If so, how has Article 11(1) been given effect to? Is it necessary that

proceedings are commenced in respect of claims subject to
limitation before a fund may be constituted?

2.4. If proceedings are instituted in different courts, is the person
invoking limitation entitled to constitute the fund with one of such
courts at his choice?
2.5. Has Article 13(2) been given effect to without any change? If not,
what changes have been made?

What rules relating to the constitution and distribution of the limitation
fund and what other rules of procedure have been enacted?
Does the Convention apply to vessels intended for navigation on inland
waterways or is a different system of limitation of liability applicable to such
vessels?

Does the Convention apply to vessels of less than 300 tons or is a
different system of liability applicable to such ve,ssels?
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Does the Convention apply to claims arising in cases in which interests
of persons who are nationals of other States parties are in no way involved?

Does the Convention apply to ships constructed for, or adapted to, and
engaged in, drilling?
Has the application of Article 2 paragraphs 1(d) and (e) been excluded?
When replying to questions 3-8 please provide an English translation of
the relevant statutory provisions or, if this is more convenient, a summary of
such provisions.

10.1. Does the interpretation of international conventions, if given the force
of law, or of the national enactment take into account the international origin
of the rules and the need for a uniform interpretation?

10.2. Are the travaux préparatoires, when the conditions set in article 32 of
the Vienna Convention apply, taken into consideration?

10.3. Is the interpretation given to the provisions of a Convention by the
Courts of other Contracting States taken into consideration?

11.1. Has the interpretation and application of the Convention or of the
national implementing legislation been the subject of any decision by your
Courts?
11.2. If so, please provide a summary of such decisions and state if the need
for a uniform interpretation of such provisions has been taken into account.
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ANNEX V

RESPONSES TO THE QUESTIONNAIRE
from the Maritime Law Associations of
Australia, Belgium, Croatia, Denmark, Finland, France, Germany, Greece,
Hong Kong China, Japan, Ireland, Netherlands, New Zealand, Norway,
Poland, Spain, Sweden, United Kingdom and from the Maritime Authority
of Bahamas and the Government of Barbados
arranged under each question

General remarks
GREECE

Comments regarding the application of the Convention in time

The forthcoming implementation of the 1996 Protocol in the various
jurisdictions will again bring to the surface the problem that the Convention
does not contain a rule determining the scope of the new law time-wise, i.e.
whether the Convention or the subsequent protocols -as the case may be- apply
to incidents occurring after their entry into force or to those occurring prior to
such date, too. It could be argued that in Greece the issue would be resolved in
favour of the application of the law in force at the time when the incident took
place, which would also be sensible for the purposes of liability insurance
cover; but Court precedents available have only dealt with pre-Convention law,
and the possible imp"act of Article 15(1) has not been examined. On the
international level, conflicting solutions have been adopted; see e.g. French
Cour de Cassation judgment of 28.5.1991 Cíe d 'assurances 1 'Europe c. Mine
Gazier applying the law in force on the date when the order opening the
procedure for the constitution of the fund was made, and the High Court of
Australia judgment in the "Sanko Harvest" case, opting for the law in force at
the time of the incident. In the UK the issue has been catered for by way of a
specific provision included in the national statute. Such inconsistency is bound
to jeopardize the concept of mutual recognition of limitation proceedings
between LLMC contracting States and the ensuing obligation to release a ship
or other property under Article 13(2) because, even where two countries will
both have implemented e.g. the 1996 Protocol, the constitution of a fund in
country A on 1976 figures in respect of an incident occurring prior to the entry

into force of the 1996 Protocol in both States, would not result into a
compulsory release from arrest in country B if the latter extends the
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application of the Protocol to all incidents, irrespective of whether they have
taken place before or after its entry into force.
NETHERLANDS

Some of the questions put forward in the questionnaire may be answered

by reference to a national Summary on the Dutch position in respect of
limitation of liability. This Summary (hereinafter 'Summary') was written by
the former President of this Association (Mr Eric Japikse) for inclusion in the
textbook 'Limitation of Liability for Maritime Claims', LLP, London, 1998, by
CMI President Mr Patrick Griggs and Richard Williams. Copies of the title
page of that book and the Summary are attached (Annexe 1).*
The Summary describes the Dutch position in December 1996. Since
then, the expected changes of the Dutch law of limitation of liability indicated
in the Summary under '14. General' have entered into force on 1 January 1997.
See also the Note at the end of the Summary.
As indicated in the Summary, the changes are, however, not material and

I therefore take the liberty of referring to the text of the Summary where
possible and useful.
Furthermore, I wish to draw attention to the CMI Questionnaire on the

same subject, distributed by letter of 8 July 1998, and the reply of this
Association to that questionnaire dated 25 August 1998. Some of the questions

contained in the 1998 Questionnaire overlap with the questions of the 2000
Questionnaire. This reply therefore also draws on the reply to the earlier
questionnaire.
NEW ZEALAND

We have been asked to report on the Implementation of the International

Convention on the Limitation of Liability for Maritime Claims ("1976
Convention") in New Zealand and to respond to a questionnaire. In giving
effect to the 1976 Convention, the New Zealand Parliament summarised parts
only of the 1976 Convention into statute rather than annexing the 1976
Convention in its entirety. This form of enactment has resulted in
inconsistencies between the 1976 Convention text and the legislation. In
answering the questionnaire we have outlined some of these inconsistencies
but it is important to bear in mind that the manner of New Zealand's enactment

of the 1976 Convention makes it at times difficult to draw meaningful
comparison with the 1976 Convention in its original form.
Before addressing the questionnaire, we set out in outline New Zealand's
legislative history in this area.
In the 1970s New Zealand considered acceding to the Convention relating
to the Limitation of Liability of Owners of Seagoing Vessels 1957, signed at

Brussels ("1957 Convention"). Before that, the New Zealand regime was
based on 19`" century English legislation and was contained in the Shipping

This document is not enclosed, but can be made available on request.
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and Seamen Act 1952. Although a number of Bills were proposed, New
Zealand never acceded to the 1957 Convention.
In 1987, a Bill was brought before Parliament to amend the Shipping and
Seamen Act 1952. It was proposed again that the 1957 Convention should be
enacted and suggested that it be included in the Bill. However, the existence of

the 1976 Convention was noted. It was accepted that the 1976 Convention
should form the basis of the amendments on shipowner's liability. The result
was the Shipping and Seamen Amendment Act 1987 which amended the
relevant sections of the Shipping and Seaman Act 1952.
It is to be noted that New Zealand in passing the Shipping and Seamen
Amendment Act 1987 did not accede to the 1976 Convention. The 1976
Convention was not adopted "wholesale" by the Shipping and Seamen
Amendment Act 1987, but rather specific provisions were taken from it and
inserted into the Shipping and Seamen Act 1952. The language of the 1976
Convention was not adopted verbatim. The basic approach was to enact the
limitation provisions (which was a much more realistic amount than that
contained in the old 19th century legislation which previously had applied) and
certain other provisions in revised form.
The Shipping and Seamen Act 1952 was reviewed in 1992. The result was
the passing of the Maritime Transport Act 1994 ("MTA") which repealed the
Shipping and Seamen Act 1952. New Zealand acceded to the 1976 Convention
on 14 February 1994. However, unlike the Merchant Shipping Act 1979 in the
United Kingdom, which simply annexed the 1976 Convention and gave it force
of law, New Zealand acceded to the 1976 Convention in 1994, having already
"enacted" it in summary form in 1987.
Under the MTA the provisions on limitation of shipowner's liability are
left largely unchanged. The bulk of the MTA came into effect on 1 February
1995. The relevant sections on limitation and liability which are currently in
force are attached to this report. These sections would be the primary reference
for a New Zealand Court on any limitation issue.
POLAND

The 1976 LLMC Convention was ratified by Poland in 1986 (Journal of
Laws of 1986, No. 35, item 176). The Convention obtained the force of law on
January 1st, 1986. The 1996 Protocol is not ratified up to the present time.

In the system of Polish maritime law provisions of international
conventions present the most important source of law. In accordance with art.

91.1 of the 1997 Constitution international conventions ratified and
promulgated in Journal of Laws become a part of domestic legal order and are

applied by courts and administrative authorities. Under art. 91.2 of the
Constitution and according to art. 1 § la of the Polish Maritime Code (PMC)
rules of international conventions take priority over rules of the national law.
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How has the Convention been inzplemented?
1.1. Has it been given the force of law?
1.2. Has it been given effect to by the enactment of national rules?
1.3. Which other method has been adopted?
1.

AUSTRALIA

1/1.1. Yes.
1.2. No.

1.3. The English text of the convention constitutes a Schedule to the
Limitation of Liability for Maritime Claims Act 1989 (Cth) (the "Limitation
Act"). Pursuant to section 6 of the Limitation Act, the Convention has the force
of law in Australia.
In addition, s59B of the Navigation Act 1913 (Cth) provides:
In this section:

"Convention" means the Convention on Limitation of Liability for
Maritime Claims, 1976, being the Convention a copy of whose English
text is set out in Schedule 1 to the Limitation of Liability for Maritime
Claims Act 1989.
The owner of a ship is not entitled to limit his, her or its liability in
respect of any claim of a kind specified in paragraph (1) (a) of Article 2
of the Convention made by:
a servant of the owner whose duties are connected with the ship; or
any heir or dependant of the servant or any other person who is, within
the meaning of paragraph (e) of Article 3 of the Convention, a person
entitled to make such a claim.
BAHAMAS

1. LLMC 1976 was implemented by giving direct effect to the text of the
convention.
1.1. Yes.
BARBADOS

1/1.1. Yes.
1.2. Yes. It has been incorporated in the Barbados Shipping Act, 1994-15 and

is attached as the Second Schedule. Sections 302 to 311 make reference to the
Convention. The relevant extract from the Act is attached. The Convention itself
is also contained in the Second Schedule to the Act, this text is also provided.*
1.3. None.
BELGIUM

The LLMC Convention (which came into force in Belgium on 1st
October 1989) has been implemented in Belgium by law of 11 th April 1989
(published on 6th October 1989 which came into force on 1st December 1989).
The 'Royal Decree' of 24th November 1989 contains different provisions
in respect of the execution and the operation of the law of llth April 1989.
Pursuant to the abovementioned law of llth April 1989 several provisions
in respect of the limitation of liability have been implemented in our Maritime
Code (articles 46 until 57).
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A copy of the French version of these articles is attached.* You will see that
they relate to the applicability of the LLMC Convention (with the remark that the
application of art. 2§1, d. and e. of said Convention is excluded), the constitution
of the limitation fund in Belgium and the procedure of distribution of the fund.

According to Art 10 of law of 1 1 th April 1989 the provisions of the
LLMC Convention also apply to:

seagoing vessels operated by the Government or a public service
whoever is the Owner of said vessels;
seagoing vessels used for pleasure trips or scientific research.
Furthermore Art. 11 of law of 1 1 th April 1989 states that in respect of

seagoing vessels with a tonnage of less than 300 tons the King - by Royal
Decree - enacts the categories of these vessels and the amount of the limitation
of liability.
CROATIA

1. It has been both ratified and implemented into the national Maritime
Code.

1.1. The Convention has been ratified by the Parliament of the Republic
of Croatia on November 27, 1992 and published in the Official Gazette of the

Republic of Croatia-International Treaties 2/92. International Agreements
concluded and ratified in accordance with the Constitution and made public
are part of the internal legal order of the Republic of Croatia and therefore
prevail over domestic laws, as regulated by Art. 134 of the Constitution of the
Republic of Croatia. Their provisions may be changed or repealed only under
conditions and in the way specified in them or in accordance with the general
rules of international law.

1.2. Yes, it has been implemented into the Croatian Maritime Code,
enacted in 1994. The provisions of the Convention are adopted in Part seven of
the Code, under the title "Liability of the Ship Operator", Art. 405-420, and
"Proceedings for the Limitation of Ship Operators Liability", Art. 421-447.
1.3. None.
DENMARK

1/1.1. The Convention has been given the force of law in Denmark.

1.2. This has been achieved by implementing the Convention into the
Danish Merchant Shipping Act.
The implementation came into force on 1 April 1982 as part of the then

in force Chapter 10 (Liability and Limitation of Liability) and Chapter 15
(Limitation Funds) of the Danish Merchant Act.
In 1994 Chapters 10 and 15 were divided into Chapter 7 (General Rules

on the owner's vicarious liability), Chapter 9 (Limitation of Liability) and
Chapter 12 (Limitation Funds). These changes, however, did not result in any
substantial changes to the rules of limitation of liability or of the limitation
funds as these had been implemented in 1982.
1.3.
No other methods of implementation have been adopted.

* These documents are not enclosed, but can be made available on request.
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FINLAND

1. The 1976 LLMC Convention was ratified by Finland on 8 May 1984.
The earlier Limitation Convention of 1957 was denounced on 30 March 1984.

The present rules on limitation of liability for maritime claims entered into
force on 1 April 1985 and they have been incorporated into the Finnish
Maritime Code (FMC) of 1994 Chap. 9. Finland is going to ratify the 1996
Protocol to the LLMC 1976 and has planned to incorporate its provisions into
the FMC by the end of 2000.
1.1. The Convention as such has not been given the force of law. See
supra under 1.
1.2. See supra under 1.
1.3. No other method.
FRANCE

C'est la réponse n° 3 qui est la plus adaptée ("other method"). Comme

pour toutes les Conventions internationales qu'elle introduit dans son
ordonnancement juridique après ratification, la France a conservé à celle de
Londres du 19 novembre 1976 sur la limitation de la responsabilité en matière
de créances maritimes (ci-après la Convention LLMC 1976) son origine
internationale. La Convention n'a done pas été reproduite par un texte interne
de nature législative à qui elle emprunterait sa force. Elle reste un Trait&
international, ce qui lui confére une force supra-législative.
On peut done dire, très exactement, que la France a dorm& a. la Convention

LLMC 1976 une force supérieure à celle d'une loi, par application de ses
règles constitutionnelles.
Aux termes de l'article 55 de la constitution franoise de 1958, en effet,

"les traités...régulièrement ratifiés...ont, dès leur publication, une autorité
supérieure à celle des lois". Or la France a ratifié la Convention LLMC 1976
par un décret n° 86-1371 du 23 décembre 1986 et cette convention a été publiée
au Journal officiel de la République française le 12 janvier 1987.
On observera en outre que, suivant la méthode moderne désormais adopt&
par le législateur maritime français pour éviter une distorsion facheuse entre le
droit maritime interne et le droit maritime international, les dispositions de la
Convention LLMC 1976 sont aussi applicables, a. quelques nuances près, dans
les situations purement internes à la France. C'est ce que prévoit Particle 61,
alinéa 1 er, de la loi du 3 janvier 1967 sur le statut des navires en ces termes:

"Les limites de responsabilité du propriétaire de navire...sont celles
établies par la convention sur la limitation de la responsabilité en matiére
de créances maritimes faite a. Londres le 19 novembre 1976".

Il faut bien comprendre qu'en procédant ainsi, le législateur français
n'adopte absolument pas la méthode, évoquée dans le questionnaire, qui aurait

consisté à introduire la Convention en l'incluant dans une loi nationale en
reproduisant les dispositions. La Convention LLMC 1976 s'applique bien en
France en tant que trait& international, par sa propre force. Mais elle a aussi
servi de modèle pour régler les situations purement internes que la Convention
n'a pas pour vocation de régir. 11 s'agit d'un procédé de réglementation par
analogie, dont on trouve d'autres exemples en droit des transports intérieurs.
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C'est ainsi que l'article L.321-3 du Code de l'aviation civile, &once que "la
responsabilité du transporteur de marchandises ou de bagages est régie, au cas
de transport par air, par les seules dispositions de la Convention de Varsovie du
12 octobre 1929 ou de toute convention la modifiant et applicable en France,
mérne si le transport n'est pas international au sens de cette convention".
GERMANY

1.1. Yes.

1.2. No. It has been implemented tel quel by § 486 (1) HGB (Commercial
Code) which makes the Convention directly applicable.
1.3. No answer.
GREECE

Under article 28 of the Constitution of Greece, international conventions

become part of Greek national law through their ratification by an Act of
Parliament. Accordingly, LLNIC 1976 has become part of Greek law at the
time of its ratification by Act 1923/1991, published in fascicle A 13 of the
Government Gazette of the Hellenic Republic on 14 February 1991. Article 1
of the Act provides for the ratification of the Convention in accordance with
the Constitution and then follows the full text of the Convention in the English
original and in Greek translation. Article 2 deals with the entry into force of
the Act. Separate national rules have not been enacted.
HONG KONG CHINA

I. The Convention has been implemented in Hong Kong.
1.1/1.2. The Convention is given force of law by the Merchant Shipping
(Limitation of Shipowners Liability) Ordinance (Cap. 434-copy attached).*
1.3. The Convention is set out in full in Schedule 2 of the Ordinance.
IRELAND

I. Yes. Merchant Shipping (Liability of Shipowner and Others) Act 1996.
Date of commencement of Act 6th February 1997.
1.1. Yes, by Section 7 of the 1996 Act.
1.2. No.
1.3. The text of the Convention is set out in the First Schedule to the 1996
Act. Part II of the Act (Sections 6-17) deals with matters such as interpretation
and construction and the method of implementation of the Convention. Section
7(1) provides:
"Subject to the provisions of this Part, the 1976 Convention shall have the
force of law in the State and judicial notice shall be taken thereof."
JAPAN

1/1.1. No.

1.2. Yes, The Shipowners Limitation of Liability Act, 1975 which has
introduced 1976 LLMC by the revision of 1982.
1.3. No.
* This document is not enclosed, but can be made available on request.
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NETHERLANDs

/. The 1976 Convention was ratified by the Kingdom of the Netherlands
on 15 May 1990 with entry into force on 1 September 1990, on the basis of

Article 17(3) of the Convention ('first day of the month following the
expiration of ninety days after the date when such State deposited its
instrument). The 1976 Convention has replaced the 1957 Convention to which
the Netherlands was a party from 31 May 1968 until 1 September 1990, while
the provisions of the 1957 Convention had been made part of Dutch statutory
law as early as 1 April 1966.
With respect to the instrument used to make the 1976 Convention part of
Dutch national law I enclose a copy of the Dutch treaty series (Tractatenblad)

1990, 111 of 31 July 1990 (Annexe 2);* it records the Act approving the
Convention and the reservations to be made upon accession, with a final
provision as to the date of its entry into force. A translation into English of
those (relevant) parts of the document that are written in Dutch, is attached as
well (Annexe 3).*
The ratification of the 1976 Convention only extends to the Kingdom in

Europe, thereby excluding the Dutch dependencies, i.e. the Netherlands
Antilles and Aruba.

The Netherlands Antilles is not a party to any of the three conventions
(1924, 1957, and 1976) on this subject. However, a decree relating to the
limitation of liability of shipowners is in force in The Netherlands Antilles, the

provisions of which are based on the principles of the 1976 Convention
(Decree Limitation Shipowners' Liability of 29 November 1985, P.B. 1985,
161; in force on 1 January 1986). The decree gives special rules for pleasure
craft and for wreck removal (compare Article 15(2)(b) and Article 18(1) j°
Article 2(1)(d) and (e) of the 1976 Convention), but also for damage to harbour
works, docks, and waterways (unlimited liability; compare Article 6(3) of the
1976 Convention).

On 16 December 1986 the territorial application of the 1957 Brussels
Convention Relating to the Limitation of the Liability of Owners of Sea-going
Ships (in force in the Kingdom in Europe at that time) was extended to Aruba,
which obtained a status independent of the Netherlands Antilles on 1 January
of that same year. Aruba has remained a party to the 1957 Convention to this
day.

Please note that the remainder of this reply to the Questionnaire will only
deal with the Kingdom in Europe and not with the Netherlands Antilles or
Aruba.

Article 93 of the Dutch constitution provides that provisions of
international conventions of a 'self-executing' nature shall have the force of

law after they have been promulgated (in the official treaty series
'Tractatenblad'). Article 94 of the Constitution further states that statute law
which is not in conformity with such provisions shall not be applied. It is
commonly held that, unlike the 1957 Convention, substantive provisions of the

* These documents are not enclosed, but can be made available on request.
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1976 Convention are of a 'self-executing' nature. These provisions themselves
have therefore obtained the force of law in the Netherlands on 1 September
1990. See also the Summary under '12. Applicable law'.
The substantive provisions of the 1976 Convention were, however, also
enacted in the Dutch Commercial Code (Articles 740a-740j), which enactment
also entered into force on 1 September 1990. As for the procedural provisions
I refer to the Introduction and Sections 12 to 14 of the Summary.
In view of the continuing legislative operation aiming at the transfer of
transport related provisions from the Dutch Commercial Code to Book 8 of the
revised Civil Code, the Articles 740a-740j of the Commercial Code have been
re-enacted as Articles 8:750-8:759 (the '8:' refers to Book 8) of the Dutch Civil
Code (hereinafter: `DCC').
The procedural provisions, which served and still serve as the procedural
rules for limitation of liability for sea-going ships as well as inland waterway
ships, have also been amended. The amendments were needed in view of the
pending ratification by the Netherlands of the Convention de Strasbourg sur la
limitation de la responsabilité en navigation intérieure (CLNI), Strasbourg, 4
November 1988. The provisions were re-enacted as Articles 642a-642z of the
Dutch Code of Civil Procedure (hereinafter: `DCCP').
As indicated above, both re-enactments entered into force on 1 January
1997. Copies of translations into English of both sets of provisions currently in
force are attached (Annexes 4 and 5).*
It remains noteworthy, however, that in cases where the conditions for
application of the 1976 Convention laid down in Article 15(1) are met, the
substantive provisions of the Convention of a 'self-executing' nature apply in
the Netherlands in their own right. The national enactment of the substantive
rules on limitation of liability (or, for that matter, other general Dutch statutes)
could then only apply in cases where the Convention remains silent in respect
of certain issues or permits additions or departures which were adopted by the
Netherlands (the Netherlands i.a. adopted departures permitted under Articles

15(2) and 18(1) of the Convention). Furthermore, the domestic Dutch
limitation rules could find application (instead of those of the Convention)
where a court of a non-Contracting State does not have to apply the Convention
(Article 15) and, applying its own choice of law rules on the facts of the case,

holds that Dutch law should be applicable and, on the interpretation of that
court's conflict of law rules, 'Dutch law' is judged to refer to Dutch domestic
law only, thereby excluding the Convention from the notion of 'Dutch law'.
See also the Summary under '12. Applicable law.'
For a detailed description of the Dutch statutory provisions on limitation
of liability I refer to Mr Japikse's Summary. As the Summary refers to the
former Articles 740a-740j of the Commercial Code and 320a-320z DCCP, the
earliermentioned translations of the provisions currently in force (Annexes 4
and 5) contain references to the former Articles for reasons of convenience.
See also the Summary under '14. General'.

* These documents are not enclosed, but can be made available on request.
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1.1. Yes, in view of Articles 93 and 94 of the Dutch constitution, and in

view of their commonly believed 'self-executing' nature, the substantive
provisions of the 1976 Convention have the force of law, subject to the
permitted departures (i.a. specific provisions and reservations tmder Articles

15(2) and 18(1) of the 1976 Convention) which were adopted by the
Netherlands.

1.2. Yes. The 1976 Convention has also been given effect by the
enactment of national rules, but these statutory provisions are only relevant in
cases where:

the 1976 Convention remains silent in respect of certain issues or
permits additions or departures which were adopted by the Netherlands
(the Netherlands i.a. adopted departures permitted under Articles 15(2)
and 18(1) of the 1976 Convention);
the domestic Dutch limitation rules would find application (instead of
those of the Convention) where a court of a non-Contracting State does
not have to apply the 1976 Convention (Article 15) and, applying its own
choice of law rules on the facts of the case, holds that Dutch law should

be applicable and, on the interpretation of that court's conflict of law
rules, 'Dutch law' is judged to refer to Dutch domestic law only, thereby
excluding the 1976 Convention from the notion of 'Dutch law'.
1.3. Not applicable.
NEW ZEALAND

1/1.1. No.
1.2. Yes. Refer earlier explanation of the enactment of the 1976
Convention.
1.3. No answer.
NORWAY

It has been given effect by the enactment of national rules.
POLAND

The 1976 LLMC has been implemented by art. 308 § 1 of the PMC which
makes the Convention directly applicable. Art. 308 § 1 of the PMC provides:
The liability of a debtor for maritime claims may be limited in accordance
with provisions of the Convention on Limitation of Liability for Maritime
Claims done at London on 19 November 1976 (Journal of Laws of 1986,

No. 35, item 175), hereinafter called "Convention on Limitation of
Liability".

It should be pointed out that the PMC provides for the application of
provisions concerning the limit of liability on the principle of reciprocity. This
has been expressed by art. 308 § 2 of the PMC which reads as follows:
To a foreign creditor having, at the time when the claim is brought, his

permanent place of domicile or principal place of business in a State
which established a lower limit of liability than that determined according
to Convention on Limitation of Liability, the debtor is liable to that lower
limit of liability.
(See also point 6).
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SPAIN

The 1976 Convention was given the force of law by means of publication
in the B.O.E. (Official Bulletin of the State) of the instrument of the Spanish
ratification, dated 22nd October 1981, of the Convention. The publication in the
B.O.E. was effected on the 271h December 1986 (B.O.E. number 310, at pages
3857 and 3858). This method of implementation is established by Art. 96.1 of

the Spanish Constitution of 1978 for international treaties. The original
Spanish text was published.
SWEDEN

1/1.2. The Convention has been implemented by the enactment of
national rules. The provisions of the Convention have been implemented in
Chapter 9 in the Swedish Maritime Code on Limitation of Liability and in
Chapter 12 on Limitation Funds and Limitation Proceedings.

1.3. Further provisions of limitation are included in Chapter 13 on
Carriage of General Cargo (sections 30-33), in Chapter 14 on Chartering of
Vessels (sections 27 and 63) and in Chapter 15 on Carriage of Passengers and
Luggage (sections 21-26). Extracts of the Swedish Maritime Code translated

into English are enclosed (from an edition by the Axel Ax:son Johnson
Institute for Maritime and Transport Law 1995).
The Swedish Maritime Code has been made in close co-operation with
the other Nordic countries and, consequently, the Nordic Maritime Codes are
virtually identical.
UNITED KINGDONI

The 1976 Limitation Convention was adopted into UK law originally by
Section 17 of the Merchant Shipping Act 1979 and now by Section 185 of the
Merchant Shipping Act 1995. The text of Section 185 of the 1995 Act is as
follows:

"185-(1) The provisions of the Convention on Limitation of Liability for
Maritime Claims 1976 as set out in Part 1 of Schedule 7 (in this section
and Part II of that Schedule referred to as "the Convention") shall have
the force of law in the United Kingdom,

The provisions of Part II of that Schedule shall have effect in
connection with the Convention, and sub-section (1) above shall have
effect subject to the provisions of that Part.
The provisions having the force of law under this section shall apply
in relation to Her Majesty's ships as they apply in relation to other ships.
The provisions having the force of law under this section shall not
apply to any liability in respect of loss of life or personal injury caused to,
or loss of or damage to any property of, a person who is on board the ship
in question were employed in connection with that ship with the salvage
operations in question if:
he is so on board or employed under a contract of service governed
by the law of any part of the United Kingdom; and
the liability arises from an occurrence which took place after the
commencement of this Act.
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In this sub-section "ship" and "salvage operations" have the same
meaning as in the Convention."
2.

Which changes or additions, if any, have been made to the text of the
Convention?

BARBADOS

None.
CROATIA

None, the integral text of the Convention has been adopted in the
Maritime Code, articles 405-447. Even the Special Drawing Right has been
adopted as the unit of account, and not the national currency.
GREECE

No changes or additions were made to the text of the Convention.
HONG KONG CHINA

No changes or additions have been made to the text of the Convention as
it appears in Schedule 2 of the Ordinance.
NETHERLANDS

Before continuing with the reply to the specific questions 2.1-2.5 it is
perhaps best to again stress the contents of the reply under 1.1 and 1.2 above.
Any changes or additions to or departures from the text of the 1976 contained

in the Dutch statutory provisions which are not permitted under the
(substantive and self-executing) provisions of the 1976 Convention will not
apply in those cases where the (substantive and self-executing) provisions of
the 1976 Convention have the force of law.
For an example of such a departure: see the Summary under '2. Ship'. The
final paragraph of that section records a discrepancy between the text of the
1976 Convention and the Dutch statutory provisions with regard to floating
platforms.
NORWAY

The convention has been enacted in Chapter 9 in the Norwegian Maritime
Code of 1994. When conventions are enacted in Norwegian law, the text is not
directly implemented. An enactment law is written according to Norwegian

tradition regarding legal texts. Please see the attached copy of an English
translation of Chapter 9 of the Maritime Code. The rules on limitation funds
and limitation proceedings are found in chapter 12 of the Maritime Code, of
which we also enclose a copy.*
SPAIN

No changes or additions have been made to the text of the Convention.

* These documents are not enclosed, but can be made available on request.
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2.1. Has priority been granted to claims in respect of damage to harbour worlcs,
basins and waterways and aids to navigation pursuant to Article 6(3)?
AUSTRALIA

Yes: s8 of the Limitation Act.
BELGIUM

Neither the law of 1 1 th April 1989 nor the Royal Decree of 24th
November 1989 contains a provision giving priority to claims in respect of
damage to harbour works, basins and waterways and aids to navigation
pursuant to Article 6(3) of the LLMC Convention. On the contrary, Art. 51§1
of the Belgian Maritime Code (implemented in the Belgian Maritime Code by
Art. 2 of the law of 1 1 th April 1989) states that no right of priority can be
exercised on the part of the limitation fund that is destined to settle damage to
goods/property.
The answer to the question therefore must be negative.
BAHAMAS

No.
BARBADOS

No.
CROATIA

No.
DENMARK

Articles 6 and 7 of the Convention are implemented into section 175
(previously section 239) of the Danish Merchant Shipping Act.
The possibility of granting priority to certain claims of damage pursuant
to Article 6(3), however, has not been utilised.
FINLAND

No.
FRANCE

Aucune disposition de la législation nationale française ne donne priorité
aux créances pour dommages causés aux ouvrages d'art des ports, bassins,
voies navigables et aides A. la navigation sur les autres créances de l'alinéa b)
du § ler de la Convention LLNIC 1976.
GERMANY

Yes. § 487 b HGB has granted priority to claims pursuant to Article 6 (3)
LLMCC.
GREECE

No priority has been granted to claims envisaged in Article 6(3).
HONG KONG CHINA

No, but there is provision in the Ordinance for the government of the
HKSAR to give priority to such claims: see section 15 of the Ordinance.
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IRELAND

No.
JAPAN

No.
NETHERLANDS

No. The Dutch legislative history of the Act by means of which the 1976
Convention was ratified (Explanatory Note, 19769, Nr. 3, p. 11), states that the
Netherlands shall not exercise its right to provide in its national law that claims
in respect of harbour works, basins and waterways and aids to navigation shall
have priority over other claims under paragraph 1(b) (without prejudice of the
right of claims for loss of life or personal injury).
The Explanatory Note states further that a departure from the principle of

paritas creditorum is not justified by the fact that in many cases the
infrastructure in question will be under the management or control of the
government.
A question regarding the choice of law may arise in case of e.g. limitation

proceedings in the Netherlands regarding a claim in respect of damage to
harbour works in a country the national law of which does provide for such
priority.
NEW ZEALAND

No.
NORWAY

No.
POLAND

According to art. 311 of PMC claims in respect of damage to harbour
works, basins, waterways and aids to navigation have the priority over other

claims with the exception of claims for loss of life, bodily injury and
disturbance of health.
SPAIN

The priority option under Art.

6(3)

has not been exercised.

SWEDEN

No priority has been granted to claims in respect of damage to harbour
works, basins and waterways and aids to navigation pursuant to Article 6 (3).

The reason is that an investigation made in connection with the procedure
leading up to the implementation, showed that the frequency of claims where
limitation was at all involved were very few and the Nordic countries decided
not to use the possibility granted in Article 6 (3).
UNITED KINGDOM

Article

6(3)

Kingdom by the

has not been incorporated into the law of the United

MSA (see Schedule 7, Part I). The assumption must be
that the United Kingdom legislature has no intention of taking advantage of
this provision. But see also the answer to (8) below the United Kingdom has
1995
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a policy of unlimited liability for wreck removal expenses and has therefore
(by paragraph 3 of Schedule 7, Part II, and Section 185 of the 1995 MSA)
made a reservation in respect of Article 2(1)(d) making liability claims for the
cost of wreck removal unlimited.
2.2. Is the constitution of a fund required in order to invoke the right to limit
liability as permitted by Article 10(1)?
AUSTRALIA

No: s9 of the Limitation Act.
BAHAMAS

No.
BARBADOS

No.
BELGIUM

According to sorne old decisions a shipowner can limit his liability even
if no limitation fund has been constituted (cfr. Ghent, 9th December 1980,

J.P.A., 1981-82, 178). Although this decision dates from before the
implementation of the LLMC Convention the jurisprudence is of the opinion
that - given the contents of art. 47§1 Belgian Maritime Code ("The Owner of
a vessel can - with reservation of the provisions of §2 and 3 of this Article limit his liability in accordance with the provisions of the ... LLMC
Convention. The applicability of Article 2, §1, d and e of said Convention is
excluded.") - this solution remains valid under the 'new' law.
Anyhow, neither the law of llth April 1989 nor the Royal Decree of 24th

November 1989 contains a specific provision in which is provided that a
person liable may only invoke the right to limit liability if a limitation fund has
been constituted. Therefore it can only be concluded that limitation of liability
may be invoked notwithstanding that a limitation fund as mentioned in Article
11 of the LLMC Convention has not been constituted.
CROATIA

According to the existing provisions of the Maritime Code, the
constitution of the limitation fund is not required to invoke the right to limit
liability as permitted by Article 10(1). However, there have been some efforts
to amend the existing Maritime Code by insertilw a provision to the effect that
the constitution of a fund is a requirement for the limitation of liability. Such

amendment to the existing Maritime Code has been introduced in the
legislative procedure, and the amendments can be expected in due time.
DENMARK

Under the Danish Merchant Shipping Act the constitution of a fund is
optional and is therefore not required in order to invoke the right to limit
liability, c.f. sections 177 and 180 (previously sections 240 and 242).
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FINLAND

According to the FMC Chap. 9, § 9, limitation of liability may be invoked
notwithstanding that a limitation fund has not been constituted. If suit has been
brought concerning a claim subject to limitation of liability and if a limitation
fund has not been constituted, the court in applying the provisions of Chap. 9
shall take account only of the claim concerned in the lawsuit. If the defendant

wants any other claim subject to the same liability amount to be considered
with regard to limitation of liability, a reservation to that effect shall be made
in the judgment. Furthermore, if a limitation fund has not been constituted, the
parties may submit the question of the amount of the limitation of liability and
the distribution to decision by an average adjuster.
FRANCE

Les seuls textes qu'on peut citer sont les articles 59 et suivants du décret
du 27 octobre 1967 sur le statut des navires, pris pour l' application de la loi du
3 janvier 1967 citée au 1 ci-dessus. Et ces textes ne disent pas clairement que

le propriétaire d'un navire doit constituer le fonds de limitation avant de
pouvoir invoquer la limitation de responsabilité. Ces textes n'organisent, en
effet, que la procedure de constitution du fonds, sans faire clairement de
l'existence de cette procedure le préalable A. la possibilité pour le responsable
d' invoquer la limitation.
GERMANY

In Germany the debtor may choose between the constitution of a
limitation fund and the declaration of a defence during the court proceedings.
The constitution of a limitation fund leads to an in renz limitation having effect
on any claim directed against the debtor even if it is not pending before the
court. In case of the declaration of a defence the debtor bears the risk that other

claimants who are not bound to the first court decision might raise further
claims resulting in an additional (limited) payment irrespective of the first
payment. Therefore, the debtor should prefer to constitute a fund if there is
more than one claimant.
GREECE

The constitution of a fund is not required in order to invoke limitation of
liability, as permitted by Article 10(1). This provision has recently been applied
by the Piraeus Multimember Court of First Instance in a case where the right
to limit was invoked as a defence to an action for collision damages (Judgment
3248/1999).
HONG KONG CHINA

No. Article 10(1) applies.
IRELAND

No.
JAPAN

Yes (Art. 25(3)).
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NETHERLANDS

Yes. See Article 8: 750(1) DCC (Annexe 4) and Article 642a et seq.
DCCP (Annexe 5). See also the Summary under '8. Constitution of the fund'.

The Dutch legislative history of the Act by means of which the 1976
Convention was ratified (Explanatory Note, 19769, Nr. 3, p. 13), mentions that
Dutch law (Article 320a DCCP)(now Article 642a DCCP; TvdV) contains a
condition to constitute a fund, as a result of which the claimant who's claim is
limited, has security that the (limited) claim shall be satisfied.

The Dutch legislative history of the Act by means of which the 1976
Convention was implemented in Dutch statutory law (Explanatory Note,
19768, Nr. 3, p. 2), mentions that the text of the proposed Act maintains the
previous system (i.e. to require the constitution of a fund; TvdV) as this system

leads to a more convenient procedure, while the fact that the fund may be
constituted by means of posting security (see Article 642c(2)(b) DCCP; TvdV)
may prevent cash flow being affected.
NEW ZEALAND

No. See further explanation under paragraph 10.
NORWAY

No (section 180 first paragraph).
POLAND

According to art. 309 of the PMC the constitution of the limitation fund
is not required to invoke the right to limit liability. However, if the probability
is that more creditors would appear, the Court may make limitation of liability
conditional upon the establishment of the limitation fund.
SPAIN

The constitution of a fund is not required (Art. 10.1).
SWEDEN

No. The constitution of a fund is not required.
UNITED KINGDOM

The second sentence of Article 10(1) does not appear in Schedule 7, Part
I, to the 1995 MSA and does not therefore have the force of law in the United
Kingdom by virtue of Section 185(1) of the Act. The implication is, therefore,
that the United Kingdom Government does not intend to place restrictions on
a person's rights to invoke limitation of liability without constitution of a fund.

This is further suggested by paragraph 9.5(1) of the Admiralty Practice
Direction to Part 49 of the Civil Procedure Rules which states:
"A limitation fund may be established before or after a limitation claim
has been commenced."
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2.3. lf so, how has Article 11(1) been given effect to? Is it necessag that
proceedings are commenced in respect of claims subject to limitation
before a fund may be constituted?
AUSTRALIA

Under s9 of the Limitation Act, if a claim is made or expected, the
shipowner may apply to the court for determination of the limit of the liability.
The court, in determining liability. may make orders as to the constitution and
administration of a fund.
BAHAMAS

First question: Direct effect was given to the text of Article 11(1). Second
question: No.
BARBADOS

Not relevant. See 2.2.
BELGIUM

The Belgian law of llth April 1989 does not contain an amendment to
Art. 11(1) of the LLMC Convention. Therefore it can only be concluded that
proceedings should be commenced in respect of claims subject to limitation of
liability before a fund may be constituted.

In all likelihood the Belgian courts will consider that the notion
"proceedings" includes not only substantive proceedings but also provisional
measures, such as an arrest of a vessel or summary proceedings, for instance
in respect of the appointment of a court surveyor.
CROATIA

No answer.
DENMAR1C

Article 11 (1) of the Convention has been given full effect under section
232 (previously section 351) regarding the size of the sum constituted in the
fund and in section 177, sub-section 2 (previously section 240, subsection 2)
regarding availability for payment of claims. However, the Danish Merchant
Shipping Act does not specify that the limitation fund can be constituted by any
person alleged to be liable under Chapter 9 (previously Chapter 10).
It follows from section 177, sub-section I (previously section 240, subsection 1) that legal proceedings must have been instituted in respect of claims
subject to limitation before a limitation fund can be constituted.
FINLAND

No answer.
FRANCE

Réponse non nécessaire, voir 2.2 ci dessous.
GERN1ANY

The procedure how to establish a limitation fund is laid down in the
Schiffahrtsrechtliche Verteilungsordnung (Regulation on the Distribution of
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Claims in Shipping Matters - SVert0). In general, claims subject to limitation
of liability can be pursued only in accordance with the SVert0 [§ 8 (2)]. Legal
proceedings which have already been commenced before a limitation fund has

been constituted are to be interrupted until the claims are accepted or the

distribution procedure is revoked or suspended [§ 8 (3 )]. Execution
proceedings are inadmissible [§8 (4)].
GREECE

Limitation can be sought pre-emptively; it is not necessary that
proceedings are commenced in respect of claims subject to limitation before a
fund is constituted (Piraeus Single-member Court of First Instance judgment
5848/1999). An issue which has arisen in relation to Art. 11(1), but has not
been resolved thus far, is the rate at which interest should be calculated on the
amount of limitation between the time of the incident and the time when the
fund is constituted: during that time, said amount is still a quantity of SDRs

and, therefore, a rate of interest relevant to the SDR should be applied, as
opposed to the domestic rate of interest applicable to the national currency into

which the SDR figure would thereafter be converted. The problem is that
apparently neither the IMF makes available an official interest rate for the SDR
(as central banks do for the currencies they are issuing) nor is a market rate for
SDR deposits easily available ( there appears to be no LIBOR for SDRs, for
instance).
HONG KONG CHINA

Effect is given to Article 11(1) by the Rules of the High Court Order 75
Rule 37 (copy attached).* Limitation proceedings can be commenced before
the fund is constituted but it is only after the fund has been constituted that the
court may stay other proceedings relating to claims which are the subject of the
limitation action: see section 19(2) of the Ordinance.
IRELAND

Not applicable.
JAPAN

The court must order the person who wishes to allege limitation of
liability to deposit as a fund the sum which the court decides as limited
amount, together with 6% interest thereon from the date of the occurrence until
the date of the deposit.

No, it is not necessary to commence judicial proceedings before a fund
may be constituted.
NETHERLANDS

See Article 8:750(1) DCC (Annexe 4).
The Dutch statutory provisions do not seem to give particular effect to

Article 11(1) of the 1976 Convention and the phrase in which legal
proceedings are instituted in respect of claims subject to limitation'. However,

*

This document is not enclosed, but can be made available on request.
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it is indeed necessary that legal proceedings are commenced in respect of

claims subject to limitation before a fund may be constituted. See the
Summary under '11. Jurisdiction'.
NEW ZEALAND

No. See further explanation under paragraph 10.
SPAIN

With regard to Art. 11(1), in Spain there will be no need to constitute a
fund. The limitation rights may be invoked before the Spanish Courts in
respect of claims subject to limitation prior to or without constituting a fund
(Supreme Court Judgement of 24.10.95).
SWEDEN

No answer.
UNITED KINGDOM

No answer.

2.4. If proceedings are instituted in different courts, is the person invoking
limitation entitled to constitute the fund with one of such courts at his
choice?
AUSTRALIA

Yes: Article 11(1).
BAHAMAS

Yes.
BARBADOS

Not relevant. See 2.2.
BELGIUM

As neither the law of 1 1 th April 1989 nor the Royal Decree of 24th
November 1989 contains an amendment/exception in this respect it should be
concluded that the person invoking limitation is - if proceedings are instituted
in different courts - entitled to constitute the fund with the courts at his choice.
CROATIA

According to the existing provisions of the Maritime Code, the
constitution of a fund is not required to invoke the right to limit liability as
permitted by Article 10(1). However, there have been some efforts to amend
the existing Maritime Code. See reply to Question 2.2 above.
DENMARK

It follows from section 231, sub-section 2 (previously section 350, sub-

section 2) that a limitation fund can be constituted at the Maritime and
Commercial Court of Copenhagen exclusively.
FINLAND

Yes, the fund may be constituted in any contracting State, but after a
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limitation fund has been constituted in Finland, suit regarding a claim of a kind
that is subject to limitation may be brought only in a limitation action (FMC
Chap. 9, § 7).
FRANCE

La réponse est dorm& par l' article 59 du décret du 27 octobre 1967 sur le
statut du navire. La requete en vue de constituer le fonds de limitation ne peut
&re presentee qu'au president du tribunal de commerce du port d'attache du
navire, si celui-ci est français.

Si le navire est &ranger, la requète doit &re adressée au president du
tribunal de commerce du port français oft 1 'accident s'est produit, ou du
premier port français atteint après l'accident ou, en l'absence de l'un de ces
ports, du lieu de la première saisie, ou du lieu où la première sfireté a ete
fournie.
GERMANY

No. In Germany there is an exclusive jurisdiction of the Amtsgericht
(Local Court):
- where the ship is registered (if registered in Germany) or,
in case of salvors or pilots being applicants, where these person have
their settlement or ordinary residence or,
in case of applicants not having a settlement or ordinary residence in

Germany, where the competent court for the material claim has its
seat.

Thus, the applicant has no choice [§ 2 (1) and (2) SVert0].
GREECE

The answer to this is probably yes, as regards multiplicity of proceedings

in different States. If multiple proceedings are pending within Greece,
jurisdiction for the constitution of a limitation fund lies with the Court of the
vessel's port of registration or with the Court of Piraeus; the latter would,
therefore, assume jurisdiction regarding all non-Greek flag vessels.
HONG KONG CHINA

Limitation proceedings in Hong Kong fall under the admiralty
jurisdiction of the High Court; it is not possible to commence limitation
proceedings in any other court in Hong Kong other than High Court. But a
Hong Kong based defendant who wishes to limit liability elsewhere in a
jurisdiction other than Hong Kong is not precluded from doing so, and there is
no requirement that he set up the fund here and the provisions of Articles 11 to
13 of the Convention apply.
IRELAND

Yes. The text of the Act does not say othervvise.
JAPAN

No. The court jurisdiction of limitation procedure is prescribed as
exclusive one (Art. 9).
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NETHERLANDS

No, the person invoking limitation has no choice regarding the court with
which he may constitute a fund. See Article 642a(1) DCCP (Annexe 5). See
also Mr Japikse's Summary under '11. Jurisdiction'.
If the ship is registered in the Netherlands the District Court of the place
where the ship is registered has jurisdiction. Ships can only be registered in the
Netherlands in one of the following places: Amsterdam, Arnhem, Breda,

Groningen, Roermond, Rotterdam and Zwolle (Organisation of Public
Registry Regulation 1994, Stcrt. 1994, 81).

If the ship is not registered in the Netherlands the District Court of
Rotterdam has jurisdiction.

The fact that legal proceedings may be instituted in different courts
therefore has no effect when determining with which court the fund can be
constituted. Whatever the circumstances, the fund can only be constituted
within the Netherlands with one particular District Court. This court may be a
different court than the Dutch court where the legal proceedings are instituted.
NEW ZEALAND

Yes. See further explanation under paragraph 10.
NORWAY

This question is not dealt with directly by the Maritime Code. The reply
is probably yes, however.
POLAND

According to art. 314 § 2 of the PMC only the District Court in Gdansk
is exclusively competent to the constitution of the fund.
SPAIN

Affirmative, provided that such person stands to be a Defendant in the
proceedings brought into the chosen Court.
SWEDEN

Yes. In respect of Swedish courts (normally the Maritime courts).
If a legal action has any other form than that of an ordinary law suit, a
request for an arrest, the Maritime court for the district where the request for
an arrest is filed is competent.

Special problems could arise in respect of ad hoc-arbitrations, but
normally either the domicile of the respondent or the place of the arbitration
would then decide which national court is competent.
UNITED KINGDOM

The limitation fund can be constituted with any Court "in which legal
proceedings are instituted". The party seeking to limit may thus choose (from

amongst those State Party Courts in which proceedings have been
commenced) where to constitute the limitation fund.
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2.5. Has Article 13(2) been given effect to without any change? If not, what
changes have been made?
AUSTRALIA

Yes. Not applicable.
BAHAMAS

Yes. No change has been made to the text of Article 13(2), however, a
provision was made having effect in connection with the paragraph. As a result
of the provision, where an arrested or attached ship is released on application

under Article 13(2), the applicant is deemed to have submitted to the
jurisdiction of the court to adjudicate on the claim for which the ship was
arrested or attached.
BARBADOS

Yes.
BELGIUM

Yes. None. According to Art. 48§5 Belgian Maritime Code the President
of the Commercial Court rules - on basis of the report of the liquidator in which

is mentioned that the cash deposit has taken place or the guarantee has been
issued - that the limitation fund has been constituted. As from the date of this
decision Art. 13 of the LLMC Convention and the Arts. 496-500, 502-504 and

508 of Book III of the Code of Commerce (procedure in respect of the
declaration and verification of claims) apply.
CROATIA

It has been adopted without any change. Art. 418. par. I. reads:
"If the limitation fund has been constituted according to Article 416 of
this Law, no person having set out a claim relative to the fund may have
the right for such a claim in respect of other property of the person entitled
to the constituted fund".
DENMARK

Article 13 (2) of the Convention has been given effect to under the Danish
Merchant Shipping Act section 178 (previously section 241) with some changes.
When a limitation fund is constituted in either Denmark, Norway, Sweden

or Finland, ships or other property belonging to a person as mentioned in
Article 13(2) cannot be arrested or attached and no other rights be exercised
over such ships or other property. Already arrested ships or property (or a
security) must be released if the limitation fund is constituted in the above
mentioned countries.
If the limitation fund is not constituted in Denmark, Norway, Sweden or
Finland, but in another state that is a party to the Convention or in a state that

is not a party to the Convention, but were the limitation fund nevertheless
resembles the limitation fund mentioned in section 177 (previously section
240), the competent court must deny a request to arrest or attach a ship or other
property belonging to a person as mentioned in Article 13 (2). In these cases
already arrested ships or other property (or a security) may be released. Only
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in the circumstances mentioned in Article 12 (2) a-c must the arrest or the
security be released.
FINLAND

The FMC Chap. 9, § 8 contains the addendum (in relation to the text of
the Convention) that after a limitation fund has been constituted in Finland,
Denmark, Norway or Sweden, no security measure or distraint against a vessel

or other property belonging to any person for whom the fund has been
constituted and who is entitled to limitation of liability can be maintained in
respect of a claim capable of being brought against the fund. If the security
measure or distraint has already been effected, the procedure shall be annulled.
Security lodged for the avoidance of a security measure or distraint or for
obtaining the interruption of such proceedings shall be released (Subpara. 2).
FRANCE

L'article 13(2) n'a subi aucune modification.
GERMANY

Article 13 (2) LLMCC has been implemented with alterations which do
not infringe the Convention: The constitution of a fund in Germany has the

effect that securities expire and enforcement procedures are terminated
irrespective of whether the conditions of Article 13 (2) LLMCC are met [§§ 20

and 21 SVert0]. The disadvantageous effect for the claimant is covered by
Article 13 (2) sentence I. If the fund has been constituted in another State Party

the law is not quite clear whether the above applies. § 50 SVert0 which
regulates the legal consequences of the constitution of a fund in another State
Party only refers to § 8 SVert0. Particular rules as to §§ 20 and 21 SVert0 are
missing. There the view that Article 13 (2) LLMCC is to be applied directly.
GREECE

There have been no changes regarding the effect of Article 13(2).
HONG KONG CHINA

Article 13(2) applies without change.
IRELAND

Yes. But Section 17 of the Act states that:

"Where the release of the ship or other property is ordered under
paragraph 2 of Article 13 of the 1976 Convention the person on whose
application it is ordered to be released shall be deemed to have submitted
to the jurisdiction of the court to adjudicate on the claim for which the
ship or property was arrested or attached."
JAPAN

No. The order for the release is always issued voluntarily by the court
(Art. 23 para. 1).
NETHERLANDS

Yes. See Article 642e DCCP. Except for wording which deals with the
limitation proceedings (compare Article 14 of the 1976 Convention) Article
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642e DCCP seems to be a copy of Article 13 of the 1976 Convention. See also
the Summary under '9. Bar to other actions'.
NEW ZEALAND

Not directly given effect to but see further explanation under paragraph

10 on section 89 MTA which provides the Court with ability to stay
proceedings.
NORWAY

Article 13(2) has been implemented in section 178 of the Maritime Code.
Section 178 contains the same rules as Article 13(2), but there are some
small changes in the drafting. Section 178 also have specific rules regarding
limitation funds constituted in the Nordic countries, and regarding limitation
funds constituted in non-Contracting States:

Paragraph 2 in section 178 deals with limitation funds constituted in
Norway and the other Nordic countries, stating in the second sentence that
after a limitation fund has been constituted (first sentence) "Security given to
avoid or dismiss enforcement proceedings shall be released".
Section 3 deals with limitation funds constituted in other Convention
States. It follows by this provision that when a fund has been constituted in a
Convention State, the court may release security and annul enforcement
measures, and that the court shall do so in circumstances a) b) and c) which are
the same as a) b) ande) in article 13(2). Letter (d) of article 13(2), concerning

the State where the arrest is made, is covered by section 178 paragraph 2
dealing with limitation funds constituted in Norway, see above.
Under paragraph (4) of section 178, the provisions of paragraph (3) may

also be given application in other States (non-party States), provided the
limitation fund constituted there can be considered an equivalent of a fund
constituted according to the Convention.
POLAND

Article 13(2) has been given effect without any change.
SPAIN

Art. 13(2) has been given effect without any change.
SWEDEN

Article 13(2) has effect to its entirety. The first part of this Article, which
is facultative, has been made compulsory in respect of funds constituted in
Denmark, Finland, Norway and Sweden.
UNITED KINGDOM

Article 13(2) has been implemented in the United Kingdom without any
changes. However, the legislature has decreed (para 10 of Schedule 7, Part II
and Section 185 of the 1995 MSA) that when an order is made by any Court
of the United Kingdom under Article 13(2) releasing a vessel or property from
arrest, the person applying for such relief is deemed to have submitted to the

jurisdiction of that Court to adjudicate on the claim for which the ship or
property was arrested or attached.
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There is some doubt, however, over the application of articles 13.1 and
13.2. This follows from the decision of the Court of Appeal in Bouygues
OffShore SA v. Caspian Shipping [1998] 2 LLR 461. In this case the Court of
Appeal held that the Court had jurisdiction to grant a limitation decree where

liability for the incident giving rise to the limitation action had not been
established or admittedl. Tucked away in the Judgment of Evans LJ, however,
appear the following words:
"No-one suggests that a shipowner gets the benefit of the bar on other
actions and the release of arrested ships provided for by Article 13.1 and 13.2

until a limitation decree has been granted but it is common practice to
constitute the limitation fund well before that decree."
These comments do not form an operative part of the Court of Appeal's
Judgment, and are therefore not binding on the Courts below. But they might
be persuasive. If they are correct, however, it means that, even after a cash
limitation fund had been constituted, the Owner of a vessel might still face the
risk of multiple arrests until he had also obtained a decree of limitation. Such
a result would appear not only to be contrary to established practice but also to
be inconsistent with Article 11 which requires a fund to be "constituted" but
does not seem to require the constitution of the fund to be accompanied by a
decree. Evans LJ's comments can perhaps be explained by the fact that, on the
facts of the case, there was only one claimant and thus multiple arrests were
not contemplated.
3.

What rules relating to the constitution and distribution ofthe limitation
fund and what other rules of procedure have been enacted?

AUSTRALIA

Section 25 of the Admiralty Act 1988 (Ctli) is in the following terms:
25. Limitation of liability under Liability Conventions
A person who apprehends that a claim for compensation under a law
(including a law of a State or a Territory) that gives effect to provisions of
a Liability Convention may be made against the person by some other
person may apply to the Federal Court to determine the question whether
the liability of the first-mentioned person in respect of the claim may be
limited under that law.
Subsection (1) does not affect the jurisdiction of any other court.

On an application under subsection (1), the Federal Court may, in
accordance with the law referred to in that subsection:
(a) determine whether the applicant's liability may be so limited and,
if it may be so limited, determine the limit of that liability;

There had previously been apparently conflicting views expressed on this issue by Rix J, who, in
Bentvgite.s. (No. 4) [1997] 2 LLR 507, said that there was no requirement for: 'un aehnission
or determination °inability as a condition precedent to the commencement °I' a limita/ion action or the
granting 04 a decree in that action.-: and Clarke J who, in Canes' BP [1996] 1 LLR 286, doubted
whether a shipowner could in practice obtain a decree of liability without admitting liability in an amount
greater than the limit.
Cu.spian
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order the constitution of a limitation fund for the payment of
claims in respect of which the applicant is entitled to limit his or
her liability; and
make such orders as are just with respect to the administration and
distribution of that fund.

(4) Where a court has jurisdiction under this Act in respect of a
proceeding, that jurisdiction extends to entertaining a defence in the
proceeding by way of limitation of liability under a law that gives effect
to provisions of a Liability Convention.
Further, Rules 61 to 64 of the Admiralty Rules make provision for such
procedural matters as service of initiating process, advertising and the setting
aside of limitation determinations.
Beyond these provisions, the constitution and distribution of the fund, to
the extent not regulated by the Convention, are matters for the court.
BAHAMAS

The applicable rules are contained in Order 22 of the Rules of the
Supreme Court.
BARBADOS

Inasmuch as the constitution of a fund is not required, this is not relevant.
BELGIUM

See Arts. 48-53 Belgian Maritime Code and Arts. 496-500, 502-504 and
508 of Book III of the Code of Commerce (French text enclosed herewith)*.
Constitution of the limitation fluid.
Art. 48 § 1

According to Article 48 Belgian Maritime Code the "Shipowner" or
"Salvor" should file a request before the President of the Commercial Court
(of Luik, Brussels or Antwerp - depending on the place where the damage
occurred - cfr. Article 627, 10 of the Belgian Judicial Code).
The request should comply with the provisions of Art. 1026 Belgian
Judicial Code (mention of the day-, month and year, mention of the name,
christian name, the profession and the address of the claimant and/or his legal
representative(s), mention of the subject and the nature of the claim, mention
of the Court and claimants' lawyers' signature) and should contain:
the nationality and name of the vessel;
the incident during which the damage occurred with mention of date
and place;

the legal amount of the limitation of liability as calculated by
claimant;
information as to how the limitation fiind will be constituted : a cash
deposit or a guarantee

The request should be substantiated with a list of all known creditors
against whom the limitation of liability may be invoked (also mentioning the

*

This document is not enclosed, but can be made available on request.
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address, the (provisional) amount of the claim and the nature of the claim) and

with documentation supporting the calculation of the legal amount of the
limitation.

§2
The filing of the request cannot be considered to be an acknowledgement
of liability.

§3
The President of the Commercial Court examines whether the amount
mentioned by claimant corresponds with the amount for which claimant can
actually limit his liability. As soon as the President has ascertained that these
amounts correspond, he gives the order to commence the procedure for the
constitution of the limitation fund.
In case the claimant has not offered to deposit the amount (increased by
the statutory interest thereon from the date of the occurrence giving rise to the
liability until the date of the constitution of the limitation fund) in cash the
President will order the institution of the procedure only in case claimant offers
to issue an acceptable and adequate guarantee.
The guarantee is acceptable in case the President is of the opinion that the
fund will be really available and freely transferable as soon as the guarantee has
been issued.

The guarantee is adequate in case its amount corresponds with the
amount for which the liability can be limited, increased with a provision to

cover the legal interests for a period indicated by the President of the
Commercial Court.

The President's decision mentions the term in which the cash deposit
should be done or the guarantee should be issued. This term may not exceed

one month as from the date of the decision. Latter decision furthermore
determines the provision due to cover the costs of the procedure of constitution

and distribution of the limitation fund. Said provision should be deposited
within the same term as the cash deposit should be done or the guarantee
should be issued.
The President also appoints an official receiver and a liquidator.
The salary of the liquidator is determined by the President in accordance

with the nature and the importance of the procedure of constitution and
distribution of the limitation fund.
Arts. 460,462 and 463 of Book III of the Code of Commerce apply to the
proceedings/activities of the official receiver and the liquidator.

§4
In case of a cash deposit the liquidator will appoint the institution where

the money should be deposited. This deposit is effected in name of the
liquidator qualitate qua. No withdrawal is allowed without the consent of the
official receiver.
The interests of the amounts deposited are accrued.
In case a guarantee is issued same is in favour of the liquidator qualitate
qua.
No changes to the guarantee are allowed without authorization of the
official receiver.
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The provision to cover the costs of the procedure is put at the disposal of
the liquidator. The latter disposes over this amount under supervision of the
official receiver.

§5
The President of the Commercial Court rules - on basis of the report of
the liquidator in which is mentioned that the cash deposit has taken place or the

guarantee has been issued - that the limitation fund has been constituted. As
from the date of this decision Art. 13 of the LLMC Convention and Arts. 496500, 502-504 and 508 of Book III of the Code of Commerce (procedure in
respect of the declaration and verification of claims) apply.

For the purpose of the first part of paragraph 5 the decision of the
President is put on the same footing as the adjudication order mentioned in the
Arts. 496, 504 and 508.
The notifications mentioned in Art. 496 should - in such cases - be done
in one or more foreign maritime papers.

The opposition against the decision mentioned in the first part of
paragraph 5 should be done within three months as from the publication
mentioned in Art. 496. Said opposition should be introduced before the
Commercial Court. The delays mentioned in Art. 55 Belgian Judicial Code (in

case parties are not living/established in Belgium) are added to the delay of
three months.

§6
At the time of the verification mentioned in paragraph 3 of the Article the
amounts of the limitation are converted to the national currency.

§7
Art. 1039 Belgian Judicial Code applies to all decisions of the President
of the Commercial Court in respect of the administration of justice mentioned
in this chapter.
Art. 49 § 1
The judgment (of the Commercial Court or the Appeal Court) that - after
the constitution of the limitation fund - declares the bankruptcy of claimant
and grants postponement of payment or ratifies the judicial agreement, has no
consequences for the limitation fund.

§2
Claimant and (if appointed) the trustee in bankruptcy should be
summoned to all proceedings in respect of the procedure of the distribution of
the fund.
Procedure of liquidation and distribution of the _fintd.
Art. 50 §
As soon as the liability of the shipowner or salvor is ascertained and they
are entitled to limit their liability, the procedure of liquidation and distribution
of the fund is pursued.

§2
Arts. 496-500, 502-504 and 508 of Book III of the Code of Commerce
apply to the declaration, verification and dispute of the claims against the fund.
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§3
The notifications mentioned in Art. 496 should - as the occasion arise be done in one or more foreign maritime papers.
Art. 51 g 1
No right of priority can be can be exercised on the part of the limitation
fund that is destined to settle damage to goods/property.

§2
The liquidator makes a draft of distribution en discloses same to the
creditors.
In case of dispute in respect of the draft of distribution the President of the
Commercial Court will decide pursuant to the report of the liquidator.
Art. 52 g 1

The fund shall be distributed among the creditors in proportion to their
established claims against the fund.

§2
Payment to a creditor of the part of the limitation fund due to him, puts an
end to this claim against claimant.

§3
In case every claim has been settled the party that has constituted the fund
or in case of his bankruptcy the banlcrupts appropriable property is entitled to
the balance - if any - of the limitation fund.
Pursuant to the report of the liquidator - co-signed by the official receiver
- the President of the Commercial Court declares the procedure
closed'herminated.
CROATIA

Rules relating to the constitution and distribution of the limitation fund
are non litigious and are conducted by sole judge of the court having territorial
jurisdiction. See copy of the Part Seven, Art. 421-447 of the Maritime Code,
hereto attached.*
DENMARK

Regarding the constitution of the limitation fund it follows from sections

233 and 234 (previously sections 352 and 353) that the person who has
requested that the limitation fund is constituted must either deposit the sum of
the fund in cash or provide sufficient security for an amount equal hereto. The
Maritime and Commercial Court of Copenhagen decides the size of the sum.

Distribution from the limitation fund takes place in accordance with
sections 235-246 (previously sections 354-265).
The Maritime and Commercial Court of Copenhagen initially publishes

an announcement in the Danish Official Gazette ("Statstidende") whereby
creditors are requested to notify the Court of their claims within a time limit of
not less than two months.
When the time limit set forth in the announcement has expired the Court

*
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may decide to release the fund if the person who had it constituted and all the
creditors who have notified the Court in time agree hereto. If the fund is not

released and the person who had the fund constituted so desires, the Court
proceeds to call for a preliminary hearing regarding questions that may be
relevant to settle before the distribution of the fund.
When all relevant disputes have been settled the Court distributes the
fund. This distribution is binding upon everyone who may raise a claim against
the fund, whether or not they have done so within the time limit set forth in the

announcement. The decision regarding the distribution of the Maritime and
Commercial Court of Copenhagen may be appealed to the Danish Supreme
Court.
FINLAND

The rules relating to the constitution and distribution of the limitation
fund have been included into the FMC Chap. 9, §§ 6-8. In the main, they follow
the text of the Convention (notice, however, 2.5 supra). Furthermore, Chap. 12

contains provisions on limitation funds and limitation proceedings. These
provisions apply to both LLMC claims and claims in respect of oil pollution
damage.
FRANCE

Les regles de procédure prévues pour la constitution et la distribution du
fonds de limitation sont énoncées aux articles 59 et suivants du décret du 27
octobre 1967 sur le statut des navires, dont copie jointe.* V. aussi réponse à la
question 9 ci-après.
GERMANY

The question is not clear. Anything regarding the constitution and the
distribution of a limitation fund is laid down in the SVert0. Further rules deal

with the publication of decisions, remedies, the ranking of claims, the
examination of claims, and the trustee. On request we can make the SVert0
available (in German only).
GREECE

No special rules were enacted to enable the conduct of limitation
proceedings. The existing provisions dealing with the procedure for limiting
liability under the previous regime set out in the Fifth Title of the Greek Code
of Private Maritime Law (Act 3816/1958) are applied, with some adjustments,

by the Greek Courts in the conduct of limitation proceedings under the
Convention. It is argued, however, that the procedure enacted for the purposes
of limitation in CLC cases (Presidential Decree 666/1982) would have been
more appropriate for LLMC cases than the system provided in the Code.
By way of comment on the manner in which limitation is conducted, one

could perhaps raise the issue of possible delay in obtaining the judgment
permitting the constitution of a limitation fund through production of a
guarantee: the combined effect of the requirement, placed by Article 11 § 2 of

the Convention, for Court intervention in confirming the adequacy of the
security and of the submission of the proceedings for the constitution of the
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fund to the procedure for security measures in Article 91 CPML may result in
the release of the vessel delaying by some weeks in case the application is put
on the ordinary Court list.
The issue of whether claims subject to limitation continue to bear interest
after the constitution of the fund is currently disputed in the Piraeus Courts.
HONG KONG CHINA

The Rules of the High Court, Order 75 Rules 37-40 (copy attached)*
cover the constitution and distribution of limitation funds in Hong Kong.
IFtELAND

Section 8 of the Act provides that the Minister may, by Order, declare that
any State specified in the Order is a Contracting State and the Order shall be
evidence that that State is a Contracting State.
Section 9 provides that references in the Convention to a ship shall be
construed as including references to any structure (whether completed or in the
course of completion) launched and intended for use in navigation as a ship or
a part of a ship.

Section 10 provides that the right to limit liability extends to nonseagoing ships.
Section 11 provides a restriction on the right to limit liability. It shall not

apply to claims in respect of the raising, removal, destruction or rendering
harmless of a ship which is sunk, wrecked, stranded or abandoned, including
anything that is or has been on board such a ship and Article 3 shall be
construed accordingly.
Section 12 provides that the reference in Article 3 of the Convention to a
nuclear ship includes a reference to a ship carrying nuclear material (whether
or not the ship is powered by such material).
Section 13 provides for conversion of the amounts in units of account into
currency of the State for the purpose of the Convention.

Section 14 states the rate of interest to be applied for the purposes of
Article 11 of the Convention. The Section permits the Minister for the Marine,
with the consent of the Minister for Finance, to prescribe by Order the rate of
interest to be applied under the terms of the Convention.

Section 15 gives the Court power to stay proceedings where a fund is
constituted.

Section 16 provides that no lien or other right in respect of any ship or

property shall affect the proportions in which under Article 12 of the
Convention the fund is distributed among the several claimants concerned.
Section 17 provides that where the release of a ship or property is ordered

under paragraph 2 of Article 13 oft he Convention the person on whose
application it is ordered to be released shall be deemed to have submitted to the

jurisdiction of the court to adjudicate on the claim for which the ship or
property was arrested or attached.

*
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Section 38 provides for exclusion of liability in certain cases. A copy of
Section 28 is appended hereto.
JAPAN

The Supreme Court Rule, 1976 concerning the Procedure for the
Shipowners Limitation of Liability is also applicable in addition to the
provisions of the Act.
NETHERLANDS

See the Articles 8:750-8:759 DCC and Articles 642a-642z DCCP
(Annexes 4 and 5). See also Mr Japikse's Summary.
NEW ZEALAND

There is no specific provision in the MTA, nor in New Zealand's High
Court Rules of procedure, for the constitution of a limitation fund. Articles 11-

13 of the 1976 Convention have no directly comparable counterpart in the
MTA.

Section 91 MTA provides for the release of arrested vessels where
limitation of liability would appear to be available.
Section 89 MTA provides for the consolidation, on application of a party

seeking to limit its liability, of two or more claims where the limitation
provisions may apply. Under the section, the Court can determine the amount
of a party's liability and distribute the amount rateably among the claimants.
There is also provision for staying other proceedings and giving directions as
to security.

The combination of sections 86, 89 and 91 MTA are probably sufficient

to achieve the results sought to be achieved in articles 11-13 of the 1976
Convention. However, there is considerably less guidance and considerably
more discretion left to the Court under the New Zealand legislation compared
to the 1976 Convention.
High Court Rule 792 provides for limitation actions to be commenced as

an admiralty action in personarn. The Rule sets out certain associated
procedural requirements which the party applying must observe in order to
obtain an effective limitation order. In fixing limitation, the Court may make
any associated orders as to security or otherwise as provided for in section 89
MTA.

NORWAY

Chapter 12 in the Maritime Code, as well as article 177 in chapter 10,
deals with Limitation Funds and Limitation Proceedings. Here, we will only
briefly mention the provisions which has been enacted in addition to the rules
of the Convention on this point. Please see the enclosed copy of chapter 12 for
further details.*
Section 233 second paragraph requires certain information to be included
in the application to constitute a fund.

* This document is not enclosed, but can be made available on request.
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Section 234 states that the fund shall be constituted by a ruling of the
court, and that such ruling may be appealed. Section 234 also sets down
requirements regarding the contents of the ruling which establishes the fund.

Section 235 requires public announcement of the constitution of the
limitation fund, and notification by registered mail to all known creditors.
Section 236 states that the court may appoint a fund administrator.
Section 237 requires certain information regarding the claim to be given
to the court by any person submitting a claim.
Section 238 deals with the situation for claims which is not notified to the

court before the distribution of the fund. These can only be covered to the

extent that the court has retained an amount to cover such claims, in
accordance with the provisions of section 244 second paragraph.
Section 239 establishes the requirements for the payment and release of
the fund.

Section 240 deals with the procedural rules regarding the writ of
summons in limitation proceedings, and states that all persons on whose behalf
the fund was constituted can be made parties to the procedure.

Section 241 states that the court shall summon to a fund-meeting, and
regulates the procedures with regard to this.

Sections 242 and 243 concerns settlement of disputes and provisional
payments.

Section 244 concerning the distribution of the fund, establishes a
procedure for retaining an amount to cover claims that have not been submitted
before the distribution of the fund.
Section 245 describes the effect of final judgements.
POLAND

The applicable rules are contained in: Book VII, Chapter II of the PMC;
Code of Civil Procedure (provisions of non-litigious proceedings).
SPA/N

Apart from the rules contained in the Convention itself, the general Rules
of Procedure provided by the Spanish Civil Procedure Act 1984 shall apply. No
special domestic rules of procedure have been enacted.
SWEDEN

See the enclosed extracts from the Swedish Maritime Code.*
UNITED KINGDOM

These rules are contained in the Admiralty Practice Direction to Part 49
of the Civil Procedure Rules.

The rules governing the constitution of the fund are contained in
paragraph 9.6(1) which provides:
"The Claimant may constitute a limitation fund by paying into Court the
sterling equivalent of the number of special drawing rights to which he

*
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claims to be entitled to limit his liability under the Merchant Shipping Act
1995 together with interest thereon from the date of the occurrence giving
rise to his liability to the date of payment into Court."

The assessment of claims and distribution of the fund in England and
Wales is performed by the Admiralty Registrar under paragraph 10 of the
Admiralty Practice Direction.

Does the Convention apply to vessels intended fir navigation on inland
waterways or is a different system of limitation of liability applicable to
such vessels?

4.

AUSTRALIA

Article 1.2 of the 1976 Convention provides that a shipowner may only
1 mit its liability in respect of "seagoing ships".
In Kirmani y Captain Cook Cruises Pty Ltd (1985) 159 CLR 351 at 369,

it was found that a reference to "seagoing ships" means those ships that
actually go to sea, rather than ships that are merely capable of going to sea.
While Kirmani concerned the 1957 Limitation Convention, it is likely that
Australian courts would hold that inland waterways vessels are not subject to
limitation of liability under the 1976 Convention.
Article 15.2 of the 1976 Convention provides that national laws may
regulate the system of limitation of liability to be applied to vessels that are
intended for navigation in inland waterways. The Limitation Act contains no
such provision but allows the States to legislate with respect to this matter. In
this respect, sections 84 and 85 of the Western Australian Marine Act 1982
provide that the Convention relating to Limitation of Liability of Owners of
Sea-going Ships 1957 applies, with some modifications, to inland waterways
vessels and ferries.
BAHAMAS

Yes.
BARBADOS

Barbados is an island nation and has no inland waters.
BELGIUM

According to Art. 273 Belgian Maritime Code (see copy of the French
text enclosed herewith*);
Articles 1-15 - with the exclusion of Art. 6§5 - of the LLMC Convention
apply to vessels intended for navigation on inland waterways;
Arts. 2§1 d. ande, of the LLMC Convention apply to vessels intended for
navigation on inland waterways;

Arts. 48-58 Belgian Maritime Code apply to vessels intended for
navigation on inland waterways;

the limits of liability mentioned in Arts. 6§1, 6§4 and 7 of the LLMC
*
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Convention and the foundation for the calculation of the limitation of
liability are provided for by the King (Royal Decree of 24th November
1989 - see copy enclosed herewith*) and differ from the limitation of
liability provided for seagoing vessels in the LLMC Convention.
CROATIA

The Inland Navigation Act enacted in 1998 in its Article 1 par. 2 states
that all the issues not covered by that Act, one of which is the limitation of
liability for claims shall be governed by the corresponding provisions of the
Maritime Code. Therefore, the inland water vessels are subject to the same
regime as regards the limitation of liability as the maritime ones.
DENMARK

The committee that prepared the implementation of the Convention into
the Danish Merchant Shipping Act was of the opinion that a different system

of limitation of liability for vessels intended for navigation on inland
waterways was unnecessary given the fact that navigation on inland waterways
only occurs to a limited extend in Denmark. Consequently, Chapters 7, 9 and
12 (previously Chapters 10 and 15) of the Danish Merchant Shipping Act also
apply to such vessels.
FINLAND

The Convention applies also to vessels intended for navigation on inland
waterways.
FRANCE

La France a notifié qu'aucune limite n'était prévue pour les navires
naviguant sur le voies d'eau intérieures ("no limit of liability is provided for
vessels navigating on French internal waterways).
GERMANY

Yes. From 1st September 1998 the SVert0 (which then changed its name
from Seerechtliche Verteilungsordnung to Schiffahrtsrechtliche Verteilungsordnung) has been extented to the limitation of liability for claims originating
from the use of inland waterway ships. This was due to the ratification of the

Straburg Convention on the Limitation of Liability in Inland Waterway
Shipping (CLNI) which entered into force on 1 st July 1999. Thus, the same
system with some particularities applies to inland waterway ships too.
GREECE

Greece made no reservations and the Convention is, thus, applicable to all

cases falling within its scope. However, vessels intended for navigation on
inland waterways do not qualify as "ships" in Greek private maritime law and,
therefore, limitation of liability would not be available to their owners either
under the Convention or under the Code of Private Maritime Law; this assumes
that the definition of "ship" is left by the Convention to national laws.

*
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HONG KONG CHINA

The Convention applies in Hong Kong to all vessels whether "sea-going
or not": see section 14 of the Ordinance.
IRELAND

Yes. Section 10 of the Act.
JAPAN

No. There is no specific provisions which are to be applied to the vessels
intended for navigation on inland waterways.
NETHERLANDS

At the risk of engaging in hairsplitting: Yes, the 1976 Convention does
apply to vessels intended for navigation on inland waterways but Article
15(2)(b) allows a State Party to regulate by specific provisions of national law

the system of limitation of liability to be applied to vessels which are,
according to the law of that State, ships intended for navigation on inland
waterways.

The Netherlands has indeed adopted a different system of limitation of
liability applicable to such vessels. See Mr Japikse's Summary under '2. Ship'.

Mr Japikse comments that, in the absence of a definition in the 1976
Convention with regard to the meaning of 'seagoing ship', one may have to
resort to apply the definition contained in (Dutch) national law. In respect of
(the meaning of) 'ships intended for navigation on inland waterways' the 1976
Convention, however, expressly refers to national law: '(...)according to the
law of that State (...)' (Article 15(2)(a) of the 1976 Convention). In that respect
it may be relevant to point out that Article 8:3 DCC defines inland waterway
ships as:

(...) ships which are entered in the register referred to in article 783 (i.e.
the register for inland waterway ships; TvdV), as well as ships which are
registered neither in this register nor in the register referred to in article
193 (i.e. the register for seagoing ships; TydV), and which, according to
their construction, are neither exclusively nor principally destined to float
at sea.
The substantive rules of the limitation of liability in the Netherlands with
regard to inland waterway ships are laid down in the Convention de Strasbourg

sur la limitation de la responsabilité en navigation intérieure (CLNI),
Strasbourg, 4 November 1988, to which the Netherlands is a party (entry into
force on 1 September 1997). The provisions of the CLNI are also implemented
in Dutch statutory law by means of Articles 8:1060-8:1066 DCC.
At the time of ratification of the 1976 Convention the limits of liability

with regard to inland waterway ships were laid down in the Royal Decree
(Order in Council) of 19 February 1990, Stb. 1990, 96. Pursuant to Article
15(2), final paragraph, of the 1976 Convention the Netherlands has informed
the depositary of these limits of liability. I refer to the 'Communication in

accordance with Article 15, paragraph 2(a) and (b) of the Convention'
contained in the earliermentioned and attached copy of the Dutch treaty series
(Tractatenblad) 1990, 111 of 31 July 1990 (Annexe 2).
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The Royal Decree of 19 February 1990 has, however, been replaced by a
more recent Royal Decree of 29 November 1996, Stb. 1996, 587. Although
Article 15(2), final paragraph, of the 1976 Convention is not very clear on this
point, the text may imply that the depositary should also be kept inforrned of
changes in the limits of liability adopted in the national legislation pursuant to
Article 15(2) of the 1976 Convention. Current information suggests that the
depositary has not been informed of the latest Royal Decree, although it
contains limits of liability which differ from those contained in the previous
Royal Decree.

As mentioned before, the procedural provisions of Articles 642a-642z
DCCP (Annexe 5) apply to the limitation of liability regarding both sea-going
ships and inland waterway ships.
NEW ZEALAND

Yes.
NORWAY

The Convention apply to all vessels, with no exception for inland
waterways. (The issue of inland waterways is not so relevant in Norway).
POLAND

The Convention is applicable to sea-going vessels only.
SPAIN

Affirmative. The Spanish State has not made use of the exclusion
provided by Art. 15.2.a), so the Convention rules apply to them.
SWEDEN

Yes. The Convention applies to vessels of this kind.
UNITED KINGDOM

The Convention applies to "sea-going ships" only. However, section 503
of the MSA 1894 granted the rights to limit in the United Kingdom to ships
whether sea-going or not. Paragraphs 2 and 12 of Part II to Schedule 7 and
Section 185(1) of the 1995 MSA make it clear that in the United Kingdom the
limitation provisions of the 1976 Convention are to continue to be applied in
relation to any ship whether sea-going or not and that the word "ship" shall
include "any structure (whether completed or in the course of completion)
launched and intended for use in navigation as a ship or part of a ship".

5.

Does the Convention apply to vessels of less than 300 tons or is a
different system of liability applicable to such vessels?

AUSTRALIA

There is no specific exclusion.
BAHAMAS

The Convention applies to such vessels but with lower specific limits of
liability.
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BARBADOS

No separate system has been established.
BELGIUM

The Convention applies to vessels of less than 300 tons (cfr. Art. 4§1 of
the Royal Decree of 24th November 1989 : "As far as seagoing vessels of less
than 300 tons are concerned, the limits of liability are those mentioned in Art.
6, 1, a (i) and b (i) of the LLMC Convention."
CROATIA

The same system applies to boats and vessels, subject only to their
respective tonnage. (Art. 419. par. 1: "The provisions of Art. 406-476 of this
Law shall also apply to boats, provided that for their application a boat is
considered a ship of 500 gross tons").
DENMARK

Chapters 7, 9 and 12 (previously Chapters 10 and 15) apply to vessels of
less than 300 tons.
FINLAND

There is no different system of liability applicable to vessels of less than
300 tons.
FRANCE

Pour les navires de moins de 300 tonneaux, les limites générales de
responsabilité sont &gales à la moitié de celles fixées à l'article 6 de la
Convention LLMC 1976 pour les navires de moins de 500 tonneaux. La France

a fait une notification en ce sens au gouvernement belge, dépositaire de la
Convention LLMC 1976:
"...as far as ships with a tonnage of less than 300 tons are concerned, the
general limits of liability are equal to half those established in article 6 of
the Convention...for ships with a tonnage not exceeding 500 tons".
GERMANY

Germany has made use of Article 15 (2) LLMCC by implementing § 487
b HGB. According to this provision the liability is limited in case of ships up
to 250 tons to 50% of the amount for ships of 500 tons.
GREECE

The Convention applies to vessels under 300 tons (but not less than 10

n.r.t., as these would not qualify as "ships" under Greek law; again this
assumes that the definition of "ship" is left by the Convention to national laws).
HONG KONG CHINA

There are reduced limits of liability for ships of less than 3,000 tonnes:
see section 17 of the Ordinance.
IRELAND

Yes. The Act has not made separate provision for ships of less than 300
tons although under the terms of the Convention it is open to the State to make
regulations in respect of such vessels.
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JAPAN

Yes. There is a special limitation amount of 56,000 SDR for.the wooden
ships of less than 100 tons.
NETHERLANDS

Again at the risk of engaging in hairsplitting: Yes, the 1976 Convention
does apply to ships of less than 300 tons but Article 15(2)(b) allows a State
Party to regulate by specific provisions of national law the system of limitation
of liability to be applied to vessels which are ships of less than 300 tons.
The Netherlands has indeed adopted a different system of limitation of
liability applicable to such vessels, but only with regard to ships (of less than
300 tons) which, according to their construction, are exclusively or principally
destined to carry persons and only with regard to liability for the claims set out
in Article 8:755(1)(b) DCC (the 'any other claims' of Article 6(1)(b) of the
1976 Convention). I refer to Article 8:755(2) DCC (Annexe 4). See also Mr
Japikse's Summary under '2. Ship'.
The limitation of liability with regard to other types of ships of less than
300 tons or with regard to other types of claims than the 'any other claims' is
subject to the 'regular' system of limitation of liability to be applied in the
Netherlands.
At the time of ratification of the 1976 Convention the specific limits of
liability with regard to these ships of less than 300 tons were laid down in the
Royal Decree (Order in Council) of 19 February 1990, Stb. 1990, 97. Pursuant
to Article 15(2), final paragraph, of the 1976 Convention the Netherlands has

informed the depositary of these limits of liability.

I

refer to the

'Communication in accordance with Article 15, paragraph 2(a) and (b) of the
Convention' contained in the earliermentioned and attached copy of the Dutch
treaty series (Tractatenblad) 1990, 111 of 31 July 1990.
The Royal Decree of 19 February 1990 has, however, been replaced by a
more recent Royal Decree of 29 November 1996, Stb. 1996, 586. Although
Article 15(2), final paragraph, of the 1976 Convention is not very clear on this
point, the text may imply that the depositary should also be kept informed of
changes in the limits of liability adopted in the national legislation pursuant to
Article 15(2) of the 1976 Convention. Current information suggests that the
depositary has not been informed of the latest Royal Decree, but this is less
relevant compared to the situation regarding inland waterway ships (see above
under 4.), as the limit of liability contained in the latest Royal Decree (100.000
SDR) is the same as contained in the previous Royal Decree. The only reason
for the new Royal Decree is the fact that the provisions of the Commercial
Code, on which the former Royal Decree was based, were superseded by the
current provisions in the Civil Code.
NEW ZEALAND

Yes. The limits of liability for vessels of less than 300 tons are stipulated
in the same section as all other limits - section 87 MTA.
NORWAY
The Convention applies to all vessels, also those under 300 tons.
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POLAND

Poland has adopted specific provisions concerning limitation of liability
to be applied to ships of less than 300 tons. According to art. 312 § 1 of the
pmc the limits of liability shall be calculated as follows:
100.000 units of account in respect of claims for loss of life, bodily injury
and disturbance of health;
50.000 units of account in respect of any other claims.
SPAIN

Likewise, the Spanish State has not enacted special rules for these vessels

(Art. 15.2.b), so the LLMC 76 shall apply to vessels of less than 300 tons,
though provided that such vessel be "seagoing ships" (according to Article
1.2). It should be therefore excluded from the application those crafts having
no navigable structure to carry persons or goods and those crafts not being
capable of perform sea-going navigation (i.e. harbour t-ugs will be included).
SWEDEN

Yes. Sweden has not adopted any special provisions to be applied to ships
less than 300 tons.
UNITED KINGDOM

Under the Convention the deemed minimum tonnage for limitation
purposes is 500 tons both in relation to claims for loss of life or personal injury

and property damage. Section 1(1) of the 1958 Act provided that a deemed
minimum tonnage of 300 tons would apply to loss of life or personal injury
claims only and did not apply to property claims. However, by virtue of
paragraph 5 of Schedule 7, Part II, and Section 185 of the 1995 MSA, there is
a new minimum level of limitation for ships of less than 300 tons in respect of
all claims falling within Article 6. These provisions do not apply to claims
made by passengers. Article 7 of the 1976 Convention provides that limitation
in respect of this type of claim to be based on a global fund calculated not by

reference to the tonnage of the ship but by reference to the number of
passengers which the ship is certificated to carry.
Currently passenger claims in the UK are more likely to be covered by the
Athens Convention except where the vessel involved is non sea-going.2
6.

Does the Convention apply to claims arising in cases in which interests

of persons who are nationals of other States parties are in no way
involved?
AUSTRALIA

There is no specific exclusion.

2

The UK Government has placed on the Statute Book (SI 98/1258) a draft Order which will

eliminate the conflict between the passenger limitation provisions of the Athens Convention and those
found in Article 7 of the 1976 Convention. The Athens Convention would apply to passengers on seagoing ships and Article 7 of the 1976 Convention would apply to passengers on non-sea-going ships.
This Order will become operative "on the date.., on which the Protocol of 1996... enters into
force in respect of the United Kingdom".
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BAHAMAS

Yes.
BARBADOS

No limitations have been specified in relation to cases involving interests
of non-Party nationals.
BELGIUM

We assume that with this question you want to know whether the
limitation of liability - as set forth in the LLMC Convention - also applies in
case only interests of Belgian residents/companies or in case only interests of
residents/companies of non-contracting States are concerned. No specific
provision in this respect has been inserted in the Belgian Maritime Code so that
it must be concluded that the LLMC Convention does not apply to claims
arising in cases in which interests of persons who are nationals of other State
parties are in no way involved.
CROATIA

The Convention (as incorporated in the Maritime Code) applies without
restrictions rationae personae if Croatian law is the substantive law applicable.
DENMARK

Chapters 7, 9 and 12 (previously Chapters 10 and 15) applies to claims
arising in cases in which interests of persons who are nationals of other States
parties are in no way involved. This follows from section 182, sub-section 1,

c.f. section 177, sub-section 4 (previously section 243a, sub-section 1, c.f.
section 240, sub-section 4) which provide that the rules in Chapters 7, 9 and 12

(previously Chapters 10 and 15) must always be applied when claims of
limitations on liability are enforced before the Danish courts.
FINLAND

Yes.
FRANCE

Les limites de responsabilite prévues par la Convention LLMC 1976 étant

également applicables aux situations purement internes (v.
question se résout d'elle même.

1

ci-dessus), la

GERMANY

The LLMCC applies to any claim in respect of which a limitation of
liability has been asserted irrespective of whether the debtor is domiciled or
resident in Germany. The LLMCC would even apply in pure national cases.
GREECE

The Convention does apply to claims arising in cases in which interests
of persons who are nationals of other States parties are in no way involved.
HONG KONG CHINA

Yes, the Convention does apply to claims arising in cases where persons
or nationals of other States Parties are in no way involved.
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IRELAND

Article 15.3 provides that a State party may regulate by specific
provisions of national law the system of limitation of liability to be applied to
claims arising in cases in which interests of persons who are nationals of other
State parties are in no way involved. I am not aware of any regulations which
have been brought in that regard.
JAPAN

Yes.
NETHERLANDS

Yes, the 1976 Convention does apply to claims arising in cases in which
interests of persons who are nationals of other States Parties are in no way
involved. The Netherlands has not adopted specific provisions of national law
by which the system of limitation of liability to be applied to these claims is
regulated.

The Dutch legislative history of the Act by means of which the 1976
Convention was ratified (Explanatory Note, 19769, Nr. 3, p. 16), mentions that
there are no grounds for an exception on the basis of Article 15(3) of the 1976
Convention, as the sit-uation described in that Article would rarely occur in the
Netherlands.
NEW ZEALAND

Yes. Section 83 MTA states that the limitation provisions apply to "every
ship (whether registered or not and whether a New Zealand ship or not)".
NORWAY

Yes, there are no exceptions made to the rules in that respect.
POLAND

The text of art. 308 § 3 of the PMC is as follows:
The right of limitation is not vested in the foreign debtor who, at the time

when he invokes the right of limitation, has his permanent place of
domicile or principal place of business in a State, the law of which does
not provide the limitation of liability for claims of this type; where this

law provides higher limit than that determined in the Convention on
Limitation of Liability, this higher limit is applicable.
SPAIN

This issue is arguable in Spain. Some authority stands for the application
of the Convention rules whenever the limitation action is brought before the
Courts of a contracting State, such as Spain, and regardless of the nationality

of the parties involved and of the vessel's flag. Also, the Supreme Court
Judgement of 24.10.95, in which the Convention was applied in respect of a
Panama ship). Other scholars differ from such a view and reject the application
of the Convention whenever no foreign element is present. Spain would
however apply Article 15.1 strictly, it being a contracting State which did not
make use of the excluding options provided thereunder.
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SWEDEN

Yes.
UNITED KINGDOM

It would appear that the UK Government has decided not to take
advantage of the right of exclusion of the right to limitation to persons not
habitually resident in a State Party given by Article 15(1) as the material parts
of that paragraph do not appear in Schedule 7, Part I, to the 1995 MSA and do
not therefore have the force of law in the United Kingdom.
7.

Does the Convention apply to ships constructed for, or adapted to, and
engaged in, drilling?

AUSTRALIA

There is no specific exclusion.
BAHAMAS

No.
BARBADOS

The Convention is applicable to owner, charters, managers or operators of
"seagoing" ship - no distinction is made in relation to trading area of ship.
BELGIUM

According to Art. 1 Belgian Maritime Code vessels of at least 25 tons or
more - normally used for the carriage of goods or persons, for fishing, for
tugging or for any other profitable activity of shipping at sea - are considered to

be `seavessels' in view of the application of the law. As far as 'drilling' is
considered to be 'a profitable activity of shipping at sea' the LLMC Convention
and Arts. 47-58 Belgian Maritime Code apply. In case it concerns a vessel of
less than 25 tons concerned Art. 273 Belgian Maritime Code will apply.
As mentioned before Art. 10 of the law of llth April 1989 states that the
provisions of the LLMC Convention also apply to seagoing vessels operated
by the Government or a public service whomever is the Owner of said vessels

and to seagoing vessels used for pleasure trips or scientific research. As no

particular reference is made to ships constructed for, or adapted to, and
engaged in 'drilling' it should be concluded that the Convention does not apply
to such vessels.
CROATIA

No. Art. 419 par. 2 states that: "This part of the Law shall not apply to a)
hydrofoils and b) rigs/platforms employed for researches and the exploitation
of natural resources of the sea bed and its subsoil".
DENMARK

As a main rule Chapters 7, 9 and 12 (previously Chapters 10 and 15)
apply to drilling ships.
However, according to section 181, sub-section 2 (previously section 243,
sub-section 2) special liability limits apply to such ships (and to movable sea
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plants) while the drilling ships are used for exploration and recovery of raw
materials from the subsoil or seabed in Danish territorial waters or the Danish

continental shelf area. According to the Act on Certain Sea Plants, the
shipowner may limit his liability under the same conditions as provided for in
Chapters 7 and 9 (previously Chapter 10). However, the amounts of limitation

are considerably higher according to the Act on Certain Sea Plants: The
shipowner may limit his liability to 20 million SDR to which amount another
12 million SDR will be added in case of personal injury.
FINLAND

There are special limits of liability for a vessel built and adapted to
drilling for natural resources of the sea-bed if the claims concern damage
caused while the vessel is used in drilling activities. Equal amounts apply to
mobile platforms intended for exploration or exploitation of the natural
resources of the sea-bed (Chap. 9, § 10).
FFtANCE

A notre connaissance, la Convention s'applique, sans particularité, aux
navires construits ou adaptés aux opérations de forage.
GERMANY

The answer depends solely on the interpretation of the legal term seagoing ship" in Article 1 (2) LLMCC. Taking into account Article 15 (2) lit. a)
LLMCC we understand that sea-going ship" is any ship intended for regular
navigation on maritime waters whether registered as sea-going ship or not.
Consequently, drilling units like other mobile craft would be treated as seagoing ships during their voyage.
GREECE

Floating rigs of more than 5,000 tons' displacement, as well as floating
refineries and oil storage tanks of more than 15,000 g.r.t. used in exploration,
drilling of the sea-bed, pumping, refining and storage of oil or natural gas from
the sea are considered as "ships" under Greek law and limitation of liability is

available to their owners. The Convention would apply to all such
constructions, save for those excluded from its scope in Article 15(5)(b). But
limitation would be available for the latter under the old regime contained in
the Code of Private Maritime Law; indeed, this is one of the extremely few
instances where the domestic rules would still remain applicable following the
ratification of LLMC by Greece.
HONG KONG CHINA

The Convention applies to all ships whatever their purposes: see section
13 of the Ordinance. If the "thing" is a ship then its owner can limit his liability
pursuant to Ordinance.
IRELAND

Section 9 oft he 1996 Act states:

"References in the 1976 Convention to a ship shall be construed as
including references to any structure (whether completed or in the course
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of completion) launched and intended for use in navigation as a ship or
part of a ship."
It would appear, therefore, that if a ship is constructed for ór adapted to
and engaged in drilling it would come within the ambit of the Act so long as it
is a ship. If it was simply a drilling rig, the Convention would not appear to
apply because of the provisions of Article 15.5 of the Convention.
JAPAN

Yes. But, due to the definition of "ships" under Commercial Law Art. 684
which requires navigability, the Convention does not apply to those drilling
rigs which are not able to navigate.
NETHERLANDS

Yes, the 1976 Convention does apply to ships constructed for, or adapted
to, and engaged in, drilling. Current information suggests that the conditions
mentioned in Article 15(4)(a) and (b) have (still) not been met.
NEW ZEALAND

Section 84 MTA defines "ship" as:

"...every description of vessel (including barges, lighters, and like
vessels) used or intended to be used in navigation, however propelled; and
includes any structure (whether completed or not) launched and intended for
use as a ship or part of a ship; and also includes any ship used by or set aside
for the New Zealand Defence Force."
There is no authoritative consideration of this definition. If the adapted
ship is intended for drilling as a stationary platform rather than navigation, the
better view is probably that the limitation provisions would not apply. The
precise answer is likely to depend upon the extent to which the adapted ship
could be used in navigation, if at all.
NORWAY

Yes, see section 4 of the Maritime Code.
POLAND

Yes. In Poland the 1976 Convention does apply to all sea-going vessels

(merchant sea-going vessels, vessels employed exclusively for scientific
research or for sports). According to art. 3 § 3 of the PMC merchant sea-going
vessels are sea-going vessels appropriated to or employed in the carriage of
cargo or of passengers, for sea fisheries or for the exploitation of other wealth
of the seal, for towage or salvage of sea-going vessels and of other floating
structures, for recovering property sunk in the sea or for other activity of an
economic nature.
SPAIN

Affirmative. None of the circumstances set out by Art., 15.4 are found in
the Spanish Law.
SWEDEN

Yes. There are special limits of liability in respect of vessels built and
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adapted for drilling for national resources of the seabed and mobile platforms

intended for the exploration of the national resources of the seabed. The
limitation is 12 million SDR for personal injuries and 20 million SDR for other
types of damage, except damage suffered by passengers, if the claim concerns

damage caused while the vessel has been used in drilling or exploration
activities.
UNITED KINGDOM

Article 15(4) does not appear in Schedule 7, Part 1, of the 1995 MSA and
therefore does not have the force of law in the United Kingdom by virtue of
Section 185 of this Act. The implication is that such vessels are subject in the
United Kingdom to the limitation provisions of the 1976 Convention provided

that they satisfy the definitions of "ship" contained in paragraph 12 of
Schedule 7, Part II, to the MSA 1995 (see response to Question 4, above) and
in s.313(2) of the MSA 1995.
8.

Has the application ofArticle 2 paragraphs 1(d) and (e) been excluded?

AUSTRALIA

Yes: s6 of the Limitation Act.
BAHAMAS

The application only of Article 2 paragraph 1(d) has been excluded.
BARBADOS

No.
BELGIUM

Yes (see Art. 47 Belgian Maritime Code).
Nevertheless the Belgian legislator has - in Arts. 12-18 of the law of llth
April 1989 - provided in a system of limitation of liability in case of 'shipping
accidents (accidents de navigation' )' .
According to said law - and in particular Art. 13, 1 - the owner, the master
or shipper of a vessel that stranded or sank should raise and remove the vessel

including anything that is or has been on board of such vessel to a place
appointed by the Government.
In urgent matters or in case the owner, master or shipper do not comply
with the provisions of Art. 13,1 of law of llth April 1989 or in case the identity
of the owner, master or shipper is not known the Government can - officially

and at the risk of the owner and the party that is liable - take all necessary
measures (specified in Art. 14 of law of llth April 1989).
According to Art. 16 of law of Ilth April 1989 the liable party or - in the
absence of such a liable party - the owner should refund to the Government the
costs incurred by the latter.
According to Art. 18 of law of Ilth April 1989 the owner of a vessel can
limit his liability in respect of the amounts/costs due to the Government as a
result of shipping accidents. The limitation of liability - mentioned in Art. 18 for a vessel of maximum 500 tons is BEF 15.000.000,-. For vessels of a higher
tonnage the amount of BEF 15.000.000,- is raised with:
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BEF 18.000,- per ton for every increase of the tonnage with one ton from
501 until 6000 tons;
BEF 7.000,- per ton for every increase of the tonnage with One ton from
6001 until 70.000 tons;
BEF 5.000,- per ton for every increase of the tonnage with one ton above
70.000 tons.
According to Art. 18 the King is allowed - depending on the economic
situation - to adapt these amounts.
Nevertheless the owner is not allowed to limit his liability in case it is
proven that the loss resulted from his personal act or omission, committed with
the intent to cause such loss, or recklessly and with knowledge that such loss
would probably result.

For the purpose of this Article the ship's tonnage of seagoing vessels
subject to the International Convention on Tonnage Measurement of Ships,
1969 shall be the gross tonnage calculated in accordance with the tonnage
measurement rules contained in Annex I of said Convention. For the other

seagoing vessels the King will decide on the limits of liability and the
criteriums and foundation of their calculation.
CROATIA

Yes, see Art. 409 of the Maritime Code.
DENMARK

The application of Article 2, paragraphs 1(d) and (e) has not been
excluded. Both articles are repeated in the Danish Merchant Shipping Act as
section 178, sub-section 1, number 4 respectively number 5 (previously section
235, sub-section 1, number 4 respectively number 5).
FINLAND

No.
FRANCE

Oui, en principe. La France s'est réservée le droit d'exclure l'application
de l'article 2, § 1(d) et (e) de la Convention LLMC par la formule suivantc:

"In accordance with article 18, paragraph 1, the Government of the
French Republic reserves the right to exclude the application of article 2,
paragraphs 1(d) and (e)".
GERMANY

The application of Article 2 (1) lit. d) and e) LLMCC has not been
excluded in Germany but the government plans to do so. At the time being §
487 HGB stipulates a separate fund for those kind of claims.
GREECE

Cases under Article 2(1)(d) and (e) were not excluded.
HONG KONG CHINA

The application of Article 2(1)(d) has been excluded: see section 15(3) of
the Ordinance. Article 2(1)(e) applies.
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IRELAND

It appears that the application of Article 2, paragraphs 1(d) and (e) have
been excluded by virtue of Section 11 of the 1996 although the wording of
Section 11 might suggest that only Article 2(1)(d) is excluded. Section 11(1)
of the Act reads as follows:

"Notwithstanding paragraph 1(d) or 1(e) of Article 2 of the 1976
Convention, the right to limit liability under that Convention shall not
apply to claims (including claims under Part IV of the Act of 1993) in
respect of the raising, removal, destruction or the rendering harmless of a
ship which is sunk, wrecked, stranded or abandoned, including anything
that is or has been on board such a ship and Article 3 (claims excepted
from limitation) of that Convention shall be construed accordingly."
JAPAN

Yes.
NETHERLANDS

Yes. I refer to the copy of the Dutch treaty series (Tractatenblad) 1990,
111 of 31 July 1990 which records the Act approving the Convention and the
reservations to be made upon accession (Annexes 2 and 3). Pursuant to Article
18(1) of the 1976 Convention the Netherlands has reserved the right to exclude
the application of Article 2(1)(d) and (e)of the 1976 Convention.

Under the Dutch statutory provisions by means of which the 1976
Convention is implemented into Dutch law the claims mentioned in Article
2(1)(d) and (e) of the 1976 Convention are subject to limitation of liability (see
Article 8:752(1)(d) and (e) DCC). The levels of limitation of liability are,
however, different (see Article 8:755(1)(c) DCC). See also Mr Japikse's
Summary under '5. Amounts and funds' and '6. Passenger claims'.
NEW ZEALAND

No.
NORWAY

No, the claims mentioned in article 2 paragraphs 1(d) and (e) are
included, see section 172 paragraphs 4 and 5.
POLAND

No.
SPAIN

Negative. Spain did not make use of the reservation provided under
Article 18.
SWEDEN

No.
UNITED KINGDOM

The United Kingdom has, by paragraph 3 of Schedule 7, Part II, and
Section 185 of the 1995 MSA made a reservation in respect of Article 2(1)(d)
of the 1976 Convention. Consequently, liability for claims for the cost of wreck
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removal remains unlimited insofar as the operation of removal is performed
pursuant to statutory powers. (Indeed, it appears that as a result of the wording
in the introductory paragraph to Article 2, to the effect that the listed claims are
to be the subject of limitation "whatever the basis of liability" the reservation

exercised by the United Kingdom may have inadvertently taken out of
limitation in the United Kingdom any claims (whether statutory or otherwise)

relating to wreck removal, provided the liability does not relate to
remwieration under a contract with the person liable.)

The application of Article 2(1)(e) has not been excluded. However,
conflicts may arise between the provision of Articles 2(1)(d) and Article
2(1)(e). Under Article 2(1)(d) the expression "anything that is or has been on
board such ship" could include cargo. But limitation is not available under

2(1)(d) in the United Kingdom. It may therefore be that in the United
Kingdom, claims in respect of cargo removal, qualify for limitation before the

ship is sunk, wrecked, stranded or abandoned but not after that event has
occurred.

When replying to questions 3-8 please provide an English translation of

9.

the relevant statutory provisions or, if this is more convenient, a
summary of such provisions.
AUSTRALIA

A copy of the entire Limitation Act is attached.*
BAHAMAS

Attached are copies of:*
Rules of the Supreme Court (RSC) Order 22
Sections 1 and 3 thru 9 & the Second Schedule to the Merchant Shipping
(Maritime Claims Limitations of Liability) Act 1989
BARBADOS

Already attached. See 1.2.
CROATIA

The relevant statutory provisions are enclosed herewith.*
DENMARK

The Danish Ministry of Industry produced an official translation of the
Danish Merchant Shipping Act in 1985 which has not been renewed.

As mentioned above in answer 1.2 Chapters 10 and 15 of the Danish
Merchant Shipping Act were subject to some technical changes in 1994
whereby the numbering of the various chapters and sections were changed. As
no substantial changes were made, however, a copy of the 1985 translation of
Chapters 10 and 15 has been attached to this reply.*
For your convenience the references made in answers 2-8 above refer to
*

This document is not enclosed, but can be made available on request.
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the 1994 version of the Danish Merchant Shipping Act, while references made
above in brackets refer to the 1985 version hereof.
FINLAND

There is no English translation of the relevant provisions of the FMC.
However, the Swedish Maritime Code, which in the main corresponds to the
FMC (Sweden has also ratified the 1976 LLMC Convention and incorporated
its provisions), has been translated. Therefore, I attach a copy of the Swedish
rules with corrections adapted to the Finnish provisions.*
FRANCE

Il est joint à la présente réponse* le texte des articles 58 à 69 bis de la loi
du 3 janvier 1967 sur le statut des navires formant le chapitre VII de cette loi,
intitulé "Responsabilité du propriétaire du navire" et le texte des articles 59
87 du décret du 27 octobre 1967 sur le statut du navire formant le chapitre VII
de ce décret, intitulé "Fonds de limitation".
GERMANY

See above 3.
GREECE

There was a minority view that the Convention applies only to cases where
a vessel flying the flag of a contracting state is implicated and that, despite the
absence of any reservations to that effect, it should not apply to vessels destined
for inland navigation and to cases where interests of persons who are nationals
of other States Parties are in now way involved (Piraeus Single-member Court
of First Instance judgment 2717/1992); but the view that, by virtue of Article
15(1) 1, the Convention applies to all cases of limitation of liability heard by the

Greek Courts, irrespective of other connecting factors, prevailed in all
subsequent cases (see e.g. judgments 3424/1997, 4752/1997) and has been
confirmed on appeal (Greek Supreme Court judgment 869/1999 confirming
Piraeus Court of Appeal judgment 169/1998).
HONG KONG

Copies of the Limitation Ordinance and the relevant rules of the High
Court are attached.
IRELAND

Copy of the text of the Merchant Shipping (Liability of Shipowners and
Owners) Act 1996 enclosed herewith.*
JAPAN

Regretfully, we do not have any authentic English translation of The
Shipowners Limitation of Liability Act, therefore we would ask you to refer to
our response made in September 1998 to the CMI Questionnaire on the same
subject, when we provided a brief summary of our statute provisions.

*

This document is not enclosed, but can be made available on request.
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NETHERLANDS

As indicated earlier, translations into English of Articles. 8:750-8:759
DCC and of Articles 642a-642z DCCP are attached (Annexes 4 and 5).
NEW ZEALAND

Complete copies of the relevant sections from the MTA and Rule 792 of
the High Court Rules are attached.*
NORWAY

See text annexed hereto.*
POLAND

The relevant statutory provisions are cited in this reply. Unfortunately, we
do not have any official English translation of the PMC.
SPAIN

There are no domestic provisions enacted to date. The Convention
provisions implemented in Spain will have their corresponding text in the
original English.
SWEDEN

(See above.)
UNITED KINGDOM

Attached.*

10.1. Does the interpretation of international conventions, if given the force
of law, or of the national enactment take into account the international
origin of the rules and the need for a uniform interpretation?
AUSTRALIA

Australian courts accept that the international origin of rules in
international conventions should be taken into account.
In Qantas Airways Ltd1, SS Pharmaceutical Co Ltd [1991] 1 Lloyd's Rep

288, Kirby P stated that it is essential to approach the construction of
international instruments "keeping in mind their international character and
the desirability (so far as possible) that they should be given a consistent
construction by the courts of the several contracting parties" (p 13). Kirby P
warned that municipal courts should avoid parochial constructions which are

ill informed about the jurisprudence which has gathered around such
conventions. Further, he emphasised the importance of examining the
decisions of foreign courts in the context of international transport. (See also
Kirby P's comments in Brown Boyen i (Australia) Pty Ltd 1, Baltic Shipping Co

(1989) 15 NSWLR 448, which concerned the interpretation of the Hague
Rules.)
These issues were considered by the High Court in Shipping Corporation

*

This document is not enclosed, but can be made available on request.
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of India Ltd y Gamlen Chemical Co (A/Asia) Pty Ltd (1980) 147 CLR 142.

Mason and Wilson JJ noted the importance of a uniform international
approach to the interpretation of rules concerning the rights and liabilities of

parties to international mercantile transactions (p 159). However, it was
acknowledged that in interpreting a convention, the court must also take
account of previous Australian case law concerning the meaning of various
words and expressions relating to international trade.
In Great China Metal Industries Co Limited y Malaysian International
Shipping Colporation Bet-had (the "Bunga Seroja") [1998] 196 CLR 161, 176

Gaudron, Gummow and Hayne JJ observed that "because the Hague
Rules are intended to apply widely in international trade, it is self-evidently
desirable to strive for uniform construction of them. As has been said earlier,
the rules seek to allocate risks between cargo and carrier interests and it
follows that the allocation of those risks that is made when the rules are
construed by national courts should, as far as possible, be uniform. Only then

can insurance markets set premiums efficiently and the cost of double
insurance be avoided".
Both the Bunga Seroja and the Gamlan Chemical cases were cited with

approval in Enter), Air Freight Corporation 1, Merck Sharpe and Do/une
(Australia) Pty Limited [1999] 47 NSW LR 696.

See generally "Harmonisation of Maritime laws and the Impact of
International Law on Australian Maritime Law", Sir Anthony Mason, (1999)
14 MLAANZ Journal, Part 1 (www.mlaanz.org.au).
BAHAMAS

Yes.
BARBADOS

Yes.
BELGIUM

Normally yes.
CROATIA

Yes.
DENMARK

Should uncertainty arise regarding the interpretation of Danish
legislation based on international conventions, the relevant international

convention will be taken into consideration. The need for a uniform
interpretation hereof will likewise be considered.
FINLAND

Yes, the interpretation of the national enactment takes into account the
international origin of the rules and the need for a uniform interpretation.
FRANCE

Comme il a été dit en réponse à la question 1, les conventions
internationales conservent leur statut international en droit français. C'est
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pourquoi les juges s'efforeent de tenir compte du caractère international des
conventions pour les interpreter dans un sens internationalement uniforme.
GERMANY

Clearly yes.
GREECE (reply to 10.1, 10.2 and 10.3)

In applying international conventions or national rules enacted pursuant
to such conventions, Greek Courts are always open to hear argument from the

parties regarding travaux preparatoires and the interpretation given by the
Courts in other contracting states, and also undertake independent research to
the extent that this is possible from resources locally available; the Courts are
normally prepared to take such points into consideration in their judgments.
The requirement to take into account the conventions' international
origins and the need for a uniform interpretation are sanctioned on a formal
basis by the Greek Constitution which grants enhanced statutory value to
international conventions in Art. 28; the Courts also see this as a logical
prerequisite when applying a non-Greek statute.
HONG KONG CHINA

Yes, reference can be made to see how the Convention is applied in other
common law jurisdictions.
iFtELAND

As a general rule the Irish Courts will try to ensure comity although a lot
depends on the judge dealing with a particular case.
JAPAN

Yes.
NETHERLANDS

Yes. I refer to Mr Japikse's report 'The interpretation of International

Maritime Conventions in Civil Law and Common Law', part of the
Netherlands' Reports to the Thirteenth International Congress of Comparative
Law, held in Montreal in 1990. A copy of this report is attached as Annexe 6.*
Although some years have passed, the report gives a good overview which is
valid to this day.
NEW ZEALAND

Yes. The principle of uniformity of interpretation of international
conventions is generally accepted by the New Zealand courts. However, where

there is a difference between a convention and the enacting legislation, the
inference is open to the Court to draw that Parliament intended something

different to the convention. The Court may accordingly place its own
construction on the legislation without regard to the need for uniform
interpretation of the convention. Given the way the 1976 Convention has been

*

This document is not enclosed, but can be made available on request.
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enacted, there is the possibility of divergence from uniform interpretation in
New Zealand.
NORWAY

Yes.

POLAND (reply to 10.1, 10.2 and 10.3)

The Polish law contains no general rule concerning the interpretation of
international conventions. However, according to the prevailing view of the
Polish doctrine the international origin of the rules and the need for a uniform
interpretation should be taken into account. The same goes for the role of the
travaux préparatoires and the interpretation given by foreign courts.
SPAIN

Affirmative. Such has been the position taken by the Spanish Supreme
Court in relation to the MLM 1926.
SWEDEN

If international conventions are given the force of law (as in the case of
e.g. the CMR Convention) the Swedish Act of Incorporation will refer to the
text of the Convention directly. This means that the text will have the same
status as any other Swedish Act. If the text has been incorporated as such, but
has been translated, and if there is a discrepancy between the translation and
the Convention in its original language(s) the original text of the Convention
will normally prevail. If, however, the Swedish legislator in connection with
the implementation of the Convention has specifically expressed that certain
interpretation of the original text is preferred, Swedish courts would tend to
find accordingly.

Otherwise, if a court is uncertain in respect of the interpretation of a
Convention, it would normally turn to the travaux préparatoires of the
Convention.
If the implementation is made by way of transformation into Swedish law,
the text of the Swedish Act will have priority. Normally, in this case there is an

express explanation in the travaux préparatoires of the Swedish Act why there
is a difference. If there is a non-intended discrepancy it is likely that the court
would look at the original travaux preparatoires of the Convention.
UNITED KINGDOM

The Courts' approach to International Conventions was laid down by
Macmillan L. J. in Stag Line Ltd v. Foscolo, Mango & Co

[1932] AC at 350

where he said:

"It is important to remember that the Act of 1924 [the Carriage of Goods
by Sea Act 1924] was the outcome of an international conference and the
rules in the Schedule have an international currency. As these rules must

come under the consideration of foreign Courts it is desirable in the
interests of uniformity that their interpretation should not be rigidly
controlled by domestic precedents of antecedent date, but rather that the
language of the rules should be construed on broad principles of general
acceptation."
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These comments were applied by the House of Lords in Buchanan & Co

v. Babco Ltd [1978] AC 141, (a case concerning the interpretation of the
Carriage of Goods by Road Act 1965, which had implemented the Convention
on the Contract for the International Carriage of Goods by Road). However, in

their speeches, Lord Wilberforce, Viscount Dilhorne and Lord Salmon
commented that there should be no reason to abandon English methods of
interpretation in favour of "continental" methods. Lord Wilberforce said:
"Furthermore, the assumed and often repeated generalisation that English
methods are narrow, technical and literal, whereas continental methods
are broad, generous and sensible, seems to me insecure at least as regards
interpretation of international conventions..."

The English Courts seem to have acknowledged, in the context of the
1976 Convention, that different approaches to the construction of the text may
lead (and perhaps have led) to different results. In the Happy Fellow [1997] 1
LLR 130 Longmore J. rejected Counsel's submission that he should refuse to
grant a stay of English proceedings on the grounds that French Courts, in their

interpretation of article 4, allow the limit to be broken in cases of "gross
negligence" rather than only in cases of intent or recklessness "with knowledge

that [the] loss would probably result" and that they will make a finding of
intention or recklessness by "fishing for facts". He found that there was no
evidence in support of this and that, even if there had been any evidence, it
would merely be a difference of approach to the true construction of the
Convention.

10.2. Are the travaux préparatoires, when the conditions set in article 32 of
the Vienna Convention apply, taken into consideration?
AUSTRALIA

Pursuant to article 32 of the Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties,

courts may consider supplementary means of interpreting conventions,
including examining the preparatory work of the treaty and the circumstances
of its conclusion. Reference to these supplementary materials may occur in

order to confirm the interpretation otherwise determined or to resolve any
ambiguity in the convention.
In interpreting conventions, Australian courts have indicated that travaux

préparatoires should be considered in particular circumstances. In the
Tasmanian Dam Case (1983) 158 CLR 1, Gibbs CJ noted that travaux
préparatoires may help to resolve any ambiguity in the language of
conventions and also to confirm the meaning which appears from the
document itself. (p 94) Brennan J adopted a more cautious approach,
indicating that the courts should only refer to travaux preparatoires if the text
of the convention is not sufficiently clear in itself (p 223).
Access to travaux preparatoires to conventions was also accepted by the

New South Wales Court of Appeal in SS Pharnzaceutical, where Kirby P
referred to travaux préparatoires in order to determine the meaning of a
provision of the Warsaw Convention on International Carriage by Air.
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BAHAMAS

Yes, they may be taken into consideration. (per James Buichanan & Co.
Ltd. v. Babco Forwarding and Shipping (UK) Ltd., HL [1978] AC 141 and
Fothergill v. Monarch Airlines Ltd., HL [1981] AC 251.
BARBADOS

Although the courts have not so far undertaken any cases in the context
of the LLMC, it has been customary for "travaux préparatoires" to be taken

into account in relation to Conventions other than maritime transport.
Consequently, it is expected that where a matter to which the LLMC would
apply comes before the courts similar action would be taken.
CROATIA

No, because the travaux préparatoires are not being published.
DENMARK

The travaux préparatoires may be taken into consideration when
interpreting Danish legislation based on international conventions.

In general the travaux préparatoires of international conventions
nevertheless occupy a less dominant position in the Danish courts'
interpretation of Danish law. However, the travaux préparatoires of the
international maritime conventions ratified seem to enjoy greater significance

for the Danish interpreter than the travaux préparatoires of international
conventions in general.
FINLAND

Yes, both the travaux preparatoires and foreign court practice are taken
into consideration.
FRANCE

Oui, les juges prennent en considération les travaux préparatoires des
conventions internationales dans les conditions fixées à l'article 32 de la
Convention de Vienne de 1969 sur le droit des traités, à condition, notamment,
qu'ils offrcnt quclque certitude.
GERMANY

Yes.
HONG KONG CHINA

Yes, in extreme circumstances the court may take account of the travaux
préparatoires.
IRELAND

In the case of Burke v. The Attomey General [1972] I.R. 36, the Supreme
Court held that, in interpreting an international convention it was a valid and
proper approach to look at the Travaux Préparatoires.
JAPAN

Yes, if necessary.
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NETHERLANDS

Yes. I again refer to Mr Japikse's report (Annexe

6),

particularly to

paragraph 3.
NEW ZEALAND

Yes. The New Zealand courts will have regard to the Vienna Convention
and thus Article 32 (supplementary means of interpretation). However, their
utility may be significantly reduced given the manner of enactment of the 1976
Convention in New Zealand.
NORWAY

Yes.
SPAIN

Affirmative. Spain follows article 32 of the Vienna Convention carefully.
SWEDEN

It is not possible to give a precise answer in these respects since there are
no precedents. However, it is likely that the judge, notwithstanding the Article
of 32 of the Vienna Convention, will seek guidance one way or the other from
the travaux préparatoires in order to understand better the background and the
basic ideas behind the Convention.
UNITED KINGDOM

In Fothergill v. Monarch Airlines [1981] AC 251 Wilberforce, Diplock,
and Scarman L JJ considered the admissibility of travaux preparatoires as aids

to interpret international conventions (the Convention at issue being the
Warsaw Convention). The question will only arise, however, if the text of the
convention is ambiguous.
Lord Wilberforce's view on the use of travaux préparatoires was:
"These cases should be rare, and only where two conditions are fulfilled,
first, that the material involved is public and accessible, and secondly, that
the travaux préparatoires clearly and indisputably point to a legislative
intention."
Lord Diplock said that regard could be had:
"...to any material which those delegates themselves had thought would
be available to clear up any possible ambiguities or obscurities."
Lord Scarman said:
"Mere marginal relevance will not suffice: the aid (or aids) must have
weight as well. A great deal of relevant material will fail to meet these
criteria. Working papers of delegates to the conference, or memoranda
submitted by the delegates for consideration by the conference, though
relevant, will seldom be helpful: but an agreed conference minute of the
understanding upon the basis of which the draft of an article was accepted
may well be of great value."
This question came up in the context of the 1976 Convention in Caspian
Basin v. Boitygztes (No.4) [1997] 2LLR 507. Rix J. was asked to look at some
of the travaux preparatoires, being: a questionnaire sent out by the CMI to its
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national associations, their responses and the report subsequently submitted by
the CMI to the IMO. Rix J. found that, as the meaning of the relevant part of
the Convention (see below, 11.2) was clear, there was no need to refer to any
of the travaux préparatoires. However, Rix J. went on to hold that he would not
have referred to any of these documents in any case as they did not satisfy any
of the conditions laid down by Wilberforce, Diplock and Scarman L JJ.

In the Aegean Sea (see below) Thomas J did refer to the travaux
préparatoires to both the 1957 and 1976 Conventions. He said that the former
satisfied the conditions in Fothergill (although this was on the assumption that

they conformed with Lord Diplock's view that the material had to be that
which the delegates thought would be used to clear up ambiguities), but they
were silent on the issue before him. As regards the travaux préparatoires to the

1976 Convention, he did not say whether they could be used, but simply
remarked that they too were silent on the issue before him.

10.3. Is the interpretation given to the provisions of a Convention by the
Courts of other Contracting States taken into consideration?
AUSTRALIA

Yes, although not with binding force.
BAHAMAS

The interpretations by courts in Contracting States which are common
law jurisdictions might be taken into consideration.
BARBADOS

No. However, comparative legislation in other similar jurisdictions is
consulted.
BELGIUM

Normally yes.
Nevertheless I should point out that - for instance in respect with Art. 29,
1 of the CMR Convention - our Supreme Court has its own view (not in line
with the case law of other "CMR countries").
The Belgian Supreme Court has ruled that - as Belgian law recognizes the
notion 'wilful misconduct' - the lifting of the limitation of liability can only be
ordered in case of 'wilful misconduct' (and not in case of 'default considered
al equivalent to wilful misconduct/faute consider& comme équivalente au dol)
on the part of the Carrier and/or his Agents or servants acting within the scope
of their employment.
CROATIA

If it is possible in the respective case, given the technical problems of
obtaining such information by the courts.
DENMARK

In general it seems to depend on the role of the Danish interpreter whether
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or not the interpretation given to provisions in international conventions by the

courts of other contracting states will be taken into consideration. Lawyers
may find it appropriate to include such interpretations in their procedure
whereas judges are probably more reluctant to engage in such interpretation
when the argument has not been presented by the lawyers in their procedure.
However, given the international nature of the Danish Merchant Shipping

Act it must be noted that the interpretation of international maritime
conventions given by courts of other contracting states does in fact occupy an
important position when interpreting the Danish Merchant Shipping Act.
FINLAND

Yes, both the travaux préparatoires and foreign court practice are taken
into consideration.
FRANCE

Oui, les juges français sont de plus en plus sensibles à cet aspect du droit

comparé et s' efforcent de connaitre, dans la mesure du possible, les
interprétations données à des Conventions internationales par des juridictions
étrangères, le problème le plus délicat étant d'accéder, dans des conditions
d'authenticité, aux sources de la jurisprudence étrangère.
GERMANY

Hopefully, but there appears not to be a lot of experience.
HONG KONG CHINA

Yes, where the other contracting states is a common law jurisdiction.
IRELAND

The Courts in this jurisdiction will interpret a Convention according to
the text of the Convention as it sees it. It will, of course, take into account the
interpretation given by the Courts of other Contracting States but will not in
any way feel bound by such interpretation.
JAPAN

Yes, if necessary.
NETHERLANDS

Yes. I again refer to Mr Japikse's report (Annexe 6).
NEW ZEALAND

Yes. The interpretation of a convention by other jurisdictions will be
considered by a New Zealand Court as a principle of statutory interpretation.
However, the Court is not bound by foreign decisions.
NORWAY

During the implementation work, interpretation of the courts of other

Contracting States are usually not available yet. In the courts, such
interpretations would generally be considered by the Norwegian courts if the
parties presented such material. However, such foreign interpretations would
not be considered an authoritative source of law, and the court would not be
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bound by them. It would be up to the discretion of the court whether the court
would be inspired by such foreign interpretations.
SPAIN

Such interpretation as given in countries of Civil Law (namely, France,
Italy, Belgium, Portugal, etc.) is taken into consideration as often pleaded by
the parties in Court, but not with any binding effect.
SWEDEN

Yes, Of course, it is normally up to the parties unless foreign precedents
are considered already in connection with the implementation of a Convention
to present and rely on judgements by foreign courts under a Convention. It
does not follow that Swedish courts feel absolutely bound by a judgement of
foreign courts, but no doubt judges will feel more confident if they are able to
compare how similar matters have been decided by foreign courts under the
same Convention.
UNITED KINGDOM

The persuasiveness of a foreign court's decision on an International
Convention will depend on the status of that court. In Fothergill v. Monarch
Airlines (mentioned above) at page 284 Diplock L. J. said:

"As respects decisions of foreign Courts, the persuasive value of a
particular Court's decision must depend upon its reputation and its status,
the extent to which its decisions are binding upon Courts of co-ordinate

and inferior jurisdiction in its own country and the coverage of the
national law reporting system. For instance your Lordships would not be
fostering uniformity of interpretation of the Convention if you were to
depart from the prima facie view which you had yourselves formed as to
its meaning in order to avoid conflict with a decision of a French Court of
Appeal that would not be binding upon other Courts in France, that might
be inconsistent with an unreported decision of some other French Court
of Appeal and would be liable to be superseded by a subsequent decision

of the Court of Cassation that would have binding effect upon lower
Courts in France."
If there are many foreign decisions which all reach the same conclusion
it is likely that the English Court, too, would follow them. In Buchanan & Co
Babco (mentioned above) Lord Salmon said:
"If a corpus of law had grown up overseas which laid down the meaning

of article 23, our courts would no doubt follow it for the sake of the
uniformity which it would establish."
However, he went on to say that he did not believe that there was such a
corpus of law on the issue in question. A similar problem was encountered by
the Court of Appeal in Ulster-Swift Ltd v. Taunton Meat Haulage Ltd [1977]
1WLR 625, (a case on the Carriage of Goods by Road Act 1965) in which
Megaw LJ referred to 30 foreign decisions in six States which had produced
12 different interpretations of the words at issue. In these circumstances, no
notice will be taken of foreign decisions except, perhaps, notice of their very
diversity.
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11.1. Has the interpretation and application of the Convention or of the
national implementing legislation been the subject of any decision by
your Courts?
AUSTRALIA

Yes.
BAHAMAS

This information is not available as Bahamian cases are not reported.
BARBADOS

No.
BELGIUM

Yes.
CROATIA

Not as yet.
DENMARK

Neither the interpretation and application of the Convention nor of the
Chapters 7, 9 and 12 in the Danish Merchant Shipping Act have yet been
subject to decisions from any Danish court.
FRANCE

Oui, Pour s'en tenir à la jurisprudence de la Cour de cassation, la
Convention LLMC 1976 a déjà dorm& lieu à au moins six arras, dont la liste
est mentionnée au n° 11.2 ci-après.
GEFtMANY

As far as we know there is only one decision of the Oberlandesgericht
Hamburg (Higher Regional Court of Hamburg) dealing with the LLMCC 1976
but not touching items of uniformity.

Judgement of 15 September 1994 (GW 39/94) - still subject to appeal..

Headnote: It does not infringe the ordre public pursuant to Art. 27 no. 1
European Convention 012 Jurisdiction and Enfbrcement ofJudgements in Civil
and Comniercial Matters ivhen a French Commercial Court denies the right of

a German shipowner operating a German .flag ship to limit his personal
liability pursuant to Art. 4 of the London Convention of 1976 012 the ground
that the manning of the ship with only one offic.ei; except the mastet; would not
suffice even though the manning did c.omply with the German Manning Rules
at the time of the c.ollision of the ship with a piel:
Another decision of the Higher Regional Court of Hamburg [Judgement
of 26 May 1988 (6 U 187/87)] only dealt with the breakability of limitation of
liability on the the basis of § 486 HGB in the version of the LLMCC 1957.
Decisions of the Bundesgerichtshof (Federal High Court) are not known.
GREECE (reply to 11.1 and 11.2)

All judgments mentioned above, and several others, deal with the
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Convention and its implementing legislation. Some of those judgments are
sent herewith in translation.
HONG KONG CHINA

No, save in the context forum non-conveniens arguments where a party is

seeking a stay of the proceedings based on the comparative merits of this
Convention and the earlier 1957 Convention.
IRELAND (reply to 11.1 and 11.2)

We are not aware of any decisions in the implementation and application
of the Convention in this jurisdiction.
JAPAN

Yes.
NETHERLANDS

Yes. See under 11.2 below.
NEW ZEALAND

There have been no reported cases and, to the best of our knowledge, only
one unreported case.
NORWAY

The interpretation of the Convention or the national implementing
legislation has not been the subject of any decision by our courts.
POLAND (reply to 11.1 and 11.2)

No reported cases. As far as we know, the problem has not been the
subject of any decision by Polish courts of law.
SPAIN

Affirmative (see next).
SWEDEN (reply to 11.1 and 11.2)

No, at least not any reported cases. Of course, the Convention has been
applied in several cases, but this has not caused any known disputes in this
country. Consequently, there are no precedents.
UNITED KINGDOM

Yes, although the majority of cases involving the 1976 Convention in
England have concerned questions ofjurisdiction, procedure or fact rather than
interpretation of the text of the Convention.

11.2. If so, please provide a summary of such decisions and state if the need

for a uniform interpretation of such provisions has been taken into
account.
AUSTRALIA

The Australian courts have considered the 1976 Convention in a limited
number of cases. The relevant decisions are as follows:
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Barde v ARB Power Systems (1995) 132 ALR 358

While unloading cargo from the "Barde Team" in New Zealand, certain
property on board the vessel was damaged or lost. In rem proceedings were
commenced against the vessel for damage caused to the goods and the vessel
was arrested. Eventually, the shipowner provided security in the amount of
US$2.5 million and the vessel was released.
The shipowner made application to the Federal Court to have the arrest
warrant set aside and the security released. The shipowner stated that it would
establish a limitation fund under the 1976 Convention for the claim and, as a
result, the security should be released. The limitation fund for the claim would
have amounted to US$1.15 million, less than half the amount of the security
provided.

Sheppard J provided an extensive discussion of the terms of the 1976
Convention. He noted that pursuant to Article 4, the shipowner would not be
entitled to limit its liability if it was proved that the loss of cargo resulted from
its personal act or omission, committed with the intent to cause such loss, or
recklessly and with knowledge that such loss would probably result. In the
present case, the claimants had alleged that the shipowner was not entitled to

limit its liability under the 1976 Convention because it was guilty of
disentitling conduct specified in Article 4.
Article 11 provides that any person alleged to be liable under the terms of
the Convention may constitute a limitation fund with the Court, and this fund

would be available only for the payment of claims in respect of which
limitation of liability may be invoked. Pursuant to Article 13, once a limitation
fund has been constituted, any vessel which has been arrested and any security
which has been provided must be released.
On review of the terms of the 1976 Convention, Sheppard J declined to
order that the arrest warrant be set aside and the security released. He noted
that if a limitation fund was established, and the claimants were successful in
arguing that the shipowner was not entitled to limit its liability under Article 4,

the claimants would not have access to the limitation fund. This is because
Article 11 provides that the limitation fiind is only available for the payment of

claims for which the limitation of liability has been invoked. According to
Sheppard J, if the security was released, this may produce an unfair result
where the claimants do not have access to funds to satisfy any judgment
obtained.

Sheppard J acknowledged that it would be extremely difficult for the
claimants to establish that the shipowner was not entitled to limit its liability.
Nonetheless, he found that the claimants should be given the opportunity to
present this argument and the security should not be released until after this
issue had been resolved.
In summary, this decision invites claimants to argue that shipowners are

guilty of disentitling conduct under Article 4 of the Convention, so that
shipowners must give security for the unlimited amount of the claim. Thus,
shipowners may be unable to reduce the monies paid into court by establishing
a limitation fund.
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Victrawl Ply Ltd y Telstra Corporation Limited (1995) 183 CLR 595

On 13 April 1991, the fishing vessel "Lorna Dorn" damaged a
communications cable. The Limitation Act came into operation on 1 June
1991. The claimant argued that the shipowner was not entitled to limit its
liability under the 1976 Convention as the incident occurred prior to the
commencement of the Limitation Act.

The High Court considered whether the Limitation Act, which
incorporates the 1976 Convention, has retrospective operation. The answer to

this question was dependent upon whether the introduction of the 1976
Convention was merely procedural, in the sense that it would not affect preexisting substantive rights or liabilities.

The majority (Brennan J dissenting) referred to the entitlement of
shipowners to confine claims to the limits of liability prescribed by the 1976
Convention and for claimants to exercise rights against limitation funds that
are established. On review of these provisions, the majority stated that the 1976
Convention could not be seen as confined to matters of mere procedure. Rather
the 1976 Convention "operates to require all the State Parties to it to participate
in and observe an international regime controlling and limiting substantive

rights and liabilities in respect of the claims which are subjected to its
provisions" (p 617).

In these circumstances, because the Convention is concerned with
substantive rights and liabilities, the presumption against retrospective
operation is applicable. The Court could not find anything in the terms of the
Convention which would indicate that this presumption should be displaced.
Therefore, the 1976 Convention did not apply to the incident involving the
"Lorna Dorn" and the shipowner would be required to rely on the provisions
of the 1957 Convention.
Sanko Steamship Co Ltd y Sumitomo Australia Ltd (1995) 183 CLR 628
This case was heard by the High Court at the same time as Victrawl Pty
Ltd y Telstra Corporation. In Sanko Steamship, a ship under charter sank on 14

February 1991 with loss of its cargo, and the charterers sought to limit their
liability under the 1976 Convention. A majority of the High Court (Brennan J
dissenting) rejected this application, for the same reasons as specified in
Victrawl Ply Ltd y Telstra Corporation. As a result, the incident was governed
by the provisions of the 1957 Convention.
The Federal Court then delivered its judgment on the merits of the claim

under the terms of the 1957 Convention. In Sanko Steamship Co Ltd y
Sumitomo Australia Ltd (unreported, 29 November 1995), Sheppard J held that

the charterers were not entitled to limit their liability under the 1957
Convention, as the charterers were guilty of actual fault or privity in grounding
the vessel.
BAHAMAS

Likewise, this information is not available.
BARBADOS

Not relevant.
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BELGIUM

Decision of the Antwerp Arrest Judge of 01.03.1991 in re m/v
Independent Spirit
In this case the Antwerp Arrest Judge ordered the lifting of several arrests
made on the vessel provided and as soon as owners would put up the limitation
fund pursuant to the 1976 Convention.

Arrestors had argued that, given the facts of the matter, owners were
excluded from invoking their limitation of liability on basis of Article 4 of the
Convention.

The Arrest Judge found in this respect that pending the survey of the
vessel -the results of which were unknown at that time- and taking into account
the elements brought forward by parties Owners were entitled to invoke their
limitation of liability and that no conclusive evidence was given that Article 4
of the Convention should be applied.

Although the decision of the Arrest Judge does in se not contain any
precise and clear rulings I nevertheless believe that it can be seen from this
decision that:
the applicability of Article 4 can be under discussion when an application
for the release of an arrested vessel is made pursuant to Article 13.2 of the
Convention;

in principle the burden of proof that the conditions of Article 4 are
fulfilled rests on arrestors;
the Arrest Judge will investigate on a "prima facie" basis whether or not
the conditions set forth in Article 4 are actually fulfilled.
Decision of the Antwerp Arrest Judge of 18.06.1998 in re m/v Sarnia
Seized in the frame of an application for the release of a guarantee (which
had previously been put up under the threat of an arrest of the vessel) under
Article 13.2 of the Convention following the constitution of a limitation fund
in the Netherlands the Antwerp Arrest Judge found that she had no Jurisdiction
to rule upon the requested release and that the case should be decided upon by
the Antwerp Commercial Court in the substantive proceedings.
The question in this case was whether or not the limitation fund could be
opposed against a claim for cleaning up expenses incurred following an oil
pollution caused by a collision of two vessels. The defendant argued in this
respect that his claim did fall under Article 2/1 d) and/or e) of the Convention

for the applicability of which Belgium has made a reservation, so that the
Guarantee should remain in place.
The Arrest Judge found that although se had Jurisdiction to rule upon a
dispute in the frame of an actual arrest of a vessel she had no such Jurisdiction

when the dispute occurred in the framework of the LLMC Convention in
respect of a fund put up under this Convention.

This Decision is somewhat contradictory to the decision of the Arrest
Judge in re m/v. hidependent Spirit. However, the main reason why the Arrest
Judge found that she had no Jurisdiction over the matter seems to have been
that the legal issues involved were too complicated and fundamental and that

a decision on these issues could not be reached by a mere "prima facie"
assessment of the facts of the case.
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CROATIA

No answer.
DENMARK

No answer.
FINLAND (reply to 11.1 and 11.2)

The following court practice concerning the national enactment may be
mentioned:

Helsinki Court of First Instance held in the decision ND (Nordiske
Domme i Sjofartsanliggender) 1993 p. 82 that identification, i.e., the
question as to what person or persons and what bodies can be attributed

to the operator (or other person liable) so that he loses his right to
limitation of liability, was not with the master of the vessel.
The Finnish Supreme Court held in the decision 1993 11 166 that gross
negligence without knowledge of the probability of the resulting cargo
damage did not deprive the carrier of his right to limit his liability.
In the Supreme Court decision 1996:150, which concerned a collision

between a combination of pusher/unmanned pushbarge and a radar
beacon, it was held that liability for the damage should be based on the
tonnage of the respective vessels, not on their aggregate tonnage. The
vessels had different owners, but the same operator. The Supreme Court
applied the provision on strict liability for vessel owners in the Water Act
Chap. 1, § 25.
FRANCE

Voici, avec un bref résumé, les six decisions de la Cour de Cassation
auxquelles la Convention LLNIC 1976 a donne lieu à ce jour:

1. Cour de cassation, chambre commerciale, 28 mai 1991, navire
Mariabel (Droit Maritime Français 1992, p. 565, note Ph. Godin). Cet arrét
decide qu'il faut appliquer la Convention (ou la legislation française analogue,
v. réponse à la question 1) des lors que l'ordonnance du president du tribunal
de commerce ouvrant la procedure de constitution du fonds de limitation est
postérieure à Fentrée en vigueur de la Convention, soit le ler decembrc 1986.
Cet an& ne concerne donc que le problème de l'application dans le temps de
la Convention LLMC 1976.

2-3. Cour de cassation, chambre commerciale, deux arrets des 23
novembre 1993 et 7 juin 1994, navire Heidberg (Bulletin civil des arras de la

Cour de cassation, IV° partie, 1993, n° 418 et 1994, n° 206). Ces arréts
décident qu'après la constitution du fonds de limitation conformément aux
dispositions de la Convention LLMC 1976, la mainlevée de toute saisie
conservatoire d'un navire de l'armateur constituant du fonds est autontatique.

Earrét du 5 janvier 1999, ci-après, apporte cependant à cette solution une
nuance importante.
5. Cour de cassation, chambre commerciale, 12 novembre 1997, navire
Multitank Arcadia (Droit Maritime Français, 1997, p. 1105). Cet arret decide

que, si la Convention LLMC 1976 prévoit que le fonds doit comprendre les
intérets de la sornme correspondant à la limitation entre la date de l'événement
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donnant naissance à la responsabilité et celui de la constitution du fonds
(article 11(1)), la Convention n'exclut pas qu'aprés sa constit-ution, le fonds
puisse continuer de produire des intéréts, suivant ce que décide la loi du lieu
de constitution du fonds, à laquelle l'article 14 de la Convention LLMC 1976
renvoie d'une fawn générale. Tel est le cas, ajoute cet arrêt, de la loi française,

applicable en Pespèce et même si le fonds prend la forme d'une garantie
bancaire et non d'un versement en espèces. Le décret du 27 octobre 1967
(article 62 et 63) précise en ce sens que "les intérêts de sommes déposées
grossissent le fonds" ou que "les produits de la stlreté...fournie grossissent le
fonds".
6. Cour de cassation, chambre commerciale, 5 janvier 1999, navire Gure
Maiden (Revue critique de droit international privé 1999, p. 137). Cet arrét
compléte les arréts navire Heidberg (voir 2 et 3) en précisant que, si la saisie
conservatoire de tout navire appartenant àl'armateur constituant d'un fonds de
limitation doit être levée automatiquement après la constitution d'un tel fonds,

il n'en est ainsi que lorsque le fonds est constitué dans l'un des lieux
limitativement mentionnés à Particle 13 de la Convention LLMC 1976. Si le
fonds est constitué en dehors d'un de ces lieux - par exemple au lieu d'arbitrage
d'une partie du litige - le juge de la saisie est souverain pour apprécier s'il doit
y avoir ou non mainlevée de cette mesure conservatoire.
GERMANY

We can provide you with the text of these decisions if you wish.
JAPAN

We provide you with a summary of two decisions of The Supreme Court

as typical ones which had paid attention to the need for a uniform
interpretation:
Supreme Curt Order, 5th November 1980, Minshu. Vol. 34 No. 6, pp. 765

The Court has clearly stated that the provisions of The Shipowners
Limitation of Liability Act, 1975 are not contrary to the Art. 29 of The
Constitution of Japan which guarantees property rights to the people.

They considered that (1) The system of limitation of liability of
shipowners has been admitted in the world since very long time before, (2) The
provisions of the Act was made based on those of The International Convention
relating to the Limitation of the Liability of Owners of Sea-going Ships, 1957,
The provisions of the Act are to replace the former abandon system under

the Commercial Code to monetary system under the Convention and the
limitation of liability is not admitted when the claims are caused by the actual

fault or privity of the shipowner or when the claims are those of salvage or
general average.

Su reme Court Decision 26th A ril 1985 Minshu. Vol. 39 No. 3
899
The Court has admitted that the recourse claims made by the owner of
sunken ship to the owner of collided ship after execution of legal duty of wreck
removal falls under the claims provided by Art. 3 para. 1 subpara. 2 of The
Shipowners Limitation of Liability Act, 1975 and that the defendant owner of
collided ship can allege limitation of liability.
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They considered minutely the reason for the reservation which the 1957
Convention admitted as regards the claims of wreck removal (Art. 2 para. 1(c))
and they concluded that the recourse claims to the owner of collided ship does
not fall under such excluded claims.
NETHERLANDS

See the summaries of court decisions attached as Annexe 7.*
NEW ZEALAND

Sea Tow Limited I/ the ship "Katsuei Martí No. 8" (unreported, 8 May
1996, AD736 High Court Auckland, Salmon J).

Sea Tow Limited brought an action against the Katsuei Maru No. 8
seeking damages in respect of a collision. The owner of the defendant Japanese
vessel sought to limit its liability and applied to the Court for directions as to
provision of security. The plaintiff sought security for the entirety of its claim
which exceeded the applicable limits under the MTA. The Court ordered the
release of the vessel against provision of a letter of guarantee from a Japanese
mutual limited to the amount provided for under section 87 MTA. However,
the Court required that an undertaking be given by the Japanese mutual that it

would provide further security if ordered by the Court in the event that the
plaintiff was able to establish that the defendant was not entitled to limit its
liability. A further undertaking to that effect was included in the letter of
guarantee from the Japanese mutual. This case exemplifies the flexibility and
discretion in the Court in setting security under the MTA.
NORWAY

See reply to Question 11.1.
SPAIN

A short summary of the decisions is provided as follows:
Application of International Conventions in Spain:
The provision of Art. 96.1 of the Spanish Constitution must be construed

I.

to the effect of not only that the state is compelled to incorporate the
Conventions (pacta sunt recipienda rule) but also that the State must
respect the Conventions' rules within the statutory ranking system
(Supreme Court, Division 3, Court 6, 7-10-97).
The direct application of the International Conventions is always subject
to whether their mies are self-executing, in which case there ill be no need
for further steps in the part of the domestic legislator (Supreme Court, 710-97, see above).
All the international Conventions signed by Spain after ratification and
publication, become part of the Spanish Law. (Supreme Court, Division
3, 30-6-82) (Supreme Court, Division 1, 22-5-89).
The International Conventions, after being ratified and published in the
B.O.E., pursuant to Art. 96.1 Spanish Constitution and 1.5 Civil Code,

*

This document is not enclosed, but can be made available on request.
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2.

will have ranking priority to rule over any contrary rule of domestic law.
(Supreme Court, Division 3, 16-1-95) (Supreme Court, 16-7-96).
Interpretation of International Conventions.
The provision of Article 27 of the Vienna Convention is of compulsory
binding effect in the matter of the relationship between the International
Conventions and domestic rules (Supreme Court, Division 3, 17-7-95).
The ILO recommendations are orientative texts which may serve for the
interpretation of the International Conventions (Supreme Court, Division
2,23-11-81).

UNITED KINGDOM

The English Courts have always acknowledged that limitation of liability
is an international concept rather than a product of English common law. In the
Abadesa 1968 LLR at 497 Karminski J said:
"The history of limitation in Admiralty actions is a long one, extending

over two and a half centuries. In the Amalia (1863) Br & Lush. 151, at
p.152, Dr Lushington discussed the history of limitation and described its

origin as political. By this word I think that Dr Lushington meant that
limitation was a doctrine designed to assist international commerce, and
not political in the common modern use of the word. Dr Lushington
emphasised that limiting liability was unknown to the common law of
England."
The international origins of limitation were further acknowledged in the
Annie Hay [1968] LLR 141, in which Brandon J held that, as the statute
implementing the 1957 Convention was ambiguous, regard could be had to the
Convention itself. At page 149 he said:
"There are two recent decisions of the Court of Appeal which show that,

where domestic legislation is passed to give effect to an International
Convention, there is a presumption that Parliament intended to fulfil its
international obligations. If domestic legislation, apparently intended to
give effect to an International Convention, plainly did not, then I do not
think it would be possible to override the plain language of the statute by
applying the presumption which I have mentioned. The authorities show,
however, that, if there is any doubt as to the meaning of such an Act, then
the Court is entitled to look at the Convention and, in a proper case, to
apply that presumption."

Brandon J. then said that the Court's job would have been easier if the
Convention had been enacted in words more closely approximating to the
words of the Convention itself. The 1976 Convention has, on the other hand,
been incorporated into the MSA 1995 in the form of a schedule (albeit with
some changes). However, it still may arise that an English word or phrase in
schedule 7 may be found to be ambiguous. In these circumstances, regard may
be had to the French text to help clear up the ambiguity.
Another case on the 1957 Convention which casts light on how the Courts
will interpret the 1976 Convention is the Tojo Mara [1972] AC 242, at page
269 Lord Reid said:
"It has been said that statutory provisions providing for the limitation of
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ordinary common law liability should be construed strictly. But I would
not approach the construction of s.503 of the Merchant Shipping Act
1894 in that way. Its provisions must have been based on public policy
that there should be no unnecessary discouragement on the operation of
small vessels by companies of limited financial resources, by subjecting

them to the risk of crippling damages if a large vessel should sustain
extensive damage by reason of the negligent navigation of one of their
vessels by their employees. Presumably it was thought that the owners of

large vessels could protect themselves by insurance. Subsequent
amendments of those provisions widening their scope appear to me to
confirm that view. I would therefore apply these provisions to all cases
which can reasonably be brought within their language. But it will require
further legislation if they are to be applied to cases, probably unforeseen,
which may be thought to be within the spirit of these provisions but which
cannot be reasonably be brought within their language. The courts must
take these provisions as they find them."

Some of the cases involving limitation after the implementation of the
1976 Convention have had to interpret its text:
In the Cap itan San Luis [1993] 2 LLR 577 Clarke J had to determine who
was to pay the costs of obtaining a limitation decree. In doing so, he had to
consider the effect of the 1976 Convention on the previous case-law. Under
s.503 of the Merchant Shipping Act 1894 the shipowner was entitled to limit
his liability if he proved that the damage was caused without his actual fault or
privity. But, being a wrong-doer, he had to pay the ordinary costs of obtaining
an uncontested limitation decree (TheAlletta (No. 2) [1972] 2 QB 399). Clarke
J rejected a submission that the 1976 Convention had not changed this regime.
He held that the shipowner merely had to establish that the claim fell within

Article 2 of the Convention. Once he established that, he was entitled to a
decree limiting his liability, unless the claimant proves the facts required by
Article 4. It was a matter for the Claimant whether he wished to investigate
whether Article 4 might apply. But if he did, and failed to prove that Article 4
applied, he was liable for the costs of his investigation.

In the Brevdon Merchant [1992] 1LLR 373 it was held that Article 3
related solely to a claim by a salvor against the owner of salved property and
had no application to the question at issue, which was whether cargo owners'
claims for damages in respect of additional stevedoring and transhipment costs
and freight was a claim in which the shipowners were entitled to limit their
liability. Sheen J. also held that under the Convention the shipowners were
entitled to limit their liability in respect of claims listed in Article 2 whether
such liability arose in contract, tort or by statute. Sheen J reached his decision
after considering the natural meaning of the words. Questions of uniformity do
not seem to have arisen.
In Caspian Basin v. Bouygues (No. 4) [1997] 2LLR 507 Rix J. held that a
claim in misrepresentation fell within the 1976 Convention. His decision was
based on the natural meaning of the words. Another issue which Rix J had to
decide was whether to grant a stay of the English proceedings on the ground

that proceedings had been commenced in South Africa, where the 1957
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Convention was still in force.. He made the following remark on the 1976
Convention, in the context of this issue of jurisdiction:

"[T]he 1976 Convention represents not merely English law but an
internationally sanctioned and objective view of where substantial justice
is now viewed as lying, and that in such circumstances the advantages of
the 1976 Convention (whichever way they fall on the facts of any case)

are a relevant and legitimate consideration in the overall question of
where a case may be tried for the interests of all parties and the ends of
justice."

However, Rix J. went on to say that his decision not to grant a stay of
English proceedings was not based on this point.

In the Herceg Novi the Respondents in an application for English
proceedings to be stayed pending resolution of proceedings in Singapore relied

on this point that if proceedings went ahead in Singapore they would be
denied the benefit of the 1976 Convention to argue that justice required that
the case be heard in England. At first instance ([1998] 2 LLR 167) they
succeeded, but the Court of Appeal ([1998] 2 LLR 454) overturned this
decision and made the following observations on the 1976 Convention:
"(1) The 1976 Convention has not received universal acceptance, or
anything like it. It is not "an internationally sanctioned and objective view
of where substantial justice is now viewed as lying". It is simply the view
of some 30 states.
The International Maritime Organisation is not a legislature. It may
commend the 1976 Convention to the international community. But if by

doing so it were found to have enacted an international consensus, that
would be to deprive sovereign states to a large extent of their right to stay
with some other regime. We say that because jurisdiction could often be
obtained by arresting a ship in a 1976 country, and if that action were
allowed to proceed despite their being a more appropriate forum where
1957 prevailed, the 1957 country would be left with no effective use for
its own law.

In our view it is quite impossible to say that substantial justice is not

available in Singapore, seeing that there is a significant body of
agreement among civilised nations with the law as it is there
administered. The preference for the 1976 Convention has no greater

justification than for the 1957 regime. Loss in the cases we are
considering will often be borne by insurers of one side or the other. The
1976 Convention provides a greater degree of certainty, which they will
perhaps welcome. But in terms of abstract justice, neither Convention is
objectively more just than the other".
A case which ties in many of the points made above is the Aegean Sea
[1998] 1 LLR 39 in which Thomas J. had to construe the 1976 Convention in
order to determine whether Charterers had a right to limit in respect of claims

made against them by Owners. Thomas J. was referred to the travaux
préparatoires but found that they were silent on the issue in question. He then
cited Lord Reid comments in the Tojo Mara, reproduced above, and said that

he ought to have regard to the history of limitation in applying the 1976
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Convention and should apply its provisions, if possible, to all cases which
could reasonably be brought within the language of the Convention. He went
on to say that both sides had raised strong arguments bases on considerations
of policy as to why their interpretation of the Convention should be preferred.
He concluded that charterers did not have a right to limit in respect of claims
made against them by owners, resting his conclusion on the following two
points:

The development of limitation prior to the 1976 Convention: The 1957

Convention had extended the right to limit to charterers. This was
implemented in the UK by the Merchant Shipping (Liability of
Shipowners and Others) Act 1958 which amended the MSA 1894 and
provided by section 3(1) that those entitled to the benefit of limitation
provisions should include
"any charterer and any person interested in or in possession of the
ship, and, in particular, any manager or operator of the ship."
The UK legislation did not enact the extension to charterers using the
phrase in the Convention: "as they apply to an owner himself." However,
according to Thomas J. the use of this phrase made it clear that there was
to be one limitation fund for the benefit of owners, charterers and others.
In the circumstances it was difficult to see how charterers could limit their
liability in respect of claims by owners against them, as that would have
required provisions for more than one limit of liability and more than one
fund.

The text of the 1976 Convention. Thomas J was influenced by the
combined effect of articles 9(1)(a) and (11). He said:

"In my view the combined effect of these articles is important. As
there is a provision for a fund for those categorised as shipowners and
that fund is to cover both charterers and owners, it is difficult to see
how charterers can claim the benefit of limitation through that fund
when a claim is brought against them by owners.
Another case which may be relevant, despite the fact that it concerned the

interpretation of the Warsaw- Convention, is the Lion [1992] LLR 144.
Hobhouse J. said:
"In my Judgment it is clearly important and correct that there should be a
consistent approach to the construction of similar maritime conventions
using similar terms and expressing similar ideas."

Therefore, it must be borne in mind that, when interpreting the 1976
Convention, the English Court is likely to look at similar provisions in other
Conventions.
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INTRODUCTION

On the basis of the responses to the Questionnaire and of the material

accompanying such replies and of information received from National
Associations and National Authorities an analysis has been carried out of the

manner in which the various provisions of the Convention have been
implemented.

Such analysis is made article per article. Under each article the
implementing legislation is indicated for each of the following States, in
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respect of which information has so far been received: Australia, Bahamas,
Barbados, Canada, Croatia, Denmark, Finland, France, Georgia, Germany,

Greece, Hong Kong China, Ireland, Japan, Mexico, Netherlands, New
Zealand, Norway, Spain, Sweden, United Kingdom.
It is hoped that other replies will be forthcoming, and that consequently
this work may be expanded in the near future.

After the analysis there are published the text of the national rules of
procedure relating to the conduct of the limitation proceedings, as well as the
declarations, reservations and statements and the notifications communicated
by the States Parties to the Depositary.
For the countries in which the official language is English or French, the
analysis is based on the original provisions in force in each of them. For those
in which the official language is different the analysis is based on translations
into English of the national enactments and information kindly supplied by
National Maritime Law Associations or Governmental Authorities.
It is thought that in order to make the analysis clearer and simpler, a short
description of the national implementation legislation would be convenient.
AUSTRALIA

Australia has given the force of law to the LLMC Convention with the
Limitation of Liability for Maritime Claims Act 1989. The complete text of
the Convention constitutes a Schedule to the Act.
BAHAMAS

The Bahamas has given the force of law to the Convention with the
Merchant Shipping (Maritime Claims Limitations of Liability) Act 1989. The
text of articles 1-15 of the Convention constitutes a Schedule to the Act. Part
H of that Schedule sets out provisions having effect in connection with the
Convention.
BARBADOS

The Barbados has given the force of law to the Convention with the
Barbados Shipping Act 1994-15. The text of Articles 1-15 of the Convention

constitutes Part I of the Second Schedule to the Act, while Part II sets out
additional provisions that have effect in connection with the Convention and
prevail over those of the Convention.
BELGIUM

The Convention has been implemented by Law 11 April 1989. Article 1
of that law so provides:
Les actes internationattx suivants sortiront leur plein et entier effet:

la Convention sur la limitation de la responsabilité en matière de
créances maritimes, faite a Londres le 19 novembre 1976, sauf les
alineas d et e du paragraphe ler de I 'article 2 de cette convention:
d)
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Article 2 of Law 11 April 1989 has also replaced the relevant provisions
of the Code of Commerce (Articles 46-53 of Book II, Title II). The new text
of Article 47 so provides in its relevant part:
§ 1 er Sous réserve des dispositions des §§ 2 et 3 ci-aprés, le propriétaire

d'un navire peut limiter sa responsabilité conformément aux
dispositions de la Convention stir la limitation de la responsabilité en
matière de créances maritimes, faite a Londres le 19 novembre 1976,
nommée ci-après "Convention LLMC".
Toutefois, l'application des alinéas d et e du § 1er de I 'article 2 de cette
convention est exclue.

§4. Tout assistant n 'agissant pas a partir d 'un navire ou agissant
uniquement à bord du navire auquel ou a I 'égard duquel les services
d'assistance ou de sauvetage sont fournis, peut limiter sa responsabilité
concurrence du montant fixé a I 'article 6, §4, de la Convention LLMC.
CANADA

The policy of the Government of Canada in maritime matters has been
to enact international conventions into domestic law in such statutes as The
Canada Shipping Act and The Carriage of Goods by Water Act.
Canada has not ratified the 1976 Convention or 1996 Protocol. Instead,
the 1976 Convention and the 1996 Protocol have been enacted into The
Canada Shipping Act, Part IX, in full force and effect as of August 10, 1998.
Legislative references hereafter will refer to The Canada Shipping Act
where the Convention and Protocol presently reside. There is legislation
before the Parliament of Canada to move Part IX of The Canada Shipping Act
into a new Marine Liability Act. The Canadian Maritime Law Association is
hopeful that this legislative change will occur in the new future. However, for
the purpose of this response, reference will be made to existing sections of
The Canada Shipping Act.
By Section 574 of The Canada Shipping Act, the term «Convention»
means the Convention on Limitation of Liability for Maritime Claims, 1976,
concluded at London on November 19, 1976, as amended by the Protocol
concluded at London on May 2, 1996.
CROATIA

The Convention has been ratified and published in the Official Journal

of the Republic of Croatia-International Treaties 2/92. Pursuant to the
Croatian Constitution (Article 134) international treaties ratified and
published become part of the national legal system. The provisions of the
Convention have also been incorporated into the Croatian Maritime Code of
1994 but in case of conflict the former prevail over the latter. The position in
Croatia is similar to that in the Netherlands. Although reference will hereafter
be made to the provisions of the Maritime Code, it must be borne in mind that
in case they differ from those of the Convention the latter prevail.
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DENMARK

The Convention has been implemented by incorporating its provisions,
with some changes, into the Danish Merchant Shipping Act.
FINLAND

The Convention has been implemented by incorporating its provisions,
with some changes, in the Finnish Maritime Code of 1994.
FRANCE

The Convention has become part of the French legal system in its
original texts following its ratification and publication. Pursuant to Article 55

of the French Constitution treaties, duly ratified, have upon ratification a
force superior to that of the (national) laws.
GEORGIA

The Convention has been implemented by incorporating certain of its
provisions in the Georgian Maritime Code.
GERMANY

The Convention has been given the force of law with § 486(1) HGB,
enacted by Law 25 July 1986, which so provides:
(I) Die Haftung für Seeforderun gen kann nach den Bestimmungen des
Ùbereinkommens vom 19 November 1976 iiber die Beschrankung der
Haftung fiir Seeforderun gen beschrankt werden.
(The liabilityfor maritime claims may be limited pursuant the provisions
of the Convention of 19 November 1976 011 the Limitation of Liability for
Maritime Claims)
All provisions of the Convention, except those that will be subsequently
indicated, have therefore been implemented without any change.
GREECE

In compliance with Article 28 of the constitution the Convention has
become part of the Greek legal system in its original text, following its
ratification.
HONG KONG, CHINA

Hong Kong China has given the force of law to the Convention with the
Merchant Shipping (Limitation of Shipowners Liability) 1993 subject to the
specific provisions of the Act set out in Sections 13-21. The text of Articles 115 of the Convention constitutes a Schedule (Schedule 2) to the Act.
IRELAND

Ireland has given the force of law to the Convention with the Merchant
Shipping (Liability of Shipowners and Others) Act, 1996. The text of the
Convention constitutes the first schedule to the Act.
JAPAN

The Convention has been implemented by means of the incorporation of

its provisions into the Shipowners Limitation of Liability Act, 1975 as
amended in 1982.
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NETHERLANDS

The LLMC Convention was ratified by the Netherlands on 15 May 1990

pursuant to law 14 June 1989 and has been published in the Dutch Treaty
Series (Tractatenblad) 1990, 111 of 31 July 1990.

Article 93 of the Dutch constitution provides that provisions of
international conventions of a 'self-executing' nature shall have the force of

law after they have been promulgated (in the official treaty series
`Tractatenblad'). Article 94 of the Constitution further states that statute law
which is not in conformity with such provisions shall not be applied. It is
commonly held that, unlike the 1957 Convention, substantive provisions of
the 1976 Convention are of a 'self-executing' nature. These provisions
themselves have therefore obtained the force of law in the Netherlands on 1
September 1990.
The substantive provisions of the LLMC Convention were, however, also

enacted in the Dutch Commercial Code (Articles 740a-740j), which
enactment also entered into force on 1 September 1990.
In view of the continuing legislative operation aiming at the transfer of
transport related provisions from the Dutch Commercial Code to Book 8 of
the revised Civil Code, the Articles 740a-740j of the Commercial Code have

been re-enacted as Articles 8:750-8:759 (the `8:' refers to Book 8) of the
Dutch Civil Code.

It must be stressed, however, that in cases where the conditions for
application of the LLMC Convention laid down in Article 15(1) are met, the
substantive provisions of the Convention of a 'self-executing' nature apply in
the Netherlands in their own right. The national enactment of the substantive

rules on limitation of liability (or, for that matter, other general Dutch
statutes) could then only apply in cases where the Convention remains silent
in respect of certain issues or permits additions or departures which were

adopted by the Netherlands (the Netherlands i.a. adopted departures
permitted under Articles 15(2) and 18(1) of the Convention). Furthermore,
the domestic Dutch limitation rules could find application (instead of those of
the Convention) where a court of a non-Contracting State does not have to
apply the Convention (Article 15) and, applying its own choice of law rules
on the facts of the case, holds that Dutch law should be applicable and, on the
interpretation of that court's conflict of law rules, 'Dutch law' is judged to
refer to Dutch domestic law only, thereby excluding the Convention from the
notion of 'Dutch law'. See also the Summary under 12. Applicable law.'
Reference to the domestic provisions enacted in the Civil Code will be

made, therefore, only where one of the situations mentioned above
materializes.
MEXICO

The Convention has been given the force of law with Article 132 of the
Navigation Law of 23 December 1993 which so provides in its relevant part:
Shipowners, operators, charterers and salvors may limit their liability
according to the Convention on Limitation of Liability fbr Maritime
Claims.
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NEW ZEALAND

New Zealand inserted specific provisions of the Convention into the
Shipping and Seamen Act 1952, without adopting the language of the
Convention verbatim. The Act was reviewed and in 1994 the Maritime and
Transport Act was passed. In the same year New Zealand acceded to the
Convention without giving it the force of law, the Convention having already
been enacted in summary form in 1987.
NORWAY

The Convention has been implemented by incorporating its provisions,
with some changes, into the Maritime Code.
POLAND

The Convention has become part of the Polish legal system. Pursuant to

Art. 91.1 of the 1997 Constitution international conventions ratified and
promulgated in the Journal of Laws become a part of the domestic legal order
and are applied by courts and administrative authorities. Under art. 91.2 of the
Constitution and according to art. 1 § la of the Polish Maritime Code rules of
international conventions take priority over rules of the national law.

In addition, Article 308(1) of the Polish Maritime Code so expressly
provides:

The liability of a debtor for maritime claims may be limited in
accordance with the provisions of the Convention On Limitation of
Liability .for Maritime Claims done at London on 19 November 1976

(Journal of Laws of 1986, No. 35, item 175), hereinafter called
"Convention 017 Limitation of Liability".

However, pursuant to Article 308(2) of the Polish Maritime Code the
provisions of the Convention concerning the limits of liability apply on
condition of reciprocity. Article 308(2) so in fact provides:
To a Ibreign creditor having, at the time when the claim is brought, his
permanent place of domicile or principal place of business in a State

which established a lower limit of liability than that determined
according to Convention 077 Limitation of Liability, the debtor is liable
(to the extent of) that lower limit of liability.
SPAIN

The Convention has become part of the Spanish legal system in its
original (Spanish) text following its ratification and publication in the State
Official Bulletin on 22 October 1981, in compliance with Article 96.1 of the
Constitution.
SWEDEN

The Convention has been implemented by incorporating its provisions,
with some changes into the Maritime Code.
UNITED KINGDOM

The Convention has been given the force of law by Section 17 of the
Merchant Shipping Act 1979 and then by Section 185 of the Merchant
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Shipping Act 1995. The text of Articles 1-15 paragraph 1 (first sentence) now
constitutes Part I of Schedule 7 to the MSA 1995. Additional provisions are
set out in Part II of the said Schedule.

ARTICLE 1
Persons entitled to litnit liability

Shipowners and salvors, as hereinafter defined, may limit their
liability in accordance with the rules of this Convention for claims set out
in Article 2.

The term shipowner shall mean the owner, charterer, manager and
operator of a sea-going ship.

Salvor shall mean any person rendering services in direct
connexion with salvage operations. Salvage operations shall also include
operations referred to in Article 2, paragraph 1(d), (e) and (1).
If any claims set out in Article 2 are made against any person for
whose act, neglect or default the shipowner or salvor is responsible, such
person shall be entitled to avail himself of the limitation of liability provided
for in this Convention.
In this Convention the liability of a shipowner shall include liability
in an action brought against the vessel herself:
An insurer of liability for claims subject to limitation in accordance
with the rules of this Convention shall be entitled to the benefits of this
Convention to the same extent as the assured himself:
The act of invoking limitation of liability shall not constitute an
admission of liability.
AUSTRALIA

This Article has been enacted without any change.
BAHAMAS

This Article has been enacted without any change.
BARBADOS

This Article has been enacted without any change.
BELGIUM

This Article has been enacted without any change.
CANADA

By section 575(1) of The Canada Shipping Act Articles 1 to 6 and 8 to
15 of the Convention have the force of law in Canada.

By Section 575(2) of The Canada Shipping Act, Article 7 of the
Convention has the force of law in Canada on the coming into force of Section
578 of The Canada Shipping Act.
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Article 1 paragraph 2 of the Convention defines the term shipowner and

refers to a "seagoing ship". For the purposes of limitation of liability in
Canada, The Canada Shipping Act has expanded upon the definition of "ship"
and "shipowner" by Section 576(3) as follows:

'Ship' means any vessel or craft design, used or capable of being used
solely or partly for navigation, -without regard to method or lack- of
propulsion and includes
a ship in the process of construction frOrn the time that it is capable
offloating and
a ship that has been stranded, wrecked or sunk and any part ola ship
that has been broken up,

does not include an air-cushioned vehicle or a floating platform
constructed for the purpose of exploring or exploiting the natural
resources or the subsoil of the sea-bed,.
'Shipowner' means an owner, charteret; manager or operator of a ship,

-whether sea going or not, and includes any other pet-son having an
interest in or possession of a ship from and including the launching of it.
It can be seen that for Canada, the Convention and Protocol apply to all
vessels, whether seagoing or not.
CROATIA

In the Maritime Code reference is made to the operator instead than to
the owner and, consequently, the definition of the term "operator" includes
the owner, but not the operator. It is not certain whether the definition of
salvor is as wide as under the Convention. In view, however, of the fact that
the Convention in its original text is part of Croatian law, no problem arises.
DENMARK

The definition of shipowner is the following (section 234(1) of the
Danish Merchant Shipping Act:
The shipowner may limit his liability according to the rules of this Part
of the Act. This same right is due to a holder of title to a ship, who is not

a shipownet; operator; charteret; manager and am' other person who
performs service in direct connection with salvage work, hereunder the
work mentioned in section 235(1), nos. 4, 5 and 6.
It emerges from the preparatory work for the implementation of the
LLMC Convention that the committee when preparing the implementation
intentionally avoided defining the term "ship owner" in respect of limitation
of liability in order not to prejudice the interpretation of the term in respect of
other rules of the Danish Merchant Shipping Act. However, it was not thereby
intended to deviate from the scope of application set forth in Article 1 of the

Convention and the definition therein of ship owner was intended to be
covered by the wording of section 234 (today section 171) of the Danish
Merchant Shipping Act. The definition of salvor seems to be the same as that
under the Convention. In fact section 235(1)(4), (5) and (6) corresponds to
Article 2(1)(d), (e) and (f) of the Convention.
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FINLAND

Section 1 of Chapter 9 of the Maritime Code so provides in its relevant
part:

The operator of a vessel shall be entitled to limit his liability according
to the provisions of this chapter. This applies also to an owner of a vessel
who does not operate the vessel and to a person who manages the vessel

in the owner's place, and also to a charteret; shipper and to any one
performing services directly connected with salvage. For this pu/pose,
salvage shall include measures taken in accordance with section 2 first
paragraph items 4, 5 and 6.

As in Croatia, reference is made to the operator rather than to the
shipowner and then the shipowner is included amongst the persons entitled to

limit. As in Denmark, Norway and Sweden, reference is then made to the
persons providing the services referred to in Article 2(1)(4 (e) and (f). The
persons entitled to limit, however, go beyond those included in the definition
of "shipowner" in the Convention, since they include the shipper.
FFtANCE

Article 1 has become part of French law in its original text.
GEORGIA

Article 337 of the Maritime Code refers only to the shipowner. Although
the notion of "shipowner" in Georgian law should be clarified, it seems likely
that it does not include the charterer and the manager. In addition, the salvor,
who does not operate from a ship, does not appear to be entitled to limit his
liability.
GEFtMANY

Article 1 has been enacted without any change.
GREECE

Article 1 has become part of Greek law without any change.
HONG KONG, CHINA

Article 1 is in force in its original text, with no changes or additions.
IRELAND

Article 1 has been given the force of law without any change.
JAPAN

Article 1 has been incorporated into the Limitation of Liability of
Shipowners Act.
MEXICO

Article 1 is in force in its original text.
NETHERLANDS

Article 1 is in force in its original text.
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NEW ZEALAND

The structure of the provisions corresponding to those of Article 1 of the
Convention is different. Section 85(1) of the Maritime Transport Act 1994
(MTA) indicates the persons who are entitled to limit their liability, while
section 84 gives the definition of each of such persons.
Pursuant to section 85 the persons entitled to limit their liability are the
following:
Owners of ships, and am' mastel; sea/arel; or other person 'Or whose
act, omission, neglect, or default the owner of the ship is responsible;
Salvors, and any employee of a salvor or other person for whose act,

omission, neglect, or default the salvor is responsible;
Insurers of liability for claims subject to limitation of liability, to the
extent that the person assured is entitled to such limitation.
Owner is so defined in section 84:
"Owner", in relation to a ship:
Means every person who owns the ship or has anv interest in the
ownership of the ship;
In any case where the ship has been chartered, means the charterer;
In any case whet-e the owner or charterer- is not responsible ,for the
navigation and management of the ship, includes every person who is
responsible for the navigation and management of the ship.
The meaning of the words "who ... has any interest in the ownership of
the ship" is not entirely clear. Its clarification would be certainly useful for the
purpose of ascertaining whether it is wider than that of the word "owner" in
the Convention.
While in the Convention the definition of "owner" includes, in addition
to the charterer, the manager and the operator, section 84 includes "every
person (other than the owner and the charterer) who is responsible for the
navigation and management of the ship". This expression is more general than
"manager and operator".
In order to establish whether it includes categories of persons other than
the manager and the operator it would be necessary to clarify the concept of
responsibility for the navigation and management: these words were used in
the 1957 Limitation Convention (article 1(1 )(b)) and have been replaced by
the term "operation". It is thought, therefore, that the meaning of the words
used in section 85 MTA does not differ from that of the words used in the
Convention.

The other persons mentioned in section 85(a) correspond to those
mentioned in Article 1(4) of the Convention.
The definition of "salvor.' in section 84 is the same as that in Article 1(3)

of the Convention and this is the case also for the definition of "salvage
operations", since in section 84 there are expressly mentioned, under (a) and
(b) the wreck removal operations described in Article 2(1)(d) and (e) and
referred to in Article 1(3) of the Convention.
Because New Zealand has reworked the Convention into the MTA rather
than simply giving it force of law, difficulties in interpretation can arise.
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However, it is not thought that the law of New Zealand differs from the
Convention on this issue.
Under the Convention, "salvage operations" is defined at article 1(3) to

include the "operations" referred to in article 2(1)(d), (e) and (f). The
"operations" described in paragraph 2(1)(d) - (f) of the Convention are
reproduced as paragraphs (a), (b) and (c) of the definition of "salvage
operations" in the definitional section 84 of the MTA.

There may be some confusion because in the Convention the (non
exclusive) definition of "salvage operations" is contained in article 1(3)
which refers to article 2(1)(d), (e) and (f) of the Convention. Article 2(1) lists
the "claims" subject to liability. However, the type of claim which is subject
to limitation is not the criteria by which article 1 defines who is entitled to

limit liability. It is the "operations" not the "claims" described in article
2(1)(d)- (f) which are the criteria used to determine the person who may claim
limitation.
In summary, for the purposes of defining a "salvor" in terms of article 1,
it is only the "operations" of the salvor concerned that matter not the fact that
some other person may have a claim in terms of article 2(1)(f). That appears
to be the explanation for section 84 being as it is.
Section 86(f) of the MTA is the section that, in conformity with article
2(1)(f), clearly sets out that it is only claims of persons other than the person
liable which are subject to limitation.
Section 84 MTA includes also the following definition of ship:

"Ship" means every description of vessel (including barges, lighters,
and like vessels) used or intended to be used in navigation, however
propelled; and includes any structure (whether completed or not)
launched and intended Ibr use as a ship or part of a ship; and also
includes any ship used by or set aside for the New Zealand Defence
Force.

This definition, which adopts a wide notion of ship and seems also to
include ships intended for navigation on inland waterways, is not in conflict
with the Convention.
NORWAY

The relevant provisions (Articles 171 and 172 of the Maritime Code) are
the same as in Denmark.
POLAND

Article 1 is in force in its original text.
SPAIN

Article 1 has become part of Spanish law in its original text.
SWEDEN

The provision of the Swedish Maritime Code is identical to that of the
Finnish Maritime Code. The same comments therefore apply.
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UNITED KINGDOM

This Article has been enacted without any change, except that Part II of

Schedule 7 to the Merchant Shipping Act 1995 in which the provisions
supplementing (and prevailing over) the provisions of the Convention are set
out, states that the right to limit applies to any ship, whether seagoing or not.
This is certainly not in conflict with the Convention which, although referring

to seagoing ships in Article 1, then impliedly makes the Convention
applicable also to ships intended for navigation on inland waterways by
granting in Article 15(2) the right to States Parties to regulate by specific
provisions the system of limitation of liability applicable to those ships.

ARTICLE 2
Claims subject to limitation
I. Subject to Articles 3 and 4 the following claims, whatever the basis
of liability may be, shall be subject to limitation of liability:

claims in respect of loss of life or personal injury or loss of or
damage to property (including damage to harbour works, basins
and waterways and aids to navigation), occurring on board or in
direct connexion with the operation of the ship or with salvage
operations, and consequential loss resulting therefrom;
claims in respect of loss resulting from delay in the carriage by
sea of cargo, passengers or their luggage;
claims in respect of other loss resulting from infringement of
rights other than contractual rights, occurring in direct connexion
with the operation of the ship or salvage operations;
claims in respect of the raising, removal, destruction or the
rendering harmless of a ship which is sunk, wrecked, stranded or
abandoned, including anything that is or has been on board such
ship;
claims in respect of the removal, destruction or the rendering
harmless of the cargo of the ship;
claims of a person other than the person liable in respect of
measures taken in order to avert or minimize loss for which the

person liable may limit his liability in accordance with this
Convention, and further loss caused by such measures.
2. Claims set out in paragraph I shall be subject to linzitation of
liability even If brought by way of recourse or for indemnity under a

contract or otherwise. However, claims set our under paragraphs 1(d), (e)
and (f) shall not be subject to limitation of liability to the extent that they
relate to remuneration under a contract with the person liable.
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AUSTRALIA

Article 2 is in force in its original text except for paragraph. 1(d) and (e)
which, pursuant to section 6 of the Act, do not have the force of law. Further,
the owner of a ship is not entitled to limit his, her or its liability in respect of

any claim of a kind specified in paragraph (1)(a) of Article 2 of the
Convention made by a servant of the owner whose duties are connected with
the ship or an heir or dependent or any other person who, under Article 3(e),
is entitled to make a claim: Section 59B of the Navigation Act 1913 (Cth).
BAHAMAS

Article 2 has been implemented without any change except for
paragraph 1(d) in respect of which provision has been made as in the United
Kingdom.
BARBADOS

Article 2 has been implemented in the same manner as in the Bahamas.
BELGIUM

This Article has been enacted without any change except for paragraph
(1)(d) and (e), the application of which has been excluded by Article 47(1) of
Law 11 April 1989.
CANADA

Article 2 is in force in its original text except that by Section 576(1) of
The Canada Shipping Act the term "carriage by sea" in Article 2, paragraph
1(b) is defined to mean "carriage by water".
CROATIA

Article 408 of the Maritime Code corresponds to Article 2( I ) and (2) of
the Convention, save that it does not include the claims set out in paragraph
1(d) and (e) in respect of which a reservation is permitted by Article 18(1). It
does not appear, however, that such reservation has actually been made by
Croatia and, therefore, Article 2 of the Convention is almost certainly in force
in its complete original text.
DENMARK

The claims subject to limitation, set out in section 235(1) (now section
172) of the Merchant Shipping Act, are the same as those set out in Article 2
of the Convention except for the claims enumerated in sub-paragraph (a). The
corresponding provision of section 235 is in fact worded as follows:
I) personal ini111:1, or damage to property if the damage Or
OCC111'S 011
board the ship or in direct connection with the operation of the ship or
with salvage.
Reference to loss of life has been omitted bccause under Danish law
personal injury includes loss of life. As regards the omission of the words
which in Article 2(1)(a) are in brackets, it emerges from the preparatory work

for the implementation of the Convention that those words were found
unnecessary, since they are included in section 235(1)(1) (now section
172(1)(1)) of the Merchant Shipping Act. Finally, reference to consequential
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loss has been omitted since such loss is generally recoverable under Danish
law.
FINLAND

Section 2 of Chapter 9 of the Maritime Code corresponds to Article 2(1)
of the Convention, except that the sentence which in Article 2(1)(a) of the
Convention appears in brackets is omitted.
FFtANCE

This article has been implemented without any change. See comments
under Article 1.
GEORGIA

The claims subject to limitation are set out in Article 337(1) of the
Maritime Code.
There are three omissions as respects Article 2(1) of the Convention. The

first is in sub-paragraph (a) of the Convention, where the words "and
consequential loss resulting therefrom" are missing; the second is in subparagraph (e), which corresponds to sub-paragraph (d) of the Convention,
where the words "including anything that is or has been on board such ship"
are also missing; the third consists in the total absence of sub-paragraph (f).
There are instead two additions. The first consists in the repetition in
sub-paragraph (f) of the claims in respect of loss of life or personal injury or
of loss of or damage to property occurring outside the ship but in direct
connection with its operation. The second consists in the reference to claims
by members of the crew in respect of wages including costs of repatriation
and social insurance contributions "payable on their behalf".
This latter addition does not seem to be in conflict with the provisions of
the Convention. In fact claims by servants of the shipowners (thus including
the members of the ship's complement) are excluded from limitation pursuant
to Article 3(e) of the Convention if under the law governing the contract of
service the shipowner is not entitled to limit his liability in respect of such
claims or is only permitted to limit his liability to an amount greater than that
provided for in Article 6 of the Convention. That means that the Convention
permits that such claims be subject to limitation. It is not clear, however, how
the provision whereby claims of the crew for wages are subject to limitation

can be reconciled with the subsequent provision, in Article 339(b)
corresponding to that in Article 3(e) of the Convention to which reference will
be made subsequently.
GERMANY

This article has been implemented except for sub-paragraphs (d) and (f)
in respect of which, following the reservation made at the time of ratification,
§ 487(1) provides as follows:
(/) Das Haftungsbeschränkungsfibereinkonunen (§ 486 Abs. 1) ist curl.
Anspriiche auf Erstattung der Koster: fiir
I. die Hebung, Beseitigung, Vernichtung oder Unschiidlichmachung
eines gesunkenen, havarierten, gestrandeten oder verlassenen Schiffes,
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samt allem, was sich an Bord eines solchen Schiffes befindet oder
befunden hat, oder
2. die Beseitigung, Vernichtung oder Unschddlichtnachungder Ladung
des Schiffes

mit der Mafigabe anzuwenden, daJ3 lib. diese Anspriiche, unabhiingig

davon, auf welcher Rechtsgrundlage sie beruhen, ein gesonderter
Haftungshöchstbetrag gilt.
GREECE

Article 2 has become part of Greek law without any change. Greece has

not availed itself of the right, granted by article 18(1), to exclude the
application of paragraphs (d) and (e).
HONG KONG, CHINA

Article 2 is in force in its original text, with no changes but Hong Kong
has availed itself of the reservation granted to States Parties under Article 18

in respect of the claims set out in paragraph 1(d). Section 15(3) of the
Ordinance so in fact provides:
(3) Paragraph 1(d) of Article 2 of the Convention shall not apply unless an
order has been ¡nade under subsection (I).
Subsection (1) so in turn provides:
(1) The Governor may by order provide_for
the setting up and management of a fund to be used .for the nzaking to

harbour or conservancy authorities of payments needed to compensate
them for the reduction, in consequence of paragraph 1(d) ofArticle 2 of
the Convention, of amounts recoverable by them in claims of the kind
there mentioned; and
the maintaining of such a _fluid by contri butions ,from such authorities

raised and collected by them in respect of vessels in the same manner as
other sums so raised by them.
IRELAND

Ireland has availed itself of the right to exclude the application of
paragraph (d) and (e). Section 11 of the MSA 1996 so provides:
11.

(1) Notwithstanding paragraph 1(d) or 1(e) of Article 2 of time 1976
Convention, the right to limit liability under that Convention shall not
apply to claims (including clanns under Part IV of the Act of 1993) in
respect of the raising, removal, destruction or the rendering harmless of
a ship which is sunk, vvrecked, stranded or abandoned, including any
thing that is or has been on board such a ship and Article 3 (claims

excepted from limitation) of that Convention shall be construed
accordingly.
Subsection (1) shall have effect in lieu of section 53 of the Act of 1993.

In this section "the Act of 1993" means the Merchant Shipping
(Salvage and Wreck) Act, 1993.
JAPAN

In the Limitation of Liability of Shipowners Act there are provisions
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corresponding to those of paragraph 2(a), (b), (e) and (f) and of paragraph (2).
Japan has in fact reserved the right to exclude paragraph 1(d) and (e).
MEXICO

Article 2 is in force in its original text.
NETHERLANDS

Since the Netherlands has made a reservation in respect of paragraph 1(d)
and (e), these provisions do not apply proprio vigore. However, they have been
enacted in article 8:752(d) and (e) of the Civil Code, and, therefore, such latter
provisions apply.
NEW ZEALAND

Paragraph 1 of Article 2 has been implemented almost word for word by
section 86(1) MTA. The first sentence of paragraph 2 is missing, but probably
was not necessary. The second sentence has instead been moved to the provision
in which the claims excepted from limitation are set out (section 86(2)).
NORWAY

Section 172 of the Maritime Code is identical to Section 2 of Chapter 9
of the Finnish Maritime Code.
POLAND

Article 2 is in force in its original text.
SPAIN

This Article has been implemented without any change. See comments
under Article 1.
SWEDEN

Section 2 of Chapter 9 of the Maritime Code is identical to the
corresponding section of the Finnish Maritime Code.
UNITED KINGDOM

Article 2 has been implemented without any change except for paragraph
1(d), which does not apply unless provision has been made for the setting up
and management of a fund to be used in order to cover the reduction of the
amount payable in respect of claims of harbour or conservancy authorities for
the operations referred to in that paragraph. Section 3(1) of Part II of Schedule
7 to the Merchant Shipping Act 1995 so provides:
Paragraph 1(d) of article 2 shall not apply unless provision has been

made by an order of the Secretary of State for the setting up and
management of a fund to be used .for the making to harbour or
conservancy authorities qf payments needed to compensate them for the

reduction in consequence of the said paragraph 1(d), of amounts
recoverable by them in claims of the kind there mentioned, and to be
maintained by contributions from such authorities raised and collected by
them in respect of vessels in like manner as other SUMS so raised by them.
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ARTICLE 3
Claims excepted from limitation
The rules of this Convention shall not apply to:
claims for salvage or contribution in general average;
claims for pollution damage within the meaning of the International

Convention on Civil Liability for Oil Pollution Damage, dated 29
November 1969 or of any amendtnent or Protocol thereto which is in
force;
claims subject to any international convention or national legislation
governing or prohibiting limitation of liability for nuclear damage;
claims against the shipowner of a nuclear ship for nuclear damage;

claims by servants of the shipowner or salvor whose duties are
connected with the ship or the salvage operations, including claims for
their heirs, dependants or other persons entitled to make such claims,

if under the law governing the contract of service between the
shipowner or salvor and such servants the shipowner or salvor is not
entitled to limit his liability in respect of such claitns, or if he is by such
law only permitted to limit his liability to an amount greater than that
provided for in Article 6.
AUSTRALIA

Article 3 is in force in its original text including letter (e).
BAHAMAS

Similarly to the United Kingdom, section 4 of Part II of the Second
Schedule to the Merchant Shipping (Maritime Claims Limitation of Liability)
Act 1989 (the "Act") sets out some complementary provisions to Article 3 of

the Convention, and more specifically in respect of sub-paragraphs (b) and
(c):
4.

(I) The claims excluded li-orn the Convention by paragraph (b) efArticle
3 are claims in respect of any liability incurred under section 20 of the
Merchant Shipping (Oil Polhition) Act, Chapter- 253.
(2) The claims excluded from the Convention by paragraph (c) ofArticle
3 are claims made by virtue of either of sections 10 and 11 of the Nuclear
Installations Act 1965 (U.K.) as extended to The Bahamas by the Nuclear

Installations (Bahamas) Order 1972 modified and adapted as in the
Schedule thereto.
The Bahamas, as the United Kingdom, has not given the force of law to

the CLC 1969 but has implemented, with some changes, its provisions with
the Merchant Shipping (Oil Pollution) Act.

As regards sub-paragraph (c) reference is made to the comments in
respect of the United Kingdom.
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BARBADOS

The position is practically identical to that previously indicated for the
Bahamas. Section 4 of Part II of the Second Schedule to the Shipping Act
1994 so in fact provides:
(I) The claims excluded from the Convention by paragraph (b) ofArticle

4.

3 are claims in respect of any liability incurred under section 20 of the
Barbados Shipping (Oil Pollution) Act, 1991.
(2) The claims excluded from the Convention by paragraph (c) ofArticle
3 are clanns made by virtue of either ofsections 10 and 11 of the Nuclear
Installations Act (UK.) 1965 as extended to Barbados as modified and
adapted in the Schedule Mereto.
BELGIUM

This Article has been enacted without any change. Since there are no
special rules in respect of the limitation of liability for the claims mentioned
in paragraph (e), those claims are not excepted from limitation.
CANADA

Article 3 is in force in the original text including paragraph (e).
CROATIA

The claims excepted from limitation are set out in Article 409 of the
Maritime Code as follows:

Paragraph (a) corresponds to paragraph (a) of Article 3 of the
Convention.

Paragraph (b) does not make reference to the CLC 1969 or to the 1992
Protocol (ratified by Croatia), but to the provisions of the Code with which
the Convention has been implemented (articles 839-849). The definition of
pollution damage in article 839(2) is the same as that in article 1(6) of CLC
1969.

Paragraph (c) corresponds to paragraph (c) of Article 3 of the
Convention.

Paragraph (d) makes reference to the provisions of the Code in respect
of damage caused by a nuclear ship (articles 850-864).
Paragraph (e) corresponds to the first part of parauaph (e) of Article 3

of the Convention and, therefore, claims of the servants of the owner are
excepted from limitation. This is confirmed by article 410 of the Code.
DENMARK

The claims excepted from limitation, set out in section 235 (now section
172) of the Merchant Shipping Act, correspond only in part to those set out in
Article 3 of the Convention. Their analysis seems therefore necessary.

I) claims for salvage money, general average con tributions or
considerations according to contract .for measures as mentioned in
section 235(1), nos. 4, 5 Or 6.
The claims set out in section 235(1) under 4), 5) and 6) correspond to the
claims set out in Article 2(1)(d), (e) and (f) of the Convention which, pursuant
to Article 2(2) of the Convention, are not subject to limitation to the extent
that they relate to remuneration under a contract with the person liable.
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claims as a result of damage or costs of the kind mentioned in section
267 and which are comprised by section 282(1).
Section 267 of the Merchant Shipping Act (now sections 191 and 210)
implements in part Articles 1 and 3 of the CLC 1969 while section 282(1)

regulates the scope of application of section 267 and of all the subsequent
sections regulating the liability of the owner for oil pollution. It follows that
section 235(2) implements Article 3(b) of the Convention.
claims subject to international convention or national law which
regulates or prohibits limitation of liability for nuclear damage
This provision corresponds to that in Article 3(c) of the Convention.
claims as a result of nuclear damage caused by a nuclear powered ship
This provision corresponds to that in Article 3(d) of the Convention.

claims as a result of damage to pet-son or property incurred on
persons mentioned in section 234(1) and who perform vvork in the
service of the ship or in connection with salvage
This provision corresponds to that in Article 3(e) of the Convention but
is expressed in very different terms. Instead of mentioning the claimants (who
in the Convention are the "servants of the shipowner or salvor whose duties
are connected with the ship or the salvage operations" including "their heirs,
dependants or other persons entitled to make such claims"), this provision

indicates the persons against whom the claims are made, who are the
shipowner, other person holding title to the ship, the operator, charterer,
manager and the salvor. It is however expressly stated in the preparatory work
that the claims mentioned in section 236(1), no. 5 also include claims from
heirs, dependants and other persons entitled to make such claims.
claims for interest atzd costs qfproceedings
There is no corresponding provision in the Convention. The Convention
does not state whether the cost of the proceedings relating to claims subject
to limitation is included in the limit or not. Therefore, this provision does not
appear to be in conflict with the Convention.
One significant omission in section 236 is that claims for oil pollution
damage are not mentioned.
FINLAND

Section 3 of Chapter 9 of the Maritime Code is identical to the
corresponding section of the Swedish Maritime Code, except that in subsection 2 reference is made to Section 2 of Chapter 10. Reference is therefore
made to the comments on the Swedish provision.
FRANCE

This Article is in force in its original text, including letter (e).
GEORGIA

The claims excepted from limitation as set out in Article 339 of the
Maritime Code as follows:

Paragraph (a) corresponds to paragraph (a) of Article 3 of the
Convention.
Paragraph (b) corresponds to paragraph (e).
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Paragraph (c) excludes claims in respect of wreck removal.

Paragraph (d) corresponds to paragraph (b) of Article 3 of the
Convention (ratified by Georgia) but makes reference, rather than to the
Convention, to the provisions on liability for oil pollution damage of the Code
with which the Convention has been implemented.

Paragraph (e) refers generally to nuclear damage as regulated by the
provisions of the Code.
GERMANY

This article is in force in its original text, including letter (e).
GREECE

Article 3 has become part of Greek law without any change, including,

therefore, the whole of sub-paragraph (e). Claims by servants of the
shipowner or salvor whose duties are connected with the ship or the salvage
operations are excepted from limitation since neither of the two alternatives
mentioned in that sub-paragraph materialize.
HONG KONG, CHINA

Article 3 is in force in its original text but the claims set out in paragraphs
(b) and (c) are identified by a reference to the Acts implementing the CLC
1969 and the Vienna Convention of 1963 on Civil Liability for Nuclear
Damages.
Section 16 of the Ordinance so in fact provides:
The claims excluded from the Convention by paragraph (b) ofArticle
3 of the Convention are claims in respect of any liability incurred under
section 6 of the Merchant Shipping (Liability and Compensation ,for Oil
Pollution) Ordinance (Cap. 414).
The claims excluded_from the Convention by paragraph (c) ofArticle
3 of the Convention are claims made by virtue of section 10 or 11 of the

Nuclear Installations Act 1965 (1965 c. 57 UK.) as applied to Hong
Kong.
IRELAND

Article 3 has been given the force of law with the addition of the
following provision in Section 12 of the MSA 1996:
12. The reference in Article 3 of the 1976 Convention to a nuclear ship
includes a reference to a ship canying nuclear material (whether or not
the ship is powered by such material).
JAPAN

In the Limitation of Liability of Shipowners Act there are provisions
corresponding to those of paragraphs (a)-(e).
MEXICO

Article 3 is in force in its original text.
NETHERLANDS

Article 3 is in force in its original text.
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NEW ZEALAND

The relevant provision of MTA 1994 (section 86(2)) differs from Article

3 of the Convention in that in respect of the claims for pollution damage
reference is made to the claims subject to Part XXV of the Act which deals
with the CLC Convention in respect of oil pollution claims. New Zealand has
implemented the 1992 Protocol. However, in the same way as for the 1976
Limitation Convention, New Zealand has paraphrased the CLC Convention in
the MTA rather than directly giving it force of law.
No reference is made to claims against the owner of a nuclear ship for
nuclear damage and, finally, no reference is made to claims by servants of the
shipowner or salvor.
None of the above variations and omissions entails a material change as
respects the Convention. In fact Part XXV of the Act should be seen broadly
as meeting the intent of article 3(b) of the Convention although it should be
noted that the CLC regime of strict liability and limits has been extended in
New Zealand to all ships, not just CLC ships.
As regards claims against the owner of a nuclear ship for nuclear damage
those claims are, it is thought, covered by the general exception of all claims
in respect of nuclear damage; claims by servants of the shipowner or salvor
ought to have been mentioned only if they had been made subject to a different
limitation regime or if they had been excepted from limitation: the omission
indicates that they are subject to the same limitation as the other claims.
NORWAY

The provisions of Section 173 of the Norwegian Maritime Code are
similar, but not identical, to those of Section 236 of the Danish Maritime
Code and, therefore, they are worthy of being considered.
clairns_for salvage reward, including special compensation according

to Section 449, contributions to general average, or remuneration

pursuant to a contract relating to measures as mentioned in
subparagraphs 4, 5 or 6 in the.first paragraph of Section 172

This provision corresponds to that in Section 236(1) of the Danish
Maritime Code and the comments made in respect of that section apply.
claims for oil pollution damage of the kind mentioned in Section 191
This provision, which is missing in Section 236 of the Danish Maritime
Code, does not differ in substance from that in Article 3(b) of the Convention,
since Section 191 governs the liability and damages under the CLC 1969 and
the Fund Convention 1971.
claims in respect of nuclear damage caused by a nuclear ship
This provision is substantially the same as that in Article 3(d) of the
Convention.

claims in respect of injuty to all employee covered by the second
paragraph of Section 171 and whose duties are connected with the
operation of the ship or with salvage

This provision corresponds to that in Section 236(5) of the Danish
Maritime Code except that it refers only to (death or) personal injury and not
to damage to (or loss of) property. Save for that, the same comments apply.
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6) claims for interest and legal costs
See the comments in respect of Section 236(6) of the Danish Maritime
Code.
POLAND

Article 3 is in force in its original text.
SPAIN

This Article is in force in its original text, including letter (e).
SWEDEN

Section 3 of Chapter 9 of the Swedish Maritime Code is similar, but not
identical, to Section 236 of the Danish Maritime Code and to Section 173 of
the Norwegian Maritime Code. It will be considered on the background of
both such provisions.

claims for salvage or contribution to general average or any
contractual claim for payment in respect of measures referred to in
Section 2 first paragraph items 4, 5 or 6.
This provision corresponds to those in Section 236(1) of the Danish
Maritime Code and in Section 173(1) of the Norwegian Maritime Code. The
comments made in their respect apply.

claims for oil pollution damage covered by sections 1 and 2 .first
paragraph of the Act (1973:1198) Concerning Liability in Case of Oil
Pollution at Sea
The comments made in respect of Section 173(2) of the Norwegian
Maritime Code apply.
claims subject to any international convention or national legislation
governing or prohibiting limitation of liability for nuclear damage
This provision is the same as that in Article 3(d) of the Convention.
claims in respect qf nuclear damage caused by a nuclear vessel

This provision is the same as that in Section 173(4) of the Norwegian
Maritime Code.
claims on account of daniage or injurv caused to a pilot or any person

employed by one referred to in section 1 first paragraph and whose
ditties are connected with the ship Or the salvage operation
This provision corresponds to that in Section 173(5) of the Norwegian
Maritime Code except that reference is made also to damage (to property).
claims for interest or compensation for costs of the action.
See the comments in respect of Section 236(6) of the Danish Maritime
Code.
UNITED KINGDOM

Section 4 of Part II of Schedule 7 to the MSA 1995 sets out certain
complementary provisions to Article 3 of the Convention.
As respects Article 3(a) it so provides:
(1) The claims excluded Ironi the Convention by paragraph (a) of article

3 include claims under article 14 of the International Convention on
Salvage, 1989, as set out in Part 1 of Schedule 11 and corresponding
claims under a contract.
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After the adoption of the 1996 Protocol the Merchant Shipping
(Convention on Limitation of Liability for Maritime Claims) (Amendment)
Order 1998 provided that in the text of the Convention, as set out in Part I of

Schedule 7, for paragraph (a) of Article 3 there shall be substituted the
following:

(a) claims for salvage, including, if applicable, any clainz for special
compensation under Article 14 of the International Convention on
Salvage 1989, as amended, or contribution in general average;
The claims excluded from the Convention by paragraph (b) of article
3 are claims in respect of any liability incurred under section 153 of this
Act.

The substitution for the reference to the CLC 1969 of the reference to
section 153 of the MSA 1995 is due to the fact that the United Kingdom has
not given the force of law to the CLC 1969 but has incorporated with several
changes its provisions as amended by the 1992 Protocol, in the Merchant
Shipping Act 1995.
The claims excluded from the Convention by paragraph (c) of article
3 are claims made by virtue of any of sections 7 to 11 of the Nuclear
Installations Act 1965.

ARTICLE 4
Conduct barring limitation
A person liable shall not be entitled to limit his liability if it is proved
that the loss resulted from his personal act or omission, committed with the
intent to cause such loss, or recklessly and with knowledge that such loss
would probably result.
AUSTRALIA

This Article is in force in its original text.
BAHAMAS

Article 4 of the Convention is in force in its original text.
BARBADOS

Article 4 of the Convention is in force in its original text.
BELGIUM

This Article has been enacted without any change.
CANADA

Article 4 is in force in its original text.
CROATIA

In the English translation of the relevant provision of the Croatian
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Maritime Code (article 410) in lieu of the word "recklessly" the words "by
gross negligence" are used and the provision reads:
The ship operator's right to avail himself of the limitation of liability
provided in Article 408 of this Law shall be forfeited if it is proved that
the damages arose as the result of acts or omissions which the ship
operator perfortned wilfitlly or by gross negligetzce with the knowledge
that the damages could probably arise.
Although of course the original text of Article 4 is in force in Croatia, the
use in the corresponding provision of the Maritime Code of the term "gross
negligence" may be relevant for the interpretation of Article 4. It would
appear that there has been some problem when Article 410 of the Maritime
Code was drafted because in Croatian law the Roman dictum "culpa lata dolo

equiparatur" applies, but it was overcome by the consideration that the
reckless action had a nature similar to the "doll's eventualis".
DENMARK

The English translation of section 237 of the Merchant Shipping Act is
almost identical to the translation of article 410 of the Croatian Maritime
Code. It in fact reads as follows:

The responsible party cannot limit his liability if it is proved that he

himself has caused the loss or damage intentionally or grossly
negligently and with the understanding that such damage would
probably be caused.
The same comments therefore apply.
FINLAND

The relevant provision of the Finnish Maritime Code (section 4 of
chapter 8) corresponds word for word to that of the Swedish Maritime Code

which is practically identical to that of the Danish Maritime Code. The
comments made in respect of Croatia therefore apply also in this case.
FRANCE

Article 4 is in force in its original text.
GEORGIA

Article 338 of the Maritime Code so provides in the English translation
made available by the Georgian Maritime Administration:

The shipowner's liability may not be limited if it is proved that the
damage was the result of his own action or omission committed with the

intention of causing such damage or out of presumption, with the
awareness of the possibility of causing it.
It is thought that the meaning of the word in Russian, translated with "out
of presumption" is, probably, the same as that of the word "recklessly" or, in
French, "temerairement".
GERMANY

Article 4 is in force in its original text.
GREECE

Article 4 has become part of Greek law without any change.
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HONG KONG, CHINA

Article 4 is in force in its original text.
IRELAND

Article 4 has been given the force of law without any change or addition.
JAPAN

Article 4 has been incorporated into the Limitation of Liability of
Shipowners Act.
MEXICO

Article 4 is in force in its original text.
NETHERLANDS

Article 4 is in force in its original text.
NEW ZEALAND

The difference between section 85(2) MTA and article 4 of the
Convention is not material and does not affect its meaning.
NORWAY

The English translation of section 174 of the Norwegian Maritime Code
corresponds to that of the relevant provision of the Danish Maritime Code
and, therefore, the same comments apply.
POLAND

Article 4 is in force in its original text.
SPAIN

Article 4 is in force in its original text.
SWEDEN

See the comments made in respect of Finland.
UNITED KINGDOM

This article is in force in its original text.

ARTICLE 5
Counterclaims
Where a person entitled to limitation of liability under the rules of this

Convention has a claim against the claimant arising out of the same
occurrence, their respective claims shall be set off against each other and
the provisions of this Convention shall only apply to the balance, if any.
AUSTRALIA

This article is in force in its original text.
BAHAMAS

This article is in force in its original text.
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BARBADOS

This article is in force in its original text.
BELGIUM

This Article has been enacted without any change.
CANADA

Article 5 is in force in its original text.
CROATIA

This provision is in force in its original text even if it is not included in
the Croatian Maritime Code.
DENMARK

This provision has been enacted without any material change in section
235(2) of the Merchant Shipping Act.
FINLAND

This provision has been enacted without any material change in the last
paragraph of section 2 of chapter 9.
FRANCE

Article 5 is in force in its original text.
GEORGIA

This provision has been enacted without any material change in article
341 of the Maritime Code.
GERMANY

This article is in force in its original text.
GREECE

Article 5 has become part of Greek law without any change.
HONG KONG, CHINA

This article is in force in its original text.
IRELAND

Article 5 has been given the force of law without any change or addition.
JAPAN

Article 5 has been incorporated into the Limitation of Liability of
Shipowners Act.
MEXICO

Article 5 is in force in its original text.
NETHERLANDS

Article 5 is in force in its original text.
NEW ZEALAND

While there is no direct enactment in New Zealand of the set-off
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provisions contained in this article of the Convention, there is nothing which
would fetter the application of normal principles of set-off. The result under
the MTA is therefore perhaps unlikely to be any different frnm the result

intended by the Convention absent specific contractual position to the
contrary between the person liable and the claimant.
NORWAY

This provision has been enacted without any material change in section
172 of the Maritime Code.
POLAND

Article 5 is in force in its original text.
SWEDEN

Same as Finland.
UNITED KINGDOM

This article is in force in its original text.

ARTICLE 6
The general limits
1.

The limits of liability for claims other than those mentioned in

Article 7, arising on any distinct occasion, shall be cakulated as follows:
(a) in respect of claints for loss of life or personal injury,

(i) 333,000 Units of Account for a ship with a tonnage not
exceeding 500 tons,

(h) for a ship with a tonnage in excess thereof, the following
amount in addition to that mentioned in (i):
for each ton from 501 to 3,000 tons, 500 Units ofAccount;
for each ton from 3,001 to 30,000 tons 333 Units ofAccount;
for each ton from 30,001 to 70,000 tons, 250 Units ofAccount;
and
for each ton in excess of 70,000 tons, 167 Units ofAccount,
(b) in respect of any other claims,

(i) 167,000 Units of Account for a ship with a tonnage not
exceeding 500 tons,
(ii) for a ship with a tonnage in excess thereof the following amount
in addition to that mentioned in (i):
for each ton from 501 to 30,000 tons, 167 Units ofAccounts;
for each ton from 30,001 to 70,000 tons, 125 Units ofAccount;

and
for each ton in excess of 70,000 tons, 83 Units ofAccount.
2. Where the amount cakulated in accordance with paragraph 1(a) is

insufficient to pay the claints mentioned therein in full, the amount
calculated in accordance with paragraph 1(b) shall be available for
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payment of the unpaid balance of claims under paragraph 1(a) and such
unpaid balance shall rank rateably with claims mentioned under paragraph
1(b).

However, without prejudice to the right of claims for loss of life or
personal injwy according to paragraph 2, a State Party may provide in its
national law that claims in respect of damage to harbour works, basins and
waterways and aids to navigation shall have such priority over other claims
under paragraph 1(b) as is provided by that law.
The limits of liability for any salvor not operating from any ship or
for any salvor operating solely on the ship to, or in respect of which he is
rendering salvage services, shall be cakulated according to a tonnage of
1,500 tons.

For the purpose of this Convention the ship's tonnage shall be the

gross tonnage cakulated in accordance with the tonnage measurement
rules contained in Annex 1 of the International Convention on Tonnage
Measurement of Ships, 1969.
AUSTRALIA

Paragraphs (1), (2), (4) and (5) of article 6 are in force in their original
text. Pursuant to paragraph (3), section 8 of the Act provides that claims in
respect of damage to harbour works, basins, waterways and aids to navigation
have priority over any other claim under paragraph 1(b) of article 6.
BAHAMAS

Paragraphs (1), (2) and (4) are in force in their original text and the
option granted by paragraph (3) has not been exercised. In connection with
paragraph (5) the following provisions are made in section 5(2) and (3) of Part
II of the Second Schedule to the Act:
For the purposes of Article 6 and this paragraph a ship's tonnage

shall be its gross tonnage calculated in such manner as may be
prescribed by an order made by the Minister

Any order under this paragraph shall, .for .far as appears to the
Minister to be practicable, give effect to the regulations in Annex I of the
International Convention on Tonnage Measurement of Ships 1969.
BARBADOS

The position is the same as in the Bahamas.
BELGIUM

This Article has been enacted without any change except that:

(a) special limits are set out by Article 18 of Law 11 April 1989 for
claims by the public authority in respect of the raising, removal, destruction
or the rendering harmless of a ship, referred to in Article 2(1)(d) and (e),

which has not been implemented. Article 18 of Law 11 April 1989 so
provides:

Le propriétaire d 'tin navire de me,; qui - en vertu de l'article 16 - est
débiteur du paiement des frais, peut limiter sa responsabilité lors de ce
paiement, aux montants suivants:
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1° Pour son navire dont la jauge ne dépasse pas 500 tonneaux: quinze
millions de francs.
20 Pour son navire dont la jauge dépasse 500 tonneaux,. le montant
indiqué au 1° majore de:

dix-huit mille .francs par tonneau de jauge pour chaque tonneau
supplémentaire de 501 à 6 000 tonneaux;

- sept mille francs par tonneau de jauge pour chaque tonneau
supplémentaire de 6 001 it 70 000 tonneaux;

cinq mille francs par tonneau de jauge pour chaque tonneau
supplémentaire au delet des 70 000 tonneaux.
L'assureur du propriétaire susvisé peut invoquer la ménze limitation.

Le Roi peut à tout moment adapter les montants susvisés en tentant
compte de la situation économique.

Le propriétaire responsable n'est pas en droit de limiter sa
responsabilité s'il est prouvé que le domnzage résulte de son fait ou de
son omission personnels, commis avec l'intention de provoquer un tel

dommage, ou commis témérairement et avec conscience qu'un tel
dommage en résulterait probablement.

Pour l'application de cet article il est entendu par tonneau de jauge,
pout- les navires de met- soumis c't la Convention internationale de 1969
sur le jaugeage des navires, le tonnage brut calculé conformément aux
règles de mesure, prévues à l'Annexe I de cette Convention.

Pour les autres navires de met; le Roi determine les limites de
responsabilité ainsi que les critéres et le base de leur cakul.
Belgium has not availed itself of the option granted by Article 6(3).

(b) Special limits are set out for ships and other craft intended for
navigation on inland waterways.
Article 2 of Decree 8 November 1989 so provides:

§1. Pour l'application du premier paragraphe de l'article 6 de la
Convention LLMC, les limites de responsabilité et la base de calcul de
la limitation de la responsabilité à I 'égard des créances autres que celles

mentionnées à I 'article 3 du présent arrété et nées d'un métne
événement, sont établies comme suit:

a) à l'égard des créances pour mort ou lésions corporelles:

pottr un bätiment non affecté au transport de marchandises,
notamtnent un beitiment a passagers: dix mille .francs pour chaque

métre cube de déplacement d 'eau du bätiment à l'enfoncement
nzaximal autorisé;
pour un bcitiment affecté au transport de marchandises: dix mille
francs par tonne de port en lourd du bâtiment;
pour un pottsseur ou rentorqueur trente cinq nzille .francs pout.
chaque KW de la puissance de ses machines de propulsion;
pour les engins jlottants: leur valeur au moment de I 'événement
dommageable;
b) à l'égard de toutes les (nitres créances, la moitié des monkints vises et
la lettre a).
§2. Les limites de la responsabilité de celui qui assiste un bätiment ou engin
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flottant et qui, ce faisant, n'agit pas a partir d'un navire de mer, d'un
&lament ou d'un engin llottant, ou qui, ce faisant, agit uniquement
bord de ce bâtiment ou enginflottant, sont calculées selon une jauge de
350 tonnes de port en lourd.
Article 1(1), (2) and (3) of Decree 24 November 1989 so provides:
§1. Sont assinzilés aux bateaux de navigation intérieure pour l'application

des articles 2 et 3, tant qu 'ils servent exclusivement sur les eaux
intérieures:
1° les sortes suivantes de &laments:
les &laments exploités par une autorité publique ou par un service
public, quel que soit le propriétaire de ces &laments;
les &laments alfectés à la plaisance ou a la recherche scientifique;
les hydroglisseurs;
les bacs;
les pousseurs;

2° les engins flottants comme les dragues, grues, élévateurs et tous
autres engins et outillages flottants et mobiles de nature analogue.

Ne sont pas des &laments ou des engins flottants dans le sens du
paragraphe I er: les planches a voile et les autres engins de plage ou de
récréation aquatique.

Sont considérées étre les eaux intérieurs pour I 'application du
paragraphe lei; les eaux visées au premier alinéa de l'article 5 de la
Convention sur la mer territoriale et la zone contigué faite à Genéve le
29 avril 1958, ainsi que les eaux des ports, établis par le réglement de
police et de navigation de la mer territoriale, des ports et plages du
littoral belge.
CANADA

Paragraph (1) is in force in the text of the 1996 Protocol. The limits under
Article 6(1) of the 1976 Convention as amended by the 1996 Protocol are set
out below:
The limits of liability for claims other than those mentioned in Article 7,
I.
arising on any distinct occasion, shall be calculated as follows:
(a) in respect of claims for loss of life or personal injury,
2 million Units ofAccount for a ship with a tonnage not exceeding
2,000 tons,
for a ship with a tonnage in excess thereof the following amount,
in addition to that mentioned in (i):
for each ton from 2,001 to 30,000 tons, 800 Units ofAccount;
for each ton from 30,001 to 70,000 tons 600 Units of Account;
for each ton in excess of 70,000 tons, 400 Units of Account,
(b)
in respect of any other claims,
I million Units ofAccount for a ship with a tonnage not exceeding
2,000 tons,
for a ship with a tonnage in excess thereof the following amount in
addition to that mentioned in (i):
for each ton from 2,001 to 30,000 tons, 400 Units ofAccounts;
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for each ton from 30,001 to 70,000 tons, 300 Units ofAccount; and
for each ton in excess of 70,000 tons, 200 Units ofAccount."
Article 6, paragraphs (2), (4) and (5) are in force in their original text.
The option granted by Paragraph (3) has not been exercised.
CROATIA

Paragraphs (1), (2), (4) and (5) have been enacted in article 411 of the
Maritime Code without any change, except that the increases provided in the

Convention in respect of ships of over 500 tons do not apply to "boats".
Article 419 so in fact provides:

The provisions of articles 406 to 476 of this Law shall also apply to
boats, provided that for the application of the provisions a boat is
considered a ship of 500 gross tons.
DENMARK

Paragraphs (1), (2), (4) and (5) have been enacted in section 238(2), (3),
(5) and (6) of the Merchant Shipping Act without any material change except
that reference is directly made in these provisions to the SDR and that a limit
for special categories of ship calculated on a minimum tonnage of 5,000 tons
is provided for warships and ships employed on a non-commercial service.
Article 243(1) of the Maritime Code so in fact provides:

For warships and other ships which are used f.or national noncommercial pu/poses, the liability limits shall in no event be calculated
according to a tonnage under 5,000 ton. The liability cannot be limited
for loss or damage which is due to the special properties of the ship °tits use while it is being used for national non-commercial putposes. The

provision of the first and second clauses hereof does not apply to
icebreakers and ships which are mainly used in connection with salvage.

The option granted by article 6(3) of the Convention has not been
exercised.
FINLAND

The position is the same as in Denmark. The relevant provisions have
been enacted in section 5(2), (3), (5) and (6) of chapter 9 of the Maritime
Code. The provision relating to the minimum tonnage in respect of warships
and ships employed on a non-commercial service is in the following terms:
The litnits of liability.for warships and other vessels vvhich at the time of
the event are owned or used by a State and are used exclusively.for State

put-poses and not commercially may in no case be less than the limits
applicable to a vessel having a tonnage of 5,000. Nevertheless, ¡fa claim

is for compensation 161- loss or damage caused by the special
characteristics or employment for such a vessel, there shall be no right
to limit liability. The provisions of this paragraph do not apply to vessels
used primarily.for ice breaking or salvage.
FRANCE

Paragraphs (1), (2), (4) and (5) are in force in their original text and the
option granted by paragraph (3) has not been exercised.
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GEORGIA

Paragraphs (1) and (2) have been enacted in article 340(1) and (2)
without any change, while paragraphs (4) and (5) have not been enacted. It is

not clear, however, whether the option granted by article 15(2)(11) of the
Convention has been exercised or not. In fact article 340(4) of the Maritime
Code so provides:
For the purposes of determining the limit of the shipowner's liability a
ship of less than 300 units capacity is considered to be a ship of 300 units
capacity.
In fact a tonnage (it is assumed that "capacity" is used with the meaning

of tonnage) of 300 tons would be relevant only if a lower limit for ships of

such a tonnage were adopted. The option granted by article 6(3) of the
Convention has not been exercised.
GERMANY

Paragraphs (1), (2), (4) and (5) are in force in their original text and the
option granted by paragraph (3) has not been exercised.
GREECE

Article 6 has become part of Greek law without any change including,
therefore, paragraph (3). Greece, however, has not availed itself of the right
granted to States Parties thereunder.
HONG KONG, CHINA

Article 6 is in force in its original text except that in connection with its
paragraph (5) the following provisions are made in section 17 (2) and (3) of
the Ordinance:
For the purposes ofArticle 6 of the Convention and this section a
ship's tonnage is its gross tonnage calculated in such manner as may be
prescribed by an order made by the Governor
Any order under this section shall, so jar as appears to the Governor

to be practicable, give effect to the regulations in Annex I of the
International Convention on Tonnage Measurement of Ships, 1969.
Since, pursuant to section 12 of the Ordinance, the Convention has the
force of law subject to Part III of the Ordinance when the implementing rules
(including those of section 17) are set out in Hong Kong, the gross tonnage is
calculated in accordance with the tonnage measurement rules contained in
Annex I to the 1969 Convention on Tonnage Measurement of Ships only if it
appears to the Hong Kong competent authority to be practicable to apply such
rules.
IRELAND

Article 6 has been given the force of law without any change or addition.
JAPAN

Paragraphs (1), (2), (4) and (5) have been incorporated into the
Limitation of Liability of Shipowners Act. The option granted by paragraph
(3) has not been exercised.
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MEXICO

Article 6 is in force in its original text.
NETHERLANDS

Paragraphs (1), (4) and (5) are in force in their original text. However the
option granted by article 15(2)(b) of the Convention has been exercised and
the following provision is contained in article 8:755(2) Civil Code:
For ships which, according to their construction, are exclusively 07'
principally destined to cart-y pet-sons and which have a tonnage not
exceeding 300 tons, the amount to which liability for the claims set out
in Paragraph (I) (introduction) and (b)(1°) may be limited in accordance
with this Title, may be set at a lower number of units of account than that
referred to in Paragraph (1)(b)(1°).

Also the option granted by article 6(3) has been exercised and, in
addition to the limits in respect of death and personal injury (referred to as
"life fund") and of other claims (referred to as "property fund") special limits
have been provided in respect of the claims set out in article 8:752(1)(d) and
(e) Civil Code (corresponding to article 2(1)(d) and (e) of the Convention).
Article 8:755(1)(c) so in fact provides:
(c) In respect of claims as referred to in Article 752(1)(d) and (e) (wreck
fund)

(1°) 262 000 units of account for a ship with a tonnage not
exceeding 500 tons;

(2°) for a ship with a tonnage in excess of 500 tons, the C111101111t
mentioned under (1°) is increased by
- 333 units of account for each additional ton fr0172 501 to 6000;
125 units of account,for each additional ton from 6 001 to 70 000;
83 units of account for each additional ton in excess of 70 000 tons.
NEW ZEALAND

Paragraphs (1), (2), (4) and (5) have been enacted without any change in
section 87(1), (3), (4) and (5)(a) (b) of the MTA 1994 save that the option
granted by article 15(2)(b) has been exercised and section 87(3) of the MTA
1994 so provides:
The limit of liability in respect of any claim other than a claim for which a
limit is set under subsection (J) Or subsection (2) ofthis section shall be:
in the case of a ship of not more than 300 gross tons, 83,333 units of
account;

in the case of a ship of more than 300 gross tons, but not more than
500 gross tons, 167,000 units of account;
in the case of a ship of more than 500 gross tons, 167,000 units of
account plus a fitrther 1111111ber of units of account calculated as .follows:

The claims in respect of which limits are set out in subsections (1) and
(2) are those for loss of life of and personal injury to passengers and to other
persons. The limits for ships with a tonnage in excess of 500 tons are those set
out in the Convention. The following provision has also been added, for the
purpose of calculation of the tonnage in section 5(c):
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Where the gross tonnage of a ship is linable to be ascertained:

The Director, on receiving from or by the direction of the Court
hearing the case in which the tonnage of the ship is in question such
evidence of the dimensions of the ship as is available, shall estimate what
the gross tonnage of the ship would have been if the ship had been duly

measured in accordance with the relevant tonnage measurement rules,
and give a certificate of the tonnage as estimated by the Director; and
The tonnage so estimated shall be taken to be the gross ton nage of the
ship.

The option granted by article 6(3) of the Convention has not been
exercised.
NORWAY

The position is the same as in Denmark. The relevant provisions have
been enacted in section 175(2), (3), (5) and (6) of the Maritime Code. The
provision relating to the minimum tonnage in respect of special categories of
ships is in the following terms:
The limits of liability .for warships an other ships engaged in noncommercial State activities, cf subsections 2 and 3 of Section 175, shall
in no case be calculated according to a lower tonnage than 5,000 tons.
The right to limitation of liability does not extend to claims relating to
damage or loss due to the particular characteristics or use of warships.
The same applies correspondingly to damage or loss caused by other
ships being used in non-commercial State activities. The provisions of
this paragraph do not apply to ships mainly used in ice-breaking or
salvage.
POLAND

Paragraphs (1), (2) and (4) are in force in their original text. The option
granted by paragraph (3) has been exercised by Poland.
SWEDEN

The position is the same as in Finland.
UNITED KINGDOM

Paragraphs (1), (2) and (4) are in force in their original text and the
option granted by paragraph (3) has not been exercised. In connection with
paragraph (5) the following provisions have been made in section 5(2) and
5(3) of Part II of Schedule 7 to the Act:
For the pum poses of article 6 and this paragraph a ship's tonnage

shall be its gross tonnage calculated in such manner as may be
prescribed by an order made by the Secretary of State.

Any order under this paragraph shall, so .far as appears to the
Secretary of State to be practicable, give effect to the regulations in
Annex I of the International Convention on Tonnage Measurement of
Ships, 1969.
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ARTICLE 7
The limit for passenger claims
I. In respect of claims arising on any distinct occasion for loss of life

or personal injury to passengers of a ship, the limit of liability of the
shipowner thereof shall be an amount of 46,666 Units ofAccount multiplied
by the number ofpassengers which the ship is authorized to carry according
to the ship's certificate, but not exceeding 25 million Units ofAccount.

2. For the purpose of this Article "claims for loss of hfe or personal
injuty to passengers of a ship" shall mean any such claims brought by or
on behalf of any person carried in that ship:
under a contract of passenger carriage, or
who, with the consent of the carrier, is accompanying a vehkle or
live animals which are covered by a contract for the carriage of
goods.
AUSTRALIA

This Article is in force in its original text.
BAHAMAS

The implementation, without any change, of article 7 of the Convention
has been accompanied by the following provisions contained in section 6 of
Part II of the Second Schedule to the MSA 1989:
In the case of a passenger steamer within the meaning of Part IV of
the Merchant Shipping Act Chapter 246, the ship's certificate mentioned
in paragraph 1 of at-ticle 7 shall be the certificate issued under section
17 of that Act.

In paragraph 2 of Article 7 the reference to claims brought on behalf
of a person includes a reference to any claim in respect of the death of a
person under the Fatal Accidents Act Chapter 61 of the Laws of The
Bahamas.
BARBADOS

The implementation, without any change of article 7 has been
accompanied by the following provision contained in section 6(1) of Part II of
the Second Schedule to the Shipping Act, 1994:
In paragraph 2 of Article 7 the reference to claitns brought on behalf of

a person includes a reference to any claim in respect of the death of a
person under the Accidents Compensation (Reform) Act, Cap. 193A of
the Laws of Barbados.
BELGIUM

This Article has been implemented without any change except that
special limits are set out for passenger claims in respect of ships intended for
navigation on inland waterways. Article 3 of Decree 24 November 1989 so
provides:
§1. Dans le cas des créances résultant de la mort ott de lesions corporelles
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des passagers d'un bailment et nées d'un méme événement, la limite de
la responsabilité du propriétaire du bailment est fixée a une somme de 5

500 000 francs par capita nzultipliée par le nombre de passagers
effectivement transportés par le bailment au moment de l'événement.
Ces limites ne peuvent pas &re inférieures à trente six millions de fi-ancs
par bailment ou supérieures aux montants suivants:
cent cinquante millions de francs pour les bailments transportant au
maximum 100 passagers;

trois cents millions de francs pour les bailments transportant au
maximum 180 passagers;
six cents millions de francs pour les bailments transportant plus de
180 passagers.
§2. Aux fins du présent article, "créances résultant de la nzort ou de lésion
corporelles des passagers d'un bailment" signifie toute créance formée

par toute personne transportée sur ce bailment ou pour le compte de
cette personne:
en vertu d'un contrat de transport de passagers, ou
qui, avec le consentement du transporteur: accompagne un véhicule
ou des animaux vivants ,faisant 1 'objet d'un contrat de transport de
marchandises.
CANADA

By section 575(2) of The Canada Shipping Act, Article 7 of the
Convention has the force of law in Canada on the coming into force of Section

578 of the Act. Article 7(1) has been amended in accordance with the 1996
Protocol as follows:
In respect of claims arising on any distinct occasion for loss of life or

personal injury to passengers of a ship, the limit of liability of the
shipowner thereof shall be an amount of 175,000 Units of Account
multiplied by the number of passengers which the ship is authorized to
carry according to the ship's certificate.
F07" the purpose of this Article "claims .for loss of life or personal
injury to passengers of a ship" shall mean any such claims brought by
01" on behalf of any person carried in that ship:
under a con tract of passenger carriage, or
who, with the consent of the carrier; is accompanying a vehicle or live
animals which are covered by a contract.for the carriage of goods.
By Section 579 of The Canada Shipping Act, on the recommendation of
the Minister of Transport, the Governor in Council may, by Order, declare that
any amendments to the limits specified in paragraph 1 of Article 6 or 7 of the
Convention made in accordance with Article 8 of the Protocol have the force
of law in Canada.
CROATIA

Article 7 of the Convention has been enacted without any material
change in article 412 of the Maritime Code.
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DENMARK

Article 7(1) has been enacted without any material change in section
238(1) of the Merchant Shipping Act. Article 7(2) has not been enacted.
FINLAND

The position is the same as in Denmark. The relevant provision is section
5(1) of chapter 9 of the Maritime Code.
FRANCE

Article 7 is in force in its original text.
GEORGIA

Article 7 of the Convention has not been enacted in the Maritime Code.
GERMANY

Article 7 is in force in its original text.
GREECE

Article 7 has become part of Greek law without any change.
HONG KONG

Article 7 is in force in its original text. The following implementing
provisions have been enacted in section 18 of the Ordinance:
In the case of a passenger ship within the meaning of Part II of the
Merchant Shipping (Safety) Ordinance (Cap. 369) the shiP 's certificate
mentioned in paragraph 1 ofArticle 7 of the Convention is the passenger
ship's certificate issued under section 14 of that Ordinance.
In paragraph 2 ofArticle 7 of the Convention the reftrence to claims
brought on behalf of a pet-son includes a reference to any claim in respect
of the death of a person under the Fatal Accidents Ordinance (Cap. 22).
IRELAND

Article 7 has been given the force of law without any change or addition.
JAPAN

Article 7 has been incorporated into the Limitation of Liability of
Shipowners Act.
MEXICO

Article 7 is in force in its original text.
NETHERLANDS

Article 7 is in force in its original text.
NEW ZEALAND

Article 7 has been enacted without any material change in sections 87(2)
and 87(4)(d) of the MTA 1994.
NORWAY

Only Article 7(1) has been enacted, without any change, in section
175(1) of the Maritime Code.
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POLAND

Article 7 is in force in its original text.
SWEDEN

The position is the same as in Finland.
UNITED KINGDOM

To Article 7 of the Convention, which is in force in its original text, there

has been added in Part II of Schedule 7 to the MSA 1995 the following
provision:

Litnit for passenger claims
6.

(1) In the case of a ship for which there is in force a Passenger Ship
Safety Certificate or Passenger Certificate, as the case may be, issued

under or recognised by safety regulations, the ship's certificate
mentioned in paragraph 1 of article 7 shall be that certificate.
(2) In paragraph 2 of article 7 the reference to claims brought 017 behalf
of a person includes a reference to any claim in respect of the death of a

person under the Fatal Accidents Act 1976, the Fatal Accidents
(Northern Ireland) Order 1977 or the Damages (Scotland) Act 1976.

ARTICLE 8
Unit of account
The Unit of Account referred to in Articles 6 and 7 is the Special

Drawing Right as defined by the International Monetary Fund. The
amounts mentioned in Articles 6 and 7 shall be converted into the national
currency of the State in which limitation fund shall have been constituted,
payment is in
or security is given which under the law of the State is
equivalent to such payment. The value of a national currency in terms of the

Special Drawing Right, of a State Party which is a member of the
International Monetary Fund, shall be calculated in accordance with the
method of valuation applied by the International Monetazy Fund in effCct
at the date in question for its operations and transactions. The value of a
national currency in terms of the Special Drawing Right, of a State Part),

which is not a member of the hzternational Monetary Fund, shall be
cakulated in a manner determined by that State Party.

Nevertheless, those States which are not members of the
International Monetary Fund and whose law does not permit the
application of the provisions of paragraph I in at the time of signature
without reservation as to ratification, acceptance or approval or at the time
of ratification, acceptance, approval or accession or at any time thereafter,
declare that the limits of liability provided for in this Convention to be
applied in their territories shall be fixed as follows:
(a) in respect of Article 6, paragraph 1(a) at an amount of:
(0 5 million monetary units for a ship with a tonnage not exceeding
500 tons;
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(ii) for a ship with a tonnage in excess thereof, the following
amount in addition to that mentioned in (i):
for each ton from 501 to 3,000 tons, 7,500 monetary units;
for each ton from 3,001 to 30,000 tons, 5,000 monetary units;
for each ton from 30,001 to 70,000 tons, 3,750 monetary units; and
for each ton in excess of 70,000 tons, 2,500 monetary units; and
(b) in respect ofArticle 6, paragraph 1(b), at an amount of:

2.5 million monetary units for a ship with a tonnage not
exceeding 500 tons;

for a ship with a tonnage in excess thereof, the following
amount in addition to that mentioned in (i):
for each ton from 501 to 30,000 tons, 2,500 monetaiy units;
for each ton from 30,001 to 70,000 tons, 1,850 monetaiy units; and
for each ton in excess of 70,000 tons, 1,250 monetaiy units; and

(e) in respect of Article 7, paragraph 1, at an amount of 700,000
monetary units multiplied by the number of passengers which the

ship is authorized to carry according to its certificate, but not
exceeding 375 million moizetaiy units.

Paragraphs 2 and 3 of Article 6 apply correspondingly to subparagraphs (a) and (b) of this paragraph.
The monetary unit referred to in paragraph 2 corresponds to sixtyfive and a half milligrammes of gold of millesimal fineness nine hundred.
The conversion of this sum imito the national currency shall be made
according to the law of the State concerned.
The calculation mentioned in the last sentence of paragraph 1 and
the conversion mentioned in paragraph 3 shall be ¡nade in such a manner
as to express in the national currency of the State Party as far as possible
the same real value for the ainounts in Articles 6 and 7 as is expressed there
in units of account. States Parties shall communicate to the depositary the

manlier of calculation pursuant to paragraph 1, or the result of the
conversion in paragraph 3, as the case may be, at the time of the signature
without reservation as to ratification, acceptance or approval, or when
depositing an instrument referred to in Article 16 and whenever there is a
change in either.
AUSTRALIA

Article 8 is in force in its original text.
BAHAMAS

The first part of article 8(1), which is the relevant part for a State
member of the IMF, is in force in its original text, but additional provisions
have been enacted in part 1I of the First Schedule to the MSA 1989, in terms
identical to those enacted in the United Kingdom, except that the authority
competent is the Central Bank.
BARBADOS

The position is the same as in the Bahamas.
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BELGIUM

This Article has been implemented without any change. Article 48 of
Book II, Title II of the Code of Commerce, as amended by Law 11 April 1989,

provides that the amounts mentioned in Articles 6 and 7 of the Convention
shall be converted into the Belgian currency at the time when the Court
verifies provisionally that the limits indicated by the person seeking the
benefit of limitation are correct.
CANADA

Article 8 is in force in its original text with respect to its wording. Article
8 paragraph 2 reflects the revised limits of the 1996 Protocol and incorporates
the 1996 Protocol as follows:
2.

Nevertheless, those States which are not members of the International
Monetary Fund and whose law does not permit the application of the

provisions of paragraph I may, at the time of signature without
reservation as to ratification, acceptance or approval or at the time of
ratification, acceptance, approval or accession or at any time thereafter
declare that the limits of liability provided for in this Convention to be
applied in their territories shall be fixed as,follows:
(a)in respect ofArticle 6, paragraph 1(a) at an amount of
30 million nzonetarv units for a ship with a tonnage not exceeding
2,000 tons;
for a ship with a tonnage in excess thereof the_following amount
in addition to that mentioned in (i):
for each ton from 2,001 to 30,000 tons, 12,000 monetary units;
for each ton from 30,001 to 70,000 tons, 9,000 monetary units; and
for each ton in excess of 70,000 tons, 6,500 monetary units; and
in respect ofArticle 6, paragraph 1(b), at an amount of
(1) 15 million monetary units fir a ship with a tonnage not exceeding
2,000 tons;
('i i.) for a ship with a tonnage in excess thereof, the fillowing amount
in addition to that mentioned in (i):
for each ton from 2,001 to 30,000 tons, 6,000 monetary units;
for each ton from 30,001 to 70,000 tons, 4,500 monetary units; and
for each ton in excess of 70,000 tons, 3,000 monetary units; and

in respect of Article 7, paragraph 1, at an anzount of 2,625,000
monetary units multiplied by the number of passengers which the
ship is authorized to carry according to its certificate.
Paragraphs 2 and 3 ofArticle 6 apply correspondingly to subparagraphs
(a) and (b) of this paragraph.
CROATIA

In articles 411 and 412 of the Maritime Code, where the limits are set
out, reference is made to the SDR. Then article 413 provides as follows:
The sum specified in Articles 411 and 412 of this Law are converted into
the local currency in conformity with the value of the currency on the

date the fund was constituted and payment shall be effected or and
adequate guarantee offered.
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It appears, therefore, that the relevant part of Article 8 of the Convention
has been enacted in the Code without any material change.
DENMARK

The limits of liability are indicated in SDRs, rather than in units as in the
Convention and for the definition of the SDR reference is made in section 238
to section 366 of the Merchant Shipping Act which provides as follows:
By SDR shall be understood the Special Drawing Rights (SDR) used by

the International Monetary Fund. The conversion of SDR to Danish
currency is made according to the rate of exchange on the date vvhen
security is placed for the liability or if security is not placed on the date
of payment. If a limitatiortfitnd is established according to Part 10 or 12

hereof the conversion is, however; in

according to the rate of

exchange on the date where the limitation fiurd is deemed to have been
established according to section 353(3), unless before the establishment
of the fiind security is provided fot- the liability.
This provision is in line with art. 8(1) and art. 11(1) of the Convention.
FINLAND

Also in Finland the limits are indicated in SDRs, but there does not
appear to be in the Maritime Code a definition of SDR, nor any provision on
the date of conversion.
FRANCE

Article 8 is in force in its original text.
GEORGIA

Article 346 of the Maritime Code so provides:
The unit of accounts is the "special drawing rights" unit as defined by
the IMF The rate is detertnined by the 111/IE The sums mentioned in POints
340.1 are convet-ted into the national currency of the state in whose court
the case is being examined.

There does not appear to be any provision in respect of the date of the
conversion.
GERMANY

Article 8 is in force in its original text.
GREECE

Article 8 has become part of Greek law without any change. Paragraphs

(2) and (3), however, are not operative since Greece is a member of the
International Monetary Fund.
HONG KONG

Article 8 is in force in its original text. Since the provisions of paragraph
(1) are applicable, those of paragraphs (2) and (3) are not operative.
IRELAND

13.

Section 13 of the MSA 1996 so provides:
(I) For the purpose of the limits of liability specified in Articles 6 and 7
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of the 1976 Convention, the value in the currency of the State of the unit
of account specified in that Convention shall be taken to be the value,

ascertained in accordance with Article 8 of that Convention, in that
currency of such a unit of account 011 the relevant day specified in the
said Article or, it its value on that day cannot be so ascertained, its value
in that currency on the latest day befbre such day on which it can be so
ascertained.
(2) For the purposes of this section a certificate purporting to be .signed
by an officer of the Central bank and stating that:
a specified amount in the currency of the State is the value ofsuch
a unit of account on a specified day, or
the value in the currency of the State of such a unit of account 011

a specified day cannot be ascertained in accordance with the
1976 Convention and that a specified amount in the currency of

the State is the value, calculated in accordance with that
Convention, of such a unit of account on a specified da), (being
the latest day before the first-mentioned specified day On which
such value can be ascertained as aforesaid)
shall be admissible as evidence of the .facts stated in the certificate.
JAPAN

Article 8(1) has been incorporated into the Limitation of Liability of
Shipowners Act.
MEXICO

Article 8 is in force in its original text.
NETHERLANDS

Article 8 is in force in its original text. Its provision are supplemented by
Article 8:759(1) Civil Code which so provides:

The unit of account referred to in Articles 755 and 756 is the special
drawing right as defined by the International Monetary Fund. The
amounts mentioned in Articles 755 and 756 shall be converted into
Dutch currency according to the exchange rate at the day the person
liable complies with a court order rendered in accordance with Article
642e of the Code of Civil Procedure. The value of the Dutch currency in
terms of the special drawing rights shall be calculated in accordance
with the method of valuation applied by the International Monetaty
Fund in effect at the day in question for its operations and transactions.
NEW ZEALAND

The provision corresponding to Article 8(1) of the Convention is section
88(1) and (2) of the MTA 1994 which so provides:
(1) For the purposes of determining the monetaly value of the nuniber of
units of account calculated in any case to be the relevant limit of liability
under this Act..
(a) The units of account shall be converted to their monetary value

according to the value of the New Zealand currency at the date
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on which the limitation fitnd is constituted, or payment is made on
the claims, or satisfactory security for any such payment is given;

and
(b) The value of the New Zealand currency in terms of the special
drawing right shall be treated as equal to such a sum in New
Zealand currency as is fixed by the International Monetary Fund
as being the equivalent of one special drawing right for:
N the relevant date; or
(ii) if no sum has been fixed .for that date, the last preceding date
for which a sum has been so fixed.
(2) For the pu/poses of subsection (1)(b) of this section, a certificate
given by or on behalf of the Secretary to the Treasury stating:
that a particular sum in Nevv Zealand currency has been fixed as
the equivalent of one special drawing right for a particular date;
Or

that no sum has been fixed fbr that date, and that a particular sum

has been so fixed for the date most recently preceding a
particular date,
shall, in any proceedings, be received in evidence and, in the absence of
proof to the contrary, be sufficient evidence of the value of the New
Zealand currency for the purposes of subsection (1)(b) of this section.
Also this provision is in line with that of the Convention.
NORWAY

In section 175 of the Maritime Code, where the limits of liability are set
out in SDRs, reference is made to section 505.
POLAND

Article 8 is in force in its original text.
SWEDEN

The relevant provision is the same as in Finland.
UNITED KINGDOM

The first two sentences of Article 8 of the Convention have been enacted
without any change. Additional provisions have then been enacted in section
7 of Part II of Schedule 7 to the MSA 1995 which so provides:
Units of Account
7.
(I) For the purpose of converting the amounts mentioned in articles 6
and 7from special drawing rights into sterling one special drawing right
shall be treated as equal to such a sum in sterling as the International

Monetary Fund have fixed as being the equivalent of one special
drawing right for:
the relevant date under paragraph 1 of article 8; or
if no sum has been so .fixed for that date, the last preceding date for
which a sum has been so fixed.
(2) A certificate given by or on behalf of the Treasury stating..
(a) that a particular sum in sterling has been fixed as mentioned in subparagraph (I) above for a particular date; Or
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('b) that no sum has been so fixed for that date and that a particular sum
in sterling has been so fixed for a date which is the last preceding
date for which a sum has been so fixed,
shall be conclusive evidence of those matters for the purposes of those
articles; and a document purporting to be such a certificate shall, in any
proceedings, be received in evidence and, unless the contrary is proved,
be deemed to be such a certificate.
Section 7(1) is in line with Article 8(1) while section 7(2) adds some
procedural rules.

ARTICLE 9
Aggregation of claims

I. The limits of liability determined in accordance with Article 6 shall
apply to the aggregate of all claims which arise on any distinct occasion:
against the person or persons mentioned in paragraph 2 ofArticle
1 and any person for whose act, neglect or default he or they are
responsible; or
against the shipowner of a ship rendering salvage services from

that ship and the salvor or salvors operating from such ship and

any person for whose act, neglect or default he or they are
responsible; or
against the salvor or salvors who are not operating from a ship or
who are operating solely on the ship to, or in respect of which, the
salvage services are rendered and any person for whose act, neglect
or default he or they are responsible.
2. The limits of liability determined in accordance with Article 7 shall
apply to the aggregate of all claims subject thereto which in ay arise on any
distinct occasion against the person or persons mentioned in paragraph 2
of Article 1 in respect of the ship referred to in Article 7 and any person for
whose act, neglect or default he or they are responsible.
AUSTRALIA

Article 9 is in force in its original text.
BAHAMAS

Article 9 is in force in its original text.
BARBADOS

Article 9 is in force in its original text.
BELGIUM

This Article has been implemented without any change.
CANADA

Article 9 is in force in its original text.
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CROATIA

Article 9 has been enacted in the Code without any material change. The
relevant provision of the Croatian Maritime Code is article 414.
DENMARK

The provisions of Article 9 have been enacted only in part and annexed
to the provisions on the limits of liability. Section 238(4) of the Merchant
Shipping Act implements Article 9(1)(a) as follows:
The limits of liability mentioned under subsections (1)-(3) above
apply to the sum of all claims which arise out of the same occurrence
against the shipowner; title holder, operatoi: charterer and manager and
the persons for vvhom they are responsible.
Section 238(5) implements in its second sentence Article 9(1)(c):

lf salvors do not operate from ship or operate only ,from the ship

which the salvage concerns, the limits of liability are calculated
according to a tonnage of 1,500 tons. The limits of liability apply to the
sum of all claims arising out of the same occurrence against salvors and
the persons for whom they are responsible.
The provisions of Article 9(1)(b) and (2) do not appear to have been
implemented.
FINLAND

The position is the same as in Denmark, the relevant provisions being in
section 5(4) and (5) of chapter 9 of the Maritime Code.
FRANCE

Article 9 is in force in its original text.
GEORGIA

Only Article 9(1)(a) has been implemented. The relevant provision is
article 341 which so provides:

The limits of liability provided for in Article 340 of the present Code
apply to the conzbiization of all claims arising from any one incident and
laid against one shipowner and the persons named in Article 347 of the
present Code.
It must be considered that Georgia has not implemented the provisions
of the Convention relating to the limitation of liability of salvors.
GERMANY

Article 9 is in force in its original text.
GREECE

Article 9 has become part of Greek law without any change.
HONG KONG, CHINA

Article 9 is in force in its original text.
IRELAND

Article 9 has been given the force of law without any change or addition.
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JAPAN

Article 9 has been incorporated into the Limitation of Liability of
Shipowners Act.
MEXICO

Article 9 is in force in its original text.
NETHERLANDS

Article 9 is in force in its original text.
NEW ZEALAND

Section 86(3) and (4) of the MTA 1994 so provides:
(3) The linzitation of liability under this Part of this Act:
(a) Applies to the aggregate of relevant claims arising on any distinct
occasion:
against the owner of the ship, and any seafarer or other person_for
whose act, omission, neglect, or default the owner- is responsible; or
against the owner of a ship rendering salvage set-vices, and the
salvor operating from that ship, and any employee of the salvor or
other person for whose act, omission, neglect, or default that owner
or salvor is responsible,. or
against a salvor who is not operatingfrom a ship, or is operating
solely on the ship to or in respect of which the salvage services are
rendered, and any employee of the salvor or other persorz for whose
act, omission, neglect, or default the salvor is responsible; and
(b) relates to all relevant claims ,for loss or injury ot- damage arising 011
any distinct occasion, whether or not the loss or injury or damage is
sustained by more than one person; and

(c) applies in respect of each distinct occasion, without regatd to am'
liability arising on any other distinct occasion; and
(d) applies, subject to subsection (4) of this section, whether the liability

arises at common /au' or under any other enactment, and
notwithstanding anything in any other enactment.
(4) This section shall not limit or affect section 110 qf this Act, or section
208 of the Harbours Act 1950, or anything in [the Accident Insurance Act
1998] or Parts XVIII to XXVI of this Act Or the Carriage of Goods Act
1979.

Subsection 3(a), (b) and (c) implements Article 9 of the Convention
without any material change. Subsection 3(d) deals with an issue of domestic

law while subsection (4) preserves the effect of certain named statutes or
statutory provisions that might otherwise be affected or impliedly revoked.
The areas left unaffected by limitation are:
The Receiver of Wreck is entitled to recover the whole of his expenses
of removal of a wrecked ship from the owner/operator of the ship where

the Receiver of Wreck is directed to remove it by the Director of
Maritime Safety (section 110 of the MTA and the now repealed section
208 Harbours Act 1950);
With certain exceptions, the Accident Insurance Act 1998 provides no
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fault compensation to persons who suffer personal injury or death in
New Zealand. There is a statutory bar to personal injury actions in the
Courts where the Act applies which will be unaffected by the limitation
provisions of the MTA;
Marine pollution provisions including clean up, compliance costs and
various fines and penalties that are imposed on owners and operators in
respect of pollution incidents (Parts XVIII-XXVI of the MTA);
The Carriage of Goods Act 1979) contains limitations of liability which

apply when damage occurs after international carriage has been
completed. The limits will be unaffected by the limitation provisions of
the MTA.
NORWAY

The position is the same as in Denmark, the relevant provision being
section 175(4) and (5) of the Maritime Code.
POLAND

Article 9 is in force in its original text.
SPAIN

Article 9 is in force in its original text.
SWEDEN

The position is the same as in Denmark, the relevant provision being
section 5(4) and (5) of chapter 9 of the Maritime Code.
UNITED KINGDOM

Article 9 is in force in its original text.
***

Although the phrase "distinct occasion" might have been expected to
give rise to difficulties of interpretation in different States, this does not seem
to have occurred.

ARTICLE 10
Limitation of liability without constitution of a limitation fund

Limitation of liability may be invoked notwithstanding that a
limitation fund as mentioned in Article 11 has not been constituted.
However, a State Party ni ay provide in its national law that, where an action

is brought in its Courts to enforce a claim subject to limitation, a person
liable may only invoke the right to limit liability if a limitation fund has been

constituted in accordance with the provisions of this Convention or is
constituted when the right to limit liability is invoked.

If limitation of liability is invoked without the constitution of a
limitation fund, the provisions ofArticle 12 shall apply correspondingly.
Questions of procedure arising under the rules of this Article shall
be decided in accordance with the national law of the State Party in which
action is brought.
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AUSTRALIA

Article 10 is in force in its original text. Australia has not exercised the
option granted by paragraph (1).
BAHAMAS

Article 10 is in force in its original text. Bahamas has not exercised the
option granted by paragraph (1).
BARBADOS

Article 10 is in force in its original text. Barbados has not exercised the
option granted by paragraph (1).
BELGIUM

Belgium has not availed itself of the option granted by Article 10(1).
CANADA

Article 10 is in force in its original text. Canada has not exercised the
option granted by paragraph (1).
CROATIA

The constitution of a fund is not at present required. The relevant
provisions of Article 10 have been enacted in article 415 of the Maritime Code
which so provides:

The ship operator may be entitled to the limitation of liability even in
case the limitation fund has not been constituted according to Article 416
of this Law.

If the ship operator is entitled to the limitation of liability and the
limitation And has not been constituted, the provision of Article 417
shall be applied accordingly.
It would appear, however, that this provision will very likely be amended
so to make the constitution of the fund compulsory.
DENMARK

The constitution of a fund is not required. Section 242 of the Merchant
Shipping Act so provides:

Even if no limitation .firnd has been established, the responsible
person may limit the liabilio,. In such event the Court shall solely
consider- the claims invoked in the course of the case. If the responsible
per-son makes such a claim, the decision passed shall, however; make a
reservation that other claims as vvell, subject to the same liability limit,
shall be taken into account in the limitation of liability.

A decision according to subsection (1) hereof may be enforced
according to the general rules of the Administration ofJustice Act to this
effect. If a reservation is made the decision as mentioned in subsection

(1) above, and a limitation And has been established before such a
period has passed to make it possible to enforce the decision, section
241, however; shall apply.

This provision incorporates the rule set out in Article 12(4) of the
Convention, thereby replacing the general statement made in Article 10(2).
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FINLAND

Also in Finland the constitution of a fund is not required. The provisions
of section 9 of chapter 9 of the Maritime Code are similar to those in force in
Denmark. They are the following:
Limitation of liability may be invoked notwithstanding that a limitation
fiind has not been constituted.

If suit has been brought concerning a clainz subject to limitation of
liability and i f a limitation And has not been constituted, the Court in
applying the provisions of this chapter shall take account only of the
claim concerned in the lawsuit. If the defendant wants any other claim
subject to the same liability amount to be considered vvith regard to
limitation of liabilitv; a reservation to that effect shall be made in the
judgitzent.

A judgment without a reservation according to the second paragraph
may be enforced notwithstanding the provision of section 8. If the
judgment contains such reservation as aforesaid, it may still be enforced
unless a limitation And has been constituted and the Court trying the
application of section 8 finds cause to refitse enforcenzetzt
If a limitation fitnd has not been constituted, the parties may subnzit the
question of the amount of the limitation of liability and the distribution to
examinatign and decision by an average adjuster Provisions concenzing
appeal against the adjuster's statement are found in chapter 21.
FRANCE

Article 10 is in force in its original text. France has not exercised the
option granted by paragraph (1).
GEORGIA

Article 10 of the Convention has not been enacted. The constitution of a
fund, however, seems to be optional since article 343 of the Maritime Code
provides, as Article 11 of the Convention, that the person liable may constitute
a fund.
GERMANY

Article 10 is in force in its original text. Germany has not exercised the
option granted by paragraph (1).
GREECE

Article 10 has become part of Greek law without any change. Greece,
however, has not availed itself of the right, granted under paragraph (1), to
require the constitution of a limitation fund as a condition for a person being
able to invoke the right to limit liability.
As regards the rules of procedure applicable in Greece, the following

response has been given by the Greek MLA to Question 3 of the
Questionnaire:

No special ritle.v were enacted to enable the conduct of limitation
proceedings. The existing provisions dealing with the procedure for
limiting liability under the previous regime set out in the Fifth Title of the
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Greek Code of Private Maritime Law (Act 3816/1958) are applied, with

some adjustments, by the Greek Courts in the conduct of limitation
proceedings under the Convention.* It is argued, howevei; that the

procedure enacted for the purposes of limitation in CLC cases
(Presidential Decree 666/1982) would have been more appropriate for
LLMC cases than the system provided in the Code.
By way of comment on the manner in which limitation is conducted, one
could perhaps raise the issue ofpossible delay in obtaining the judgment
permitting the constitution of a limitation fluid through production of a
guarantee: the combined effect of the requirement, placed by Article 11
§ 2 of the Convention, for Court intervention in confirming the adequacy

of the security and of the submission of the proceedings for the
constitution of the fitnd to the procedure for security measures in Article
91 CPML may result in the release of the vessel delaying by some weeks
in case the application is put 017 the ordinaty Court list.

The issue of whether claims subject to limitation continue to bear
interest after the constitution of the And is CUlTendy disputed in the
Piraeus Courts.
* The relevant provisions (Articles 88-104) are reproduced in Annex VII.
HONG KONG, CHINA

Article 10 is in force in its original text. Hong Kong has not availed itself

of the right, granted to States Parties by paragraph (1) to require the
constitution of a fund in order for the person liable to invoke the right to limit
liability.
IRELAND

Article 10 has been given the force of law without any change or
addition.
JAPAN

Japan has exercised the option granted by paragraph (1). The
constitution of a fund is required to invoke limitation.
MEXICO

Article 10 is in force in its original text.
NETHERLANDS

The constitution of a fund is required. Article 642a(1) of the Code of
Civil Procedure so provides:
A person who wishes to avail himself of the provisions of Article 750,
751, 1060 or 1061 of Book- 8 of the Civil Code to limit his liability shall
apply to the district court of the place where the ship is registered in the
register referred to in Article 193 or 783 of Book 8 of the Civil Code, or
if the ship is not registered in am' of these registers, to the District Court

of Rotterdam, requesting that the court determine the amount or
amounts to which his liability will be limited (the amount of the
limitation fluid or .fiuids) and order the institution of proceedings .for the
pum pose of distributing the fiind to be constituted.
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Article 642c(2) so in turn provides:
Upon granting the application, the court shall determine the amount of

the limitation fund or filnds, expressed in units of accdunt, with the
observance of Articles 755 and 756 of Book 8 of the Civil Code or the
general administrative order referred to in Article 1065 of Book 8 of the
Civil Code. The court shall order the applicant to constitute the_fund on
a day which it shall determine, but in any event no later than one month
following the day of the order; by:

depositing into court the anzount of the funds, as calculated in
accordance with Articles 755, 756 and 759 of Book 8 of the Civil
Code or the general administrative order referred to in Article 1065
of that Book, increased by statutory interest pursuant to Article 757
or that general administrative order and by an amount covering the
costs of the proceedings; or
providing security.for the amount referred to under (a) in some other
way, as the court shall determine, increased by statutory interest due
fronz the day on which this security is provided until the day on which
the clerk of court issues the summons referred to in Article 642v.
The Dutch legislative history of the Act by means of which the LLMC
Convention was ratified (Explanatory Note, 19769, Nr. 3, p. 13), mentions
that Dutch law (Article 320a of the Code of Civil Procedure) (now Article
642a of the Code of Civil Procedure) contains a condition to constitute a fund,
as a result of which the claimant whose claim is limited, has security that the
(limited) claim shall be satisfied.
The Dutch legislative history of the Act by means of which the LLMC
Convention was implemented in Dutch statutory law (Explanatory Note,
19768, Nr. 3, p. 2), mentions that the text of the proposed Act maintains the
previous system (i.e. to require the constitution of a fund) as this system leads

to a more convenient procedure, while the fact that the fund may be
constituted by means of posting security (see Article 642c(2)(b) of the Code
of Civil Procedure) may prevent cash flow being affected.
NEW ZEALAND

Although Article 10 of the Convention has not been enacted, the
constitution of a fund is not required in order that limitation may be invoked.
NORWAY

Limitation may be invoked without constitution of a limitation fund.
Section 18 of the Maritime Code is almost identical to section 9 of chapter 9
of the Finnish Maritime Code.
POLAND

According to art. 309 of the Polish Maritime Code the constitution of the
limitation fund is not required to invoke the right to limit liability. However,
if it is likely that more creditors would appear, the Court may make limitation
of liability conditional upon the establishment of the limitation fund.
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SWEDEN

The position is the same as in Finland.
SPAIN

Article 10 is in force in its original text. Spain has not exercised the
option granted by paragraph (1).
UNITED KINGDOM

The constitution of a limitation fund is not required. Article 10 of the
Convention has been enacted without the second sentence of paragraph 1.
ARTICLE 11
Constitution of the fund
Any person alleged to be liable may constitute a fund with the Court
or other competent authority in any State Party in which legal proceedings
are instituted in respect of claims subject to linzitation. The fund shall be
constituted in the sum of such of the amounts set out in Articles 6 and 7 as
are applicable to claims for which that person may be liable, together with
interest thereon from the date of the occurrence giving rise to the liability
until the date of the constitution of the fund. Any fund thus constituted shall
be available only for the payment of claims in respect of which limitation of
liability can be invoked.

A fund may be constituted, either by depositing the sum, or by
producing a guarantee acceptable under the legislation of the State Party
where the fund is constituted and considered to be adequate by the Court or
other competent authority.
A fund constituted by one of the persons mentioned in paragraph
1(a), (b) or (c) or paragraph 2 of Article 9 or his insurer shall be deemed

constituted by all persons mentioned in paragraph 1(a), (b) or (c) or
paragraph 2, respectively.
AUSTRALIA

Article 11 is in force in its original text. The procedure for the
determination of the limit of liability is set out in section 9 of the Act, which
so provides:
9.

Applications to the Court under the applied provisions
(I) Where a claim is made, or is expected to be made, against a pet-son
in respect of any liability of the pet-son that may be limited under the
applied provisions, the person may apply:
where a claim has been made against the person in proceedings in
the Supreme Court of a State or Territoty-to that Court; or
in any other case-to the Supreme Court of any State or Territory;
to determine the limit of that liability under the applied provisions,
and the Court may determine that limit.
(2) In making the determination, the Court may make any order with
respect to the constitution, administration and distribution, in
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accordance with the applied provisions, of a limitation fund in respect of
claims subject to the limitation.
(3) The Court may, at any stage of the proceedings, upon application or
of its own motion, by order, transfer the proceedings to another Supreme
Court
(4) Where proceedings are transferred from a Court to another Court:

all documents filed of record, and moneys lodged, in the firstmentioned Court shall be transmitted to the other Court; and

the other Court shall proceed as if the proceedings had been
instituted and pursued in that Court.
(5) This section does not exclude or limit the operation of section 25 of
the Admiralty Act 1988.
It would appear, therefore, that the determination of the limit of liability

may be requested even before proceedings are brought against the person
invoking the benefit of limitation in which event the request may be addressed

"to the Supreme Court of any State or Territory", but subsequently the
proceedings may be transferred to another Court.
BAHAMAS

In connection with article 11(1), which has been implemented without
any change, section 8(1) of Part II of the Second Schedule to the Act provides
that the Minister may from time to time, with the concurrence of the Central
Bank, prescribe the rate of interest to be applied.
BARBADOS

In section 8(1) of Part II of the Second Schedule to the Shipping Act
1994 there is a provision identical to that mentioned above in respect of the
Bahamas.
BELGIUM

This Article has been implemented without any change and, therefore,
proceedings must be commenced before a fund is constituted.

The provision in Article 48 relating to interest is, when the fund is
constituted in a sum of money, the same as that in Article 11 of the Convention.

When the fund is constituted by producing a guarantee, pursuant to Article
48(3) interest must be added for the period the Court will deem proper.
CANADA

Article 11 is in force in its original text.
CROATIA

Article 416 of the Maritime Code corresponds to article 11 of the
Convention. The minor differences in the wording of the English translation
are almost certainly due to a language problems.
DENMARK

Section 240 of Merchant Shipping Act so provides in its first two
paragraphs:
(1) Ifin this country art-est is requested, legal action is instituted or other
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legal steps are requested to be taken as a result of claims which,
according to their nature, may be litnited, a limitation fund mav be
established with the Maritime and Comtnercial Court of Copenhagen.

(2) The fiind is deemed to have been established with effect for all
persons who may invoke the same liability limit and to cover all such
claims which the liability limit applies to. Onlv claims for which
limitation may be invoked, can be requested to be covered by the fund.

Except for the absence of any provision on interest, this section
corresponds to Article 11.
FINLAND

The provisions of the Finnish Maritime Code (section 7(1) and (2) of
Chapter 9) are similar, albeit not identical to those of the Danish Maritime
Code. They are the following:
If on account of a claim subject to limitation in this country, suit has been

brought or arrest or other legal proceedings have been instituted, a
limitation fiind may be constituted. The fund shall be constituted with the
Court where suit has been brought or othenvise with the Maritime Court

competent for the place where art-est or other legal action has been
applied for
A limitation fiind shall be deemed to have been constituted with effect.for

all persons who can claim the same limit of liability. It is intended ,for
payment only of claims of the kind to which that limit of liability applies.
FRANCE

Article 11 is in force in its original text. However pursuant to article 59

of décret No. 67-967 of 27 October 1967 on the statute of ships the
application for the constitution of the fund must be addressed to the president
of the Tribunal de Commerce of the port of registration of the ship, if the ship
is registered in France or, if the ship is foreign, to the president of the Tribunal
de Commerce of the French port where the accident took place or of the first
French port of call after the accident, or, in the absence of one of these ports

of the place of the first arrest or the place where the first security was
provided. The provisions on limitation proceedings enacted in the above
decree were meant to implement the 1957 Limitation Convention but they
continue to apply also after the LLMC Convention has entered into force,
replacing the 1957 Convention.
GEORGIA

Articles 343 and 344 of the Maritime Code so provide:
Article 343
I. For the purposes of securing his liability the shipowner niay set up a
.fund in the court or other competent body where the claim is being made
against him.
2. The fund is set up to the sum comprising the maximum liability of the
shipowner by making over sums of money (deposit) or providing other
security acknowledged as acceptable and sufficient by the court or other
competent body whei-e the firtid is being set up.
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Article 344
The fund set up in accordance with Article 343 of the present Code is
designated only for meeting claims under which liability may be limited.
Although the wording differs, probably due, at least in part, to translation
problems, from that of article 11(1) and (2) of the Convention, the meaning is
the same, except for the omission of the reference to the interest. A provision
corresponding to that of article 11(3) is, however, missing.
GERMANY

In Germany the debtor may choose between the constitution of a
limitation fund and the declaration of a defence during the court proceedings.
The constitution of a limitation fund leads to an in rem limitation having effect
on any claim directed against the debtor even if it is not pending before the

court. In case of the declaration of a defence the debtor bears the risk that
other claimants who are not bound to the first court decision might raise
further claims resulting in an additional (limited) payment irrespective of the
first payment. Therefore, the debtor should prefer to constitute a fund if there
is more than one claimant.
GREECE

Although this Article has become part of Greek law without any change,
the right to limit liability may be invoked whether legal proceedings in respect
of claims subject to limitation have already be instituted or not.
HONG KONG, CHINA

Article 11 is in force in its original text but limitation proceedings can be
commenced before the High Court irrespective of legal proceedings having

been instituted against the person liable in respect of claims subject to
limitation. This seems to be implied in section 37(1) and (2) of the Rules of
the High Court which so provides:
(I) In a limitation action the person seeking relief shall be the plaintiff
and shall be named in Me writ by his !Wale and not described merely as
the owner of or as bearing some other relation to, a particular ship or
other property.
(2) The plaintiff must make one of the persons with Claill1S against him in
respect of the casualty to which the action relates defendant to the action
and nray make am' Or all of the others defCndants also.
IRELAND

Ireland has not availed itself of the right to provide for the constitution of
the limitation fund as a condition for invoking the benefit of limitation. As
regards interest, section 14 of the MSA 1996 so provides:
14. The Minister may, with the consent of the Minister .for Finance,
prescribe by order the rate of interest to be applied Ibr the purposes of
paragraph 1 of Article 11 of the 1976 Convention.
JAPAN

Article 25(3) of the Shipowners Limitation of Liability Act provides that
the Court must dismiss the application to commence limitation proceedings,
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inter alia, when the person seeking the benefit of limitation does not comply
with the provisions of Article 19(1). Article 19(1) in turn provides that the
Court must order the person applying for limitation of liability to deposit the
limitation fund, in the amount specified by the Court together with interest at
the rate of 6% per annum from the date of the occurrence.
MEXICO

Article 11 is in force in its original text.
NETHERLANDS

Although it is necessary that judicial proceedings be commenced in
respect of claims subject to limitation before a fund may be constituted, while

pursuant to article 11(1) of the Convention there is a link between the
proceedings instituted in respect of claims subject to limitation and the
constitution of the fund, pursuant to article 642(a)(1) of the Dutch Code of
Civil Procedure (quoted in the comments on article 10 of the Convention) the
court competent for the conduct of the limitation proceedings, with which,
therefore, the fund must be constituted, is the Court of the place where the
ship is registered in the Netherlands or, if the ship is not registered in the

Netherlands, with the District Court (Arrondissementrechtbank) of
Rotterdam.
Article 642(c)(2) of the Code of Civil Procedure provides that the Court

shall determine the amount of the limitation fund or funds with the
observance of the articles of the Civil Code setting out the limits (articles 755
and 756 of book 8). Article 757 Civil Code so in turn provides:

To the amounts referred to in Articles 755 and 756 shall be added the
statutory interest calculated fi-oni the day of the occurrence giving rise

to the liability until the day upon which the pet-son who filed an
application .for limitation of his liability has complied with the court
order imposed on him in accordance with Article 642c of the Code of
Civil Procedure.
NEW ZEALAND

There are no provisions corresponding to those of article 11 of the
Convention. However the combination of High Court Rule 792 and section 89
of the MTA allow a person to apply for a decree fixing the amount to which

his liability is to be limited in accordance with the limitation provisions of
Part VII of the MTA. It would be almost inevitable that the Court would order
security or a fund to be constituted as a condition of the decree. The definition
of "limitation of liability" in section 84 of the MTA arguably achieves what is
sought to be achieved by article 11(3) of the Convention.
NORWAY

The provisions of article 11 are scattered in several section of the
Maritime Code. The first sentence of article I 1(1 ) has been enacted in section
177 which so provides in its first paragraph:

If in this country suit has been brought or arrest or other enforcement
proceedings are applied .for in connection with a claim which by its
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nature is subject to limitation, a limitation fund may be constituted at the
Court in question.
The second sentence has been enacted in section 232 which so provides
in its first paragraph:
The global fitnd shall correspond to
the total of the amounts which according to section 175 are the limits

of the liability for the claims for vvhich limitation of liability is being
invoked and which arose from one and the same event, and
interest on the amounts mentioned under letter a) for the time from the

event to the constitution of the fund, calculated at the rate laid down
according to Section 3 ofAct of December 17, 1976, No. 100 Relating to
Interest on Overdue Payments.
The third sentence has been enacted in section 176 which so provides in
its first and second paragraphs:

Each liability amount shall be distributed among the claims to which
limitation applies in proportion to the amounts of the proven claims.
If the amount metztioned in subparagraph 2 of Section 175 does not fidly

satisfi; the claims to which the amount relates, the remainder shall be
paid on an equal footing with other claims out of the amount mentioned
in subparagraph 3 of Section 175.
Provisions corresponding to those of article 11(2) may be found in the
first paragraph of section 233 which so provides:
The person applying for the constitution of a limitation fund shall pay the
amount of the And to the Court or give such security for the amount as
the Court finds satisfactory.
Finally, provisions corresponding to those of article 11(3) may be found
in the second paragraph of section 177 which so provides:
The fund shall be regarded as constituted with effect for all persons vvho
can claim the same limit of liability, and to meet only those claims to
which the limit applies.
POLAND

According to Art. 314 § 2 of the Polish Maritime Code only the District
Court in Gdansk is exclusively competent for the constitution of the fund.
SPAIN

Article 11 is in force in its original text.
SWEDEN

The position is the same as in Finland.
UNITED KINGDOM

Article 11 is in force in its original text. Provisions on the rate of interest
may be found in section 8 of Part II of Schedule 7 to the MSA 1995 which so
provides:
(1) The Secretary of State may, with the concurrence of the Treasury, by

order prescribe the rate of interest to be applied for the purposes of
paragraph 1 of article 11.
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Any statutory instrument containing an order under sub-paragraph
(I) above shall be laid before Parliament after being made.
Where a fund is constituted with the court in accordance with article
I I for the payment of claims arising out of any occurrence, the court may
stay any proceedings relating to any claim arising out of that occurrence

which are pending against the person by whom the fund has been
constituted.

ARTICLE 12
Distribution of the Fund

Subject to the provisions of paragraphs I, 2 and 3 of Article 6 and
ofArticle 7, the fund shall be distributed among the claimants in proportion
to their established claims against the fund.
If before the fund is distributed, the person liable, or his insurer,
has seftled a claim against The fund such person shall, up to the amount he

has paid, acquire by subrogation the rights which the person so
contpensated would have enjoyed under this Convention.
The right of subrogation provided for in paragraph 2 may also be
exercised by persons other than those therein mentioned in respect of any
amount of compensation which they may have paid, but only to the extent
that such subrogation is permitted under the applicable national law.
Where the person liable or any other person establishes that he may
be contpelled to pay, at a later date, in whole or in part any such amount of
compensation with regard to which such person would have enjoyed a right
of subrogation pursuant to paragraphs 2 and 3 Izad the compensation been
paid before the fund was distributed, the Court or other competent authority
of the State where the fund has been constituted may order that a sufficient
sum shall be provisionally set aside to enable such person at such later date
to enforce his claim against the fund.
AUSTRALIA

25.

Section 25 of the Admiralty Act 1988 (Cth) is in the following terms:
Limitation of liability under Liability Conventions
A person vvho apprehends that a claim.for compensation under a law
(including a law of a State or a Territoty) that gives effect to provisions
of a Liability Convention may be made against the person by some other
person rnay apply to the Federal Court to determine the question whether
the liability of the first-tnentioned person in respect of the claim may be
limited under that law.
Subsection (I) does not affect the jurisdiction of any other court.
011 an application under subsection (I), the Federal Court mav, in
accordance with the law referred to in that subsection:
determine whether the applicant's liability may be so limited and,
if it may be so limited, determine the limit of that liability;

order the constitution of a limitation fund .for the payment of
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claims in respect of which the applicant is entitled to limit his other liability; and
(c) make such orders as are just with respect to the administration
and distribution of that fund.

(4) Whet-e a court has jurisdiction under this Act in respect of a
proceeding, that jurisdiction extends to entertaining a defence in the
proceeding by way of limitation of liability under a /au, that gives effect
to provisions of a Liability Convention.
Further, Rules 61 to 64 of the Admiralty Rules make provision for such
procedural matters as service of initiating process, advertising and the setting
aside of limitation determinations.
Beyond these provisions, the constitution and distribution of the fund, to
the extent not regulated by the Convention, are matters for the court.
BAHAMAS

The position is the same as in the United Kingdom.
BARBADOS

The position is the same as in the United Kingdom.
BELGIUM

This Article has been given effect without any change. The provision of
its paragraph (1) is repeated in Article 51 of Book II, Title II of the Code of
Commerce as amended.
CANADA

Article 12 is in force in its original text.
CROATIA

Article 12 is in force in its original text. Only paragraph 4 of article 12
has been enacted in article 435 of the Maritime Code which so provides:
If the proposer makes it credible that some claims should be settled from
the limitation ,fitnd abroad, the court may, at his proposal, order that the
sum which would be necessary,* the settlement of his claim be set aside
from the fund in proportion to other reported claims and to the limitation
fund.
A proposal as referred to in Paragraph 1 of this Article may be submitted
until the holding of the.first hearing.* the distribution of the constituted
limitation .fund.

The sum set aside according to the provision of Paragraph 1 of this
Article shall be kept in a separate deposit for ten years from the date the
ruling on the final distribution of the constituted limitation,fitnd became
final.

The court may even before the expiration of the term referred to in
Paragraph 3 of this Article order that the sum set aside be in vvhole or in
part returned to the general deposit of the limitation fluid, if according

to the circum.slances it can be concluded that other requirements .for
setting aside the sum have ceased exist (Paragraph 1).
After the expiration of the term referred to in Paragraph 3 of this Article
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the court shall return the sum set aside to the general deposit of the
linzitation fund.

Provisions are then made in article 438 on payments on account, which
do not appear to be in conflict with the Convention.
DENMARK

The provisions of Article 12 have been enacted in section 239(1), (3) and
(4) of the Merchant Shipping Act as follows:

Each limitation amount shall be distributed among the claimants
according to their claims.
lf in pursuance of section 238(2) hereof the amount is not sufficient
to cover those claims, the uncovered part, in equal proportion with other
claims, shall be covered by the amount of limitation mentioned in section
238(3).

The pet-son who has paid a claim wholly or partly before the
limitation amounts have been distributed, enters in the claimant's right
to cover in proportion to the paid amount.
If any person establishes that he will later be compelled to pay such

a claim in whole or in part and that he will thereby enter into the
claimant's right to covet; the court tnav decide that a sufficient amount
shall be reserved so that he may have his claim covered later according
to subsection (3) hereof
FINLAND

In section 7 of chapter 8 of the Maritime Code there are provisions
almost identical to those of section 239 of the Danish Maritime Code.
FRANCE

Article 12 is in force in its original text. Provisions similar to those of
paragraph (4) are set out in article 69 of Decree No. 67-967 in the following
terms:
Lorsque le requérant établit qu'il pourrait étre ultérieurement contraint
de payer en tout ou en partie une des créances visées à l'article 65 de la

loi n° 67-5 du 3 janvier 1967 portant statut des navires et mitres
biitiments de me!; le juge-commissaire peut ordonner qu'une somme
suffisante .soit provisoirement réservée pour permettre au requérant de

.faire ultérieurement valoir ses droits sur le fonds, aux conditions
indiquées audit article 65 de la loi précitée.
Article 65 of Law No. 67-5 of 3 January 1967 so in turn provides:
Si, avant la répartition du fonds, le propriétaire d'un navire a payé en
tout ou en partie une des créances indiqztées aux articles 58, 59 et 61,

est autorisé à prendre, d due concurrence, les lieu et place de son
créancier dcms la distribution du fonds, mais settlement dans la mesure
oft, selon le droit du pays ()et le fonds est constitué, ce créancier aurait pu
fait-e reconnoitre sa créance C011tre le propriétaire.
There does not appear to be any conflict between the above provisions
and those of article 12(4) of the Convention. In any event, if there were any
such conflict, the latter would prevail.
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GEORGIA

It would appear that only the provision of article 12(1) has been enacted.
Article 345(2) so in fact provides:
The fund is distributed among the creditors in proportion to their claims
as established by the court.
GERMANY

Article 12 is in force in its original text.
GREECE

Article 12 has become part of Greek law without any change.
HONG KONG, CHINA

Article 12 is in force in its original text.
IRELAND

Article 12 has been given the force of law without any change but with
the following additional provision in section 16 of the MSA 1996:
16. No lien or other right in respect of any ship or property shall affect
the propositions in which under Article 12 of the 1976 Convention the
fund mentioned in that Article is distributed among the several claimants
concerned.
JAPAN

Article 12 has not been enacted expressly into the Limitation of Liability
of Shipowners Act, but its paragraph 1 is deemed to be applicable as a matter
of course.
MEXICO

Article 12 is in force in its original text.
NETHEFtLANDS

Article 12 is in force in its original text.
NEW ZEALAND

The rule laid down in article 12(1) appears to have been enacted in
section 89 of the MTA 1994 which so provides:
Where two or more claitns are made or expected against any person
who is alleged to have incurred liability in respect of any claim of a kind
referred to in section 86(2) of this Act, that person may apply to the High
Court to have the claims consolidated.
On any such application, the Court may:
Determine the amount of the applicant's liability, and distribute
that amount rateably among the several claimants; and

Stay any other proceedings pending in the same or any other
Court in relation to the same matter; and
Proceed in such manner and give such directions relating to the
joining or excluding of interested persons as parties, the giving of
security, the payments of costs, or othenyise, as the Court thinks
just.
The other provisions of article 12 do not appear to have been enacted.
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NORWAY

The provisions of article 12 have been implemented in section 176 of the

Maritime Code. The provision of article 12(3), whereby the right of
subrogation may also be exercised by persons other than those mentioned in
the preceding paragraph to the extent that such subrogation is permitted under
the applicable national law, has been omitted, but in the third paragraph of
section 176, corresponding to article 12(2), the reference to the person liable
or his insurer is replaced by a reference to "a person" (who has paid a claim)
generally.
POLAND

Article 12 is in force in its original text.
SWEDEN

The position is the same as in Finland.
UNITED KINGDOM

Article 12 of the Convention is in force in its original text. In addition it
is provided that the fund must be distributed in proportion of the established
claims which implies that no priorities are recognized. This is expressly stated

in section 9 of Part II of the Second Schedule to the MSA 1989 in the
following terms:
No lien or other right in respect of any ship or property shall affect the

proportions in which under Article 12 the fund is distributed among
several claimantS.

ARTICLE 13
Bar to other actions

I. Where a limitation fund has been constituted in accordance with
Article 11, any person having made a claim against the fund shall be barred
from exercising any right in respect of such claim against any other assets
of a person by or on behalf of whom tIze fund has been constituted.
2. After a limitation fund has been constituted in accordance with
Article 11, any ship or other property, belonging to a person on behalf of
whom the fttnd has been constituted, which has been arrested or attached
within the jurisdiction of a State Party for a claim which may be raised
against the fund, or any security given, may be released by order of the
Court or other competent authority of such State. However, such release
shall always be ordered if the limitation fund has been constituted:
at the port where the occurrence took place, or, if it took place out
of port, at the first port of call thereafter; or
at the port of disembarkation in respect of claims for loss of life or
personal injury; or
at the port of discharge in respect of damage to cargo; or
in the State where the arrest is made.
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3.

The rules of paragraphs I and 2 shall apply only if the claimant

may bring a claim against the limitation fund before the Court
administering that fund and the fund is actually available and freely
transferable in respect of that claim.
AUSTRALIA

This Article is in force in its original text.
BAHAMAS

The position is the same as in the United Kingdom.
BARBADOS

The position is the same as in the United Kingdom.
BELGIUM

This Article has been implemented without any change. Article 48(5) of
Book II, Title II of the Code of Commerce, as amended, provides that Article
13 of the Convention applies as from the time of the order of the Court by
which the proper constitution of the fund is acknowledged.
CANADA

Article 13 is in force in its original text.
By Section 580 of The Canada Shipping Act, the Admiralty Court being

the Federal Court of Canada has exclusive jurisdiction with respect to any
matter relating to the constitution and distribution of a limitation fund under
Articles 11 to 13 of the Convention.
By Section 582 of The Canada Shipping Act, certain procedures are
described with respect to release of a vessel as follows:
582. (I) Where a ship or other property is released pursuant to paragraph 2
ofArticle 13 of the C0171,ention, the person who applies for the release is

deemed, in am' case other than a case in which a fitnd has been
constituted in a place described in paragraphs 2(a) to (d) of that Article,
to have submitted to the jurisdiction of the court that ordered the release
for the purpose of determining the claim.
(2) In considering whether to release a ship or other property referred to
in subsection (1), the court shall not have regard to a limitation fluid that
is constituted in a country other than Canada unless the court is satisfied
that the country is a state that is a party to the Convention.
CROATIA

This Article is in force in its original text even though its provisions have
not been enacted in the Maritime Code.
DENMARK

The rules laid down in paragraphs (1) and (2) of Article 13 have been
enacted in section 241 of the Merchant Shipping Act in slightly different
terms according to whether the limitation fund has been constituted in
Denmark or in Finland, Norway or Sweden or in another State Party, the
difference being that the limits as to the place of constitution of the fund set
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out in Article 13(2) operate only if the fund is constituted in a State Party other
than a Scandinavian State. Section 241 so in fact provides:

(I) If a claim is notified to a limitation huid which is established
according to section 240 above, cf. Part 15, ol- according to similar rules
in another convention State, no arrest or execution may be made for this

claim, nor any other rights be exercised over a ship or other property
belonging to any person on whose behalf the.fitnd is established and who
has a right to liability limitation.

(2) After a limitation fund has been established in Denmark or in
Finland, Norway or Sweden, no arrest or execution 111ay be levied mother rights be exercised over the ship or other property belonging to any
person 017 whose behalf the fitird is established and who is entitled to
limitation of liability for claims which may be invoked against the fitnd,
cf., however; section 242(2). If arrest is levied on a ship or property or
security is provided to avoid arrest, the arrest shall in such cases be lifted
or the security be released.
(3) After a limitation fund has been established in another convention

State, the Court may refitse a request .for arrest or execution, cf,
however, section 242(2). If arrest has been levied Or security provided to

avoid arrest, the arrest may be lifted or the security be released. The

request for arrest shall be refitsed, an arrest levied after the
establishment of a _fluid be lifted and security to prevent such arrest be
released provided the fitnd was established..
in the port where the liability incurring occraTence took place or
if it did not take place in a port, in the first port of call after the
occurrence,
the port of disembarkation if the claim relates to personal
in the port of discharge if the claim relates to damage to cargo.
(4) The rules of subsections (1) and (3) may be applied correspondingly
if it is substantiated that a limitation.fitnd, established in a State which is

not a convention State, nrav be compared to a limitation .firnd as
mentioned in section 240.
(5) The rules of subsections (1)-(4) shall apply solely if the claimant may
make claims against the fiord before the Court of law which administers

it and the find is actually at disposal and may freely be transferred to
cover the claim.
(6) Convention State means in this Part of the Act a State which is bound
by the London Convention of 1976 017 LilllitClti011 of Liability.for Claims
subject to Maritime Law.

As it appears from sub-section 4, the rules applicable when the fund is
constituted in a State Party other than a Scandinavian State are extended,
under certain conditions, also to limitation funds constituted in non-party
State. This is a sensible provision, which can yield to the advantage of owners
of ships flying the flag of States Parties.
FINLAND

In section 8 of Chapter 9 of the Maritime Code there are provisions
almost identical to those of the Danish Maritime Code.
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FRANCE

Article 13 is in force in its original text.
GEORGIA

The provisions of article 13 have not been enacted in the Georgian
Maritime Code.
GREECE

Article 13 has become part of Greek law without any change.
HONG KONG, CHINA

Article 13 is in force in its original text.
IRELAND

Sections 15 and 17 of the MSA 1996 so provide:
15. Where a fluid is constituted Tvith a court in accordance with Article
II of the 1976 Convention for the payment of claims arising out of any

occurrence, the court may stay any proceedings relating to any claim
arising out of that occurrence which are pending in that court, or any
court of lower jurisdiction to that court, against the person by vvhonz the
fund has been constituted.

17. Where the release of a ship or other property is ordered under
paragraph 2 of Article 13 of the 1976 Convention the person 011 whose

application it is ordered to be released shall be deemed to have
submitted to the jurisdiction of the court to adjudicate 011 the claim for
which the ship or property was arrested o,- attached.
JAPAN

Article 13 has been incorporated into the Limitation of Liability of
Shipowners Act.
MEXICO

Article 13 is in force in its original text.
NETHERLANDS

Article 13 is in force in its original text. Its provisions are supplemented
by Article 642e of the Dutch Code of Civil Procedure which so provides:

1. If after the granting of an application under Article 750 or 751 of
Book 8 of the Civil Code, no claimants have objected to limitation of
liability by the person liable within the period of time referred ro in
Article 642g, or if an irrevocable decision has been made rejecting a
[particular] claimant's objection, and a find has been constituted with
respect to which the court hcts issued a declaration as referred to in
Article 642c(6) and the jUnd i.s actually available to the claimant and the

claimant can enforce his claim against the .fitlid, the court may, at the
request of the persons JOT whose benefit the .filnd was constituted, order

the release of arre.yts or attachments, which May have been levied in
respect of the claims.lbr which theliuul was constituted, or order that any
security which was provided he returned.
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2. If the requirements set lbrth in paragraph I are met, the court shall,
upon the submission of an application as referred to in paragraph 1,
issue an order as referred to in that paragraph if the fund has been
constituted:
at the port where the accident .frorn which liability arose took
place, or; if the accident took place out of port, at the ship's first
port of call thereafter; or
at the port of disembarkation of the persons involved, if the
damage arose,fi-orn loss of lift or personal injury, or
at the port of discharge in respect of damage to cargo, or
in the State where the arrest was made.
3. Paragraphs I and 2 of this Article shall only apply if the fiord can be
freely transferred to the claimant in respect of his claim.
NEW ZEALAND

New Zealand has not enacted an equivalent to Article 13 of the
Convention in the MTA.
Section 91 of MTA 1994 so provides:
(I) Where any ship or other property is arrested or seized in respect of a
claim that appears to be one for which liability is limited by this Part of
this Act, or security has been given to prevent Or obtain release fr0171 any

such arrest or seizure, the High Court may, on the application of the
owner- of the ship or other property or aro) other person having an
interest in the ownership of the ship or other property, order the release

of the ship, property, or security if the conditions specified in subsection
(2) of this section are met.
(2) The conditions for the making of an order under subsection (I) of this
section are as follows:
That security of a kind that, in the opinion of the Court, is satisfactory

(in this section referred to as the guarantee) has previously been
given, whether in New Zealand or elsewhere, in respect of the claim;

and
That the Court is satisfied:
That if the claim is established the amount of the guarantee will in
.fact be available to the claimant; and
That the amount, either by itself or together- with any .firrther
security that the Court inav require to be given, is at least equal to

the maximum amount that may be allowed to the claimant in
accordance with the provisions of sections 86 and 87 of this Act.
The first possible difference between the above provision and Article 13

is that Section 91 does not appear to make the release conditional to the
constitution of the fund but to the provision of security in respect of the
particular claim for which the arrest has been applied for. However, it
nevertheless has the effect of requiring the owner to put up security for the full
limitation amount. That is the result of the reference in section 91(2)(b)(ii) to

sections 86 and 87. The bar to other actions can be achieved under section
89(2)(b).
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The second more probable difference consists in that the relief that is
mandatory under Article 13 of the Convention (bar to actions against other
assets and relief in certain circumstances) is left in the Court's discretion
under the MTA.
NORWAY

Article 13 has been enacted in section 178 of the Maritime Code, in
terms practically identical to those of the corresponding provision of the
Danish Maritime Code.
POLAND

Article 13 is in force in its original text.
SWEDEN

Section 8 of Chapter 9 of the Maritime Code is worded as the
corresponding section of the Finnish Maritime Code.
UNITED KINGDOM

Article 13 has been implemented without any change. In addition,
section 10 of Part II of Schedule 7 to the MSA 1995 so provides:
Where the release of a ship or other property is ordered under paragraph

2 of article 13 the person on whose application it is ordered to be
released shall be deemed to have submitted to (ot; in Scotland,
prorogated) the jurisdiction of the court to adjudicate 011 the claim .for
which the ship or property was arrested or attached.

ARTICLE 14
Governing law

Subject to the provisions of this Chapter the rules relating to the
constitution and distribution of a limitation fluid, and all rules of procedure
in connexion therewith, shall be governed by the law of the State Party in
which the fund is constituted.
The States that have given effect to the Convention by enacting in whole
or in part its provisions in their domestic laws have implemented article 14 by
enacting rules relating to the constitution and distribution of the fund.
Most of the States that have given the force of law to the Convention and
have incorporated its provisions in a schedule to the act whereby such force
of law was given, have not included article 14 in the schedule. Amongst such

States are the Bahamas, Barbados, United Kingdom. An exception is
Australia, which has enacted Article 14 in its original text.
Only the States that pursuant to whose Constitution international treaties
become part of the law of the land upon their ratification, article 14 has been

automatically enacted, irrespective of special rules of procedure for the
constitution and distribution of the limitation fund having been enacted or not.
The rules of procedure enacted in States Parties are mentioned hereafter.
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AUSTRALIA

This Article is in force in its original text.
BAHAMAS

This Article is in force in its original text. No special rules on the
constitution and distribution of the limitation fund appear to have been
enacted.
BARBADOS

The position is the same as in the Bahamas.
BELGIUM

The rules of procedure relating to the constitution and distribution of the
funds have been enacted by Law 11 April 1989 and are set out in Article 48 of
Book II, Title II of the Code of Commerce, as amended by that law, as well as
in certain provisions on bankruptcy proceedings, set out in Articles 496-500,
502-504 and 508 of Book III of the Code of Commerce, reference to which is
made in Article 48(3) and (5). Such provisions are reproduced in Annex VII.
CANADA

Article 14 is in force in its original text. The Canadian Rules of
Procedure are set out in Annex VII.
CROATIA

The rules that have been enacted in respect of the constitution and
distribution of the limitation funds are quoted in Annex VII.
DENMARK

Also Denmark has given the force of law to the Convention by enacting
its provisions in its Merchant Shipping Act. The procedural rules that have
been adopted are quoted in Annex VII.
FINLAND

The position is the same as in Denmark. The rules of procedure on the
constitution and distribution of the limitation fund may be found in chapter 12
of the Maritime Code. They are reproduced in Annex VII.
GEORGIA

It does not appear that special rules of procedure have been enacted in
respect of tbe constitution and distribution of the limitation fund.
FRANCE

This Article is in force in its original text. The rules of procedure relating
to the constitution and distribution of the funds had been enacted by Decree
27 October 1967 on the status of ships (stand- des navires), articles 59-87,
quoted in Annex VII.
GERMANY

The procedure how to establish a limitation fund is laid down in the
Schiffahrtsrechtliche Verteilungsordnung (Regulation on the Distribution of
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Claims in Shipping Matters - SVert0). In general, claims subject to limitation
of liability can be pursued only in accordance with the SVert0 [§ 8 (2)]. Legal
proceedings which have already been commenced before a liMitation fund
has been constituted are to be interrupted until the claims are accepted or the

distribution procedure is revoked or suspended [§ 8 (3)]. Execution
proceedings are inadmissible [§8 (4)].
GREECE

Article 14 has become part of Greek law without any change. The
applicable rules of procedure are those set out in articles 88-104 of the Code
of Private Maritime Law (Annex VII). See also the comments under Article
10.

HONG KONG, CHINA

Article 14 is in force in its original text.
IRELAND

Article 14 has been given the force of law without any change or
addition. For a summary of the applicable rules of procedure see Annex VII.
JAPAN

The rules of procedure applicable to the limitation of liability are set out
in the Supreme Court Rules for the Procedure of the Limitation of Liability
of Shipowners and others. For a summary of such Rules see Annex VII.
MEXICO

Article 14 is in force in its original text.
NETHERLANDS

Rules of procedure have been enacted in articles 642a-642z of the Code
of Civil Procedure. They are quoted in Annex VII.
NEW ZEALAND

There is no specific provision in the MTA, nor in New Zealand's High

Court Rules of procedure, for the constitution and distribution of the
limitation funds. However, section 88(1)(a) envisages that a fund may be
constituted and the wide discretion of the Court found in section 89 and High
Court Rule 792 on limitation of liability would provide the framework for the
constitution and distribution of a fund as necessary.
NORWAY

The rules of procedure are set out in chapter 12 of the Maritime Code.
They are quoted in Annex VII.
POLAND

Article 14 is in force in its original text.
SPAIN

No special rules of procedure have been enacted and the general rules set

out in the Civil Procedure Act of 1984 (Ley del Enjuiciamento Civil) in
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respect of issues incidental to the main proceedings apply. These rules are
quoted in Annex VII.
SWEDEN

The rules of procedure are set out in Chapter 12 of Part IV of the
Maritime Code. They are almost identical to those in force in Finland.
UNITED KINGDOM

This Article is in force in its original text. The rules of procedure are

contained in the Admiralty Practice Direction to Part 49 of the Civil
Procedure Rules, section 9. These rules are set out in Annex VII.

ARTICLE 15
Scope of application

This Convention shall apply whenever any person referred to in
Article 1 seeks to limit his liability before the Court of a State Party or seeks

to procure the release of a ship or other property or the discharge of any
security given within the jurisdiction of any such State. Nevertheless, each
State Party may exclude wholly or partially from the application of this
Convention any person referred to in Article I, who at the time when the
rules of ti, is Convention are invoked before the Courts of ti: at State does not
have his habitual residence in a State Party, or does not have his principal
place of business in a State Party or any ship in relation to tvhich the right
of limitation is invoked or whose release is sought and which does not at the
time specified above fly the flag of a State Party.
Of the State Parties in respect of which replies to the Questionnaire have
been received only Poland has availed itself of the right granted under the
second sentence of this paragraph. Article 308(3) of the Polish Maritime Code
so in fact provides:
The right of limitation is not vested in the.foreign debtor who, at the time

when he invokes the right qf limitation, has his permanent place of
domicile Or principal place of business in a State, the law of which does
not provide the limitation of liability .for claims of this type: where this

law provides higher limit than that determined in the Convention on
Limitation of Liability, this higher limit is applicable.

A State party may regulate by specific provisions of national law
the system of limitation of liability to be applied to vessels which are:
according to the law of that State, ships intended for navigation
on inland waterways;
ships of less than 300 tons.

A State Party which makes use of the option provided for in this
paragraph shall inform the depositaty of the limits of liability adopted in its
national legislation or of the fact that there are none.
A)

APPLICATION OF THE CONVENTION TO SHIPS INTENDED FOR NAVIGATION
ON INLAND {NTERWAYS
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AUSTRALIA

Australia has not availed itself of the option granted by this Article.
However, it is doubted that Australian courts would regard "ships intended for
navigation on inland waterways" as "seagoing ships" within the meaning of
paragraph 2 of Article I of the Convention.
Further, the Western Australian Marine Act applies the provision of the
1957 Limitation Convention to inland waterways vessels and ferries.
BAHAMAS

The Convention applies to such vessels.
BARBADOS

Barbados has no inland waters.
BELGIUM

Art. 273 of Book II, Title II of the Code of Commerce provides that
subject to paragraphs 2-4 thereof Articles 1-15, except for the limits of
liability and for the calculation of the tonnage, shall apply to ships intended

for navigation on inland waterways and other craft treated as such ships
pursuant to an order of the King. The text of Article 273 is the following:
Per. Sous réserve des paragraphes 2 ò 4, sont applicables aux bätiments de
navigation intérieure et aux bätiments et engins flottants y assimilés par
le Roi:
1° les articles 1 ò 15 compris, sattfl'article 6, § 5, de la Convention sur
la limitation de la responsabilité en matiére de créances maritimes,
faite à Londres le 19 novembre 1976, nommée ci-aprés Convention
LLMC.

L'article 2, § ler, lettres d et e, de la Convention LLMC est applicable aux

batiments de navigation intérieure ainsi qu 'aux bätiments et engins
flottants y assimilés.
2° les articles 46, 48 ò 58 et 67 de ce Livre.

30 les articles 12 ò 14, 16 et 17 de la loi du 11 avril 1989 portant
approbation et exécution de divers actes internationaux en matiére
de navigation maritime.
Pour l'application du ler du présent article la notion de navire de mer
est, oft elle se trouve dans les articles vises, remplacée par "bdtiment de
navigation intérieure".
Les limites de responsabilité visées aux articles 6, paragraphes ler et 4,
et 7 de la Convention LLMC, et la base de calcul de la limitation de la
responsabilité sont établies par le Roi.
Le Roi petit a tout moment adapter les données ci-dessus en tenant
compte de la situation économique.
Les créances visées à l'article 2, paragraphes Je, d et e de la Convention
LLMC comprennent cuissi les créances de l'autorité causées par des
mesures et opérations visées à l'article 14 de la loi visée au paragraphe
ier, 3o.
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CANADA

Paragraph 2 is in force in its original text. The Canada Shipping Act has
expanded upon the definition of "ship" and "shipowner" by Section 576(3) as
follows:

"Ship" means am' vessel or craft design, used or capable of being used

solely or partly Ibr navigation, without regard to method or lack of
propulsion and includes
a ship in the process of construction from the time that is capable of
floating and
a ship that has been stranded, wrecked or sunk and am' part ola ship
that has been broken up,

does not include an air-cushioned vehicle or a floating platform
constructed for the purpose of exploring or exploiting the natural
resources or the subsoil of the sea-bed;
"Shipowner" means an ownet: charteret: manager or operator of a ship,

whether sea going or not, and includes any other person having an
interest in or possession of a ship fr0171 and including the launching of it.
It can be seen that for Canada, the Convention and Protocol apply to all
vessels, whether seagoing or not.
CROATIA

The Inland Navigation Act enacted in 1998 in its Article 1 par. 2 states
that all the issues not covered by that Act, one of which is the limitation of
liability shall be governed by the corresponding provisions of the Maritime
Code. Therefore, the vessels intended for navigation on inland waterways are
subject to the same regime as regards the limitation of liability as the seagoing
ships.
DENMARK

The committee that prepared the implementation of the Convention into
the Danish Merchant Shipping Act was of the opinion that a different system

of limitation of liability for vessels intended for navigation on inland
waterways was unnecessary given the fact that navigation on inland
waterways only occurs to a limited extent in Denmark. Consequently,
Chapters 7, 9 and 12 (previously Chapters 10 and 15) of the Danish Merchant
Shipping Act also apply to such vessels.
FINLAND

The Convention applies also to vessels intended for navigation on inland
waterways.
FRANCE

The Convention does not apply to vessels intended for navigation on
inland waterways. France has given notice that no limits of liability are
provided for such vessels.
GERMANY

From 1st September 1998 the SVert0 (which then changed its name from
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Seerechtliche Verteilungsordnung to Schiffahrtsrechtliche Verteilungsordnung)
has been extended to the limitation of liability for claims originating from the
use of inland waterway ships. This was due to the ratification of the Strasbourg
Convention on the Limitation of Liability in Inland Waterway Shipping (CLNI)
which entered into force on 1 st July 1999. Thus, the same system with some
particularities applies to inland waterway ships too.
GREECE

Although Greece has not enacted special provisions in order to regulate
the system of limitation of liability applicable to vessels which are intended
for navigation on inland waterways, the provisions of the Convention do not
apply to such ships since, under Greek law, they do not qualify as "ships".
HONG KONG, CHINA

Pursuant to section 14 of the Ordinance the Convention applies to any
ship "whether seagoing or not".
IRELAND

Section 10 of the MSA 1996 so provides:
10. The right to litnit liability under the 1976 Convention shall apply in

relation to any ship vvhether seagoing or not and the definition of
"shipowner" in paragraph 2 of Article 1 of that Convention shall be
construed accordingly.
JAPAN

The liability regime applicable to ships intended for navigation on inland
waterways differs from that of the Convention in that limitation of liability is
not permitted in respect of death of and personal injury to passengers.
MEXICO

Mexico has not exercised the option granted under Article 15(2)(a).
NETHERLANDS

The Netherlands has availed itself of the option granted by this
paragraph. The text of the communication made to the depositary pursuant to
article 15(2) of the Convention is quoted in Appendix B.

Since reference is made in paragraph 2(a) to ships intended for
navigation on inland waterways according to the law of the relevant State, the
definition of such ships in the Dutch Civil Code becomes relevant. Article 8:3
defines them as:
(..) ships which are entered in the register referred to in article 783 (i.e.

the register .for inland waterway ships), as well as ships which are
registered neither in this register nor in the register referred to in article
193 (i.e. the register .16,- seagoing ships), and which, according to their
construction, are neither exclusively 1701' principally destined to float at
sea.

The substantive rules of the limitation of liability in the Netherlands with
regard to inland waterway ships are laid down in the Convention de Strasbourg
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sur la limitation de la responsabilité en navigation intérieure (CLNI),
Strasbourg, 4 November 1988, to which the Netherlands is a party (entry into
force on 1 September 1997). The provisions of the CLNI are also implemented
in Dutch statutory law by means of Articles 8:1060-8:1066 Civil Code.
At the time of ratification of the LLMC Convention the limits of liability

with regard to inland waterway ships were laid down in the Royal Decree
(Order in Council) of 19 February 1990, Stb. 1990, 96. Pursuant to Article

15(2), final paragraph, of the LLMC Convention the Netherlands has
informed the depositary of these limits of liability.
The Royal Decree of 19 February 1990 has, however, been replaced by a
more recent Royal Decree of 29 November 1996, Stb. 1996, 587. Although
Article 15(2), final paragraph, of the LLMC Convention is not very clear on
this point, the text may imply that the depositary should also be kept informed
of changes in the limits of liability adopted in the national legislation pursuant
to Article 15(2) of the LLMC Convention. Current information suggests that
the depositary has not been informed of the latest Royal Decree, although it
contains limits of liability which differ from those contained in the previous
Royal Decree.
The procedural provisions of Articles 642a-642z of the Code of Civil
Procedure apply to the limitation of liability regarding both sea-going ships
and inland waterway ships.
NEW ZEALAND

New Zealand has not availed itself of the option granted by this article.
The provisions of MTA in fact apply to ships intended for navigation on
inland waterways.
NORWAY

The position is the same.
POLAND

The Convention applies only to sea-going vessels.
SPAIN

The position is the same.
SWEDEN

The position is the same.
UNITED KINGDOM

Section 503 of the MSA 1894 granted the rights to limit in the United
Kingdom to ships whether sea-going or not. Paragraphs 2 and 12 of Part II to

Schedule 7 and Section 185(1) of the 1995 MSA make it clear that in the
United Kingdom the limitation provisions of the 1976 Convention are to
continue to be applied in relation to any ship whether sea-going or not and that

the word "ship" shall include "any structure (whether completed or in the
course of completion) launched and intended for use in navigation as a ship
or part of a ship".
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B)

APPLICATION OF THE CONVENTION TO SHIPS OF LESS THAN 300 TONS.

AUSTRALIA

The option granted by this provision has not been exercised.
BAHAMAS

The Convention applies, but lower limits are provided. The following
provision has been included in section 5 of Part II of the Second Schedule to
the MSA 1989:
In the application ofArticle 6 to a ship with a tonnage less than 300 tons
that Article shall have effect as if
paragraph (a)(i) referred to 166,667 Units of Account; and
paragraph (b)(i) referred to 83,333 Units ofAccount.
Paragraph 5 has been replaced by the following provisions in Part II,
section 5(2) and (3) of the Second Schedule to the MSA 1989:

For the purposes of Article 6 and this paragraph a ship's tonnage

shall be its gross tonnage calculated in such manner as mav be
prescribed by an order made by the Minister

Any order under this paragraph shall, so .far as appears to the
Minister to be practicable, give effect to the regulations in Annex 1 of the
International Convention On Tonnage Measurement of Ships 1969.
BARBADOS

The option granted by this provision has not been exercised.
BELGIUM

Article 11 of Law 11 April 1989 provides that the King shall establish the
limit of liability applicable to ships of less than 300 tons but Article 4(1) of
Decree 14 November 1989 provides that the limits set out in Article 6(1)(a)(i)
and (b)(i) of the Convention shall apply to such ships.
CANADA

Canada, by Section 577 of The Canada Shipping Act, has enacted
national law in accordance with Article 15 paragraph 2 of the Convention.
Section 577(1) of The Canada Shipping Act describe thc limits for vcsscls less
than 300 tons:
The maximum liability of a shipowner for claims arising on any distinct
occasion involving a ship with a tonnage of less than 300 tons, other than
claims mentioned in section 578, is:
in respect of claims for loss of life or personal injury, $ 1,000,000;
in respect of any other claims, $500,000.
CROATIA

The option granted by this provision has not been exercised and article
419(1) of the Maritime Code provides that articles 406-476 which set out the
rules governing limitation of liability, apply also to "boats" which shall be
deemed to be ships of 500 tons.
DENMARK

The option granted by this provision has not be exercised.
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FINLAND

The position is the same as in Denmark.
FRANCE

France has given notice to the depositary that "as far as ships with a
tonnage of less than 300 tons are concerned, the general limits of liability are
equal to half those established in article 6 of the Convention for ships with a
tonnage not exceeding 500 tons". Since reference is made only to article 6,

the limit for passenger claims set out in article 7 of the Convention is
applicable to such ships.
GERMANY

Germany has exercised the option granted by this provision and given
notice to the depositary in the following terms:

In accordance with art. 15, par 2, _first sentence, sub-par (b) of the
Convention, the system of limitation of liability to be applied to ships up
to a tonnage of 250 tons is regulated by specific provisions of the law of
the Federal Republic of Germany to the effect that, 1,vith respect to such
a ship, the limit of liability to be calculated in accordance with art. 6,
par 1(b) of the Convention is half of the limitation amount to be applied
with respect to a ship with a tonnage of 500 tons.
GREECE

No special rules have been enacted in respect of ships of less than 300
tons. The Convention limits, therefore, apply to such ships except those of less
than 10 tons, which do not qualify as "ships" under Greek law.
HONG KONG, CHINA

Section 17(1) of the Ordinance so provides:

(/) In the application of ,4 rticle 6 of the Convention to a ship with a
tonnage less than 300 tons that Article has effect as if
paragraph 1 (a)(i) referred to 166 667 Units ofAccount; and
paragraph 1(b) (i,) referred to 83 333 Units ofAccount
IRELAND

The MSA 1996 has not made separate provision for ships of less than
200 tons.
JAPAN

Although it does not appear that Japan has given any notice to the
depositary, the reply to question 5 is to the effect that there is a special limit
of 56,000 SDRs in respect of wooden ships of less than 100 tons.
MEXICO

Mexico has not exercised the option granted under Article 15(2)(b).
NETHERLANDS

The Netherlands has availed itself of the option and has given notice to
the depositary in the following terms:
The act of June 14th 1989 (Staatsblad 241) relating to the limitation of
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liability for maritime claims provides that with respect to ships which are

according to their construction intended exclusively or mainly for the
carriage of persons and have a tonnage of less than 300, the limit of
liability for claims other than .for loss of life or personal injury may be

established by Order in Council at a lower level than under the
Convention.

The Order in Council of February 19th 1990 (Staatsblad 97) provides
that the limit shall be 100,000 Units of Account.
The Unit ofAccount is the Special Drawing Right as defined in Article 8
of the Convention on Limitation of Liability,for Illaritime Claims, 1976.
The Royal Decree 19 February 1990 has been replaced by the Royal
Decree 29 November 1996 but the limit has not been changed. It does not
appear that notice of such latter act has been given to the depositary.
NEW ZEALAND

In respect of claims for loss of life or personal injury, the limit for a ship
of not more than 300 tons is 166,677 units of account instead of the 333,000
provided for in article 6 of the Convention (refer section 87(1)(a)). In respect
of other claims, the limit is 83,333 units of account instead of the 167,000
provided for in article 6 of the Convention (refer section 87(3)(a)).
NORWAY

The limits are the same.
POLAND

Poland has adopted specific provisions concerning limitation of liability
to be applied to ships of less than 300 tons. According to Art. 312 § 1 of the
Polish Maritime Code the limits of liability shall be calculated as follows:
- 100.000 units of account in respect of claims for loss of life, bodily
injury and disturbance of health;
- 50.000 units of account in respect of any other claims.
SPAIN

The limits are the saine.
SWEDEN

The limits are the same.
SWITZERLAND

Switzerland has exercised the option granted by this provision and has
given notice to the depositary in the terms quoted in Appendix B.
UNITED KINGDOM

The United Kingdom has exercised the option granted by this provision
and given notice to the depositary in the following terms:
With regard to article 15, paragraph 2(b), the limits of liability which the
United Kingdom intend to apply to ships of under 300 tons are 166,677
units of account in respect of claims .for loss of hi' e or personal injury,
and 83,333 units of account in respect of any other claims.
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The limits are instead unvaried for passenger ships.
Section 5 of Part II of Schedule 7 to the MSA 1995 so provides:
(1) In the application of article 6 to a ship with a tonnage less than 300 tons
that article shall have effect as if:
paragraph 1 (a)(i) referred to 166,667 Units of Account,. and
paragraph 1 (b)(i) referred to 83,333 Units ofAccount.
As respects paragraph (5) the following provisions have been enacted in
section 5(2) and (3) of Part II of Schedule 7 to the MSA 1995:

For the purposes of article 6 and this paragraph a ship's tonnage shall
be its gross tonnage calculated in such manner as may be prescribed by
an order made by the Secretaiy of State.
Any
order under this paragraph shall, so fiar as appears to the Secretary
(3)
of State to be practicable, give effect to the regulations in Annex I of the
International Convention on Tonnage Measurement of Ships 1969.
(2)

3. A State Party may regulate by specific provisions of national law the
system of limitation of liability to be applied to claims arising in cases in
which interests of persons who are nationals of other States Parties are in
no way involved.
AUSTRALIA

No special provisions have been enacted.
BAHAMAS

No special provisions have been enacted.
BARBADOS

The position is the same.
BELGIUM

The position is the same.
CANADA

No special provisions have been enacted with respect to this paragraph.
CROATIA

The position is the same.
DENMARK

The position is the same.
FINLAND

The position is the same.
FRANCE

The position is the same.
GERMANY

The position is the same.
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GREECE

This paragraph has become part of Greek law without any change.
Greece, however, has not availed itself of the right granted to States Parties
thereunder.
HONG KONG, CHINA

Hong Kong has not availed itself of the right granted to States Parties
under this paragraph.
IRELAND

The position is the same.
JAPAN

The position is the same.
MEXICO

The position is the same.
NETHERLANDS

The position is the same.
NEW ZEALAND

The position is the same.
NORWAY

The position is the same.
SPAIN

It is not settled in Spain whether the provisions of the Convention apply
when all parties are Spanish nationals.
SWEDEN

The position is the same as in Norway.
UNITED KINGDONI

The position is the same. The following explanations are given in the
response to question 6 of the Questionnaire.

Under the Convention the deemed minimum tonnage Ibr limitation
putposes is 500 tons both in relation to claims Ibr loss of life or personal
injuty and property damage. Section 1(1) of the 1958 Act provided that
a deemed Mini11111171 tonnage of 300 tons would apply to loss of life or

personal injury claims only and did not apply to property claims.
Howevet; by virtue of palagraph 5 ofSchedule 7, Part II, and Section 185
of the 1995 RSA, there is a new minimum level of limitation for ships of
less than 300 tons in respect of all claims Jailing within Article 6. These
provisions do not apply to claims made by passengers. Article 7 of the
1976 Convention provides that limitation in respect of this type of claim
to be based on a global .fitild calculated not by reference to the tonnage
of the ship but by refèrence to the number of passengers which the ship

is certificated to carry
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Currently passenger claims in the UK are more likely to be covered by
the Athens Convention except where the vessel involved is non sea-going.
4. The Courts of a State Party slzall not apply this Convention to ships
constructed for, or adapted to, and engaged in, drilling:
when that State has established under its national legislation a

higher limit of liability than that otherwise provided for in
Article 6; or

when that State has become party to an international
convention regulating the system of liability in respect of such
ships.

In a case to which sub-paragraph (a) applies that State Party shall
inform the depositary accordingly.
AUSTRALIA

The Convention applies.
BAHAMAS

The Convention does not apply.
BARBADOS

The Convention does not apply.
BELGIUM

Pursuant to Article 1 of Book II, Title II of the Code of Commerce
vessels of 25 tons or more normally used for the carriage of goods or persons,
for fishing, towing or for any other profitable shipping operation at sea are

deemed to be vessels for the purpose of the application of the law. Since
drilling is considered to be a "profitable shipping operation at sea" the
Convention and Articles 47-58 of the Code apply.
CANADA

This paragraph applies in its original text.
CROATIA

The Convention does not apply.
DENMARK

The following response has been given by the Danish MLA to question
7 of the Questionnaire:

As a main rule Chapters 7, 9 and 12 (previously Chapters 10 and 15)
apply to drilling ships.
However; according to section 181, sub-section 2 (previously section
243, sub-section 2) special liability limits apply to such ships (and to
movable sea plants) while the drilling ships are used Pr e.vploration and

recovery of raw materials from the subsoil or seabed in Danish
territorial waters or the Danish continental shelf area. According to the
Act on Certain Sea Plants, the shipowner may limit ¡lis liability under the
same conditions as provided.for in Chapters 7 and 9 (previously Chapter
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10). However, the amounts of limitation are considerably higher
according to the Act on Certain Sea Plants: The shipowner may limit his
liability to 20 million SDR to which amount another 12 million SDR will
be added in case of personal injuri:
FINLAND

Section 10 of chapter 9 of the Maritime Code so provides:
The limits of liability for warships and other vessels which at the time of
the event are osvned or used by a State and are used exclusively,for State
purposes and not commercially may in no case be le.ss than the limits
applicable to a vessel having a tonnage 05,000. Nevertheless, if a claim

is for compensation Pr loss or damage caused by the special
characteristics or employment of such a vessel, there shall be no right to
limit liability The provisions of this polygraph do not apply to vessels
used primarily.for ice breaking or salvage.
The limits of liability,for a vessel built and adapted to drilling fin- natural
resources of the sea bed shall be 12 million SDRIbr claims mentioned in
section 5 item 2 and 20 million SDR for claims mentioned in section 5
item 3 if the claims concern damage caused while the vessel is used in
drilling activities. For claims in respect of oil pollution liability there are
special provisions.
Mobile platforms intended for exploration or exploitation of the natural
resources of the sea bed shall be considered as vessels for purposes of
the application of this chapter The limits of liability fin- such platforms
shall however- always equal the amounts stated in the second paragraph.
FRANCE

The Convention is deemed to apply without restrictions to ships
constructed for or adapted to drilling.
GERMANY

The following response has been given by the German MLA to question
7 of the Questionnaire:
The answer depends solely on the interpretation of the legal term "seagoing ship" in Article 1 (2) LLMCC. Taking into account Article 15 (2)
lit. a) LLMCC we understand that "sea-going ship" is any ship intended

for regular navigation 011 maritime waters whether registered as seagoing ship or not. Consequently, drilling units like other mobile craft
would be treated as sea-going ships during their voyage.
GREECE

This paragraph has become part of Greek law without any change.
Greece has not availed itself of the right to establish higher limits of liability
in respect of ships constructed for, or adopted to, and engaged in, drilling.
HONG KONG, CHINA

The Convention applies to all ships, whatever their purposes. Section 13
of the Ordinance so provides:
For the pum poses of this Ordinance:
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(a) "ship" in the Convention includes:
any air-cushion vehicle designed to operate in o,- over water while
so operating; and
any structure (whether completed ol- in course of completion)
launched and intended JO,- use in navigation as a ship or part of a
ship;
(b) references in the Convention to the court are references to the High
Court.
IRELAND

The following comments have been made by the Irish Maritime Law
Association:
7.
Section 9 of the MSA 1996 states..

"References in the 1976 Convention to a ship shall be construed as
including references to any structure (whether completed 07' in the
course of completion) launched and intended for use in navigation as a
ship or part of a ship".
It would appear therefore, that if a ship is constructecIfor or adapted to
and engaged in drilling it would come vvithin the ambit of the Act so long
as it is a ship. If it was si,?,ply a drilling rig, the Convention vvould not

appear to apply because of the provisions of Article 15.5 of the
Convention.
JAPAN

The Convention applies. However, as a consequence of the definition of
ship in article 684 of the Commercial Law, which includes the requisite of
navigability, the Convention does not apply to craft incapable of navigation.
MEXICO

The Convention applies.
NETHERLANDS

The Convention applies to ships constructed for, or adapted to, and
engaged in, drilling.
NEW ZEALAND

The following response has been given by the MLA of Australia and
New Zealand to question 7:
Section 84 MTA defines "ship" as:

"...evoly description of vessel (including barges, lighters, and like
vessels) used 07' intended to be used in navigation, hovvever propelled;

and includes any structure (whether completed o,- not) launched and
intended .for use as a ship or part of a ship,. and also includes any ship
used by 01- set aside for the New Zealand Defence Force."
There is no authoritative consideration of this definition. If the adapted

ship is intended .for drilling as a stationary platform rather than
navigation, the better view is probably that the limitation provisions
vvould not apply. The precise answer is likely to depend upon the extent
to which the adapted ship could be used in navigation, if at all.
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NORWAY

Section 181 of the Maritime Code so provides in its second paragraph:

With regard to vessels built or equipped to drill for natural resources
under the sea bed, the limits of liability according to subsections 2 and
3 of Section 175 shall regardless of the size of the vessel be respectively
12 million SDR and 20 million SDR_for claims arising from damage or
loss caused while the vessel is used in drilling operations.
Subsections 2 and 3 of section 175 set out the general limits for personal
injury and property damage.
POLAND

The 1976 Convention applies to all sea-going vessels (merchant seagoing vessels, vessels employed exclusively for scientific research or for
sports). According to Art. 3 § 3 of the Polish Maritime Code merchant seagoing vessels are sea-going vessels appropriated to or employed in the
carriage of cargo or of passengers, for sea fisheries or for the exploitation of
other wealth of the sea, for towage or salvage of sea-going vessels and of other
floating structures, for recovering property sunk in the sea or for other activity
of an economic nature.
SPAIN

The Convention applies, none of the situations mentioned under (a) and
(b) having materialized.
SWEDEN

The position is the same as in Finland.
UNITED KINGDOM

The following response has been given to question 7 of the
Questionnaire:
Article 15(4) does not appear in Schedule 7, Part 1, of the 1995 MSA and
therefore does not have the force of law in the United Kingdom by virtue
of Section 185 qfthis Act. The implication is that such vessels are subject

in the United Kingdom to the limitation provisions of the 1976
Convention provided that they satisfy the definitions of "ship" contained
in paragraph 12 of Schedule 7, Part II, to the MSA 1995 (see response to
Question 4, above) and in s.313(2) of the MSA 1995.

5.

This Convention shall not apply to:
(a) air-cushion vehicles;

(b)floating platforms constructed for the purpose of exploring or
exploiting the natural resources of the sea-bed or the subsoil
thereof
AUSTRALIA

Article 15(5) has been given the force of law.
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BAHAMAS

Article 15 has not been given the force of law. It is thought that in view
of the definition of ship in section 12 of Part II of the Second Schedule to the
Act as "any structure ... intended for use in navigation", floating platforms

are probably excluded from the scope of application of the Convention.
Doubts may exist instead in respect of air-cushion vehicles.
BARBADOS

The same comments apply.
BELGIUM

This provision has been implemented without any change.
CANADA

Article 15(5) applies in its original text. It is also repeated in Section
576(3) of The Canada Shipping Act. Special provisions have been enacted in
respect of the limitation of liability of dock, canal or port.

Carrying over from the 1957 Convention, Canada has extended by
statute the right of limitation of liability to the owner of a dock, canal or port.

Section 583 of The Canada Shipping Act describes the limitation rights as
follows:

(1) The nzaximun: liability for an owner of a dock, canal or port for a
clain: arising on any distinct occasion for C1171' IOSS or damage caused to

a ship or ships, or to am' goods, merchandise or other things whatsoever
017 board a ship or ships is the greater of
$2,000,000 and
the amount calculated by multiplying $1,000 by the number of
tons of the tonnage of the largest ship that, at the time of the loss or
damage is, or within a period offive years befire that time, had beet:,
within the area of that dock, canal or port over which the owner had
control or management.

(2) FO7' the purposes of subsection (1), a ship's tonnage is the gross
tonnage calculated in the manner set out in szthvection 577(2).

(3) This section does not apply if it is proved that the loss or damage
resulted fi-on: the personal act or omission of the OW17e7' committed with
intent to cause the loss 07' damage or recklessly and with knowledge that
the loss ot- damage would probably result.

(4) This section applies to am' person fol- whose act or omission the
ovvner is responsible.
(5) Fot- the pu/poses of this section,

'dock' includes wet docks and basins, tidal-docks and basins,
locks, cuts, entrances, dry docks, graving docks, gridirons, slips,
quays, wharfs, piers, stages, landing places, jetties and synchrolifts,.
and
'owner of a dock, canal or port' includes any person or authority
haying the control or management of am' dock, canal or port, and
any ship repairer using the dock, canal or port, as the case may be.
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CROATIA

Article 419(2) so provides:
This part of the law shall not apply to a) hydrofoils and b) rigs/platforms
employed for researches and the exploitation of natural resources of the
sea bed and its subsoil.
DENMARK

Although not expressly stated, in order not to prejudice the interpretation
of other provisions of the Merchant Shipping Act, air-cushion vehicles are
excluded from the scope of the rules implementing the LLMC Convention. As

regards floating platforms see response to question 7 of the Questionnaire
under Article 15(4).
FINLAND

The limits for drilling ships apply to floating platforms. See s. 10 of
chapter 9, under article 15(4). Air-cushion vehicles are treated as ships and,
therefore, they are not excluded from the scope of application of the limitation
rules.
FRANCE

Article 15(5) has been given the force of law and, therefore, the
Convention does not apply to air-cushion vehicles and floating platforms.
GERMANY

The position is the same.
GREECE

Also this paragraph has become part of Greek law without any change.
Except for floating platforms falling under the description of sub-paragraph
(b), floating rigs of more than 5,000 tons displacement, as well as floating
refineries and oil storage tanks of more than 15,000 g.r.t. used in exploration,
drilling of the sea-bed, pumping, refining and storage of oil or natural gas are
considered as "ships" under Greek law and, therefore, the Convention applies
to them.
As respects floating platforms excluded from the scope of application of
the Convention limitation is available in accordance with the provisions of the
Code of Private Maritime Law (Sections 85-86). See Annex VII.
HONG KONG, CHINA

The scope of application of the Convention has been extended to aircushion vehicles by section 13(a)(i) of the Ordinance.
IRELAND

See the comments of the Irish Maritime Law Association under the
preceding paragraph.
JAPAN

Since there is no provision in the Limitation of Liability of Shipowners
Act expressly excluding air-cushion vehicles and floating platforms, its rules
are applicable when air-cushion vehicles and floating platforms satisfy the
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definition of ship in the Commercial Code. But in general floating platforms
are not deemed to be ships.
MEXICO

Article 15(5) is in force.
NETHERLANDS

Air-cushion vehicles are considered to be ships under the general
definition of Book 8 of the Dutch Civil Code, but liability in their respect
cannot be limited in the Netherlands.
Floating platforms are excluded from the scope of application of the
rules enacted in the Dutch Civil Code only when they are fixed to the seabed.
while they are subject thereto when they are floating (JAPixsE, in Limitation
of Liability for Maritime Claims, by Griggs and Williams, London 1998. p.
244).
NEW ZEALAND

In respect of floating platforms see response to question 7 of the
Questionnaire under article 15(4). There is no specific provision in the MTA
excluding air cushion vehicles. Given the wide definition of "ship" under the
MTA, there does not appear to be any bar to applying the limitation provisions
to air cushion vehicles which are intended for use in navigation.
NORWAY

Air-cushion vehicles are not considered as ships in the Norwegian
Maritime Code.
SPAIN

Article 15(5) has been given the force of law and, therefore, the
Convention does not apply to air-cushion vehicles and floating platforms.
SWEDEN

The limits for drilling ships apply to floating platforms. See s. 10 of
chapter 9, under article 15(4).
UNITED KINGDOM

It is thought that floating platforms do not satisfy the definition of -shipcontained in paragraph 12 of Schedule 7, Part II, to the MSA 1995 and in s.
313(2) of the MSA 1995.

ARTICLE 18
Reservations

I. Any State may, at the time of signature, ratification, acceptance,
approval or accession, reserve the right to exclude the application ofArticle
2 paragraph 1(d) and (e). No other reservations shall be admissible to the
substantive provisions of this Convention.
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Reservations made at the time of signature are subject to
confirmation upon ratification, acceptance or approval.
Any State which has made a reservation to this COnvention may

withdraw it at any time by means of a notification addressed to the
Secretary-General. Such withdrawal shall take effect to the date the
notification is received. If the notification states that the withdrawal of a
reservation is to take effect on a date specified therein, and such date is later
than the date the notification is received by the Secretary-General, the
withdrawal shall take effect on such later date.
BELGIUM

Belgium has reserved the right to exclude the application of Article
2(1)(d) and (e) and has given effect to such reservation with Article 47(1) of
Book II, Title II of the Code of Commerce, as amended by Law 11 April 1989.
GERMANY

As stated under Article 2, Germany has excluded the application of
Article 2(1 )(d) and (e).
HONG KONG, CHINA

As stated under Article 2, Hong Kong has excluded the application of
Article 2(1)(d).
JAPAN

Japan has reserved the right to exclude the application of Article 2(1)(d)
and (e).
NETHERLANDS

The Netherlands has reserved the right to exclude the application of
Article 2(1)(d) and (e).
UNITED KINGDOM

The United Kingdom has reserved the right to exclude the application of
Article 2(1)(d) and to exclude the application of Article 2(1)(e) with regard to
Gibraltar only.
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APPENDIX A

DECLARATIONS, RESERVATIONS AND STATEMENTS
BELGIUM

The instrument of accession of the Kingdom of Belgium was accompanied by
the following reservation (in the French language):
[Translation]

"In accordance with the provisions of article 18, paragraph 1, Belgium
expresses a reservation on article 2, paragraph 1(d) and (e)".
CHINA

By notification dated 5 June 1997 from the People's Republic of China:
[Translation]
"1. with respect to the Hong Kong Special Administrative Region, it reserves
the right in accordance with Article 18(1), to exclude the application of the
Article 2(1)(d)".
FRANCE

The instrument of approval of the French Republic contained the following
reservation (in the French language):
[Translation]
In accordance with article 18, paragraph 1, the Government of the French
Republic reserves the right to exclude the application of article 2, paragraphs
1(d) and (e)".
GERMAN DEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC

The instrument of accession of the German Democratic Republic was
accompanied by the following reservation (in the German language):
[Thanslation]
Article 2, paragraph 1(d) and (e)

"The German Democratic Republic notes that for the purpose of this
Convention there is no limitation of liability within its territorial sea and
internal waters in respect of the removal of a wrecked ship, the raising,
removal or destruction of a ship which is sunk, stranded or abandoned
(including anything that is or has been on board such ship). Claims, including

liability, derive from the laws and regulations of the German Democratic
Republic".
Article 8, paragraph 1
"The German Democratic Republic accepts the use of the Special Drawing
Rights merely as a technical unit of account. This does not imply any change
in its position toward the International Monetary Fund".
FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF GERMANY

The instrument of ratification of the Federal Republic of Germany was
accompanied by the following declaration (in the German language):
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[Translation]
"... that the said Convention shall also apply to Berlin (West) with effect from
the date on which it enters into force for the Federal Republic .of Germany".
"In accordance with art. 18, par. 1 of the Convention, the Federal Republic of
Germany reserves the right to exclude the application of art. 2, par. 1 (d) and
(e) of the Convention".
JAPAN

The instrument of accession of Japan was accompanied by the following
statement (in the English language):
"... The Government of Japan, in accordance with the provision of paragraph
1 of article 18 of the Convention, reserves the right to exclude the application
of paragraph 1(d) and (e) of article 2 of the Convention".
NETHEFtLANDS

The instrument of accession of the Kingdom of the Netherlands contained the
following reservation:
"In accordance with article 18, paragraph 1 of the Convention on limitation
of liability for maritime claims, 1976, done at London on 19 November 1976,
the Kingdom of the Netherlands reserves the right to exclude the application
of article 2, paragraph 1(d) and (e) of the Convention".
UNITED KINGDOM

The instrument of accession of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and
Northern Ireland contained reservation which states that the United Kingdom
was "Reserving the right, in accordance with article 18, paragraph 1, of the

Convention, on its own behalf and on behalf of the above mentioned
territories, to exclude the application of article 2, paragraph 1(d); and to
exclude the application of article 2, paragraph 1(e) with regard to Gibraltar
only".
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APPENDIX B

NOTIFICATIONS
ARTICLE 8(4)
GEFtMAN DEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC

[Translation]
"The amounts expressed in Special Drawing Rights will be converted into
marks of the German Democratic Republic at the exchange rate fixed by the
Staatsbank of the German Democratic Republic on the basis of the current
rate of the US dollar or of any other freely convertible currency".
CHINA

[Translation]

"The manner of calculation employed with respect to article 8(1) of the
Convention concerning the unit of account shall be the method of valuation
applied by the International Monetary Fund".
POLAND

"Poland will now calculate financial liabilities mentioned in the Convention
in the terms of the Special Drawing Right, according to the following method.
The Polish National bank will fix a rate of exchange of the SDR to the United
States dollar according to the current rates of exchange quoted by Reuter.

Next, the US dollar will be converted into Polish zloties at the rate of
exchange quoted by the Polish National bank from their current table of rates
of foreign currencies".
SWITZERLAND

"The Federal Council declares, with reference to article 8, paragraphs 1 and

4 of the Convention that Switzerland calculates the value of its national
currency in special drawing rights (SDR) in the following way:
The Swiss National Bank (SNB) notifies the International Monetary Fund
(IMF) daily of the mean rate of the dollar of the United States of America on
the Zurich currency market. The exchange value of one SDR in Swiss francs

is determined from that dollar rate and the rate of the SDR in dollars
calculated by IMF. On the basis of these values, SNB calculates a mean SDR
rate which it will publish in its Monthly Gazette".
UNITED KINGDOM

"... The manner of calculation employed by the United Kingdom pursuant to
article 8(1) of the Convention shall be the method of valuation applied by the
International Monetary Fund".
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ARTICLE 15(2)
BELGIUM

[Translation]
"In accordance with the provisions of article 15, paragraph 2, Belgium will
apply the provisions of the Convention to inland navigation".
FRANCE

[Translation]
"... - that no limit of liability is provided for vessels navigating on French
internal waterways;
- that, as far as ships with a tonnage of less than 300 tons are concerned, the
general limits of liability are equal to half those established in article 6 of the
Convention...for ships with a tonnage not exceeding 500 tons".
FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF GERMANY

[Translation]

"In accordance with art. 15, par. 2, first sentence, sub-par. (a) of the
Convention, the system of limitation of liability to be applied to vessels which
are, according to the law of the Federal Republic of Germany, ships intended
for navigation on inland waterways, is regulated by the provisions relating to
the private law aspects of inland navigation.

In accordance with art. 15, par. 2, first sentence, sub-par. (b) of the
Convention, the system of limitation of liability to be applied to ships up to a

tonnage of 250 tons is regulated by specific provisions of the law of the
Federal Republic of Germany to the effect that, with respect to such a ship,
the limit of liability to be calculated in accordance with art. 6, par. 1 (b) of the
Convention is half of the limitation amount to be applied with respect to a ship
with a tonnage of 500 tons".
NETHERLANDS

Paragraph 2(a)
"The Act of June 14th 1989 (Staatsblad 239) relating to the limitation of
liability of owner of inland navigation vessels provides that the limits of
liability shall be calculated in accordance with an Order in Council.

The Order in Council of February 19th 1990 (Staatsblad 96) adopts the
following limits of liability in respect of ships intended for navigation on
inland waterways.

I.

LIMITS OF LIABILITY FOR CLAIMS IN RESPECT OF LOSS OF LIFE OR

PERSONAL INJURY OTHER THAN THOSE IN RESPECT OF PASSENGERS OF A SHIP,
ARISING ON ANY DISTINCT OCCASION:

for a ship not intended for the carriage of cargo, in particular a passenger

ship, 200 Units of Account per cubic metre of displacement at maximum
permitted draught, plus, for ships equipped with mechanical means of
propulsion, 700 Units of Account for each kW of the motorpower of the
means of propulsion;
for a ship intended for the carriage of cargo, 200 Units of Account per

ton of the ship's maximum deadweight, plus, for ships equipped with
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mechanical means of propulsion, 700 Units of Account for each kW of the
motorpower of the means of propulsion;

for a tug or a pusher, 700 Units of Account for each kW of the
motorpower of the means of propulsion;
for a pusher which at the time the damage was caused was coupled to
barges in a pushed convoy, the amount calculated in accordance with 3 shall
be increased by 100 Units of Account per ton of the maximum deadweight of
the pushed barges; such increase shall not apply if it is proved that the pusher
has rendered salvage services to one or more of such barges;
for a ship equipped with mechanical means of propulsion which at the
time the damage was caused was moving other ships coupled to this ship, the
amount calculated in accordance with 1, 2 or 3 shall be increased by 100 Units

of Account per ton of the maximum deadweight or per cubic metre of
displacement of the other ships; such increase shall not apply if it is proved
that this ship has rendered salvage services to one or more of the coupled
ships;

for hydrofoils, dredgers, floating cranes, elevators and all other floating
appliances, pontoons or plant of a similar nature, treated as inland navigation
ships in accordance with Article 951a, paragraph 4 of the Commercial Code,
their value at the time of the incident;
where in cases mentioned under 4 and 5 the limitation fund of the pusher
of the mechanically propelled ship is increased by 100 Units of Account per

ton of the maximum deadweight of the pushed barges or by 100 Units of

Account per ton of the maximum deadweight or per cubic metre of
displacement of the other coupled ships, the limitation fund of each barge or
of each of the other coupled ships, the limitation fund of each barge or of each
of the other coupled ships shall be reduced by 100 Units of Account per ton
of the maximum deadweight of the barge or by 100 Units of Account per ton
of the maximum deadweight or per cubic metre of displacement of the other
vessel with respect to claims arising out of the same incident;
however, in no case shall the limitation amount be less than 200,000 Units of
Account.
The limits of liability for claims in respect of any damage caused by
water pollution, other than claims for loss of life or personal injury, are equal
to the limits mentioned under I.
The limits of liability for all other claims are equal to half the amount of
the limits mentioned under I.
In respect of claims arising on any distinct occasion for loss of life or
personal injury to passengers of an inland navigation ship, the limit of liability
of the owner thereof shall be an amount equal to 60,000 Units of Account

multiplied by the number of passengers the ship is authorized to carry
according to its legally established capacity or, in the event that the maximum
number of passengers the ship is authorized to carry has not been established
by law, an amount equal to 60,000 Units of Account multiplied by the number
of passengers actually carried on board at the time of the incident. However,

the limitation of liability shall in no case be less than 720,000 Units of
Account and shall not exceed the following amounts:
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3 million Units of Account for a vessel with an authorized maximum
capacity of 100 passengers;
6 million Units of Account for a vessel with an authoriZed maximum
capacity of 180 passengers;
12 million Units of Account for a vessel with an authorized maximum
capacity of more than 180 passengers;
Claims for loss of life or personal injury to passengers" have been defined in
the same way as in Article 7, paragraph 2 of the Convention on Limitation of
Liability for Maritime Claims, 1976.
The Unit of Account mentioned under I-IV is the Special Drawing Right as
defined in Article 8 of the Convention on Limitation of Liability for Maritime
Claims, 1976."
Paragraph 2(b)

"The Act of June 14th 1989 (Staatsblad 241) relating to the limitation of
liability for maritime claims provides that with respect to ships which are
according to their construction intended exclusively or mainly for the carriage
of persons and have a tonnage of less than 300, the limit of liability for claims
other than for loss of life or personal injury may be established by Order in
Council at a lower level than under the Convention.
The Order in Council of February 19th 1990 (Staatsblad 97) provides that the
limit shall be 100,000 Units of Account.
The Unit of Account is the Special Drawing Right as defined in Article 8 of
the Convention on Limitation of Liability for Maritime Claims, 1976."
SWITZERLAND

[Translation]
"In accordance with article 15, paragraph 2, of the Convention on Limitation
of Liability for Maritime Claims, 1976, we have the honour to inform you that
Switzerland has availed itself of the option provided in paragraph 2(a) of the
above mentioned article.
Since the entry into force of article 44a of the Maritime Navigation Order of
20 November 1956, the limitation of the liability of the owner of an inland
waterways ship has been determined in Switzerland in accordance with the
provisions of that article, a copy of which is [reproduced below]:
II. Limitation of liability of the owner of an inland waterways vessel
Article 44a
.
In compliance with article 5, subparagraph 3c, of the law on maritime
navigation, the liability of the owner of an inland waterways vessel, provided
in article 126, subparagraph 2c, of the law, shall be limited as follows:
in respect of claims for loss of life or personal injury, to an amount of
200 units of account per deadweight tonne of a vessel used for the carriage of
goods and per cubic metre of water displaced for any other vessel, increased
by 700 units of account per kilowatt of power in the case of mechanical means
of propulsion, and to an amount of 700 units of account per kilowatt of power
for uncoupled tugs and pusher craft; for all such vessels, however, the limit of
liability is fixed at a minimum of 200,000 units of account;

in respect of claims for passengers, to the amounts provided by the
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Convention on Limitation of Liability for Maritime Claims, 1976, to which
article 49, subparagraph 1, of the federal law on maritime navigation refers;
c.

in respect of any other claims, half of the amounts provided under

subparagraph a.

The unit of account shall be the special drawing right defined by the
International Monetary Fund.
Where, at the time when damage was caused, a pusher craft was securely
coupled to a pushed barge train, or where a vessel with mechanical means of

propulsion was providing propulsion for other vessels coupled to it, the
maximum amount of the liability, for the entire coupled train, shall be
determined on the basis of the amount of the liability of the pusher craft or of
the vessel with mechanical means of propulsion and also on the basis of the
amount calculated for the deadweight tonnage or the water displacement of
the vessels to which such pusher craft or vessel is coupled, in so far as it is not
proved that such pusher craft or such vessel has rendered salvage services to
the coupled vessels."
UNITED KINGDONI

"... With regard to article 15, paragraph 2(b), the limits of liability which the
United Kingdom intend to apply to ships of under 300 tons are 166.677 units
of account in respect of claims for loss of life or personal injury, and 83,333
units of account in respect of any other claims."
A R77CLE 1 5 (4)
NORWAY

"Because a higher liability is established for Norwegian drilling vessels
according to the Act of 27 May 1983 (No. 30) on changes in the Maritime Act
of 20 July 1893, paragraph 324, such drilling vessels are exempted from the
regulations of this Convention as specified in article 15 No. 4."
SWEDEN

"... In accordance with paragraph 4 of article 15 of the Convention, Sweden
has established under its national legislation a higher limit of liability for
ships constructed for or adapted to and engaged in drilling than that otherwise
provided for in article 6 of the Convention."
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BELGIUM

Code of Commerce
Book II, Title II as amended by Law 11 April 1989

Chapter I
Section III
De la constitution du fonds de limitation et de la compétence
Art. 48
§ 1 er. Le propriétaire du navire ou l'assistant, demande la constitution du
fonds, réglée par la Convention LLMC en présentant une requête au président
du tribunal de commerce compétent en vertu de 1 'article 627, 100, du Code

judiciaire. La requéte doit répondre aux conditions prescrites par l'article
1026 du Code judiciaire.
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Elle doit, en outre, enoncer la nationalité et le nom du navire,
l'événement au cours duquel les dommages sont survenus, avec indication de
la date et du lieu, le montant légal de la limitation de responsabilité evalué par

le requérant et la manière dont il entend constituer le fonds de limitation:
versement en espèces ou garantie.
A la requête sont annexées:
1° La liste, certifiée conforme par le requérant, des creanciers connus

de lui à l'égard desquels il estime pouvoir opposer la limitation de sa
responsabilité, avec l'indication si possible du domicile de chacun d'eux ainsi

que du montant, a titre définitif ou provisoire, de chaque créance et de la
nature de celle-ci;
2°

toutes pieces justificatives du calcul du montant legal de la

limitation de responsabilité.

La presentation de la requéte n'emporte pas reconnaissance de
responsabilité.

Le president du tribunal de commerce vérifie au provisoire si le
montant indiqué par le requérant correspond à celui auquel il peut légalement
limiter sa responsabilité. Des qu'il a constaté la concordance entre ces deux
montants, le president ordonne l'ouverture de la procedure de constitution du
fonds.

Si le requérant n'a pas offert de verser en espèces le montant auquel sa
responsabilité peut etre limitée, major& des interets légaux depuis le jour de

l'événement dommageable jusqu'à celui de la constitution du fonds, le
president n'ordonne l'ouverture de la procedure que si le requérant offre de
fournir une garantie qui est acceptable et adequate.
La garantie offerte n'est acceptable que si, de l'avis du president, il est
certain que le fonds sera effectivement disponible et librement transferable
des que la garantie sera fournie.
La garantie est adequate, si son montant correspond à celui auquel la
responsabilité peut être limitée, augmenté d'une provision destinée à couvrir
les intérets légaux pour la durée que le president estimera etre convenable.
Les dispositions des articles 2040 à 2043 du Code civil sont applicables
à la garantie à fournir par le requérant.
12ordonnance indique le délai dans lequel le versement doit are effectué
ou dans lequel la garantie doit etre fournie, ce délai ne pouvant excéder un
mois à compter de la date de l'ordonnance; celle-ci fixe en outre le montant
de la provision verser par le requérant, dans le même délai, pour couvrir les
frais de la procedure de constitution, de liquidation et de répartition du fonds
de limitation.
Le president nomme un juge-commissaire et un liquidateur.
Le salaire du liquidateur est régle par le president suivant la nature et
l'importance de la procedure de constitution, de liquidation et de répartition
à.

du fonds.
Les dispositions des articles 460,462 et 463 du Livre III du present Code
sont applicables aux activités du juge-commissaire et du liquidateur.

En cas de versement en espèces, le liquidateur désigne l'organisme

auprès duquel celles-ci seront déposées. Ce dépôt se fait au nom du
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liquidateur ès qualité. Aucun retrait ne peut étre opéré sans l'autorisation du
juge-commissaire.
Les intérêts des sommes déposées accroissent celles-ci.
Dans le cas où une garantie est fournie, elle est constituée en faveur du
liquidateur ès qualité.
Sans autorisation du juge-commissaire, il ne peut ètre apporté aucune
modification A la garantie ainsi constituée.
La provision destinée à couvrir les frais de la procédure est remise au
liquidateur, qui en dispose sous le contrôle du juge-commissaire.
Sur rapport du liquidateur établissant le dépôt des sommes ou la
constitution de la garantie, le président constate dans une ordonnance que le
fonds est constitué. A partir de cette ordonnance, l' article 13 de la convention
LLMC et les articles 496 A 500, 502 A. 504 et 508 du Livre III du présent Code
sont applicables au litige.

Pour l'application du premier alinéa l'ordonnance du président est
assimilés au jugement déclaratif de faillite visé aux articles 496, 504 et 508.
Les publications visées à l'article 496 précité seront faites, s'il y a lieu,
dans un ou plusieurs journaux maritimes étrangers.

Uopposition à l'ordonnance visée à l'alinéa 1 er est portée devant le
tribunal de commerce. Elle doit se faire dans les trois mois de la publication
visée à l'article 496 précité. Ce délai est augmenté des délais prévus à l'article
55 du Code judiciaire.
Les montants de la responsabilité limitée sont convertis en monnaie
nationale au moment de la vérification prévue au §3, alinéa ler.
Si, avant le constat de constitution du fonds de limitation, il y a lieu A
rectification, dans l'un ou l'autre sens, de la conversion en francs beiges du
montant de la responsabilité limitée, cette rectification est prononcée par
ordormance du président qui fixe le délai d'exécution des mesures qu'il prescrit.

Uarticle 1039 du Code judiciaire est applicable pour toutes les
ordonnances rendues par le président dans la procédure visée par la présente
section.
Art. 49
§ I er.Le jugement qui postérieurement A la constitution du fonds, &dare

la faillite du requérant, accorde le sursis de paiement ou homologue le
concordat judiciaire, est sans effets sur ledit fonds.
§2. Le requérant et éventuellement le curateur de sa faillite doivent étre

appelés pour toutes les opérations de la procédure de liquidation et de
répartition du fonds de limitation.
Section IV
Procédure de liquidation et de répartition du fonds
Art. 50
§1 er.

Lorsque la responsabilité du propriétaire du navire ou de

l'assistant est établie et que ceux-ci sont en droit de limiter leur responsabilité,
la procédure de liquidation et de répartition se poursuit.
§2. Les articles 496 A 500, 502 A 504 et 508 du Livre III du présent Code
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sont applicables a. la déclaration, la vérification et la contestation des créances
déposées à charge du fonds.

§3. Les publications visées à l'article 496 du Livre III du présent Code
seront faites, s'il y a lieu, dans un ou plusieurs journaux maritimes étrangers.
Art. 51
§ 1 er. Aucun droit de priorité ne peut étre exercé sur la partie du fonds de
limitation destinée à l'indemnisation des dommages matériels.

§2. Le liquidateur fait un projet de répartition qu'il communique aux
créanciers.
En cas de contestation du projet de répartition, le tribunal de commerce

dont le président a connu de la procédure, se prononcera sur le rapport du
liquidateur.

Art. 52
§ 1 er. Le fonds sera réparti entre les créanciers, au marc le franc de leurs
créances affirmées et vérifiées.
Le paiement à chaque créancier de la partie du fonds qui lui revient,
éteint sa créance vis-à-vis du requérant.

Après le paiement de toutes les créances, le surplus éventuel du
fonds revient à celui qui l'a constitué ou, si celui-ci est déclaré en faillite, à. la
masse.

Sur rapport du liquidateur, contresigné par le juge-commissaire, la
procédure est alors déclarés close par le président du tribunal de commerce
compétent en vertu de l'article 627, 100 du Code judiciaire.
Section V

Conversion en monnaie nationale
Art. 53

Si le propriétaire du navire ou l'assistant ne constitue pas un fonds de
limitation, les montants de la limitation de la responsabilité sont convertis en
monnaie nationale aux dates respectives des paiements.
Book III, Title 1

Chapter IV

De la déclaration et de la vérification des créances
496. Les créanciers du failli sont tenus de déposer au greffe du tribunal de
commerce la déclaration de leurs créances avec leurs titres dans le délai fixé

au jugement déclaratif de faillite. Le greffier en tiendra &at et en donnera
récépissé.

Les créanciers sont avertis à cet effet par les publications prescrites par
Particle 472. Ils le seront en outre par une circulaire recommandée, que les
curateurs leur adresseront aussitôt qu' ils seront connus.
Cette circulaire indiquera les jours et heures fixés pour la clôture du
procès-verbal de vérification des créances et les débats des contestations à
naitre de cette vérification.
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Les récépissés seront et demeureront annexes A. la minute de la circulaire,
qui sera visée par le juge-commissaire.
S'il existe des créanciers, résidant ou domiciliés hors du royaume,
regard desquels le délai fixé par le jugement déclaratif de la faillite serait trop
court, le juge-commissaire le prolongera à leur égard selon les circonstances;
il sera fait mention de cette prolongation dans les circulaires adressées à ces
créanciers, conformément à l'art. 496.

La declaration de chaque créancier énoncera ses nom, prénoms,
profession et domicile, le montant et les causes de sa créances, les privileges,
hypothèques ou gages qui y sont affectés et le titre d'où elle résulte.
Elle sera signée par le créancier, ou en son nom par son fond& de pouvoir;
dans ce cas, la procuration sera annex& à la declaration, et elle devra énoncer

le montant de la créance et contenir l'affirmation prescrite par le present
article.

La declaration contiendra, de la part du créancier non domicilié dans
la commune oil siege le tribunal, election de domicile dans cette commune.
A défaut d'avoir élu domicile, toutes significations et toutes informations
pourront leur étre faites ou données au greffe du tribunal.

La verification des créances aura lieu, de la part des curateurs,
mesure que la declaration en sera faite au greffe; elle sera opérée en presence
du juge-commissaire et à l'intervention du failli, ou lui dtiment appelé. Les
titres en seront rapprochés des livres et écritures du failli.
Les créances des curateurs seront vérifiées par le juge-commissaire.
Un procès-verbal des operations sera dressé par les curateurs et signé
chaque séance par eux et le juge-commissaire. 11 indiquera le domicile des
créanciers et de leurs fondés de pouvoirs. Il contiendra la description sommaire

des titres produits, mentionnera les surcharges, natures et interlignes, et
exprimera si la créance est admise ou contestée.
En cas de contestation ou si la créance ne parait pas pleinement justifiée,
les curateurs ajourneront leur decision jusqu'à la cl6ture du procès-verbal de
verification, et si, au moment de cet ajournement le créancier n'est pas present
en personne ou par fonclé de pouvoir, ils lui en donneront immédiatement avis
par lettre chargée U. la poste.

[Dans la séance fixée pour la cl6ture du procès-verbal de
verification, toute créance déclarée qui sera contest& ou qui n'aura pas encore
été admise sera examinee contradictoirement. Les curateurs signeront sur le
titre de chacune des créances admises et non contestées la declaration suivante:
"Admis au passif de la faillite de ... pour la somme de ..., le ...".
Le juge-commissaire visera la declaration; il renverra au tribunal toutes
les contestations relatives aux créances non admises.]
Le failli et les créanciers verifies ou portés au bilan pourront assister
A. la verification des créances et fournir des contredits aux verifications faites
et à faire. Après la cl6ture du procès-verbal de verification, les contredits aux
verifications faites et comprises dans ce procès-verbal ne pourront, à peine de
nullité, etre formes que par actes signifies aux créanciers declarants, et deposes
au greffe avec les pieces justificatives deux jours avant l'audience fix& pour
les &bats sur les contestations.
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Les contredits aux vérifications qui seraient faites après la cl6ture du
procès-verbal de vérifications devront, sous la mème peine, étre signifiés dans
les dix jours qui suivront l'admission de la créance contesté. Toutefois, ce délai

ne courra, à l'égard des créanciers admis postérieurement à cette dernière
époque, qu'à compter de la vérification de leurs créances.
504.

[Au jour fixé par le jugement déclaratif pour les débats sur les

contestations, le juge-commissaire fera sont rapport, et le tribunal ainsi saisi,

sans attendre l'expiration des délais qui auront été prolongés en vertu de
l'article 497, procédera, sans citation préalable, par urgence, toutes affaires
cessantes, et, s'il est possible, par un seul jugement, à la décision de toutes les
contestations relatives A la vérification des créances. Ce jugement sera rendu
après avoir entendu contradictoirement, s'ils se présentent, les curateurs, le
failli et les créanciers opposants et déclarants.
Les contestations qui ne pourront recevoir une décision immédiate seront
disjointes. Le tribunal pourra toutefois décider par provision que les créanciers
contestés seront admis dans les délibérations pour la formation du concordat,
pour une somme qui sera déterminée par le méme jugement. S'il ne statue pas
cet égard, les créanciers contestés ne pourront prendre part aux opérations de
la faillite tant qu'il ne sera intervenu de décision sur le fond de la contestation.
Aucune opposition ne sera recue contre le jugement porté en exécution du

présent article, ni contre ceux qui statueront ultérieurement sur les
contestations disjointes. Le jugement qui prononcera une admission
provisionnelle de créanciers contestés ne sera, en outre, susceptible ni d'appel
ni de recours en cassation.]
508. A défaut de déclaration et d'affirmation de leurs créances dans le
délai fixé par le jugement déclaratif de la faillite, et prolongé en vertu de l'art.

497, les défaillants connus ou inconnus ne seront pas compris dans les
répartitions; toutefois, ils pourront déclarer et affirmer leurs créances jusqu'A

la dernière distribution des deniers inclusivement. Leur déclarations ne
suspendront pas les répartitions ordonnées; mais si de nouvelles répartitions
sont ordonnées après ces déclarations, ils y seront compris pour la somme qui
sera provisoirement déterminée par le juge-commissaire, et qui sera tenue en
réserve jusqu'à ce que leurs créances auront dorm& lieu, resteront à leur charge,

et ils ne pourront rien réclamer sur les répartitions ordonnées avant leurs
déclarations, mais ils auront droit à prélever sur l'actif non encore réparti les
dividendes afférents à leur créances dans les premières répartitions, s' ils
justifient avoir été dans l'impossibilité de faire leur déclaration et affirrnation
dans le délai prescrit.
CANADA

By Sections 580 through 582 of The Canada Shipping Act, the Admiralty
Court has exclusive jurisdiction with respect to nay matter in relation to the
constitution and distribution of the limitation fund pursuant to Articles 11
through 13 of the Convention.

The power of the Admiralty Court to regulate limitation of liability
proceedings is described in Sections 580 through 582 of The Canada Shipping
Act which are set out as follows.
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580. (1) The Admiralty Court has exclusive jurisdiction with respect to
any matter in relation to the constitution and distribution of a limitation fund
pursuant to Articles 11 to 13 of the Convention.
(2) Any person against whom any liability that is limited by section 577,
578 or 583 or paragraph 1 of Article 6 or 7 of the Convention is alleged or
apprehended may assert their right to limitation of liability in a defence filed,
or by way of action or counterclaim for declaratory relief, in any court of
competent jurisdiction in Canada.
581. (1) Where a claim is made or apprehended against a person in
respect of a liability that is limited by section 577 or 578 or paragraph 1 of
Article 6 or 7 of the Convention, the Admiralty Court, on application by that
person or any other interested person, including a subject matter in any other
court, tribunal or other authority, may take any steps it considers appropriate,
including, without limiting the generality of the foregoing:

determining the amount of the liability and providing for the
constitution and distribution of a fund pursuant to Articles 11 and 12,
respectively, of the Convention, in relation to the liability;
proceeding in such a manner as to make interested persons parties to
the proceedings, excluding any claimants who do not make a claim
within a certain time and requiring security from the person claiming
limitation of liability or other interested person and the payment of
any costs, as the court considers appropriate; and
enjoining any person from commencing or continuing proceedings
before any court, tribunal or other authority other than the Admiralty
Court in relation to the same subject matter.
(2) In providing for the distribution of a fund under paragraph (1)(a) in
relation to a liability, the Admiralty Court, having regard to any claim that may
subsequently be established before a court, tribunal or other authority outside
Canada in respect of that liability, may postpone the distribution of any part of
the fund that it considers appropriate.
(3) No lien or other right in respect of a ship or other property affects the
proportions in which a fund is distributed by the Admiralty Court.
(4) The Admiralty Court may
make any rule of procedure it considers appropriate with respect to
proceedings before it under this section; and
determine what form of guarantee it considers to be adequate for the
purposes of paragraph 2 of Article 11 of the Convention.
(5) For the purposes of Article 11 of the Convention, interest is payable

at the rate prescribed under the Income Tax for amounts payable by the
Minister of National Revenue as refunds of overpayments of tax under that Act
in effect from time to time.
582. (1) Where a ship or other property is released pursuant to paragraph

2 of Article 13 of the Convention, the person who applies for the release is
deemed, in any case other than a case in which a fund has been constituted in
a place described in paragraphs 2(a) to (d) of that Article, to have submitted to

the jurisdiction of the court that ordered the release for the purpose of
determining the claim.
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(2) In considering whether to release a ship or other property referred to
in subsection (1), the court shall not have regard to a limitation fund that is
constituted in a country other than Canada unless the court is satisfied that the
country is a state that is a party to the Convention.
CROATIA

Maritime Code

Part VII- The Ship Operator
2. Proceedings for the Linzitation of the Ship Operator's Liability
Article 421
Non-litigious proceedings for the limitation of the ship operator's liability
shall be conducted by a sole judge of the court having territorial jurisdiction.

Unless otherwise specified by this Law, the provisions of the Civil
Procedure Act shall correspondingly apply to the proceedings referred to in
Paragraph 1 of this Article.
If the ship or boat involved in the occurrence, for which proceedings for
the limitation of the ship operator's liability are conducted, is registered in the
Croatian Register of ships or a in a record of boats, the court in whose area the
ship is registered or the boat recorded, shall have territorial jurisdiction.
If the ship or boat involved in the occurrence for which proceedings for

the limitation of liability of a ship operator of foreign nationality are
conducted, the court in whose area the ship was arrested, and if it was not
arrested, the court in whose area assets for the constitution of the limitation
fund have been deposited, shall have territorial jurisdiction.

No agreement between the parties on territorial jurisdiction shall be
allowed in proceedings for the limitation of the ship operator's liability.
Article 422

Proceedings for the limitation of the ship operator's liability shall be
instituted on the proposal cif the person who is according to the provisions of
this Law entitled to limit his liability.

A proposal for instituting proceedings for the limitation of the ship
operator's liability shall, in addition to general data which must be stated in
every application, also contain:
a description of the occurrence giving rise to the claim for which the
limitation of liability is being proposed;
the ground for and the amount of limited liability;
the way the proposer is ready to constitute the limitation fund (by
depositing cash or by giving another adequate security) and in particular to
ensure the real value of the fund (by time deposit of resources in a reliable bank
etc.)

a list of known creditors with the designation of their place of
business or residence;
information on the kind and the likely amount of the claims of known
creditors.
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A proposal for instituting proceedings for the limitation of the ship
operator's liability must be accompanied by documents proving the tonnage of
the ship according to the provisions of Article 411, Paragraph' 4 of this Law.
Article 423

If the court finds that the requirements prescribed by this Law which
entitle the proposer to limit his liability have not been met, it shall render a
ruling rejecting the request submitted.
If the court finds that the resources of the limitation fund will not be
actually available for the benefit of the claimants, it shall reject the request for

the constitution of the fund; however, the proceedings pertaining to the
limitation of liability shall persist, as though the proposer invoked the
limitation of liability without intention of constituting a fund, provided the
requirements prescribed by this Law which entitle the proposer to limit his
liability have been met.
Article 424
If the court is satisfied that the request made in the proposal for instituting
proceedings for the limitation of the ship operator's liability complies with the

provisions of this Law pertaining to the requirements for the limitation of
liability, it shall render a ruling approving the limitation of liability.
If the court finds that the assets of the proposed limitation fund will be

actually available for the benefit of the creditor, it shall render a ruling
approving the constitution of the limitation fund.

In the ruling referred to in Paragraph 2 of this Article the court shall
summon the proposer within 15 days to submit to the court proof that he has
made available to the court the assets approved for the constitution of the
limitation fund, and that he has deposited in advance a specific sum necessary
to cover the costs that will be incurred in the course of or in connection with
the proceedings.

If the proposer fails to proceed in conformity with the provision of
Paragraph 3 of this Article, the court shall render a ruling setting aside the
ruling on the constitution of the limitation fund.
In the ruling the court shall warn the proposer of the consequences of his
failure to proceed according to the provision of Paragraph 4 of this Article.
Article 425
The ruling pertaining to the limitation of the proposer's liability shall be
rendered by the court without deferment.
The limitation fund shall be considered to have been constituted on the
date when the proposer submits to the court proof that he has proceeded in
accordance with the provision of Article 424, Paragraph 3 of this Law.
A ruling ascertaining that the limitation fund has been constituted shall be
rendered by the court within 24 hours from receipt of proof as referred to in
Paragraph 3 of this Article.
The ruling pertaining to the limitation of liability and the constitution of
the limitation fund shall be published in the Official Gazette (Narodne novine,
Republika Hrvatska), on the court's notice board and, if necessary, also in some
other adequate manner.
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The ruling shall be delivered to the proposer and to all creditors to whose

claims the limitation of liability relates, and whose place of business or
residence is known to the court.
Article 426
The ruling pertaining to the limitation of the ship operator's liability or the
constitution of the limitation fund shall contain:
the name of the ship operator, port of registration and nationality, or
the mark and place of registration of the boat;
the firm or the name and place of business or the personal name and
residence and nationality of the proposer;
the occurrence to which the ship operator's limited liability relates;

the amount of liability limitation and the ruling pertaining to the
constitution of the limitation fund and date of its constitution;
a summon to the creditors to report to the court the claims which are,
according to the provisions of this Law, to be paid from the limitation fund,
within a period of 30 days from the date of the publication of the ruling in the
Official Gazette, whether or not a final decision on their existence has already
been rendered, accompanied by a warning of the consequences of the omission
mentioned in Article 436 of this Law;
the place and the time of the hearing for the examination of claims.
Article 427

If against a person who on the basis of the provisions of this Law is
entitled to limit his liability (Articles 406, 407), and to whom the constituted
limitation fund relates at the time of the fund's constitution, enforcement
proceedings are conducted or proceedings for securing the claims which,
according to the provisions of this Law, are to be settled from the constituted
limitation fund, the enforcement court shall, at the request of such a person,
stay by a ruling the enforcement proceedings or the security proceedings and
set aside all acts committed in these proceedings.

The party at whose request the court has stayed the enforcement
proceedings or the security proceedings shall bear his costs of the proceedings

stayed, and shall be obliged, at the request of the opposite party, to pay the
latter's expenses.
After the constitution of the limitation fund it shall no longer be possible

to seek the institution of regular enforcement proceedings or security
proceedings for securing claims which, according to the provisions of the Law,
are to be settled from the constituted limitation fund.

If the ruling for the limitation of liability has been rendered, but the
limitation fund has not been constituted, the court shall entitle by enforcement
proceedings or security proceedings the enforcement or security solely to the

amount of limitation of liability, provided the person who invokes the
limitation of liability submits to the court the ruling for the limitation of
liability and the proof of its compliance with this Law.
Article 428
Creditors making claims in a foreign currency shall report their claims in
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the equivalent amount of local currency - Kunas at the rate of exchange of the
National Bank of Croatia on the date of constitution of the limitation fund.
For claims reported in due time (Article 426, Point 5) a katutory overdue
interest shall run from the date of constitution of the limitation fund and for
other claims from the date of their reporting.
Examination of reported claims shall be carried out at the hearing for the
examination of claims.
The proposer and all creditors who have reported their claims before the
closure of the hearing for the examination of claims shall be entitled to take
part in the hearing as parties.
Failure of the parties to appear at the hearing shall not prevent the court
from holding the hearing.

At the hearing the court shall invite all present parties to declare
themselves concerning the claims reported and concerning the ground for the
limitation of the proposer's liability.
Article 429

It shall not be considered that by reporting his claim the creditor has
recognised the right of the proposer to pay the reported claim from the
constituted limitation fund.
A creditor may not contest the claim of another creditor by maintaining
that it cannot be paid from the constituted limitation fund, as the occurrence
giving rise to the claim, was caused by the ship operator with the intent to cause

damage or by gross negligence with the knowledge that damages would
probably arise (Article 410).
It shall be considered that the proposer of the constitution of the limitation
fund and the creditors recognise that the claim reported exists and that it is
recoverable from the constituted limitation fund, unless this is contested in

writing and orally at the hearing before the closure of the hearing for the
examination of claims.

Article 430
If the creditor contests that his claim is subject to the limitation of the
proposer's liability, and the proposer disagrees with such contestation, the
court shall by a ruling instruct the creditor within 30 days from the date of
service of the ruling to institute a law-suit against the proposer to determine
that the creditor's claim is not recoverable from the limitation fund.
If the creditor fails within the time-limit specified in Paragraph 1 of this
Article to comply with the court ruling, or if he withdraws the law-suit
instituted, it shall be considered that he has renounced his contestation that his
claim is subject to the limitation of the proposer's liability.
Article 431

If a creditor contests to another creditor the existence or amount of the
latter's claim or the right for his claim to be recovered from the limitation fund,
the court shall by a ruling instruct the creditor whose claim has been contested
within 30 days from the date of service of the ruling to institute against the
proposer and all creditors who have contested his claim or the amount of this
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claim a law-suit for determining the existence and the amount of his claim or
the right for it to be recovered from the limitation fund.

If the creditors contest another creditor's claim determined by a final
judgement passed in the law-suit or other authority against the proposer, the
court shall by a ruling instruct the creditor or creditors who contest such claim
within 30 day to institute a law-suit to determine that the claim does not exist.
If the creditors instructed by the court to institute the law-suit within the

term referred to in Paragraph 1 and 2 of this Article fail to proceed in
accordance with the court ruling, or if they withdraw the law-suit instituted, it
shall be deemed that in the case referred to in Paragraph I of this Article the
claim has not been reported, and in the case referred to in Paragraph 2 of this
Article that the claim has not been contested.
Article 432

If the proposer contests the existence or the amount of the creditor's
claim, the court shall by a ruling instruct the creditor within 30 days from the

date of service of the ruling to institute a law-suit against the proposer to
ascertain the existence and the amount of his claim.
The proposer may not contest the creditor's claim if the existence and the

amount of this claim has been ascertained by a final decision in a law-suit
between the proposer and the creditor or in a law-suit conducted in accordance
with the provision of Article 431, Paragraph I, of this Law.
It the creditor instructed by the court to institute a law-suit fails to proceed
according to the court's ruling within the term referred to in Paragraph 1 of this
Article, or if he withdraws the law-suit instituted, it shall be considered that he
has not reported his claim.

Article 433
An appeal against the rulings to institute a law-suit referred to in Articles
429, 431 and 432 of this Law shall not stay the enforcement of the rulings.
The law-suits referred to in Articles 429, 431 and 432 of this Law may be
instituted only for the claims which were the subject-matter at the hearing for
the examination of claims.
The person instructed to institute a law-suit shall inform the court of the
law-suit referred to in Paragraph 2 of this Article within three days from the
date of its institution.
Final judgements passed in the law-suits referred to in Articles 430, 431
and 432 of this Law shall be legally binding on all parties to the proceedings
for the limitation of the ship operator's liability.
Article 434
The disputes referred to in Articles 430, 431 and 432 of this Law shall fall

exclusively within the territorial jurisdiction of the court in whose area the
court which conducts proceedings for the limitation of the ship operator's
liability is located.

Article 435
If the proposer makes it credible that some claims should be settled from
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the limitation fund abroad, the court may, at his proposal, order that the sum
which would be necessary for the settlement of his claim be set aside from the
fund in proportion to other reported claims and to the limitation fund.
A proposal as referred to in Paragraph 1 of this Article may be submitted
until the holding of the first hearing for the distribution of the constituted
limitation fund.
The sum set aside according to the provision of Paragraph 1 of this Article
shall be kept in a separate deposit for ten years from the date the ruling on the
final distribution of the constituted limitation fund became final.

The court may even before the expiration of the term referred to in
Paragraph 3 of this Article order that the sum set aside be in whole or in part

returned to the general deposit of the limitation fund, if according to the
circumstances it can be concluded that other requirements for setting aside the
sum have ceased exist (Paragraph 1).
After the expiration of the term referred to in Paragraph 3 of this Article
the court shall return the sum set aside to the general deposit of the limitation
fund.
Article 436
In order to examine claims reported after the closure of the hearing for the
examination of claims, the court shall order a new hearing for the examination
of claims.
Creditors whose claims are examined at the new hearings according to the
provision of Paragraph 1 of this Article may not contest the earlier recognised
claims.
Creditors may report their claims until the closure of the first hearing for
the distribution of the limitation fund.
Claims reported after the closure of the first hearing for the distribution
of the limitation fund shall not be examined.
Cred ors who report their claims after the expiration of the term referred

to in Artick 426, Point 5, of this Law shall be obliged to pay to the proposer

and other parties to the proceedings, at their request, the costs of the
proceedings caused by the subsequent report. The court may summon creditors

to deposit within a specific term a sum that will be necessary to cover these
costs.

Article 437
After the proceedings for the examination of the claims reported have
been terminated, the court shall determine by a ruling which claims will be
recognised and to what amount, taking account of the written statements of the
parties also.
Article 438
The distribution of the limitation fund shall be carried out after the ruling
rendered in accordance with Article 437 of this Law has become final.
The court may, on the proposal of a creditor, also carry out a provisional
partial distribution of the limitation fund for the purpose of the preliminary
payment of the claims ascertained if the creditor proposing it makes it credible
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that the law-suit referred to in Articles 430, 431 and 432 of this Law will not
be terminated within six months.
The distribution of the fund referred to in Paragraph 2 of this Article shall
include the balance of limitation fund left after from the entire fund assets have
been set aside for the possible payment of claims which are still controversial
in the amount in which these claims should be paid should their existence be
ascertained in the amount in which they were reported.
The distribution of the assets of the limitation fund set aside according to

the provisions of Article 435, Paragraphs 1, 2 and 3, of this Law shall be
carried out after the proceedings for the examination of controversial claims to
which the sums set aside relate have been terminated by final decision, account
being taken of the distribution already carried out according to the provisions
of Paragraphs 1, 2 and 3 of this Article.

Article 439
In order to carry out the distribution of the limitation fund, the court shall
draw up a distribution draft.
After having drawn up the draft for the distribution of the limitation fund,
the court shall fix a hearing for discussing the draft, to which it shall summon
the proposer and creditors whose claims have been determined and for which
it has been established that they are to be paid from the limitation fund, and also
creditors whose claims are controversial.

Together with the summons to appear at the hearing a copy of the
distribution draft shall be sent to the parties.
Article 440

If in order to draw up the draft for the distribution of the constituted
limitation fund it is necessary to have an expert, and the court does not have
such and expert, it may entrust preparations for drawing up the distribution
draft to a special expert outside the court.
The provisions of the Civil Procedure Act pertaining to expert witnesses
shall also apply to experts referred to in Paragraph 1 of this Article.
Article 441
The proposer and creditors referred to in Article 439 of this Law shall be
entitled to take part in hearings as parties.
Absence of the parties from the hearing shall not prevent the court from
holding the hearing.

At the hearing the court shall invite the parties to declare themselves
concerning the draft for the distribution of the limitation fund and to make their
objections to the draft.

The court shall render a decision on the distribution of the constituted
limitation fund on the basis of the results of the proceedings also taking into
account the written statements of the parties.
Article 442
The court shall be obliged within three days from the date when the ruling

on the distribution of the limitation fund against which no legal remedy had
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been employed became final, or from the date when the appellate court
delivered to the court of the first instance a final ruling, to issue an order for

the payment of the claims of the creditors to which the ruling on the
distribution relates.
Article 443

The reporting of claims in proceedings for the limitation of the ship
operator's liability shall with respect to the interruption of the limitation period
have the same effect as the institution of a law-suit in litigious proceedings.

As regards claims that were contested in the proceedings for the
examination of claims, it shall be considered that the limitation period was
interrupted from the date of the reporting of the claims until the expiration of
the time-limit for instituting a law-suit according to the provisions of Articles
431 and 432 of this Law, or from the date when the judgement in which it was
determined that the creditors' claims were not to be paid from the limitation
fund, became final.
The limitation period for claims which on the basis of a ruling on the
distribution of the limitation fund are to be paid from the fund begins to run
again when the ruling on the distribution becomes final.
Article 444
For creditors whose claims it has not been able to pay even within one
month from the date of the issue of the order for payment (Article 442), the
court shall establish a separate deposit from the assets of the limitation fund,
according to the rules on the establishment of court deposits.
The assets of the court deposit shall be placed on time deposit at a bank
with an adequate interest rate to a time-limit which should correspond to a
period of time before the expiration of which, according to the judgement of
the court, the conditions for the payment of the creditors' claims cannot be
fulfilled.

Article 445

In the procedure for the limitation of the ship operator's liability each
party shall bear his costs, unless otherwise specified by this Law.
Article 446
An appeal against rulings rendered in the procedure for the limitation of
the ship operator's liability must be lodged within eight days from the service
of the rulings.

Article 447
In a proceeding for the limitation of the ship operator's liability the parties

and the public prosecutor may, against a court ruling by which the court
proceedings have been finally terminated, employ all legal remedies that may
be used against judgements rendered in litigious proceedings.
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DENMARK

Merchant Shipping Act
Part XV - Limitation Funds
350.41) The provisions of this Part of the Act shall apply to limitation
funds set up according to sections 240 and 271 hereof.

(2) A limitation fund shall be established with the Maritime and
Commercial Court of Copenhagen.
351.41) A limitation fund according to section 240 shall correspond to
the full limitation amount according to section 238 for such claims with regard
to which the limitation of liability is invoked and which arise out of the same

occurrence. The fund shall moreover comprise interest on the limitation
amount from the time of the liability incurring occurrence and until the
establishment of the fund by an amount which is equal to the official discount
rate from time to time with addition of 2 per cent per annum.

(2) A limitation fund according to section 271 shall be equal to the
limitation amount according to section 270.

352.41) The party making the request for the establishment of a
limitation fund shall deposit the fund amount, cf. section 351, in cash with the
Court or provide other adequate security therefore.
(2) The party concerned shall moreover notify the Court of all persons
who may be assumed to make claims against the fund, and provide a report
about the background for the establishment of the Fund.
353.41) The Court shall by an Order decide the size of the fund amount
and whether any security offered can be approved.

In the Order shall be laid down that moreover security shall be
provided for an additional amount to cover costs in connection with the
administration of the Fund, hereunder costs of any action, and to cover any
claims for interest. In connection with a limitation fund according to section
240 hereof security for interest may only be claimed after the set up of the fund.
If it appears from the Order that the amounts according to sections
251 and 352(2) have been deposited in cash or that other adequate security has
been provided therefore, the fund will be deemed to have been established
when the Order is made. Besides the fund is considered to be established when
the Court by endorsement on the Order confirms that payment has been made
or security provided.

The Court may by a later Order increase the security for the
additional amount according to subsection (2) above.
354.-(1) The Court shall forthwith insert a notice about the establishment

of the fund in the Danish Official Gazette (Statstidende) whereby any
claimants are called upon to notify their claims for a share in the fund, before
a date fixed in the notice which must not be shorter than 2 months. The notice
shall point out the contents of sections 240(3), 357 and 364.
(2) The notice may moreover be published in Denmark in some other
manner fixed by the Court and should, where circumstances speak in favour

thereof, be published in States where damage or loss may have occurred.
Separate notice should by registered mail be sent to all known claimants.
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The Court may appoint a Director of the fund.

The party notifying a claim shall give the Court the necessary
information about the claim, hereunder the basis of the claim and amount and
if it is or has been subject to separate legal proceedings.
For claims which are not notified the distribution of the fund is set
down for judgment in the first instance, section 364 shall apply.

The Court may by Order release the fund if the time limit for
notification of claims has expired and consent is given by the party who has
established the fund and the claimants with respect to the claims notified.
After the expiry of the time limit for notification, the Court shall,
upon request of the party who established the fund, the party who insures
against the liability, or the party who is entitled to cover from the fund, summon
the interested parties to a court meeting (fund meeting) for a treatment of the
questions concerning the basis of liability, the right to limitation of liability and

the size of the amounts mentioned in section 351, and the claims which have
been notified.
The decision as to the size of the fund amount may by the Maritime
and Commercial Court be altered according to section 353(1).
Any objections to the right to limitation of liability, the size of the
fund, or a notified claim, shall be decided by judgement given by the Maritime
and Commercial Court according to the rules of the Administration of Justice
Act on civil cases.
After the expiry of the notification time limit the Court may decide
that a provisional distribution shall be made.
363.41) When all disputes have been settled the Court shall by judgment
distribute the fund according to section 239 or section 271 hereof.
(2) The fund and the additional amount shall be distributed even if there
is no right to limitation of liability. The Court may upon request deliver an
enforceable judgement for the part of the claim which is not covered by the
fund.
When the Court has set down for judgement the question of the
distribution of the fund, the decisions made by the Court with respect to a
limitation right, the size of the fund, claims notified and the distribution of the
fund, will get binding effect on all parties who can invoke claims against the
fund, irrespective of whether they have notified claims against the fund.
Any appeal and interlocutory appeal against the decisions of the

Maritime and Commercial Court shall be made to the Supreme Court
according to the rules of the Danish Administration ofJustice Act to this effect.

Part XVI

Special Drawing Rights
By SDR shall be understood the Special Drawing Rights (SDR) used

by the International Monetary Fund. The conversion of SDR to Danish
currency is made according to the rate of exchange on the date when security
is placed for the liability or if security is not placed on the date of payment. If

a limitation fund is established according to Part 10 or 12 hereof, the
conversion is, however, made according to the rate of exchange on the date
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where the limitation fund is deemed to have been established according to
section 353(3), unless before the establishment of the fund security is provided
for the liability.
Part XVII

Prosecution and penalties
If the master fails to carry a copy of this Act on board and of any
regulation issued in pursuance hereof he shall be liable to a fine. The same

shall apply if the master fails to carry a copy of the prescribed rules and
regulations according to the second sentence of section 60(2).
Where the master, a mate, the chief engineer, an engineer or the radio
officer fail to fulfil their obligations with regard to the ship's log, the engine-

room log, or the radio log they shall be liable to a fine or mitigated
imprisonment (hzefte).

Where the master in accordance with section 70 refuses to carry
seamen, their ashes, or their property on board the ship he shall be liable to a
fine.
Where the master or the shipowner fails to give notification of the
hearing of any maritime declaration, cf. section 306, he shall be liable to a fine.
FINLAND

Maritime Code
Chapter 12 - 011 Limitation Fund and Limitation Proceedings
Section 1 The provisions in this chapter shall apply to any limitation fund
constituted in accordance with chapter 9 section 7 (global fund) and in certain
parts to limitation funds constituted according to Chapter 10, § 6.
Section 2 A global fund shall be equal to
the aggregate amounts which according to chapter 9 section 5 constitute
the limit of liability for claims for which limitation is invoked and which
have arisen out of one distinct occasion, and

interest on amounts referred to under item 1, calculated according to
section 3 of the Interest on Debts Act from the day of the occurrence until
the day of the constitution of the fund.
Section 3 The person applying for constitution of a limitation fund shall
pay the amount of the fund into court or produce satisfactory security for it. In
the application, which shall be in writing, the applicant shall account for the
circumstances and state the names and addresses of likely claimants against
the fund.
Section 4 The Court shall fix the amount of the fund and decide whether
the proposed security is acceptable.
Unless there are particular contrary reasons, the Court shall also require

the applicant to pay into court or lodge adequate security for an additional
amount intended to cover remuneration to the administrator of the fund, costs
of the procedure and other expenses for the constitution and distribution of the
fund as well as interest for the period after the constitution of the fund.
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If it appears from the decision that the requisite payment has been made
or adequate security has been lodged, the fund shall be deemed to have been
constituted on the day of issue of the decision. Otherwise the fund shall be
considered as constituted on the day when payment was made, or security
lodged.
Decisions referred to in the first and second paragraphs are effective until
otherwise prescribed. If such a decision involves the payment of a higher
amount or the lodging of additional security, the Court shall order the person
constituting the fund to pay the balance or provide the additional security
within a stated time. If the order is not followed, the court shall declare that the
fund no longer has the effect stated in chapter 9 section 8.
Appeals against decisions according to the first and second paragraphs
and against orders according to the fourth paragraph shall be lodged separately.
Section 5When a limitation fund has been constituted, the Court shall
announce this directly. In the announcement, all creditors shall be advised to
submit their claims to the Court within a certain period which shall not be less

than two months. Notice of the provisions of chapter 9 section 7 third
paragraph and of sections 8 and 15 of this chapter shall be included in the
announcement.

The announcement shall be published in the Official Gazette and in a
local newspaper. If there are special reasons, the announcement shall also be
published abroad.

The person constituting the fund and all known creditors shall be
informed of the announcement by special message.
Section 6If called for by the nature of the matter or other circumstances,

the Court shall, when a limitation fund has been constituted, appoint an
administrator of the fund. The administrator shall have the duty, in addition to

the tasks referred to in section 11 second paragraph, of assisting in the
handling of the fund and limitation procedures and in negotiations between the
parties. The administrator shall have the special knowledge and experience that
his mandate requires.
The administrator's remuneration is determined by the Court.
Section 7 A claimant submitting his claim shall state its amount and basis.
If judgernent has been given regarding the claim or legal proceedings about it
are pending, this shall be stated.
Section 8 For a claim which has not been notified to the Court before the

handling of the fund distribution has been terminated in the Court of First
Instance payment may be made only according to section 14.
Section 9 The fund may not be dissolved until the submission period has
elapsed and both the person constituting the fund and the claimants who have
submitted claims against it have agreed thereto.

Section 10 A limitation proceeding means a proceeding in which
questions of liability and its limitation and of submitted claims are decided and

the fund is distributed. A limitation proceeding is brought into court by
application at the Court where the fund is constituted.
Section 1 1 In a limitation proceeding, the Court shall hold a fund meeting.

To the meeting, the Court shall call the administrator, the person having
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constituted the fund, the person having brought the limitation proceeding into
court and the claimants. If the right of any other person is affected, such person
shall also be called. At the fund meeting shall be taken up matters concerning
liability and its limitation, the amount of the limit of liability and the claims
that have been submitted.
Prior to the fund meeting the administrator shall examine the submitted
claims and, as far as possible, draw up a proposal for the distribution of the
fund. The proposal shall be sent to those who have been called to the meeting.
If an administrator has not been appointed, the Court shall take these measures.

If no objection to the proposal, duly amended at the fund meeting,
remains after the end of the meeting, the proposal shall form the basis for the
distribution of the fund.
If any objection remains at the end of the fund meeting, the Court shall
set a certain period within which the objecting person shall state whether he
maintains his objection and requests the Court's hearing of the dispute. If such
request has not been made in time, the objection shall be considered to have
lapsed. If it is maintained, the Court shall try the dispute as soon as possible.
Section 12
Section 13 After the expiry of the submission period, the Court may order
that a certain part of the proven claims shall be paid immediately.
Section 14 When all disputes are settled, the Court shall decide on the
distribution of the fund.
The Court may reserve a certain amount for covering claims which have
not been submitted before the end of the distribution of the fund at the Court
of First Instance. Such amount shall be distributed when all claims submitted

have been considered and it can be assumed that no further claims will be
submitted.
Distribution of the fund shall take place even if the person constituting the
fund has no right to limitation of liability. In such case the Court, upon motion,
may give judgment concerning the part of a claim that is not paid out of the
fund.

Section 15 An unappealable decision in the limitation case concerning
liability, the right to limitation of liability, the amount of liability, claims
submitted and the distribution of the fund shall be binding upon every one who
can maintain claims against the fiind, regardless whether they have submitted
their claims or not.
FRANCE

Décret No.

67-967

of 27 October

1967

Chapitre VII - Fonds de limitation

Section 1- Constitution du .fonds et dispositions générales

59. Tout propriétaire de navire ou toute autre personne mentionnée
l'article 69 de la loi n° 67-5 du 3 janvier 1967 portant statut des navires et

autres bâtiments de mer, qui entend bénéficier de la limitation de
responsabilité prévue au chapitre VII de la loi précité, présente requete, aux
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fins d'ouverture d'une procédure de liquidation, au président du tribunal de
commerce:

S'il s'agit d'un navire francais, du port d'attache du navire;
S'il s'agit d'un navire étranger, du port francais où l'apcident s'est
produit ou du premier port francais atteint après l'accident ou, à défaut de l'un
de ces ports, du lieu de la première saisie ou du lieu ofi la première silreté a été
fournie.
La requête doit énoncer:
Lévénement au cours duquel les dommages sont survenus;
Le montant maximum du fonds de limitation, calculé conformément aux
dispositions du chapitre VII de la loi n° 67-5 du 3 janvier 1967 portant statut
des navires et autres bdtiments de mer;
Les modalités de constitution de ce fonds.
A la requéte sont annexés:
1° 12 état certifié par le requérant des créanciers connus de lui, avec, pour
chacun, les indications de son domicile, de la nature et du montant définitif ou
provisoire de sa créance;
2° Toutes pièces justifiant le calcul du montant du fonds de limitation.

Le président du tribunal de commerce, après avoir vérifié que le

montant du fonds de limitation indiqué par le requérant a été calculé
conformément aux dispositions du chapitre VII de la loi n° 67-5 du 3 janvier
1967 portant statut des navires et autres batiments de mer, ouvre la procédure
de constitution du fonds.
Il se prononce sur les modalités de constitution du fonds.
Il fixe en outre la provision à verser par le requérant pour couvrir les frais
de la procédure.
Il nomme un juge-commissaire et un liquidateur. Le président du tribunal
de commerce statue par ordonnance au pied de la requéte.

En cas de versement en espèces, le juge-commissaire désigne
l'organisme qui recevra les fonds en dépôt. Ce dépôt est fait au nom du
requérant; aucun retrait ne peut intervenir sans autorisation du jugecommissaire.
Les intéréts des sommes déposées grossissent le fonds.
Dans le cas où le fonds est représenté par une caution solidaire ou une

autre garantie, cette sareté est constitué au nom du liquidateur. Aucune
modification ne peut être apportée à la sareté ainsi constituée sans autorisation
du juge-commissaire.
Les produits de la sareté ainsi fournie grossissent le fonds.
Une ordonnance du président du tribunal constate la constitution du
fonds, à la demande du requérant et sur le rapport du juge-commissaire.

A partir de l'ordonnance prévue à l'article 64, aucune mesure
d'exécution n'est possible contre le requérant pour des créances auxquelles la
limitation est opposable.
Nonobstant la désignation du juge-commissaire et du liquidateur, le
requérant est appelé et pent intervenir à tous les actes de la procédure.
Si le requérant est autorisé à faire valoir à l'égard d'un créancier une

créance pour un dommage résultant du même événement, les créances
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respectives sont compensées et les dispositions du présent chapitre ne
s'appliquent qu'au solde éventuel.
Hors ce cas, les créances ne peuvent bénéficier de la compensation.
Les créances cessent de produire intérét à compter de l'ordonnance
prévue par Particle 64.

Lorsque le requérant établit qu'il pourrait &re ultérieurement
contraint de payer en tout ou en partie une des créances visées à l'article 65 de
la loi n° 67-5 du 3 janvier 1967 portant statut des navires et autres bâtiments

de mer, le juge-commissaire peut ordonner qu'une somme suffisante soit
provisoirement réservée pour permettre au requérant de faire ultérieurement
valoir ses droits sur le fonds, aux conditions indiquées audit article 65 de la loi
précitée.

La faillite, le règlement judiciaire ou la liquidation des biens
[redressernent ou liquidation judiciaires] du requérant prononcée
postérieurement à l'ordonnance prévue à l'article 64 est sans effet sur la
constitution du fonds, sous réserve des articles 29 et 30 de la loi n° 67-563 du
13 juillet 1967 [abrogés; Comp. L. n° 85-98 du 25 jam,. 1985, art. 9 et 107] sur
le règlement judiciaire, la liquidation des biens, la faillite personnelle et les
banqueroutes.

Section II - Production, verification des créances, état des créances
Postérieurement à l'ordonnance prévue à l'article 64, le liquidateur

informe de la constitution du fonds tous les créanciers dont le nom et le
domicile sont indiqués par le requérant.

Cette communication est faite par lettre recommandée avec demande
d'avis de réception. Elle porte copie de l'ordonnance susvisée et indique:
10

Le nom et le domicile du propriétaire du navire ou de tout autre

requérant avec mention de sa qualité;
2° 11événement au cours duquel les dommages sont survenus;

40 Le montant de la créance du destinataire de la lettre d'après le
requérant.
La communication indique en outre:

Que dans le délai de trente jours de l'envoi de la lettre, le créancier
destinataire doit produire ses titres de créances; ce délai est augmenté de dix
_lours pour les créanciers domiciliés hors de la France métropolitaine et en

Europe et de vingt jours pour ceux domiciliés dans toute autre partie du
monde;
Que, dans le méme délai, ce créancier peut contester le chiffre attribué à
sa créance par le requérant;
Que, passé ce délai, ce chiffre est réputé accepté par le créancier.

La même communication est publiée dans un journal d'annonces
légales et, éventuellement, dans une ou plusieurs publications étrangères. Le
choix en est fait par le juge commissaire.
Les créanciers dont le nom et le domicile n'ont pas été indiqués par le
requérant disposent d'un délai de trente jours pour produire leurs créances,
dater de la publication faite dans le pays de leur domicile.
La publication précise que, passé ce délai:
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1° Les créanciers connus du requérant, mais dont il ignore le domicile,
sont reputes accepter les chiffres attribués à leurs créances;
2° Les créanciers inconnus du requerant conservent le droit de produire

jusqu'à l'ordonnance du president du tribunal declarant la procedure close,
mais ils ne pourront rien réclamer sur les répartitions ordonnées' par le jugecommissaire antérieurement à leur production et leur créance sera éteinte s' ils

n'ont pas produit avant l'ordonnance de clôture, à moins qu'ils ne prouvent
que le requerant connaissait leur existence, auquel cas celui-ci sera tenu envers
eux sur ses autres biens.
Le liquidateur procède A. la verification des créances en presence du
requérant. Si le liquidateur ou le requérant conteste l'existence ou le montant
d'une creance, le liquidateur en avise aussitôt le créancier interessé par lettre

recommandée avec demande d'avis de reception; ce creancier a un délai de
trente jours pour formuler ses observations, &rites ou verbales. Ce Mai est

augmenté de dix jours pour les créanciers domicilies hors de la France
métropolitaine et en Europe et de vingt jours pour ceux domiciliés dans toute
autre partie du monde.
Le liquidateur présente au juge-commissaire ses propositions
d'admission ou de rejet des creances.
Létat des creances est arrété par le juge-commissaire.
Dans les huit jours, le greffier adresse à chaque créancier copie de cet
état par lettre recommandée avec demande d'avis de réception.
Tout créancier porté sur l'état est admis, pendant un Mai de trente
jours à compter de la date d'envoi de la lettre visee à l'article 76, à formuler au
greffe, par voie de mention sur l'état, des contredits sur toute créance autre que
la sienne. Ce délai est augment& de dix jours pour les créanciers domiciliés

hors de la France métropolitaine et en Europe et de vingt jours pour ceux
domiciliés dans toute autre partie du monde.
Le requérant a le droit de formuler des contredits dans les mémes formes
et délais.

Les contredits vises à l' article 77 sont renvoyés par les soins du
greffier, après avis donné aux parties trois jours au moins à l'avance par lettre
recommandée avec demande d' avis de reception, à la première audience, pour
are jugés sur le rapport du juge-commissaire si la matière est de la competence
du tribunal de commerce.
Tout créancier peut, jusqu' l'expiration des délais fixes a. l' article 77,

contester le montant du fonds de limitation par réclamations deposées au
greffe. Ces réclamations sont renvoyées par les soins du greffier au tribunal de
commerce pour étre jugées dans le délai prévu à l'article 77.
Les creances qui échappent à la competence du tribunal de commerce

du lieu de constitution du fonds ne peuvent etre inscrites pour leur montant
définitif que lorsque la decision de la juridiction compétente est devenue
definitive, mais elles doivent étre mentionnées à titre provisoire.
Tout jugement rendu par le tribunal de commerce sur les creances
contestées ou sur le montant de la responsabilité du requérant est opposable
celui-ci ainsi qu'à tous les créanciers parties a. la procedure.
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Section III - Répartition
Lorsque le montant du fonds de limitation est définitivement fixé et
que l'état des créances admises est devenu définitif, le liquidateur presente le
tableau de distribution au juge-commissaire.
Chaque créancier en est informé par le liquidateur, avec indication du
montant du dividende qui lui reviendra. Il reçoit en même temps un titre de
perception signé du liquidateur et du juge-commissaire et revetu de la formule
exécutoire.
Sur presentation de ce titre, le créancier est réglé par le dépositaire des
fonds ou par le requérant s'il n'y a pas eu versement en espèces; à défaut, il est
réglé au moyen de la garantie ou pour la caution fournie.
Avant que le tableau de repartition soit définitif, des répartitions
provisoires peuvent etre faites au profit des créanciers sur ordonnance du jugecommissaire.
Le paiement à chaque creancier du dividende qui lui revient éteint sa
créance
égard du requérant. Quand tous les paiements ont eu lieu, la
procedure est déclarée close par le president du tribunal sur le rapport du
liquidateur, vise par le juge-commissaire.
Section IV- Voies de recours
Le delai d'appel est de quinze jours à compter de la signification des
jugements statuant sur le montant des créances, les contredits ou le montant du
fonds de limitation. 12appel est jugé sommairement par la cour dans les trois
mois. L'arret est exécutoire sur minute.

Les ordonnances du juge-commissaire prises en application des
articles 75 et 83 peuvent etre frappées d'opposition dans le délai pi-61/u
1 'article 77. L'opposition est form& par simple declaration au greffe. Le
tribunal statue à la première audience.
Ne sont susceptibles d'aucune voie de recours les ordonnances du

president du tribunal de commerce relatives à la nomination ou au
remplacement du juge-commissaire ou du liquidateur.
GREECE

Code of Private Maritime Law
Section 85

The shipowner is discharged from the liabilities provided for in the
preceding section by abandoning the ship and the gross freight. Where the
shipowner himself committed the wrongful act by negligence in his capacity
as Master of the ship, he is also entitled to abandonment, The abandonment
does not comprise the insurance indemnity. This shall not apply in claims of
accidents to persons.
The shipowner must make good any sum, which by reason of lien or
hypothecation would be deducted beforehand from the value of the ship or
freight by creditors who have a claim against the shipowner and for which
claim he cannot be discharged by abandonment.
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Section 86
The shipowner instead of the abandonment, may offer for every voyage a
sum equivalent to three tenths of the ship's value at the commencement of the

voyage, as well as an additional sum equivalent to another three tenths to
satisfy claims arising from accidents to persons. Where the additional sum is
not adequate to satisfy such claims, these claims concur for their not satisfied
part on the first sum and the freight.
The privilege provided for in the present section shall also apply in the
case where the ship is abandoned to the underwriters.
The provisions of the present section shall not apply on claims arising
from salvage.
Section 90
The abandonment is effected by a declaration in writing containing the
reason thereof, the amount of freight, the names of creditors known at the time
the declaration for the abandonment is made, their place of domicile, their
respective claims as well as the appointment of a person with authority to
accept service. The competent Court is either the Court of First Instance of the
district of the port where the ship is registered or the Court of First Instance of
Piraeus.

The declaration is made before the Clerk of the Court by attaching to it
the certificate of the public deposit of the freight and in the case of freight to
be collected, the vouching documents.
A copy of the declaration is served to those who have served an action or
a writ for payment, to the creditors who have an hypothecation on the ship as
well as to the Registrar who is bound to enter the said declaration in the ship's
Registry.

Section 91

When, instead of the ship, the sum provided for in section 86 is
abandoned, the person effecting the abandonment is bound to deposit the said

sum to a Public Deposit and to attach to the respective report the relative
vouchers.

The sum is provisionally determined by the President of the Court
according to the proceedings in section 634 of Civil Procedure Act.
Section 92
Within a month commencing ten days after the above declaration, the
President of the Court appoints a Junior Judge and a liquidator and fixes the
sum to be paid in advance by the persons effecting the abandonment for the
proceedings costs and the Court order is immediately served in the care of the
Clerk to the Junior Judge and the liquidator.
Section 93
The liquidator serves the President's order to the creditors mentioned in
the declaration, as well as to the Chamber of Shipping and publishes it in
summary in two Athens daily papers of wide circulation, inviting the creditors
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to submit to him within three months a declaration about their claims,
containing also an appointment of a person with authority to accept service of
documents.
The declaration of the creditors interrupts the limitation of their claims.
Section 94
The liquidator has the custody and maintenance of the abandoned ship
and takes care to insure her with the consent of the Junior Judge.
The liquidator deposits in a Public Deposit any sum collected in the
meantime and in order to withdraw any such sum the consent of the Junior
Judge is required.
Section 95
In the case of a freight to be collected, the respective claims are ipso jure
abandoned to the creditors and the person effecting the abandonment is bound
to attach to the declaration the vouching documents.
Section 96

Where the period of time provided for in section 93 has expired, the
liquidator invites immediately the person effecting the abandonment and the
creditors who have announced themselves to a meeting, by serving to them at
least ten days earlier the list of the declared claims he has drawn up.
Section 97
Where on the fixed day. creditors representing three fourths of the claims

do not attend, the person effecting the abandonment and the creditors,
assemble again at a new meeting fixed within the next twenty days and after an
invitation is served to them at least three days earlier.

Section 98

During the assembly, claims are verified first and then the liquidator
suggests the solutions imposed by the circumstances and the equity.
Section 99
Where disputes have arisen, they are tried in the care of the liquidator
according to the proceedings in Summary Jurisdiction and all are tried during
the same hearing.
Section 100
Where an agreement is reached during the verification of claims and after
the orders of the Court referred to in the preceding section become final, the

Junior Judge draws up the list of final distribution which is carried out
immediately by the liquidator, who pays over to the person effecting the
abandonment the balance, if any.
Section 101

The liquidator, with the consent of the Junior Judge proceeds to the
temporary distribution of the fund or of a part of it to the persons entitled to
non-disputed claims, preserving intact the sums corresponding to disputed
claims.
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Section 102

After the submission of the declaration referred to in section 90, the
creditors are not entitled to take any legal steps against the shipowner in
personam neither to take any conservative measure or proceedings of forced
sale and if any are taken, are ipso jure dismissed.
Section 103
At any stage of the proceedings, it is allowed upon the application of the
liquidator or of any person having a lawful interest, to sell the ship. The sale is
performed in the way fixed by the President of the Court sitting in Summary
Jurisdiction and after summoning always the shipowner and if possible the
creditors who have an hypothecation on the ship.
The sale can be performed at the President's discretion, even without a
Public Auction.

Section 104
Upon the termination of the liquidation, the liquidator deposits together
with the respective report, all the documents, with the Clerk of the Court.
HONG KONG, CHINA

Merchant Shipping (Limitation of Shipowners Liability) Ordinance, 1993

Part III
Limitation of Liability for Maritime Claims

19. Constitution offund
The Monetary Authority may from time to time by order prescribe
the rate of interest to be applied for the purposes of paragraph 1 of Article 11
of the Convention.
Where a fund is constituted with the court in accordance with Article
11 of the Convention for the payment of claims arising out of any occurrence,
the court may stay any proceedings relating to any claim arising out of that
occurrence which are pending against the person by whom the fund has been
constituted.

20. Distribution offund
No lien or other right in respect of any ship or property shall affect the
proportions in which under Article 12 of the Convention the fund is distributed
among several claimants.
21. Bar to other actions
Where the release of a ship or other property is ordered under paragraph
2 of Article 13 of the Convention, the person on whose application it is ordered
to be released is deemed to have submitted to the jurisdiction of the court to
adjudicate on the claim for which the ship or property was arrested or attached.
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IRELAND

Section 8 of the Act provides that the Minister may, by Order, declare that
any State specified in the Order is a Contracting State and the Order shall be
evidence that that State is a Contracting State.
Section 9 provides that references in the Convention to a ship shall be
construed as including references to any structure (whether completed or in the
course of completion) launched and intended for use in navigation as a ship or
a part of a ship.

Section 10 provides that the right to limit liability extends to nonseago ing ships.
Section 11 provides a restriction on the right to limit liability. It shall not

apply to claims in respect of the raising, removal, destruction or rendering
harmless of a ship which is sunk, wrecked, stranded or abandoned, including
anything that is or has been on board such a ship and Article 3 shall be
construed accordingly.
Section 12 provides that the reference in Article 3 of the Convention to a
nuclear ship includes a reference to a ship carrying nuclear material (whether
or not the ship is powered by such material).
Section 13 provides for conversion of the amounts in units of account into
currency of the State for the purpose of the Convention.

Section 14 states the rate of interest to be applied for the purposes of
Article 11 of the Convention. The Section permits the Minister for the Marine,
with the consent of the Minister for Finance, to prescribe by Order the rate of
interest to be applied under the terms of the Convention.

Section 15 gives the Court power to stay proceedings where a fund is
constituted.

Section 16 provides that no lien or other right in respect of any ship or

property shall affect the proportions in which under Article 12 of the
Convention the fund is distributed among the several claimants concerned.
Section 17 provides that where the release of a ship or property is ordered

under paragraph 2 of Article 13 oft he Convention the person on whose
application it is ordered to be released shall be deemed to have submitted to the

jurisdiction of the court to adjudicate on the claim for which the ship or
property was arrested or attached.
Section 38 provides for exclusion of liability in certain cases. A copy of
Section 28 is appended hereto.
JAPAN

Rules of procedure are set out in the Limitation of Liability of Shipowners

Act and in the Supreme Court Rules for the Procedure of the Limitation of
Liability of Shipowners & others Cases (Supr. Court Rules No. 2, 1976).
I.
Summary of the limitation proceedings.
The limitation proceedings are performed with the following steps.
The filing for the limitation proceeding by the shipowners or others (art.
1)
17), with the presentation of prima facie proof to the effect that total
amount of claims exceeds the limitation amount (art. 18). The order by
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the court for the deposit of money equivalent to the limitation amount
plus interest of 6% for the period from the date of accident to the date of
deposit (art. 19). The decision by the court to commence the limitation
proceedings (art. 26). The public notice by the court (art. 28).

The filing of the claims by the claimants (art. 17(5), art. 50). The
investigation of the claims by the court (art. 57). The confirmation of the
claims (art. 60).
The distribution of limitation fund (art. 69). The decision by the court to
terminate the limitation proceedings (art. 80). The public notice by the
court (art. 80).
II.

Some comments on the characteristic points of the limitation

proceedings.

The shipowners and others who wish to limit their liabilities should
necessarily file for the limitation proceedings.

The claimants who wish to deny the adjudication of limitation
proceedings may assert the payment of full amount of their claims in each
judicial proceedings outside of the limitation proceedings.
The limitation proceedings are presided by the judicial court.
The constitution of limitation fund is necessary for the commencement of
the limitation proceedings.
NETHERLANDS

Articles 642a-642z of the Dutch Code of Civil Procedure
Translation by Sandra Dixon/Taco van der Valk-Nauta Dutilh
642a Procedure with respect to the limitation of liability. Application.
(Compare Articles 1(7), 11, and 14, 1976 Convention.)
(This Article supersedes Article 320a of the Dutch Code of Civil Procedure)
A person who wishes to avail himself of the provisions of Article 750,
751, 1060 or 1061 of Book 8 of the Civil Code to limit his liability shall apply

to the district court of the place where the ship is registered in the register
referred to in Article 193 or 783 of Book 8 of the Civil Code, or, if the ship is
not registered in any of these registers, to the District Court of Rotterdam,
requesting that the court determine the amount or amounts to which his
liability will be limited (the amount of the limitation fund or funds) and order
the institution of proceedings for the purpose of distributing the fund to be
constituted.
The application shall state:
the name of the ship;
in the case of a sea-going ship, its nationality and, in the case of a sea-

going fishing ship or an inland navigation ship, the location of the
register in which it is registered, if possible;
the applicant's name and place of residence;
the amount(s) which, in the applicant's opinion, the fund or funds are
to contain, and the information necessary to calculate these amounts;
the day and place of the occurrence that gave rise to the claims in
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f.

respect of which the applicant believes that he is entitled to limit his
liability, as well as a description of that occurrence;
the name and place of residence of the persons known to the applicant

with respect to whom he believes that he is entitled to limit his
liability, together with an estimate of the maximum amount of each
such person's claim.

The applicant shall state in the application the manner in which he
proposes to constitute the fund.

The filing of an application as referred to in this Article shall not
constitute an admission of liability.

The proceedings shall be held on the day and at the time
communicated by the clerk of court to the persons referred to in paragraph 2(f)
of this Article. Furthermore, the clerk of court shall announce the petition in
one or more newspapers which the district court may designate.

642b Consolidation of multiple applications.
(Compare Article 14, 1976 ('onvention.)
(This Article supersedes Article 320b of the Dutch Code of Civil Procedure.)
If more than one application as referred to in Article 642a relating to one
and the same ship and arising from the same occurrence has been filed, the
court shall, before ruling on these applications, order that the cases relating to
a single fund be consolidated in a one action, unless an applicant objects and
his objections are held to be well-founded.
642c Deterinining the Ainount of the Fund and the Manner of Constitution.
Appointment of Supervisoiy Judge and Liquidator Declaration of Court.
(Compare Articles 4 and 14, 1976 Convention.) (This Article supersedes
Article 320c of the Dutch Code of Civil Procedure.)
The provisions of Articles 754 and 1064 of Book 8 of the Civil Code
may not be invoked in proceedings commenced by an application as referred
to in Article 642a.
Upon granting the application, the court shall determine the amount

of the limitation fund or funds, expressed in units of account, with due
observance of Articles 755 and 756 of Book 8 of the Civil Code or the general
administrative order referred to in Article 1065 of Book 8 of the Civil Code.
The court shall order the applicant to constitute the fund on a day which it shall
determine, but in any event no later than one month following the day of the
order, by:

depositing into court the amount of the funds, as calculated in
accordance with Articles 755, 756 and 759 of Book 8 of the Civil
Code or the general administrative order referred to in Article 1065 of
that Book, increased by statutory interest pursuant to Article 757 or
that general administrative order and by an amount covering the costs
of the proceedings; or
providing security for the amount referred to under (a) in some other
way, as the court shall determine, increased by statutory interest due
from the day on.which this security is provided until the day on which
the clerk of court issues the summons referred to in Article 642v.
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The court shall designate a supervisory judge to determine how the

fund or funds will be distributed and shall also appoint a liquidator. It is
entitled to appoint more than one liquidator for each fund if it believes that this
is justified.

The fund shall be constituted in the name of the supervisory judge
and the liquidator, who shall control its disposition, acting jointly, to the
exclusion of the applicant.

The court's decision shall be [provisionally] enforceable without
delay. The effect of the decision may not be suspended by a higher court.
An applicant who has complied with the court's order shall request
forthwith that the court issue a declaration to that effect. If the court refuses
this declaration, it is entitled to issue a new order to the applicant to constitute
the fund on a day which it shall determine but which may not be later than one
month following the day of the decision. An applicant who has complied with
the court's new order shall apply to the court forthwith for a declaration to that
effect. In that event, the second sentence of this paragraph shall not apply.

An applicant with respect to whom the court has not issued a
declaration as referred to in paragraph 6 shall no longer be entitled to limit his

liability pursuant to Article 750, 751, 1060 or 1061 of Book 8 of the Civil
Code.

Articles 45 to 48 inclusive of Book 3 of the Civil Code and Articles
42 to 49 inclusive of the Bankruptcy Act do not apply to compliance with an

order to deposit a sum of money or provide security as referred to in this
Article.

642d Fund constituted applies to all liable persons of one categoty.
(Compare Article 11(3), 1976 Convention)
(This Article supersedes Article 320d of the Dutch Code of Civil Procedure.)
1.
If, with respect to one and the same occurrence, a fund is constituted
by one of the persons referred to in
Article 758(1)(a) or 1066(1)(a) of Book 8 of the Civil Code
Article 758(1)(b) or 1066(1)(b) of Book 8 of the Civil Code
Article 758(1)(c) or 1066(1)(c) of Book 8 of the Civil Code, or
Article 758(2) or 1066(2) of Book 8 of the Civil Code,

or by that person's insurer, such fund shall be deemed to have been
constituted by all the persons referred to under the same letter and with respect
to the claims in respect of which the fund was constituted.

642e Prerequisites for release of attachments, return of security.
(Compare Articles 13 and 14, 1976 Convention.)
(This Article supersedes Article 320e of the Dutch Code of Civil Procedure.)
1. If, after the granting of an application under Article 750 or 751 of
Book 8 of the Civil Code, no claimants have objected to limitation of liability
by the person liable within the period of time referred to in Article 642g, or if

an irrevocable decision has been made rejecting a [particular] claimant's
objection, and a fund has been constituted with respect to which the court has
issued a declaration as referred to in Article 642c(6) and the fund is actually
available to the claimant and the claimant can enforce his claim against the
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fund, the court may, at the request of the persons for whose benefit the fund
was constituted, order the release of arrests or attachments, which may have
been levied in respect of the claims for which the fund was constituted, or order
that any security which was provided be returned.
2. If the requirements set forth in paragraph 1 are met, the court shall,
upon the submission of an application as referred to in paragraph 1, issue an
order as referred to in that paragraph if the fund has been constituted
at the port where the accident from which liability arose took place,
or, if the accident took place out of port, at the ship's first port of call
thereafter, or
at the port of disembarkation of the persons involved, if the damage
arose from loss of life or personal injury, or
at the port of discharge in respect of damage to cargo, or
in the State where the arrest was made.
3. Paragraphs 1 and 2 of this Article shall only apply if the fund can be
freely transferred to the claimant in respect of his claim.
4. If the requirements set forth in paragraph 1 are met with respect to a
petition based upon Article 1060 or 1061 of Book 8 of the Civil Code, the court
shall, upon the submission of an application as referred to in paragraph 1, issue
an order as referred to in that paragraph.
642f Suspension of Legal Proceedings at the Initiative of the Person Liable.
Sanction. (Compare Articles 13 and 14, 1976 Convention.)
(This Article supersedes Article 320f of the Dutch Code of Civil Procedure).
1.

If the requirements set forth in Article 642e are met, legal

proceedings in respect of claims for which the fund was constituted shall be
suspended upon the effecting of service in accordance with Article 256, even
if they have already reached the stage where judgment is to be rendered.
2. Except in the cases referred to in paragraph 3, after pending legal
proceedings have been suspended, these proceedings shall be removed from
the cause list at the request of any interested person, if
the application of the claimant for verification as referred to in Article
6421 is denied, or
the plan of distribution as referred to in Article 642v is adopted in the
manner set out in that Article, or
the claim of the claimant lapses pursuant to Article 642w.
3.

Legal proceedings which have been suspended shall be resumed, if

it is subsequently decided that the person liable may not limit his
liability after all and this decision becomes irrevocable, or
the person liable seeks to have the costs of the proceedings assessed

against the claimant under any of the circumstances referred to in
paragraph 2.
If the person liable fails to avail himself of a suspension as referred
to in paragraph 1 of this Article, he shall no longer be entitled to invoke the
limitation of his liability against the claimant involved.
4.

5.

Articles 255 to 262 inclusive shall apply to the suspension and

resumption of legal proceedings.
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642g Fixing Day for Lodging Claims, Defences, Meeting.
(Compare Article 14, 1976 Convention)
(7'his Article supersedes Article 320g of the Dutch Code of Civil Procedure.)
After the declaration referred to in Article 642c(6) has been issued,

the supervisory judge shall, as soon as possible after having heard the
liquidator, determine the final day on which claims against the person liable,
as well as objections to the latter's invocation of limitation of liability with
respect to all or one or more claimant, may be submitted to the liquidator.
After having heard the liquidator, the Official Receiver shall also fix

the day(s), time and place at which he shall proceed to verify the claims
submitted and to rule upon the objections to the invocation of limitation of
liability. These days, times and places may vary for each fund or for one of the
funds.
At least eight weeks must elapse between the deadline for submitting
claims and raising objections as referred to in paragraph 1 and the day set for
verifying these claims and ruling on these objections.
642h Setting Aside Sum for Benefit of the Person Liable.
(Compare Article 12(4), 1976 Convention)
(This Article supersedes Article 320h of the Dutch Code of Civil Procedure.)
Where a person liable establishes that, notwithstanding Article 642f(1),
he may be compelled to pay, at a later date, in whole or in part any such amount

of compensation with regard to which he would have enjoyed a right of
subrogation pursuant to Article 642j had the compensation been paid before
the fund was distributed, the supervisory judge may order that a sufficient sum
shall be provisionally set aside to enable the person liable at such later date to
enforce his claims pursuant to Article 642j.
6421 Notice to Claimants and Publication.
(Compare Article 14, 1976 Convention.)
(This Article supersedes Article 320i of the Dutch Code of Civil Procedure.)
The liquidator shall, without delay, give notice of the decisions referred
to in Article 642g by registered letter to the person or persons liable and the
claimants who have been named by him/them. He shall also, if so ordered by
the supervisory judge, announce these decisions in one or more newspapers
which the supervisory judge may designate.

642j Subrogation of the Person Liable Based Upon Prior Payments.
(Compare Article 12, 1976 Convention.)
(This Article supersedes Article 320j of the Dutch Code of Civil Procedure.)
A person liable may not reclaim in whole or in part an amount which he
or his insurer paid prior to the distribution a fund. He shall be subrogated, by
operation of law, in the rights of the claimant for the amount paid.
642k Filing of Claim By Claimant who Submits Defence
or in the case gf Uncertainty.
(This Article supersedes Article 320k of the Dutch Code of Civil Procedure.)
A claimant who submits a defence against the application of the person
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liable must nevertheless file a proof of claim. The same applies to a claimant
who is not sure whether, given the nature of the claim, the person liable is
entitled to invoke the limitation of his liability with respect to such claim.
6421 Manner of Filing. List of provisionally admitted, contested claims.
Lodging with clerk of court. (Compare Article 14, 1976 Convention.)
(This Article supersedes Article 3201 of the Dutch Code of Civil Procedure.)
Claims shall be filed with the liquidator by submitting a statement of
account or other written declaration indicating the nature and amount of the
claim accompanied by vouchers by which the claim can be substantiated (in

original or copy form). A claimant as referred to in the second sentence of
Article 642k shall also submit a written declaration setting forth the grounds
for his uncertainty as referred to therein.
The filing of a claim shall, for purposes of its becoming prescribed
or lapsing, be regarded as the institution of legal proceedings on the claim.
The claimants shall be entitled to demand that the liquidator provide
them with a formal receipt.
The liquidator shall check the statements of account which have been

submitted against the books and records of the person liable and other
information which he has furnished, shall consult with the claimant and the
person or persons liable if he has an objection to the admission of a claim, and
may demand the production of missing documents by such persons and to
inspect their books and records and the original documents.
With respect to each fund, the liquidator shall place the claims which
he approves on a list of provisionally admitted claims and the claims which he
contests on a separate list stating the grounds on which they are contested.
The lists drawn up by the liquidator shall be available without charge
for public inspection at the clerk of court's office for at least 21 days prior to
the day set for verification. No charge shall be imposed for lodging these
documents.
The liquidator shall indicate the written defences which have been
submitted against the application of the person liable, stating the grounds on
which they are based.
642m Notice by Liquidator to Claimants.
(Compare Article 14, 1976 Convention.)
(This Article supersedes Article 320m of the Dutch Code of Civil Procedure.)

The liquidator shall give notice in writing of the lodging of the lists
pursuant to Article 6421 to all known claimants and the person or persons liable

to which notice he shall add a further summons to attend the verification
meeting.
642n Verification Meeting Before Supervisoty Judge
(Compare Article 14, 1976 Convention.)
(This Article supersedes Article 320n of the Dutch Code of Civil Procedure).

On the day or days designated in accordance with Article 642g, the
supervisory judge shall conduct one or more sittings in the presence of the
liquidator.
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642o Claims Filed After Expiry of Term. Admission to proof
(Compare Article 14, 1976 Convention)
(This Article supersedes Article 320o of the Dutch Code of Civil Procedure.)

The supervisory judge may, at the request of the claimant, permit
claims which are filed after the expiry of the period referred to in Article
642g(I) to be eligible for verification.
Such a request must be granted if the claimant resides outside the
Netherlands and was for this reason prevented from filing on an earlier date.

In the event of a dispute over whether the claimant was indeed
prevented from filing as referred to in paragraph 2, the supervisory judge shall
decide the matter after having consulted the meeting.
642p Determining the Amount of the Claims.
(Compare Article 14, 1976 Convention.)
(This Article supersedes Article 320p of the Dutch Code of Civil Procedure)
All claimants and persons liable shall be entitled to contest a claim.
Claims which are not contested shall be assessed by the supervisory
judge at the amount alleged.

The decision of the supervisory judge shall be noted in the formal
record of the sitting and on the list drawn up by the liquidator.
642q Reference to District Court, including in the case of Uncertainty.
(Compare Article 14, 1976 Convention.)
(This Article supersedes Article 320q of the Dutch Code of Civil Procedure.)
In the event that a claim or the invocation of limitation of liability is

contested at a sitting [before the supervisory judge], the supervisory judge
shall, if he is unable to bring about an agreement between the parties and the
person liable, refer them to the [full] district court for the resolution of their
dispute at one or more sittings of that court which he shall designate. The
supervisory judge shall also refer to the district court a claimant as referred to
in the second sentence of Article 642k, notwithstanding that his claim is not
contested, for the purpose of deciding whether it was indeed proper that his
claim be filed for verification.
If a claimant whose claim is contested or a person liable is not present
at a sitting [before the supervisory judge] the liquidator shall notify him without
delay by registered letter of each reference [as referred to in paragraph 1].

642r Renvooi procedure. (Compare Article 14, 1976 Convention.)
(This Article supersedes Article 320r of the Dzttch Code of Civil Procedure.)
If a claimant who requests that his debt be verified does not appear at
the sitting of the district court, he shall be deemed to have withdrawn his claim,
insofar as it was contested.

If a person who has contested any allegation of a person liable or
claimant does not appear, he shall be deemed to have abandoned his objection.

The persons referred to in Article 642q(2) shall not be entitled to
assert in the proceedings that they did not receive the notice referred to in that
Article.
Claimants who fail to contest [any allegation] either upon filing their
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claim or at the meeting, are not entitled to join or intervene in the proceedings;
in the event of banlcruptcy of a person liable the trustee in that banlcruptcy can
intervene.
5. An irrevocable decision to the effect that a person liable is not entitled
to limit his liability in respect of one or more claims, is binding on a person
liable as well as, in the event of his bankruptcy, on his creditors.
642s Plan of Distribution. Refitsal to Permit Limitation of Liability.
(Compare Articles 4, 12 and 14, 1976 Convention.)
(This Article supersedes Article 320s of the Dutch Code of Civil Procedure.)

After completion of the sittings [before the supervisory judge]
referred to in Article 642n, or, if these have given rise to disputes, after such
disputes have been resolved by a decision which has become irrevocable, the
liquidator shall draw up a plan of distribution for the relevant fund and submit
the plan to the supervisory judge for his approval.
If it is irrevocably decided that the person liable is not entitled to limit
his liability, the security which has been provided shall terminate and a sum
which has been deposited shall be distributed to the person who deposited it,
but not earlier than one month after the decision has become irrevocable and
the liquidator has given notice in the manner prescribed in Article 642i of the
day on which the distribution shall occur.
642t Claims in Foreign Currency. Specific allocation of each fund.
(Compare Articles 2, 11, 12 and 14, 1976 Convention.)
(This Article supersedes Article 320t of the Dutch Code of Civil Procedure).
1. Claims which are not expressed in Dutch currency shall be admitted
at their estimated value in Dutch currency.
2. If a person liable exercises the authority granted to him in either
Article 750 or 751, or Article 1060 or 1061 of Book 8 of the Civil Code, the
following rules shall apply:
the life fund shall be applied to satisfy claims for damage to persons;
the passenger fund shall be applied to satisfy claims for damage to
persons incurred by passengers;

the property fund shall be applied to satisfy claims for property
damage and claims for damage to persons insofar as these remain
unsatisfied after applying the rule set forth in (a) above;

the wreck fund shall be applied to satisfy claims as referred to in
Article 752(1)(d) or (e) of Book 8 of the Civil Code;
the waterpollution fund shall be applied to satisfy claims in respect of
costs and damages due for waterpollution as referred to in the general
administrative order pursuant to Article 1065 of Book 8 of the Civil
Code;
if an amount which is to be distributed in accordance with the rules set
forth in (a)-(e) above is insufficient to satisfy the claims to which it is
to be applied under these rules, these claims shall be reduced pro rata.
3. For the purpose of applying paragraph 2, damage to persons shall be
understood as comprising all damage arising from death or personal injury and
property damage as all damage which is not damage to persons.
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4. Without prejudice to the provisions of paragraph 2(c) above, each
fund shall be applied to satisfy only the claims in respect of which it was

constituted.

642u Lodging of Plan of Distribution with Clerk- of Court. Lodging of
Objections. (Compare Article 14, 1976 Convention.)
(This Article supersedes Article 320u of the Dutch Code of Civil Procedure.)
A plan of distribution with respect to a fund which is available for
disposition, which plan has been approved by the supervisory judge, shall be
lodged for 14 days at the clerk of court's office for inspection, without charge,

by claimants whose claims have been admitted and by persons liable. No
charge shall be made for lodging these documents.
The liquidator shall announce the lodging in the manner prescribed

in Article 642i, and shall also give notice thereof by registered letter to the
persons liable and to all claimants whose claims were admitted, stating the

amount allotted to them; each of them is entitled to oppose the plan of
distribution by submitting a statement of objections to the clerk of the district

court within the period specified, setting forth the grounds on which the
objections are based.
After expiry of the period, the district court shall render its decision,

after having heard the claimants and persons liable or caused them to be
properly summoned, by means of a registered letter from the liquidator.
642v After Adoption of Plan of Distribution. Summoning Claimants.
(Compare Article 14, 1976 Convention.)
(This Article supersedes Article 320v of the Dutch Code of Civil Procedure.)

After a plan of distribution has been adopted by the supervisory
judge or, if a timely objection was made, by the district court, the clerk of court
shall summon the claimants by registered letter to take receipt of the sum to
which they are entitled.

After adoption, the plan shall be available for inspection without
charge at the clerk of court's office for all persons with an interest.
Any remaining credit balance and any allotted distributions which
have not been collected within one year shall be paid out to the person who
made the deposit. Article 642s(2) shall apply mutatis inutandis.
642w Claims not Filed Lapse. (Compare Article 14, 1976 Convention.)
(This Article supersedes Article 320w of the Dutch Code of Civil Procedure.)

Except as provided in Article 642f(4), the claims of claimants who,
despite having been properly summoned, have not filed these claims for the
purpose of verification shall lapse upon the plan of distribution becoming
irrevocable.
642x Provisional Plan of Distribution. Providing Security.
(Compare Article 14, 1976 Convention)
(This Article supersedes Article 320x of the Dutch Code of Civil Procedure)
1. The supervisory judge is authorised to adopt a provisional plan of
distribution at any time. In that event, Articles 642s to 642v inclusive shall
apply mutt-ills nuttandis.
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2. The supervisory judge is entitled to order that claimants to whom a
distribution is made on the basis of a provisional plan of distribution provide
security to him in a manner which he shall designate.

642y Right ofAppeal. (Compare Article 14, 1976 Convention.)
(This Article supersedes Article 320y of the Dutch Code of Civil Procedure.)
The decisions of the supervisory judge and those of the district court
pursuant to Article 642u(3) shall not be subject to appeal [either to the Court
of Appeal or, in cassation, to the Netherlands Supreme Court].
With respect to all other decisions to which Articles 642a to 642z give
rise, the person liable and the appearing claimants are entitled to file an appeal
[to the Court of Appeal] within four weeks from the day of pronouncement,
unless pursuant to any general rule a shorter period applies. The same period
is applicable for appeals, in cassation, to the Netherlands Supreme Court.

If an appeal is filed, notice must be given to the clerk of court by
means of a writ.

The judgment in respect of the appeal shall by communicated
without delay by the clerk of the relevant appellate body to the clerk of the
district court, who shall given notice thereof by registered letter to claimants
and persons liable.
642z Costs. (Compare Article 14, 1976 Convention.)
(This Article supersedes Article 320z of the Dutch Code of Civil Procedure.)
Except as provided in Articles 56, 57 and 58, the costs arising from the

application of Articles 642a to 642y inclusive shall be borne by the person
liable.
NORWAY

Maritime Code

Chapter 12 - Limitation Funds and Limitation Proceedings
Section 231

Scope

The provisions of the present Chapter apply to limitation funds
constituted according to Section 177 (global funds), Section 195 (oil damage
funds according to the 1992 Liability Convention) or Section 214 (oil damage
funds according to the 1969 Liability Convention), and subsequent actions for
limitation. Funds constituted according to Sections 207 and 226 shall also be
regarded as global funds.

The provisions of the Dispute Act apply correspondingly unless the
contrary follows from the present Chapter.
Section 232 Amounts of Funds
The global fund shall correspond to
the total of the amounts which according to Section 175 are the limits
of the liability for the claims for which limitation of liability is being
invoked and which arose from one and the same event, and
interest on the amounts mentioned under letter a) for the time from the
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event to the constitution of the fund, calculated at the rate laid down
according to Section 3 of Act of December 17, 1976, No. 100 Relating
to Interest on Overdue Payments.
A fund constituted according to Section 207 shall equal the full amount
of the liability according to the second or third paragraph of Section 207. A
fund constituted according to Section 226 shall equal the full amount of the
liability according to the second or third paragraph of Section 226.
An oil damage fund according to the 1992 Liability Convention shall
equal the amount of the liability according to Section 194, with deductions as
mentioned in letter b) of the first paragraph of Section 229. An oil damage fund
according to the 1969 Liability Convention shall equal the amount of the
liability according to Section 213.
Section 233 Application to constitute a Fund
The person applying for the constitution of a limitation fund shall pay the

amount of the fund to the Court or give such security for the amount as the
Court finds satisfactory.
The application shall explain the reasons for constituting the fund, the
information on the ship which is necessary to calculate the amount of the fund,
and as far as possible information on all those believed likely to present claims
against the fund.
Constitution of a Fund
A decision to constitute a fund is made in the form of a ruling 1 which
provisionally fixes the amount of the fund and decides whether the proposed
security is acceptable.
Unless there are special reasons for the contrary, the Court shall in its
ruling also require payment of or the giving of security for an additional
amount fixed at the discretion of the Court to meet the costs of constituting the
fund and of an action for limitation, and the liability for interest payments.
When a global fund is constituted, this only applies to interest for the period
after the constitution of the fund.
If it appears from the ruling that the necessary payment has been made or
security given, the fund shall be regarded as constituted on the day when the
ruling was handed down. Otherwise the fund shall be regarded as constituted
on the day when payment was made or security given.
The ruling can be appealed.
Section 234

Section 235

Announcement

The Court shall immediately announce that a limitation fund has been
constituted. In the announcement, all creditors intending to claim recovery
from the fund shall be advised to submit their claims to the Court within a
certain time limit of at least two months. Attention shall at the same time be
drawn to the provisions of the second period of the third paragraph of Section
177 and Sections 238 and 245.
The announcement shall be published in Norsk lysningsblad2 and, at the
discretion of the Court, also in other ways. According to the circumstances, the
announcement shall also be published in other States.
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The person constituting the fund and all known creditors shall be notified
by registered mail.

Section 236 Fund Administrator
If practical reasons so indicate, the Court may appoint an advocate or
other expert to administer the fund. The Court determines the remuneration of
the administrator.

Section 237 Submission of Claims

A person submitting a claim shall give the Court the necessary
information concerning the claim, including the basis for and the amount of
the claim, and whether it is or has been subject to separate legal action.
Section 238 Lapse of Claims
Satisfaction of a claim of which the Court has not been notified before the
distribution of the fund is adjudicated by the Court of first instance can only be
demanded according to the provisions of the second paragraph of Section 244.

Section 239 Paytnent and Release of the Fund
The fund can not be released unless the time limit for the submission of
claims has expired and consent has been given by the person constituting the
fund and by all creditors who have submitted claims against the fund.
Section 240 Limitation Proceedings
Limitation proceedings are instituted by a writ of summons to the Court
at which the fund is constituted. Proceedings can be instituted by a person as
mentioned in the first period of the third paragraph of Section 177, the second

period of the first paragraph of Section 177, the second period of the first
paragraph of Section 195, or the second period of the first paragraph of Section
214. All those with claims against the fund shall be served with a joint writ of
summons. All on whose behalf the fund was constituted can be made parties
to the procedure.
Section 241 Fund Meeting
The Court shall summon the person who constituted the fund, the person

who instituted the limitation proceedings, and the creditors who have
submitted claims (the parties) to a fund meeting. The fund meeting shall deal

with the questions of the right to limitation of liability, the amount of the
liability, and the claims submitted.

Before the meeting the administrator or, if no administrator has been
appointed, the Court shall prepare and distribute to the parties
recommendations concerning the questions to be dealt with.
If at the end of the fund meeting no objections have been made to the
recommendations with such changes as may have been made at the fund

meeting, the Court shall base the distribution of the fund on the
recommendation. If it finds it necessary, the Court can postpone the treatment
of the recommendation to a later fund meeting.
If an objection remains at the end of the fund meeting, the Court shall set
a time limit within which the person maintaining the objection shall request
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that the question be decided by the Court. If the time limit is overrun, the
objection shall be regarded as withdrawn.
Section 242 Settlement of Disputes
If a request has been presented for a question to be decided by the Court,
the Court decides whom to regard as plaintiff and defendant. The dispute shall

be settled after such further preparation as the Court finds necessary. The
Court may decide that the dispute shall be heard according to the rules on
ordinary civil trials.
Disputes concerning the right of limitation of liability, the amount of the

liability or individual claims can be subject to separate proceedings and
adjudication. Each part judgment is in that case subject to separate appeal.

The Court shall give the person who constituted the fund and anyone
having submitted a claim notice of disputes that are initiated and judgments
given.

Provisional Payment
After the expiry of the time limit for submitting claims, the Court may
decide to make provisional payments in partial settlement of the claims which
Section 243

have been proved.

Section 244

Distribution of the Fund

When all disputes have been settled, the Court shall by judgment
distribute the fund according to the provisions of Section 176, 195 or 214.
The Court may retain an amount of money to cover claims that have not
been submitted before the distribution of the fund was adjudicated by the Court
of first instance. That amount of money shall be distributed when all claims
submitted are decided on and the Court believes that no further claims will be
submitted.
The fund shall be distributed even if the person who constituted it is not

entitled to limitation of liability. The Court can on request give judgment
ordering enforcement in respect of such part of a claim as is not covered by the
fund.

Section 245 Effect of Final Judgments
A final judgment on the right of limitation of liability, the amount of the
liability, the claims submitted and the distribution of the fund is binding on all
those entitled to claim recovery from the fund, regardless of whether they have
submitted claims in the case. The case can only be re-opened in respect of the
right to limitation of liability.
SPAIN

Disposiciones Basicas del Enjuiciamiento Civil
TITULO IH

De los incidentes
741. Las cuestiones incidentales de previo o especial pronunciamento que

se promuevan en toda clase de juicios, con exclusión de los verbales, y no
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tengan señalada en esta Ley tramitación especial, se ventilarán por los trámites
que se establecen en el presente titulo.

Dichas cuestiones, para que puedan ser calificadas de incidentes,
deberán tener relación inmediata con elasunto principal que sea objeto del
pleito en que se promuevan. Será inademisible el incidente de nulidad de
resoluciones judiciales. Los vicios que puedan producir tal efecto serán hechos
valer a través de los correspondientes recursos.

Los Jueces repelerán de oficio los incidentes que no se hallen en
ninguno de los casos del articulo que precede, sin perjuicio del derecho de las
partes que los hayan promovido para deducir la misma pretensión en la forma
correspondiente. Contra dicha providencia procederá el recurso de reposición,
y si no se estimare, el de apelación en un solo efecto.
Los incidentes que por exigir un pronunciamiento previo sirvan de
obstáculo a la continuación del juicio, se sustanciarán en la misma pieza de
autos, quedando mientras tanto en suspenso el curso de la demanda principal.

Además de los determinados expresamente en la Ley, se
considerarán en el caso del artículo anterior, los incidentes que se refieran:
1° A la personalidad de cualquiera de los litigantes o de su Procurador,
por hechos ocurridos después de contestada la demanda.

2° A cualquier otro incidente que ocurra durante el juicio y sin cuya

resolución fuera absolutamente imposible, de hecho o de derecho, la
continuación de la demanda principal.

Los incidentes que no opongan obstáculo al seguimiento de la
demanda principal se sustanciarán en pieza separada, sin suspender el curso de
aquélla.
La pieza separada se formará a costa de la parte que haya promovido
el incidente, y contendrá:
1° El escrito original en que se promueva el incidente, o testimonio del

mismo y de la providencia en la parte necesaria, si aquél contiene otras
pretensiones.

2° Los documentos originales relativos al incidente que se hayan
presentado con dicho escrito.
3°

Testimonio de los particulares que con referencia a los autos

principales designe la parte que promueva el incidente, incluyendo también en

él los que la contraria solicite que se adicionen, si el Juez los estima
pertinentes.
Esta designación deberá hacerse por el que promueva el incidente

dentro de los tres días siguientes al de la notificación de la providencia
mandando formar la pieza separada, y por la otra parte dentro de los tres días
posteriores, a cuyo fin se les pondrán los autos de manifiesto en la Escribanía.
Transcurridos dichos plazos sin haber hecho la designación, el actuario
llevará a efecto desde luego la formación de la pieza separada con el escrito y
documentos expresados en los números 1° y 2° del articulo anterior.

En todo caso se hará constar por nota en los autos principales la
formación de la pieza separada, y en ésta que los Procuradores de las partes
tienen acreditada su representación en aquéllos.
Promovido el incidente, y formada en su caso la pieza separada, se
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dará traslado a la parte contraria por término de seis días, para que conteste
concretamente sobre la cuestión incidental.
Si fuesen varias las partes litigantes, se concederá dicho término a cada
una de ellas por su orden.
Se observará lo dispuesto en los artículos 515 y siguientes respecto a la
presentación y entraga de copias.
En el escrito promoviendo el incidente, y en el de contestación,
deberán las partes solicitar que se reciba a prueba, si la estiman necesaria.
Si ninguna de las partes hubiere pedido el recibimiento a prueba, el
Juez, sin más trámites, mandará traer a la vista los autos para sentencia, con
citación de aquéllas.
Se recibirá a prueba el incidente:
1° Cuando lo hubieren solicitado todos los litigantes.
20

cuando habiéndolo pedido una sola parte, el Juez lo estime

procedente.
El término de prueba en los incidentes no podrá bajar de diez días ni
exceder de vente.
Este término será comun para proponer y ejecutar la prueba, observándose
en lo demás las disposiciones del juicio ordinario que a ella se refieren.

Sólo podrá otorgarse el término extraordinario de prueba en los
incidentes que se sustancien en pieza separada, y en los del número 1° del
artículo 745.
Trancurrido el término de prueba, sin necesidad de que lo soliciten
los interesados, mandará el Juez que se unan a los autos las pruebas practicadas
y se traigan a la vista para sentencia, con citación de las partes.

Tanto en el caso del artículo anterior como en el del 751, si
cualquiera de las partes lo pidiere dentro de los dos siguientes al de la citación,
el Juez señalará, a la posible brevedad, día para la vista.
En este acto oirá a los defensores de las partes si se presentaren.
En el caso del artículo anterior, se pondrán las pruebas de manifiesto
a las partes en la Escribanía para instrucción, por el término que medie desde
el señalamiento hasta el día de la vista.

Celebrada la vista o transcurridos los dos días siguientes al de la
citación sin haberla solicitado, el Juez dictará sentencia dentro del quinto día.
Esta sentencia será apelable en un solo efecto.
Las disposiciones que preceden serán aplicables a los incidentes que
se promuevan durante la segunda instancia y en los recursos de casación.
La sentencia que en ellos recaiga será suplicable para ante la misma Sala.

Dentro de los tres días siguientes al de la entrega de la copia del
escrito de súplica a los otros colitigantes, podrán éstos contestar lo que estimen
conveniente.
Transcurrido dicho término, la Sala dictará la resolución que estime justa,
previo informe del Magistrado ponente, y sin ningún otro trámite.
Contra las sentencias que dicten las Audiencias en dicho recurso de
súplica, sólo se dará el de casación en los casos expresamente determinados
por esta Ley.
Contra las que dicte el Tribunal Supremo no se dará recurso alguno.
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UNITED KINGDOM

Practice Directions - Part 49f
Limitation Claims
9.1(1) Limitation may be relied upon by way of defence to any claim.

9.1(2) A limitation claim may be brought by counterclaim with the
permission of the Admiralty Court.

9.1.(3) A limitation claim is begun by the issue of a claim form in
Admiralty Form No. ADM15 ("a limitation claim form"). The limitation claim
form must be accompanied by a declaration:
proving the facts upon which the Claimant relies
stating the names and addresses (if known) of all persons who to the
knowledge of the Claimant have claims against him in respect of the
occurrence to which the claim relates, other than named defendants
and sworn as an affidavit.
9.1(4) The Claimant and at least one of the Defendants must be named in
the limitation claim form, but all other Defendants may be described.

9.1(5) The limitation claim form must be served on all named
Defendants.
9.1(6) The limitation claim form may not be served out of the jurisdiction
unless:
the case falls within section 22(2)(a) to (e) of the Supreme Court Act 1
981;
the Defendant has submifted to or agreed to submit to the jurisdiction
of the court; or

the Admiralty Court has jurisdiction over the claim under any
applicable Convention.

9.1(7) Every Defendant upon whom a limitation claim form is served
must either:
within 28 days of service file a defence to the limitation claim in
Admiralty Form No. ADM16A or file a notice in Admiralty Form No.
ADMI6 that he admits the right of the claimant to limit liability; or
if he wishes to dispute the jurisdiction of the court or to argue that the
court should not exercise its jurisdiction file within 14 days of service
or, if the limitation claim form is served out of the jurisdiction, within
the time specified in RSC Order 11 rule IA (Schedule 1 to the CPR),
an acknowledgment of service in Admiralty Form No. ADM16B.

9.1(8) In the event that the Defendant files an acknowledgment of
service pursuant to paragraph 9.1(7)(b) he will be treated as having accepted
that the court has jurisdiction to hear the limitation claim unless he makes an
application under CPR Part 11 within 14 days of filing his acknowledgment of
service.
9.2(1) Where one or more named Defendants admits the right to limit,
the Claimant may file in the registry an application for a restricted limitation
decree in Admiralty Form No. ADM17 and the Court will issue a decree in

Admiralty Form No. ADM18 limiting liability only against such named
Defendants as have admitted the Claimant's right to limit liability.
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9.2(2) A restricted limitation decree may be obtained against any named
Defendant failing to file a defence within the time specified for doing so.

9.2(3) A restricted decree need not be advertised, but a copy must be
served on the Defendants to whom it applies.

9.2(4) Where the right to limit is not admitted or the Claimant seeks a
general limitation decree in Admiralty Form No. ADM19, he must within 7
days of the date of the filing of the defence of the named Defendant last served
or the expiry of the time for doing so, apply for an appointment before the
Admiralty Registrar for a case management conference at which directions
will be given for the further conduct of the proceedings.
9.3(1) When a limitation decree is granted the Admiralty Court:
may order that any proceedings relating to any claim arising out of the
occurrence be stayed;
may order the Claimant to establish a limitation fund if one has not
been established or make such other arrangements for payment of

claims against which liability is limited as the Court considers
appropriate;

may, if the decree is a restricted limitation decree, distribute the
limitation fund;
shall, if the decree is a general limitation decree, give directions as to

advertisement of the decree and fix a time within which notice of
claims against the fund must be filed or an application made to set
aside the decree.
9.3(2) When the Admiralty Court grants a general limitation decree the
Claimant must:
advertise it in such manner and within such time as the Court shall
direct;

file in the registry a declaration that the decree has been advertised in
accordance with (a) and copies of the advertisements.
9.4 Any person other than a named Defendant may apply to the Admiralty
Registrar within the time fixed in the decree to have a general limitation decree
set aside. Any such application must be supported by a declaration proving that

the person has a good faith claim against the Claimant arising out of the
occurrence and sufficient grounds for contending that the Claimant is not
entitled to the decree obtained, either in the amount of limitation or at all.
9.5(1) A limitation fund may be established before or after a limitation
claim has been commenced.
9.5(2) If a limitation claim is not commenced within 75 days of the date
the fund was established, the fund will lapse and all monies in court, including
any interest accrued therein, will be repaid to the person making the payment
into court. The lapsing of a limitation fund shall not prevent the establishment
of a new fund.

9.6(1) The Claimant may constitute a limitation fund by paying into
court the sterling equivalent of the number of special drawing rights to which
he claims to be entitled to limit his liability under the Merchant Shipping Act
1995 together with interest thereon from the date of the occurrence giving rise
to his liability to the date of payment into court.
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9.6(2) Where the Claimant does not know the sterling equivalent of the
said number of special drawing rights on the date of payment into court he may

calculate the same on the basis of the latest available published sterling
equivalent of a special drawing right as fixed by the international Monetary
Fund, and in the event of the sterling equivalent of a special drawing right on
the date of payment into court under paragraph (1) being different from that
used for calculating the amount of that payment into court the Claimant may:
make up any deficiency by making a further payment into court which,
if made within 14 days after the payment into court under paragraph
(1), shall be treated, except for the purposes of the rules relating to the
accrual of interest on money paid into court, as if it has been made on
the date of that payment into court, or
apply to the Admiralty Court for payment out of any excess amount
(together with any interest accrued thereon) paid into court under
paragraph (1).
9.6(3) An application under paragraph 9.6(2) (b) may be made without
notice to any party and must be supported by evidence to the satisfaction of the
Court proving the sterling equivalent of the appropriate number of special
drawing rights on the date of payment into court.
9.6(4) On making any payment into court under this rule, the Claimant
shall give notice thereof in writing to every named Defendant, specifying the
date of payment in, the amount paid in, the amount of interest included therein,
the rate of such interest, and the period to which it relates. The Claimant shall
also give notice in writing to every Defendant of any excess amount (and any
interest thereon) paid out to him under paragraph 9.6(2)(b).
9.6(5) Money paid into court under this paragraph shall not be paid out
except under an order of the court.
9.7(1) A claim against the fund must be in Admiralty Forni No. ADM20.
9.7(2) No later than the time fixed in the decree for filing claims, each of
the Defendants must file and serve his statement of case on the limiting party
and on all other Defendants. The statement of case must contain the particulars

of the Defendant's claim. Any Defendant unable to do so must file a
declaration in Admiralty Form No. ADM21 stating the reason for his inability.
The declaration must be sworn as an affidavit.

9.7(3) Within 7 days of the time for filing claims or declarations, the
Admiralty Registrar will fix a date for a case management conference at which
directions will be given for the further conduct of the proceedings.
References to the Admira/tv Registrar

10.(1) The Admiralty Court may at any stage in the claim refer any
question or issue for determination by the Admiralty Registrar (a "reference").
10.(2) Unless otherwise ordered, where a reference has been ordered:

The Claimant must file and serve particulars of claim on all other
parties within 14 days of the date of the order.
Any party opposing the claim must file a defence to the claim within
14 days of service of the particulars of claim upon him.
10.(3) Within 7 days of the filing of the defence, the Claimant must apply
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for an appointment before the Admiralty Registrar for a case
management conference at which directions will be given for the
further conduct of the proceedings.

10.(4) Any decision of the Admiralty Registrar on the hearing of the
reference may be appealed to the Admiralty Judge, by Notice in
Admiralty Form No. ADM25 filed within 75 days of the decision on the
reference appealed against.

PASSENGERS CARRIED BY SEA

During the Singapore Conference a Seminar session will be held, at which
Mr. Bernd Kroger (ICS) and Mr. Charles Haddon-Cave Q. C. will consider the
different systems of liability existing in the carriage of passengers by sea and by

air
Prof Dr. Walter Miiller who was President of the Diplomatic Conference
which adopted in 1974 the Athens Convention, has written on this subject the
paper published below. It is hoped that this paper will contribute to the debate
in Singapore.

PASSENGERS CARRIED BY SEA.
SHOULD THE ATHENS CONVENTION 1974 BE MODIFIED AND
ADAPTED TO THE LIABILITY REGIME IN AIR-LAW?
WALTER MOLLER*

1. The Athens Convention relating to the Carriage of Passengers and their
Luggage by Sea (PAL 1974) entered into force on 28 April 1987. On 25 May
1990, a Protocol was adopted increasing the liability limit per passenger from
46,666 SDR to 175,000 SDR. Article 7(2) of the Convention already provided,
that a State Party could fix, as far as carriers who are nationals of such State are
concerned, a higher per capita limit of liability. On 2 May 1996, a Protocol was

adopted to amend the Convention on Limitation of Liability for Maritime
Claims 1976 (LLMC 76). This included a change to Art 7(1), increasing the
global limit for passenger claims to 175,000 SDR multiplied by the number of

authorized passengers. This Protocol added a new para 3bis to Article 15,
providing that a State Party could regulate the system of liability in their
national law, provided that the limit of liability is no lower than that prescribed
by the Convention. Neither the 1990 Protocol to the Athens Convention nor the
1996 Protocol to the LLMC 76 have entered into force. One reason for this is
that some Governments which were preparing to submit the Protocol to their

Parliaments for ratification decided, after the submission to the IMO Legal
Committee in 1996 of new proposals to amend the Athens Convention, to wait

Prof. Dr. Walter Willer (Switzerland) has been the president of the preparatory committees of CMI
and IMO and of the Diplomatic Conference 1974).
*
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for the result of these proposed changes. No Government may be prepared to
engage at short intervals in parliamentary procedures. This indicates, once
more, that international maritime lawyers' somewhat restless desire for change

and in particular their desire to change, previously adopted mies, actually
impedes efforts to implement adopted Conventions world-wide, an aim also
discussed at CMI.

The Athens Convention had much greater acceptance than is
represented by the 25 formal ratifications. It is interesting to have a look at the
laws of Germany, the four Scandinavian countries, France, the Netherlands, the
People's Republic of China and Vietnam, countries which have incorporated the
Convention's liability system into their national law, so that the rules also apply
to national carriage; and not only to international carriage, as provided in the
Convention.
Some of the above mentioned countries abstained from formal ratification,

because they considered the limit of 46,666 SDR as too low. They have
stipulated higher limits in their national laws, amounts, which would largely be

covered by the increase in the Protocol of 1990. Since the adoption of the
Convention in 1974, public opinion has changed during the following years as
illustrated by the increase to 175,000 SDR in the 1990 Protocol.
In 1974, a Diplomatic Conference considered new developments in
international air-law and decided to provide an identical limit, namely 58,000

USD (at that time equal to 46,666 SDR) provided for in the so-called
"Montreal-Agreement" of the main air-lines for carriage on from the United-

States. This was done in order to convince the American Government to
withdraw its denunciation of the 1929/1955 Warsaw-Convention at the last
possible moment.
The new Convention for the Unification of certain rules for International
Carriage by Air of 28 May 1999, which is not yet in force, fixed the limitation
amount per passenger for the first indemnity, on the basis of strict liablity, to
100,000 SDR, an amount that is lower than the 175,000 SDR provided in the
1990 Protocol for sea carriage.
At present, two main proposals are under discussion in relation to the
Athens Convention, one providing for compulsory insurance to be provided by
the shipowner with a direct right to claim against the insurer, and the other to

change the liability system based on fault into a system of strict liability as
provided in the new 1999 Air-Carriage Convention for an initial damage
amount of up to 100,000 SDR. The first proposal has already been incorporated
in a draft for a Protocol in the IMO Legal Committee. Apart from the fact, as
mentioned below, that this proposal affects the readiness to ratify the 1990 and
1996 Protocols, the proposal seems to be supported by the opinion of European

carriers who are already covering their liability with a P&I Insurance for
reasons of commercial prudence and want to avoid unfair competition by
foreign carriers who have not covered their liability with voluntary insurance
and may calculate their running costs without factoring in insurance costs. Is
this argument really convincing on a world-wide basis in the light of the boom
in cruise operations round the globe? A look at offers from travel agencies
shows that they are providing embarkation and disembarkation in countries
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where there are no insurance obligations. A new unified rule of maritime law
should not only be considered from a purely legal point of view if success is also
expected with regard to the political and economic aspects which mostly prevail

when a State is called to ratify a new instrument. Does it make sense only to
unify and provide new rules for some advanced European countries which
should be at least 10, the minimum number norrnally needed for a convention
to enter into force?
Critics of the Athens Convention should not forget that the liability

system adopted at that time represented a milestone in the progressive
development of maritime law. Prior to this, in virtually all countries, the contract
of carriage of passengers was governed by the principle of freedom of contract,

and the carrier used or abused this freedom to exclude liability. In purely
domestic carriage, which is not covered by the Convention, transportconditions endorsed in the tickets still contain the disclaimer "The carrier is not
liable for any accident, injury or death for whatever cause".

It was not easy to convince the delegations in 1974 to accept the
compulsory liability as provided in the Convention and to abandon the
unlimited freedom of contract as a first step in the right direction. The low
acceptance rate of the previous 1961 Convention with the same principle
demonstrates this fact; this although the 1961 Convention entered formally into
force with two ratifications only.
The liability system of the Athens Convention is based on facts, reality
and experience. A passenger on board a ship is not an "inert thing" entrusted to

the custody of the carrier, but a human being with his own agenda not to be

controlled by the carrier and its staff like a passenger in an air plane or
hovercraft. During the critical phase of takeoff and landing, the air passenger

must sit and keep his/her seatbelt fastened, the crew, for safety reasons
recommends keeping the belt fastened during the whole flight. On the other
hand a passenger on board a ship can freely circulate and use the ship's facilities,

such as swimming pool, fitness centre, shooting ranges, etc. in particular on
board a cruise vessel. He can dance, indulge in alcoholic excesses, quarrel with
other passengers in the bar or on deck during the night, with the inherent risk of

falling overboard. As to his cabin-luggage, the passenger can freely use and
handle this without supervision. There are often many kinds of shop on board including beauty salons, hairdresser and massage parlors. There is therefore a

common perception, that a passenger ship is a "floating hotel" or at least a
"floating restaurant". It may, therefore, not be an appropriate or a fair solution
to provide strict liability in general for the carrier, as proposed by lavvyers
arguing that the carrier can, according the general rule, avoid liability by
proving fault or concurrent fault on the part of the passenger. If a hairdresser
burns a client's skin, or, worse, if a doctor on board gives a wrong prescription
or injection or makes a wrong diagnosis, or if a nurse gives wrong medication,
one may not identify or prove fault of the passenger. It was therefore appropriate
for the Athens Convention to provide for liability without proof of fault of the
carrier and his staff only if a shipwreck, collision, stranding, explosion or fire
or a defect of the ship were the cause of an accident or incident causing harm to
a passenger. For other causes of harm or loss, the burden of proof of fault should
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lie with the passenger claiming damages. The new Dutch Civil Code of 1991
introduced not only the liability system of the Athens Convention with the

exception of carriage by hovercrafts, but added, in Article 8.514, a very
intelligent rule, as follows:

"If persons whose assistance the carrier uses in the performance of his
obligations render services upon the request of the passenger, to whom the
carrier is not obliged, they are considered as acting upon the orders of the
passenger to whom they render these services."
7.

When proposing new legal rules in an International Convention or

Protocol lawyers should, as we have learned from experience, also consider the
economic and political chances of such rules being accepted by a significant

number of states, not only by a few advanced and developed so-called "rich
states", but also by a large number of less advanced or developing states.
Otherwise, a new instrument will remain in the records of IMO only, and the
efforts and cost involved in a Diplomatic Conference will be in vain. If one
considers the major deplorable incidents of the past years, sometimes involving
hundreds of victims, one will see that these incidents happened mainly in ferryboat enterprises operating between the mainland and islands or between islands
in the so-called third-world countries, particularly in archipelagic areas, where
the carriage of passengers is as important as carriage by train, coach or tramway
in other parts of the world. These enterprises are usually run by the government
or are governmental companies and they vary fares for political reasons; fares
not even covering the running costs and the costs of providing safety devices
and rescue services. Very often, the boats are double or even triple-booked.
There are therefore serious doubts, as to whether countries which for the same
reasons have not yet accepted the Athens Convention will be prepared to ratify
new rules with higher limits of liability. One should always be aware that these
countries represent the majority in a Conference. In addition, if new stronger
liability rules are only applied in cases of international, transbaundary carriage,
as provided in the scope of application rule, the international legislator will
provide no protection for the majority of passengers obliged to use a ship. A
moderation is therefore also indicated for the CMI when dealing with a possible
adaptation of liability at sea to liability in the air. It would possibly be wiser to
promote further implementation of the existing liability systems than to invent
or copy a new one at the risk of further disunifying maritime law.
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